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0:  PROLOGUE:  THE MIND’S I

“A clown is a warrior who fights gloom.” 
— RED SKELTON

I am a killer and a clown.  I am a hero and a fool.
I dream.
I dream of music.
Words and notes flow around me, through me, supporting me and running over my skin 

in a cool stream.  For the first time since I was a child, I just hear the music, nothing more, and 
I revel in it.  Mom loved music, and she passed that love on to me.  Dad was crazy about old 
movies and shared them with me; the soundtracks have echoed in my head for decades.

Being able to hear the music, and nothing else, is a joy I thought I’d given up long ago.
Snippets of lyrics flutter about my ears — a piece of jazz here, a bit of do-wop there.  The 

psychedelic organ of 60’s rock drifts past my head, lazily pursued by a synthesized riff from 80’s 
technopop.  Voices blend and separate, a chorus that is constantly melding and shattering as 
a hundred, a thousand different songs all beg for my attention.  I choose each one in its turn, 
listen and love it, before moving to the next.  I have eternity; why waste it in haste?

I never thought I’d just listen ever again.
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1:  HERE WE ARE IN MEGATOKYO, WITH ALL THE CLAMS WE CAN EAT

“The sign that something’s wrong with you is when 
you sit quietly at home wishing you were out having 
lots of adventure.”

— THORNTON WILDER

MEGATOKYO, JAPAN.  JUNE 28, 2036.  8:17 PM LOCAL TIME.

“Oooooooh!  CRAP!”
Nene Romanova scowled at the glowing monitor in front of her, and blew a lock 

of her red hair out of her eyes.  Although her anger and frustration burned intensely, 
she still couldn’t bring herself to use harsher language.

She stared balefully at the editor window; the jaunty, circus-like combination 
of the breakpoints’ red bands against the editor window’s white background seemed 
to mock her inability to debug the routine.  “Why won’t this darned thing work?” 
she shouted at the ceiling as she gestured expressively.  “How am I going to crack 
GENOM’s intranet if I can’t get one little routine to work right?  Aaugh!” she cried, 
throwing her hands up.

There was a knock at the door of her apartment.
Nene froze, hands above her head, her eyes widening in momentary panic.  Then 

she chuckled and dropped her arms.  Nope.  GENOM’s security division is good, but 
they’re not that good, she smiled to herself.  Picking her way carefully through the detri-
tus of her hacking run — crushed Jolt bottles, empty bakery boxes and crumpled fast 
food wrappers littered the floor — she made her way to the apartment door.  With one 
hand on the knob, she put her eye up against the peephole lens, then all but squealed 
in surprise.

Throwing open the door, she launched herself at her visitor and caught her up in 
an energetic hug.  “Lisa!”

Lisa Vanette returned the hug, then disengaged herself and stepped back.  “You’re 
looking good, Nene.”

Nene flushed, suddenly painfully conscious of the worn and stained T-shirt and 
shorts she was wearing and their probable odor.  She suppressed a wince and gave Lisa 
a quick look.  “So are you!”  In the three years since they’d first met, Lisa had grown up 
quite a bit, but her fashion sense hadn’t changed:  her trademark beret still topped off a 
nicely-coordinated outfit with a vaguely Eurofashion feel to it.  And of course, her camera 
is surgically attached to her, still, mused Nene with an inward smile.  “Come on in!” she 
said aloud, ushering Lisa through the door.

Lisa stepped into the tide of wrappers and looked around, an amused expression 
on her face.  “Been hacking ‘round the clock again, Nene?” she asked as she removed 
her shoes.

Nene frantically began to gather up the wastepaper and shove it into the recycle 
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bin.  “Um, yeah,” she mumbled.  “You know how I get,” she added and flashed an em-
barrassed grin at her guest.

Lisa laughed as she plopped down on the couch.  “Relax, Nene, you know I don’t 
care whether the place is spotless or knee-deep. I’m here to see you, not the floor!”  In 
spite of herself Nene chuckled as she forced the last handful of burger wrappers into 
the overstuffed bin.

“You know, you really shouldn’t eat so much junk food,” Lisa went on.  “You won’t 
be able to fit into your duty uniform.”

“Oh, not you, too,” Nene mock-pouted as she dropped into a comfortable sprawl 
on the other end of the couch from Lisa.  “I already get enough of that from Priss and 
Linna!”

“There’s a reason for that, Nene!”  Lisa waggled her finger at the redhead, and 
Nene burst into giggles.

When the fit of giggling left her, Nene smiled at her guest.  “So what brings you 
back to MegaTokyo, Lisa?  Visiting your uncle again?”

Smiling, Lisa shook her head.  “Nope, I’m back for good!”
Nene’s eyes widened.  “You didn’t graduate already, did you?” Frantically, she began 

counting off fingers.  “Freshman, ‘32-’33, Sophomore, ‘33-’34, Junior, ‘34-’35, Senior...”  
She looked up, “You did!  Congratulations!”

Lisa flashed a grin.  “Thanks!  It was hard work, but I made it.”
“And you’re moving to MegaTokyo?”
“Already have, actually.  I’ve got a job as a reporter at the 16 Tokyo Day Times, and 

I’ve moved into my own place in Ota.” She made a face.
“Mou....” Nene was crestfallen.  “You’re kilometers away!  How will we get to-

gether?”  Lisa rolled her eyes in exasperation as Nene continued.  “Hey, Priss’s trailer is 
in Ota, near the bay. Are you going to be close to her?”

She shook her head.  “No... I’m a few kilometers inland.  It’s a dinky little one-
room in one of the federal housing projects, but it’s mine.”

Nene lunged across the small living area to give Lisa another enthusiastic hug.  
“I’m so happy for you!  We’ve got to go out to celebrate!”

“And you know just the ice cream shop, right?”  Lisa chuckled. “Sounds like a plan.  
But before we go out...”

“What?”  Nene’s eyebrows rose.
Lisa motioned Nene to come closer, leaned forward and whispered conspiratori-

ally.  “I want to know what’s new with the Knight Sabers.”
Nene jerked back.  “I - I don’t know what you’re talking about. Why would I know 

anything more than is in the papers?”
Lisa rolled her eyes.  “Oh, come on, Nene.  I know, and you know that I know.  I’ve 

kept your secret — and theirs — for three years now.”
Nene stood and stepping around an empty bucket of chocolate ripple ice cream, 

made her way to the apartment’s one large window.  She looked out on the other build-
ings.  Starlight glittered off the solar panels that topped each one, and warm yellow 
squares of light dotted their sides.  A frown skittered across Nene’s face as she looked 
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out at the lit windows of the other buildings, and wondered how many secrets might 
be seen through them, if one only knew when to look.  “Lisa,” she finally said without 
turning around, “Up to now, it’s been like a game, do you know what I mean?  There’s 
this big secret something we don’t talk about, but we both know each other knows.  As 
long as we don’t talk about it, life is, well, normal.  I’m a computer operator for the AD 
Police, and you’re a college student... sorry, a graduate.  We’re friends.  We have been 
for a long time. But if we decide to talk about this, it will change everything about our 
friendship.  I’m not sure I want that.”

Lisa got up from her seat on the couch and stood next to Nene at the window.  
She put her hand on Nene’s shoulder.  “I think I know what you mean.  But we don’t 
have to let it affect the way we relate.”

“Maybe.  I’m not sure, though.”  Nene sighed, and turned to look at her friend, 
searching Lisa’s eyes for something — she wasn’t sure what.  “Just tell me one thing.  
Why?”

“Why?”  Lisa’s brow wrinkled.  “Because I want to know.  I’m a reporter, Nene, 
insane curiosity is in my blood.  Or don’t you remember me hanging by my teeth off 
a half-finished building a few years ago?”  She grinned again, a blaze of white in her 
deeply tanned face.  “I’m tired of hearing the biased accounts in the papers, and wanted 
to get it direct from the source.”  She paused.  “And because I thought, maybe a friend 
might like a sympathetic ear who wasn’t too close to the action to tell her adventures 
to.”

Nene snorted.  “Adventures aren’t what they’re cracked up to be.”
“At the time they happen, yeah.”  Lisa shrugged.  “I got into one with you, re-

member?  I was scared to death.  But afterwards, it was so fun to talk about.  ‘No shit, 
there I was’, and all that.”  She smiled at the older woman.  “I wouldn’t have missed 
it for the world.”  For a long moment, Lisa stared out the window.  Then she looked 
back at Nene.  “I was hoping I could live yours vicariously,” she said sadly.  “The thing 
is, Nene, what I want is another adventure of my own, and I’m afraid I’ll never have 
one again.”

At that moment, almost two kilometers away, in a garbage-strewn alleyway near 
the base of the Tokyo Tower, a speck of rainbow-colored light suddenly appeared in 
midair.  Almost as soon as it had become visible, it expanded into a ring surrounding a 
flat black disk, nearly three meters across, floating a less than a meter above the grimy 
pavement. A moment later, a human figure dressed in gray was dumped unceremoni-
ously out of the disk, and it vanished.

In a laboratory deep within GENOM Tower, a team of researchers clustered in 
confounded amazement around a bank of sensor readouts, ignoring their half-com-
pleted experiment.  Without taking his eyes off the display, one reached for a tele-
phone.

Atop Ladys633, Sylia Stingray found herself leaping from her armchair to stand 
staring tensely out of the great glass windows of her penthouse home.

At AD Police headquarters, an officer named Bochinski felt a brief, vague sense of 
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unease and turmoil.  After a moment’s puzzlement he shrugged it off.
And in Nene Romanova’s apartment, Lisa Vanette felt a delicious chill run up her 

spine.

I woke up.
I don’t know why it is, but it seems to be a constant that I become unconscious 

while moving from universe to universe.  I arrived in Velgarth dead to the world, too.  
I’m just lucky I haven’t landed anywhere dangerous — yet.

That is, if you consider a dank alleyway littered with garbage in the middle of the 
night not dangerous.

It’s not always a safe assumption to make.
I was in my uniform and helmet, and thank the Havens, I was still carrying my 

backpack.  I had a fair collection of everyday clothing in it.  Everyday for the Col-
legium, that is; the sight of neon signs in both English and Japanese at the end of the 
alley suggested that the pseudoMedieval garb in the backpack would get me more at-
tention than I wanted at the moment.

However, my uniform might not. With the familiar rip of velcro, I tugged my 
emblem off the front of my jacket, swapping it for the Harley-Davidson patch I keep 
in my inside chest pocket for just such occasions.  Then I made sure that my helmet’s 
external speakers were turned off, and retracted the headlamps.  It’s not like I have a 
real secret identity at home, but not being immediately identifiable as a Warrior does 
have its advantages.

Looking up, I realized that I knew, sort of, where I was. Looming over me was the 
Eiffel-like form of the Tokyo Tower.  I was certainly in Japan.  But was I back in my 
own universe, or some parallel?  Given that the Tower looked pretty worse for wear, I 
suspected the latter.  Beta Team’s various time-travel exploits seemed to indicate our 
Tokyo Tower remains relatively pristine throughout its entire life, and this one looked 
like it had gone through a fairly severe earthquake.

So. I thought as I picked my way towards the end of the alley. Working assumption 
is that I’m in a different universe again. This time it’s some kind of parallel or alternate; I 
think that means I’m getting closer.  Velgarth certainly didn’t look anything like Earth except 
for the people and the horses.  And the not-horses.  I grimaced, remembering some of the 
shit Sylvath the Horseface had given me when I’d first arrived there. Ah well, that was 
old news now.

I popped out of my reverie when I realized that I was slowly being surrounded.  I 
didn’t see them at first so much as sense them — that vague “I’m going to be attacked” 
feeling that almost everyone in the Warriors eventually develops and which the U.N. 
metabiologists think is some kind of low-grade ESP.  I don’t know what it is, and I 
don’t care, but it let me know that a small pack of street scum were checking me out.  I 
stopped, maybe six meters short of the end of the alley.

Apparently either I fit their victim profile or they were spoiling for a fight, be-
cause three of them stepped out to block the exit, and another two slipped out of the 
shadows behind me to cut off any possibility of my retreat.  I felt others lurking in the 
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half-boarded doors and windows on either side of me.
I did a slow turn in place and did a tactical evaluation of the situation.  Three be-

fore, two behind.  Three on the left, four on the right.  Even mix of Japanese and non.  
A rainbow’s worth of hair colors.  Leather jackets, torn denims.  Knives and pipes. 
Some minor bionics, which was a surprise — a limb here, an eye there.  I assumed that 
they were boosted somewhat, but they didn’t look like they had the budget for really 
high powered stuff, unless the local economy were really odd.  I would have grinned 
to myself if it wouldn’t have given me away.  Despite the bionics, they were just twelve 
crunchies.

Against me.
Heh.
“Whatcha got in the bag, man?” one of the three at the alley entrance slurred in 

rather slovenly and informal Japanese.
First rule of the crisis situation — don’t move too soon.  I very carefully did not 

change my position or posture.  “Just clothes, nothing valuable.”
He grinned, a broad and unfriendly grin that was meant to say, “I’m top of the 

food chain here.”  He and his companions took a lazy couple steps closer to me.  “You 
know, you’re on Outriders turf, ‘friend’.  You cross our ground, you pay a toll.”

I shook my head.  “I don’t have anything you’d want.”
“I think we’ll just look and see anyway.  Boys?”
They rushed me.
Forty-five seconds later, I strolled out of the alleyway onto a Tokyo street, whis-

tling, with my backpack casually slung over my shoulder.  Glancing up at the street 
sign, I noted the corner, then turned right and made my way down the street.  If this 
were anything like the Tokyo I was familiar with, I was in Minato-ku and I should 
reach the Ginza before too long.

As I walked, I was a little preoccupied with sorting out my priorities.  I had eaten 
just before the worldjump, so I wasn’t hungry.  I needed shelter, but before that, I need-
ed cash. Fortunately, I had some gems and jewelry I’d acquired for that very purpose 
before leaving Velgarth.  So then, priority one was a pawnshop or jeweler.  Priority two 
was an inexpensive but acceptable hotel.  Then, all I had to do was wait until tomorrow, 
when I could try again with the song that sent me here, and move on.  In the mean-
time, a few newspapers and magazines and maybe a World Almanac or equivalent 
would both entertain me and give a sense of this world, which would be vital for the 
travelogue my fellow team members would demand of me when I got home.

At the first major intersection I crossed, I spotted a public telephone and stopped 
to use it.  “Hello, yes,” I said in stilted but polite, almost effeminate, Japanese, using a 
voice I’d cribbed from the Jerky Boys.  “I think there’s been some kind of gang fight.  
Yes, Shiba Koen near the Tokyo Tower.  I saw at least a dozen of them, all lying on the 
ground in an alley.  No, I didn’t see what happened.  No, I didn’t see any blood either, 
but they all looked pretty badly beaten up.  My name?  Quincy Black.  I’m a tourist, 
just in from the States.  What?  Oh, certainly, I’ll hold.”  As soon as the Muzak came 
on I hung up and resumed my measuredly casual pace.
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A few minutes later, as sirens wailed in the distance, I spotted the three golden 
balls of a pawnshop down the block and across the street.  Nice to know some things 
were interuniversal.  As I got closer, I saw an old family-owned jewelry store squatting 
next to it.  Even better, it was open.  I made sure my tuneplug was firmly inserted in 
my ear.  Then, nodding to myself, I dodged around the near-stalled traffic and stepped 
into the next phase of my far-too-complicated life.

It was after midnight when Nene and Lisa parted company at the door of Lisa’s 
apartment.  “You really don’t want to come in right now — it’s all boxes and mess and 
nowhere to sit but my futon,” Lisa had said, and they’d hugged goodbye.

Nothing further had been said about Lisa’s request, which was all the better with 
Nene.  She was troubled both by the request, and by her own reaction to it.  She’d 
found herself wanting desperately to confide in the girl, and that frightened her. Sev-
eral times over their ice cream, Nene’d barely caught herself just as she’d been about to 
launch into an anecdote about something that had happened “on the job” with one of 
the other Sabers.

She needed to talk to someone about this — and not Lisa.
Thus it was that half an hour after parting ways with Lisa in Ota, Nene arrived at 

the Ladys633 building.  As she made her way into the sub-basement that housed some 
of the Sabers’ support facilities, she felt no small amount of trepidation.  While after 
all these years she was certain Sylia would not enforce the Last Rule, Nene still found 
herself fidgeting nervously over the prospect of informing her of Lisa’s request.

Nene had first gone to Sylia’s penthouse, but to her surprise found her out despite 
the late hour.  Already anxious over the matter at hand, she’d almost used it as an ex-
cuse to procrastinate; it would have been so easy to put it off until tomorrow, or the day 
after that, or... but no.  Nene had steeled herself; this had to be addressed tonight.  On 
a hunch, she tried the hidden level of the building, in the hopes that Sylia was putting 
in a late night on Saber business.

Now, making her way through the darkened corridors and rooms of the sub-
basement, Nene found herself growing increasingly twitchy.  What should have been 
familiar odors of machine oil, solder, nanobath and other tools of Stingray technology 
instead seemed alien to her in her nervousness.  Stray echoes and shadows nearly pan-
icked her into bolting before she pulled herself together and scolded herself for being 
silly.

After a harrowing five minutes’ search, Nene finally found Sylia bent over a draft-
ing table in the design shop.  A sheaf of CAD printouts were spread over the tabletop, 
held flat against their curl by assorted drafting tools and what appeared to be the head 
of a Bu-55C boomer.  A single fluorescent lamp on an articulated arm and a 55-cm 
computer monitor illuminated the table, an oasis of light in the otherwise darkened 
room.

As Nene entered, she called out brightly, “Hi, Sylia.  What are you doing working 
down here so late?”

Sylia looked up.  Brushing back a lock of her raven-black hair, she twitched her 
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lips in a slight smile.  “Good evening, Nene,” she said.  “I... was having trouble sleeping, 
and decided to make the best of it.  What brings you out so late?”

Nene found herself staring at the boomer head as she stepped to the table and 
Sylia’s side.  “Where’d that come from?” she asked, her curiosity overriding her con-
cerns in spite of herself.  “I don’t remember us taking any souvenirs recently.”

Sylia stood up, chuckling.  “It’s not a souvenir, Nene.  It’s something I’ve come 
up with from one of Mackie’s ideas.  Here.” With disturbing ease, she scooped up the 
boomer head with one hand and held it out.

Nene reached for it with both hands, expecting it to be heavy, but was surprised 
when it turned out to have almost no weight at all.  Surprised, she turned it over to dis-
cover it was hollow — in fact, it was no more than a thin plastic shell.  Comprehension 
dawned, and a conspiratorial grin spread across her face.  “This isn’t...” she began.

Sylia nodded.  “A preliminary maquette for a boomer disguise that can be worn 
over a hardsuit.”

“Wow...”  She raised her eyebrows as she studied it.  “Well, fair’s fair — they did it 
to us once, so why can’t we do it right back?”

One corner of Sylia’s lips quirked upwards in a brief half-smile. “It does have a 
certain appealing symmetry, doesn’t it?”

Nene turned the boomer mask over and around, running her hands both inside 
and out.  Despite its thinness, the plastic felt sturdy; its surface was slick and unyield-
ing.  “Say, we don’t have an infiltration job that you haven’t told us about, do we?” she 
asked suddenly, narrowing her eyes at her sometime employer.

Sylia chuckled softly.  “No, not yet.  But Mackie pointed out that there may soon 
come a time when we’ll need to be unnoticed — or at least unidentifiable — when 
penetrating a target.  The final version will have explosive fasteners so the wearer can 
shed it easily if needed.”

“Huh.  Interesting.”  Nene laid the mask back down on the drafting table.  “How 
is Mackie?  I haven’t gotten an email from him in weeks.”

Sylia ran her fingers through her short hair.  “He’s in the middle of exams again.  I 
was surprised when we spoke; he seems to be thriving under the stress.”

“Sounds like Germany and university life are good for him.”  Nene grinned.  “Now 
if we can just get him to stop being a perv, he might actually become a real human 
being.”

Sylia barked a short laugh, and picked up a stylus from the drafting table.  She 
looked at it for a moment, then laid it back down with an audible click.  “So what 
brings you over tonight, Nene?  It’s rather late for a social call.”

Nene nodded.  “I needed to talk to you, Sylia.  Lisa Vanette’s back in MegaTokyo, 
this time for good.  And... and she’s asking me about the Knight Sabers.”

An expressionless veil seemed to settle over Sylia’s features, rendering her face no 
more human than that of the boomer mask on the table before her.  “And what have 
you told her?”

Nene shrank back at the chill tone that had entered Sylia’s voice.  “Nothing, yet.  
I didn’t even acknowledge that there was anything I could talk to her about.”  Nene 
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crossed her fingers as she uttered that little white lie, and stepped closer to Sylia, re-
entering the pool of bright light around the drafting table.  “Sylia, she’s not prying or 
investigating, she’s asking. She’s not a threat.”  Sylia wouldn’t do anything to hurt Lisa, 
would she? Nene thought.  She didn’t last time, and Lisa was much more likely to betray 
us then.

“We’ll see,” said Sylia as she turned back to her work.  “We’ll see.”

I’d left Velgarth around mid-morning, and arrived in the city I’d found out was 
called MegaTokyo somewhere around 8 or 9 PM.  It wasn’t surprising that I would be 
a bit jetlagged — my internal clock was off by almost 12 hours.  So I found myself up 
and awake for many more hours.

Let me back up.  I sold some jewelry to the old fellow who ran the store I’d found.  
I had fun with the haggling, and it seemed like he did as well.  My Japanese wasn’t a 
problem, although as was to be expected there were idioms and slang that were unfa-
miliar.  Some of that might have been because it was a different universe, but I’ll bet 
that most of it was simply the forty-year span between my native here-and-now and 
this one. I’ll have to remember to check in forty years, after I get home.

Anyway...  I spent an enjoyable half an hour dickering with Ichikawa-san and 
came out of it minus a couple gems, but plus an electronic credit chit for what I figured 
out later must have been about a month’s wages for an average sarariman.

I figured, I’m leaving this universe in the morning, I’ve got money I won’t be able 
to use when I get home, why not spend it and stay in style?  So I ensconced myself in 
a luxury hotel suite in a part of town I learned was called “Tinsel City”.  It was a damn 
sight better than a coffin hotel, and despite my earlier intention to find affordable ac-
commodations, it suited me just fine.  I did have a little trouble with the hotel staff 
— imagine the service a black man in biker leathers and without luggage might get 
at the front desk of the Waldorf-Astoria, and you’ll begin to get the idea — but the 
combination of the credit chit plus my perfect, almost obsequious Nihongo won them 
over, at least a little.

As I was saying, biologically, it was still around early afternoon for me.  I had to 
wait until my internal clock hit midnight before I could try the song again, so I booked 
the room for two days.  And even though I could make the next attempt in less than 
12 hours, I wanted to get some sleep first.  This way I wouldn’t be disturbed until I was 
ready.

After securing the room, I went shopping.  Fortunately, I easily found several 
all-night newsstands and bookstores, and my happy little credit chit got smaller and 
smaller...

Going to and from the hotel, I got my first good look at the city as well.  Definitely 
different from homeline — the artificial mountain imposing its conical silhouette over 
the entire city made that manifestly clear.  It was a far more multicultural city than the 
Tokyo of my experience, too — easily half gaijin, which the racial purity fanatics of the 
Japan from my here-and-now would never have allowed.  Two other things I noticed:  
it was mostly new construction, and there were bots everywhere.
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Considering the state of the Tokyo Tower, it was an easy call (and confirmed by my 
reading) that there had indeed been an earthquake not too long ago.  That explained 
the recent vintage of most buildings.  The bots, though, were a curious anomaly. They 
were universally humanoid.  Traditionally, that’s the most difficult (and least efficient) 
bot chassis, and not really practical until you have decent, portable AI.  (Or, as an ac-
quaintance of mine would be quick to point out, until you have sufficiently advanced 
neurosurgery techniques and life support technology.)  These bots defied that axiom.  
The ones I saw were little more than grunt servants, barely enough AI to handle voice 
recognition and menial tasks, and there were no utility-design bots anywhere, even for 
police or military use.  It was humanoid or nothing.  Very odd.

Two hours later I returned to my suite with an armful of newspapers and books.  
Sprawled out on a sumptuous couch, I studied local history.  It didn’t take me long to 
spot the divergence point.  The Metahuman Explosion of 1929 never happened here.  
As a result, their politics had been a bit more placid (although they did have a WWII 
almost identical to ours), and their scientific progress was considerably retarded com-
pared to where we were.  They’d only made the leap to practical mass-production of 
autonomous robots about ten years before the local date, and sure enough, there’d never 
been any non-humanoid bots — it was almost a paradigm here that autonomy meant 
humanoid. Weird.

The Cone, as I’d started to think of it, turned out to be the headquarters of GE-
NOM, the primary manufacturer of bots.  And just about everything else, too — they 
were a huge, almost schizophrenically diversified, multinational.  A real zaibatsu. Back 
home, the U.N. would’ve dismantled them years ago.  Here, GENOM and the U.N. 
were in bed together.

I got a bad feeling from GENOM.  It had that “far too slick for its own good” air 
that usually cloaked someone who was up to something.  It didn’t help that something 
like 80% of the manufactured goods within easy reach of me had a GENOM trade-
mark or service mark on them.

I don’t like monopolies.  Scratch a monopoly and find a conspiracy.  What can I 
say?  The worse metapowered criminals the Warriors ever encountered hid behind the 
facade of commerce and industry.  I still go into alternating fits of rage and shivering 
over the plots of Gideon Manley.  But don’t get me started on that....

Anyway, it was all academic.  After a night’s sleep, I’ll be out of here and back 
home, I figured.  It’s their world — let them deal with it.

If only it had been that easy.  Twenty hours later, I was standing in an abandoned 
building wondering what I would do next.

I’d checked out of the hotel and found a secluded, private location — never mind 
the rats — where I could open a gate to my next stop on the way home.  Suited up and 
with my backpack slung over my shoulder, I started up the song — “Point of Know 
Return” by Kansas — and waited for the gate to form.

It didn’t.
I felt the power flow in response to the song, but nothing happened.
With growing frustration, I realized that interdimensional travel was going to be 
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much harder than I had thought.  It’d taken me months of poring through my helmet 
computer’s archives to find the song that would open a gate out of Velgarth.  Stupid 
me — I’d thought it would be the only song I’d need.

It appeared that each universe was going to require a different song.
I was stranded.  Again.
Well, it could be worse.  I had money, means for getting more, and it was a high-

tech world.  Best yet, they had rock’n’roll.
I suddenly felt a little better, and wondered what new and interesting music they 

had for me to use.

MEGATOKYO, JAPAN.  JULY 2, 2036.  6:30 PM LOCAL TIME.

It didn’t take too long to worm myself into MegaTokyo.  A little squeeze and 
little friendly persuasion, and I was directed to a gentleman operating in the Ueno 
neighborhood of Tinsel City who was able to provide me with the finest in genuine 
inauthentic identification.  I had it done up with my real name — why not? — and 
then I dropped a jelly bean-sized diamond to have a couple of his hackers make sure 
there was a reasonable electronic trail behind it.  I watched over them just to make sure 
it was done right.  The diamond also covered a little paper documentation slipped into 
the right files in the right offices, but I didn’t expect that right away.

Two days later I’d acquired a lease on a shithole one-room apartment in a housing 
project in the Ota ward and I’d moved my few possessions in.  A day’s shopping in a 
few thrift stores gave me most everything else I needed.  No purpose in getting fancy, 
after all.  I just needed a place to crash for a few weeks while I figured out what song I 
had to play to get me out of this universe.

I was shouldering my cot-sized bed into place when there was a knock at my door.  
Curious, I put down the bed and opened the door.

“Yes?” I intoned.
“Welcome Wagon!”  A small whirlwind stormed into my apartment, dropping a 

tub of what looked like ice cream on my table and chattering a mile a minute.  “Hi I 
just moved in a week ago and I saw you moving in and I thought I’d bring you a little 
housewarming present because no one got me one and I just know we’ll be such good 
neighbors and...” she took a huge breath and I finally got a good look at her.

She was blonde and ultra-tan, a hair over 150 centimeters tall, with big brown 
eyes.  She was in a coordinated outfit in olive and tan, topped off with a beret.  In one 
hand she held what looked like a digital camera, its strap looped over her wrist. In the 
other she held bowls and spoons she’d liberated from the box I’d left them in.

“Hi, I’m Lisa Vanette.  I live across the hall from you.”  She smiled with a mega-
watt of pure white teeth and bowed to me.

“Hi, Lisa,” I replied, and bowed back.  “I’m Douglas Sangnoir. My friends call me 
Doug.”
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2:  ALL THIS, AND ROBOT STEW

Draw your chair up close to the edge of the precipice 
and I’ll tell you a story.

— F. SCOTT FITZGERALD, NOTEBOOKS

The truth is a snare:  you cannot have it, without be-
ing caught. You cannot have the truth in such a way 
that you catch it, but only in such a way that it catches 
you.

— SOREN KIERKEGAARD

IDEC, A WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF GENOM.  SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 2036.  
8:51 PM.

Ring.
Ring.
Pickup.
“Good evening, ma’am.  Sorry to disturb you, ma’am.”
Pause.
“Half an hour ago we had a possible interpenetration incident.”
Pause.
“No, ma’am.  Not in the lab....  We’re nowhere near that stage, as you’ll recall from 

our status reports.  It was... it was somewhere out-outside the lab.”
Pause.
“Somewhere in the city, ma’am.  No, ma’am.  An incursion.”
Pause.
“No, ma’am.  We didn’t cause it.  We were more than thirteen hours from the 

phase one test when we detected it.”
Pause.
“But the project...  we’re almost...”
Pause.
“It will take no less than six months.  None of our equipment is portable, let alone 

designed for field use.”
Pause.
“Six weeks?  We can’t...”
Pause.
“My apologies, ma’am.  I understand.  Yes.  We will attempt to locate the incursion 

site and perform some kind of survey right away.  Yes, m’am.  Good-bye, ma’am.”
Click.
“Fucking lavender-haired bitch.”
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AN ALLEY NEAR THE TOKYO TOWER.  SUNDAY, JUNE 29, 2036.  12:11 AM.

AD Police Officer Daley Wong was wearing his business face as he climbed out of 
his car.  “I heard the bare bones version on the ride over.  What have you got?”

Inspector Leon McNichol pulled off his shades and wiped his forehead with the 
back of his hand.  “Well, for one, I very highly doubt that this gathering of upright 
young citizens was attacked without provocation.”  He replaced his dark glasses and 
stared into the alley.  “Ever since the Griffin, the Outriders have had a chip on their 
collective shoulder.  This sounds more like they tried to shake down someone — or 
something — that they shouldn’t’ve.”

Daley nodded, his eyes slightly unfocussed in concentration.  “Do you buy the 
boomer story?”

Leon motioned towards the alley, and the two officers slowly made their way 
around the ambulances and the police vehicles. Emergency personnel were treating 
a variety of leather-clad gang-bangers.  He shook his head.  “Not quite.  If it was a 
boomer, it was the closest thing to a nonviolent boomer that I’ve ever seen. Out of a 
dozen victims, not one death.  No one even critically wounded.  Broken bones, con-
cussions, abrasions, bruises, but no actual wounds.  Some internal hemorrhaging, ac-
cording to the paramedics, but that’s to be expected given the beating they took.”  He 
ducked under the yellow boundary tape.

Daley snorted as he followed suit.  “Point taken.  That’s like no boomer attack I’ve 
ever heard of.  No matter what they’re claiming.”

“Also no traces of pseudoflesh, no shredded clothing or shoes, no Abotex nano-
markers, none of the usual leftovers.”

The two stepped into the shadowed alleyway.  Around them, ADP officers bustled, 
taking scans and measurements, and collecting evidence.  “There’s another thing.  Look,” 
Leon said, kneeling next to a pair of officers bent over something on the ground. The 
cracked and worn pavement was almost completely buried under a layer of dirt and 
garbage.  Traces of the fight remained in the soft surface.  Leon indicated a particular 
footprint.  “Check this out.”  Centimeters away, one of the officers poured alginate into 
a form held steady by another.

Daley knelt next to Leon and peered at the mark.  “Bootprint. And...?”
“Well, first off, there’s only one set of these prints.  They’re pretty distinctive, es-

pecially compared to the Outriders’.  You ask me, it’s our perp.”  Leon waved vaguely 
down the alley. “Look.”

Daley rose and traced the prints back through the alley.  He whistled.  “This boy’s 
a real dancer, isn’t he?”

Leon nodded.  “Some kind of martial artist, I think.  More evidence that it wasn’t 
a boomer.”  He shot a grin at his partner.  “Unless they’re making kung-fu cyberdroids 
these days.”

Daley looked less amused.  “Genom does sell bodyguard boomers,” he pointed out.  
“Don’t they...?”
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“Yes,” Leon nodded.  “But they go for brute strength over finesse.  Not to men-
tion overkill.  Whoever or whatever this was, it’s much slicker — and didn’t use deadly 
force.”

“Why do you keep saying ‘whatever’?”  Daley continued to track the attacker’s 
steps.

“Because no human, no matter how good, should be able to do what these prints 
indicate.”  Leon rose and paced off one section. “As far as I can figure, our perp made a 
seven-meter running broad jump here.”

“And he still managed to fight off a dozen Outriders while he was getting up from 
that?”  Daley whistled again.  “Not bad.”

“Wrong,” Leon said, staring at the ground.  “He didn’t land on his butt, like you’d 
think.  He made the jump, and pivoted on one foot as he landed — looks like he 
kicked one of the Outriders — then kept on moving.  Like a seven-meter jump was 
just another kind of step for him.  Oh, and it gets better.  If you follow his prints back 
far enough, you’ll find that they end.  Looks like he jumped down from the top of one 
of the buildings.  But he landed flat on his ass that time.”

Daley made a choking sound.  “And he walked away from that?”
Leon nodded.  “Whatever this guy is, he’s not human, at least not any more,” he 

pronounced.  “It looks like we’re dealing with a boomeroid.  But I haven’t seen or heard 
of a boomeroid with this kind of augmentation in at least 10 years.”

“A heavily-boosted boomeroid martial artist.”  Daley shook his head.  “It’s going 
to be hell trying to find him and take him down.”  The two men began to make their 
way back to the mouth of the alley.

“That’s why I’m having our forensics boys go to town here.  We’re going to need 
every shred of evidence we can get to I.D. this boy.  That bootprint is going to be a 
good start, but I’ve also got MacNamara interviewing the conscious Outriders so she 
can try to put together a composite sketch of the guy.”  He stopped short at the sound 
of a commotion at the alley’s end.  “What the hell?”

Leon broke into a half-run, and after a moment of surprise, Daley followed.  They 
found one of the officers engaged in a quiet but energetic argument with a tall, ath-
letic-looking fellow with glasses.

As they skidded to a halt, Leon barked, “What’s going on here, Lieutenant?”
Lieutenant Vong saluted, and turned the downward stroke into a gesture that 

encompassed not only the bespectacled man, but also several other persons, who stood 
tensely several feet away. Their faces betrayed a mixture of annoyance and fear, which 
interested Leon.  At their feet were at least a half dozen silver and black cases of the 
kind used for transporting scientific equipment.  “These civilians say they want to see 
the crime scene, sir.”

Leon raised an eyebrow and looked at the tall man in glasses. “Daniel Ohara, 
IDEC,” he said, bowing slightly towards Leon.  He held out a sheaf of papers.  “We 
have authorization to survey the site after your people are finished.”  With his other 
hand, he swept a shock of his light brown hair out of his eyes.  “They will be finished 
soon?” he added, his emphasis making it clear that, as far as he was concerned, they 
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had better.
Leon forebore to answer.  Instead, he slowly and carefully removed his glasses, 

closed them, and put them away inside his leather jacket before carefully unfolding and 
reading the papers. Ohara and his people were from a subsidiary of GENOM, no big 
surprise, and had a special dispensation to examine the scene. He made a note of the 
signature on the orders — yet another name to add to his list of public servants slop-
ping at the GENOM trough.  He grunted, and flicked his eyes up to see Nakamura 
and O’Shaughnessey giving the alley the final once-over.

He handed the papers back to Ohara.  “So, what brings a bunch of GENOM tech 
geeks out to a dirty alley after midnight on a Saturday night?” he asked.

Ohara compressed his lips into a flat, unconvincing simulation of a smile.  “When 
may we survey the alley, Inspector?” he insisted.

Leon looked over to see O’Shaughnessey giving him the high sign. He turned his 
attention back to the civilian.  “What is your interest in this crime scene, Ohara-san?  
You do realize that your permissions and letters there don’t exempt you from my ques-
tioning if you’re somehow involved in the commission of a crime?”

Ohara’s right eye twitched, and he half-turned to look back at his team for a long 
moment.  He seemed to be weighing the question in his mind.  Finally, he turned back 
to Leon.  “One of IDEC’s businesses is maintaining GENOM’s network of celphone 
repeater stations.  We have one such station in this alleyway, suitably camouflaged, of 
course, to prevent vandalism.  It reported systems failure to our central monitoring 
station a few hours ago.  Since GENOM demands that its comm grid be functioning 
perfectly at all times, we were dispatched to handle the repairs. Evidently whatever... 
altercation... occurred in the alley must have damaged it.”

Leon nodded.  “Of course.  Well, our forensics team is finished with the site now.  
Please, make yourselves at home.”

“Thank you, Inspector.”  Ohara turned to the waiting team. “Okay, let’s go,” he 
barked.  Shouldering their cases, they trotted into the alleyway.

“As cover stories go, that was pretty lame,” Daley commented once Ohara and his 
team were out of earshot.

Leon nodded.  He turned to the lieutenant.  “Vong, have someone keep an eye on 
them until they finish.  I want a report on what they do.”

“Yes, sir,” Vong snapped, and ran off.
Leon watched him go.  “Now I’m sure it was a boomeroid.  Must be something 

that got away from them.”  He scanned the area around the mouth of the alley.  Al-
ready most of the emergency vehicles had departed.  Just one ambulance and a half 
dozen ADP cars. “C’mon, Daley, let’s go see what Fuko has for us.”

Sgt. Fuko MacNamara sat poised on the edge of her canvas-seated chair, studying 
the image before her.  Something was eluding her. She checked her notes once again, 
then the image, then the notes. Ah!  There it is! she thought.  Reaching into the tray 
which held her favored tools, she pulled out a light blue pastel stick, and with a few 
deft strokes added the missing detail to her sketch.  She straightened and surveyed the 
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drawing as a whole, then nodded.  Done.
She slid her seat back, and took a quick glance around herself. Most police artists 

had to make do with a pencil and a sketch pad, but Inspector McNichol had arranged 
a few square feet in one of the vans in which she had cobbled together a miniature 
studio.  Not that her services were frequently called upon — one Bu-55C looked pretty 
much like every other Bu-55C — but the Inspector had decided that when she was 
needed, it was best if she had as many tools of her trade to hand as possible.  And while 
she sometimes made more money selling sketches and studies of the Knight Sabers 
on the fan market than she did from her regular paycheck, it was hard to beat working 
for someone who understood what she needed not only to perform her job well, but 
to enjoy it, too.

Footsteps outside alerted her to an impending arrival.  It didn’t take a genius 
to guess who it would be.  She reached over to her right and gathered together the 
other sketches she had made, based on the descriptions given to her by the conscious 
Outriders.  She hadn’t quite believed her ears, but it wasn’t her job to judge — all she 
needed to do was turn their words into images.  And Inspector McNichol would be 
very interested in these images, Fuko was sure.

A moment later, the van doors clanked open and Leon stepped into the brightly-
lit vehicle.  He doffed his shades. “What’ve you got, Fuko?” he asked as he slid them 
into a pocket.

As Daley climbed into the van behind him, Fuko silently handed him the three 
sketches and waited for his response.  As he slowly rotated through the drawings, Leon 
let out a puff of breath that was almost, but not quite, a snort.  “This is our alleged 
boomer?”  He held out the sketches so that Daley could see them as well.

“This is what they agreed on,” Fuko confirmed.
“Hmmmm.”
The top sketch was the one on which she had just put the finishing touches. It 

and the following drawing gave two views of the head of a man in what appeared to 
be a customized motorcycle helmet and goggles. Fuko’s pastel work brought it out in 
full color — the goggles were dark with odd multihued highlights, in sharp contrast to 
the mottled, almost pearl-grey color of the helmet itself. Most of his face was hidden, 
but he seemed to have sharp cheekbones, and there was the suggestion of a clearly-
delineated jawline.

The helmet was one of those full-head “pot” designs, with a square opening for the 
face that would normally be covered by a sheet of plexy.  In the drawing, it appeared to 
be open to the air, though, with the goggles taking the place of the protective shield.  
It had a few other odd touches, too.  On either side, a hemisphere about the size of 
a grapefruit half bulged over the ears; the one on the left bore a short whip antenna.  
There was a square panel of some sort under the bulge with the antenna.  And centered 
above the square opening was a oval-shaped smudge of light blue.

“Kind of reminds me of a boomercop, with the helmet and goggles,” Daley finally 
said.

“Yeah,” Leon replied.  “A little, but not enough.  What’s this?” He indicated the 
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blue smudge with a fingertip.
Fuko shrugged.  “Haven’t a clue.  Two of the Outriders mentioned it though — a 

round, light blue mark right above the opening. What’s really interesting, though, are 
these.”  She stood and pointed out the strange lines and dots of color she’d added to 
the bulbous dark goggles.

“Why?”  Daley gave her a sharp look.
Fuko didn’t look up from the sketch.  “Everyone who got up close to this guy 

mentioned them.  I think they’re some kind of head-up display.”
Leon gave a low whistle.  “Damn.  That sounds suspiciously military.”
“Yeah.”  Fuko nodded soberly.
Leon shuffled the pages and brought up the one full-figure drawing.  It was far 

cruder than the color head sketches — a simple pencil sketch, quickly done and yet 
dotted with telling detail.  Together, he and Daley studied their quarry:  a lithe but 
sturdy figure in what looked like light-colored biker leathers — a Harley-Davidson 
logo on his right breast encouraged that identifcation — topped off with heavy boots, 
a broad belt and gloves that looked like welder’s gauntlets.

“That’s a distinctive outfit,” Daley noted.
“The interviews put his height at about 170 cm or so, if we allow for the helmet.  

His weight’s probably about 75 kilos, then, based on his build,” Fuko said.  “The outfit 
is leather or a good synthetic, several shades darker than the helmet.  The Harley logo is 
a cloth patch, not paint or a plastic applique, and flapped a little, like it wasn’t securely 
sewn on.”

Leon raised an eyebrow.  “Very thorough, Fuko.”
“’You know my methods’,” she deadpanned.  “I try to please.”
“Speaking of which...”
“I’m having dinner with my fiance tonight, Inspector.”
Daley began to chuckle, but had the good graces to quickly disguise it as a cough.  

Not before his partner had stepped on his foot, though.  “My apologies, Sergeant,” 
Leon recovered quickly.  “No offense taken, I hope.”

She flicked a smile at him across her drawing board.  “None, Inspector.”  She nod-
ded at the sketches.  “I hope you have good luck finding this guy.”

Leon’s own smile faded slowly from his face.  “So do I, Fuko, so do I.”

SUNDAY, JUNE 29, 2036.  3:27 AM.

The thin wedge of waxing moon shining through the great window was barely 
enough to limn the room’s furnishings, bringing them just to the edge of visibility but 
no further.  Sylia was enveloped in shadow, her legs curled up under her as she huddled 
on the armchair farthest from the window.  A low hiss emanated from the speakers of 
the multimedia center which covered the wall next to her.

What to do about Lisa Vanette?
Sylia found herself plagued by the dilemma Nene had raised.  When she had 

established the Knight Sabers five years ago, she had intended to enforce all the rules 
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she’d set down.  At the time, she’d been certain that each and every one of them had 
been of vital necessity to the long-term security of the Sabers.  But bare months after 
she brought them together, they stopped being her private mercenary army.  They be-
came first her friends, and then her family; and one by one, the rules were dropped by 
the wayside, regulations replaced by the ties of loyalty, blood and yes, love.

Now Lisa Vanette threatened to shatter those ties.
Sylia sighed in the darkness, and watched the quiescent red and green telltales of 

her sound system.  It had been at least an hour since the Billie Holiday ROM had end-
ed, and she could not bring herself to restart or replace it.  It was at times like this that 
she found herself, to her own surprise, missing Mackie intensely.  Of the few whom 
she was close to, it was only to her brother that she could unburden herself at times like 
these. With him in Germany, she had to struggle through these dark hours alone.

What to do about Lisa Vanette?
For what seemed like the hundredth time since Nene’s visit, Sylia found herself 

contemplating the Eleventh Rule of the Knight Sabers.  Could she bring herself to kill 
Lisa if the girl were a threat?  Or had the Last Rule always been unenforceable bluster 
on her part?  She had killed in the past — it was not a matter of squeamishness.  Ma-
son had died at her hand, and others.  But they had deserved it — no, all but begged for 
it.  Could she murder a young girl whose only sin was curiosity, a girl who had proven 
for three years that she could be trusted?

Ever since Lisa had come to her attention during the ADP headquarters incident, 
Sylia had had contingency plans in place to handle her.  While it had been one of 
those plans, it still had been a great leap of faith for her to simply try to talk Lisa out 
of seeking to publish her photos.  Was another such leap possible now?  Was there 
some way to turn Lisa from a potential liability to a potential asset?  Was there a way 
to spare her? Should she be spared?  Lives hung in the balance either way; if Sylia were 
wrong...

And for what must have been the hundredth time since Nene’s visit, she found no 
easy answer waiting for her in the darkness.

As the speakers hissed softly, Sylia leaned her head back against the top of her 
chair and fought back tears of frustration.

SUNDAY, JUNE 29, 2036.  2:15 PM.

For once, Leon thought, luck seems to be going my way.
Despite it being Sunday afternoon, he had gone into the office to follow up on 

the boomeroid case.  When he’d arrived, there was good news waiting for him in his 
v-mail.  According to the summary screen, Vong had completed his report on that 
suspicious tech crew, and Daley had a new break on the case.  An attachment icon 
punctuated the latter.  A fresh cup of coffee in his hand, Leon settled into his chair and 
brought up the first message.

“Inspector McNichol,” Vong’s image barked, “I personally kept watch on the tech-
nicians from IDEC, as per your orders.  Upon entering the alleyway, they unpacked a 
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wide variety of equipment, some of which looked pretty crude, as if it were half-built 
or experimental.  About half of them got involved in locating and opening some sort 
of junction box which, as they claimed, was camouflaged quite well.  I also noted that it 
was apparently untouched by the fighting in the alley.”  Vong’s image jittered suddenly, 
the result of the v-mail system’s storage routines automatically cutting out a too-long 
pause.  “The rest of them paid no attention to the first group, and were the only ones 
using the oddball equipment.  Ohara-san was one of these, sir.  I don’t know what they 
were doing, but after wandering around the alley for a while, they all ended up stand-
ing around in one spot. As far as I could tell from where I stood, it was about the place 
where you’d determined that the perp initially landed in the alley.”  Another jitter.  “I’m 
pretty sure the ones at the box weren’t really repairing anything.  Endless part swap-
ping and meter readings, and one of the techs kept giving this really envious look over 
at the ones roaming the alley.  Also, as soon as the others were obviously finished, they 
immediately closed up the junction box and packed up.  All told, they took about an 
hour.”  The image jittered again.  “I’ve submitted a written report to your email, sir.”  
Vong nodded curtly, then the screen flickered and returned to the message menu.

As Leon saved the v-mail in a folder he labeled “Boomeroid 28/6/36”, he almost 
allowed himself a smirk.  “Gotcha,” he whispered to himself.

A moment later, he clicked on Daley’s message.  “Hey there, Leon-chan.”  Daley 
leaned in to the camera, flashed a charming smile and winked.  “I’ll bet you’re watching 
this on Sunday afternoon, aren’t you?  You should be at home relaxing.”

“Yeah, like you believe that,” Leon muttered.
“Not that I think it’d happen, mind you,” Daley’s recorded image continued as he 

leaned back and put on his professional face. “Anyway, we got an interesting piece of 
evidence handed to us.  N-Police gave us the vid of the 110 call that set them on the 
Outriders to begin with.  Get this, the caller was our perp, or at least someone who 
matches Fuko’s sketch pretty well, given the usual awful resolution the vid has.  I’ve 
attached a copy to this mail.  Check it out and get back to me with your thoughts.” 
Daley leaned in to the camera again.  “On Monday, Leon-chan.  I want at least one day 
of rest.  Ja!”  As he gave a jaunty wave, Daley flickered and was replaced by a dialog 
reading “Launch attachment?”.

Leon’s finger hovered over the “confirm” icon for a moment, then stabbed at the 
screen.  The mail window closed and a vid playback window opened.  A tinny “Hello, 
yes,” issued from the speakers as Leon squinted at the image.  It was black-and-white, 
just slightly out of focus, and pixelated from the 110 system’s own compression rou-
tines.  It was far from photographic quality.  But the image was clear enough to see 
the speaker was a close-on match for Fuko’s sketches, just as Daley had said.  Even the 
mysterious mark over the helmet opening was there, although at this resolution it was 
little more than a grey blob.

The short vid ended when the caller abruptly hung up, and Leon played it again.  
“I think there’s been some kind of gang fight. Yes, Shiba Koen near the Tokyo Tower.”  
His voice sounded... odd. And his Nihongo was oddly accented and intoned.  Not like 
the fluent speaker with a tenor voice that the Outriders had described, more like a 
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recent student of the language.  Not only that, but the voice sounded familiar; for the 
life of him, though, he couldn’t put his finger on it.

He replayed the message several times, studying the crude image intently.  Around 
him, the squad room bustled with its own special assortment of distractions, somewhat 
reduced because it was Sunday; he ignored it all, narrowing his focus down until his 
world consisted of himself and the monitor.  It was hard to tell with the blur and the 
low resolution, but he thought that the face in the vid looked cheery, almost smug.  He 
was certain the voice was a put-on, a fake.  It sounded too phony.

One other thing caught his attention.  “My name?  Quincy Black. I’m a tourist, 
just in from the States,” spilled out of the speaker.  He ran it back and replayed it.  “My 
name?  Quincy Black.”  And again.  “My name?  Quincy Black.”

Leon leaned back in his chair.  It was a sure bet that there would be no record of 
any recent American tourist with that name. If he knew his partner, there’d already be 
a report from Immigration in Daley’s inbox confirming it.  No skullsweat needed there.  
No, it was the name itself.  Leon shook his head and chuckled.  How obvious can you 
get? he thought.  A poke at both Quincy and whatever “black” project produced him.  He 
chuckled again.  I think I could get to like this guy.

Retrieving the location of the call from the vid’s header data, Leon closed it out 
and stashed it in the folder he’d created earlier.  Then he brought up the map system.  
Marking the sites of the fight and the telephone booth, he made several calls of his 
own.  That should do it, he thought when he was done. With a tentative direction of travel 
and Fuko’s sketches, the boys on the street should be able to find someone who’s seen this guy in 
a couple of days or less.  He reopened the vid and stared once again at the blurred face 
of his quarry.

VIRTUAL SPACE.  MONDAY, JUNE 30, 2036.  1225 GMT.

The spider was small and heavily camouflaged.  It bore a number of genuine (if 
misappropriated) tags and passes to present should it be challenged, but its primary 
mode of movement and defense was simply to not be seen.

Every night it made its rounds, seeking tidbits of interest and squirreling away 
copies even as it noted their locations for future investigation.  Sites of proven value 
received priority in its search algorithm, after which it was permitted to make random 
walks through connected systems.  At this moment, it was browsing a system which 
had been downgraded from its former high priority for lack of interesting traffic in 
recent weeks.

The spider encountered and indexed the usual ebb and flow of an actively-used 
system, browsing for keywords and discarding the dross.  One of the new folders in-
cluded a keyword in its name; the spider opened it and scanned.  Quietly, unhurriedly, 
dispassionately, it copied the files it found within and reflagged this system as high 
priority.

SUNDAY, JULY 6, 2036.  6:42 PM LOCAL TIME.
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I was prioritizing again, this time in the middle of cooking dinner.  Carefully 
managed, I could live off the gems for at least a year, but I might need them in the 
next universe.  Best to look for a job of some kind, and best to stick with what I knew 
well.  That meant any or all of:  computer engineering and cybernetics, mercenary, or 
thaumatology.

In an idle moment late last week, I’d shifted to magesight and discovered that 
MegaTokyo sat on top of a simply monstrous node of mana.  However, as far as I could 
tell from the mass media and my almanacs, there were no operant mages here.  Just 
like my earth, there was lots of folklore, but unlike my earth, nothing recent and real.  
Curious.

So that ruled out thaumatology as a job category.  Mercenary work would have 
me moving around too much, and I didn’t want to get too far away from my point of 
arrival.  I didn’t know enough about my means of transit, but I was fairly certain that 
I needed a “weak point” in local space-time in order to form a gate, and the only one I 
knew of was here.  So, no travel.

That left computers.  I’d have to bone up on the local tech.  But then again, I’d 
planned to, anyway.  In most areas, this world was about equal to homeline despite 
the 40-year difference, but they were nicely ahead of us when it came to commercial-
grade computers and nanotechnology.  I was looking forward to bringing home some 
potentially useful samples.

Second priority behind that was transportation.  In Velgarth, I got around on 
horseback or by foot because everyone else did. Now that I was back in a mechanized 
society, I needed wheels.  A motorcycle, preferably.  It would help my money situation 
if I were to get a used or near-junked one and rebuild it myself.  Not to mention be a 
distraction during the long weeks ahead.

All this was assuming I didn’t hit the right song immediately.  I didn’t think I’d 
be so lucky.

I didn’t get much farther than that thought when there was a knock at the door.  I 
turned from the rangetop to answer it.

“Thank you ever so much for inviting me to dinner,” Lisa said as she removed her 
shoes, taking care not to knock her camera against the doorframe.

She looked back up and blinked in surprise.  In the moment it had taken her to 
bend over, Doug had already returned to the tiny stove of his kitchenette, and stood 
with his back toward her. “No problem!  It was the least I could do to thank you for 
your help.”

“Oooh, it smells great!  What is it?”
“Souvlaki,” he called back over the sizzling food and the rattle of the vent fan.
“What’s that?” Lisa asked. Leaning against one of the two rickety chairs that along 

with an equally uncertain table made up Doug’s “dining room”, she folded her arms 
behind her head and studied Doug.  She’d known him for almost a week now, and 
looking at him was still a novel experience for her.  At about 170 cm, he was not that 
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much taller than most of the men she knew, and shorter than some, but he had a trim, 
athletic build that reminded her of a runner or a gymnast — strong and firm without 
being overly muscular.  A few decades ago, his close-cropped blond hair and blue-grey 
eyes might have made him look exotic here in Japan, but her own appearance made it 
clear that there was nothing unusual there any more.  His face, which she couldn’t see 
at the moment because he was bent over the range top, was smooth without being boy-
ish, and well-chiseled without any cragginess.  Attractive, but not pretty-boy.  What 
struck her most, though, was his grace and dexterity.  And he cooks, too.  She sighed 
softly to herself.

“It’s Greek,” he said, looking over his shoulder.  “A friend of mine from Athens 
taught me how to make it.”

“Neat!  Do you do a lot of cooking?”  Lisa glanced around the small apartment.  
She’d ended up helping Doug move in — not that there was very much to do.  It was 
more for the company — both for herself and for him.  Doug was obviously very new 
to MegaTokyo, and he definitely appreciated her friendliness and companionship.  Not 
to mention her help in finding him some better furnishings.

I mean, really! she thought.  It’s like he has a homing instinct for the absolute worst 
thrift shops.  At least he’s got some usable furniture now.  She glanced around the tiny one-
room apartment.  Besides the dinette set, Doug had a small single bed (A futon would 
have been more efficient, but he’s so... American, Lisa mentally sniffed), a dresser and a 
large wardrobe.  You know, he didn’t have all that much stuff when he moved in.  Why does 
he need such a large wardrobe?

“Hello, Lisa?  Earth to Lisa?”
“What?  Huh?”  She felt a blush of embarrassment heat her face. “I’m sorry, I was, 

um, thinking about work.  Please forgive my inattention.”
Doug sighed good-naturedly.  “Lisa, you don’t have to be so formal with me.  It’s 

okay — everyone gets caught up in their job at some time or another.”  He patted her 
on the shoulder in a manner she was sure was supposed to be reassuring; she almost 
shrank away before she caught herself.  For all his expert Nihongo, he still acted like 
an American, but she’d rather not insult or offend him despite what her mother would 
have called his “unwarranted liberties”.  He meant well, and that was what really mat-
tered, as far as Lisa was concerned.  “Anyway,” he continued, withdrawing his hand, 
“I was saying that I’d forgotten to get the ouzo.  I’m going to dash downstairs to the 
liquor store and get some, okay?  I’ll be right back.”

“Uh-huh,” Lisa replied, nodding.  Then, “Will the food be okay? Do I need to do 
anything?”

Doug glanced over to the stovetop, where a large covered pan now stood, poised 
over a low flame.  “Nope, it’ll be fine.  I’ll be right back.  Sorry to make you wait.”

Lisa gave a vague wave as her eyes drifted back towards the wardrobe.  “It’s all 
right, Doug, go do what you need to do,” she said with mock seriousness.

“Okay, great, be right back!”  A slam trod on the last word. Surprised, Lisa spun 
around to stare at the apartment door. Faintly, she could hear running feet receding 
very quickly. She blinked twice.  Then a grin crawled onto her lips as her curiosity got 
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the better of her again.
Without quite realizing how she got there, she found herself in front of Doug’s 

wardrobe.  It was large, built out of heavy, dark wood.  Real wood, not chipboard, which 
had surprised both of them when they’d discovered it.  It had a simple, geometric pat-
tern of grooves and moldings decorating its surfaces.  The doors did not stretch its full 
length; they hung flush to the top, but ended about 30 centimeters from the ground, 
leaving a lower section that might serve as shoe and boot storage.  Years of waxing and 
polishing in its early life had left a slightly sticky buildup on it — light on the flat sur-
faces, thicker in the deeper grooves — a brown patina you could easily scrape up with 
a fingernail, revealing lighter wood beneath it.  Just as dark were the pulls on the door, 
an aged brass that was almost black with tarnish.

Without hesitation, she yanked open the wardrobe doors.
To her surprise, it was full of clothes.  She wasn’t sure what she had been expecting, 

but since she hadn’t seen Doug unpacking any clothing, nor had he shopped for any 
with her, it seemed strange that he had so much.  Idly, she paged through the various 
items on their hangers, going through a couple of suits and shirts and jeans and tunics 
and...

Tunics?
She stopped and removed an item from the wardrobe.  It was indeed a tunic, 

of a vaguely medieval design.  It was cut from a fine, light-grey cloth that looked 
hand-woven, and it was trimmed with a flat braid of metallic silver and gold.  A pair 
of matching breeches hung inside it, folded over the wire hanger.  They both looked 
hand-stitched, too.

Her curiosity piqued, Lisa replaced the outfit and shuffled through the rest of 
clothing.  Maybe a third of it was similar medieval outfits, in a variety of styles and 
cuts.  They all had obviously been used quite a bit — a few showed mends, and all bore 
signs of frequent wear.

On a whim, Lisa took out a particularly ornate tunic made of some type of supple, 
soft leather, bleached perfectly white.  She hung it on the wardrobe door, and took a 
photo of it.  She replaced it, and continued to search.  “Hmmmm,” she murmured.  I 
wonder if he’s one of those whaddayacallits — medievalists.  Maybe he’s a member of some 
historical re-creation group?

At the far right end of the rod, she came across another leather outfit, this one 
more familiar.  Pants and jacket, it was made from a thicker leather than the tunic, but 
no less flexible, and dark grey in color.  A belt of a lighter shade hung from the hook 
of the hanger.  It resembled a motorcyclist’s leathers.  These, too, bore the signs of long 
use.

The jacket was an almost antique-looking style — instead of a closure down the 
center, it had a flap that stretched from the right side of the chest to the left, and which 
sealed with a series of large chrome clasps.  The only highlight on the entire outfit was 
a strange patch on the right breast of the jacket.  It was about 13 centimeters tall and 
shaped like a shield, except that the top edge was scalloped by two shallow bites that 
left the upper corners and the center slightly pointed.  All but filling the shield were a 
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pair of stylized Romanji letters in black:  “LT”.
Without any hesitation, Lisa hung the outfit on the wardrobe door and took an-

other photo.
As she replaced it in the wardrobe, her hand struck the last item on the rod, what 

looked to be a zippered body stocking made of an opalescent white fabric.  To her 
surprise, there was a dull, faint “tok” sound; it felt as though she had struck a sheet of 
plastic.  Carefully, she took it out of the wardrobe and examined it.

It felt slick, like plastic, and it seemed far too stiff compared to how thin it was. 
From the outside, at least, it seemed to resist flexing and folding.  But she discovered 
during her investigation that when manipulated from inside, the garment gave no re-
sistance whatsoever.  Experimentally, she cupped her hand within it, stretching a part 
of the fabric taut over her fingers, and prodded its outer surface with the forefinger of 
her other hand.  It was as though she had poked a sheet of metal — the cloth refused 
to flex or stretch, and she ended up with a stubbed finger.  And strangely, the fabric 
seemed be ever so faintly warm now.

The tip of her abused finger in her mouth, Lisa frowned.  She’d never heard of any 
fabric that acted like that.  It was a definite mystery, and she didn’t like mysteries.  Only 
the fact that Doug would be returning soon kept her from assaulting the leotard with 
knives and forks and other implements from the kitchen in an attempt to test its limits.  
She took another photo and reluctantly returned it to its place on the rod.

Painfully conscious of the probable time left her, Lisa dropped to her knees and 
peered into the lower section of the wardrobe. A leather backpack, again looking hand-
made and obviously empty, lay flat against the bottom.  A pair of boots, their tops 
stuffed with heavy leather gloves also sat there; they were all the same color as the belt 
with the biker leathers. But what caught her eye was the helmet.  She reached in and 
withdrew it.

She didn’t know what to make of it.  It resembled a normal motorcyclist’s hel-
met the way that a motorcycle resembled a bicycle.  Turning it over and around in 
her hands, she studied its bumps and protrusions, the domes over the ears, the short 
whip antenna, the goggles that seemed to be an integral part of it.  It looked smooth, 
but running her hands across it revealed the traces of much hard usage — nicks and 
scores and scrapes that weren’t immediately visible to the eye because of the mottled 
and marbled light grey plastic from which it was made. In the center of the “forehead”, 
right above the helmet’s square opening, was the light blue world-map symbol of the 
United Nations, curiously enough.

Looking inside, she was startled to find a half dozen rubber-covered switches and 
controls in the front, and something that could be a microphone.  Where the wearer’s 
ears would go were rings of thick foam padding surrounding what looked like small 
speakers.  From either side of the goggles, flat cables ran under the padded lining that 
covered the rest of the helmet’s interior. The lining was soft and seemed absorbent; 
Lisa cautiously lifted the helmet to her face and sniffed at it tentatively.  There was only 
the faintest trace of a perspiration odor.

Glancing at her watch, she resisted the temptation to try the helmet on.  Doug 
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could be back any minute now, and it would be embarrassing enough to be caught go-
ing through his wardrobe; no need to compound her faux pas.  She resigned herself to 
simply examining it.

Lisa’s fingers found the panel before her eyes noticed it — a small, clear plastic 
square under the right ear.  A ridge of plastic along one edge caught on her fingernail, 
and slid back when she turned the helmet to investigate.  Underneath was a set of un-
labeled buttons, like a calculator keypad.  Impelled by curiosity, she pressed one, then 
more.  At first there was no noticeable result.  But after a few seconds’ button-pushing 
there was a mechanical “click”, and two small headlamps appeared, popping up from 
cleverly-disguised recesses above and to either side of the front opening.  They blazed 
brightly into her eyes, and she flinched, almost dropping the helmet.  At the last mo-
ment, she grabbed it again by the ear-domes; to her surprise, the helmet kept rotating 
in her hands for a quarter turn.  There was another “click”, and suddenly music blasted 
from the helmet — heavy, dark music with a pounding beat and a gravel-voiced man 
growling in English:

“<Something’s wrong, shut the light,
Heavy thoughts tonight,
And they aren’t of Snow White.
Dreams of war, dreams of liars,
Dreams of dragon’s fire,
And of things that will bite...>”

“Ahhh!”  Half-deafened, Lisa frantically stabbed at the buttons until the music 
cut off in mid-roar.  She dropped the helmet unceremoniously and gave it a venomous 
glare.  Oh, jeeze, is he coming, could he have heard that? she suddenly thought, panicked.  
Almost without thinking, she snapped a shot of the helmet.

She cautiously pushed down on the lamps to force them back into their recessed 
housings, and twisted the hemispheres over the ears back to their original position 
before she gingerly picked the helmet up and returned it to the wardrobe.  Then, with 
a nervous glance around her, she scampered back to her seat at the dinette to await 
Doug’s return.  She was sorely tempted to explore further, but the store was on the 
ground level of their building, and if he wasn’t already walking back down the hall, he 
would be shortly.

Five long minutes later, the knob rattled, and Doug popped through the door, a 
brown paper bag cradled in the crook of one arm.  “Sorry I took so long,” he said sheep-
ishly.  “There was a hell of a line at the checkout.”

Lisa flashed a smile at him.  “That’s okay.  As long as we get to eat now!”

Dinner was delicious, if I say so myself.  I’m a competent cook at best, but I lucked 
out that night — it was perhaps the best souvlaki I’ve ever made.  I put in a bit of extra 
effort to find a Greek grocery and a real butcher (with real meat, not soy) for the ingre-
dients, and I guess that did the trick.
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I’m glad, too, because it was a new experience for Lisa — her first taste of Greek 
cuisine.  She hardly said anything at all through dinner; she was too busy sniffing and 
tasting and making “mmmm” noises over little morsels she would chew for almost 
forever.

“I can’t believe I’ve never had Greek food before,” she said once between bites.  
“This is so cool...  I love it!  I’m going to definitely find a Greek restaurant or two now.”  
I chuckled at that.  It was also the most she managed to say at once during the whole 
dinner.

We didn’t really get to a real conversation until we hit dessert. Not that I minded.  
Just watching her face as she hit and then savored each new flavor was a big kick for 
me.  But eventually she ran out of lamb and veggies and then we were nibbling on the 
baklava over mugs of thick Turkish coffee (which, I admit, came from a rather good 
instant mix I’d discovered a couple days earlier).  “You know,” she said, sipping on her 
coffee, “You know all about me and what I do...”

“Well, yeah, you were so excited that you couldn’t stop talking about it,” I inter-
rupted.

She stuck her tongue out at me, then continued.  “But you never did tell me what 
you do for a living.”  She gazed at me intently over the rim of her cup.

I shrugged.  “Well, I’m unemployed right now....”
“You know what I mean.  Silly.”
“Well...”  I slurped from my mug.  I could tell her about being a Warrior, but, well, 

why make things complicated for myself?  I’d have to explain more than I think she’d 
be prepared to believe. I couldn’t just say, “I’m a metahuman operative working for a 
specialized United Nations peacekeeping force in a parallel universe,” and leave it at 
that, could I?  So, an edited version of the truth.  “Well, I’ve worked for the government 
in England for the last 12 years or so.  I studied cybernetics and computer engineering, 
I’ve got BSE’s in them from Princeton,” (I intentionally neglected to tell her I was class 
of 1984 and had just missed my 52nd reunion) “but I’ve got a couple other skill sets 
under my belt, thanks to my job.  Some are fairly esoteric, others aren’t.”

“What kind of computer engineering?” she asked.  “Hardware?  Or software?”
“Both, actually.  I hack code and gear equally well.”
Her eyes brightened.  “Really?  I have a friend who’s a bit of a hacker herself.  

Maybe I should introduce you two...”
I shrugged.  “Maybe.”
Lisa took another bite of her baklava.  “England, huh?  How’d you end up here?”
I sighed in spite of myself.  “Now *that’s* a long story.”  I weighed carefully what I 

wanted to tell her.  “I’m sort of stranded here at the moment, and I need to work until 
I can manage to go home.”

“Stranded?”  She leaned forward slightly, her gaze boring into me.  “Stranded 
how?”  Her eyes widened suddenly.  “You’re not in the country illegally, are you?”

To cover my nervousness, I puffed myself up in a semblance of offense, trusting 
to the traditional Japanese politeness to save me from further questioning along these 
lines.  “I think you’ll find my papers are in order, Vanette-san,” I said, maybe a little 
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more sharply than I’d intended.
Bullseye.  She deflated a little and murmured, “Gomen, Doug-san. I did not mean 

to pry,” as she turned her eyes toward her lap.
I relaxed and smiled at her, trying to take the sting out of the exchange.  “No prob-

lem, Lisa.  My status as a resident here is as legal as it could possibly be.”  Which was a 
wonderfully truthful but misleading description.  With any luck it would dissuade her 
from pursuing the topic further.

Fortunately, she brightened right up — a bit mercurial in our moods, aren’t we, 
Lisa? — and returned to rapidly firing questions off at me.  I held up my hands and 
laughed.  “Hey, hold on a moment.  What is this, ‘60 Minutes’?”

Lisa paused.  “Huh?  What do you mean, ‘60 Minutes’?”
I shook my head.  “Never mind.  Why are you grilling me like this?  I feel like I’m 

the subject of an ‘in-depth investigative report’.”  I grinned to show her I wasn’t really 
offended.

She smiled back at me.  “Well, I am a reporter.  And you’re an interesting person!  
I want to learn as much as I can about you.”

I raised an eyebrow.  “Are you sure?  Everybody has his deep, dark, *dangerous* 
secrets.”

Lisa’s smile broadened into a grin.  “Not from me, they don’t! Come on, spill it.”
I draped a mock-innocent look on my face.  “Spill what?’
She leaned in towards me.  “For one thing, tell me about this friend of yours who 

taught you Greek cooking.”
“Oh!  Well, I think you’d really like Diana...”  I was off and running, having di-

verted her away from the uncomfortable questions I didn’t want her to ask.

MONDAY, JULY 7, 2036.  11:50 AM.

Daley Wong tossed a manila folder onto Leon’s desk.  It landed precisely in front 
of the inspector, who looked up in surprise. “That’s the transcript of the interview with 
the jeweler, Ishikawa.  Our mystery boomeroid walked into his shop less than an hour 
after the attack on the Outriders and sold him several gemstones.”  He pulled out the 
chair next to the desk and swung it around to sit backwards on it, folding his arms 
across the back and resting his chin upon them.

“Gemstones?” Leon asked.
Daley nodded.  “Good quality stones, unusual cuts.  A ruby and two emeralds, a 

couple carats each.  He still had the gems, so we took them as evidence.  I’m having 
them compared against theft and insurance reports.”

Leon nodded.  “For how far back?”
“I told them to stop at a year.”  Daley reached into his shirt pocket to withdraw 

a digicam print and handed it to Leon, who whistled.  “These are the rocks.  Appar-
ently our boy made out pretty well; he haggled for a while and came away with about 
103,000 yen.  On an anonymized credit chit,” he added in a disgusted tone as faint 
sounds of yelling drifted from the Chief ’s closed door.
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“Great,” sighed Leon.  “So we can’t trace his movements with it. What else?”
“Well, we’ve got the jeweler’s security camera records from that night, and they 

tally up with the Outriders’ descriptions and the 110 call record.”
“Well that’s good, but it doesn’t help us find him.  No other witnesses?”  Leon 

leaned back in his chair and stared at a discolored spot on the ceiling above him.  There 
were several centimeter-wide holes in the brownish blotch.  Leon wished he had a 
sharp pencil handy.

“No one who will admit anything.  We...” Daley began, but he was interrupted by 
a cheery greeting from across the squad room.

“Hi, Leon!  Hi, Daley!” Lisa called from the door.  She skipped lightly around the 
intervening desks and officers to end up standing before them, hands clasped behind 
her back and rocking heel-to-toe on her feet with barely-suppressed energy.  She looks 
almost entirely too precious for words, Daley thought.  Her camera swung on its wrist 
strap, peeking out from behind her and then retreating like a shy three-year-old, over 
and over.  She was dressed in shades of green today, from her knee-length skirt to her 
beret.  “So!  What’s new with you guys?”

“Lisa!”  Leon leapt up and spun his wheeled chair around to offer a seat to her as 
Daley stood and offered his own greeting.

Lisa dimpled.  “Domo,” she smiled, and arranged herself daintily in the chair.
“So,” Leon said, “Nene tells me you’re back in town permanently, working for the 

‘16 Times’.”
“Uh-huh!” Lisa nodded enthusiastically.  “Right now I’m getting ‘human interest’ 

stories,” she briefly made a face, “but I’m hoping to get a crime beat soon.”
“Why aren’t you doing that kind of story already,” Daley asked, “what with Chief 

Todo being your uncle, and all?”
“Because I haven’t told them he’s my uncle.”
“No?”  Leon leaned back on his desk as he raised an eyebrow.
“Of course not!”  Lisa was indignant.  “I want to earn it on my own merits, not 

because of who I’m related to!”
The faint sounds of outraged police chief escalated, to be suddenly brought to a 

stop with the rattle of an opening door.
“Speaking of which...” Daley muttered, hooking a thumb over his shoulder.  Be-

hind him, a pair of officers fled Chief Todo’s office for the elevators, sheepish looks on 
their faces.  Behind them, the Chief himself barreled out of his office in a rage. His 
mouth worked wildly as he took great gasping breaths, apparently at a loss for further 
words.

“Hato and Ramirez?” Daley asked softly without looking.
Leon nodded.  “Hato and Ramirez.”
Daley sighed eloquently.
“What’d they do?” Lisa whispered, leaning in to the two officers.
“Don’t ask,” Daley muttered.
“But...”
“Don’t,” Leon repeated softly but firmly, “ask.”
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Lisa’s eyebrows shot up under her bangs, but she didn’t pursue the matter.  Instead, 
she stood and said, “Well, it’s been nice talking with you two, but I have to go.  I’m 
taking Uncle to lunch.”  She grinned happily.  “I’m introducing him to Greek food 
today!”

“Well, have a good time, Lisa-san,” Daley offered.
She turned a blazing smile upon him.  “We will!”
Leon stood and loomed over her.  “Maybe later this week you and I can do din-

ner?” he said, wearing what he thought was his most charming smile.
Lisa giggled and reached up to pinch his cheek.  “You’re so cute!  Of course not!  I 

know you’re serious about Nene’s friend Priss!  Ja!” she said as she turned.  “Uncle!”  She 
waved as she trotted over to Chief Todo.

“Face it, Leon-chan,” Daley mischievously said, sotto voce, “I’m the only one for 
you.”

Leon dragged his chair back to his desk and plopped down into it. “Not tonight, 
dear, I have a headache,” he growled.

TUESDAY, JULY 15, 2036.  5:22 PM.

Most customers never saw Hot Legs this way.  The location of its front door 
— down a set of stairs in a narrow alley — gave the impression of a cavernous under-
ground space, dark even at the height of noon.  It would be a surprise to those custom-
ers to discover that the club actually possessed a few windows in one of its exterior 
walls — grimy and long since painted shut, but windows none the less.

They faced west.
Once every day, late afternoon sunlight would slide between the buildings of 

MegaTokyo just so, darting around the many structures that sought to intercept it, 
and impact almost physically on the windows of Hot Legs.  After muscling its way 
through the pollution-painted glass, golden light would then saunter into the club like 
a celebrity with a pass for a private party, heading for a favorite table.

The light’s preferred place in Hot Legs at this time of year, for the few minutes 
that it graced the establishment, was the front edge of the club’s one stage.  A long, nar-
row strip of molten yellow would daily paint itself right along the lip of the stage, after 
shimmering through and around the holoprojectors and fog machines that sat behind 
the performers’ area.  Some of the late afternoon light would dribble off the stage to 
bathe the front edge of the dance floor, only to be immediately sucked up by scuffed 
and stained yellow wood there.

On this particular afternoon, the light entered Hot Legs to witness the aftermath 
of a rehearsal.  The members of “Priss and the Replicants”, a small-time band with 
good connections and high aspirations, were in mid-conversation.

“Face it, Priss,” said L Kowalski, the drummer.  His first name was Leon, but he 
preferred to be called just “L”.  This, he felt, was cooler, and it also minimized confusion 
with Priss’ cop-he’s-not-my-boyfriend-call-him-that-again-and-I’ll-rip-your-lungs-
out-friend.  (Anything that minimized potential trouble on that front was the course 
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of action to take, in his opinion.)  He was finishing the breakdown of his set, snapping 
the latches on the next-to-last case as he and the others tried again to convince Priss.  
The visiting sunlight danced across the chrome fixtures and sparkled annoyingly in 
Priss’ eyes.

“Why are you being so stubborn about this, Priss?” asked the bass guitarist, Estelle 
“Zhora” Hiyobara-Leibowitz.  For many reasons (most of them personal), the Repli-
cants were rife with stage names.

“I’ve got my reasons,” Priss growled from where she sat, cross-legged, on the edge 
of the stage.  She scowled as she shielded her eyes from the too-bright sunbeam that 
insisted on getting in her face like a persistent groupie.

“Yeah, but what are dey?” Roy, the lead guitarist demanded. “We been playin’ with 
you for what, near five years now, Priss. An’ it’s allus ‘we ain’t ready to tour’.  Dam-
mit, Priss, we gots lotta gigs in town, we gots lotta fans in the clubs, we gots lotta our 
soundroms in the online stores, we even gots our own specialist bootleggers.  If we ain’t 
ready to tour yet, we’s shit, an’ no one knows it!”

Priss looked around from under her hand.  The others were nodding and making 
noises of agreement, and she gritted her teeth.

“Roy’s right, Priss,” Estelle said, kneeling next to her.  “We know the Reps are your 
band — you put us together, you made the sound — but we don’t want to see the Reps 
just sitting in MegaTokyo with our thumbs up our asses for the next ten years. We 
can make it big, but to do that we need a contract, and we ain’t going to get a contract 
without touring and getting us wider known.”

“I can’t leave,” she whispered, more to herself than anything else.  “I can’t leave 
MegaTokyo.”  What the hell am I supposed to say?  “I can’t go touring because I’m one of 
the Knight Sabers and have to hang around in case of a boomer attack”?  Shit.  Like I could.  
Priss turned out of the sunlight, rubbing her eyes as she unlimbered her legs and swung 
them over the edge of the stage.  “We can push the online stuff,” she offered without 
opening her eyes.  “Get more netstations to pointcast our songs. Maybe find a DJ 
who’ll ride our new ROM hard for a few extra yen. We’ve already picked up some 
international fans that way.  If we can build that audience up enough, we won’t need 
to tour.”

Rick, the keyboardist, sighed explosively.  “Been there, done that, got the 20-yen 
royalty check, Priss.”  She could hear his fist thumping on his keyboard case.  That 
was a bad sign — the Casio was his obsessively-protected baby.  “It’s not enough.  The 
problem with netdist is that we only get the listeners who are likely to find us on their 
own anyway.  We need to do the clubs — more clubs, Priss, out of town — to get a 
broader audience than the netstations serve, and to get the word of mouth going. We 
need the word of mouth, Priss.”

Priss felt a hand on her shoulder.  “Hey, baby,” Estelle said gently, “is there a prob-
lem you wanna talk about?  Something that’s keeping you from touring?  Don’t want 
to leave that cop friend of yours behind, maybe?”  She gave a throaty chuckle that man-
aged to sound almost lewd.  “We can make some kind of arrangement, I’m sure.”

Priss shook her head without saying anything.
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“Dis is shit,” Roy spat.  “I’m in da band because we’s good, dammit, we’s good.  We’s 
good enough ta get rich doin’ dis shit, and we’d be goin’ sum’ere and gettin’ rich if she 
would let us!  Why?  She coulda gone solo t’ree years ago!  Dat agent dumped us and 
almost made her an idol singer!  But she came back to da Reps!  Why?”  He narrowed 
his eyes.  “Maybe yez afraid o’ da big time?  Maybe ya wanna play it safe, be da big fish 
in da little pond?  Dat why you won’ let us tour, little Miz Priscilla Perfect?”

In an eyeblink, it seemed to the Replicants, Priss had gone from her seat on the 
stage to Roy’s throat.  “Don’t call me that!  You don’t know what I...”   She spluttered 
to a halt, partly too enraged to speak, partly from shock at what she’d been about to say 
and do.  As she stood there, one hand twisted in the material of Roy’s t-shirt, the other 
centimeters away from her knife, her mouth worked soundlessly.  The others from the 
band rushed over to separate them.

Priss let Rick and Estelle lead her to L’s stool, which he had yet to pack.  She sat 
down heavily.  “Fuck,” she swore under her breath.  “Damn, Roy, I’m sorry, I really 
am.”

“’Sawright,” Roy finally, reluctantly grunted as L hovered around him.
Damn.  Damn damn damndamndamn.  She sat there silently, kicking the heels 

of her boots against the stool’s centerpost.  They’re right.  I am keeping us from hitting 
it really big.  How the hell did it come to this?  I’m sabotaging the thing I always wanted!  
But what else can I do?  How do I make a choice?  Can I make the choice?  The Replicants 
or the Knight Sabers?*  As she swore softly to herself, the sun finally fell too low and 
the last traces of the visiting light evaporated, leaving her momentarily nightblind in 
the suddenly-darkened club.  “What did you have in mind?” she finally asked, without 
looking up.

Around her she heard soft noises of elation.  She didn’t have to see to know what 
was going on.  L and Roy were probably quietly high-fiving.  Rick was most likely 
wearing that shit-eating grin of his that he put on when he got his way.  And even as 
she kept a hand on Priss’ shoulder, Estelle moved in such a way that Priss knew she 
was pumping a punch into the air.  Yay.  You all won, she thought unenthusiastically.  
Hooray for our side.

Rick’s feet appeared in her line of sight.  “I’ve been doing some calling around,” he 
said as she raised her eyes to see an unfamiliar three-ring binder in his hands.

“You’ve been planning this behind my back,” she accused.
Rick had the grace to look embarrassed for a moment.  “Well, yeah,” he admitted.  

“Look — we can start small to begin with, since we’ve never been on the road before.  
I was thinking maybe we could do just twelve or fifteen weeks on the road at first, 
instead of, like six months or more.”  He began rattling off potential bookings up and 
down the islands, Kagoshima and Sapporo and everywhere in between.  “Earliest we 
can get a spot most places is three-four months from now.  That gives us some time to 
prep and rehearse a new act...”

*How the hell can I manage this?  What the hell am I going to tell the others?* 
Priss thought, ignoring Rick’s spiel.  *What the fuck am I going to tell Sylia?*
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 2036.  6:00 PM.

The phone rang, startling Nene, who was again concentrating intensely on a recal-
citrant code fragment.  Rather than break her focus, she ignored it after the first ring, 
trusting to her video mail system instead.  She raised a half-eaten donut to her lips.

“Hi, this is Nene!” spewed her recorded voice brightly from the bedroom.  “You 
know the drill!”  A familiar beep followed.

“Nene.”  It was Sylia.  Nene snapped to full attention, her donut and her program-
ming problem both forgotten.  “Bring Lisa Vanette to my office tomorrow night.  8 
PM.  Tell her the dress code is... casual.”

Nene lunged for the phone by her computer.  “Sylia!” she yelped as she punched the 
“video accept” button, crushing her donut in the process.  Powered sugar and crumbs 
sifted down over the machine’s various buttons.

“Good evening, Nene.”  Sylia’s image and voice were cool and calm.
“Sylia, what did you decide?”
Her expression did not change.  “You’ll find out tomorrow night, Nene.”
“But Sylia...”
“Tomorrow, Nene.”  Sylia glanced down as she reached for something just off the 

bottom edge of the screen.  Then she looked back up at Nene.  “Oh, and Nene?  Don’t 
wear anything you wouldn’t want damaged or dirtied.”  The screen flickered off.

Nene stood stock still for an entire minute, wondering just *exactly* what Sylia 
had in store for Lisa.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 2036.  6:35 PM.

As soon as the door to her apartment had latched shut, Lisa slumped against it 
and slid to the floor, cradling her camera in one hand.  Her shoulderbag lay where 
she’d dropped it, and she listlessly reached into it to pull out a large, sweat-soaked 
handkerchief.  She mopped her forehead.  God, what a day for the air conditioning on 
the train to go out.

Her apartment’s own feeble AC was groaning away in the corner, but the temper-
ature was barely lower than that outside.  She sat there for a few minutes, legs splayed 
out and head back against the door, before sighing and standing up.  Maybe a cold 
shower...  As she unbuttoned her blouse and dropped it on the floor, she reconsidered.  
More likely it’ll be tepid.  But that’d still be better than nothing.

She made her way to her minimal bathroom, leaving a trail of increasingly inti-
mate apparel behind her.  As she peeled off her panties, she turned the cold on full.  
Without bothering to test it she threw herself into the stall.

Half an hour later, Lisa padded out of the bathroom naked except for the towel 
wrapped around her hair.  She retrieved a can of Coca-Cola from her dorm-sized 
refrigerator and popped it open.

Sipping from the can, she stepped around her folded futon and began rummaging 
through her bureau, oblivious to the blinking light on the v-mail display atop it.  It 
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wasn’t until she had selected a t-shirt and a pair of shorts that she noticed that she had 
messages waiting.  She hit the “play” button and began to pull on her shirt.  The effort 
of maneuvering it around the towel without stretching the neck took most of her at-
tention and left her eyes covered, but she heard the audio portion of the first call.

“Hello, darling, it’s momma.”  Under her t-shirt, Lisa rolled her eyes.  Oh joy.  She 
reached out blindly for the “skip” button. “Just my weekly call to see how my little girl 
is doing in the big...”  The piercing soprano voice cut off abruptly, to be followed by a 
beep.

“Hey, Leese, it’s Doug.”  Lisa’s head finally popped through the neck of the T-
shirt, leaving her face-to-face with the recording of her neighbor.  “I was thinking 
I’d like to maybe go out and do some clubs, hear some live music.  But I don’t know 
which places are good and which ones I should avoid.  You’ve talked about some of the 
clubhopping you do, so I was wondering if you’d have any recommendations for me?  
Better yet, would you mind showing me around this weekend?  That is, if you want to 
be my tourguide.” He laughed.  Lisa got a dreamy smile at the thought of squiring her 
hunky neighbor around in public.

“Anyway, if that wouldn’t be too much of an imposition, let me know, all right?  
Thanks!  Bye!”  The screen went bright blue, and the beep sounded again.  Lisa con-
tinued to visualize showing Doug off to Nene and her friends, and was imagining the 
jealous looks she’d get when the third call startled her completely out of her reverie.

It was Nene.  “Lisa?” she said, a tentative tone in her voice. “Hi, it’s me.  I’ve just 
been told, um, well, you know what you asked me?  My boss wants to see you about it.  
Tomorrow night, at eight o’clock.  I’ll pick you up at 7:30, all right?”  Nene reached for 
the switchhook, then stopped.  “Oh, and, um, dress casual, okay?  See you then.”  She 
flashed a smile, and then the screen went blue again.

Lisa blinked.  This was a development she hadn’t been expecting at all.  And Nene 
looked a little nervous — but that was to be expected, given the delicacy of the situa-
tion, wasn’t it? Still... she thought, I wonder if I should be worried?

WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 2036.  9:12 PM.

It took me a little more than a week, but I got myself a job, dilberting for a small 
hardware company not yet owned by GENOM. Whoopee, I wouldn’t starve before I 
worldjumped out of here.

One benefit of my new job was that I could afford to splurge on a cycle.  For suf-
ficiently low values of “splurge”, that is...  I found this junkyard, in the part of Mega-
Tokyo they call Timex City — I never did find out why — which is actually inside a 
massive chasm opened up by that big quake they had.  Anyway, I discovered this place 
while exploring the city in between job interviews.  It was a little hard to get to, but it 
had a good selection and was close to a fair-sized garage that I saw some local bikers 
frequenting.

Anyway, I browsed their stock, and put down cash on the barrelhead for a dead 
cycle.  I got a good price, because it was a 20-year-old model (god forbid, the wheels 
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were still mounted on forks!) and the engine had already been cannibalized for parts. 
No prob for me; I had a plan or two for a custom powerplant.

Anyway, I’d already arranged a place to work on it.  The building I was in, for all 
that it epitomized the concept of “low-rent housing project”, actually had storeroom/
garages on its lowest levels that the tenants could rent.  The rates were exorbitant com-
pared to the apartment rents, but easily within my new means.

I managed to stumble into some kind of special deal, though — there was some 
kind of bad karma on the only available garage in the place.  The rental agent was reluc-
tant to explain the matter, but as far as I could gather from his circumlocutions, some 
kind of crime or tragedy was connected to that room, and no one in the last few years 
but yours truly, the stupid gaijin, even wanted to be near it.  So I got a good break on 
the rent from the desperate management.

Anyway, I went over to the junkyard after my first day of work, retrieved my pur-
chase, and rolled it on bare, dented rims the couple of kilometers to my building.  Once 
there, I ensconced it in my new workshop.

And I do mean workshop.  Whoever the poor soul was who’d last had the place, 
he’d tricked it out rather well.  Big workbench, lots of cabinet space, lots of electrical 
outlets, well-lit.  One other bonus — one of the cabinets was locked, and when I pried 
it open, I found a good supply of tools suitable for use on cycles and their engines, still 
in fair shape.

I have to admit that out of morbid curiosity, I’d examined the shop pretty thor-
oughly once I’d gotten the key, looking for some clue to its bad rep.  Whatever its his-
tory, I was pretty sure that violence wasn’t a part of it.   Neither the floor nor the bench 
bore any traces of bloodstains, even well-cleaned blood. No bullet holes or patches of 
same.  It looked pretty innocent. In fact, the only indication (besides the tools) that 
there had even been a previous renter at all was something rather sweet and romantic 
— a heart with “NA + JBG” inside it, carved into one corner of the workbench.

So I gave up on trying to find out and focused my attention on the task at hand.  
Which was to say, my new hobby:  turning an engineless, twenty-year-old frame into 
a working machine.  I’d set myself the goal of assembling a motorcycle as close to the 
one I had at home as I could possibly get.  Of course, I was going to have to skip a few 
features.  I wasn’t going to be able to make it flight-capable, not without a ‘drillium 
powercell and an Anson GravMaster2 I wasn’t, but I was confident I could make it one 
of the fastest things on the road.  After all, I’d done it to a 1936 Harley.  I should be 
able to do it with a 2015 Mitsubishi.

THURSDAY, JULY 17, 2036.  7:53 PM.

Lisa was surprised at first that she wasn’t required to wear a blindfold or ride in 
Nene’s trunk.  But a moment’s thought cleared up her confusion.  *Why bother when 
I’m going to come out of this meeting okay, right?*  She tried not to think of the only 
other likely outcome in which her knowledge of the Knight Sabers’ headquarters was 
no danger to them, but she couldn’t help growing a little nervous.  Lisa began to won-
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der if maybe she should have left some kind of failsafe message for her family or the 
police in case she... in case she didn’t come back from tonight’s meeting.

No, don’t be silly, she told herself.  They’re not going to do anything to you. She tried 
to generate her usual sense of confidence, but the effort faltered and she found herself 
drifting toward vague fear and worry anyway.

Nene’s little car bounced as she turned off the street and into a parking garage, and 
Lisa’s awareness turned back to the outside world.  She spotted a sign that read “Park-
ing for tenants, employees and Silky Doll customers only — Others will be towed”, 
bathed in a blotch of golden light from the setting sun, and felt a surge of exhilira-
tion.

I was right! she exulted to herself.  She is the white Saber!  She’d long suspected that 
the mysterious Sylia Stingray with whom she had spoken three years ago was in fact 
the leader of the Knight Sabers.  This was the first solid confirmation she’d had of her 
guess.

Nene parked, then turned and gave Lisa a confident smile. “C’mon.  Let’s go see 
the boss.”

Nene led her into the building, rapidly punching an access code to unlock the 
door from the garage.  Lisa looked around.  They were in a room that was probably the 
employee lounge for the Silky Doll.

It had taken her six months to find any biographical details on the mystery woman 
whom she’d met that night in Timex City, a woman who was far too elegant in manner 
and dress to be simply strolling around that neighborhood at that hour.  Sylia Stingray 
was elusive, even reclusive; and there had been next to nothing on her in the usual 
search engines.  Lisa had had to dig deeply, using some not-entirely-licit accounts on 
the University research machines to come up with the one photo and the fragmentary 
bio she’d assembled.  The sparseness of the available information told her gut that she’d 
been on the right track.  That, and one or two telling details — such as the name of 
Sylia’s father.

The next time she’d visited MegaTokyo, she arrived four days earlier than she’d 
told either Nene or her uncle that she would. She spent that time watching the Lad-
ys633 building from the hotel across the street.  When she spotted Nene and her 
friends Linna and Priss all making near-daily visits to the Silky Doll, visits that often 
lasted several hours, she was certain.

And now she had the final confirmation.  She was here, to learn about the Sabers 
directly.  Maybe the first person outside of the four-woman group so entitled.  She 
shivered.  Nene took firm hold her hand and led her through a door into a dimly-lit 
hallway.  At its far end, there was a door through which Lisa spied streetlights and 
dark, blocky shapes — the store proper, she thought.

They stopped at the last door before the end of the hallway.  A faint, narrow line 
of light seeped out at its edges.  Nene gave Lisa a look that was probably meant to be 
reassuring, but seemed fearful, instead.  Turning back to the door, Nene knocked once, 
then opened it.  “Here she is,” she said confidently.

Sylia Stingray sat cloaked in shadows.  The lamps in the room were lit, but they 
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were positioned such that their glare hid the woman; she herself was a silhouette, 
faintly outlined by the streetlamps that shone through the window behind her.  Lisa 
thought she could recognize the hairstyle, but almost nothing else about the woman 
was visible.

“Thank you, Nene, you can go now.”  The voice was the one Lisa remembered from 
that night — calm, controlled, elegant.

Nene hesitated.  “But...”
“That will be all, Nene.”  There was a whipcrack of ice in the second dismissal.  

Nene flinched, then nodded.  She squeezed Lisa’s hand reassuringly, then dropped it 
to retreat back into the hall.

“Please, sit,” Stingray said after the door shut.  The sharp click of the latch engag-
ing echoed ominously through the room. There was a single chair, positioned precisely 
in front of the darkness-enshrouded desk.  Lisa sat.

She hazarded a quick glance around the room.  It looked like an ordinary store 
manager’s office.  Shelves held what appeared to be bound financial records and dis-
tributors’ catalogs.  A door in the left wall presumably led to one of the rooms she’d 
passed in the hallway.

A rustle of paper drifted out of the shadows, and the silhouette bent its head.  
“Vanette, Elisabeth Michelle, aka ‘Lisa’.  Born 21 April 2015 in MegaTokyo.  BA in 
Journalism, 2036, University of Kobe.  Currently dwelling at apartment 2533, Building 
4, Morita Federal Housing Complex, Ota ward.  Current employment status:  journal-
ist/photographer, 16 Tokyo Day Times.  Parents: Mayumi Sato, housewife, and Claude 
Foucharde Vanette, photojournalist.  Father deceased, March 23, 2034, cardiac arrest.  
Your only other living relative is Beauregarde Todo, the Chief of the AD Police, uncle 
by marriage to the late Hitomi Sato, who died in the second Kanto earthquake.”  There 
was a pause.  “I can go on for quite a while, but I won’t.  Suffice it to say, we have a 
complete dossier on you, Lisa.  We know everything — except:  why?”

Lisa found herself unable to answer.  Her heart was pounding and she was sweat-
ing.  Her mouth had gone completely dry.  She had just wanted to hear a few war 
stories from Nene; she never expected to end up in this position.  For the first time 
since receiving Nene’s message, her vague worry about the wisdom of her request crys-
tallized into dread and panic.  Oh my god, she thought.  I’m going to die, she’s going to kill 
me, my body’ll be found in the harbor and she’ll smash my camera!  Finally, she managed to 
croak, “Why what?”

“Why have you kept our secrets?”
“What...?” Lisa gasped.  That was not the question she’d been expecting.
“You’ve known who we all were — if not right away, then certainly you knew 

within a year of our first meeting.”  Sylia’s voice was level and ice-cold.  “You could 
have gotten yourself a dream job with any major news service in Japan with the photos 
and information you had.  Certainly any GENOM-owned newspaper would have re-
warded you handsomely.  Instead, for three years you keep such a career-making scoop 
a secret, and go to work for a second-string news bureau after graduation.”  There was 
a pause. “No sooner than you get the job, though, you come begging for tidbits of in-
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formation on us, Lisa.  Can you imagine how this might look to me?  Do you need to 
wonder why I might ask you ‘why’?”

Lisa shook her head frantically, her eyes wide in fear.  “No, it’s not like that!  Nene’s 
my friend!  They’re all my friends! I’ve gone dancing with Linna, I’ve been to Priss’s 
concerts!  I couldn’t betray them!  I wouldn’t!”

The shadowed figure said nothing.
Lisa took a deep gasping breath.  “It’s more than just friendship, too!  It was some-

thing you made me understand that night.  I’d made a mistake, and I never realized it.  
I wasn’t acting like a journalist — I was just a little girl with a grudge.  I wanted to get 
even with Priss for breaking the camera my father gave me.  It was the last gift he gave 
me before he died,” she sobbed.

Sylia seemed to bow her head in the darkness, but still did not respond.
“That hurt, and I wanted to hurt you back.  The papers said you were evil merce-

naries, and I so wanted to believe that.  I’d forgotten that I had a duty.”
“A duty?”  Her interrogator seemed intrigued.  “To what?”
Lisa sighed, and wiped the tears that had begun to flow over her cheeks.  “To the 

truth.  I forgot what my father had taught me — what being a journalist is about.  I 
realized that I’d trusted sources that could easily be biased.  I realized that I was biased.  
And that I’d allowed my bias to warp how I saw you.” She drew a deep breath.  “Know-
ing Nene before I found out she was a Saber helped me realize that.  I was already 
changing my mind when you talked to me.  What I saw during Dr. Yoshida’s takeover 
of the ADP building just confirmed that I’d made the right decision.

“I went back to school and relearned everything I knew about the Sabers — from 
honest, balanced sources, or at least sources whose bias I knew and could filter out.  
You’re mercenaries, yes. But you do so much good for this city!  You have nothing to 
fear from me, Ms. Stingray.  I wouldn’t endanger that — or my friends! — for any-
thing.”

“A pretty sentiment.”  The woman opened a drawer to her side and withdrew 
something that Lisa couldn’t make out.  “With your curiosity and knowledge, though, I 
fear it is far too dangerous to my people and to me to allow you to run around free and 
unsupervised any more.”  Closing the drawer, she stood and stepped around the desk, 
her hands working with the object.  Lisa heard an ominious ratcheting sound, like the 
mechanism of a gun, and a stab of fear shot through her stomach.

Sylia Stingray stepped into the light and stood before Lisa.  She wore high heels 
that pushed her already-impressive height to nearly two meters; she towered over Lisa, 
who shrank back into her chair.  In her hands Sylia held an oddly-shaped pistol. There 
was no expression on her face at all, and Lisa realized that she was going to die.

“I’m afraid, Lisa Vanette,” Sylia said, gazing down at the pistol in her hand, “that 
you leave me no choice...”

She paused, almost imperceptibly.
“...but to recruit you into the organization.”
Lisa clamped her eyes shut and shrieked in terror.
A moment later, she realized what Sylia had said.  “What?” she squeaked, daring 
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to open one eye.
A ghost of a smile played across Sylia’s lips.  “I’m recruiting you for the Knight 

Sabers.”
Lisa opened her other eye, and stared incredulously at Sylia.  “I don’t have any kind 

of fighting skills.”
Sylia waved dismissively.  “Oh, I’m not recruiting you for the front line.”
Lisa straightened up in her seat, re-arranged her clothing, and tried to reclaim 

some measure of lost dignity.  “Then what do you want of me?”
Sylia leaned back and rested against the edge of her desk, stretching her legs out 

and still playing with the pistol. “There has always been more to the Knight Sabers 
than just four women in armor, Lisa.  There is also a small support team, specialists all.  
I’m adding a new specialty to that team.”  She smiled, a true full smile this time, and 
Lisa felt herself relaxing despite the gun in her hostess’ hands.  “After six years of opera-
tion, we have acquired a rather... mixed... reputation, mostly due to the media efforts of 
our enemy.  I want to change that.  I want you to be our ‘mouthpiece’, as it were.”

Lisa frowned.  “You want me to slant stories in your favor?”
“No.”  Sylia shook her head.  “Merely make sure that accurate, unbiased material 

is as available to the public as the official GENOM position.”
Lisa nodded slowly as she thought it over.  “I could live with that.”
“I’d also like for you to act as a... I think ‘chronicler’ would be the best word.  Or 

perhaps ‘historian’.  Someone to write up accounts of our activities, with an eye towards 
future generations who might need an explanation — or a warning.”

A grin spread across Lisa’s face.  “I like it.”  Then she got a shrewd look.  “And what 
do I get in return for my contribution to the team?”

Sylia tipped the gun so that its barrel pointed at the ceiling, and stared at the sight 
on its end.  “Well, you get to live.” She chuckled as Lisa flinched.  “Seriously, you’ll 
receive a share from the fee for every paid job we take.  Your share will be somewhat 
smaller than what the other members of the support team get, as your position will not 
be as mission-critical as theirs, but I don’t think you’ll be disappointed.  You can be paid 
in cash directly, or have it laundered through means we’ve employed since we began; 
I’d recommend the latter.  As part of a special public service organization, your salary 
will of course be tax-exempt.  We have a very good medical plan, and a liberal vacation 
policy.”  Sylia raised her eyebrows and quirked one corner of her mouth in apparent 
amusement.  “Is there anything else you’d like to know?”

“Just one.  Why risk offering this to me?”
Sylia’s expression changed to utter seriousness, as if a switch had been thrown.  

“Because you’ve shown yourself worthy of our trust in the past, I choose to trust you 
now.”  Lisa nodded, and Sylia added, “So, do you accept the position?”

The door to the adjacent room burst open and Nene flew in.  “Say yes, Lisa!  Say 
yes!”  Lisa started giggling and before she realized it, she was on the floor laughing, as 
much for the release of tension as for the absurdity of the situation.  Nene stood and 
stared.  “What did I say?”

From the open door, Priss and Linna looked into the office. “Nene!” Priss growled 
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and rolled her eyes.
“Do you think we can deal with two of them?” Linna asked completely straight-

faced.
It took a few minutes, but Lisa eventually calmed down.  Sylia waited patiently, 

as though she were used to, but above, this kind of activity.  When she finally got her 
laughter under control, Lisa stood and saluted Sylia.  “I accept the position!” She held 
the salute for a few seconds, then relaxed and added, “And Ms. Stingray, if you could 
please put down the gun, it would make me feel a whole lot safer.”

Before Sylia could reply, Priss grabbed the gun from her hand. “This?” she asked.  
“You don’t have to be afraid of this — it’s part of tonight’s celebration.  Paintball at 
the Survival Shoot, then we treat you to dinner!”  Priss waved the gun, which went off 
with a sharp popping noise.  There was a loud splat and a large, wet red mark appeared 
on the ceiling tile above her. Surprised, Priss looked up just in time for a dollop of red 
paint to drop onto her face.  “Aw, shit.”

FRIDAY, JULY 18, 2036.  11:31 PM.

The view from the top of my building was quite beautiful, even given that I was 
living in a low-rent housing project.  The Morita buildings were located in south-cen-
tral MegaTokyo.  Most of the northern horizon was dominated by GENOM’s Cone 
and the upscale neighborhoods, and at night was simply gorgeous.  It reminded me a 
little of looking at L.A. from the Hills — this intricate, almost ethereal, webwork of 
lights that pulsed and flowed like a living thing.

Unfortunately, the lights of the city, as beautiful as they were, also drowned out 
most of the stars on the clearest of nights. That particular night, though, the sky above 
the city was cloudy, and the reflected light from the city below turned it a near-uniform 
glowing pink-grey which looked almost like the inside of some great beast’s stomach.  
I thought of GENOM again and shuddered.  The moon was down to a narrow sliver, 
all but hidden by the clouds.

But sightseeing wasn’t why I was up here at this hour.
I walked back to the concrete hut which housed the access stairway.  I’d left my 

helmet on the roof in the shadows that wrapped themselves against the side wall of the 
hut.  I picked it up and thought about how long it’d been since I’d seen her.  More than 
two years for me since I’d been catapulted out of my universe.  More than two years.  
I held my helmet under one arm and after rotating the external speakers to their “on” 
position, I flipped open the keypad.  Without looking, I entered the sequence I wanted, 
all but the execute key.

I gently put the helmet down, and hit the last button.  A moment later, that 
famous piano intro began, the brief keyboard riff that’s kept Eddie Wilson and the 
Cruisers a household name despite the thirty-six years since his death.  It wasn’t the 
single version, though, but a rare bootleg from their 1961 performance at Fairleigh 
Dickinson.  I’ve always felt it was far superior to the better-known album cut.
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“<The dark side’s calling, now nothing is real
She’ll never know just how I feel
From out of the shadows she walks like a dream...>”

“<Hello, love>,” she said from behind me.  I smiled and turned to watch her step 
out of the slash of black cast behind and to the side of the hut by the bright spotlight 
over its door.  She wasn’t in her duty uniform, but in her “out partying” garb: miniskirt, 
jacket, thigh-high boots with ten-centimeter heels, all of black leather, a silver chain 
belt, and that little velvet bustier she favored.  Instead of the duty-wear French braid, 
her auburn hair was flowing loose except for two slender plaits at each temple, and she 
was wearing her favorite black Ray-Bans.

“<Hiya, Gorgeous.>”  I spread my arms and she flowed into my embrace.
“<I see you didn’t call me up for a combat, for once,>” she murmured into my ear 

after we broke the kiss.
“<No, not this time.>”  I soaked up the feeling of her in my arms, knowing how 

brief a time I would have her.
She held me at arms’ length, and cocked her head at me, her left ear just a little 

forward, in that way she has when she’s taking a good long “look” at me.  “<You’re 
lonely and homesick,>” she said finally.

“<No, how can you tell?>”  I rolled my eyes at her.
She tweaked my nose.  “<Silly.  How could I *not* know?>”
I grabbed her hand and kissed her knuckles.  “<Damn it, I miss you.  It’s been over 

two years since I talked to you...>”
“<The *real* me,>” she gently reminded.
I nodded.  “<It’d be so much easier if you were here with me.  I don’t know how I 

managed alone for all those years before I met you.>”
“<Think of it as just another challenge for you, Doug.>”
I made a sour face.  “<To be absolutely honest, Mags, I could really do with far 

fewer challenges in my life.>”
She laughed, a musical chime that echoed off the surrounding buildings.  “<Doug, 

you’d be bored silly in less than a week.>”
“<You’re probably right.>”  I smiled at her.  “<But either way, I’d rather be living 

my life at home, not here.>”
Maggie’s expression grew pensive as she seemed to look off to my right.  “<We’ll 

find you.  Don’t worry.  You know we won’t have taken your disappearance lightly.  I’m 
certain we’re doing all we can to figure out where you are.  You did vanish right in the 
middle of a battle, after all, and we all know you wouldn’t just up and run away.  We’re 
looking for you, Doug.  I’m looking for you.>”

I shook my head, not in disagreement but in disbelief at how lucky I was.  “<Jeeze, 
Maggie.  I love you.  I can’t wait to see you again.>”  I took her hand and led her to the 
low wall ringing the edge of the building, and we sat down.

“<So, what have you been doing with yourself?>” she asked.
“<Well, I’ve been settling in here, planning for a long stay, even though I’m hoping 
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to leave soon.  I’m trying to keep a lower profile this time, too.  I’m building a cycle.  
Oh, and I’ve made a friend.>”

She favored me with that cute lopsided grin of hers.  “<Only one?>”
I snorted.  “<Only one.  I’ve been busy.>”
“<I’m sure you have.  Anything else?>”
“<I’ve been trying to get home, of course.  But it’s hard.  I need a different song 

for each worldjump.  And each failure burns me out for a couple days, even when they 
don’t just turn around and bite me on the butt.  I hate it!>”  I pounded my thigh with 
my fist even as she wrapped an arm around my shoulders and drew me closer.  “<I hate 
how helpless it makes me feel.  Damn, but I wish there was someone I could ask about 
all this, but experts in worldjumping are a bit rare.>”

“<Maybe you should just sit tight and wait for us to show up.>”
I shook my head.  “<Staying put would be the logical thing to do, but you know 

what Hexe says — ‘logical’ and me don’t always go together.>”
“<Correction.>”  Maggie held up one finger.  “<’Rational’ is the word she uses.  

*Rational* and you don’t always go together.>”
“<Thank you ever so much,>”  I said, dripping loving sarcasm over every word.  

Then I kissed her, a brief peck.  “<Anyway, I tried that already in Velgarth, the first 
world I was in.  I was there for two years, Maggie, *two years*.  Either you guys are 
having a lot of trouble, or we’ve got a nasty time differential; either way, I really think 
it’s up to me to find my way home.  It may get me lost worse, but at least I’m doing 
*something* to get back.>”

Maggie nodded.  “<That does make a certain twisted kind of sense,>” she admitted 
with a frown.

My eye was caught by a flash of red.  The inside of my helmet pulsed with a ruddy 
glow from the HUD, and that could only mean one thing...  the song was almost 
over.  I’d been so caught up in her that I hadn’t even noticed.  “<We’re just about out of 
time,>” I said as I stood and pulled Maggie to her feet.  In those boots, she was eight 
centimeters taller than me, but I raised myself up on my toes.  She giggled at my effort, 
and kissed me again.  “<Maggie, I love you.  I need you.  And, oh god, I miss you *so* 
badly.  I’ll find my way back to you, I promise.>”

“<Come back to the *real* me,>” she reminded me once again.  “<I love you, too.  
Please keep...>”  But the song ended with a flourish and the thunder of recorded ap-
plause.  She evaporated in my arms before she could finish the sentence, and I was left 
with nothing but the shadows that drifted out of my embrace and into the night.

And I knelt at the retaining wall and pounded my fists against the cinderblocks as 
I cried wordlessly in front the panorama of MegaTokyo.  It hadn’t helped.  It had only 
made it worse.  And I swore to myself I would never again summon the simulacrum of 
my love for anything other than combat.

Lisa scampered down the stairwell as quickly as she dared, cradling her camera 
against herself with one arm wrapped protectively around it.  She skidded to a halt on 
the landing for the 22nd floor, and slumped against the green-painted cinderblock.  
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Holding up her camera, she stared at it and pondered the new images stored within.
Still giddy from the excitement of the previous night, she had spotted Doug head-

ing up to the roof with his mysterious helmet and had followed him.  Her intention 
had been to ask him a few probing questions.  Instead, she had witnessed something 
that had completely driven her recruitment into the Sabers from her mind and had 
only deepened the mystery surrounding her neighbor.

What did he mean? Lisa thought.  What did I just see?
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3:  ROBOT SEASON!  DOC SEASON!  ROBOT SEASON!  DOC SEASON!
Establish unto thyself principles of action; and see that 
thou ever act according to them.  First know that thy 
principles are just, and then be thou inflexible in the 
path of them.

— AKHENATON (C. 1375 BCE)

Prudence consists in knowing how to recognize the 
nature of the difficulties and how to choose the least 
bad as good.

— MACHIAVELLI

SUNDAY, JULY 20, 2036.  11:15 PM.

As the monitors flickered and displayed “End of Recording”, Lisa leaned back 
from the desktop, yawned and stretched.  The surprisingly pleasant tension in her 
muscles was punctuated by small pops as various joints cracked.  I’m really sorry I had 
to cancel out on Doug, Lisa thought, but no matter how much I wanted to go dancing, I 
wouldn’t have missed this for the world. Thinking of her neighbor returned certain dis-
turbing questions to the front of her mind, though.  Not now, she told herself firmly.  
Later.  Later I’ll do a little more... investigating.

As she laced her fingers together behind her neck, she took a deep breath and 
stared blankly at the system in front of her:  a hydra of a multimedia computer, sport-
ing five separate monitors: four large ones mounted just at eye level and a smaller one 
partially sunk into the desktop and flanked by speakers.  Lacking only a Net connec-
tion, it had all the other standard peripherals, plus one more decidedly unstandard one:  
a driveslot for a broadcast grade digital video cartridge.

Several such cartridges were stacked on the desktop, each labeled in Sylia’s obses-
sively neat hand:  “12 March 2032”, “7 September 2032” and others.  Inserted into the 
driveslot was a cartridge marked “21 December 2033”.

“Each of our hardsuits has a mission recorder connected to its sensors,” Sylia had 
said when she’d handed the cartridges to Lisa some hours ago.  “After every job we do, 
Mackie or Nene synchronizes the four recorders’ tracks and transfers them to a stan-
dard broadcast cartridge using our proprietary format.  We can then replay the mission 
from all four viewpoints, making it easier to study it and analyze our performance.”  
Sylia had smiled at that point, more to herself than at Lisa.  “You’ll find that many of 
the earlier cartridges do not contain complete records.  The first generations of our 
hardsuits — and their sensors — were not as sturdy as our current ones.”

As the four simultaneous video tracks had played out on the upper four moni-
tors, a complex master control panel had appeared on the fifth, touch-sensitive, screen.  
Lisa had quickly realized that Sylia hadn’t told her half of what was on the datacarts.  
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In addition to basic audio and video tracks from each hardsuit, there were dozens of 
other datastreams available.  Most of them were from Nene’s hardsuit, although a fair 
number came from Sylia’s.  The suits’ video feeds could be swapped not only into the 
ghostly green of light-amplification, but on through several additional spectra.  And all 
the data — video, audio and digital — could be fed through a stunning array of analysis 
wares.  It was incredible.

It was also far more than she expected that she’d ever need. Still, Lisa took the 
time to learn the basics of the system’s idiosyncratic interface, just in case.  Realistically, 
she realized she didn’t need anything more than play, rewind and fast forward at the 
moment, but it couldn’t hurt to be a bit more proficient than that....

Once she had been satisfied that she could handle the interface, Lisa had spent 
hours playing and replaying the recordings from Dr. Yoshida’s siege of the AD Police 
headquarters.  She’d long known all the publicly-available details of the event, in ad-
dition to her own experiences, but watching it unfold from four other viewpoints gave 
her a new perspective on the frantic battle to save the building and its occupants.  After 
a while, she stopped manipulating the recording and simply watched, raptly shifting 
her attention from monitor to monitor.

Now, hours later, her eyes felt dry and itchy from the unblinking attention she’d 
paid to the recordings.  She unlaced her fingers and propped her elbows on the table-
top, rubbing her eyes with the heels of her hands.

“You,” came a voice from behind her, “look like you should call it a night.”
Lisa yawned once more as she swiveled her chair around to see Linna grinning as 

she leaned casually against the doorframe.  She was dressed in a set of designer sweat-
clothes, gold trimmed in white, that screamed “upscale casual”.  Her hair was held back 
with a matching gold headband, and she wore white canvas deck shoes.

“How do you guys do it?” Lisa mumbled through her yawn.  “I’m completely wiped 
just from watching one of your missions!”

Linna snorted.  “Adrenaline helps a lot.  Trust me.”  She unlimbered herself and 
after flipping a stray lock of dark hair out of her eyes sauntered over to the computer.  
“December ‘33?” she said as she glanced at the slotted cartridge.  “Starting with what 
you know?”

A sheepish grin crept across Lisa’s face as the younger woman shrugged.  “Why 
not?  Besides, it’s also the mission that I know the most about from other sources.”

“No big surprise there,” Linna chuckled.
Lisa suppressed a nervous giggle.  “Anyway, since I have an outside baseline of 

sorts for that mission, I can get an idea of not just what the hardsuit records hold, but 
more importantly, what they’re lacking.  That way I know what I have to fill in when 
I do my side.”

Linna nodded, her eyes half-shut in thought.  “That’s a very professional ap-
proach.”

“I may be a bit of a ditz sometimes and I may occasionally act a little like a rabid 
fangirl, Linna, but that doesn’t mean I’m not a professional in my own right.”  Lisa 
popped the cartridge from the driveslot and returned it to the top of the pile of other 
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datacarts.  Then she focused all her attention on carefully arranging the stack into a 
neat and orderly column of black plastic.

“Gomen, Lisa, I didn’t mean to imply any of that.  It’s just, well, I’ve never seen 
you... well...”  Linna seemed at an uncharacteristic loss for words.

Glancing up briefly, Lisa flashed her a grin.  “I know.  You first met me when I was 
stalking you guys, and after that, only when we went clubbing together.  You’ve never 
seen me acting like a responsible journalist before.”

“Yes, that’s it.”  Linna seemed relieved that Lisa had come out and said it.  “And 
you know, that’s something I think you’d better be aware of.  I think Sylia believes she’s 
taking a big chance on you.  Nene vouches for you, of course.  But Sylia’s not absolutely 
certain yet.  And while Priss likes you, she doesn’t trust you, not completely, not yet.”

“What about you, Linna?” Lisa murmured without looking up.
Linna sighed.  “I like to think we’re friends, Lisa.  I’ve known you for a couple 

of years now, thanks to Nene.  But between your school and my job, we’ve never seen 
each other all that frequently, and never outside of a... well, a kind of party setting.  
You’re bound to surprise me, you realize — if you look at it right, I hardly know any-
thing about you at all.”  Linna stepped over to Lisa’s side, and twisted herself so that 
she was looking into the smaller woman’s downturned face.  “For all I know, you’re an 
axe-wielding serial killer who’s been keeping the heads of her murdered lovers in her 
freezer since high school!” She grinned in a manner that she hoped was infectious.

“Damn,” Lisa whispered tonelessly.  “You found out.  Now I’ll have to kill you, 
too.”

“Wha...?”  At the sight of the crazed look that suddenly entered Lisa’s eyes, Linna 
involuntarily drew back.  With her contorted position, though, she lost her balance and 
stumbled backwards. She barely managed to catch herself on the edge of the desk as 
Lisa slowly lifted her grim gaze to follow her.

For a moment, the two women stared at each other, then Lisa’s lips twitched, and 
she burst out in laughter.  Reaching over, she tapped Linna’s nose with her forefinger.  
“Gotcha!”

“You... you...” Linna breathed.
Lisa laughed again.  “I guess Nene never told you I did a little drama in college, 

huh?”  Another peal of laughter filled her, and to her delight it flushed away the day’s 
weariness.  She sighed happily.  “Thanks, Linna.  I really needed that.”

Linna had straightened up, and now wore an expression that hovered between 
outrage and anguished giddiness.  “You know I’m going to get you for that, don’t 
you?”

“Probably,” Lisa smirked.  She stretched her arms out above her head and spun 
her chair about.  “Wow.  Now I’m awake again. Aaah!” she cried as Linna yanked her 
from the seat.

“C’mon, Axe-murderer-chan,” the dancer said, “Let’s get some tea and keep you 
awake for your trip home.”  As she dragged Lisa out of the room, she continued.  “I 
came by earlier this evening because Nene asked me if I could give you a tour of the 
facilities, but you were already hard at work.  If I know Sylia, she handed you the mis-
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sion records and sat you down there first thing.”
Lisa nodded as she tried to keep up with Linna.  The dancer’s grip on her wrist was 

strong and unyielding — the only choice Lisa had was to scamper behind her.  “That’s 
it, exactly.  Then again, that’s gonna be my ‘duty station’ most of the time.  Gotta learn 
how to use it, after all.”

Linna nodded.  “Makes sense.  But that doesn’t mean you have to be glued to it.  
It’s too late now to show you the rest of the place today, unfortunately, but I came by 
anyway just to make sure you stopped at a reasonable hour.”  She dragged Lisa around 
the corner and into a small galley kitchen which, as it turned out, possessed a “break-
fast bar”-style counter opening on the hardsuit maintenance bay.  Linna’s mien shifted 
from energetic into an almost motherly mode as she sat Lisa on a stool.  She quickly 
and efficiently brewed two cups of tea and set one in Lisa’s hands.

Sipping her tea and savoring the heat radiating into her palms, Lisa nodded to-
ward a large, shadowy shape in the half-lit bay. “That’s Mackie’s battlesuit over there, 
isn’t it?  It’s hard to make out in the darkness, but I kinda recognize the shape.”

Linna nodded as she blew across the top of her cup.  “Yeah.  It’s out of commission 
for the moment, because he was working on it when he was last home and didn’t finish 
up before his break was over.”  She took a tentative sip.  “By the way, it was nice of you 
to go out on those dates with him last year.”

“Well, I really did it as a favor to Nene.”  Lisa set her cup down on the counter 
and propped her head up on her fist.  The moist, hot scent of the tea drifted up into her 
nostrils, and she inhaled deeply, feeling the pleasant warmth entering her throat and 
lungs.  “He’s nice enough, I guess, just a little... um... I dunno, twitchy.  And every once 
in a while his eyes just kinda glazed over, like he was undressing me in his head.”

Linna snickered.  “Count yourself lucky it was just there.”
“Huh?”
“It’s a long story,” Linna replied with a dismissive gesture. “I’ll tell you later.  Or 

you can ask Nene, okay?”
“Sure, I guess...”  Lisa picked up her tea and took another sip. “Anyway, I think 

two dates was enough.  Besides, Nene’s got this thing for him, I think, and even if I did 
really like him, I wouldn’t want to poach.”

Linna turned to look at her, one eyebrow raised in a doubtful look.  “Nene and 
Mackie?”

“You didn’t know?  I guess she tells me things that she doesn’t tell you.”  Lisa shot 
a smug glance over at the dancer, who harrumphed and returned to her tea.  “Look at it 
from her point of view.  He’s cute, kinda, he’s a techhead like her, he’s 21 and he’s rich.  
Any way you cut it, he’d make a good catch, you know?”

Linna’s only response was a snort.
At this hour, the Sabers’ base was mostly silent, save for the faint hum of the few 

perpetually-running systems.  Lisa closed her eyes and savored the stillness, only to 
find it broken by the rattle of a doorknob.

“Who left the lights on in...” began a gruff voice, and Lisa snapped her eyes open 
to see an old man, small and slight, dressed in faded grey mechanic’s coveralls.  He was 
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vaguely familiar, his shock of white hair raising faint memories in the back of her mind.  
“Oh, good evening, Linna, I didn’t know you were down here,” he said as he made his 
way around the worktables and scattered equipment.  His gait was spry and confident, 
to Lisa’s surprise — he looked old enough that she’d expected him to take slow, cau-
tious steps.  Instead, he moved like a much younger man.

Stepping into the galley, he continued, “I was just closing up for the night, think-
ing I was the last one here.”  He glanced over at Lisa, giving her a warm, welcoming 
look.  “Ah, you must be Vanette-san.  Sylia told me this morning that she’d added you 
to the ‘staff ’, and that you’d be in the records room today.”

“Lisa,” Linna said as she put her tea cup down, “this is Doctor Raven, our primary 
hardsuit technician — along with Sylia — since Mackie’s been in Germany.”  She gave 
Raven a warm smile. “You’re up late tonight, old man.”

“Watch your mouth, young lady.”  The exchange was playful, almost practiced, and 
Lisa immediately got a sense of the depth of friendship that the two shared.  Raven 
made a perfunctory bow to Lisa.  “It’s a pleasure to meet you.  It’s been a while since 
we had any new blood in the organization.”

Lisa returned the bow.  “I hope I can live up to the reputation of its members,” she 
replied with a smile.

He chuckled warmly.  “If Sylia recruited you, it was for a very good reason.  I’m 
sure you’ll do fine.”  Tugging the cuff of his overalls, he exposed an antique analog 
wristwatch, and made an elaborate production of consulting it.  “Well, well.  As Linna-
san there was so kind to inform me, it is indeed late.  I do believe I will be going home 
and to my bed.  If you ladies would be so kind as to shut down and lock up behind 
you, I’d appreciate it.  Good night.”  He ended with a bow that was little more than a 
friendly nod, which both women returned, and exited.

As he walked through the bay and out the far door, Lisa spotted the legend on the 
back of Raven’s coveralls.  Eyebrows raised, she waited until the old man had left the 
room, then looked over at Linna and asked, “’Nobel Prize for Science’?”

Linna shrugged.  “He won’t tell anyone if it’s a joke or not. I’ll tell you this, though 
— no one named ‘Raven’ ever received a Nobel Prize in any category according to every 
encyclopedia I’ve checked.  Then again, Nene claims his records have the earmarks of 
a very good alternate ID.”

“Really?  She went looking?”
A snort.  “After an afternoon of Raven dodging her questions a couple years ago.  

She swore she was going to get some answers and got that ‘hacker’s gleam’ in her eyes.  
But she came back empty handed.”

“Huh.”  Now that’s a thought, Lisa mused.  I wonder if I could get Nene to dig up a 
little info on Doug.  I’ll have to ask her tomorrow.  She drank the last of her tea, stood, and 
placed the cup in the kitchenette’s sink.  “Well, I’m for sleep.  You?”
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Linna nodded.  “Yeah.  You want a ride home?” she asked as she dropped her cup 
in the basin as well.

“Sure.”  Together they made their way out, shutting off lights behind them.  “So,” 
Lisa continued as they disappeared down the hall, “how did you get involved with the 
Sabers?”

“That’s a...” Linna started.
“...long story!” both voices echoed in unison and laughter as a distant door rattled 

open, and then thudded closed.  And at last, the Knight Sabers’ facilities behind Ra-
ven’s Garage lay in the silent dark.

MONDAY, JULY 21, 2036, 4:26 PM.

I was a little disappointed that Lisa cancelled out on me this past weekend, but to 
tell the truth, it prodded me to take a shot at what I was supposed to be doing, namely 
finding a way home. So I spent Friday night and all of Saturday alternately working 
on the bike and running queries on the songbase in my helmet. Back when I’d found 
the song that opened the gate out of Velgarth, I’d dumped all my previous searches and 
tags because I didn’t need them any more.  Or so I thought.  Idiot me.  Kat has told me 
time and time again that my overconfidence and my impulsiveness are the two traits 
that have caused and will cause me the most trouble.  But do I listen to the licensed 
therapist on the team?  Of course not.

So I spent half of the sweltering weekend sitting in my un-air-conditioned work-
shop and trading off between deciphering the special characteristics of a ceramic tur-
bine housing and running endless queries for songs that mention “home”, “travel”, 
“worlds”, and what have you.  Every time I got sick of doing one task, I swapped off to 
the other.  Surprisingly, I got a fair amount accomplished.

On the motorcycle front, I got a handle on the properties and behavior of the 
ceramic that they used in cycle engines around here.  Knowing these let me begin de-
signing the custom engine I wanted to make.  On the getting home side, I managed to 
whittle down my extracts to a list of just under 150 “promising” songs, after excluding 
those which already activated my metagift for other effects.  That was about as far as 
I could get without screening the lyrics of each one individually.  Even then, my gut 
reaction wasn’t going to be anything close to 100% accurate.  I was going to have to try 
each one.  Even the ones whose lyrics, frankly, scared me.

So, Sunday morning found me back at a certain alley near the steel taffy-pull that 
used to be the Tokyo Tower.  After making sure I had no unwelcome observers — I 
could do without another dozen gangbangers, crunchies or not — I tried to locate as 
best I could the spot where I’d arrived.

Such precision probably wasn’t necessary.  Back at the Collegium, when I was 
researching my first attempt to jump out of a universe, I’d discovered a cache of theo-
retical works on magic that no one there seemed to know even existed.  While nothing 
in them specifically applied to inter-universal travel, some of their axioms, properly ex-
trapolated, seemed to indicate that a so-called “weak point” would be fairly large, both 
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physically and temporally.  It was entirely possible that the one via which I arrived was 
as big as or bigger than MegaTokyo.  Then again, Haven’s “weak point” was restricted 
to the grove in the Companions’ Field.  I decided to play it safe and get as close to my 
original ground zero as possible.

So there I was, straddling a piece of yellow police tape in a trash-littered alley.  At 
least it was nice and sunny this time. “System.  File ‘Prospects MegaTokyo’.  Display,” 
I told the helmet computer, and the list popped up on the HUD.  I took a moment to 
scroll through it, then picked a likely candidate. “System.  ‘I’m Going Home’.  Play,” I 
muttered into the mike, and tried to focus on going home.

No dice.  I felt my metagift activate, but fifteen seconds in, I shut Tim Curry off.  
There’d been no visible effect, but I’d felt my personal reserves of energy sucked out 
of me — the attempt to punch through to another universe had taken every joule my 
body had had stored.  It had drained me completely, leaving me drooping and all but 
gasping for breath.  My limbs hung heavily; it was almost too much effort to stand 
up straight.  As I leaned against the graffiti-covered wall and wheezed, I could feel a 
numbness inside... inside my chest, inside my head, inside my soul?  If you don’t have 
the gift, you can’t understand where and how I felt it, but the empty hole where it had 
been told me that once again my metagift had overloaded from the effort and tempo-
rarily shut itself down.

Scratch the first song of the 150.  Damn.  And I couldn’t even eliminate it from 
consideration in the next universe I landed in, if it wasn’t home.  Something had hap-
pened, as evidenced by my fatigue; if it had been a null song, I’d’ve still been fresh as 
a daisy.

Anyway, I limped back to my apartment and sacked out until this morning, then 
went off to work with several million other sarariman.  Upon reaching my workstation, 
I sat down, unlocked the security cabinets, and pulled out the breadboard design I was 
working on.

Among other things, Ganbare Electronics made radios.  Police radios, to be pre-
cise.  They had a contract with some division of the Tokyo Police Department that 
went by the codename of “AD”.  I didn’t know what their gig was, but I guessed that 
it’d be antiterrorist, since they seemed to have heavier weaponry than the rest of the 
force, from what little I’d heard, and they needed radios with frequency-hopping and 
serious encryption.

Well, serious for this here-and-now.  The local state-of-the-rat isn’t bad, but then 
again, they’ve never had to deal with electropaths and the occasional meta who can 
digitize himself with a thought.  I’d considered offering them the UN’s SQUID42 al-
gorithm, but it’d take forever for them to get it analyzed, let alone tested and certified.  
Not to mention that they’d ask me some questions that I couldn’t answer meaningfully 
without sounding like an utter lunatic.  So scratch that idea.

Instead, I added SQUID42 as a carefully-disguised little hardware hack in the 
encryption chip I was helping develop.  I might not have been able to get it officially 
approved, but that didn’t mean I wouldn’t help those cops out.  Supporting local law 
enforcement is one of my duties, after all.
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One nice benefit of the job was that I had access to a midsize nanofac.  We used 
it for prototyping new components — CAD up a new chip design, feed it to the fac, 
and in about an hour I could breadboard it in and test it.  Made development very fast 
— when you could design and implement a chip in a week, everything got easier.  (It 
was also very good at making certain ceramic motorcycle engine parts quickly.  Heh.)

I liked it.  I was planning on acquiring one of these little toys and bringing it home 
with me when I left.  This was a technology that’s much better than we have back on 
homeline, barring the existence of some talented tinkerer somewhere.  We get a lot of 
that — the UN has a warehouse of incredibly advanced tech that we’ve either confis-
cated or accepted from donors.  Excepting the odd alien device or magical artifact, this 
tech almost always comes from the minds of various isolated geniuses who’ve made 
incredible intuitive leaps thanks to metaboosts to their intelligence.  Unfortunately, it’s 
often so advanced that it’s pretty much unusable and unreproduceable — so beyond 
anything understood by current science that it is practically magic.

Thinking of that reminded me of one reason to be thankful that I was burnt out 
for a little while.  It allowed me to indulge myself in creative hardware design without 
worrying I might accidentally enchant the damn thing.  One of the several drawbacks 
of my metagift, it plagued me throughout my short civilian career and in all the engi-
neering I did for the Warriors.  This even with my world’s relatively low mana level.

Here, with that godawful huge node under my feet, I had to be doubly careful, or 
else Ganbare’s production department might find their radios weren’t working up to 
the prototypes’ test specs.  I’d already had to scrap a couple breadboards and start over.  
That I could kitbash carefree for a whole day was a real boost.  It almost made up for 
my failure to open a gate.

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 2036.  10:54 AM.

Dr. Daniel Ohara made sure the door to his office was closed and locked, then sat 
down heavily behind his desk.  Sliding the fingers of his right hand under his glasses, 
he rubbed his eyes and the bridge of his nose.  Under his fingertips, he felt the muscles 
of his right eyelid twitch.  Damn that bitch, he thought wearily.  Ms. High-and-Mighty 
Kate Madigan of Nigh-Unto-God-GENOM who wouldn’t know real science if it bit her 
on her cosmetically-enhanced butt.  What gives her the right to jerk my company around like 
this?

But he knew the answer to that, and he hated it.  GENOM had invested heav-
ily in IDEC, had paid for his time, his staff and his equipment, and if they wanted 
to yank its highly-paid and highly-skilled people off their research projects and send 
them running around MegaTokyo like a team of semicompetent field techs, well, they 
got it.  Ohara had known a decade ago that going to GENOM for venture capital was 
making a proverbial deal with the devil.  When GENOM took over IDEC after seven 
years of zero results, it had only been further hammered home — his company, his baby, 
taken away from him and handed to that purple-haired pencil-pusher.  Oh, he was still 
CEO and Chief of Research and Development on paper, but IDEC now operated out 
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of the Tower, and Madigan and her flunkies had made all the business and scientific 
decisions for three years now.

His stomach bubbled angrily and he felt the familiar, annoying pressure well up at 
the base of his throat.  Damn acid-blocker never works when I see her.  He growled word-
lessly as he rifled through a desk drawer for the prescription bottle, then gave up when 
it failed to come immediately to hand.  Instead, he stared balefully at the neat, elegant 
portfolio on the desk before him.

“You’re very lucky,” Madigan had said to him not half an hour ago.  “Most research 
subsidiaries with a ten-year record of failure and zero profit would have been folded 
back into GENOM by now.  But Mr. Quincy has a special interest in your work and 
in the InterDimensional Explorations Corporation.  He has great faith in your ability 
to deliver.”

“Then why are you keeping us from doing just that?” he’d shouted at her.  It had 
been two hours since the meeting had begun, and he’d already used up his admittedly-
limited supply of propriety and tact.  She hadn’t reacted at all, except to offer a small, 
infuriating smile — that of a parent tolerating the pointless tantrum of a child.

“Oh, but you have.  You did something of which no one else in the Tower would 
have been capable.  You detected a... I believe the terminology you use is, a ‘wave-func-
tion interpenetration’?” She’d favored him with another smile, this one cold and preda-
tory.  “Mr. Quincy was most interested in that report, Doctor.  He has been waiting for 
this since we agreed to back IDEC.  I myself have had standing orders waiting on this 
event for as long as I’ve worked with Mr. Quincy.”  Reaching into her briefcase, she’d 
withdrawn a black leather folder and handed it to him.

“What’s this?” he had grunted.
“Useful information.  Discovering that... someone... had come through that ‘inter-

penetration’ was a definite bonus for you, Doctor.  We want you to find that someone.  
And in that portfolio is everything that the AD Police has gathered on our ‘visitor’.”

“I won’t ask how you got this.”
“Good.”  She snapped her briefcase shut.  “GENOM wants this visitor found.  You 

and your people are best equipped to handle the more exotic aspects of this search.  If I 
understand them properly, by your own theories he should be slightly out of tune with 
this world, in such a way that is detectable by your equipment, correct?”

“Yes,” he’d grudgingly admitted.  “But probably not at any great range.”
She shrugged.  “How you manage it does not matter to GENOM. Simply find 

him.”
“And if I refuse?”
She’d looked him directly in the eyes.  Her gaze was disturbing: cold, matter-of-

fact, simple.  “If you refuse, GENOM completely absorbs IDEC, takes your research, 
and assigns the task and the equipment to our own people.  And we blacklist you and 
your staff in the scientific community.  Not the optimal route, but one we will take if 
you force us to.  Do you understand?”

“Yes, damn it,” he’d snarled, fiercely enough that Madigan’s boomer bodyguards 
had snapped their attention directly to him.
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She put on that cold smile one more time.  “Very good.  We will encourage the 
ADPolice to continue their investigation, and keep you up to date on their progress 
in order that you might make use of their results.  Once you locate the visitor, we will 
provide you with boomer forces in order to ‘acquire’ him.  Once that is accomplished, 
you may then return to your researches.”  As she stood and slid her briefcase under one 
arm, she added, “GENOM may even be grateful enough to return ownership of IDEC 
to you, Doctor.”

And that had been that.  She and her boomer bodyguards had departed without 
another word, and Dr. Ohara had been left with his orders and without any hope.

As the minutes ticked past, he stared at the folder carefully positioned in the 
precise center of his desktop.  The bold block letters of the GENOM trademark were 
embossed in gold-leaf on the lower right corner of the black leather cover.  Then he 
sighed. Reluctantly, unwillingly, Daniel Ohara picked it up, flipped it open, and began 
to read.

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 2036.  11:15 AM.

Leon picked up the manila folder, flipped it open, and began to read.  He hummed 
to himself as he perused the abstract, then paged through the detail sheets.  Nearby, a 
Styrofoam cup of coffee slowly steamed, forgotten.

“So?” Daley asked, one eyebrow raised inquisitively.
“Well, this certainly supports my conclusion,” he replied without looking up.  

“Whatever the hell IDEC is, it is not a simple cell system maintenance firm.”
“Right.  They also have nothing at all to do with GENOM’s boomer manufactur-

ing division, or any of the GENOM subsidiaries doing boomeroid research.  Accord-
ing to both their PR and the independent info I could scrape up, they’re an advanced 
physics research laboratory.”

Leon nodded.  “Yeah, I checked up on Dr. Ohara and as much of his team as I 
could identify.  He’s a world-class physicist, used to be an academic, specializing in...” 
he scrabbled for another folder and opened it “...’grand unified theory and quantum 
probability research’.  This guy’s got a list of awards and patents as long as my arm.  
He’s also the president and CEO of IDEC.”  He tapped his fingertip on the printout 
and looked up at his partner.  “What’s GENOM doing putting an upper-management 
egghead like him on a job that a security goon could do in his sleep?”

Daley lifted his eyes to the ceiling and spread his hands in a despairing gesture.  
“This just gets crazier by the minute.”

“There’s something more going on here than we’re supposed to see,” Leon mur-
mured, half to himself.  “And the jewels?”  He closed the folder and gave Daley an 
intent look that the detective found all too familiar.  It was the look that Daley had 
privately dubbed “The Pit Bull”, the one Leon wore when he had a goal and simply 
would not give up on it.  He’d worn that look during more than a few cases in the past, 
and he always got it around that rock’n’roll singer he’d been pursuing for the last few 
years.  It meant dogged determination, and usually it meant success.  But to Daley, it 
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inevitably meant only one thing:  more overtime than he really wanted to put in.  He 
suppressed a sigh.

“I got the report back this morning.  They don’t match anything in any of the last 
year’s insurance claims.”

“So they’re not stolen, at least not recently.  Anything else?”
Daley nodded.  “Yeah.  According to Taddeusz, they’re Western in origin, and 

probably very old, on the order of a couple centuries, minimum.  Practically museum 
pieces.  He says they’re faceted with a cut that hasn’t been used for hundreds of years, 
and they show signs of antique European tools and methods rather than modern 
ones.”

Leon rolled his eyes.  “Of course they do.  So let’s add this up and see what we 
come out with.  We have a military martial artist boomeroid in biker garb who leaps 
down off a building and trashes a dozen Outriders...”

“And then makes a 110 call right afterwards so they can get medical attention,” 
Daley interjected.

“Right,” Leon nodded, “and he’s carrying antique gems which he sells to a Tinsel 
City jeweler.  Then GENOM sends one of the world’s foremost research physicists 
after him in the guise of a celphone repairman.”  He reached for his coffee.  “What 
else?”

Daley smirked.  “Then the boomeroid disappears.  Very thoroughly.”
“Right.”  Leon gestured with the cup of coffee, almost slopping it on himself.  “So, 

what does that add up to?”
Daley sighed.  “A most irrational number.”
Leon sipped his coffee morosely.  “Not that it really matters any more.”
“What do you mean?”  Daley pulled up a nearby chair and sat on it backwards, his 

arms folded over the top of the backrest.
“With the boomeroid out of sight for so long, finding him has dropped off the 

priority list,” Leon replied.  “The Chief warned me this morning that we’re going to 
have to close the case at the end of the week if we don’t get any more leads.”

“Even with the outstanding assault and battery charges?”
Leon slumped further in his seat.  “The assumption will be made that the 

boomeroid is over 70% artificial based on what the Outriders said it could do, and is 
thus legally an out-of-control machine...”

“...which can’t be held responsible for its actions, or prosecuted for crimes.”  Daley 
shook his head in disgust.  “Damn. It’s not like there’s a more pressing case that we 
have to cover. And this was turning out to be one of the most interesting investigations 
I’ve worked on, you know.”

“Don’t give up on it yet,” a female voice drifted across the desk, and both men 
looked up.  Fuko MacNamara stood there, with Nene Romanova at her side.  Nene 
giggled at the stricken looks on the faces of the two men.

Nene’s got to be, what, 25 or 26 now, Daley thought.  How does she manage to 
still act and sound like a schoolgirl after five years in ADP?

“What was that?” Leon managed to stammer.
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“Don’t give up on your boomeroid case,” Fuko repeated with a hint of a smile.  “I’d 
heard that the chief was going to force to you close the case, so I thought I’d come over 
and ask if there were anything I could do to help you keep it open.  On my way over 
I ran into Nene here.”  She indicated her red-headed companion, who was bouncing 
on her toes with barely-suppressed energy.  “She had some interesting news.  Tell’em, 
Nene.”

Nene leaned forward conspiratorially and planted her folded arms at the edge of 
the desk.  The others clustered around her as she began to speak quietly but excitedly.  
“Well, you didn’t hear this from me, but I just happened to be cycling through the voice 
circuits as part of a perfectly routine maintenance test...”

“We get the picture, Nene,” Daley interrupted with a tolerant grin.
Nene stifled another giggle.  “Okay, well, I’m doing my testing, when what do I 

stumble across but a call to the Chief from Councilman Tomino.”
Leon grunted.  “Tomino’s one of GENOM’s lapdogs.  What was he doing, pres-

suring the Chief to take us off the boomeroid case right away?”
“No!”  Nene eyes widened.  “The exact opposite!  He was telling the Chief that 

finding the boomeroid was a maximum priority, that the AD Police had to duty to 
track it down as fast as possible. That the longer it’s out there on the streets, the more 
of a danger it is to ordinary citizens.”

“Shit,” Leon hissed.  He looked over the desk at Daley.  “What the hell is going 
on?  GENOM wants us to find it?”

Daley shook his head.  “They’re probably using us to flush it out, and maybe even 
take it down, before their people move in to handle the cleanup.  We’re catspaws again, 
as usual.”

“I hate being used,” Leon growled.
“Then don’t let them use you,” Fuko said.  “Surely you can make this work to your 

advantage, can’t you?”
Leon gnawed on his knuckle as he thought about this, and nodded after a mo-

ment.  “Yeah.  I think might I see a way or two to turn this around.”  He looked up.  
“One other thing, Nene, what’s the word on the new radios?  We put in the requisition 
two months ago.”

Nene pursed her lips.  “According to what I’ve heard, Ganbare is putting together 
the field prototypes right now, and they should be in the department’s hands in a 
couple of weeks.”

He nodded as Daley looked on in puzzlement.  “Nene, I want two of those pro-
totypes, as soon as they come in.  Can you work a little of your magic and make sure 
I get them?”

Nene stood and folded her arms.  “I don’t know, that’ll be real tough — a lot of the 
top brass want first crack at them.  What’s in it for me?” she added with a sly look.

A slow, knowing grin spread across Leon’s face.  “How does a ‘frequent binger’ 
discount card to your favorite ice cream place sound?”

Nene’s eyes grew huge as her mouth made a silent “O”.  Finally, she nodded with-
out saying a word, then turned and walked off.
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Fuko laughed.  “I’ll take that as my cue to go.  Look, you two, let me know if there’s 
anything I can do to help, okay?  I feel like I have an interest in the case, too, you know.  
Ja.”  She gave a little wave and left.

After Fuko departed, Leon continued to gaze off into space, nodding and rub-
bing his chin absently.  Daley waved a hand in front of his eyes until Leon started and 
looked up at him.

“You’ve got some kind of plan, don’t you,” Daley said.  It wasn’t a question.
“The beginnings of one.”  Leon’s eyes flickered over to the Chief ’s office door, 

which was closed.  “I don’t like being used, Daley.  So I’m going to try and use them 
right back.  Fuko’s right.  If they want so badly for us to investigate this, that gives us a 
little leverage for once.  The catch is where to apply it, and how.”

Daley nodded, and decided to change the subject.  “You know, Leon-chan, I’ve 
always wondered.  Just where do you come up with all those coupons and premiums 
that you use to bribe Nene?”

Leon chuckled.  “Didn’t I ever tell you?  My cousin Barry is a franchisee for that 
chain and owns all its MegaTokyo shops.  He not only lets me have fistfuls of coupons, 
sometimes he’ll set up special promotions just so I have something to wave under 
Nene’s nose.  Like a certain ‘frequent binger’ card.”

“Leon-chan,” Daley said, shaking a finger at his partner, “you are evil.”
Leon’s only response was a grin.

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 2036.  1:05 PM.

Katherine Madigan hung up the videophone and nodded to herself. The AD Po-
lice were not going to abandon the case, not now.  She made a mental note to reward 
GENOM’s loyal servants in the city council.

She opened a PIM window on her desktop and marked the task as “complete”.  
Now there existed two different avenues of investigation into the visitor, even if Ohara’s 
was partially dependent on the ADP.  Redundancy in everything — that was the key to 
minimizing risk on efforts such as these.

She glanced over at the folder that lay open on her blotter. Reproductions of the 
police sketches topped the sheaf of papers, and she stared for a moment at the goggled, 
helmeted visage, then reached out and closed the folder.  She let her fingertips linger 
for a moment, savoring the smooth texture of the cool leather as she mused on the next 
steps to take.

Up to now, Mr. Quincy has been satisfied with my verbal reports and abstracts on this 
project, she thought, but it won’t be long before it will be time to present him with the 
complete written report.  He will inevitably want all of the information in front of him for 
evaluation as it enters its final stages. I’m not ready for that yet, though; I’ll have to wait 
until there is some progress on either of the investigations.

She palmed the sensor on the high-security drawer of her desk. It opened, and 
she deposited the folder in it.  Then she returned her attention to her PIM’s window, 
scrolling through the agenda for the rest of the day.
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Ah, yes, that’s right.  The Marathon starts tonight, she realized with a private smile.  
I’d best make sure my DVR is properly programmed.  We all have our little vices, after all. 
She opened another window on her desktop, this time to access the entertainment 
system in her Tower apartment.

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 2036.  3:51 PM.

There was a rumble of an engine, and Doc Raven looked up from the call he was 
taking on his antique voice-only phone.  Priss had pulled into the garage on her cycle.  
As she shut down the engine and dropped the kickstand, Raven returned to his call.  
“You’re lucky, son.  Those injectors are practically custom-made, very hard to get.  But 
I just happen to have a dozen in stock.  How many do you want?”

Priss pulled off her helmet and slung it over the taillight.
“The whole dozen?”  Raven sputtered a moment in surprise, then covered it with 

a cough.  “Well, young man, I think I can offer you a quantity discount.  250,000 yen 
for the set.”

Priss swung her leg over the bike and strode into the garage. “Hey, Pops,” she 
murmured half-heartedly as she passed Raven without a glance.

Concerned, Raven watched her as she stalked towards the back rooms holding the 
Sabers’ facilities, and didn’t offer his habitual rejoinder.  An indignant squawk from the 
telephone handset reclaimed his attention.  “What?  Yes, that is the quantity discount,” 
he growled, irritated.

Some minutes later, Priss and Sylia sat across from each other at a small table in 
the kitchenette off the maintenance bay. Sylia was dressed in tight-fitting coveralls 
made of a thin white plastic.  A pair of heavy gloves lay neatly to her side, still dripping 
slightly from their anti-nanite rinse.

Priss had found Sylia at the nanotank, retrieving mysteriously sculpted pieces of 
dark blue plastic from its sluggish, sludge-brown depths.  “We need to talk,” Priss had 
told her, trying to ignore the sharp, unpleasant tang of the nanobath.

Each woman had a cup of coffee before her:  Sylia’s creamed to a deep beige, Priss’s 
black with a flock of torn sugar packets huddled about its base.  As Sylia delicately 
overblended her coffee with a wooden stirring rod she asked, “What was it that you 
wanted to speak to me about, Priss?”

Priss stared down at her coffee, seemingly lost in the wisps of steam rising from its 
dark, shining surface.  “The Replicants are going on the road,” she finally said, surpris-
ing herself with the casual, conversational way in which it came out.

Sylia raised her cup to her lips and took a long sip before responding.  “Ah.”
“The bookings aren’t all in yet, but it looks like we might be on the road in ten or 

twelve weeks.”
Sylia pursed her lips and considered this.  “You will be wanting a leave of absence 

from the Sabers for the duration of the tour, then?”
Priss nodded.  “Yeah.  Three or four months, depending on what gigs we get.”  She 
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peered at Sylia.  “You’re not upset by this?”
Raising an eyebrow, Sylia replied, “Upset?  Not at all.  I have long anticipated 

this request, Priss.  In fact, I’m surprised it took so long in coming.  I was starting to 
get worried.”  Priss was astonished to realize that Sylia was almost smirking at her 
— Sylia!

“You... were... getting worried”  Priss didn’t react well to confusion.
Sylia nodded.  “I take everything into account, Priss.  When I brought you into the 

Sabers, it was with the anticipation that the Replicants would eventually go on tour, 
during which time I would lose your services, at least temporarily.  I had originally 
estimated that such a tour was likely to take place some time in 2035 based on, among 
other factors, the talent of the band as a whole and the enthusiasm of your fan base.  
Your brush with idol singing in 2034 aside, I was concerned when you showed no sign 
of moving beyond MegaTokyo’s club scene.  I’m glad to see that I wasn’t completely 
wrong in my projections.”

“You... you...”
Sylia smiled warmly at Priss, which disconcerted the singer even more.  “Any fu-

ture paying jobs that require all four of us, I will do my best to schedule around your 
availability, Priss.  Our operations this year have made more than enough profit to keep 
us going even if that means having no work at all during your tour.”

“But...”
“Moreover, boomer incidents have been at an all-time low for the last few months.  

Of those, almost all have been construction or mannequin models easily handled by 
the AD Police; it’s been a long time since there was a boomer threat requiring Knight 
Saber intervention.”  Sylia’s eyes twinkled as she lifted her coffee to her lips once more.  
“In fact, if conditions continue to hold steady, I don’t think there’d be a better time for 
you to go on tour.”

Priss simply stared at her.  Then she began slowly shaking her head.  “You know, I 
was actually paranoid about how you would take this.  I’ve been agonizing about it for 
more than a week! And here you are, telling me you’ve planned for it all along.” She 
gave a low, throaty chuckle as the stress finally drained from her.  “Damn, Sylia.  Is 
there anything you don’t have figured out ahead of time?”

Sylia stood and turned to rinse her coffee cup out in the kitchenette’s sink.  “Why, 
certainly.  I’ve never been able to anticipate Linna’s taste in men.”

Priss’s laughter was cut short when she spilled her remaining coffee in her lap.

TUESDAY, JULY 22, 2036.  4:37 PM.

Well, at least I finally have a desk.  Lisa tweaked the various knobs and levers on the 
decades-old chair until it was marginally comfortable to sit in, then surveyed her new 
domain.  She’d been working for the 16 Tokyo Day Times almost a month, and they 
had only now managed to find a place for her in the office.

Not that I really needed it, what with being “on assignment” almost all the time.  
Who’d’ve thought a human interest beat would keep me on the run so much?  She looked 
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around at the erstwhile “city room” in which she had finally scraped out her little cor-
ner of real estate.  Although the ‘16 Times’ was housed in a post-quake building, all of 
the furniture seemed to be of turn of the century vintage.  The various computers and 
data terminals employed by the dozens of bustling employees looked just about as old.  
The city room, despite its large size, felt cramped; between the employees, the shelving 
units loaded with binders and books, and the huge piles of paper stacked haphazardly 
on the tiny desks, it seemed overfull and claustrophobic.  To top it off, the place smelled 
of mildew, rancid coffee and old tobacco.

Lisa glanced left and right at her neighbors, both hard at work on their terminals.  
One was obsessively writing and re-writing an article with a muttering intensity that 
was beginning to frighten her.  The other was manipulating a layout grid and the news 
objects on it so feverishly that she appeared to be playing some bizarre form of Tetris.  
Neither had greeted her when she’d been shown to her desk, and neither spared her a 
whit of attention now.

She sighed softly and carefully placed her digital camera on one corner of the 
desktop.  Then Lisa pulled her palmtop from her pocket and opened it up in front 
of her.  It beeped as the screen flashed to life.  She had a few free minutes before the 
end of the day, and she decided that it was time to focus her thoughts on the mysteri-
ous, disturbing, immensely intriguing — and rather cute, admit it, girl — Mr. Douglas 
Sangnoir.

Opening a pad page, she began to type, a few fitful words at a time, as one by one 
questions and observations about Doug came to mind:

        1.  Medieval clothes in his wardrobe.
        2.  Biker outfit.  What does “LT” mean?
        3.  Helmet with stereo?  Why?

I suppose it could be that he just likes to listen to music while riding motorcycles, but 
that doesn’t explain the speakers. Or the of-a-piece goggles.  Or the microphone.  Maybe it’s 
a built-in celphone?

        4.  White leotard.  What is that stuff?

She’d probably never get another opportunity, but she desperately wanted a chance 
to examine that bodysuit.  No source she’d consulted — not even Sylia, for god’s sake 
— could identify a fabric with those properties.  Lisa closed her eyes and indulged 
herself with a few moments’ speculation about how to test the limits of the mystery 
cloth.

“Ah, working on a story, Vanette-san?  Very good, very good!”
Startled, Lisa snapped her eyes open to find her editor standing over her.   “Kiyo-

shi-san!” she stammered.  “Uh, yes sir, I...”
Kiyoshi Akira was a large, loud man who seemed to be powered entirely by caf-

feine and enthusiasm.  As he pushed his glasses up his oversized nose with one hand, 
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he clapped Lisa on the back with the other.  “Good, good.  Glad to see you’re fitting 
in with your coworkers here, Lisa-chan.”  Cringing inside at his untoward familiarity 
with her, Lisa recovered from the blow and gave quick sidelong glances at both of her 
neighbors; neither seemed to acknowledge Kiyoshi’s extremely obvious presence.

“We’ll have to get you a proper terminal next,” the editor continued, “that little 
handheld is good for the field but not at all enough for the office.  I’ll put in the requisi-
tion immediately.”  He spun and strode off across the floor.  “Keep up the good work!” 
he shouted as vanished into the mass of humanity on the other side of the room.

Lisa released a breath she didn’t realize she’d been holding. Then she closed the file 
on Doug.  I think I’d better wait until I get home tonight to finish this.

Three hours later, the air conditioner moaned as it bathed the room in a faint 
stream of chilled air.  Lisa swallowed a forkful of tabouli, then laid the foil takeout 
plate down on the small table that served her as a nightstand.  After spreading some 
hummus on a piece of pita and popping it into her mouth, she picked up and booted 
her palmtop.

She sat cross-legged on her futon with the tiny computer in front of her, perched 
on her shins between her knees.  Beyond it, her television bathed the room with a 
blue-tinged glow.  “Tonight,” an anonymous announcer proclaimed over an elaborately 
over-animated CGI logo, “the Anime Network begins its five-day Sailor Moon mara-
thon, all the way from Sailor V to Sailor Moon ZZ!” Next to her set, a stack of vid 
cartridges stood precariously atop her DVR.

Investigating mysterious neighbors is all well and good, but a girl ’s got to have her pri-
orities, Lisa thought, and chuckled to herself.  As she turned her attention back to the 
palmtop, the announcer continued to natter on:  “Up first, the classic American live 
action version of the Sailor Moon story from 2000! Starring Kirsten Dunst, Ariana 
Richards, Lacey Chabert and Geena Davis as Queen Beryl....”

Lisa tuned out the announcer as she concentrated on continuing the task of listing 
Doug’s... peculiarities.  She scanned through the short list she’d written a few hours 
earlier at work, then began to type again, slowly and hesitantly.

        5.  Ghost for girlfriend???
        6.  Other worlds?????!!!

Those two were the most disturbing details she’d acquired, and if she hadn’t been 
there to witness them herself, she would have never believed them.  Was Doug an 
alien?  Was his girlfriend? Why the hell did there have to be a girlfriend, damn it?  
And were all the stories he’d told her about his friends and his old job lies, then?

Lisa realized that finding out the whole truth behind Doug’s background was be-
yond her current abilities.  She could check on some of what he had told her, but not all 
of it.  Sighing, she looked up at her TV.  On the screen, she saw an 18-year-old Kirsten 
Dunst in a truly awful odango-and-ponytail wig sitting helplessly at an antique per-
sonal computer as a CGI mooncat lectured her.  But... she realized, there is someone who 
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can — and I was going to ask her yesterday.
Carefully laying her palmtop to one side, Lisa scrambled off the futon and over to 

her phone.  She hit the first speed-dial button.  Two rings later, it was picked up.
“Moshi-moshi?” said the person on the other end in a bright, perky voice.
Lisa smiled winningly at her friend’s image on the screen.  “Hi, Nene-chan!  I’ve 

got a favor I want to ask of you.”

FRIDAY, JULY 25, 2036.  10:41 PM.

So I’d figured, I’ve been in town a month, and I’ve just totally geeked out.  It’s 
like I’d reverted to my one year of being a professional engineer, back in 1985 — you 
know, all work and no play makes Jack a dork.  Yeah, so I was building a motorcycle. 
Depending on how you look at it, that’s just a great big model kit, or another kind of 
engineering.  Sure, I now had something that actually looked like a custom ceramic 
turbine engine starting to form on my workbench, but that really wasn’t what I wanted 
at that moment.

I needed to do something different.  Something physical.
Something musical.
Besides, I wanted to harvest the local crop.  I’d picked up a miniature digital 

audiorecorder from a “spy shop” in Tinsel City the week before.  It was intended for 
surveillance and bugging conversations and the like, and came with a disguised pickup.  
I planned on carrying it and filling its 6-hour capacity with as much of the local music 
as I could.  Then, when I got home, I’d take those songs from which I got that “could 
be something here” feeling and transfer them to my helmet’s storage.  So not only 
would I get to have a good time, I might get a few extra metapowers out of it, to boot.  
A big win situation, as far as I was concerned.  But I needed to find good music and 
good clubs.

So a couple days earlier, I’d finally cornered Lisa.  I caught her just as she was un-
locking her apartment door; I was just going out as she was going in.  I’d been a little 
surprised to see her at all.  She’d been putting in a lot of overtime the last few weeks or 
so, judging from how little I’d seen her.  And to tell the truth, she looked a little hag-
gard, but the work must have been exciting, because her eyes glittered with an almost 
manic energy and she seemed to be happy.

It didn’t take much convincing to get her to commit to a round of clubhopping 
that Friday night, not after reminding her how she’d cancelled out on me the week be-
fore.  I told her what I was looking for — all current stuff, no oldies — and I wouldn’t 
mind it being danceable.  Which is how we ended up at this place called Hot Legs.

It was the fourth club Lisa had led me to that night in a series of dirty little holes 
with small dance floors and passable J-Pop and J-Rock garage bands that did almost 
nothing for my metatalent.  Lisa seemed to be growing in energy as we made our way 
from one dingy club to another, though, and this new one, well, when we got to the 
door she was practically exploding.

“This is a great place!” she effervesced at me.  “Some of my friends and I come here 
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all the time.  And a friend is in one of the bands that usually headlines here — they’re 
playing tonight, too, see?”

She pointed at the poster by the door:  “Priss and the Replicants”.  I raised an eye-
brow and wondered whether the band name was a tribute to a local version of “Blade 
Runner” or just a weird coincidence.  I decided to look into it if I got the chance.

There was a hell of a line out in front of the place, which was a good sign.  The 
bouncer was one of those 2-meter walls of meat that don’t seem to find any employ-
ment other than grunting at clubgoers.  I looked him up and down and did a tactical 
just for practice.  He was just a crunchy.  I could take him with my eyes closed.

I was starting to pick up Lisa’s energy.  As we stood in the line, I heard the dull 
thump of the beat through the concrete and flesh that still blocked us from going 
inside.  Just the rhythm, nothing more.  It was familiar, and I found myself singing to 
Lisa:

“<Come dancing
Come on, sister, have yourself a ball
Don’t be afraid to come dancing
It’s only natural.>”

“Huh?” replied Lisa as I grabbed her hand and spun her around in place.  When 
I let go, she wobbled dizzily, blushing, as she tried to get her swinging purse under 
control.  She probably had her camera in there, judging from the size.

I chuckled.  “Never mind.  A song from before your time.”  A few minutes after 
that we got inside, and I made sure the recorder was running.

From the front door, I thought that Hot Legs looked like another dive — a little 
hole-in-the-ground club occupying an industrial basement in a dingy neighborhood.  
Damn, but I was wrong. Inside, it was huge — the club must have filled a major part of 
the building.  It was at least two stories to the ceiling — a wide mezzanine ran around 
three-quarters of the circumference of the place.  A fair-sized bar and grill, judging 
from the tables of people eating and drinking both Japanese and Western fare.  An 
entire mirrored wall overlooking the dance floor made the already large space look 
even bigger.  But the most impressive part of the club was the low stage that spanned 
one entire end of the dance floor — a stage hosting a live band and one hell of a holo-
graphic fog-and-light show.

And the band was good.  The lead singer in particular caught both my eye and my 
ear.  A tall, leggy blonde in a little red and black leather halter-and-miniskirt outfit, 
she was belting out her song with a raw emotion and power that would have made 
Patti Smith proud.  She was wailing something about mad machines that I didn’t quite 
catch, but that didn’t matter — I was entranced just by the sound of her.  Her voice was 
something like a cross between Pat Benatar and Judith Clairaide from Gossamer Axe.  
She had the edge.  And she had the gift.  The audience was in the palm of her hand.

“That’s Priss,” Lisa shouted to me over the music.
“It is?” I shouted back.
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“Yeah!  That friend of mine that I told you about outside?  Nene and Linna, some 
of my other friends, they ought to be around here somewhere — I’ll find them when 
the set ends and introduce you to them, okay?”

“Yeah, sounds great,” I replied absently while keeping my focus on the stage.  My 
metagift was waking up.  I could feel it nosing about drowsily, looking for a familiar 
song to latch onto, then sitting stock-still when it “heard” the Replicants’ music.  That 
was enough to make me take notice — as if I hadn’t already realized that there was 
something about this Priss and her band that I ought to pay attention to.

They ended the “mad machine” song with a flourish and the crowd roared.  The 
lights came down and the band vacated the stage — apparently it was the end of the 
set — but the crowd kept roaring.  Then the lighters and matches and laser pointers 
came out, and the rhythmic stomping and clapping began.  I looked around, and I 
saw that Lisa had joined in.  This band had a hell of a local following, and if that little 
sample I’d heard was any indication, it was well deserved.

A minute or two later, the lights came back up.  The rhythmic stomp/clap col-
lapsed into general applause and yelling as the band returned to their instruments.  
Last of all, the blonde returned, and stepped back up to the unexpectedly antique-
looking microphone and stand.

“Thank you, MegaTokyo!”  Her speaking voice was surprisingly sweet but throaty, 
sexy with a knowing edge.  She knew how to use it, but before she’d learned what to 
say, she’d probably been able to hold crowds spellbound just with the sound of it.  “Do 
you want to hear more?”

“Yes!” Lisa and the crowd screamed.
“I can’t hear you!” she prompted, and I chuckled.  Does every band use the same 

old gag?
“Yes!”  The lasers illuminating the fog behind Priss rippled with the force of the 

crowd’s reply.
She gave the audience a sly smile and softly said, “I still can’t hear you.”
The resulting “Yes!” shook the entire building.
“Well, then,” she began as the drummer and the lead and bass guitarists behind 

her launched into what must have been a familiar opening melody, because the crowd 
erupted again.  “Well, then,” she repeated, “we’ll just have to oblige with one last num-
ber.  But be careful when we’re done, people, be careful when you go home, take care as 
you leave and bundle up, because... Tonight is a hurricane!”

The crowed exploded into screams of approval and delight as she stepped back 
and the band launched into the song.  This was clearly an old favorite, maybe even 
the Replicants’ signature tune.  And my metagift sat up and paid attention when she 
started to sing.

“I kept rushing down the storm’s highway,
Searching for the whereabouts of an interrupted dream,
The bitter illusions and all of the lies
Flying at my back.
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Big city, lonely heart to heart,
All of us are love’s stray children.
Big city, tears run day by day
Rocked only by restless thoughts.

Tonight is a hurricane!
In you there’s a hurricane!
Wanting to say ‘I’m loving you’.
Tonight is a hurricane!
Feel the hurricane!
A seemingly honest touch,
Give me touch!”

I found myself unconsciously translating the lyrics into English and Valdemaran 
as I stood there, enraptured.  In the back of my mind, in the depths of my soul, my 
metagift was doing the metaphorical equivalent of jumping up and down and scream-
ing “I want it!”  There was no doubt.  This was going right into permanent storage when 
I got home.  This one song had made the entire evening worth it.

And I would be coming back to this club tomorrow night to listen to the Repli-
cants’ entire act from beginning to almost its end.

As they played, the Replicants whipped the audience into an utter frenzy.  Behind 
them, the fog and holosystem went wild, spinning through geometric shapes, the clas-
sic “light tunnel”, images of streets speeding by, and smears and streaks and swirls of 
flame-colored light.  Somehow, random as it sounds, it all seemed to tie in together, 
flowing with the song in some subtly choreographed manner.  I wanted to congratulate 
their lighting tech — he certainly knew what he was doing.

Priss and the Replicants ended the song with a thunderous close. The crowd 
roared its approval as the band vanished from the stage.  Lisa turned to me.  “Aren’t 
they great?” she enthused as the house lights came up.

I nodded wordlessly, trying to make a guess at what would happen the next time 
that I’d hear that song.  The first time that I listen to a song, it never does anything.  
It’s only after my subconscious and my metagift have both had a chance to muse on it 
that it has a chance to trigger some effect.  I already knew this “Hurricane” song was 
going to give me a metapower.  The question was just exactly what, if not the obvious, 
it would be.

I realized Lisa was still talking to me as the crowd dispersed and the DJ on the 
other end of the club spun up some dance tunes. “I’m sorry, what?”  The DJ or the wir-
ing was lousy — some slow, irregular secondary beat was just barely audible over the 
unfamiliar tune he was playing.

Lisa gave me a quick disgusted look.  “I said, is this the first time you’ve heard the 
Replicants?  No one does retrothrash like they do.”

I raised an eyebrow.  “Retrothrash?  Is that what they call it? Let me tell you some-
thing, Lisa.  That was definitely retro — very 1980’s, trust me.  But thrash?  Not even 
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close.  Believe me, I know thrash and that wasn’t anything like it.”  Then without really 
thinking about it, I murmured to myself, “<Everybody’s talking ‘bout the new sound, 
funny, but it’s still rock and roll to me.>”

She just shrugged and eyeballed the crowd, so I gave up.  Okay, I know.  Not ev-
eryone is as obsessive-compulsive about music as I am.  But then again, I have a good 
reason.

That damn irregular beat was beginning to annoy me.  I turned to Lisa to com-
ment on it, but before I could say a word, I found myself grabbing her and rolling.  
“Down!” I shouted after we were already in motion.  Between my initial intent to speak 
and the actual execution, my danger sense had gone off bigtime, and my reflexes had 
taken over.

The wall right next to where we had been standing exploded, and a blue bot 
stepped through the hole.

Shattered concrete showered around us, but by that time I was already shielding 
Lisa with my body, and my field deflected most of it, arranging the debris in a typically 
unlikely set of perfect concentric circles with us at the center.  We were unharmed.  
Others weren’t so lucky — four or five people were already down and bleeding from 
flying masonry, and as I looked up in horror the bot growled and mauled another 
two.

Nearby clubgoers were screaming “Buma! Buma!” and I could hear a mass exodus 
begin.  With a noncombatant to watch over, bugging out is always the better part of 
valor, so I scooped Lisa up and onto my shoulder and ran for the door.

Lisa, sweet child that she is, thrashed and kicked and insisted on being put down 
as I shouldered my way ahead of the rest of the clubgoers.  I ignored her.  From her 
movements, I gathered that she was also craning her neck and peering around as I 
carried her out of the club — probably looking for her friends to make sure they were 
okay.

In the distance I could hear sirens and explosions, and I wondered aloud just what 
the hell was going on.  Around us, the panicked clubgoers streamed into the night.

From over my shoulder, Lisa shouted, “It’s a rampaging boomer!”
We were half a block from Hot Legs and safely out of danger, in my opinion.  I 

stopped short and swung Lisa off my shoulder.  She yelped in surprise.
“Shit,” I swore.  “What are the odds we’d be so close to a malfunctioning bot that 

decided to run amok?”
“Pretty good, actually,” Lisa answered, a scowl marring her face. “Don’t you ever 

read the news?”
“You mean this happens on a regular basis?” I asked incredulously.  As she opened 

her mouth, I held up a hand.  “No, forget I asked.  I’m new to town, remember?  Look, 
stay here — you should be safe.”

“Where are you going?”
“There were some people injured in the club.  I’ve gotta make sure they got out 

okay.”
“You’ve got to be kidding!  That boomer is probably still in there!”
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I shrugged.  “I’ll just keep out of its way.”
She stared at me, disbelief plastered over her face.  “You’re crazy!”
As I turned and started running back to Hot Legs, I called over my shoulder, “You 

only just noticed?”  And as I ran I sang to myself, “<You may be right, I may be crazy, 
but it just may be a lunatic you’re looking for...>”

Lisa was in fact right.  About the bot, not about me.  Well, about me, too, but...  
Anyway.  When I got back to the club, the bot was still there.  It was, as I’d suspected, 
a construction model.  On our way to Hot Legs, we’d passed a new building going up 
a couple blocks away; it had probably come from there.  It was far from the only bot 
that had been working at the site, and I wondered whether it had freaked out all by its 
lonesome, or in a pack.

By the time I got there, the club had been completely emptied save for the bot 
and a couple of mangled corpses.  Only a few pools and trails of blood indicated where 
the injured but alive had been.  Everyone who could had already evacuated.  That left 
just me and it.

If it hadn’t killed anyone, I might have left it alone, but I doubt it.  You don’t let 
an out-of-control machine just wander on its merry way.  I was going to have to take 
it out.

I found, to my surprise, that I was looking forward to this.  It had been months 
since the last combat I’d been in (the twelve crunchies who attacked me when I arrived 
here hardly counted).  I hadn’t realized just how much I’d missed the excitement.  I felt 
energized, and somehow more alive than I had just a few minutes ago, at the prospect 
of actually facing a threat that needed stopping.  I’d forgotten just how good that felt 
to drop back into persona — I hadn’t been “Looney Toons” in a long time.  Not since 
Delandra got kidnapped by that Hardornan mage.

And what made it sweeter was that it couldn’t have been more of a challenge had 
I been naked.  I was in sneakers, jeans and a T-shirt.  While I had the songs in the 
minicorder, I wasn’t about to use them.  Mainly because I wouldn’t be able to hear the 
damn thing’s little speaker from my pocket, not over the usual racket of combat.  But 
also because they were all unknowns, even that “Hurricane” song.  Last thing I needed 
right now was a backfire.

So that was the way it was going to be.  No polykev armor.  No helmet.  No music.  
Just me, my field, my speed, and my skill.

Against 225 kilos of out-of-control bot.
Should be about even.
Then I remembered I also wouldn’t be wearing my gloves with the polykev knuck-

le plates.
Oops.
I’d just have to make sure I hit only the soft spots on the bot’s body.
Yeah, right.

As Lisa watched Doug run back towards Hot Legs, indignation washed over her.  
How dare he tell me to stay here when he’s heading back there!  Then indignation gave way 
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to inspiration. She began to dig in her purse as she thought, Hey, I’m a reporter, right?  
I’ll get in there and take some action shots of the boomer!  That will get me off the human 
interest stories for sure!

Pulling her camera out of her purse, Lisa turned and followed her neighbor into 
danger.

It took a moment for the bot to notice me, during which I did a tactical eval.  
Man-sized.  Reasonably humanoid in design.  Not heavily armored, but covered all 
over.  Joints protected, but not perfectly.  Physical strength estimated at probably low 
meta level.  My initial estimate of its agility/reaction time put it in the high end of 
human normal, but that left me well in the advantage anyway.  Intelligence?  Probably 
minimal.  Sensory equipment, I remembered from my reading when I first got here, 
was human-level sight, sound and touch.  Even if it had radar, well, my field tended to 
route microwave pulses around me, making my radar profile very small.

By the time it roared at me, I had something approaching a plan.
Adrenaline flowed, and I combat-hyped.  The room took on a reddish tinge as 

my perceptions and reflexes sped up to their full level, catapulting me out of normal 
time and into combat time.  The bot’s quick, efficient motions slowed down to below 
human-average; in comparison to where I was now, it was lubed with molasses and 
powered by snails.  This two-bit bot didn’t have a chance.

I rushed up to the thing and got in its face before it could react to me further, and 
started in on trying to overload its little botbrain.  “Okay, buddy, what’s the story?” I 
demanded of it in Japanese.  I was betting that by default these things had some basic 
reflexes to obey humans.  I hoped that enough remained of those presumed default 
behaviors that I could confuse it.

It didn’t appreciate my violation of its personal space.  It took a wild swipe at me, 
which I dodged without much difficulty.  Its hands were coated with blood and con-
crete dust and gave off a strange coppery-limey smell.

I put my face up to what I assumed was its ear and shouted, “Vandalism, trespass-
ing, assault and battery, murder!  You know what you’ll get for this?”  I slid backwards 
out of its reach and gave it a stern look.  “Thirty days!” I switched to English and began 
to count on my fingers, “<Hath September, April, June and Montana!>”

The bot charged — it moved surprisingly fast on its feet for something so bulky, a 
lot faster than me.  It threw a hamfisted punch which my field caught and redirected 
even as I tried to duck.  My field’s not very flashy when it comes to fisticuffs — it’s 
when it has to handle projectiles and energy weapons that it gets a bit on the spectacu-
lar side — so all that happened was that the punch slid off to my left, as if the bot had 
tripped or overextended itself.

Anyway, I popped back up and started screaming in the bot’s face. “<All the rest 
have cold weather, except in the summer, which isn’t often!>”  I sprang rearwards and 
rolled over onto my back with a twist that spun me once around on one shoulder, 
breakdance style.  As the bot jumped in to grab me, I pushed myself up into to a 
one-armed handstand and channeled my angular momentum into a powerful one-two 
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spinkick that landed both feet hard into its side, right above what passed for its hip.
The impact knocked the bot sideways across the dance floor and into the mirrored 

wall.  The glass shattered into a spiderweb of cracks for several meters on all sides, and 
some of the shards showered down around the bot.  As I flipped back onto my feet, it 
levered itself out of the broken glass and drywall.  It didn’t look happy.

I was starting to move again when the bot picked up a table and threw it at me; I 
somersaulted over it, hooting and laughing like Daffy Duck.  I turned the somersault 
into a cartwheel that brought me almost back within arm’s length of the thing.  Then 
it hit me with a thrown chair that made it through my field.  My lungs emptied with a 
whoosh as the wooden back broke against my chest, knocking me off my feet and flat 
on my back.  As I tried to catch my breath, it raced at me.  I barely managed to roll out 
of the way when it slammed a punch into the floor where my head had been.

I kept rolling back onto my feet while the bot was busy pulling its arm out of 
the floorboards, and tried to hammer at the base of its skull with both hands clasped 
together.  Nice try — it would have knocked out most humanoid biologicals, but the 
bot was made of sterner stuff.  It roared again, and with the crack of breaking wood 
backfisted me in the chest with the hand it had put into the floor.  I went flying, the 
breath driven out of me.

I think I blacked out for a moment because the next thing I knew, I was behind 
the bar, along with a fair amount of the bar itself. I shook my head to clear it, then 
crawled to take a look through the hole I’d apparently made in the bar’s plywood front.  
That was a mistake.  I felt a sharp pain in my lower left side, and the grate of bone on 
bone, and knew I’d broken at least one rib. I took a long, careful breath, and was re-
lieved to feel no bubbling nor deep pain in my chest.  My lungs hadn’t been punctured.  
Cool.  I could deal with that.

Through the hole, I could see the bot begin to tear apart tables and rip up the 
dance floor.  Apparently it had written me off. Terribly careless of it, but understand-
able.  That last blow would have killed or incapacitated most humanoids, but then 
again, I’m made of sterner stuff, too.  Well, so much for Plan A, I thought, and took a few 
moments to recover while I watched the bot and re-evaluated my tactical.

In terms of reflexes and rate of attack, I was two, maybe three times faster than it 
was and a lot more precise, but not counting my adrenaline-driven bursts of speed it 
could outrun me easily. And it was tough enough that I couldn’t simply dance around 
and punch it into collapse, not without my gloves.  I’d more likely pound my hands into 
hamburger against its armor first.  It was at times like these that I envied Silverbolt 
her metallic skin, Broot his stone fists, or Kat her many tiny can-openers.  Okay, so I 
couldn’t just wear it down.  I was going to try something else.

Something warm trickled across my forehead, and I wiped at it. Looking at my 
hand, I saw it was blood, and now that I thought of it, yes, I was bleeding in several 
places, in addition to having one or more broken ribs.  And that gave me an idea.

Ignoring the pain, I slid quietly back from the hole and took a look at what was 
back here.  I found a mid-sized knife used to cut various fruit for the drinks, and stuck 
it through my belt. There was the requisite bartender’s baseball bat — an aluminum 
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one — within arm’s reach, and a pushbroom a meter or so away. And...  Yes.  Just where 
I thought they’d be.

I spent a moment focusing my will and my awareness, and banished the pain 
of my broken ribs to a cul-de-sac in a remote suburb of my conscious mind.  Then I 
grabbed the baseball bat and threw it out onto the dance floor.

As the bot reacted to the clatter and turned to find the source of the noise, I 
jumped to my feet and grabbed the broom.  A little thin, but it’d serve.  I raised the 
broom and slammed one side of its head down on the edge of the bar.  It spun like 
a propeller, obligingly unscrewing itself and clattering to the floor.  Then I tossed the 
stick out onto the floor after the bat.

And finally, from where they had fallen off their shelf under the bar, I took the 
last part of my plan.  With a grin, I stepped back out onto the dance floor, juggling my 
weapons of choice, as the bot figured out where I really was.

Camera at the ready, Lisa snuck back into Hot Legs.  In the distance, sirens con-
tinued to wail, but none seemed to be heading towards the club.  The AD Police must 
have their hands full, she thought.  Where are the Knight Sabers?  She slid along the 
wall, trusting to the shadows cast by the mezzanine to keep her out of sight.  Risking a 
glance towards the dance floor, she saw no sign of Doug.  The boomer was easy to spot, 
though, as it was systematically smashing tables and chairs against the floor.

Frightened but determined, Lisa crept over to the stairs that led to the upper 
level.  When the boomer turned its back to her to take another table, she dashed up 
the stairs.

As she maneuvered herself into a position that left most of the dance floor visible 
to her, she heard three clattering noises, one after another, then footsteps.  Settling into 
her perch, she looked down to see a bloodied Doug stepping onto the dance floor from 
behind the partially demolished bar.  A broad grin on his face, he was... juggling three 
glass bottles of ketchup?

Lisa blinked.  Unbelieving, she raised her camera and looked again through its 
telephoto lens.  He was indeed juggling ketchup bottles.  On the floor near him were a 
broomstick and a baseball bat, and he had a knife stuck in his belt.  With these he was 
going to take on an enraged boomer?  The look on Doug’s face frightened her.  His grin 
was manic, the smile of a madman about to unleash some incomprehensible insanity 
upon the world.  But his eyes were cold and angry.

Then, as if she didn’t already feel as though she were in the twilight zone, Doug 
began to sing, in a strong, clear tenor voice:

 “<All the world was gay,
 Swinging on its way,
 Things were looking brighter day by day.>”

The boomer gave an inarticulate cry and rushed at him.  Doug stood there, singing 
and smiling until the cyberdroid was almost on him, then stepped aside like a matador 
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nimbly evading a bull. The rosette of orbiting bottles never wavered, never faltered.
Seven meters past him, the boomer skidded to a halt and howled its rage.

 “<Nothing ever wrong,
 Life was just a song,
 ‘Til that Looney Tunes came along!
 Ooooh...>”

He stretched the note out, gargling a laughable vibrato as he sustained it.  In the 
mezzanine, Lisa’s eyes popped wide open as a small epiphany hit her.  <Looney Tunes>?  
Could that be what “LT” stands for?

Below her, the boomer crouched and launched itself at him, arcing through the 
air with arms spread, in an attempt to overbear him. Doug dropped to the ground, al-
lowing the ketchup bottles to fall into his arms.  The boomer soared helplessly past and 
crashed inelegantly to the floor.  To Lisa’s amazement, Doug never missed a note even 
as he returned to his feet with an acrobat’s flip. Lisa blinked at his catlike agility, then 
remembered why she had returned and began snapping pictures.

  “<I’m going cuckoo, woo-woo!
 Here comes the choo-choo, woo-woo!
 I’m so gooney, looney-tuney,
 Touched in the head.
 Please pass the ketchup,
 I think I’ll go to bed.>”

As the boomer lifted itself from the floor, Doug launched one of the ketchup 
bottles into a long, high arc that reached its zenith above the mezzanine.  The other 
two he tossed, one after the other, above his head.  Time seemed to slow down as Lisa 
watched the bottles travel their courses with dramatic inevitability.

As the third bottle left his hand, Doug scooped up the broomstick and snapped 
it over his knee.  It broke with a sharp crack, fracturing on a neat diagonal into two 
sharpened points.  He transferred both halves into his left hand, and without looking 
reached up for a falling bottle with his right.  In a single smooth motion he grabbed it 
out of the air and slung it in a flat trajectory right at the boomer’s face, then brought 
his hand back up.  The third bottle dropped into his palm with a slap.

 “<Am I the screwball, woo-woo!
 Throw me the eight ball, woo-woo!>”

The boomer swept out a hand to bat away the bottle heading towards its face, only 
to have the glass shatter against its palm.  At the same time, Doug hurled the last bottle 
on a path that would take it centimeters over the boomer.  Just above and in front of 
the cyberdroid’s head, it and the first bottle collided with a surprisingly dull cracking 
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sound.

 “<Once I knew a thing or two,
 Now I’m a buckaroo,
 Hinky dinky parley woo-woo!>”

Then Doug, well, blurred was the only word Lisa could think of, exploding into 
a whirlwind of motion around the boomer as ketchup splattered over its eyes.  While 
the boomer cycled their protective shutters to clear the red goo away, Doug flickered 
around it, stabbing and thrusting with the two pieces of broomstick as if they were 
knives.  The boomer swung blindly at him, but none of the blows struck home.

The staccato crack of shattering wood echoed through the club once, then twice, as 
Doug whirled around the boomer.  With an oddly graceful spin, he danced away from 
the cyberdroid, revealing to Lisa’s telephoto lens shards of splintered wood wedged into 
its right knee and left elbow.  “Gotcha,” Doug said softly as he momentarily paused.

Doug dropped the remains of the broomstick and picked up the baseball bat.  An 
audible grinding noise could be heard as the boomer tried to flex its immobilized limbs.  
He circled the cyberdroid, which growled and lunged for him.  It nearly overbalanced 
when its knee refused to bend properly, and only barely regained its equilibrium.

Doug had sidestepped the clumsy blow, and for a moment stared at the boomer as 
slivers of wood began to work their way out of its semi-paralyzed joints.  There was no 
mock-madness or unseemly hilarity in his face now, Lisa realized; just the silent gaze 
of the executioner who pities his client.  Blood slowly dripping from his scalp painted 
his face with red-brown stripes, adding to the stark eeriness of the moment.

Then, its arm almost restored to full motion, the boomer tried to leap at him with 
a one-legged hop.  Doug raised the baseball bat.

As Lisa watched in horrified fascination, Doug methodically battered his way 
through the construction boomer’s minimal armor while dodging its increasingly-fluid 
attacks.  Then he dropped the bat and drew the knife from his belt.  Whirling once 
again into blurred motion, he stabbed it into the rents in the cyberdroid’s carapace.  
Driving the blade in deeply, he twisted and wiggled it as he almost magically avoided 
the boomer’s flailing arms.

Yellow fluid squirted from the wounds as the boomer tried vainly to strike him.  
With each stab and cut it seemed to grow weaker, and as Doug continued to slice up 
its insides it let out a long, keening howl unlike anything Lisa had ever heard before.  
All the while she could hear Doug muttering to himself; she wasn’t sure, but it sounded 
like, “if I ever find out who’s responsible for letting something like this run loose...”

Finally, he must have severed some of its motor or balance control circuits, for the 
boomer froze with a mechanical sigh, then toppled forward onto its face.  The resulting 
crash echoed loudly in the empty club, and Lisa winced involuntarily.

When she reopened her eyes, Doug had picked up the baseball bat again.  With it 
he rolled the boomer over onto its back.  It lay twitching in a slowly spreading pool of 
yellow nutrient fluid touched in places with the red tinge of ketchup.  Bringing the bat 
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up above his head, he looked down at the boomer and darkly uttered a short, cryptic 
sentence:  “Okay, tinman — sing ‘Daisy’.”

Then he brought the baseball bat down on the boomer’s head, again and again 
and again.

It had taken the Sabers and the AD Police long minutes to take care of the rest of 
the construction boomers that had run wild through the neighborhood.  All that was 
left was the one which had attacked Hot Legs.  As Sylia and the others mopped up 
outside, Priss stalked into the club, a white-hot rage burning in her chest at a boomer’s 
violation of her special sanctuary.

She took the stairs down into Hot Legs in one jump, using just enough jet to 
soften her landing into inaudibility so as not to alert the boomer to her presence.  The 
club was strangely silent, save for the slow, regular thud of metal against yielding metal. 
This was not what she had been expecting.  Her anger banked for the moment by both 
an uncharacteristic surge of caution and her growing curiosity, Priss carefully rounded 
the corner past the coatcheck room and paused to look out on the dance floor.

The sight was so bizarre that she momentarily froze, her breath catching in her 
throat.  A blond man was bludgeoning the blood-covered remains of a boomer with 
a bent and dented mass of metal that could only be identified as a baseball bat by the 
rubber-wrapped handgrip still intact in his fists.  He stood with his back to her, but 
he was reflected a thousand fragmentary times in the shattered mirrors on the wall 
beyond him.

Confused, her habitual anger growing once more, Priss stepped onto the dance 
floor.  She took up a braced, spread-legged stance in case of trouble.  But as she raised 
her arm and began to shout at him, the man must have spotted the reflection of her 
movement in the crazy-quilt of mirrors on the wall.  Bat still in hand, he flickered in 
place, coming to face her without seeming to move. He stared at her for a moment.  
Then he spoke.

“Shit.”
Before she could react, he threw the bat away and ran at her. She tried to bring her 

railgun to bear on him, but he was almost too fast, impossibly fast — 20, 30, 40 KPH 
gibbered the targeting computer in the second it took him to cross the few meters 
between them.

Priss fired a salvo of railgun spikes.  One went wild, missing him by a meter or 
more.  The other two should have hit him.  The first seemed to curve around his body, 
bending and flexing snakelike with the path it followed.  The second exploded into a 
shower of luminescent threads that whipped around him only to reassemble them-
selves into an intact spike.  Continuing on their original trajectories, both of the glow-
ing blue needles buried themselves three-quarters of their length into the floor.

No other choice left, Priss braced for the impact.  But a mere two meters before he 
would have hit her, the man — if it was in truth a man — dropped to the floor and slid 
on his back between her widely-spaced feet.  For a split second, Priss stared dumbly at 
the spikes embedded in the slick wooden surface before spinning to see him race up 
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the stairs and out of the club.
“Hey, you!  Stop!” she shouted as she sprinted to the stairwell and fired her jump-

jets.

When the adrenaline rush wore off, I was in serious pain.  I was pretty sure that 
I’d worsened my broken ribs, and every muscle ached.  The sudden appearance of the 
woman in powered armor — and there was no doubt it was a woman, not with that 
surface sculpting — surprised the hell out of me.  The fact that both she and the bot 
had similar color schemes suggested to me that it might not have been a random con-
struction bot as I’d thought, but maybe the bottom half of a master-servant relation-
ship.

Well, I really hadn’t been in any condition to take on a new, fresh opponent who 
was clearly pissed because I trashed her minion.  So I took the only reasonable action 
— I ran.  Thank god my field had handled the ordnance she’d lobbed at me.  It looked 
like her battlesuit had some kind of big gauss needler mounted in the right arm; if one 
of those bolts had hit me, I’d’ve been neatly skewered — dead meat.

Anyway, I ran through a lot of twisty alleys and got maybe six blocks away before 
the rush left me and I was forced to walk. Damn.  I hadn’t had a fight that rough since...  
well, in a long time.  Years.

A block west of where I ended up, near that construction site, the authorities 
had set up triage and first aid.  Without my helmet, I couldn’t do anything about my 
condition, so I limped over to the ambulances.  I let the paramedics bandage my ribs 
and my various cuts and scrapes, but I refused to go to the hospital. While they treated 
me, I pulled out the microcorder and confirmed that it was still in working order — a 
minor miracle, that.

After they finished with me, I went looking for Lisa.

By the time Priss reached street level, the blond man was nowhere to be seen.  
Frustrated, she prowled back and forth in front of the club and growled — there 
were just too many ways he could have gone in the maze of alleys that made up this 
industrial neighborhood.  She looked at the frozen display on her hardsuit’s targeting 
grid and swore.  At one point as he’d run towards her, he’d hit nearly 50 kph.  “Fucking 
boomeroid!” she muttered to herself.  “Whose toy are you?”

Turning around, she made her way back into Hot Legs and made sure the boomer 
on the dance floor was dead by firing several railgun spikes through its flattened and 
cracked skull.

While Priss was preoccupied, Lisa snuck down from the mezzanine and up the 
stairs to the club’s main doors.  Priss was very obviously frustrated right now, and Lisa 
knew better than to bother Priss when she was frustrated.  Especially not a Priss in 
her hardsuit.  Besides, the last thing Lisa wanted was to be asked questions about her 
presence or about Doug.

Doug.  If she’d had her palmtop with her, she’d’ve added several new questions 
to her list.  Doug had moved like nothing human should have — agile and acro-
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batic enough to perhaps equal Linna in her hardsuit.  Able to take out a construction 
boomer with a baseball bat, a knife, a broomstick and some ketchup.  And that was 
impossible, unless...

Unless Doug were a near-equal to a boomer.
Unless Doug were a boomeroid.
A chill down her spine punctuated her deductions.  Boomeroids went crazy and 

turned into killing machines.  Everyone knew that. That was why cybernetic replace-
ment had been all but outlawed.

But even if he were a boomeroid, that still didn’t explain everything else — it just 
made it worse, more confusing.  His secret talk of different worlds, that could be writ-
ten off as the onset of boomeroid madness.  Lisa shivered as she remembered his manic 
grin and cold eyes during the fight with the boomer.  But what about the woman who 
had vanished into thin air?  She certainly wasn’t a typical symptom of a boomeroid go-
ing insane, and the woman found nothing strange at all in what Doug said to her.

Discarding the possibility that she herself had gone insane and merely imagined 
the disappearing woman, Lisa could reach only one conclusion.  No, whatever, whoever 
Doug is, he’s not a boomeroid.  Or not just a boomeroid.  For a moment, she considered 
talking to Nene and the other Sabers about him, then dismissed the idea.  Doug’s been a 
friend to me.  He trusts me. I can’t betray that trust, unless I know for sure that he’s dangerous.  
So I’ll keep secret what I know.  For now.  The image of Priss in her hardsuit stalking onto 
the dance floor at Hot Legs rose unbidden in her mind.  And that includes protecting him 
from the Sabers, she appended silently after a moment’s thought.  For now.

Another thought occurred to her.  And I’m getting my wish, aren’t I?  Another ad-
venture.  If I blow his cover, even if it’s just to the Sabers, that might end.  I don’t want it to 
end.

I hope they’ll forgive me.
“Lisa!”  A distant yell woke her from her musings.  She whipped her head left and 

right, looking for its source.  “Hey, Lisa!” Behind her.  She spun around to see Doug, 
half a block away, running towards her at a merely human rate.  It was a stilted motion 
that suggested he was trying to move his torso as little as possible.  Forcing down her 
doubts, she gave him a broad smile as he reached her side.  “So there you are,” he said.  
Lisa noticed that he wasn’t at all out of breath after that run, nor did he seem to realize 
he should have been.  “I was starting to get worried about you.”

“I’m okay,” she replied.  “I was worried about you.”  She examined him closely.  His 
various wounds had been professionally treated, and through the rips and rents in his 
T-shirt she saw the signs of a large bandage wrapped around his chest.  “What hap-
pened to you?”

He shrugged, and winced.  “When I got back to the club, all the injured had been 
evacuated already.  So I turned around to get the hell out of there before the bot no-
ticed me, tripped, and smashed through a table.  Cut myself in a couple of places and 
got a big bruise on my side.”  He chuckled as they began to walk side-by-side down the 
street.  “I’ll be just fine in a day or so.”

Yeah, right, Lisa thought smugly.  “’Boomer’,” she said out loud.
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“Huh?”
“We don’t call them ‘bots’, here.  We call them ‘boomers’.  If you want to fit in 

better, you really should talk like the locals.”
She hazarded a glance across at him.  His brow, cleaned of bloodstains, was fur-

rowed in thought.  I wish I could just ask him, she mused.  But I learned my lesson with 
Nene and the others.  I don’t want to panic him or chase him away.  Or worse, make him 
think I’m a threat.

Slowly he nodded.  “You’re right, of course.”  He looked over at her and grinned.  
“Thanks for the pointer.”

“No problem.  After all, you’ve come from quite a long ways away; you probably 
need more than few more tips on fitting in, no matter how good your Japanese is.”  She 
slipped her arm through his, and was surprised by how comfortable it felt doing so.  No 
matter what he is, he still needs a friend, at least for the moment.  So I’ll be that friend as long 
as he needs me.  Or as long as he’s trustworthy.  “So, do you want to call it a night? Or do 
you want to hit another club?”  She grinned impishly at him.

Doug snorted.  “I’ve had enough excitement for one day, thank you very much.  I 
think right now I’d rather go home and get into bed.”

“Would you like a little company?”  Astonished at her own boldness, Lisa laid the 
side of her head against his shoulder for the briefest of moments, then looked up at his 
face.  She was gratified to see an expression of shock and surprise flicker across it before 
being replaced by a friendly smile.

“I appreciate the offer, Lisa-chan,” he said quietly, “but I don’t think I’m up to 
anything more than groaning in pain for a while.”

“Oh.  Maybe some other time, then...”  Inside, she railed to herself, What the hell 
am I doing?  Doug’s covered with blood, he may be an insane boomeroid, and he’s got a girl-
friend already.  Why am I flirting with him?

“Maybe,” he replied neutrally.
As they made their way to the subway stop in comfortable silence, Lisa tried to 

understand the sudden, wild impulse that had taken her.  Dear god, she realized, this 
whole night, the music, the boomer, the danger, everything — I should be in shock, shaking 
with leftover terror, but I’m not.  God help me, I’m turned on by the excitement.  She un-
consciously snuggled up to Doug, not seeing the look of discomfort and distress that 
momentarily played across his features.  And he’s at the center of it.

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 2036.  2:21 AM.

After making sure Lisa was unharmed and seeing to it that she went to bed, I 
retired to my apartment.  As I dug my helmet out of the wardrobe, I pondered Lisa’s 
sudden affectionate behavior on the trip home from Hot Legs.  It was quite a bit out 
of character for her, and I didn’t know exactly what to make of it.

While I tried to think through that issue, I keyed in ELO’s “I’m Alive” and healed 
up from the night’s fun.  It’s all well and good to go beating up the bad guys, but if you 
can’t repair all your damage afterwards it gets to be a drag.  Do you know how hard 
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it is to sleep with broken ribs?  It’s not fun, let me tell you.  So I took care of mine as 
soon as I could.

I wasn’t too badly off.  As the pleasant warmth of the healing effect flooded my 
body, my cuts and scrapes closed over and vanished almost immediately.  It took my 
ribs another 30 seconds or so to snap painlessly into place and fuse back together — a 
really bizarre sensation if you’re not used to it.

What was more unusual was that I was healing up at double speed or more.  The 
song wasn’t even a quarter done when I felt the feedback which indicated that every-
thing that could be fixed was. It was probably a side-effect of the node under the city; 
I suspected any traditional mages who tried to cast around here would find their spells 
going wild until they could correct for the extremely high mana.  Anyway, I shut down 
the song and began peeling bandages off, starting with the chest wrapping.  Then I 
jumped into the shower to get the blood and grime off.

Unfortunately, the answer to the new Lisa dilemma was not as easily taken care of 
as my wounds, so in my grand tradition, I decided to think about something else.  That 
something else was bot — no, excuse me, “boomer” — rampages.

By this time, I’d gotten around to subscribing to the local dataweave provider’s ba-
sic service, so I had access to this here-and-now’s rather sparse version of the Tapestry, 
specifically electronic archives of the city’s major newspapers.  (They called it “the Net” 
here, which I felt was very appropriate — thin lines of communication surrounding big 
holes in coverage.  I was tempted to do some whispering into an ear or two about the 
Distributed Global Index architecture.)

Between the excitement and ELO, I was too buzzed to sleep yet. So I spent the 
next couple hours going through them and related reference threads, looking for any-
thing and everything I could find about boomers running amok.

I was appalled — no, utterly sickened — at what I found.
In Pampalona, Spain, they have a tradition they call the Running of the Bulls.  

Apparently in MegaTokyo they have something much like it — the Rampaging of the 
Bots.  They’re very similar, except in MegaTokyo the human participation isn’t volun-
tary, and the casualty rate is only marginally lower.

I could not believe that this actually happened not just once or twice, but on such 
a regular basis that they had formed a special police division to handle the problem.  
Well, at least now I knew what the “AD” Police did.

What kind of asshole actually sells bots that faulty?  And keeps on selling them 
in the face of such comprehensive evidence of catastrophic design faults?  I’d bet that 
Nader wasn’t just spinning in his grave over this, but actually drilling out the end of 
his casket.

I mean, really.  I could design a better bot brain in my sleep. My first reaction 
was, haven’t these people ever heard of the Asimov-Tsung Behavioral Protocols?  As 
it turned out, no.  A little light reading later revealed that Asimov never entered the 
cybernetics field in this world, and was in fact famous here solely as a remarkably 
prolific author of science and science fiction books.  And there was no record of Tsung 
anywhere.
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Still, how hard can it be to come up with the idea of putting a goddamned gov-
ernor on any system that, like a bot brain, operates on positive feedback?  You have to 
be an idiot or criminally negligent to fail to do so, especially on dangerous equipment 
deployed in the public sector.

Jeez.  It was like GENOM’s marketing slogan for bots was, “Kill all you want; 
we’ll make more.”

Not that the government response was any more intelligent.  The AD Police were 
chronically underfunded, understaffed and underequipped.  The fatality rate was stag-
gering.  The Warriors are paramilitary — we have our own powered infantry to support 
meta-based operations.  If we had a fraction of the casualty rate among our people 
that these “AD” Police had among theirs, first thing we’d do would be take them off 
the front lines until they had proper equipment.  Then there would be a groundswell 
of outrage, with us at the forefront, aimed at the Security Council and the Commit-
tee.  Here?  The city council gives out commendations and pats on the head, and cuts 
the budget yet again.  It was infuriating, enraging!  I so wanted to knock some heads 
together!

Following threads from that material led me to something that got me so mad I 
nearly busted my foot kicking a wall:  the legal status of cyborgs, at least in Japan.

The 70% boomeroid law was barbarism, pure and simple.  I’m no expert — I leave 
that to the team’s legal attache — but I can read.  This law was so broadly written that 
a glass eye or a wooden pegleg qualified their owners for “boomeroid” status; in fact, 
it was so vague in parts that there was a fair chance that wearing glasses could classify 
you as a “boomeroid”, because they were an “artificial enhancement” of your “existing 
physical attributes”.  The same with plastic surgery.

I thought about all the cyborgs and intelligent bots and emancipated AIs I’d 
known and worked with over the years, and wondered just how this law had passed 
here, and why.  It seemed to me that someone had to have a vested interest in seeing 
to it that a good-sized fraction of the population were potentially considered property 
instead of people.

And that led me right back to GENOM.  I’d pegged it on my first night here, I was 
certain — GENOM wanted something more than just simple, massive market share.  
Like I said, scratch a monopoly and find a conspiracy.  GENOM wanted control.

I was sure of it.
At least the city and its people had their defenders.  I discovered this when I came 

across an unexplained reference to something called the “Knight Sabers”, and followed 
a footnote thread.  It seems that the woman in blue armor whom I’d seen this evening 
was one of them.  They were a band of mercs who regularly did pro bono boomer 
fighting, taking down the far-too-frequent rogue combat models that the “AD” Police 
couldn’t completely handle.  So Lady Blue wasn’t the criminal mastermind I’d thought 
she was — she was almost certainly hunting down the bot I’d killed.  I suppose I must 
have given her a surprise or two....

For a while I was confused by how little press these Knight Sabers got.  Back home 
their activities would’ve been covered at least on page 3, but here, they got little filler 
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articles wedged in under the “lifestyle” stories towards the back of the paper. At least I 
was confused until I saw who owned the papers and the on-line archive.  You get three 
guesses, and the first two don’t count.

Anyway, I did some digging on the good lady knights, even retrieved a little video 
footage of them.  Nice.  Definitely well-trained, well-led professionals.  It’s always 
good to see someone else who takes as much pride in their work as the Warriors do.

Unless they were playing at obfuscation, they were just normals in powered ar-
mor, but that powered armor was clearly in advance of just about anything else on the 
planet.  I mean, every other battlesuit that I’d seen or read about here had been a huge 
thing that reminded me of the old walkertanks from the French-Indochina Conflict 
of the 1960s — big piles of motorized battleship armor that were more driven than 
worn, and clumsily at that.

The Knights had these sleek, slender, form-fitting suits that were clearly tougher 
and more powerful than the local state-of-the-art.  In fact they reminded me of some 
of the more advanced battlesuits from homeline.  This, if I had GENOM figured right, 
probably made them a double target — for being both an obstacle and more advanced 
than GENOM’s technology.  The Knights had been at it for half a decade or more, 
though, so I didn’t think GENOM was likely to take them down any time soon.

I didn’t have a clue why their armor had high heels, though. Tits I could almost 
understand.  Heels that would make a fetishist drool, no.

Anyway, I’ll admit I was relieved by the existence of the Knight Sabers.  It meant 
it I didn’t have to get involved.  The city already had its own protectors; they didn’t 
need me.

With that comforting thought still foremost on my mind, I collapsed on my bed.

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 2036.  9:00 AM.

“I’m glad everyone finally made it to this 8 AM meeting,” Sylia said, nodding 
towards Priss, who grumbled inarticulately from her sprawled position on the couch.  
Lisa sniggered, earning her a glare from the drowsy singer.

They were ensconced in the large, comfortable lounge that served as the Sabers’ 
briefing room.  Next door to the records room with which Lisa had grown so familiar, 
it boasted a duplicate of that room’s hydra-headed multimedia system, paired with a 
lesser but Net-aware computer.  Lisa and Nene sat together at the wide console, turned 
slightly to see Sylia, who paced at the front of the room.  Behind her, a large flatscreen 
display hung upon the wall.  Linna occupied a nearby armchair, her legs crossed and 
her hands clasped over her knee.

Sylia continued.  “I’d like to say that last night for the most part was a textbook 
operation for us.  Between our actions and the ADP, it took less than 15 minutes to 
take down the vast majority of the boomers.  Nene?”

The redhead nodded.  “As far as AD Police technicians have been able to tell, this 
was a simple case of overworking a team of construction boomers.  The operational 
logs that ADP retrieved from the boomers show round-the-clock usage with no down 
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time or maintenance for at least six weeks.  There’s nothing more sinister here than a 
greedy and impatient contractor, and ADP will be arresting and charging him some 
time this morning.”

Sylia returned the nod.  “That being covered, we now come to the one anomaly in 
last night’s operation.  I know you’ve all heard about it.  Lisa, if you’ll play the clip?”

“Hai!” Lisa responded, and clicked the “okay” button on the lower screen.  A mon-
itor above her and the wall display both flickered in unison.  A rapidly-incrementing 
timestamp appeared over the image of one humanoid figure bludgeoning another.

“Increase magnification times two,” Sylia said tonelessly.
Lisa complied, and the image blurred and resolved into a tighter, larger view of the 

figures.  She intently watched the entire encounter between Doug and Priss replayed 
from Priss’s perspective.  Her eyes widened as for the first time she saw the way in 
which Priss’s railgun spikes had missed Doug, then realized from the murmurs behind 
her that the others were reacting similarly.

Wow, Lisa thought. How did he do that?  Then another thought occurred to her as 
she watched the large screen and realized that Doug was clearly recognizable.  I can’t 
ever introduce him to any of them now — and after talking so much about him to Nene and 
Linna.  With his face on that recording, they’ll know that I knew who he was.  Aw, hell.  
What am I going to do?

When it was over, there was silence for a moment.  “What was that?” Linna finally 
asked.

“Was that boomer bleeding?” Nene added.
“Nah,” Priss mumbled.  “’S ketchup.  Broken bottles on the floor, glass all over.”
“How did he do that with the railgun spikes?”  Linna shook her head.  “How can 

something like that even be possible?”
“He didn’t do nothing,” Priss answered.  “He wasn’t even paying attention.  It just... 

happened.  On its own, I think.”
“Weird.”  Linna shook her head.  “Maybe some kind of fast-acting fusion nanites 

in the air around him?  But why bother putting the spikes back the way they were after 
making them harmless?”

“I have no answers for you, Linna,” Sylia replied.  “All I can tell you is what I have 
determined is not the case.  Lisa, please run the recording again, this time in infrared.  
Be prepared to pause it on my mark.”

Lisa nodded, set the filter and replayed the sequence.
“Freeze,” Sylia snapped, and walked up to the wall display.  “Due to the relatively 

low resolution of Priss’s IR sensors, the data we have here is crude, but there is enough 
to draw some conclusions.  We can immediately rule out any kind of nanotech when it 
comes to his defense against Priss’s railgun.  Nanites give off heat — in many cases it 
is their only waste product. If a cloud of nanites did surround this individual, we would 
see it in infrared, obscuring the form of his body.”  She gestured widely, encompassing 
the blobby, brightly-colored, but still clearly humanoid figure.  “We don’t.  Therefore, 
they are not there.”

She continued to stare at the image.  “Moreover, I spent several hours last night 
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and this morning analyzing the spikes, which Priss was so kind as to bring back with 
her.  There is no evidence of nanomanipulation.  No evidence of any kind of alteration 
whatsoever.”

Sylia seemed to rouse herself, and turned back to her audience. “Furthermore, 
I believe we can eliminate the possibility that this... person... is some new kind of 
boomer.  The heat pattern he’s radiating is clearly similar to that of a human being, 
rather than a cyberdroid.”

Well, that’s a relief, Lisa thought.
“However,” Sylia continued, “we cannot with any certainty say that he is a human 

being, despite his appearance.  Even allowing for the low resolution of this image, his 
organ signature is noticeably off here and here,” she pointed at several bright spots in 
the torso of the figure, “and of course there is the remarkable running speed he dem-
onstrated, as well as his implied combat ability.  He may be a boomeroid, though any 
known cybernetic replacements necessary for such performance should have shown up 
on IR.  I’m afraid that a definite determination will have to wait until Nene can scan 
him.”

“That’s assuming we ever see him again,” Linna interjected.
Sylia nodded.  “True.  In any case, seeing as how he took no offensive action 

against Priss, even after her attack, and in fact fled quickly and directly...”
“You ain’t kidding,” Priss muttered under her breath.
“...and since, whether or not it was his intention, he assisted us by downing the 

last boomer of the pack, I am for the moment designating him as a neutral target, not 
to be attacked if we encounter him in the future.  And perhaps to be approached if 
conditions favor it.”

The other Sabers nodded as Sylia looked around the room at them. Lisa strove to 
appear relaxed and interested, but inside she was quivering with suppressed tension; 
her stomach roiled with fear. Should Sylia ask if she knew anything about Doug, Lisa 
knew she couldn’t lie to her.  Her only hope was to look as ignorant as possible.

Maybe if I can somehow get Doug and the Sabers to meet and talk, I can get myself out 
of this.

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 2036.  3:12 PM.

“Hand me that set of calipers, will you, Lisa?  No, no... close, but no cigar.  The 
calipers, not the hemostat.”

I took a break from the work I was doing on the engine.  Now this was one 
project that I had no problems with accidentally enchanting; in fact I was counting 
on it happening.  I had a couple dozen tools and widgets spread out on a cloth on the 
workbench, next to the partially-assembled turbine and a second cloth on which rested 
other parts, including the fully-assembled compressor fan set, a dozen outrageously 
expensive fuel injectors and a heat exchanger/intercooler of my own design.  Lisa was 
seated on the other end of the bench top from the engine, banging her heels against 
the cabinet under her perch.  I spent a few minutes teaching her which tools were 
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which, to save myself some aggravation while she was here.
My god, but the girl was a clothes horse of the first water. Today’s outfit was a 

pair of designer denim shorts midway between daisy dukes and culottes in length, a 
blouse of what looked like white silk, and brand-new sky-blue Nikes with little white 
ankle socks.  In the month or so that I’d known Lisa, I had yet to see her in any kind 
of “dress-down” mode — no torn jeans, sweatclothes or the like.  I was coming to the 
conclusion that she was simply incapable of dressing full-bore casual.

Me, I was in jeans and T-shirt again, but my fashion statement for the day was the 
pair of lint-free white cotton gloves I wore to keep my skin oil off the turbine blades.

“Soooo,” she said casually, banging her Nikes against the cabinet again.  “I heard 
on the radio that one of the Knight Sabers was seen at Hot Legs last night after the 
boomer chased everyone out. Did you see her?”  She stretched her right leg out for a 
moment, holding it horizontal and pointing her toe, then relaxed and let it swing back 
down to drum hollowly against the cabinet.  At the same time, her finger idly traced 
the heart carved into the countertop.

“Huh,” I grunted as I checked the diameter of the turbine shaft in preparation 
for fitting the blades to the hub.  Those nanobuilt engine parts had incredibly small 
tolerances, and I was paranoid about screwing the whole thing up by having specified 
the wrong size by an angstrom or two.  “I thought I saw a woman in some kind of blue 
outfit as I was leaving, but I was still a little dazed from hurting myself.  I thought she 
was a cop. Could that have been this Knight Saber?”

“Maybe.  So, you’ve heard of them?”
I shrugged and picked up a turbine blade.  As I ran my cotton-covered fingers 

across its seemingly frictionless monomolecular sides I said, “Yeah, but just what you 
see in the news outside of MegaTokyo.  Four righteous babes in armor that looks like it 
shouldn’t stop a BB, let alone a particle beam.  I’m half-inclined to agree with the folks 
who think they’re just a big publicity stunt intended to bring the tourists to town.”

“Oh, no!” Lisa suddenly got very vehement.  “They’re the real thing!  I know — I 
met them when they helped rescue the ADP headquarters from a terrorist boomer at-
tack almost four years ago.  I was trapped in the bulding and they saved my life!”

“Really?” I said as I test-fit the blade in the hub.
“Uh-huh!”  Lisa shook her head vigorously, catching my eye with the motion.  “I 

was on one of the top floors to see my uncle when the terrorists shut everything down 
and all the blast doors closed.  Right after that, the pink Saber got into the main com-
puter room and saw me on one of the monitors.  She talked to me over the PA system 
and guided me down to where the rest of the Sabers could get me out of the building, 
opening up doors and stuff for me on the way.”

“Huh.”  The blade fit neatly into the hub, locking perfectly into place, which meant 
the others were going to be spot-on, too. Gotta love this nanomade stuff — get one 
right, and they’re all perfect.  “So, like, does this mean you know these Knight Sabers?”  
Pick up the next blade, slide it into the hub, snap it into place.

“Well,” she said, stretching out the word as I slid a third blade in and snapped it 
into position.  “I saw them fight boomers once or twice after that, and I got to talk to 
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them for a couple minutes one time.”
“Yeah?”  Pick up blade, slide, snap.
“Uh-huh.  You know they’re mercenaries, right?”  Pick up blade. “But they don’t 

charge for their boomer work, you know?”  Slide. “They said they had a duty to the 
people of MegaTokyo and their safety that was more important than personal gain...”

Clatter.
As I leaned down to pick up the dropped blade, I whispered, “A duty?”
“Uh-huh.  A, um, ‘sacred duty’, I think they said.  A responsibility.  They’re very 

honorable women, you know?  I think they’re the kind of people you could trust if you 
really needed to.  I know that if I ever needed help, and I could find them, I’d go right 
to the Knight Sabers,” she concluded, almost proudly.  Lisa began banging the cabinet 
with her heels again as she leaned back and clasped her hands behind her neck.

A duty.  Damn.
Mechanically, I examined the turbine blade and checked it for damage.  It wasn’t 

likely — the entire blade was a single molecule, after all, and couldn’t chip or crack 
— but I did it anyway.

Almost as if that were some kind of signal, Lisa jumped down off the bench.  “Oh, 
well, I’ve got to be going.  Let me know tomorrow how all this stuff,” she waved at the 
hub and blade assembly, “worked out, okay?”  She patted me on the cheek and I woke 
up a little.

“Oh, right.  Sure, Lisa, no problem!”  I put the blade back down on the cloth-cov-
ered benchtop and reached out a hand to tousle her hair.  I gave her a lopsided grin that 
was purely cosmetic, because inside jagged emotions were ripping through me, their 
razor edges eviscerating my once-numb complacency.

When the door clicked behind her, I stepped over and locked it. Then I turned and 
sunk down to the floor, my back against the door, and there I sat, cursing Lisa’s turn of 
phrase, and cursing myself.  Damn.

Honor and duty.  Duty and honor.
Damn it all.
I should have known it was too easy.  But I’d been deluding myself, and not very 

well.  It only took Lisa’s random comment to bring it all back, to remind me of some-
thing I’d been trying to not think of.  Something I had had to force myself not to think 
of with my dismissal of my own responsibility upon discovering the existence of the 
Knight Sabers.

I had been shirking.
I had tried to forget that I had a duty.  I had tried to forget that when I received 

my commission all those years ago, I had taken vows, vows that bound me no matter 
what world I was in. Defend those who had no defenders.  Protect those who would 
be exploited and oppressed, or who suffered the worst losses of unjust war.  Champion 
basic human rights, and take down those who would deny them to others.  Enact jus-
tice upon those who would wage war.  Make and keep the peace.

I had not shirked in Valdemar.  But here, here I had been passive and unconcerned.  
Lives had been lost last night that I could have saved, had I chosen to be ready.  Had 
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I bothered to discover what kind of destruction raged through this city on a regular 
basis.  My willful ignorance had had a cost far too heavy for my conscience to bear.  I 
could no longer let myself drift along, unconcerned for the city in which I dwelt.

And having realized that, I felt a weight that I hadn’t known I’d been bearing lift 
from me.  My mood changed for the better, with a sudden, abrupt transition that sur-
prised and delighted me.  For the first time in weeks, I felt like... like me.  Angst wasn’t 
my thing, though I could be grim when needed.  I was the Loon, Looney Toons of 
the Warriors, and I couldn’t believe I had forgotten that what I did best was have fun 
while doing what I did best.  All the worrying and planning was necessary, but they 
had almost taken me over, entrapping me and wrapping me in their suffocating stasis 
— they had stopped being tools and had become my life.

No more.  Even as I laughed out loud with astonished joy, I marveled at the deli-
cious paradox — in remembering my duty, I had regained my freedom.  Compared to 
this, the moments during the fight with the bot were nothing.

So I have weird epiphanies.  Sue me.
In any case, I saw my path made clear.
It was time to act.
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4:  BE VEWY QUIET, I’M HUNTING WOBOTS

It is a fatal error to enter any war without the will 
to win it.

— GEN. DOUGLAS MACARTHUR

The power of an untrained magician can be a truly 
frightening thing.  Since the magician doesn’t know 
that certain things are impossible even with magic, 
there is no reason for him or her to hesitate to attempt 
them.

— CHRIS DAVIES, “BUBBLEGUM CHAKRAM”

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 2036.  10:31 PM.

“So,” Nene said, looking out over the city.
“So?”  Lisa’s eyebrows flickered up, then down.
It was the end of another frantic night out on the town, a little early for once, but 

Nene had insisted.  The two had returned to the redhead’s apartment (“Clean for once, 
see?” she’d gloated), where Nene had retrieved a bottle of cola and some plastic cups. A 
few minutes later, they were on the roof, sprawled in a pair of decrepit plastic chaises 
longues and sipping soda.  “So?” Lisa repeated, savoring her cola and watching the 
lights of vehicles spiraling up GENOM tower.

“So I did some digging into this Sangnoir person,” Nene replied. “The guy’s your 
next-door neighbor, Lisa-chan.  What are you getting into now?”

Lisa shrugged without looking at her friend.  “Oh, I’m just checking.  He’s told me 
a lot of wild stories about his past and I wanted to see if any of them were true.”  Her 
tone was elaborately casual.

“Stories like what?”  Nene tipped her cup up and drained it, then refilled.
“Like how he lived in England, and worked for the government there — he never 

did say just which government, either.  Huh.”
“Well, I don’t think I can answer that for you, Lisa.”  Nene shook her cup gently, 

swirling the dark, bubbling contents into the dimple of a tiny whirlpool for a moment.  
“At least not in the way you want.”

“Huh?”  Lisa looked directly at Nene, who was pursing her lips and staring off at 
the distant skyline.

“Your friend Sangnoir’s records are probably fake,” she said finally.  “The work’s 
pretty darned good.  There’s even a little paper support for it — the right few files in 
the right few agencies, in case anyone wanted to run the usual checks, but nothing 
more than that.  It might actually have fooled me if I hadn’t been actively looking for 
anything out of the ordinary.” She turned and gave Lisa a pleading look.  “Please tell 
me you’re not neck-deep in something out of your control, Lisa.  This guy Sangnoir is 
either a spook or a criminal.”
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“Or maybe he’s someone who wants a little privacy, like Dr. Raven,” Lisa offered.
Nene blushed and cleared her throat.  “Doc Raven’s a special case,” she said.
Lisa set her soda down on the roof next to her chaise and reached out a hand to 

touch Nene’s shoulder.  “So is Doug.  I was just curious.  And I’m not going to take it 
any further than this. Trust me — I know what I’m doing, Nene-chan.”  I hope.

“Famous last words, Lisa.”
“It’s not like we both haven’t said our share of them,” Lisa responded.  “But I 

think... hell, things have been going well for everyone for a while now, and I really 
believe that’s not going to change.”

Nene considered this.  “I hope you’re right.”
They sat together in silence for several minutes, listening to the faint traffic noises 

and watching the lights in the distance. A weak ghost of a breeze brought the scent of 
seawater out of the east.

“You know, there’s something I’ve always wanted to try,” said Nene.  “Maybe it’ll 
help.”

“What’s that?”
Nene stood, raised her arms to the sky, and screamed out, “Good god, what else 

could go right?”  She sat down and grinned.  “It always seems to work the other way, 
so I figured, what the hey?”

SUNDAY, JULY 27, 2036.  8:03 AM.

Given the evidence at hand, I had to conclude that the vast majority of bot attacks 
were intentionally staged.  Far too many coincided with other crimes or “terrorist ac-
tions”.  Far too many were too well-organized or well-coordinated.  And far too many 
“terrorist organizations” had claimed credit for the various attacks.  There had been no 
less than twenty-five such groups from all over the political spectrum.  They appeared 
in the wake of a rampage, announced their responsibility and their reasons, and then 
vanished like mist, most of them leaving behind no trace of their existence prior to or 
after the attack.

Some were no doubt opportunists.  Some few were probably “legit”, as far as ter-
rorist organizations go.  However, for my own tactical purposes, I had to assume that 
there was a single entity behind most if not all bot rampages.  This hypothetical entity 
— be it corporate or individual — either manufactured or manipulated the scapegoat 
groups as a smokescreen.  The entity, if it had any brains (collective or otherwise), would 
also be gathering intelligence on all its bot operations, particularly against such regular 
opponents as the “AD” Police and those Knight Sabers mercenaries.  I saw evidence 
of this in the rapid upgrade of bots encountered by the Knights from 2032 to 2034, a 
period during which the mercenaries appeared to have become specific targets of the 
entity.  Only apparently-coincidental upgrades of the mercs’ own equipment prevented 
them from being smeared bigtime, from what I could see in the public record.

If I were going to engage this hypothetical foe, I needed to keep it off-balance.  I 
had to assume that it had large resources, especially analytical ones, so it behooved me 
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to let it have as little consistent data on me as possible.  My initial rules of engagement 
became:  Keep a low profile when not actually fighting.  Enter and depart combat 
quickly and efficiently. Don’t approach a fight from the same direction every time. 
Minimize accumulated data by taking down the opposition as fast as possible.  Sow 
misinformation and confusion where I could. And never use the same song/power 
twice.

I knew I was going to regret the necessity of that last one. “Lightning’s Hand” 
alone would be of immense utility in shutting down bots and defending against the 
charged particle beams some of the combat models appeared to wield.  But repetition 
brought with it the risk of countermeasures.  I couldn’t afford to be predictable.

Of course I knew that battlefield conditions would inevitably force the violation 
of one or more of these rules.  In particular, saving noncombatants came first in every 
case, even if it meant exposing myself to analysis and possible retaliation. In such situ-
ations, I would just have to improvise.  But before that, I needed two things.

I needed to get my cycle finished, for one.  I had songs that I could use for trans-
port to and from battle, but most such had side-effects that were either personally 
inconvenient or allowed me to be tracked.  So I needed the physical wheels working.  I 
wondered if I might be able to kitbash a stealth suite for the bike at work.  And maybe 
an autopilot; that would come in handy, too.

Work was where I would get the second thing I needed:  a radio capable of receiv-
ing and decoding “AD” Police transmissions.  If I was going to fight, I needed to know 
where to go.

MONDAY, JULY 28, 2036.  12:37 PM.

Lisa fumbled the keyboard of her new terminal into her lap. Poised in the center 
of her desk, in front of the large, terminally-dim monitor was her palmtop; an editor 
window took up all of its far-brighter screen and displayed her copious but terse notes.  
Slowly, carefully, while trying to ignore the entire city room, she began to compose an 
article from them.

Like I really care about the fifth annual GENOM flower show, Lisa thought, sup-
pressing a sigh.  But like Daddy always said, you don’t always get the stories you want.  Still, 
why can’t I get anything exciting, like...

“Takano, Muklewicz!” Kiyoshi shouted out over the din of the office.  “Get your 
asses out to Timex City!  I need a follow-up story on that twister or whatever it was 
that touched down in the Fault Region yesterday — get out there and get me at least 
25 paragraphs and three good images for tonight’s edition!”

Like that, she concluded after a moment.  Even if no one was hurt and all it destroyed 
were a few abandoned buildings, it’s still a more exciting story than a flower show.  She 
suppressed another sigh.  Of course, the one absolutely perfect story I did stumble onto this 
weekend I can’t do anything about.  Not without Doug or the Sabers figuring out that I know 
more than I was letting on.

A fierce determination welled up in her.  I think it’s time I talked to Sylia about set-
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ting up some good press for the Sabers.

TUESDAY, JULY 29, 2036.  7:48 PM.

The shop was packed to the rafters with kitsch.  Daley and the two officers with 
him could barely move through the narrow aisles for fear of dislodging some decaying 
cardboard box or threadbare display tray from its precarious perch.  Still, they’d navi-
gated their way to the narrow counter at the back of the tiny shop, and had conducted 
the interview in response to the phone call they’d received.

The elderly Chinese woman who ran the shop spoke very little Japanese, but was 
very helpful — with a lot of patience and a scratch pad full of kanji.  But he reached 
a point where his repeated gentle inquiries only resulted in bursts of rapid-fire Chi-
nese, followed by the old woman pulling a folded sheet of paper out from behind the 
counter.

Daley took it from her, unfolded it, and stared into the goggled visage of Fuko’s 
sketch.  It was the flyer they’d distributed to the local merchants after the boomeroid’s 
one attack.  “Him,” the old woman croaked out in heavily-accented Nihongo.  “He 
come in, two hour ago, he buy four.”

“Four what, okusama?” Daley asked.  The woman replied with a smattering of 
unintelligible sounds that might have been Japanese.  Daley shook his head.  “What 
did he buy?”

The old woman grunted, then leaned down to pull a tray out of the grimy glass 
case that served as her counter.  She dropped the cheap wood-and-velveteen container 
in front of him.  “He buy four,” she repeated as Daley stared in confusion.  The tray held 
a dozen identical enameled pins of a rabbit from an American cartoon.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, 2036.  9:15 PM.

The death toll from the boomer rampage that night had been 27. Dozens of others 
had been wounded.  As it turned out, there had been four fatalities as a result of the 
one bot’s attack on the club.  Besides the two corpses I’d spotted when I’d gone back 
in, one person died in the triage tent before I got there, and another succumbed a day 
later in the hospital.

I went to their funerals.  I needed to.
Herman Liu.  Age 22.
He had been an architecture student, and his father had already lined up his “in” 

with a big, prestigious firm.  He’d loved skiing, music, and a young woman named 
Danielle.  A mass of fratboys, fidgeting uncomfortably and their heads bowed, stood in 
silence at the end of the service to offer a farewell salute to their comrade.

Yelena Brzezinski.  She’d been 25.
A singer and dancer who’d just received her first big break by getting cast in a 

production on MegaTokyo’s equivalent of Broadway.  It was a revival of a musical that 
I’d never heard of, first produced twenty years earlier in 2016.  She’d gone to the Rep-
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licants concert with her boyfriend to celebrate getting the part.  The boyfriend was in 
the hospital, in serious condition but expected to make it.

Cho Jeung-An.  29 years old.
A quiet, friendly “office lady” who had dozens of mourners packed into a small 

chapel.  Almost all of them credited her with some key insight or advice that changed 
their lives for the better. Many of the men there bemoaned the fact that they’d over-
looked her for so long.  She’d been the only child of a couple so grief-stricken that they 
seemed ready to follow their daughter to the next world.

Kazuko Hardy.  Barely 16.
She’d sneaked into Hot Legs to see the concert — her friends testified how much 

she’d loved retrothrash in general and the Replicants in particular.  A hundred or more 
sobbing classmates, looking a veritable army in their school uniforms, mobbed the 
church where they held the service.  Her mother, already a widow, was heartbroken 
at the loss of her daughter.  Her younger siblings clung to their mother, confused and 
afraid.

At each service, I left a token:  a little enamel-and-metal pin in the form of Bugs 
Bunny, one of four I’d bought for that purpose early Monday evening.  I left the pin 
in the coffin, or pressed it into the hand of a grieving parent.  It was a secret promise 
between the dead and me:  my promise of retribution for their loss and atonement for 
my inaction.  At his best and brightest the Rabbit had never sought conflict, but never 
hesitated to visit revenge upon those who deserved it.  It was my pledge to the dead 
that I would visit revenge on those who deserved it.

The rest of my week wasn’t as dark as I’m sure it sounds from that, but it was busy.  
I did throw myself into my work, putting in a lot of overtime to get the radio proto-
types in shape and ready to go to my unwitting future allies in the “AD” Police. Late at 
night, when I was the only one in the shop, I’d also nanofac the final few custom parts 
I needed to get the cycle up and running.  I was pushing myself hard.

But I knew I had to balance myself — like I said, I’m not the grim and gritty type.  
Swearing revenge is one thing — living for it is another.  I would avenge them, yes.  But 
I wouldn’t let that goal consume me.  The last thing I wanted to do was to go down the 
same road that Psyche did in his final months with the Warriors.  It was weird, though.  
I didn’t normally have this tendency to get angsty and obsessed.  Maybe this whole 
dark, gothicky city and world were starting to get to me.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 2, 2036.  9:02 PM.

Leon stowed the bag of burgers and fries in the leather saddle bag that hung from 
the back of his motorcycle’s seat.  The coffee he stashed in the cup holder.  His helmet 
and gloves on, he pulled out of the fast food joint’s parking lot.  He’d put in a long 
day of overtime at the office, and while he wasn’t about to stop thinking about matters 
at hand, he needed to get out and about. Priss was too busy prepping for her tour to 
have the patience to hang with him tonight, so it looked like he was on his own.  He 
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snorted to himself.  At least she’s got something to do now, what with the rehearsing and 
all.  With the way boomer crime dropped in the last year or so, I was afraid she’d end up going 
stir crazy.

He thought back to the photos he’d seen of the boomer found on the dance floor 
at Hot Legs.  A witness had spotted the blue Saber in the club’s vicinity; it wasn’t hard 
to guess what had happened.  He could only wonder, though, at what had compelled 
Priss to savage the cyberdroid so.  He shook his head, smiling wryly to himself.  And 
this is the woman I’ve been chasing for four years.

As he raced down the coastal highway, the summer night’s air — still warm and 
humid from a bright, hot day — turned into a cool wash flowing over his body and 
under his helmet.  He drew and released a long sigh, savoring the cooling touch of the 
moving air as it rushed in and out of his chest and throat.  One of the last things he’d 
done before leaving HQ was read the final reports for that debacle with the construc-
tion boomers.

I really didn’t need to see those updated casualty figures, Leon thought as he weaved 
through the light traffic.  Just knowing nearly 30 died is enough for me, thank you.  At least 
we’re not doing funeral surveillance for deaths by boomer violence — I’d’ve hated to have had 
to wade through all the reports that would’ve generated.

A few minutes later, he reached his destination:  a small pier that overlooked what 
little remained of Aqua City.  The moon was three-quarters full, and shed enough light 
to pick out the twisted organic forms that still extended above the surface of the water, 
abstract metallic sculptures that silently attested to the violent death of the abandoned 
“city of the future”.  Despite its history and its ruined state, there was a certain stark 
beauty here that drew him back time after time.  That, and the memories it held for 
him — meeting Priss, fighting alongside the Sabers for the first time, and rescuing 
Cynthia, the little girl who had turned out to be a boomer.

He shut off the bike and swung down the kickstand, then dug out the greasy paper 
bag.  Leon unwrapped the first of his cheeseburgers and after taking a bite, balanced 
it on the fuel tank.  He wrestled his coffee free of the cup holder and popped its lid.  
Wisps of vapor rose from the dark contents.  Blowing across its steaming surface, he 
ventured a tentative sip.  As the scalding, bitter liquid slid down his throat, he mused 
on the latest development in the boomeroid case.

Why four Bugs Bunny pins? Leon pondered as he took another bite of his burger.  
One I could discount as random, a whim.  But there’s meaning in four.  The question is, what 
meaning?

He put the coffee back in the cup holder and leaned forward, propping his arms 
on the handlebars of the motorcycle.  Beneath his feet, the water lapped at the pier’s 
pilings, making lazy slapping noises.  Okay, given:  there is a significance to him buying 
four pins.  He’s not going to wear four pins.  So the four corresponds to something important 
to him.  Figure that out, and why Bugs Bunny, and then we’ll have the first line on a psych 
profile.  Maybe.

A contemplative look appeared upon his face.  Four.  Four.  Four seasons, four weeks 
to a month, four phases of the moon.  Four on the floor.  Four suits of cards.  The four horse-
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men of the Apocalypse.  Four stages of anesthesia.  Four calling birds.  He took another bite.  
Four elements of drama — no, wait, that’s five elements.  Four points on the compass.  Wind’s 
four quarters, and the four Western alchemical elements.  Four zones in GENOM tower.  
He paused, coffee in one hand, burger in the other.  Now there was a possibility, since 
the boomeroid was almost certainly an escaped GENOM project.  But what would it 
mean?

Leon shook his head.  This is useless.  He brought his cup to his lips and stopped 
there, savoring the sharp, earthy scent of the coffee before drinking again.  I’m not going 
to figure anything out by looking for random sets of fours.  We’re just going to have to wait 
for the next time the boomeroid appears. He will appear again.  I can feel it in my gut.  He 
sipped again.  And this time we’ll be ready for him.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 8, 2036.  8:23 PM

“...and I don’t care how hot it is, Lisa-chan, I don’t want you sitting right in front 
of the air conditioner.  You’ll catch a chill, and you know how hard it is for you to shake 
off a cold once you get one!”

Lisa bowed her head, ostensibly to look closer at the papers scattered before her, 
but really it was to hide the rolling of her eyes.  “’Ka-chan!  I’m 21 years old, I can take 
care of myself, you know.”  As she ruffled the sheets in front of her, Lisa realized what 
she was risking and hastily stuffed them into a manila folder.  Even if the small size 
and poor resolution of the phone’s screen made it unlikely that they were even legible, 
there was no point in taking chances; the last thing Lisa needed was for her mother to 
spot her photos and notes on the Sabers and start asking questions.  It was bad enough 
that her mother had noticed the wristwatch/beeper Sylia had given her as part of her 
“membership package”; Lisa had only barely deflected her mother’s inquiries about it.  
If she thought her little girl were in danger, Mayumi Vanette would pursue the matter 
with the tenacity of a pit bull and the common sense of a toy poodle.

“I don’t care how old you are, Lisa, you’re never too old to look after yourself 
properly,” her mother primly reiterated.  “I don’t want to hear you complaining that 
you caught a chill in the middle of summer because you didn’t have enough sense to sit 
away from the air conditioner.”

Lisa gave an exasperated sigh, then drew a breath in preparation for engaging 
her mother in verbal battle.  Before she could deliver her first sally, though, there was 
a restrained pounding at her door.  At the thought of the conflict averted, Lisa gave a 
relieved smile.  “Look, ‘Ka-chan, there’s someone at the door, I’ve gotta go talk to you 
later love you bye!” she rattled off quickly and punched the “call over” button before her 
mother could reply.  She shoved the folder under the pillow of her futon, then leapt to 
the door.

“Hey there,” said Doug as she pulled it open.
“Oh, hi!”  She favored him with a bright, broad smile.  “Come on in!”
“Thanks!”  After she closed the door behind him, Lisa turned to see Doug giving a 

look around her apartment.  “You unpacked a few more things, I see.”  His eyes settled 
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on the wall where she’d hung a few of her mementos, and he stepped over to it.  Lisa 
glanced down and confirmed that he was in stocking feet, not his shoes.  “What’s all 
this?  Wow.”

“Just a few memories and accomplishments.”
He studied the photos and certificates, and in the center her diploma from the 

University of Kobe.  “Wow,” he repeated. “I’m impressed.  You were a threat on all 
fronts, weren’t you?”  He gave her an appraising look.  “Honors student and star ath-
lete? Although I suppose I should have guessed that you were a gymnast.”  He returned 
his gaze to the wall and ran a finger along the edge of a frame that held a photo of a 
preteen Lisa poised on a balance beam.

She shrugged.  “Only until through junior high.  When I reached high school, I 
got caught up in the school paper and stopped competing.”

He snorted.  “Why am I not surprised?”
“My mother was horribly disappointed,” Lisa continued with a grin.  “She always 

saw me as the next Tara Niederhaus.”
“Who?”
“Oh, come on, you remember.  ‘Tenacious Tara,’ the wonder girl of the 2012 

games?  Canadian, won 6 gold medals?”
Doug looked utterly blank for a split second more, then smiled and said, “Oh, 

yeah, right — her.  For a moment I was mixing her up with Kerri Strug.”
“Not even close.”  Well, there’s one more test he’s flunked. Tara had parlayed her 

Olympic fame into a far more profitable film and vid career that had spanned three 
continents over the last two and half decades.  It should have been impossible to have 
grown up in the civilized world without knowing about her. But Doug had never heard 
of her before a few minutes ago — Lisa was sure of it.  Very suspicious for someone 
who claimed to have been raised in Los Angeles.  Where are you from, really, Doug?

“Anyway...” she continued with a dismissive wave at the wall of memorabilia.  
“What brings you over tonight?  What’s up?”

“Oh, right!”  He waggled his eyebrows at her and gave a lopsided grin.  “How 
would you like to go for a ride, little girl?” he asked with a mock leer.

“What...?” she began, then comprehension struck.  “The motorcycle!  You’ve fin-
ished it?”

Doug shrugged.  “Everything except the paint job.  It looks like shit, but the 
engine purrs like a kitten.  I was just going to take it out on a test ride and wanted to 
know if you’d like to come along.”

“I’d love to!” Lisa replied, then her smile collapsed.  “But I can’t.  I’ve got some... 
work I have to do.”  She gave a quick sidelong glance at the pillow under which the 
folder sat, and grimaced.  “I really shouldn’t put it off.”

“If you’re sure...”
She grabbed Doug’s arm in both hands and started tugging.  “No, I’m not, which 

is why you’d better get going — you might tempt me too much!”
He laughed and let her drag him to the door, then waited with a smile for her to 
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open it.  Chuckling, Doug tapped her on the nose with his fingertip and said, “Just 
remember, you turned down this opportunity.  Who knows what dangerous neighbor-
hood we might have broken down in together?”

Lisa rolled her eyes, but was unable to suppress a spurt of giggles.  “Get out of here, 
you baka.”  She shoved him, still chortling, through the door and shut it behind him.

Through the door, faintly, she heard him say, “I’ll take that as a no.”  Lisa fell back 
against the door and laughed.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 8, 2036.  9:00 PM

I suppose it was better for my ego that Lisa didn’t come along on the test ride.  I 
stalled out twice in the first couple kilometers and had to readjust the fuel system with 
the allen wrench that I’d brought along with me.  The turbine which had hummed 
along nicely both on my workbench and in neutral gear once installed in the cycle’s 
frame coughed and wheezed under a real load.  At least until I got the fuel flow right 
— after that, it ran like a dream, just like I’d promised Lisa.  Who cared that the frame 
was still dented in places and primarily finished in redlead primercoat? It may have 
looked like shit, but that was just temporary.

Anyway, after my engine trouble was taken care of, I headed southeast toward the 
harbor.  There was a superhighway that ran all along the waterfront edge of the city 
before merging into a beltway at either end.  Oddly, it tended to get only light use, and 
this Friday night it was almost deserted.  I suppose the fact that it went through some 
very bad areas had something to do with this, but I wasn’t concerned.  I was too busy 
paying attention to the bike’s performance, and putting its various subsystems through 
their paces.

Without the proper test equipment, I really couldn’t measure the turbine’s power 
output, but my best calculations suggested that I was getting something between 450 
and 500 HP from the powerplant. Factor in the bike’s overall low weight and my other 
custom innovations, and it should give me a top speed of at least 325 kph.  Maybe 
more — I’d cobbled some floating magnetic bearings together from memory and I 
wasn’t sure how much of an advantage they were really going to give me.  But it didn’t 
matter.  The bike was likely to be right on the edge of what a normal could handle.  
Maybe beyond.

One thing I needed to test in future rides was the bike’s response to different fuels.  
I fully intended to take the motorcycle with me when I left this universe, and to that 
end, I’d designed the turbine and the fuel system to be as adaptable as possible.  At 
that moment I was running on this here-and-now’s standard gasoline formulation, 
but theoretically the turbine could handle grain alcohol, aviation fuel, even propane 
and natural gas — anything liquid or gaseous that I could inject into the combustion 
chamber and burn.  Hell, with the monomolecular blades and chamber, it could prob-
ably handle a LOX/LOH mix.  Not that I’d try it.  I’m nuts, but not that nuts.

Anyway, I’d built several different tanks for different fuels, which were designed to 
be hot-swappable, using standard fittings. And as I had just demonstrated, I could tune 
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the fuel system with an allen wrench at a couple key points.  With all this and some 
luck, I could keep rolling anywhere as long as there was at least enough technology to 
build a still.

Now if only I could have gotten my hands on any Anson GravMaster-series prod-
uct, I would have been ecstatic.  But as far as I could tell, they just didn’t have gravity 
control in this here-and-now.  And while I’m pretty good at hacking gravtech gear, 
I can’t build it from scratch — I don’t have the background or the training.  Or the 
necessary parts.  So for the moment, I was ground-bound.

I didn’t mind, though.  Flight would have been nice, but it was really just icing.  
The bike was fast enough.  It would serve. It would more than serve.  Between my legs, 
the frame thrummed, vibrating on some low sub-harmonic of the turbine’s rotation as 
picked up by the suspension, probably.  It felt like a gentle massage transmitted up my 
spine.  Instead of the familiar growl that I remembered from my old bike, this cycle 
had a whine like a jet engine starting up... which, in a way, it was.  Maybe if I put some 
airfoils on it...

Naaaaah.
As I pulled onto the coastal highway northbound, I turned my thoughts to an-

other matter that had recently occurred to me — a fundamental contradiction in my 
plans for which I had no ready resolution.  I was setting myself up to contribute to the 
defense of MegaTokyo’s population.  But I also had an obligation to find my way back 
home.  The problem was that almost every failed attempt at a gate would burn out my 
primary metagift for at least two days.  Now, I could take out an industrial bot without 
resorting to a song, but I was pretty sure I’d need everything I had to do in one of those 
combat models I’d read about.  So what happened if I was burnt out and I had to fight 
a fully-equipped warbot?

How would I balance trying as often as possible to get home with the unpredict-
able demands of the duty I must fulfill in MegaTokyo?

I drove up and down the coastal highway for an hour trying to think that one 
through.  The salt-and-iodine tang of the ocean was surprisingly refreshing — I was 
actually expecting something far more polluted and unpleasant, and to come across 
fresh sea air was a delight.  I was very glad that I wasn’t wearing my uniform leathers, 
as the cool air coming in off the water was a welcome relief after the heat of the last few 
weeks. Unfortunately, I spent so much time enjoying the cool air that I didn’t come up 
with a good answer to my dilemma.

Sea air has always given me an appetite, and this night had been no exception.  
Back in Ota, I pulled off the coastal highway and found a little all-night burger joint.  
There I grabbed a bite to eat before deciding to head back home, my problems still 
unsolved.

A couple blocks away, I was stopped at a traffic light when another cycle pulled up.  
As little electric cars and the odd gas-guzzler sped by in front of us, I took a slow, casual 
look at the bike and its rider.  The motorcycle was a recent model, all streamlined fair-
ings and huge wheels.  Definitely a high-ticket bike, especially with that candy-apple 
red satin finish on every non-chromed surface.  It was an expensive-looking and well-
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maintained motorcycle; I wasn’t yet familiar with all the makes and models out there, 
but I thought perhaps it might have been custom, or at least heavily customized.

Perched on that fancy cycle was a long, lean woman whose slender build immedi-
ately reminded me of Maggie, sending a pang of homesickness shooting through me 
for a moment.  Long brown hair streamed out from under her helmet, just reaching 
the shoulders of her tight leather jacket.  The sodium-vapor streetlight overhead cast 
pinkish-red highlights through her hair, highlights that were echoed in the odd red-
dish color of the eyes behind the plexy plate of the helmet that turned to give me and 
my bike the once-over.

I immediately had her pegged.  Some spoiled rich girl slumming on her fancy 
motorcycle.  (Like I’m one to talk.  The day I turned 21, my trust fund had eight digits 
in its balance — before the decimal point.  But despite that, I like to think that I’ve 
done something real with my life — unlike most of the other Beverly Hills Babies I 
grew up with.)  Anyway, it could have been worse. She could have been done up in an 
oh-so-kawaii pink jumpsuit and matching “Hello Kitty” helmet.  Instead, her helmet 
and her red-brown leathers looked like they had actually seen some real use.

Miss Rich-Bitch chuckled, and revved the engine of her bike. “That’s an ugly piece 
of shit you’ve got there.”  She was almost shouting to be heard over our engines, but the 
arrogant sarcasm in her voice was clearly audible.

I shrugged in response as the cross traffic’s light went to yellow.  “It’s a fast piece 
of shit.”

She snorted — I could tell it more from the movement of her head and the flaring 
of her nostrils behind the plexy than from any sound — and inclined her head towards 
the road ahead.  “Prove it,” she said, and revved the engine again.  The light turned 
green and she was off.

I was right behind her.
I was thinking I’d finish this quickly, try not to gloat too much about humiliating 

her, and head home.  Done in 15 minutes or less.
It didn’t work out that way.
For a couple blocks we drifted along at the speed limit, and I wondered what 

this was supposed to prove.  Then she suddenly veered left and took an on-ramp that 
I hadn’t seen for all the shadows cloaking it.  I was a second or two behind her as we 
raced up and onto an elevated stretch of the coastal highway.

The moment she hit the traffic lane, she gunned her bike.  With a roar she acceler-
ated, almost popping a wheelie before she shot down the road at a speed that surprised 
me.  This wasn’t going to be as easy as I thought.

During my long driveabout on the coast highway, I had been less concerned with 
speed than with simply trying out all the bike’s systems.  I don’t think I’d gone much 
over 100 kph at any point all evening.  So even though I had designed and built both 
the engine and the transmission, I was caught by surprise and nearly thrown off the 
bike when I savagely twisted the accelerator.  The turbine howled and bucked in re-
sponse to the sudden burst of fuel.  The entire frame shuddered, and I heard a loose 
bolt or two drop off onto the asphalt in an arpeggio of fading pings and dings.  Beneath 
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my butt, the leather-wrapped seat shook and shifted.  I rocketed after my nameless 
adversary.

From the way she was tossing her head as I closed with her, she must have thought 
she’d won easily.  This was confirmed for me by the absolutely perfect double-take she 
executed as I pulled up next to her and waved jauntily.  Then, after making sure I was 
securely seated this time, I opened the throttle just a little more.

I was rewarded with a banshee howl from the turbine and enough acceleration to 
take my breath away for a moment.  I couldn’t help but think of the songs that let me 
fly, and the times that Hexe had caught me up in her winds and carried me along with 
her. The cool night air roared by me, chilling me through the thin Taz T-shirt I had 
on.  Behind me, I heard a roar of outrage from my companion’s cycle, and I allowed 
myself a smile.

A few moments later, we were neck-and-neck again.  I hazarded a glance at the 
speedometer — we were doing around 210 kph.  I remember thinking that we were 
damned lucky that the coastal highway was all but deserted at that hour of night as 
we banked into a turn that hugged the shore; the centrifugal force shoved me down 
into my seat and threatened to tear me sideways from the bike even as my knee all 
but scraped the asphalt.  Halfway into the turn, I opened the throttle another couple 
notches.

This time she was anticipating me; I didn’t gain any advantage on her at all.  As 
we shot over 250 kph, the hum of her turbine was still in a comfortable middle reg-
ister, which meant that her pretty motorcycle was one serious custom street machine 
— most production models would have been at or over their maximum speed by now, 
but we were both still just cruising.  As we entered a straightaway, I looked at her and 
grinned when she flicked her eyes over at me.  She gave me a return grin and the finger.  
Then the pitch of her bike’s turbine shot up as she took the lead once more.  Of course 
I accelerated to catch up with her again.

That’s the way it went for another twenty minutes, along the entire length of the 
coastal highway, until we were roaring along next to each other at over 325 kph.  We 
were going fast enough that the wind in our faces felt less like air and more like molas-
ses, a near-solid opposing us and trying to push us back; it had stopped being a cool 
breeze and had turned into a cold bath, even with the warm, moist night we had.

I’d have to say we were pretty evenly matched.  She had the advantage of famil-
iarity with her home turf, plus a skill at controlling her bike that was — I admit it 
— greater than mine. I had the advantage of metahuman reflexes and the light am-
plification system in my goggles.  It evened out.  One thing was for sure — I certainly 
had underestimated her.  Whoever she was, she wasn’t just some little rich girl playing 
at being the big bad biker chick.  She rode, and she rode mean.

Of course, to add insult to injury, our bikes were pretty even, too.  I can’t specu-
late on what her motorcycle’s performance came from, but I must admit that I was 
disappointed that I simply couldn’t blow her away with speed.  We both topped out 
at around 360 kph, and neither of us could get a real advantage over the other.  It was 
galling and exhilarating both.  Galling that the first biker I’d come across on my first 
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night out had a crotch rocket and skills to equal my own.  Exhilarating that I could test 
myself against someone so good without having to spend months finding them.

We were so closely-matched that I suspect we’d still be racing against each other 
if we hadn’t come upon the accident.  We were on another bit of straightaway, well be-
tween exits, and I spotted a pulsing, blinking glow up ahead.  It took a couple seconds 
for me to figure out that I was seeing a turn signal light on a stationary car.  I shouted 
for my companion’s attention and pointed it out to her; she knew what I had in mind 
and nodded, already beginning to slow down.

We had dropped to about 30 kph, maybe a hundred meters away, when we saw the 
fire and the boomer.  The blaze was already burning briskly around and over the hood; 
it looked ready to spread and maybe worse — a pool of liquid was spreading out from 
under the rear end of the car.  The boomer was pounding its fists on the car’s roof; it 
looked like a builderbot like the one from the club.  Its carapace was scored and dented, 
probably from the initial accident.

As we simultaneously pulled to a halt, I spotted one other detail — a human arm 
hanging limply out of the driver’s window. “There’s someone still in that car,” I shouted 
over the engines to my companion.

“Get’em out,” she replied as she rocked her bike up on its kickstand, “I’ll take care 
of the boomer.”

“You’ll what?”  I took my eyes off the boomer for the first time and noticed that 
she had pulled out one of the largest damn revolvers I had ever seen, and was in the 
process of checking the three artillery-sized cartridges in its cylinder.  When I re-
covered my wits a moment later, I yelled, “For shame, Doc! Shooting robots with an 
elephant gun!”

“What?” she called back without looking up.
“Never mind!  You shoot, I’ll rescue.  Cool.  You ready?”
She snapped the cylinder into place and brought it to bear in both hands.  At the 

same time, she rose slightly from her cycle to straddle the bike in that wide-legged 
stance that I’d seen more than enough professional gunmen use.  Sighting down the 
barrel, she shouted, “Go!”

Now, like I’ve said, I’ve never really kept a secret identity before, but I wasn’t keen 
on blowing my cover at the moment. Especially not with my intended campaign about 
to start.  So I dashed over there as fast as I could justify for a normal, which, fortunately, 
was still pretty fast.  I heard a thunderous “bang!” as I reached the driver’s door.  He 
— no, she — was the only one in the car, fortunately enough.  I took a quick look to 
see if I were about to become a target for the bot.

I wasn’t.  My companion’s first shot hadn’t killed it, but she had wounded it and 
drawn its attention.  It was limping towards the motorcycles, and she drew another 
bead on it.  I hoped that if she missed, she didn’t miss by much, since I and the driver 
were almost directly in the line of fire.  I would probably survive the shot, but I doubted 
the driver could.

I had another problem — the car had spun around and was crushed up against 
a guard rail, crumpling the driver’s door just enough to make it impossible to open.  
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Thankful that I was wearing my gloves, I spent several precious seconds punching 
the remains of the door window into glass beads.  I had to cut the safety straps with 
my pocketknife, and as I dragged the driver through the window, my nameless friend 
finally took her second shot.  I gathered up the driver in my arms and — the hell with 
secret identities — ran like the dickens back to the bikes.

I don’t think my companion noticed, thankfully.  Her second shot had dropped the 
bot, and she was busy putting her third through its head as I whipped past her.  At the 
same time, the fire finally met the expanding pool, and the entire auto was engulfed in 
flame.  If that didn’t bring an emergency squad soon, nothing would.  I’d’ve called for 
one myself, but that would have entailed all kinds of nasty questions about why I was 
on an “official” frequency...

As soon as I laid the driver down on the pavement near the cycles, I surreptitiously 
keyed “I’m Alive” into the helmet computer.  I probably wouldn’t be able to keep it go-
ing long enough to bring her to full health before my racing partner got close enough 
to see the healing in progress, but I didn’t want to anyway — perfect health after such 
an accident?  Too many questions.  I just wanted to take the edge off her injuries 
— bring her out of critical condition and into serious.

Well, to make a long story short, an MHP car showed up in a few minutes, then 
another two, then a fire truck and an ambulance not long after that.  The cops never no-
ticed the fact that my brand-new cycle lacked any kind of license plates or registration, 
mainly because they were busy hassling my companion over her pistol.  Apparently she 
had papers for it, though, so they gave up about the time the EMTs were pulling out 
with the driver.

I got away with a fairly minimal questioning, since she and her baby howitzer were 
the center of all attention.  Much to my annoyance, my little talk with the police, not 
to mention the dangerous looks in the eyes of a couple of the other cops, kept me from 
getting too close to the girl’s roadside interrogation. I’d hoped to overhear a little about 
her and her taste in firearms...  Anyway, about the time the firefighters finished with 
the car, the two of us were getting back on our bikes.

“The cops said the boomer came from a construction site nearby.” She tugged her 
helmet back down over her head.  She’d pulled it off earlier so the cops could compare 
her face to her photo ID. “They think the driver spotted it on the road, mistook it for 
a person and crashed trying to avoid hitting it.”

“Charming.  Here’s hoping the driver recovers quickly.”
She nodded as she fastened her chin strap.  “The ambulance guy I talked to said 

she’s in a lot better shape than you’d expect after an accident like that.”
“Really?  That’s good.  Hell of a lot better than being burnt to a crisp.”
“Uh-huh.  Too bad we never got to finish our race, though.”  She kicked her bike 

into life.  “You’re the first real challenge I’ve had in a long time.”  She peered suspi-
ciously at me.  “That’s no ordinary motorcycle.”

“Yeah, like you’re riding the showroom special yourself,” I snorted.  “I’m an engi-
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neer — building this bike’s been a bit of hobby for me.”
“I know a guy like that,” she replied.
“I take it he made your bike?”
“He helped.”
“Uh-huh.  Well, maybe we can race again, soon?”
“I don’t think so — next week I’m going out of town for a couple months.”
“Oh, well.”
I could see her smile behind her faceplate.  “Look for me on the streets at the end 

of Fall.  We’ll have a rematch then.  Loser buys the beer.”
I chuckled and nodded.  “Deal.  If I’m still in town myself.”
She gave me a mock salute, revved her turbine and peeled out, noisily and show-

ily.
For my part, I made my way back home at a more legal speed. After locking my 

bike in my workshop and taking a groaning, overheated elevator up to my floor, I made 
my way to my humid little one-room apartment and collapsed.

A lot of things about me are metahuman, but my endurance isn’t one of them.  
I can pace an Olympic athlete if I have to, and sometimes outlast him, but I do tire 
— faster if I use my metagift.  And between the adrenaline and healing the driver, god, 
was I tired after that evening.  All things considered, I was more than ready for the next 
bot that came my way, but if one had somehow shown up in my apartment in those 
next few hours, I’d’ve probably slept right through it.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 9, 2036.  12:17 PM

“So, there we are,” Priss paused to take a bite out of her sandwich and continued as 
she chewed, “in the middle of the coast road.  I’m taking shots at the boomer with the 
Earthshaker Leon gave me for my birthday last year, while the guy is standing there in 
the line of fire, half a meter from the flames and punching away the window in the car 
door.  Doesn’t even flinch.”

“Mou...” Nene exclaimed around a spoonful of double mocha ripple.
Linna rolled her eyes.  “So he was cool and level-headed in a crisis situation.  So 

what?”  The three of them were in Raven’s Garage, waiting on Sylia’s arrival for another 
round of weekend training.  Nene was perched on a workbench at the back of the ga-
rage, and Linna sat daintily on a nearby stool.  Priss slouched between them, her back 
propped against the edge of the countertop.

She shrugged while taking another bite.  “There’s cool, and then there’s cool.  This 
guy was frosty, like he was used to it. Like he was used to working under fire.  I dunno, 
maybe he was in the military somewhere.  It was just one of the odd things about 
him.”

Linna and Nene traded glances.  “One of them?” Linna inquired. “And the others 
were?”

“Well,” Priss took a moment to swallow a mouthful of well-chewed hoagie.  “I 
mentioned that I ran into him while I was out getting one last ride on my motoslave 
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before the tour, right?  Well, I didn’t mention that he and I were racing.”
“Priss!”  Nene was shocked.  “Our motoslaves can do over 350 kph! That’s not fair 

to anyone!”
Priss fixed Nene with a sharp glare.  “Nene-chan, the guy was keeping up with 

me.  This little shitpile-looking bike — it was a 20-year-old Mitsubishi, for god’s sake 
— and he was pacing a motoslave all the way.”  She tore another ragged bite off the 
sandwich with her teeth.  “I want to get a look at that bike,” she mumbled through the 
food.

Linna shrugged.  “So, somebody else can build a hot bike to match Sylia and 
Mackie’s designs.  It was bound to happen sooner or later.”

“Hmmm.  Maybe,” she grunted.  “It was just, you know, on top of everything else, 
it’s got me a little, uh, oh I dunno...”  She chewed thoughtfully.

“Was that it?”  Nene leaned forward.  “Just the motorcycle and the way he handled 
himself?”

Priss stopped chewing for a moment.  “Well, there was one other thing, but it’s 
just, well, it’s a little thing.  He was wearing this funky helmet, like I’d never seen be-
fore.”

Nene snapped to attention, her spoon halted midway between the ice cream and 
her mouth.  “A funky helmet?  What did it look like?”

“Um, well, I never did get a great look at it, even when we were up close, but it 
sorta like,” and she gestured, sandwich in one hand, “had these round things on each 
side, and a little antenna, and these dark goggles, which was odd for nighttime.”

Nene dropped her ice cream and looked around herself.  Her eyes alighted on a 
pad of work order forms and a nearby pen; she grabbed them and began drawing on 
the ruled paper.

“Nene?” Linna inquired.
A few pen strokes later and Nene held up a crude sketch:  a dome-like shape with 

a square opening behind which were a rough black mass that could be seen as goggles.  
An indistinct blotch was centered above the opening.  On either side of the shape were 
half circles, and from one a long curved line stretched upward. “Is this what it looked 
like?”

Priss grabbed the pad and gave it a brief look.  “You’ll never be an artist, Nene.”
“Priss!”
The singer sighed.  “Yeah, that’s him.  How’d you know?”
Nene’s eyes grew very wide and her expression serious.  “It’s no wonder he was so 

calm in a crisis.  That’s the military boomeroid ADP’s been looking for since the end 
of June.”

Priss stared at the pad.  “Shit.”

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 2036.  11:51 PM

“Oh god oh god oh god...”
Hiroshi Kardos dashed around the mass of open pipes and conduits and fell back 
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against the wall of the building.  As he tried to control his gasping breath he flattened 
himself against the concrete; under his fingers he could feel the fossilized grain of the 
long-gone wooden forms used to cast the walls that made up this little dead-end alley.  
Random fits of dank steam spurted from the pipes, making the humid night even more 
oppressive, and the ground beneath his feet was muddy from drippage.  The vertigo 
caused by too much cheap sake made his head spin, and he could feel his bladder grow-
ing inconveniently full.

I shoulda never threw those bricks at that fuckin’ boomer.  His thoughts were barely 
coherent through the alcoholic haze.  But I thought it was turned off!  A tiny sober 
portion of his mind reminded him that even off-duty construction boomers no more 
get turned off than humans do, and he cursed himself for not listening to that sober 
voice.

It won’t find me here, Hiroshi optimistically thought, it didn’t see me make that turn, 
it won’t come after me, it’ll get confused and go away.  The chase he’d led the boomer on 
had wended through the plazas and alleys surrounding half a dozen federal apartment 
buildings across a fair length of the Ota ward, but it hadn’t given up.  The cyberdroid 
had been doggedly persistent, though seemingly in no hurry.

Several minutes passed, and Hiroshi began to breathe more easily. I lost it, he 
thought.  It shoulda found me by now.  He slumped down against the wall and began to 
softly laugh in relief.  His laughter ended in a fit of coughing that threatened to turn 
into a spasm of vomiting, but he held it back and straightened up.  “Geeze,” he mut-
tered aloud at the pressure in his groin, “I gotta go find a pisser.”

Shaking his head at his good fortune, he stepped out from behind the pipes to spy 
the boomer standing patiently at the end of the alley.  For the first time, he noticed that 
it held a brick in one hand.

“Oh god....”  It was a long, drawn-out sound that trailed off slowly as Hiroshi real-
ized his fate.  “I’m going to die...”

Hiroshi’s entire attention was focused upon the boomer that started slowly walk-
ing towards him, and he failed to hear the soft voice murmur above him, “<Saturday 
night’s all right. Play.>”  But he did notice the leather-clad stranger who dropped down 
out of nowhere to stand between him and death.

“Bets?” the stranger said, smiling back over his shoulder at Hiroshi, and then 
clenched his fists.  As Hiroshi shook his spinning head in disbelief, beams of golden 
light squeezed out like clay between the stranger’s fingers and formed themselves into 
the shapes of blades.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 31, 2036.  2:05 AM

“We can’t identify the specific weapon,” Daley said, “but Kardos-san claims the 
man who rescued him was using switchblades and butterfly knives.  Dozens of them.”

Leon slid his sunglasses into his shirt pocket.  “That certainly ties in nicely with 
the shape the boomer was left in.  I don’t think I’ve ever seen that many punctures and 
cuts in anything before.”  He shook his head.  “And through Abotex, too.  Damn. Either 
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the guy is strong or the knives had monomolecular edges.”
“Most likely both,” Daley offered, and held up an evidence bag holding a brick.  

“Check this out.”
Leon took the bag and held it up at eye level.  As it twisted back and forth slightly 

in his grip, a flash of streetlamp shone intermittently through a hole punched through 
the brick at an oblique angle.  It was shaped like a flattened diamond.  Leon raised an 
eyebrow.  “That looks like a blade puncture similar to the others.”

Daley nodded.  “That’s what Kardos says it is.”
Leon shook his head.  “I’m not going to dispute him.  There are twenty or thirty 

exactly like it in the concrete wall behind where we found the boomer.”
Daley gave a low whistle.
Leon nodded.  “I’m having casts made, just in case we need to make a compari-

son.”
“Good idea.”
“Inspectors!”  As the pair turned towards the call, Sergeant Fuko MacNamara 

came running up, a sketch pad under her arm. “Inspectors,” she repeated as she opened 
the pad and began flipping through it, “You’re going to want to see this.”  Finding the 
right page, she held it out to the two men.  “This is the guy who rescued Kardos.”

Leon and Daley stared silently at the familiar goggled and helmeted head.
“Our boomeroid is back in the ass-kicking business,” Fuko said.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2036.  9:35 AM

Nene glanced around furtively, then squirted the compressed data files across the 
encrypted link.  “He’s also the guy that Priss raced a few weeks ago,” she whispered 
into her headset.

“I see.”  Sylia’s voice in her earphones was typically restrained.  “Does ADP con-
sider him a threat at this time?”

“Well...  we have standing orders to arrest and detain him.  A GENOM subsidiary 
says he’s an experimental boomeroid and needs to be captured and returned to them.  
But they also say that at worst, he’s a low-level threat — he’s been loose since the end 
of June and he hasn’t killed anyone.”

“Hmmm.  Curious.”  Nene could almost hear Sylia think.  “Nene, until further no-
tice, keep a watch for incidents involving this boomeroid.  Relay copies of any material 
on him to our files. Until he becomes an active threat, we’ll not worry about him.”

“Hai!” Nene replied, and closed the link.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2036.  9:51 AM

Ring.
“Ohara here.”
“Your visitor is back.”
“He is?”
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“Last night.  A courier will be bringing you copies of the ADP’s latest entries on 
him.  I think you will find them... interesting.”

“Will I.”
“You will also be receiving a shipment at precisely 1 PM today. At Chairman 

Quincy’s orders, I am placing two model 55-C boomers at your disposal for use in the 
acquisition of the target.”

“Oh joy.”
“Sarcasm does not become you, Doctor Ohara.  Remember that GENOM holds 

the fate of IDEC in its hand.”
“You remember, Ms. Madigan, that should GENOM exercise that hand, you will 

not get results nearly as good as you would otherwise.”
“One way or another, Doctor, GENOM will get results.  That’s all that matters in 

the end.  Good day.”

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2036.  11:23 AM

Daniel Ohara took a long look at everyone gathered in IDEC’s conference room.  
“Before we go any further, I just want to thank you all once again for coming to this 
emergency meeting.  Given the pressures our... benefactors,” he spat out the word, “can 
bring to bear on us, it’s heartening to see that the upper-level personnel are staying the 
course instead of resigning.  Not that I’d blame anyone if they did,” he added.  “Re-
member that we are now embarking on a course of at the best dubious legality.  And 
it stands a fair chance of seriously upsetting GENOM.  Anyone here who feels un-
comfortable with that is free to leave, with no prejudice.  If at some future time IDEC 
becomes free of GENOM, you’ll be welcomed back with open arms.”

He glanced around the table, taking stock of the serious, determined faces looking 
back at him, and felt heartened.  They were good people, all of them.  Real scientists, 
each and every one of them, and as disgusted as he that GENOM’s plots had inter-
fered in their personal searches for Truth.  He smiled and snorted.  Idealists, all of us.  
Working for GENOM.  Who’d’ve thought it?

“Just to make sure we’re clear on everything, let’s go over our parts in the new, 
temporary, reorganization,” he said, and there was a chorus of assent from around the 
table, accompanied by bobbing heads.  “We’ll be dividing into four groups:  Target 
Study, Acquisition, Research, and Control.  Tony?”

Tony Nakamura nodded and looked at his notepad.  He was a heavy-set man, 
nattily dressed with his long hair in a neat ponytail. “I’ll be heading Target Study.  My 
staff and I will split between data acquisition on and analysis of the Visitor.  We’ll start 
with the material GENOM provides us, but we’ll also be deployed at any attempt to 
acquire or simply encounter the Visitor.  We already know that he has some variety 
of superhuman abilities — in fact he may not be human at all — that he may possess 
unknown technologies, and that he has some kind of combat experience and train-
ing.  We will attempt to analyze his abilities, equipment and tactics, cooperating with 
Research on the first two and Acquisition on the latter.”  He looked up from the pad.  
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“We’re also in charge of any computer modeling of the Visitor, and the.. um ... retrieval 
of data from outside sources.”

“Trying to crack GENOM and ADP’s networks,” Hiroe Miyama moaned.  “We’re 
not just asking for trouble, we’re walking up and begging for it.”  She was a handsome 
woman in her forties, with graying hair and casually dressed.

“Hiroe, please,” Daniel said.  “If you have second thoughts, you can still back out 
of this.”

“No, no,” she replied.  “I’ll head Research, as I promised.  To summarize our role, 
we’ll be doing pure research on any data acquired by Target Study and other sources.  
Where they’ll be concerned with the ‘what’ and the ‘when’, we’ll be focusing on the 
‘how’ and the ‘why’.  We’re looking for the principles behind anything unusual he or 
his equipment can do.  If there turn out to be no revelations there, well then, we have a 
cushy job. Although we want to learn things that can help us ‘acquire’ the Visitor, our 
goal ultimately is to get something useful out of him that we can then use to offset any 
losses inflicted on us by GENOM.”

Tony snorted.  “Useful!  You mean marketable.”
Hiroe smiled sweetly at him.  “Yes.  Marketable.”
“Children...” Daniel warned, but with a smile, then turned to the next department 

head at the table.  “Illya?”
Illya Vaysberg was a blond mountain of a man, resembling an American profes-

sional wrestler more than a world-class physicist. His blue eyes sparkled as he nodded 
enthusiastically.  “Yah!  I and my people, we are Acquisition.  How we acquire Visitor, I 
do not know.  But we will find a way!  We must rely upon Target Study to obtain data 
before a plan we can make.”  He smirked at the others.  “At very least, we can go up 
to Visitor and say, ‘Hey, Person-From-Another-Universe-San, can you please with us 
come?’ and hope that ‘yes’ he answers.”

Hiroe rolled her eyes as Tony chuckled.
Daniel allowed himself a smile and nodded.  “Very good.  And I will be Control.  

My role is to act as arbitrator between the other groups, determine overall strategy, 
enact any plans and dispatch teams as necessary.  I also have final authority over any 
actions IDEC takes on this matter.”  He paused and drew a deep breath.  “I will also be 
acting as a buffer between GENOM and the rest of IDEC, and as sacrificial lamb to 
Madigan and Quincy if needed.”  Over the uproar that erupted he shouted, “No, hear 
me out.  There’s no need for anyone’s career outside of mine to suffer if we fail.  We 
probably won’t be that lucky, but I can try.”

There was a momentary silence before Ohara cleared his throat and continued.  
“Next, there is the matter of the boomers that GENOM is shipping to us, and what 
to do with them.”

Tony held up a forefinger.  “Avram thinks he can reprogram their behavioral pro-
tocols.  He wants to add Asimov’s ‘Three Laws of Robotics’ to the boomers’ OS as 
priority directives; he claims it will make them safer to use.”  There were noises of 
agreement from around the table, and Ohara nodded.

“Tell him to go ahead and try.  If it works, then we’ll proceed with our first plan.”
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“Which is?” asked Hiroe.
“Well, one data point does not a trend make.  But the Visitor showed his face 

last night to protect some drunken slob from a rampaging boomer.  We’ll just deploy 
a ‘rogue’ boomer of our own in the same neighborhood and see if he comes out of his 
hole.”

Ohara allowed himself the briefest of smiles at the poleaxed looks upon the faces 
of his staff.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2036.  7:42 PM

“So, this means the Sabers will still be able to follow ADP transmissions, right?”  
Lisa folded her clothes neatly and put them in the gym bag she’d brought.

“Right!” Nene said brightly.  “I could have just brought Sylia an encryption chip 
from one of the test units to analyze, but I wanted to crack the new algorithm myself.  
It was a pain and a half!  I don’t know who came up with it, but it’s not what’s in the 
official spec.”

“So, the programmer did a crappy job on it?” Linna asked from around the end of 
the locker bank.  The sound of running water floated over to the two younger women.

Nene shook her head vigorously.  “No, it’s better than anything I’ve ever seen 
before.  It’s weird, the only thing it looks like is an old UN crypto system from fifty 
years ago.  And if I hadn’t stumbled on that by accident during a Net search, I’d still 
be hacking away.”  She sighed.  “It shrugged off every cracker tool I threw at it!  And 
even with the UN code in front of me, it took me two and half days before I got my 
‘aha!’ moment.”

Lisa nodded knowingly as she pulled her bathing suit from a different compart-
ment of her gym bag.  “So that’s what you were doing all last weekend — another 
hacking run.”

Nene smiled sheepishly.  “Well, yeah.”  She began donning her suit.
Linna stepped back into sight and began stripping.  “Well, what do you expect 

from Little Miss Cyberpunk?”
“Hey!”
“At least we’re getting her to relax now, right, Lisa?”  Linna gave a conspiratorial 

wink, and Lisa snickered.
“There are definitely some benefits to having a rich friend,” the blonde respond-

ed.
“It is nice of Sylia to let us use her pool, isn’t it?” Nene said as she tugged her black 

maillot up above her breasts.  Rows of tiny chrome “buttons” studded the suit and 
formed a downward-pointing triangle between the neckline and the waist.  “What 
with how hideous it’s been — all rain and humidity and heat in the 30s.”

Before Lisa could reply, Linna laughed.  “You ask me, it’s really just another way 
for her to hold a Sabers meeting without it looking like she’s calling them almost ev-
ery other day.”  She turned around in front of the changing room’s full-length mirror, 
examining her figure and the lime-green bikini in which it was clad.  Not surprisingly, 
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she also wore a matching headband.
“Hey, that’s not entirely fair,” Lisa objected.  “We haven’t had a formal meeting in 

a couple weeks.”  Like Nene, Lisa was in a black one-piece suit, but instead of chrome 
buttons, lines of various fluorescent colors trimmed and highlighted her maillot. She 
looked down her front and traced the piping, checking to see if it were starting to come 
off.  It was one of her older bathing suits, after all...

“No, just a half-dozen cases of ‘Thank you for coming by for tea, or videos, or 
swimming, and while you’re here...’,” Linna grumbled.  “I swear, with Priss out of town, 
it’s almost like Sylia’s turned into a micromanager.”  She frowned.  “A subtle one, but a 
micromanager nonetheless.”

“Or she’s gotten horribly overprotective,” Nene added.  She stood and tried to 
crowd Linna away from the mirror.  “My turn, Miss Narcissist!”  Linna chuckled and 
stuck her tongue out at her for a moment before turning to put her clothing in a locker.  
Lisa giggled at the exchange.  Nene spent a moment adjusting the lines of her suit 
before continuing.  “Of course, she’s got a right to be overprotective, what with that 
military boomeroid running around out there.”

Lisa looked up from where she had been examining the magenta trim around her 
left leg.  “Military boomeroid?”

“Uh-huh!”  Nene abandoned the mirror and plopped herself on the bench next to 
Lisa.  “ADP’s been looking for him since he first showed up about two months ago.”

“That’s news to me.”  Lisa frowned.  “Why haven’t I heard anything about it before 
now?  I know nothing about a military boomeroid’s gone through the city room at the 
‘16 Times’.”

Nene chewed her lip for a moment before answering.  “Well, ADP’s not going 
out of its way to publicize it.  And the boomeroid’s not been doing all that much.  The 
first we heard of it was at the end of July when it beat up a bunch of Outriders, then 
a shopkeeper spotted it a few weeks later.  And it rescued a guy from a construction 
boomer last night.”  Nene paused.  “Oh, and you didn’t hear this officially, but it had a 
motorcycle race with Priss about three weeks ago.”

“Right.”  Linna drew the word out into a drawl.  “I remember that.”
“Huh.”  Lisa considered this.  “Doesn’t sound like your usual boomeroid.  Doesn’t 

sound very dangerous at all.  Are you sure it’s a GENOM product?”
Nene and Linna exchanged looks and giggled.  Then Nene nodded thoughtfully.  

“I know what you mean; it sounds too... peaceful. But the City Council’s on the Chief ’s 
back about it, or rather, one of GENOM’s bought council members is.  So Leon and 
Daley and a couple others have this little team set up to try and track it down.”  She 
pursed her lips for a moment.  “One good thing is that it’s left a lot of witnesses alive, 
and Priss hung out with it for the best part of an hour, so we know what it looks like 
and a lot of how it acts.”

“So, what does it look like?” Lisa asked absently.  “Two meters of hulking plastic 
and metal?”

“No, not really.  It’s...”  Nene turned around and dug through her clothing in its 
locker.  “Actually, I have one of the sketches we were handing out to merchants for a 
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while after it first showed up; Fuko gave it to me.  Ah, here it is.”  She withdrew a sheet 
of paper folded in quarters, creased and wrinkled.  She tossed it to Lisa, who unfolded 
it and suppressed a cry of recognition at the sight of a helmet she had found once in 
a wardrobe.

Oh my god, she thought.  It’s Doug.

THE PINK PAGODA, SAPPORO.  TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2036.  8:51 PM

Estelle touched Priss’ arm and whispered, “Five minutes until showtime, baby,” 
into her ear.

Priss gave a thumbs-up and returned her attention to the phone and its too-small 
screen.  “Yeah, so, it’s a dive.  It’s not like I was expecting much else after the first few 
places Rick booked us into.”  She looked sidewise to the long, elaborately tacky bar 
that ran the length of the main room.  Rick stood at the Plexiglas-and-pink neon 
monstrosity, downing a local beer and chatting up a gaggle of underage groupies.  Priss 
briefly imagined the tortures she would put him through in repayment for this trip.

“Well, why don’t you just call the tour a loss and come home?” Linna’s voice was 
weak and tinny as her sympathetic face peered out of the credit-card sized screen on 
the phone.

“Coupla’ reasons.  One, we’ve got contracts with ‘no-show’ penalties; if I pull the 
plug on this traveling circus, we end up owing money to everyone we stiffed.”  She 
snorted.  “And two...  I hate to admit it, but Rick and everyone were right. Since we 
started the tour, our online soundrom sales have doubled or even tripled in every city 
we’ve hit.”

“Well, that’s great!”
Priss nodded.  “Better yet, the sales have been staying up after we leave town, 

which means...”
Linna jumped in.  “Which means you’re still getting new people buying your mu-

sic, even after you’re not there to play!”
She grinned and made a “gun” with her hand.  “Bingo.  It looks like we’re getting 

the word of mouth we need.”
“That is so great.  Everyone’s going to be so glad to hear about this, you know.”  

Linna’s obvious happiness and enthusiasm was contagious, even over a long-distance 
line, and Priss found her mood lightening a bit.

But not that much.  “Don’t go jinxing it, Linna!  Let’s see how we’re doing at the 
midpoint, okay?”

The head on the tiny screen nodded in agreement.  “Okay, it’s your call, Priss.”  
Linna’s tone grew softer.  “You know we all miss you, right?”

“Yeah.”  Priss’ lips quirked into a small, but definite, smile. “I know.  Wish I were 
back there, too.”

“So do we.”  Even through the too-small screen, Priss could see the emotion in 
Linna’s eyes, and realized once again that while the Replicants were her friends, the 
Sabers were family.  She felt an unaccustomed upwelling of emotion at the thought, 
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and rode it for a moment before reluctantly reining it in.
“Oh, and before I forget, your motorcycling buddy’s shown up again.”
“Huh?”  Priss yanked her attention back to the phone.  “What was that?”
“That boomeroid that you raced almost a month ago.  It’s back.”
Priss shook her head.  “I’ve been thinking about that, Linna, and I think someone’s 

putting out a line of bullshit about this whole thing.  I mean, he didn’t act like any 
boomeroid that we’ve ever met.  He didn’t feel like a boomeroid to me, do you know 
what I mean?”

Linna shrugged.  “That’s as may be.  All I know is what I hear. And for now, they’re 
calling him a boomeroid.”

There was a tap on her shoulder, and Priss turned.  Roy was there.  “Oi, getcher ass 
onna stage, Priss, it’s showtime.”

“Right, right,” she said, and pushed him towards the rest of the band.  “I’ll be right 
there.”  She turned back to the phone. “Linna, I...”

The dancer gave a laugh.  “I heard, Priss.  Go, get on stage and give ‘em hell, 
okay?”

Priss smiled.  “Thanks, Linna.  I’ll do that.  But I’m gonna get back to you on this 
boomeroid business.  There’s something very wrong going on here.”  She paused.  “Take 
care, and tell everyone... ah, hell, tell ‘em all I love ‘em and miss ‘em, okay?”

Linna’s eyes twinkled.  “Even Leon?”
A grin spread across Priss’ face.  “Nah, I think I’ll do that myself,” she said, and 

Linna laughed again.  “G’bye, Linna, talk to you soon.”
“’Bye, Priss.  Kick some ass tonight.  Even if it is a dive.”
“You bet,” she said, and ended the call.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2036.  11:25 PM

“Let me just make sure the pickups are in place, and then we’ll start, okay?” Leon 
asked, bustling around the pen-sized sensors mounted on their gimbaled support arm.  
The other officers on his side of the room stepped forward to help.  “No, no, I’ve got 
it.”

As Leon made sure the spring-and-hinge apparatus was securely clamped to the 
table, Daley grimaced.  “C’mon, Leon-chan, just sit down.  The damned thing is fine, 
okay?  Let me just give my testimony and get it over with.”  He shifted uneasily in the 
hard metal chair and resisted the urge to rub the bruise along his jaw.

Leon frowned, then gave up on the camera mount.  Pulling out the chair next to 
it, he seated himself on the opposite side of the table from Daley.  “I just want to make 
sure we have everything recorded properly.  Okay,” he pulled his chair in, and turned to 
the officers who stood in the shadows behind him.  “Gentlemen, are you ready?  Good.  
Let’s go.”  Looking at Daley, he began. “Your name please, for the record?”

Daley suppressed the impulse to roll his eyes.  “Daley Wong.”
“Job and place of employment?”
“Inspector, AD Police.”
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Leon paused for a moment, then continued.  “Can you tell me in your own words 
what transpired at or about 9 PM on the night of Wednesday, September 10, 2036?”

Daley drew a deep breath.  “Okay, well, I was driving in for the late shift I’d elected 
to take that night, when Dispatch made a general announcement.  A terrorist group 
that objected to GENOM’s alleged use of third-world slave labor had called ADP and 
announced that it was going to stage a ‘protest’ by releasing a combat boomer in the 
Ota ward.”

“The so-called ‘Coalition for Free Workers’?” Leon offered.
“Yeah, that’s what Dispatch said they’d called themselves,” Daley sniffed.  “Any-

way, I was passing through Ota at the time and responded to the call.  The Morita 
Federal Housing Complex is fairly central to the ward, and wasn’t far from where I was 
at the time, so I drove there, parked and waited for some kind of alert.  I spent about 20 
minutes listening to Dispatch and our forces deploying around the ward.”

“Then?”
“Then Dispatch announced that the boomer had been sighted, at the Morikami 

Federal Apartments, about half a kilometer from where I was.  I headed right over 
there.  I was the first on the scene, not counting the FireBees.  I didn’t see the boomer 
anywhere, though.  What I did see was a woman and a pair of kids, just entering the 
plaza.”

“Then what happened?”
Daley’s lips quirked into a self-deprecating smile.  “Well, it was about then that I 

got my car shot out from under me.”

Daley gingerly got to his feet.  Damn, I hurt everywhere, he thought.  He felt a 
trickle on his forehead, touched it, and brought back his fingertips bloody.  Oh, great.  
He looked around for the mother and children, but couldn’t spot them between the 
smoke and his own blurred vision.  If I hadn’t gotten out to chase them away, I’d’ve never 
been outside of the blast radius.  I was damned lucky.

He glanced back at the remains of his car, now a flaming hulk emitting huge, bil-
lowing clouds of black smoke that seemed content to cling to the ground rather than 
rise up between the towers of the apartment buildings surrounding him.  They stank of 
petroleum and burning rubber.  The woman and her children were nowhere to be seen, 
but the smoke could easily be hiding them.

Overhead, he could hear the rotors of the FireBees as they buzzed the plaza.  He 
couldn’t expect any immediate help from the tiny one-man helicopters.  After the 
slaughters that occurred when the first 55-Cs reached the street in 2032, FireBees’ 
pilots were forbidden to enter direct combat with anything other than construction or 
mannequin boomers.  And what hit him was definitely the weapon of a 55-C.

He reached for his gun and didn’t find it.  He risked a glance down at his belt and 
his head spun; unable to maintain his balance, he toppled over, scraping his hands on 
the pavement when he tried to catch himself.  Damn, he thought.  I’m not going to be 
rescuing anyone like this.  I hope they got away.  His sight dimmed, and when it returned, 
he found himself sprawled out on the ground.
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He heard the crunch of heavy footsteps nearby through the thickening smoke, 
accompanied by a tell-tale ratcheting clank. Oh, shit, Daley thought.  I’m going to die 
without ever having gotten Leon-chan into bed.  Overhead, the noise of the FireBees 
grew inexplicably louder.

“<Sutandu sutiilu, laadi!>”  The voice echoed around him, louder than the rotors, 
clipped and pitched as from a cheap PA system. Daley shook his head in confusion, 
immediately regretting it as a stab of pain flashed behind and above his eyes.  It was 
English; Leon was far more fluent in the language, but if he could have concentrated 
past his pounding, spinning head, Daley might have puzzled it out.  As it was, he had 
no idea what was being said.

The next thing he knew, the concrete under him turned white, and he felt himself 
being lifted.  His stomach, until now quiescent, rebelled at the sudden change and 
threatened to empty itself; he could taste bile already at the back of his throat.  It 
almost distracted him from the strange surface on which he lay:  it looked like blocks 
of white stone, sculpted and fit together in some complex, curving surface, but it was 
warm and felt almost... almost alive.

The surface jerked again, and once more his sight dimmed.  When it returned, 
he almost cried out.  Smooth leather gloves gripped either side of his head, and star-
ing into his eyes were a pair of black goggles set into a gleaming grey helmet.  Black 
goggles lit from within by a constant play of lines and shapes of colored light.  Black 
goggles that hid much of the face of their wearer and gave him an alien, almost insect-
like cast.

“Well, well.  You’re pretty lucky, Officer.  Mostly you’re just shaken up, although 
you do have a couple minor lacerations and, hmmm, you look like you have a serious 
concussion,” said the boomeroid, “but we can take care of all that later.  At the moment, 
though, we have a wild bot on our hands.”

Daley murmured vague sounds of agreement while studying the boomeroid as 
best he could, given his condition.  As the man gently laid him against some kind of 
support, Daley noticed through his daze that the mysterious blotch on the helmet 
— long the subject of low-key debate in the squad room — was in fact the olive-
branch-and-map symbol of the United Nations.  How strange, he thought absently.  
“The woman and her kids?” he mumbled.

The boomeroid nodded approvingly.  “Safe for now.”
“Good,” Daley whispered, and his sight grew blurry for a moment.
“I hope you don’t mind if I take out this warbot for you, Officer, um...” the 

boomeroid glanced down to one hand where, inexplicably, Daley’s ID was held, “um, 
excuse me, Inspector Wong.”  As he continued speaking, the boomeroid reached over 
and returned the ID to the inside pocket of Daley’s tattered jacket. “I mean, I know you 
guys on ADP can handle this easily, but, well, to tell the truth, I need the practice.”

“Oh, no, no problem, go right ahead, feel free,” Daley murmured in disbelief and 
confusion as his head continued to swim and spin.  It’s strange, Daley thought vaguely, 
but I was expecting him to be taller and bulkier...  Nice build, though... I wonder if he’s 
got a cute butt...  Distantly, he noted that the Harley-Davidson patch on the leather 
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jacket had been replaced by a palm-sized shield insignia with the romanji letters “LT” 
on it.

“Thank you very much for the permission, Inspector,” the boomeroid replied in 
exquisitely formal mode.  “I prefer to work with the full cooperation of local law en-
forcement, so I’m very glad that you’re so underst... oh, shit.  Excuse me, please.”

As the helmeted man turned his attention elsewhere, Daley reflected absently that 
it was rare to encounter anyone so polite these days, least of all a potentially insane 
boomeroid.  And just where did that meter-wide ball of worked white stone blocks 
come from, and how was it floating over the boomeroid’s hand? Oh, no, never mind, 
it was flying off now.

Daley managed to focus clearly enough to realize that he had somehow gotten to 
the roof of a building.  The various apartment towers loomed overhead, so this had to 
be one of the smaller administrative offices that flanked them.  He took a deep breath 
and twisted himself around, driving down the dizziness and pain. He was leaning 
against the low retaining wall that ran around the edge of the building’s roof.  The 
boomeroid stood, one foot on the parapet, looking down into the plaza below and 
working his empty hands as if he were operating machinery or, perhaps, a marionette.

“You know, Inspector, you and I are just two bricks in the wall that separates civi-
lization from rampant crime and complete social breakdown,” the boomeroid noted 
conversationally.  “It’s quite a heavy burden to bear, wouldn’t you agree?”

Daley just stared.
Every once in a while the helmeted man flinched and grunted, and Daley slowly 

realized that every grunt came a split-second after the sound of a weapon from below.  
“You know,” the boomeroid said between grunts, “GENOM makes damnably tough 
warbots.”

“Their boomeroids... are impressive, too,” Daley managed to gasp out.  He hoped 
his tone was as flip as he’d intended.

“Really?  I haven’t met one of those yet.  They really that tough?”
Riiiight, Daley thought, and allowed himself to sink back to his original sitting 

position.  I wonder if it’s just my concussion, or have things just gotten a little more surreal 
than I was expecting?  Out of the corner of his eye, he saw the boomeroid glance at him 
and shrug, then return to whatever the hell it was he was doing.  Yup, he does have a cute 
butt... Daley thought irrelevantly as his eyesight began to dim once more.

He must have blacked out again, because he jerked to alertness when the boomeroid 
started yelling in English.  This time, he could concentrate enough — barely — to 
make out the words, but they seemed like nonsense.  “<Hah!  Gotcha!>” the boomeroid 
cried out, jumping onto the retaining wall and shaking a fist in the general direction 
of the plaza.  “<If you don’t eat your meat, you can’t have any pudding!  And you’re go-
ing to have to eat your meat and your vegetables to beat me, you sorry junkheap! Take 
that!>”  And from below and behind him, Daley heard a sudden sharp crunch, followed 
by a dull crash, followed by silence.

Daley levered himself up and peered over the retaining wall in time to see what 
looked like a dome of white stone blocks simply vanish, leaving behind a frightened 
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woman and two children.  A short distance away lay the inert remains of a 55-C 
boomer; between his difficulty focusing and his odd position, Daley could make out no 
details except that it was prone and still.

The boomeroid waved and called out, “Please accept my apologies for the incon-
venience and the fright, madam, but it was necessary for your safety.  You’ll probably 
want to return home and make yourself some tea.  And maybe some hot chocolate for 
the children.  Yes, that’s right.  Have a good evening.”  Then he turned to Daley and 
said, “Ah, yes, Inspector Wong, let’s do something about that concussion.  <System, I’m 
alive.  Play.>”

A minute later, Daley, dirtied, bloodied and clothes torn, stood on the rooftop and 
marveled at how well he felt.  “Who are you?” he said to the man whom he was begin-
ning to suspect was something more than just a boomeroid.

“<Song off,>” the other said absently, then looked at him.  Daley could see the 
evidence of some exertion in the sheen of perspiration on the visible parts of his face 
— far more than could be accounted for by the man’s relatively restrained movements.  
“Ah, well, that’s the 64,000-yen question isn’t it? I’m not terribly willing to say.  Let 
me just note that,” and his voice grew strangely pitched and accented, “some call me... 
Loon?”

“Well, Loon-san,” Daley began as he searched his pockets for his handcuffs, “I’m 
going to have to ask you to come with me.”

“Loon” drew himself up and suddenly seemed to gain a dignified presence that 
belied his earlier behavior.  “May I ask why?”

Daley stood his ground and tried to stare eye-to-eye with those featureless gog-
gles.  “Because you are suspected of being a rogue boomeroid with enhancement/re-
placement in excess of the 70% limit.”

A few moments of silence passed, then the helmeted man began to snicker.  The 
snickers turned into chuckles, and then the chuckles became full-fledged belly laugh-
ter.  “<’Oy vey,’>” he finally said between snorts, “<’have you got the wrong verevolf!’>”  
Finally, he regained control over himself and spread his arms.  “Sorry to disappoint you, 
Inspector, but you’re looking at 100% California natural, all organic.  Not a smidge of 
cyber.  Where on earth did you get the idea I was ‘borged?”

“Well, GENOM claims...”
“GENOM!”  Loon’s laughter ceased abruptly.  “GENOM knows about me al-

ready?”
Daley blinked.  “They’ve been insisting we find you since early July, because you’re 

valuable property.”
“Shit.”  Loon put a hand to his helmet and began pacing in small circles.  “Shit, 

shit, shit.  How could they possibly have known so soon after I arrived?  I mean, I 
didn’t even start doing the vig thing until what, ten days ago?”  He shook his head 
and turned back to face Daley.  “I’m sorry, Inspector, but I can’t go with you.  By the 
time you confirm that I’m free of cyber, GENOM will have come up with some other 
spurious but legally solid reason to claim me as their property.  I will not give myself 
into their hands.”
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Daley nodded slowly.  “I think I understand.  But I have my duty to perform and 
my orders to follow.  If you won’t come voluntarily, I’m going to have to place you under 
arrest.”

Loon sighed.  “I’m sorry it has to come to this, Inspector, but I can’t let you do 
that.”

“And then?” Leon asked.
Daley grimaced.  “And then he decked me.”  He unconsciously touched the bruise 

on his jaw and flinched at the pain.  “I didn’t even see him move.  Then he runs off and 
jumps off the roof.  I hear a motorcycle revving, and by the time I get back up, the only 
thing I can see of him is his back as he’s riding off.”

“Did you get a license number?”
Daley favored Leon with a Look.  “Leon, I was on the roof of a three-story build-

ing, and he was halfway down the block already. I was lucky to even make out that it 
was him.”

Leon leaned back and said nothing.
Daley leaned across the table and looked into Leon’s eyes, a pleading expression on 

his face.  “Leon-chan, believe me, I wasn’t hallucinating.”
One corner of Leon’s mouth twitched up.  “Oh, I know you weren’t, Daley.  We’ve 

already interviewed the woman and her kids.  They all agree that one moment they 
were face-to-face with the boomer, and then the next, poof, they were inside a dome of 
what looked like white stone blocks.  Except they were warm and felt soft and springy, 
like plastic.”  He paused a moment.  “They said that for a while they could hear the 
boomer trying to break through the dome.  Every couple seconds there’d be a dull 
thump, and the inside wall would bulge a little, then smooth back out.”

“You must be kidding.”
Leon shook his head.  “Nope.  Anyway, when the dome went away, the boomer 

was dead.  They also saw the boomeroid on the roof and had a conversation with it that 
was pretty much the same as you overheard.  We also have building security camera 
footage of both the floating stone ball and this Loon character bouncing and somer-
saulting his way down to the street.  No, Daley, you weren’t hallucinating.”

Daley slumped in his chair.  “That’s a relief.”
“So... any idea how you got up there?”
“Not a clue.”
“One of the kids says a white stone column with a giant hand on the end of it grew 

out of the ground under you and carried you.”
He stared at Leon.  “You’re not bullshitting me, are you?”
“Nope.”
“What did the FireBees see?”
“Huh?”
“I heard FireBees overhead right before I ended up on that roof.”
Leon shook his head.  “The FireBees didn’t get there until all the fun was over.”
“That’s impossible.  I heard the rotors...”  Daley shook his head.  “Never mind.  
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What happened to the boomer?”
“Well, the lab boys are still looking it over, but the executive summary is that it was 

crushed.”  Leon was fiddling with his sunglasses and did not look up at his partner.
“Crushed?”
Leon nodded.  “Like a, um, well, like a giant hand had grabbed it and squeezed.”  

He made a gesture evocative of a small explosion or a balloon popping.  “Well, I’d say 
that concludes this interview,” he added, then reached over and shut off the recording 
pickups.

He nodded to the other officers who had silently witnessed the testimony.  “Gen-
tlemen.”  The officers each returned the nod and filed out.  One gave Daley a thumbs-
up; another clasped his shoulder for a moment and offered words of encouragement.

When they had all left, a thoughtful look drew across Daley’s face.  “Leon-chan, 
I don’t know what conclusions you’re coming to, but I don’t think we’re dealing with 
something as simple as a runaway boomeroid here.”

Leon pushed back his chair and stood, saying, “I think you’re right.”  He glanced 
left and right, as if expecting someone to be on either side of him.  “You know I was 
already suspicious of this whole assignment.”  Daley nodded slowly.  “This just confirms 
a few things I was thinking.”  Leon walked around the table and sat on the corner near 
his partner.

“I’m all ears,” the latter said.
“Okay.  This does not leave this room, and it does not go into any official record.  

But despite what GENOM says and whatever this guy ‘Loon’ is, I don’t buy the claim 
that he’s GENOM property.  He’s something else entirely, and I think they’re basi-
cally trying to steal or kidnap him.”  His face grew dark. “And they’re making us into 
accomplices.”

Daley nodded. “The UN symbol on the helmet clinches it for me — he’s theirs.  If 
he belonged to GENOM and were going to wear an emblem, it’d be their trademark.  
No doubt about it.”  He paused and thought for a moment.  “And he talked like he was 
used to working around cops.  ‘I like having cooperation from local law enforcement.’  
That sounds like someone with national or even international jurisdiction.”

Leon shook his head, still glowering.  “This still doesn’t make any sense.  If this 
guy’s a UN operative, why isn’t he holed up in some UN or USSD facility?  Why hasn’t 
he just gone back to his headquarters or home base?  Why hasn’t he left Japan, or even 
just MegaTokyo?”  He growled angrily.

“Why hasn’t the UN stepped in to take him out of GENOM’s clutches?” Daley 
offered, wearily ticking questions off on his fingers.  “Why haven’t they contacted us?  
Is he on some kind of undercover assignment?  If so, why is he being so public recently?  
Why is GENOM going along with our theory that he’s a boomeroid if he isn’t?  No, 
strike that, I know the answer to that one.  And if he’s not a boomeroid, how does he 
do all those things that made us think he was one?”

“And what do Ohara and IDEC have to do with everything or anything?  Too 
many questions, Daley,” said Leon, offering his partner a hand up out of his chair.  “Too 
many damned questions and not enough answers.”
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Daley sighed.  “I’m getting the feeling that the answers are going to add up to 
something so strange that we’re not even going to recognize it when we see it.”

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2036.  9:00 AM

Ring.
“Ohara here.”
“I see from my sources at the AD Police that our visitor had a run-in with a 

boomer last night.”
“Yes.  We deployed the 55-Cs in an effort to capture him.  One was to be a lure, 

and the other was to effect the capture while the visitor was distracted.”  Pause.  “We 
did not anticipate his ability to... engage the boomer from a distance.”

“Yes.  Fascinating.  I trust you had the sense to deploy some kind of reconnaissance 
or sensor package?”

“We did.”
“I want the raw data immediately, and an analysis as soon as you have it.”
“Certainly.”
“Oh, and shall you be needing further boomers?  We have several dozen which 

have grown... inconvenient.  Various models.  You may have them if you can make use 
of them.”

“What’s the catch, Madigan?”
“Ah, well.  Most have serial numbers too similar to those of other boomers em-

ployed recently by ‘terrorists’ in Europe and North America.  Entirely coincidence, of 
course, but you know how these things can be blown out of proportion.  And some 
have... attitude problems.”

“Uh-huh.”
“So.  How many will you be taking, Ohara-san?”

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2036.  10:39 AM

Sylia did not allow the “End of Recording” dialog to blink more than once be-
fore touching the “OK” box on the screen.  Inspector Wong’s account of the previous 
night’s activities caused her concern.  This “Loon” was a new, unknown variable in the 
carefully balanced dance of forces and influences that defined the hidden underlayers 
of MegaTokyo.  However indirectly, however shakily, a multisided agreement that was 
somewhat more than a cease-fire and considerably less than a truce had evolved over 
the past few years.  Now this new player threatened to shake everyone from their com-
fortable seats on the sidelines.

Her thoughts troubled and chaotic, Sylia tapped one impeccably manicured nail 
against the icon that read, “Boomer Autopsy, 10/9/36”.  As she followed the report and 
began understanding the implications, she found herself — for the first time in years 
— fearing the approach of the unknown.
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ROOM 2413, THE OKAYAMA MARRIOTT.  THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2036. 
3:09 PM

“Okay, Nene, thanks for calling.  ‘Bye.”
Priss hung up the v-phone and stepped to the sliding glass door that led to the 

balcony.  It was far too hot and muggy to actually go out there, so she contented herself 
with standing with her nose to the glass and looking out across the beautiful moun-
tainous terrain to the north.  In the distance, she thought she could just make out the 
famous temple through the late summer haze, and there seemed to be a glint of water 
near it; a lake, perhaps, or maybe just a mirage from the heat.

Priss rested her head against the warm glass and closed her eyes. It was no good 
trying to distract herself.  Face facts, girl, you’re worried, she told herself.  This “Loon” 
character may not be a threat to the Sabers, but he’s doing just the kind of thing that’s going 
to bring GENOM down on him, hard.  And anything that involves GENOM eventually 
involves the Sabers. She kicked the metal frame of the door.  And you won’t be there to 
help when it does, dammit.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 2036.  9:17 AM

Still buttoning her uniform jacket, Nene raced around the corner, the centrifugal 
force of her turn threatening to tear away the slice of jelly-coated toast dangling from 
her lips.  She hurdled an intern bent over to refresh the paper supply of a photocopier 
and dodged between a pair of K-12S pilots, nearly knocking their Styrofoam coffee 
cups from their hands.

She dashed into the conference room and yanked the toast from her mouth, al-
most spattering herself with flying preserves.  “Let me see!  Let me see!” she insisted 
breathlessly.

Daley, lounging in one of the less-decrepit seats, chuckled.  “So good of you to 
join us, Nene.”

“Hey, give me a break,” Nene retorted indignantly.  “I overslept, traffic was bad, 
and anyway I only just got Leon’s message.”

“Well, now that you’re here, close the door and take a seat,” Leon said absently.  
He stood at one end of the conference table, near the built-in computer that controlled 
the room’s multimedia functions.  He held a datarom in his right hand and tapped it 
gently against his left.

Nene, one hand feeding the toast into her mouth and the other finishing the task 
of buttoning her jacket, shut the door with her foot.  It latched shut noisily, and she 
flinched.  Seeking out a chair, she mumbled a greeting to Fuko, Daley and the other of-
ficers present as she dropped heavily into the seat.  She swallowed with an audible gulp 
and then grinned brightly. “Please, continue,” she said cheerfully, prompting a chorus 
of chuckles from the others in the room.

A smirking Leon stepped to the front of the room, in front of the large display 
that took up one entire wall.  “Ladies and gentlemen, the reason that I’ve called you all 
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together this morning is because together we make up the ad hoc team assembled to 
investigate and apprehend the so-called military boomeroid.” He held up the datarom.  
“Thanks to one Fujisawa Naomi, shop owner and apparently a professional paranoid, 
I hold in my hand the first video recording of the mysterious ‘Loon’.”  To the murmur 
this prompted, he smiled and continued.  “Other than Daley and myself, no one else 
has seen this clip, which is about three minutes long.  Let me warn you.  What you’re 
about to see, well, it’s hard to believe.  But it matches the few eyewitness accounts, and, 
well...”  Nene was surprised to see that Leon was actually at a loss for words.

“Shut up and slot it, Leon,” Daley offered wryly.
Leon chuckled and put on a lopsided grin, his self-assuredness seeming to flow 

back into him.  “Right.  Just remember that for now, what you’re about to see doesn’t 
go beyond this room.”  With a calculated flourish, he twirled the cartridge through his 
fingers and slid it into the terminal at the end of the table. Picking up the remote from 
its cradle on the side of the unit, Leon aimed it at the wall behind himself and pressed 
a button, then stepped aside.

The window shutters automatically closed.  The immense screen flickered and 
exploded into a shower of black and white “snow”. After a second of this, an image 
snapped into place — a parking lot lit by several tall street lamps.  The view was that of 
a roof-mounted camera, canted slightly on the diagonal.  The full-color image’s quality 
wasn’t bad — a little grainy, but hardly the blocky pixellation that a less-expensive sur-
veillance system would have displayed.  A timestamp with blurring tenths of seconds 
hovered, subdued white, in the lower right corner — just before midnight, less than 10 
hours previous.

The clip had barely begun when a pair of 55-Cs dropped down from above the 
field of view and landed in the empty lot; the asphalt buckled and cracked from the 
force of the impact.  Nene silently noted that their tactical commlinks obviously weren’t 
being jammed, as one was clearly in sentry mode while the other fired toward the lower 
right corner of the screen with its mouth cannon.  An identical answering blast im-
pacted upon its armor almost immediately, driving the cyberdroid across the parking 
lot without actually damaging it.

Behind them, on the side of a building bordering the far end of the parking lot, 
a computerized banner advertisement flickered and went dead for a moment.  Then it 
blazed back to life, its endless loop of sales pitches replaced with an unmoving string 
of zeroes, silent testimony to either boomer-caused damage or a coincidental system 
crash.

A flicker of movement at the right edge of the screen resolved itself into the 
shape of a man running into the empty lot.  Two glowing, almost crystalline oblongs 
floated in midair slightly before him, flanking the man at arm’s length as he entered 
the camera’s field of view.  They were angled in toward the man, making him the point 
of a surreal “V”.

Even with the rear angle on him, the helmet he wore was unmistakable:  it was the 
boomeroid who called himself “Loon”.

The purpose of the crystalline forms became obvious a moment later, as the sentry 
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boomer opened its mouth and delivered its own blast.  One of the glowing shapes 
swiftly pivoted around its outer end and batted away the beam, reflecting it like a 
mirror back at the cyberdroid who’d fired it.  As before, the returning attack drove the 
boomer back without seriously damaging it.

“Loon” came to a halt and held out a hand.  A pinpoint flare of light appeared in 
the air about 30 centimeters above his palm and expanded into mirror-finished sphere 
perhaps 35 centimeters across.  The reflective ball hung there motionless.  Then he 
made a curious motion with his right hand, as if he were pulling back on a rope and 
then letting go.  The ball hurtled at the closer of the boomers.

Its impact was impressive — the boomer was lifted off its feet and carried two or 
three meters before landing on its back.  A cavernous dent was left in its chest plate, its 
edges rippling and crawling as the cyberdroid’s self-repair systems set to work. Mean-
while, the sphere had rebounded and struck the second on the leg, apparently damag-
ing one of its knees; the sentry boomer was spun around by the force of the blow and 
seemed to be favoring one leg as it regained its balance.

Inexplicably, at the moment of impact each boomer was momentarily outlined by 
nimbus of white light, and a glowing number briefly appeared floating over its head, 
ruddy and robust and bright enough to cast shadows:  “500” over the first boomer, “100” 
over the second.  On the electronic banner behind them, the line of zeroes vanished 
and were replaced by the number “600”.

The silver ball hurtled back at its originator, only to be sent flying away by another 
pivoting oblong.  It ricocheted wildly across and even off the screen, careening off the 
adjacent buildings, the lampposts, the ground and even a few parked cars without ap-
parent damage to any of these.  Each point of impact glowed for a moment, washed 
with a clean white light, and manifested a number in lambent red:  100, 200, 250, and 
more. The numerals on the banner blurred with each hit, and the number there grew 
to four digits, then five.

For their parts, the boomers seemed momentarily confused by this turn of events.  
Nene supposed that their tactical ‘ware had been churning through excess cycles try-
ing to evaluate this new weapon and its threat potential.  The sentry boomer spun un-
steadily in place as it tried to track and target the speeding, unpredictable ball, loosing 
futile laser blasts a moment too early or late to hit it.

“Loon” immediately took advantage of the cyberdroids’ distraction.  Crystal ob-
longs still floating serenely to either side of him, he sprang into a wild sprint that would 
have taken him face-to-face with the sentry boomer had he not launched himself into 
a flying kick at the last moment.  The broad sweep of his booted foot intersected the 
boomer’s face, and even at this resolution and angle it was possible to see the spray of 
delicate optics and electronics leading and trailing the blow as it swept past.  Almost 
immediately, it was followed by the second boot which dealt another hammerstrike to 
the damaged face.

The boomer reflexively grabbed at him, and was parried by a flashing sweep of 
crystal.  “Loon”, spinning like a top, rolled through the air past the sentry.  Upon reach-
ing the ground, he flowed through a handstand and into a long, arcing somersault that 
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took him over and behind the downed boomer as it clambered to its feet.  His right 
arm whipped out in a precisely-aimed blow that left the boomer’s left arm hanging 
limply at the elbow.

Behind her, Nene heard someone whisper, “Good tactics.  He’s limiting their mo-
bility and using one as a shield against the other.”

On the screen, the silver ball had finally escaped from its wild series of rebounds 
and now seemed to be homing in a bullet- straight line for the wounded boomer.  After 
a moment’s hesitation, the cyberdroid chose to ignore “Loon”, instead letting loose a 
fusillade of beam attacks in an attempt at point defense.

One beam missed and struck its partner, bowling the blinded boomer over and 
scorching its pectoral armor.

One salvo hit the silver sphere head on; instead of being destroyed, though, the 
ball bounced upward, as though it had struck a solid obstacle.  The boomer ceased fire 
and paused, evaluating this new behavior, as its companion shakily returned to its feet.  
The mirrored sphere vanished off the top edge of the screen.

At the far end of the parking lot, the electronic banner paused its wild enumera-
tion at “87,950”.

During this, “Loon” had not been idle.  He had been busily engaged in a series of 
mostly ineffectual blows to the boomer’s back and upper arms, but had stepped back 
when the rain of laser cannon fire began.  As the silver ball rebounded away, he stepped 
in close again and was caught by surprise when the boomer’s arm snaked back and 
grabbed the front of his jacket.

The boomer yanked him overhead and slammed him down against the pavement 
twice, then threw him across the parking lot, almost out of the camera’s field of view.  
The playback was silent, but Nene and the others could almost hear the tearing metal 
and shattering glass as “Loon” smashed into a car, staving in the passenger door com-
pletely and setting the automobile rocking side-to-side.

“Well, that’s it for the boomeroid,” Lt. Vong muttered from behind Nene.  Leon, 
his face awash in light from the screen, smiled enigmatically.

“No, look!” Fuko exclaimed.
As the car’s motion damped down, a pair of booted feet kicked the remains of the 

door out of the way and hooked their heels against the lower edge of the opening.  They 
pulled, and “Loon” slid out of the ruined vehicle.

“Dear god,” someone — Nene wasn’t sure who — whispered.  “He survived 
that?”

“Loon” levered himself to his feet and stood, swaying, for a moment.  It was hard 
to tell, given the size and quality of image on the screen, but he seemed to have a thin 
layer of dust coating him; he visibly shook himself, and it scattered away in a sparkling 
cascade.

In the lower half of the screen, the more intact of the two boomers had moved to 
cover its companion as their self-repair systems dealt with their most recent damage.  
It stood with its back partly to the ruined car; a fatal mistake.

“Loon” dropped his arms into a position that was vaguely reminiscent of a gun-
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fighter readying to fastdraw.  The comparison must have occurred to him as well as the 
audience watching, for he flicked away the edges of an imaginary duster and settled 
into a low slouch.  Then his right hand snapped up and made the strange “pulling” 
gesture three times in rapid succession.

A second silver sphere formed and shot away from him, followed by a third, and 
then a fourth.  Behind the action, the electronic banner flashed three times and pro-
claimed, “MULTIBALL!”  Then he launched himself after them.

At top edge of the screen, the original ball finally reappeared, plummeting down-
ward.

What followed was a whirlwind of light and movement that as often as not was 
reduced to a blur by the video system that had recorded it.  “Loon” sped through and 
around his boomer opponents even as the metallic spheres ricocheted to all points of 
the compass.  Every time a ball came back to him, one of the crystal oblongs flung it 
away again, and every object a ball struck shone white and evinced a floating, glowing 
number in the hundreds. The only exceptions were the boomers, who displayed values 
that soon mounted into the thousands.  A crazy-quilt of shadows played and shifted 
across the parking lot as the lights burst into life and faded moments later.  The banner 
ad had ceased to display a clear number; it was a blur of spinning digits.

“Loon” himself never was far from the two cyberdroids, and Nene and the others 
watched incredulously as he engaged them in the midst of the storm of silver balls.  
Gloved fists and booted feet drove their way into joints and seams as if their owner 
had studied boomer physiology to pick out their weakest points — and perhaps he had.  
Attempts at counterattacks as often as not seemed to simply slide off of him, and few 
of those that actually struck seemed to harm him.  One or two blows staggered him, 
and more than once he was knocked back several yards, but compared to the initial 
slams and throw he had taken, these were nothing.

No single blow — from either sphere, boot or fist — seemed absolutely crippling 
to the boomers, but the accumulating total was clearly telling upon them.  A bare 
minute after “Loon” had dragged himself out of the wreckage of the car, both boomers 
were effectively crippled.  Each had had knee and ankle joints pummeled into mangled 
junk.  One was missing a leg entirely; the other one had a shattered arm that hung 
limply, fluids and sparks spraying weakly from the elbow.  They no longer used the 
sentry-and-combatant tactic with which they had begun this battle; they now knelt 
back-to-back, supporting each other and trying to lash out at the boomeroid without 
knocking themselves over.

While the storm of attacks from boomeroid and silver spheres had taxed the 
boomers’ self-repair systems to their maximum, they were still working.  As “Loon” 
danced away after a rain of punches, the more intact of the cyberdroids staggered to 
its feet.  This seemed to delight the boomeroid, who paused in his constant motion to 
crouch and make a “come here” gesture with both hands at the now-erect boomer.

It turned and tried to flee.
Every fighter eventually makes a mistake — it is all but a law of nature, and has 

proven the downfall of many a soldier and police officer.  Nene gasped as, at two 
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minutes and forty-seven seconds into the recording, “Loon” made his critical, perhaps 
deadly, mistake.  He had chased the stumbling boomer around the parking lot, toy-
ing with it and teasing it into describing a great arc as overhead, metallic silver balls 
bounced from wall to wall and never approached ground.  Pounding with foot and fist 
into slowly-crumpling and -tearing Abotex, “Loon” had herded it around to and past 
its starting point.  And as he passed the second, still-crippled boomer, he left his back 
open for a moment too long.  Seeing the opportunity, the damaged cyberdroid opened 
its chest plates and mustered enough power to fire a point-blank heat cannon blast 
into Loon’s spine.

It splashed like a fire hose against a brick wall.
A susurrus of shocked whispers broke out in the briefing room at the sight, and 

someone behind Nene let out a low whistle.
Fifteen centimeters from grey leather, the faintly-visible beam splattered, its 

deadly radiance reflected in all directions but toward its target and forming a glowing 
hemisphere of red-orange centered upon his back.  The backwash caught the damaged 
boomer by surprise; the still-powerful energies liquefied the asphalt below its knees 
even as it seared and scorched the cyberdroid’s armor.  The boomer clumsily hauled 
itself backwards and cycled the shutters over its optics several times.

Then four silver balls struck it simultaneously from four directions.  Its damaged 
torso armor collapsed under the impact, and then its chest imploded.  The four balls 
collided in its shattered chest cavity before exploding back out to continue their paths.  
White light suffused the boomer’s body, and over its head the English word “<TILT!>” 
flared into life.  Then the glow and the letters faded away, and the boomer’s lifeless body 
toppled over to lie motionless on the asphalt.

The electronic banner flashed “X5 MULTIPLIER!!!”
And a scant three meters away, “Loon” pummeled the remaining Bu55-C combat 

boomer into collapse with only his gloved hands.
In less than three minutes, he had taken two cyberdroids, each easily equal to a 

light tank in combat, and had reduced both to scrap.
As the recording wound down, “Loon” stood over the bodies of his opponents, his 

chest heaving visibly.  The silver balls appeared to have vanished.
After a few moments, his breathing returned to normal.  He looked down at the 

boomers and thumbed his nose at them, then looked up and around, as if searching the 
windows of the overlooking buildings.  His gaze fell upon the security camera, and he 
waved enthusiastically.  Then he spun on his heel and loped off unevenly to vanish into 
the shadows.  The banner ad flickered, and returned to its endless stream of pitches and 
come-ons.  And the boomers lay in slowly spreading pools of liquid.

The screen dissolved into static.
There was silence in the briefing room for almost a minute.  From where he leaned 

against the wall, Leon snorted and asked, “Do you want to see it again?”  At the mass 
exhalation of affirmatives, he pressed “play” once more.

As the second playing ended, Nene shook her head.  This time she’d noted that 
“Loon”, far from being miraculously unscathed after the battle, was in fact favoring one 
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side as he ran off. Somehow, that seemed to humanize him for her — he wasn’t some 
kind of unstoppable combat machine, after all.  But that didn’t mean that what she’d 
seen was any less remarkable.

Leon gestured with the remote control, and the screen shut down. The window 
shutters reopened, allowing shafts of golden morning light back into the room.  The 
occupants were dazzled for a moment; when their eyesight had returned, Leon stood 
before the now-black screen.

“A few points,” he began without preamble.  “Daley and I have come to the con-
clusion that GENOM is lying when they say this guy’s a boomeroid and he’s theirs.”

“We think he might be the result of some secret UN boomer-killer project,” Daley 
interjected.  “It would explain a lot of the unanswered questions we have about him.”

“And GENOM feels rather deservedly threatened by the existence of equipment 
or a process that allows a single human to turn boomers into so much recyclables,” 
Leon continued.  “They want him, and they want him with as little fanfare as pos-
sible.”

“Probably to see if there’s a weakness to exploit or use as a counter,” Daley ap-
pended.

Leon nodded.  “Now, what we don’t know.  We don’t know how he does it.  We 
don’t know, really, what it is that he does, exactly.  Probably no one other than our 
hypothetical UN project knows.  All we know is what we’ve seen.  He’s demonstrated 
something that all the experts we’ve talked to say is impossible — a ‘force field’, how-
ever unreliable it appears.  He’s far faster and more agile than an unaugmented human.  
He shrugs off the kind of damage that would put some of our best into the hospital 
for weeks; hell, that would wreck a K-12S.  He seems to be able to produce physical 
objects out of thin air.  He can also heal injuries with a touch.”

Daley raised a finger.  “I can attest to that last one from personal experience.”
“He claims to have no cybernetic implants at all, and found the suggestion that 

he did quite amusing.”  Leon paused, looked down, and frowned.  He rubbed his chin 
thoughtfully, cupping his hand around his mouth.

“So,” Fuko asked, “where do we go from here?”
Daley nodded to himself as Leon looked up.  “Well, that’s the quandary.  If this 

‘Loon’ is telling the truth about his nature, then we have no jurisdiction over him.  We 
need to find that out for sure.  If we can confirm that, maybe we can come up with 
some way to catch GENOM red-handed at some dirty work.”

“In the mean time,” Daley added, “we continue in our current tasks.  Anything we 
can uncover to ascertain the truth of either his claim or GENOM’s will help us with 
the eventual disposition of this case.”

Leon resumed.  “As usual, before you go I just want to re-emphasize:  no discussion 
of this case in the squad room or around the water cooler or whatever.  It’s a fact of life 
around here that GENOM and other organizations have their connections, channels 
and yes, even spies in the ADP.  If necessary, take your conversations completely out of 
the building.”  Leon paused momentarily, and Nene had the distinct, uncomfortable 
impression he was avoiding her eyes and looking everywhere — anywhere — else in 
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the room.  “In addition, commit as little as possible on this case to your computers.  
Keep memos to a minimum, hand-write any you absolutely must send, and shred those 
you receive.  We can’t keep everything completely secret, but we can at least hinder the 
flow of information out of the department.  Everyone got that?”

There was a general mumble of agreement, and Leon grinned.  “Okay then, peo-
ple, you’re dismissed.”

As the other officers filed out of the conference room, Nene hung back with Leon 
and Daley.  Something about the way Leon had talked about spies in the ADP worried 
her.  Maybe I should just ask him outright what he suspects, she thought, but when the 
room was finally empty and she was face to face with the inspector, her will deserted 
her.  “Um... that stuff with the flying balls was really weird,” she found herself inanely 
chattering.

Leon raised an eyebrow.  “Yeah,” he replied.
“How do you think he does it?”
“I don’t know.”
From where he sat, Daley grinned and added sotto voce, “What makes him so 

good?”
Nene looked over at him.  “Huh?”
Daley’s grin grew larger.  “Well, it’s obvious that he’s a pinball wizard.  And that 

there has to be a twist.”
“I don’t get it,” she pouted.  She returned her gaze to Leon, who was favoring his 

partner with an odd look.
“I don’t, either,” he rumbled.
Daley chuckled.  “Never mind, you two.  Just an old song that all this reminded 

me of.”
“Riiight,” Leon and Nene both intoned together.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2036.  11:21 PM

The moon was almost my only light as I ghosted my way down the alley toward 
the larger, better-lit road.  Just at its first quarter, it wasn’t really enough illumina-
tion for unaided eyes; through my goggles’ night vision system, though, it bathed the 
warehouses to either side of me in a soft-edged glow.  The chill breeze that swirled dry 
leaves and loose paper around my feet testified in its whisper of a voice that the long 
summer of 2036 was well and truly over, and that autumn would be merely a brief 
harbinger of winter to come.

My last encounter with boomers, just about a month prior, was a lot closer than I 
liked to think about.  I barely ended the fight under my own power.  If it hadn’t been 
for the fact that the pinballs from “Pinball Wizard” are semiautonomous, I’d probably 
have ended up either dead or in some high security hospital ward. I’d been thoroughly 
pissed at myself for over a week because I’d made exactly the same mistake I had com-
mitted with the builderbot in the dance club — I’d gotten overconfident and got in too 
close too soon without taking precautions, and I let myself get creamed.  And it also 
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didn’t help that the damn warbots regenerated a lot of their damage.
As a result, I’d found myself drawing on the node under the city for a little extra 

oomph.  I originally didn’t want to tap it at all — what happened during my attempt to 
rescue Delandra from her kidnappers had made me very wary of trying to supercharge 
my metatalent by chugging down raw mana.  But the node was so damn large, and 
the mana was so pervasive throughout the city, that it was hard to resist.  I figured I’d 
learned my lesson about restraint, though.  Besides, the node was big enough that there 
was no way in hell that I was going to be able to suck it down whole the way I did 
the little one near that Hardornan keep. I’d probably explode if I tried.  Not that what 
happened to me in the keep was much better, but that’s another story.

One thing that surprised me in the wake of the last two battles was that I was still 
undercover.  I do my share of egosurfing on the Tapestry back home, looking for my 
appearances in the news and opinion weavesheets.  When I did the same here, expect-
ing to find a classic vig’s “Who is he?” coverage, there was nothing. Absolutely nothing.  
Oh, I found stories on the bot attacks, but my part in their resolution was conveniently 
missing.  For whatever reasons it had, ADP (or someone else) was keeping my exis-
tence under wraps.  That both intrigued and worried me.

Finding out that GENOM knew about and was actively looking for me was a 
shock.  Learning that threw me into a 24-hour fit of paranoid re-evaluation of my 
tactics and security measures.  In my misplaced confidence, I’d frequently gone out 
in full duty uniform without a second thought about it; I immediately stopped that 
practice.  Even almost two and a half years out, I found myself slipping into habits 
and behaviors that, while harmless at home, put me at a serious risk here.  I made a 
conscious effort to avoid going out in public in helmet and leathers unless I absolutely 
needed to.  I wore my polykev every day, though — just in case.  Wash’n’wear body 
armor is so convenient...

However, there was no disputing that I was still needed, so I kept an ear open for 
alerts on the ADP band radio I’d built for myself at work.  (Actually, I had two — the 
tabletop model that I kept in my apartment, and the piggyback circuit I installed in my 
helmet radio to decrypt ADP broadcasts while I was out and about.  No use respond-
ing to a call if I couldn’t coordinate with or work around the local police once I got 
there, right?)

In the mean time, I risked two more attempts at opening a gate. Major rogue 
boomer incidents that required high-firepower responses — the kind of incident that 
would require me or the Knights — had averaged about two or so weeks apart at their 
most frequent.  I bet on those averages and tried to open a gate the day after I took 
out those two warbots, and then again about three weeks later.  For the first, I tried 
Peter Gabriel’s “Solsbury Hill”, hoping the repetition of “I’ve come to take you home” 
would prove to be the key.  Unfortunately, it didn’t.  The second was the Who’s “Going 
Mobile” (also with frequent references to “going home”), but it crapped out, too.  And 
of course, both songs burnt me out again.  Bleagh.

In between the two tries, I finally got a chance to see the Knight Sabers in ac-
tion.
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On the night of October tenth I’d heard the call go out on the ADP band about 
a trio of boomers loose in Tinsel City.  I’d just come out of burnout, so I hopped on 
my bike and tried to get to the scene fast enough to do some good.  I was almost there 
when the voice of the informative Inspector Wong crackled across the airwaves to an-
nounce that the Knight Sabers had been spotted on their way; he ordered ADP forces 
to fall back lest they get caught in the crossfire.  I could see I probably wasn’t going to 
be needed this time, but it was the opportunity to gather a little intel.  After a quick 
stop in one of MegaTokyo’s ubiquitous 24-hour convenience stores, I found myself a 
perch overlooking the battle zone.

“<System, access song ‘Kodachrome’.  System, play.>”  With the helmet not in 
combat mode, I needed to use the longer command syntax.  But since I wasn’t in a 
critical situation, it didn’t matter.  I was looking down at a broad avenue, along the 
middle of which a very energetic fight was progressing.  As Paul Simon began to sing, 
the fully-automatic Nikon camera materialized in my hands, its long, heavy telephoto 
lens threatening to seesaw it out of my grasp.

With one eye on the street, I popped open the back of the camera body and 
discarded the roll of 35 mm film I found inside; it was a useless virtual object unless 
I could process and print it before the song was over.  Not bloody likely.  Instead, I 
dropped in one of the rolls I’d picked up on my way, and shut the case.  Thank god 
digitals hadn’t yet completely supplanted old-fashioned film here.  There was a whir-
ring as the camera automatically loaded, and a shuttersnap when it advanced to the 
first frame.  I brought it up and started snapping pictures.

The first thing I noticed now that my attention was on the fight below was that 
the Blue Knight was missing.  For some reason, I felt vaguely disappointed at this.  The 
remaining three Knights at first seemed about evenly matched with the three warbots 
they faced.  As they engaged the enemy, I did a tactical eval on them, supplementing 
what little intel I’d eked out of the few photos and recordings I’d seen.  Lady Olive was 
clearly the best of the three in combat, definitely a Warriors-level fighter.  But Lady 
White wasn’t far behind her.  Lady Pink demonstrated that she was competent, but she 
obviously preferred a rear-echelon support role of some sort.

On a hunch, I had my computer run a wideband scan and picked up several un-
usual radio signals.  A couple sounded like encrypted communications — whether 
voice or data, I wasn’t sure.  (I was regretting never getting around to putting in that 
extra volatile memory as I’d planned, since it meant I couldn’t record and study the 
transmissions later.  Ah well.)  Another set of signals were clearly some kind of elec-
tronic countermeasures.  I had noticed that these three boomers were far less well-co-
ordinated than the pair I’d confronted, acting as individuals rather than a team, and I 
attributed that to Pink’s efforts.  I could see that it made a real difference in the robots’ 
tactics and performance.

And they did need it, without Blue there.  With Pink engaging the opposition as 
little as she could, Olive and White were hard-pressed to manage three opponents.  As 
good as they were, they had to put more effort into defense than into offense, until after 
long minutes they managed to take down one of the bots. After that, though, it was a 
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slaughter.  Without the need to watch their backs against a third opponent, they each 
took on a boomer and killed it in seconds.

As the Knights departed and the ADP moved in, I rewound the film. I popped it 
out just before the song ended and the camera vanished.  I’d get it developed shortly 
— maybe Lisa could recommend a good photo lab, even if she did prefer digital cam-
eras.

While I waited for the streets to clear of police before heading home, I consid-
ered what I had just seen.  Against an equal number of boomers, the current roster of 
Knight Sabers could handle themselves, but any more and they might be in trouble.  In 
such a case, they just might appreciate a hand.

Which leads me to the night of October 27, 2036.
About two and a half weeks after the fight I’d watched, almost precisely on the 

dot by my hypothetical “schedule”, there was another boomer incident.  And, as was 
also usual, it happened at night.  This time, ADP reported five boomers of the ubiqui-
tous 55-C model rampaging in a loose formation through a warehouse district on the 
bayfront.  I was almost disappointed that it wasn’t four warbots — it would have made 
such a lovely, predictable pattern.  Ah, well.

When I heard the alert I burst out of my apartment with my jacket still unclasped 
and my helmet in my hand.  I practically bowled over Lisa, who was just leaving her 
apartment, too.  I burbled an apology and ran for the fire stairs — I could take those a 
flight at a time and be in the basement far faster than the elevator could get me there.  
A few minutes later, I was on the road.

Like the last time, the Knights arrived before I did.  After slipping through the 
ADP lines, I stashed my cycle in an alleyway near the action.  Rather than leap into 
the middle of things, I found myself a vantage point from which to watch the battle.  I 
wanted to see what was happening before I involved myself.  In the unlikely event that 
they didn’t need my help, I wasn’t going to step in and look like a glory hound.

By the time I got a glance at the action, they were already hip-deep in the fight.  
They had the support of some kind of well-armed robots — three of them, of varying 
sizes, from the metal-skeleton-and-open-motive-machinery school of design (as op-
posed to boomers’ rather organic smoothness), and which for some reason seemed to 
have large pneumatic tires as shoulder blades.  Or maybe wings.

Have I mentioned that I don’t yet quite understand all the aesthetics of machine 
design in MegaTokyo?

And there was something about the candy-apple red fairings and cowlings that 
covered parts of the bots that tugged unsuccessfully at my memory.

Anyway.
I couldn’t spot Pink right away, which made me think for a moment that the 

Knights were rapidly losing members.  Then a flash of color caught my eye and I real-
ized that she was actually inside the largest of the open-frame bots, wearing it like an 
exoskeleton.  Or maybe riding it from the inside, since it was taking potshots at the 
boomers while she was busy doing something else — probably ECM, if I was right 
about her role in the Knights.  “<And by the way, which one’s Pink?>” I murmured to 
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myself in a moment of amusement.
The Knights’ bots — including the one housing Lady Pink — were all carrying 

what looked like small artillery pieces modified for use as longarms by giants.  If those 
automatons had actually been able to shoot at the boomers, the battle might have been 
over quickly.  Unfortunately the skeletal robots were limiting their contribution to lay-
ing down suppression and covering fire.  I supposed that it was to keep the boomers 
from engaging their jump jets and leapfrogging their organic opposition into a ham-
mer-and-anvil.  As a result, most of their shots ended up blowing holes and gouges and 
clouds of cement dust out the cinderblock walls that constrained the action.  I had to 
duck a couple of slugs that ricocheted into the alley where I lurked.

You see, the battle had erupted on a one-lane access road between two rows of 
warehouses.  It was a perfect bottleneck, forcing the fight into a narrow front line.  
Pink was hanging back with the support bots, which made sense if she was their elec-
tronic warfare expert.  This put Olive and White alone going hand-to-hand against 
the boomers.  Although those big guns were doing their best to blow up the walls on 
either side of them, the melee was stuck — for the moment — in a channel no more 
than three meters across.  White and Olive ended up cheek-and-jowl with the enemy. 
So even if the support robots weren’t needed to keep the fight two-dimensional, they 
would have been deprived of most of their possible targets by the Knights blocking 
their shots.  This kept the presence of what should have been decisive extra forces from 
doing anything more than barely evening out the odds.

I don’t like even odds.  They mean the good guys lose half the time.  One reason 
the Warriors are as successful as we are is that in any given opportunity, we will field far 
more force that is far nastier than the enemy is prepared to deal with.  We don’t fight 
just to win.  We fight to crush the enemy utterly.  We fight to overwhelm and destroy.

I planned on helping the Knights not just win, but overwhelm and destroy.
I made sure the chin strap on my helmet was snug, and windmilled each arm once 

to ensure that my jacket wasn’t binding them.  One quick fan kick with each leg made 
certain I had maximum freedom of movement there, too.  I tapped my breastbone 
firmly and felt the polykev stiffen into familiar rock hardness under my fingertips.  
Pulling my gloves from where I’d tucked them into my belt, I drew them onto my 
hands, flexing my fingers and making sure the polykev plates were seated properly over 
my knuckles.  I popped up my headlamps.  Then I reached up and rotated the external 
speaker housings on my helmet to their “active” position.  After all, if I were going to 
be making an entrance, I was going to make it with style.

“<System.  Combat mode on.>”  I grinned for a moment as I wondered what the 
Knights would make of me and my unexpected aid. Then I stepped to the mouth of the 
alleyway and whispered to myself, “<It’s showtime.>”
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5:  KILL THE WOBOT, KILL THE WOBOT!
Music ... can name the unnameable and communicate 
the unknowable.

— LEONARD BERNSTEIN

There’s nothing quite like the certain knowledge that 
you’re going to be facing a true maniac in battle.  

— ANONYMOUS

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2036.  10:47 PM

Lisa laid back on her futon and pressed “play” on the remote control.  The screen 
flickered, and the familiar theme music began to play:

 “’I’m sorry, I’m not gentle,’
 I can say if it’s in my dreams.
 My thoughts are about to short circuit...”

MY thoughts are about to short circuit, mused Lisa as the recording — a favorite 
episode from late in the first season — launched into its story.  These last few months 
have been too hectic for words.  Between the Sabers and the 16 Times, it’s a wonder I get any 
sleep!

Her attention began to drift away from the television as her mind wandered.  
What with holding down what amounts to two full-time jobs, I’ve just about sacrificed what 
little social life I had.  And just when things were starting to get... interesting... with Doug.

She sighed.  Doug.  What the hell am I thinking of?  It’s bad enough he’s a gaijin, but 
he seems to be involved with someone else, he just might be a boomeroid, and the ADP are 
after him. And he hasn’t shown any real interest in me at all.  It’s probably for the best that I 
haven’t had any time to spend with him — it’s likely kept me from making a fool of myself, or 
worse.  She chuckled humorlessly.  And isn’t that the main reason I’ve thrown myself into 
my work these past few weeks? Fear:  being afraid of making a fool of myself, being afraid of 
how horny I got that one night, being afraid for him now that he’s out on the streets fighting 
boomers, being afraid of him, of what he might be...

She leaned back; behind her, the “Sailor Moon” episode muttered away on her TV, 
forgotten completely.  Mou.  The last time I even said ‘hi’ to him was when he asked me 
about a film lab, what, two weeks ago?  She began to feel the familiar pangs of creeping 
guilt.  I really ought to see if he’d like to do dinner some time this week.  Just as a kind of apol-
ogy...  She felt herself begin to blush.  NOT as a date!

A soft, persistent beeping from her wrist suddenly roused her from her train of 
thought.  For a moment, she was disoriented, lost between “Sailor Moon” and her mus-
ings, then she realized that it was a Sabers alert.  Tapping the “acknowledge” button, 
she popped the concealed display open and scanned the details. A band of five state-
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of-the-art military boomers running wild among the warehouses on the waterfront.  
Combat team to report immediately for deployment.  Support team to wait 15 min-
utes, then head to HQ to prepare for post-combat stand down and briefing.

Like hell, Lisa thought as an evil grin crawled onto her face. This is just the kind 
of story I need to get off those damned “human interest” assignments once and for all!  She 
snatched up her camera and gear bag, slipped on her shoes and coat, and barrelled into 
the hall — only to run into Doug as their apartment doors both slammed shut at the 
same time.

“Yow!” Doug yelped in surprise, throwing one arm out to catch and steady both 
of them against each other.  “Oh, sorry, Leese, I didn’t see you there, um, can’t stay and 
chat, gotta run,” he burbled as he let go.  With his leather jacket slung over his other 
arm and his helmet in his hand, he certainly appeared to be in a hurry, and Lisa had a 
strong suspicion that she knew exactly where he was headed.

“S’okay, hey, maybe we can get... together... later...?” Lisa trailed off as Doug dashed 
down the hallway to the fire stairs. I’ll bet he didn’t even hear me, she thought, then 
shrugged. Passing the stairwell on her way to the elevator, she paused and listened; a 
faint “thud-pitter-thud-pitter” drifted up to her. She snorted, partly in amusement, and 
partly in envy.

After a maddeningly slow elevator ride, she reached the garage and took off on her 
motorscooter for the warehouse district. Fifteen minutes later, having eluded the still-
incomplete AD Police blockade of the neighborhood, she parked her scooter behind a 
dumpster and made her way to the roof of a warehouse overlooking the combat zone.

This involved no small amount of climbing up and swinging from fire escapes, and 
one intimidating leap between adjacent buildings, but Lisa’s old gymnastics training 
made it, if not exactly easy, at least possible.  After the jump, as she stood bent over at 
the waist and panting heavily, she remembered the night she had climbed 15 stories 
up the steel skeleton of an unfinished building to take photos of the Sabers, and com-
pared it to the climb she had just made.  I’m only 21.  I’m in my prime. I can’t be getting 
old, she thought between long, ragged breaths.  Could I be losing my nerve?  She stood 
back up and looked about.  Then again, I’ve never done anything like this while wear-
ing a winter coat before...  Around her, the sounds of combat echoed off concrete and 
wooden walls.

After catching her breath, she crouched and all but knee-walked her way to the 
edge of the rooftop.  Wall and roof joined simply, with the barest overhang and no 
retaining wall.  Lacking that cover, Lisa lay flat and crawled the last few meters.  She 
peered out over the edge at the battle raging at ground level, then ducked back to re-
trieve her camera from its bag and insert a fresh diskette.  Then she lay on her stomach 
with only her face — and her camera — extended past the eaves and surveyed the 
scene. What the street’s small, widely-spaced mercury vapor lamps failed to illuminate, 
the half-moon above brought to the edge of visibility.

A narrow street, little more than a single traffic lane wide, stretched for several 
hundred yards in either direction. Bordering it were huge warehouses like the one 
on which she was perched, their two- and three-story concrete walls painted with 
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corporate colors and forming a man-made ravine some ten or twelve meters deep.  
Across the road and a dozen or so meters to the right a narrow alley provided access 
between two adjacent warehouses.  In the distance to the right, Lisa spotted the flicker 
of flames and the plumes of rising smoke they illuminated.  The boomers had been 
busy tonight.

Just past the mouth of the alleyway, the Sabers and their motoslaves held five Bu-
65C boomers in a bottleneck with hand-to-hand combat and fire from the motoslaves’ 
guns.  Lisa watched with a kind of enraptured amazement that never seemed to fade 
with repeated exposure; each battle involving the Sabers was like the first, captivating 
her with its almost dancelike precision and grace.  The dull noises of hardsuit and Abo-
tex meeting, the sharp crack of depleted uranium slugs breaking the sound barrier, the 
explosive crackle of a knucklebomber, the sharp scents of propellant smoke and ozone 
— these merely punctuated what for her was a seductively visual experience.

But however absorbed in the deadly beauty of the fight she might have been, she 
was not deterred from her original purpose in defying Sylia’s orders.  Its strap wrapped 
securely around her wrist, she brought her camera to bear on the street below.  She 
began to snap photographs of the action, her left hand working the telephoto lens like 
a pump-action shotgun.

Closeup:  A spray of vaporized Abotex erupting around a glancing blow from 
Linna’s knucklebomber, painting a gossamer blue blossom with a bluewhite heart 
around the green stem of her arm. Clickclick.

Medium shot:  Sylia, laserblade extended in a fencer’s perfect thrust as a boomer 
twists just enough to turn a heartblow to a score along the chest.  Clickclick.

Medium shot:  The protective cage of the motoslave’s frame wrapped about her, 
Nene’s seemingly passive form belying the frantic mental and electronic activity that 
she coordinated. Clickclick.

Wide shot:  An explosion of concrete dust and debris from a warehouse wall, the 
result of a wild shot from one of the motoslaves’ cannon, the gout of flame from the 
muzzle flash still a brilliant plume of white and yellow.  Clickclick.

Lisa continued to snap images as the cloud of dust expanded into the street, drift-
ing across the mouth of an adjacent alley and cloaking the Sabers and the motoslaves 
momentarily.  The boomers seemed to sense a brief advantage and pressed forward, 
driving Linna and Sylia backwards — to Lisa’s left — until the motoslaves were forced 
to retreat in a ratcheting shuffle to give them room to maneuver.  As the front line 
quickly slid past the mouth of the alley, Lisa thought she saw Sylia glance in her direc-
tion.

It was then that she heard the music.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2036.  11:20 PM

“You do realize,” grunted Linna as she landed a glancing blow upon one of the 
boomers with her knucklebomber, “that we’ve seen more action in the last few weeks 
than we have in the entire year before this?”
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Sylia did not respond right away, engaged as she was in a delicate exchange of 
monomolecular blade versus mechanized fist. She spied an opening, thrust, and grunt-
ed in annoyance as what she’d hoped would have been a killing blow turned into a shal-
low gouge along the boomer’s chest armor. “I’m aware of it, Linna,” she finally replied. 
“Trust me, it has been a concern of mine.”

“It’s not just that, the boomers are also getting tougher,” Nene added in a dis-
tracted tone from her protected position in the rear.  “These must be improved models; 
they’ve got a better frequency-hopping algorithm and it’s harder to keep their tactical 
coordination jammed.”

Sylia grunted in agreement as she deftly parried a counterstrike from her op-
ponent.  The motoslaves’ occasional potshot at the more daring boomers had started 
to fade into the background noise for her, but she was momentarily startled by the 
hypersonic whipcrack of a depleted uranium slug not far over her head.  As it shat-
tered a nearby wall into a billowing cloud of concrete dust, she made a mental note to 
tweak their ally-avoidance routines.  That last shot had been a little low for her peace 
of mind.

As the dust cloud expanded into the street, the boomers shouldered forward.  The 
combat had turned into a pitched battle, exactly what Sylia hadn’t wanted; the Sabers’ 
most successful tactics required more room to maneuver than the closely-spaced ware-
houses allowed.  I might have to let this fight expand into three dimensions, she thought 
grimly, if only to break the stalemate.  But the moment the motoslaves stop firing, we might 
find ourselves in a pincer.

A glitter of light up and to the right caught Sylia’s eye as she and Linna slowly 
retreated to Nene’s position.  She spared a moment for a zoom shot of the rooftop 
through the hardsuit HUD, fearing a possible ambush by yet another boomer.  It was 
with mixed emotions that she saw the worried face of Lisa Vanette, washed out and 
pale green under light amplification, peering down over the shining telephoto lens of 
her camera.  Frowning, Sylia made another mental note, and discarded the option to 
take to the roofs.  No, not with a noncombatant up there, damn it all.

“You know,” Linna said between panting breaths, “Priss is going to say it’s because 
they knew she was out of town that the boomers started coming out of the woodwork 
again.”  Nene giggled and Sylia barked a short laugh in spite of herself.

“Priss will...” she began, but was interrupted by the unexpected: music.  It was loud, 
loud enough to be heard clearly over the clatter and racket of the fight — a confident 
downbeat and then a buzzing electronic tone that slid artlessly down the scale to settle 
into a seething bass hum.  Then, a man’s high-pitched voice, singing in English:

 “<A modern day warrior,
 Mean mean stride;
 Today’s Tom Sawyer,
 Mean mean pride.>”

It seemed to Sylia almost as though a voice had spoken in her soul, demanding 
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that she stop, look and listen.  Against her will, she found herself pausing in the fight, 
peering past the boomers in front of her — which to her surprise were themselves 
pausing and turning around — to seek out the source of the song that echoed wildly 
off the concrete walls which surrounded her. At the edges of her peripheral vision Sylia 
saw that Linna, too, had frozen in mid-punch.

Within the cloud of dust that still billowed into the street, two points of light 
appeared, looking for all the world like eyes. Their focus seemed to swing from side 
to side, as though searching out both enemies and allies.  As they drew closer, a figure 
appeared beneath them, indistinctly at first, then more solid; what had seemed to be 
glowing eyes were in fact headlamps mounted on either side of a unique and recogniz-
able helmet, worn by a man in grey leather.

 “<Though his mind is not for rent,
 Don’t put him down as arrogant.
 His reserve, a quiet defense,
 Riding out the day’s events.
 The river...>”

“Masaka,” muttered Nene on the encrypted link.  “Sylia?”
The white Saber had recognized the mysterious “Loon” immediately. “I see him, 

Nene.  Return to your tasks.”
“I can’t.  I have to look at him.”  Nene sounded close to panic. “I need to look at 

him.”
“Me, too...” Linna’s voice held an uncharacteristic quaver. “What’s happening?”
Sylia managed a frown behind her faceplate.  “I don’t know, but we’re fortunate 

that it’s also affecting the boomers.”
“Yeah,” breathed Linna, “Otherwise we’d be dead.”
Loon stopped several meters away from the frozen combat.  “Good evening, la-

dies.”  His voice, a pleasant tenor, carried clearly to them over the same hidden speaker 
system as the music.  His tone was friendly, even playful.  “You look like you could use a 
hand.  By the way, nice armor.  Love the high heels.  Very haute couture.”  Nene giggled 
nervously, and Sylia snorted.

He cocked his head to one side, as if puzzled by something. “Well, what are we all 
standing around for?  <Let’s kick some bot!  System hazy shade bangles play!>”  The 
song abruptly cut off, and with it the Sabers’ compulsion to stand still and watch. As 
Sylia and the others realized that they could move again, new music began — low, 
languid, ringing tones and women’s voices, singing once more in English:

 “<Time, time, time,
 See what’s become of me...>”

Then, as a guitar riff exploded over a pounding drumbeat, Loon launched himself 
into an impossibly long leap, tucking himself into a blurring, tumbling ball as a pair of 
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sparkling white vapor trails corkscrewed behind him.  Only the boomers noticed the 
blur’s color shift from grey to white as they paused, assessed his potential threat level, 
and dismissed him as unimportant.

With a curt nod to each other, Sylia and Linna lunged forward, and two wounded 
cyberdroids roared.  They spun around in surprise, only to see the two Sabers breaking 
right and left towards the ends of the boomer line.

Reacting only slightly slower, the other boomers turned their attention back to 
the only credible opponents identified by their tactical software — the Sabers.  With 
the cheek-to-jowl stalemate suddenly broken, one of the 65Cs stepped up to face 
Sylia, while two others bracketed Linna.  At the same time, the two wounded cyber-
droids each confirmed a clear line of sight, locked on a target, and opened their jaws.  
Within their mouths, red glows grew and capacitors audibly whined as their cannons 
charged.

From her secure position in the rear, Nene frantically tried to keep a lookout on 
the rapidly-mutating combat.  Firing commands down the interfaces built into her 
hardsuit, she not only kept pace with the pseudo-random changes in frequency used 
by the boomers’ tactical network, but at the same time tried to reorient the motoslaves 
to fire upon the two boomers aiming at Sylia and Linna.  One corner of her conscious 
mind registered Loon’s leap into the melee, but he was such an unknown that she 
couldn’t, wouldn’t, gamble on him being a possible ally.  Later, she would tell Sylia, “It 
didn’t matter that I’d watched him take out two combat boomers by himself on that 
security camera recording. This was real, right in front of me, there were five boomers, 
and my friends’ lives were on the line.”

Before the motoslaves could react to their new orders, though, Loon snapped his 
body straight with an audible crackle and landed feet first on the shoulders of the two 
boomers.  The unexpected impacts drove both of them forward as Loon springboarded 
back into the air; one boomer fell to its knees and one hand while the other managed 
to remain standing, but both had lost their target lock.  Their shots went wild — one 
seared a meters-long streak along one of the warehouses, and the other blasted a small 
crater from the asphalt.

For a moment, through the black, choking smoke heavy with the foul odor of 
burnt bitumen, a footprint was visible on the back of each of the two cyberdroids, a 
rime of frost briefly marking the point of impact before melting away.

Loon had rebounded off the 65Cs, back in the direction from which he had come, 
and with a somersault and a half-twist landed on the far side of the boomers from 
Nene.  He looked at her from across the line of battle, and Nene stared back.  He was 
no longer simply in leathers; he no longer looked entirely human.  A layer of shining 
white crystal covered him from head to toe; the only exception was his black goggles 
with their mysterious flickering colors.  Wisps of fog rolled down his form and pooled 
at his feet, flowing slowly away into nothingness.

Nene thought he looked like nothing more than a statue carved out of ice, and the 
impossibly black depths of his infrared image in her visor more than confirmed that 
intuition; following Sylia’s standing orders from several weeks before, she automati-
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cally performed a fast, full-spectrum scan of him.
As she did so, Loon nodded to her, bringing two fingers up to his brow in a mock 

salute.  Behind the combination of helmet, fog, and ice, there was no way she could 
see the expression on his face, but she got the impression of a good-natured smile, the 
friendly recognition of a fellow warrior.

It was a brief pause in the midst of the action that seemed much longer than it 
actually was.  She risked a quick glance to either side.  Sylia had sliced a broad strip 
of Abotex from the torso of her boomer even as she dodged its mouth cannon blast.  
Linna was having a harder time dealing with two foes; she ducked under an open-
handed swing by one boomer to land a glancing knucklebomb blast on the other.  In 
the process she took a solid blow in the stomach from her target; it thudded audibly on 
her hardsuit, making Nene wince in sympathy.

Then the moment was broken by movement in front of her:  the two boomers the 
Loon had all but knocked over returning to their feet.  As they rose, they turned their 
attention away from the pink Saber and to this unarmored human whose threat rating 
had just been raised enough to merit removing him from the battle.

Loon threw his arms forward, hands and fingers outstretched and spread wide, as 
if he were pushing something away.  A massive jet of brilliant, sparkling white erupted 
from his palms, and engulfed the two boomers.  When it cut off a moment later, they 
were encased in rounded mounds of ice.

Then he turned and skated towards Linna.

On a rooftop overhead, Lisa swore in disbelief as she took yet another photo.  It 
was one thing to watch Doug fight a construction boomer bare-handed, but this... this 
was unbelievable.  How did he do that?  How was it possible? Something hidden in 
the jacket?  But it hadn’t felt any heavier than a normal leather jacket that time she’d 
looked in his wardrobe...

At least she’d seen his speed before.  The fact that he seemed to be everywhere at 
once didn’t bother her so much now as mystify her.  I still have to know how... and why... 
and... and... and what!  I swear I’ll get the answers.

Unaware of the manic glint in her eyes, Lisa swapped a fresh data disk into her 
camera, dropping the filled disk to join its fellows in a small pile growing on the roof-
top beside her.

Atop a different warehouse, a masculine figure materialized in a column of spar-
kling blue light.  A moment later he stood with one foot on the retaining wall, unno-
ticed thanks to certain items of high technology, and watched the battle below.

(Guess what, pretty lady?) he subvocalized.
(I don’t need to guess, b’wana, I’m following it all on my sensors,) the female voice 

relayed back along the link.  (We’ve found the BGC alternate where Doug spent his 
second jump.)

Legion nodded, more to himself than in response.  (His first fight at the side of the 
Sabers, from the look of it, too. Before the... philosophical differences.)  He snorted.  
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(Anyway, you know what that means, m’dear.)
(Already on it, boss.  Before those two uglies down there can defrost, the Sabers 

will have our gift package of advanced technologies buried in their computer system.  
I’m setting the time-delay lock to release it a week after Doug moves on.) Minerva 
paused thoughtfully.  (You want I should leave him a little present?)

(No anvils, Min.  Please.)
(No, boss, that wasn’t quite what I had in mind.)  The ACI giggled.  (Although 

that would be fun.)
Ed winced.  (Don’t.  He never mentioned ever finding an anvil in his apartment.  

That would cause a paradox and probably attract the attention of the Three.  We don’t 
need that, pretty lady.)

Somehow the sense of a mock-pout carried through the link.  (Oh, you’re no fun, 
b’wana.)

Ed rolled his eyes and said nothing.
(I promise, boss, nothing disruptive.)
He sighed.  (Oh, go ahead, Min.  Do it and let’s see if that damned staff of Valan-

na’s will let us move on.)

At ground level, peering out through the window of a warehouse office, a third 
figure raised his camera again.  On the floor by his feet were a set of lockpicks and a 
press pass.

“This’ll get me a top page credit for sure,” he murmured to himself.

Trapping those two bots in big ice blocks wasn’t the smartest move I might’ve 
made, but it was about the only thing I could do. White and Olive were already on the 
flanks of the line, Pink was effectively a noncombatant, the support bots weren’t firing 
because I was in the way, and I couldn’t take both boomers on in hand-to-hand fight-
ing by myself.  Unfortunately, channelling that much power, even with (cautiously) 
tapping the node to boost my output, took a fair amount out of me.  If I tried anything 
like that again I’d probably knock myself out, at least until I had a chance to breathe 
and center and recharge, and, surprise surprise, I wasn’t going to get that in the middle 
of a fight.

But I certainly wasn’t going to show any sign that I’d just expended more than half 
my reserves in a single attack.  Not good from the combat psychology end, and besides, 
I had more than enough left to carry myself through to the end of the song if I avoided 
throwing any more huge all-or-nothing effects at the boomers.

Linna wanted to curl up around the dull ache in her abdomen; too much of the 
impact had gotten through her hardsuit.  Instead, she just gasped with the pain and 
threw herself into a single backwards somersault to retreat several meters.

A warning tone sounded.  “Armor integrity.  At.  Ninety.  Seven. Percent,” the 
hardsuit computer whispered in Sylia’s voice.

As she fought to bring the pain under control before the boomers closed with her 
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again, a figure of gleaming white slid effortlessly between her and the war machines.  
Not having watched his transformation as Nene had, it took Linna several seconds to 
realize that it was the Loon, blocking the boomers’ charge.  He made a motion as if 
he were throwing a phantom baseball; midway through the pitch, a cloud of glittering 
motes coalesced into a gleaming spear of ice that flew from his hand and smashed into 
the chest of the lead boomer.  It shattered into a spray of fragments without scratching 
its armor, but the impact forced the cyberdroid to stagger backwards several meters.

The remaining one lunged at him, and he dropped to the ground, pivoted on his 
hands to sweep its legs, then rolled aside to avoid being crushed by the falling machine; 
a moment later he was on his feet and at her side.  The entire maneuver had taken less 
than a second, and in her surprise and admiration Linna almost forgot the ebbing ache 
in her stomach.  “You okay?” he said, his words punctuated by the crackling sound of 
ice breaking with every movement of his lips and jaw.

“Yeah,” she answered, “Just need to catch my breath.”
“Do it fast,” Loon said, not unkindly.  Then he turned and pushed a spread-fin-

gered hand toward the closer of the two boomers, which had dropped its jaw to reveal 
the collimating mirror of its laser cannon.  A swirl of white engulfed its head, only 
to vanish and reveal a blob of ice more than half a meter across seated firmly on the 
machine’s shoulders.  The cyberdroid began clawing at the ice, metal fingers sending 
wet, white chips flying.

Meanwhile, the second boomer had regained its balance and began to charge 
them.  Linna forced the pain away, and stood straight. “I’m okay,” she announced.

He nodded to her, held out an ice-encrusted hand toward the oncoming cyber-
droid, and said, “Well, then.  Shall we dance, Lady Olive?”

On her perch above the fight, Lisa paused as a distant, repetitive thudding sound 
caught her attention.  She lowered her camera and cradled it to her breast, then rolled 
backward away from the edge of the roof and into a low crouch.  She stood and turned 
slowly in place, listening and watching.

The sound was growing sharper and clearer, and she quickly identified it — the 
prop noise of one or more small helicopters, coming from the northeast.  Straining her 
eyes against the darkness, she could make out the lights of a small flock of FireBees, 
swarming several blocks away.  She brought her camera back up to her eye, thumbed its 
light-sensitivity all the way up, and stretched the telephoto lens to its full extent.

Through the viewfinder, she could clearly make out the tiny one-man helicopters.  
They were circling around a dense column of smoke that was more visible by the way 
it obscured both Fire bees and buildings behind it than by the little light it reflected. 
Her finger twitched, and the shot was saved.  And another. Scanning downward, she 
was startled by the sudden appearance of a humanoid figure within the pillar of smoke 
— the unmistakable silhouette of a boomer, limned with white-yellow light around 
its legs and torso.  It burst from the smoke and hurtled over the roofs of the nearby 
warehouses, followed by a second.

The first twitched its jets and changed course slightly, a move echoed immediately 
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by the one behind it, and Lisa realized that they were heading directly towards herself 
— and the combat below.

Letting her camera hang from its strap around her neck, Lisa raised her Saber-
provided watch to her lips and tried to remember how transmit with this thing; wrap-
ping her hand around the plastic shell, she squeezed what she hoped was the right 
button combination and cried, “Saber Prime!  They’ve got reinforcements!”

Her watch beeped sullenly and its tiny LCD screen lit up with the legend, “You 
have no new messages.”

“Kuso!”  Lisa began pressing more buttons.

As the combat raged before her, Nene played the controls of her ECM suite like 
the virtuoso she was.  Operating as much on instinct as on the rapidly-calculated 
projections of the pattern-modeling software, she tracked each frequency jump and 
expertly jammed and rejammed the boomers’ tactical network, operating with a Zen-
like abstraction and a speed which, of all her teammates, only Sylia would have found 
neither astounding nor a little intimidating.  While she no longer was the poor fighter 
she had once been and could face a 55C alone with confidence, this was where she 
excelled — this was her chosen battleground.

In her “hacker’s trance” she played the game of thrust and counterthrust, and even 
though each encounter, each combat, was a new and constantly-evolving event, there 
was still a continuity, elements, flows, concepts and constructs, that altered little from 
confrontation to confrontation, and gave her almost a sense of comfortable familiarity.  
Although the players and the moves — and sometimes the pieces — might change, it 
was always the same game.

Within this familiar gestalt, the patterns of give and take, action and reaction, 
check and countercheck, Nene realized there was an alien element.  Sparing a thread 
of her attention on the matter, she launched a sampler routine and a directional trace. 
Any unfamiliar signal was a potential danger, as it might flag a boomer tactic or system 
for which the Sabers might not be prepared.  It was always a priority to identify and 
analyze such signals against that possibility.

The sampler quickly returned a first-approximation analysis.  The signal was a 
complex pulse, emitted every five seconds and almost a second in duration, and run-
ning on a frequency unused by the boomers’ systems.  It always began with a series of 
ten old-style ASCII SYNs — the antique code that requested synchronization from a 
remote computer system in preparation for data exchange. And each signal was always 
the same length.  Beyond that, though, there was no resemblance between instances.

Puzzling.  Even more puzzling, there were no responses.  Clearly it was some kind 
of digital data packet, and it was on the wrong frequency to be some odd variety of 
radar.  And the SYN header definitely suggested that it was expecting an answer of 
some sort.  The signal strength was enormous compared to the boomers’ tactical comm 
system, which could mean a distant — or weak — receiver...

Nene shook her head.  The trace pointed into the massed combat, but it did not 
change in strength or complexity as the boomers fell, one by one.  Her instincts were 
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gnawing at her, whispering that this was something important, not to be overlooked.  
But she could spare no additional attention to it now.  She launched a process to record 
the signal; she’d look at it after the debriefing.

Linna quickly realized that Loon had meant “dance” almost literally.  It took her 
only a few moments to see that almost his every move was to some inner rhythm, a 
quick 4/4 beat so regular that she found herself falling comfortably into it herself.  She 
chuckled to herself as she imagined a dance captain calling out these steps:  “One and 
two and punch and kick and one and duck and spin and four...  Come on, people, I 
don’t see you really trying!”  It might have made him predictable, had he not seemed 
to be able to be everywhere on the field of battle at once. She had never seen anyone or 
anything as fast as he, with or without cybernetic augmentation.

He certainly knew his way around combat, she had to give him that.  And he knew 
how to coordinate with an unfamiliar ally. The rhythm seemed to help there, but it 
wasn’t the only thing. She found herself trading signals with him, a kind of instinctive 
shorthand — a gesture here, a nod there, flagging the next target, implying the next 
move.  And they attacked as a team — an “I set them up, you knock them down” part-
nership that quickly evolved as their blows volleyed the first boomer back and forth 
between themselves.

But how he fought...  He was a martial artist, that much she was certain of.  But 
he couldn’t be a merc, he didn’t have the attitude and his style was too... wild, rambunc-
tious... immature? As if life were some immense computer game and he had all the 
cheat codes.

Linna backfisted the boomer, staggering the machine and sending it sprawling.  
Some yards away, the second of the pair continued to chip away the ice imprisoning 
its head.  “Who are you?” she finally demanded as they wordlessly decided their next 
move.

“Some people call me the Space Cowboy,” Loon replied in a sing-song cadence 
that was almost mocking.  He glided like a skater across the rough asphalt, leaving 
narrow trails of melting ice behind each booted foot.  “Some call me the Gangster of 
Love.” Slipping lithely around the boomer as it leapt upright and lunged for him, he 
flicked his right hand open. A broad swath of ice appeared beneath its feet.  A leap and 
a spinning kick from Loon, and the cyberdroid found itself sliding, its arms flailing 
wildly, right to the green Saber.

Half-expecting this, Linna smoothly side-stepped and spun. With a flick of her 
ribbon-cutters, she sliced off one arm and decapitated it as it passed.  A moment later, 
its headless body slammed into a wall, then fell over backwards.

Loon hazarded a quick glance at her, and Linna thought she could see him grin-
ning through the ice inside the helmet.  He snapped his gaze from her and wordlessly 
they agreed on their next target — the other boomer had finally clawed the ice from 
its head.  “Some people call me Maurice.”  He trilled the “r” almost foppishly as he 
launched himself into motion once again. Without thinking, Linna followed.

“I am an expert in stucco, a veteran in love, and an outlaw in Peru,” he called over 
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his shoulder as she sprinted after him.
This guy is nuts, Linna thought as she watched him plow into their target only a 

meter or so ahead of her.  She spared a moment to glance around:  Sylia was disposing 
of her boomer, its face a melted blob from laserfire, with a well-placed sword thrust; 
Nene was jittering frantically within the protective cage of her motoslave.

“I balance, I weave, I dodge, I frolic and my bills are all paid. On weekends to let 
off steam, I participate in full-contact origami.  <I’m a high night flyer and a rainbow 
rider, and a straight shootin’ son of a gun,>” Loon continued, reciting as if it were a 
litany, never pausing even as he slid up in front of the boomer and stuck his face in its.  
“I hover and I hold; I stalk through the city on little rat feet.  <Shooting at the walls of 
heartache, bang bang!  I am the Warrior!>”

Dodging and weaving around its attempts to hit him, Loon physically taunted the 
cyberdroid with a collection of gestures liberally lifted from ancient movies and car-
toons from America: the fluttering hand in the face, the double eyepoke, the “spot on 
your tie” nose tweak.  Not programmed for physical comedy, the war machine roared its 
frustration.  All he needs now is an exploding cigar and a circus sledgehammer... Linna 
mused as the boomer turned all its attention on its ice-covered tormentor.

Now here was an opportunity she wasn’t going to pass up.  A jet-assisted leap sent 
her on a long, high arc.  Like a stooping hawk, she dropped down upon the cyberdroid 
from above, her right arm extended and knucklebomber charged.

At the same moment, the boomer threw a claw-handed blow that sent Loon 
tumbling backwards over the asphalt.  To its immense surprise, he popped briskly to 
his feet like a jack-in-the-box on the third roll.  The boomer growled again and lunged 
for him, only to find that its feet had been iced to the pavement.

Loon was still wagging a reproachful finger at the struggling cyberdroid when 
Linna’s knucklebomber shattered its braincase.

They paused a moment over its fallen form and looked at each other, expression-
less goggles to blank faceplate.  This close up, Linna was even more amazed — a layer 
of ice that had to be at least a centimeter thick completely coated him except for the 
goggles, effortlessly breaking and refreezing at each joint as his body flexed, making 
his every movement an arpeggio of crackling noises.  Fog continued to roll off him, 
and the bone-chilling cold of his very presence reached through her hardsuit to send 
goose bumps crawling across her skin.  And the music continued to echo from his very 
person:

 “<Look around,
 Leaves are brown,
 And the sky
 Is a hazy shade of winter...>”

“What are you?” Linna whispered more to herself than anything, but the voxmod 
carried it to his ears.

Loon tilted his head.  With the ice coating his features, it was hard to see anything 
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but the broadest of his expressions; he was completely unreadable.  Then he grinned, 
the ice at the corners of his mouth shattering and thrusting out to either side.  “That 
would be telling.  Wouldn’t you rather enjoy the suspense?”

Linna stared at him, blinking and completely at a loss for a meaningful response.  
Suddenly his grin drained away and he lunged at her, striking her hardsuit in the solar 
plexus with his shoulder.  His shout of “Down!” registered a moment later, as a searing 
beam of laserfire lanced down from above, neatly slicing through the spot where she 
had just stood.

“We’ve got trouble!  Two more 65Cs coming in from the northeast!” Nene cried 
over the private link.

“Now she tells me,” Linna muttered.
The walls and ground vibrated with the thunderous roar as all three motoslaves 

opened up with their guns.  Still on her back, Linna watched as two new war machines 
dropped out of the night sky.  The lead boomer, mouth laser still deployed and protec-
tive eye shutters still closed, failed to evade the high-powered salvos; its chest and head 
exploded when the guns tore through it, sending a shower of boomer parts and yellow 
nutrient fluid throughout the street.  Its companion was luckier, coming through the 
attack untouched.  Cutting its jets, it plummeted to the ground; it shattered the asphalt 
where it landed on its feet, crouched and facing the Sabers.

Loon flickered, going from laying on top of her to standing next to her without 
seeming to move between the two positions.  Linna backflipped into an attack stance 
next to him.  Already the motoslaves had opened fire on the remaining boomer, and 
Sylia was firing her lasers.  With a shrug, Linna launched her shock darts at it as Loon 
gestured and ice formed a glistening chin strap around its still-closed jaw.

Several seconds later, its motionless form lay sprawled on the asphalt in a wid-
ening pool of yellow, and the Sabers, as well as their mysterious ally, relaxed.  Loon 
looked around at each of them.  “Well, that was entertaining,” he offered.  There was 
the sound of rotors overhead, and all looked up to see a small flock of Fire bees circling 
and surveying the scene.

“Linna, Sylia?” Nene murmured over their private encrypted link at that moment.  
“I’m getting some strange temperature readings from one of the iced-over boomers...”

Then there was an explosion, and a shower of ice shards pelted them.  Linna spun 
to see one of the cyberdroids Loon had encased rising from a steaming puddle of 
water littered with melting ice chunks.  Its chest panels were slightly open but fused 
in place by melted Abotex, partly revealing its pectoral heat cannon array.  Acrid wisps 
of smoke curled up from the burned polymer covering its chest.  Beyond, a surprised 
Sylia hesitated a critical moment before sprinting at it.

“Shit!” shouted Loon at the same time as the boomer dropped its jaw and fired its 
mouth cannon at him from point blank range.

The beam was a solid rod of false color in Linna’s thermographic vision overlay, 
so bright that the visible light display had shut down to protect itself and so close that 
she could feel its heat faintly through her hardsuit.  She turned in time to see it strike 
Loon head on and throw him back against the wall of the warehouse on the far side of 
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the street.  To her thermographic vision, he’d ceased to appear human; he’d become no 
more than an incandescent blob.

Still, the music continued:

 “<Seasons change with the scenery,
 Weaving time in a tapestry.
 Won’t you stop and remember me?>”

“No,” she whispered.  It was strange, but in the minute or so she’d spent at his side, 
she’d started feeling a kind of camaraderie with him.  To see him killed so unexpect-
edly...  she felt bile rise up in her throat and struggled to control it.

The beam vanished abruptly, and she turned back to see Sylia withdrawing her 
laserblade from the boomer’s head.  “Take care of the last one before it frees itself,” the 
white Saber said dispassionately as the cyberdroid fell forward with a crunch. “Now.”

Linna glanced back to where Loon stood propped against the wall. The ice was 
completely gone, and faint wisps of steam rose from his body.  In IR, he was still radiat-
ing heat.  She was about to turn to the last boomer when she realized...

“Ow ow ow ow shit.”  Loon’s amplified voice echoed off the warehouses to either 
side of them as he slowly and painfully pushed himself away from the blistered and 
seared wall.  Behind him was a perfect silhouette of unharmed concrete.

Sylia and Linna froze, watching him in stark disbelief as he glanced up and down 
the narrow lane.  Ice was beginning to form on his body again, producing a crazy quilt 
of colors on his thermograph.  “Is that all of them?” he growled.

“No,” Sylia replied, her voice betraying none of her consternation.  She gestured to 
the block of ice remaining in the middle of the street.

“Let me take care of that,” he snarled.  As he stalked over to the encased boomer, 
two tiny galaxies of ice crystals swirled into existence around his clenched fists.  By the 
time he reached the block, he was once again completely coated in crystalline white.

The temperature in the street grew noticeably colder as he placed his hands on the 
encased boomer.  Nothing seemed to happen right away.  Then there was an audible 
cracking, popping noise from the block.  “There.”  A cloudy network of cracks and 
flaws now permeated the ice, obscuring the cyberdroid within.

“What did you do?” Linna asked.
“<Song off>,” he muttered as he turned back to the Sabers.  “I infiltrated ice into 

all its body cavities and expanded it until either they popped or everything inside 
them with water in it froze solid.  All that yellow goo these bots have is water-based; 
it freezes nicely at around -5 C.”  The ice that had so recently formed on him sloughed 
off suddenly, landing with a crunch in a pile at his feet and leaving him once again 
simply in inexplicably dry leather.

“Why didn’t you do that earlier?”
He shrugged, then winced.  “It takes a lot of attention and precision,” he replied 

as he gingerly rubbed his shoulder.  “Not the kind of thing you do in the middle of a 
combat situation.”
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Linna nodded and laid a gauntleted hand on his shoulder.  “You’re a very impres-
sive fighter,” she said.

He barked a short laugh.  “Lady, you’re no slouch yourself.”  He clasped her other 
hand in both of his.  “If you ever want to go independent and need a partner, give me 
a call.”

“I doubt that will be necessary,” Sylia said, stepping up to the pair as his eyes 
flicked over to her.  “I’m certain she will stay with us.  You know who we are, then?”

He snorted.  “I may be from out of town, but I’m not ignorant. You’re obviously 
the Knight Sabers.  <Pleased to meet you, hope you guess my name>,” he suddenly said 
in English.  “<But what’s puzzling you is the nature of my game.>”

Unseen under her visor, Sylia raised an eyebrow.  “<Quite>,” she replied.  “But we 
have no need to guess your name, Loon-san.”

He wagged his finger at her and grinned.  “Ah-ah-ah, Lady White. You’re telling 
too much.  You obviously have spies in the AD Police.”

Over the encrypted channel, Nene eeped.  Sylia merely waited, giving neither 
acknowledgment nor denial in response to his accusation.

His playfulness seemed to vanish, as if a switch had been thrown. “In any case, if 
you need to name my motives, call it... consumer protection.”  He released Linna’s hand 
and performed a grandiloquent bow, more European than Japanese in style.  “Now, if 
you’ll excuse me, ladies, it’s well past my bedtime, and I think I hear my mother calling 
me.  Good night!”  Then, with a burst of the speed that they were beginning to find 
increasingly disturbing, he dashed back into the alley from which he had come, mov-
ing so swiftly that he almost blurred.

“Wait!” Linna called, and sprang after him; Nene and Sylia followed a moment 
later.  She reached the mouth of the alley too late to do anything but watch as Loon 
sped off on a motorcycle whose turbine howled with power.

Overhead, a single FireBee peeled off from the circling formation.
“Mou,” Nene said after a few seconds.  “You’d think someone that fast wouldn’t 

have to be in such a hurry.”
Linna turned to Sylia.  “What was that he said a little while ago?  My English isn’t 

good enough for me to follow him.”
Sylia sounded thoughtful over the private channel.  “It was two lines from a song 

recorded in the 1960s.”
“Really?  What song?”
Behind her faceplate, Sylia briefly frowned.  “’Sympathy for the Devil,’ by the 

Rolling Stones.  It does not exactly inspire my confidence.”
“Huh...” Nene murmured contemplatively.
Linna snorted.  “I’ll say it doesn’t.”
Nene frowned as she shut down her suit’s electronic warfare systems, save those 

needed to screen them from ADP scans and eavesdropping.  “I didn’t know you were 
into old music, Sylia,” she commented absently.

“I’m not,” Sylia replied.  “But being Priss’s friend for so long does have its effects 
on one.”  She looked at the ADP observers in the air above them, then sidewise at her 
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teammates.  “Collect the motoslaves and let’s go.”

Lisa slid back a safe distance from the edge of the roof and sat up.  Okay! she 
thought triumphantly as she bagged her camera and carefully gathered up the filled 
datadisks.  This’ll get me off “Lifestyles” stories for sure!

Getting down from the roof was a touch easier than getting up, and Lisa was soon 
back on her motorscooter, heading for Raven’s Garage.

RAVEN’S GARAGE.  TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2036.  12:02 AM

Sylia glanced around the room.  While Lisa seemed to be bursting with energy, 
Linna and Nene dropped into their seats and looked close to dozing off.  Doctor Raven 
had been snoring in one of the chairs when they came in from the mission and there 
he remained; no one had had the heart to wake him.

“In deference to the hour,” Sylia began without preface, “we’ll make this quick.  
Given the circumstances, this mission was well- executed; and despite our narrow ven-
ue, we managed to halt the boomers with a minimum of property loss.  While we can’t 
do anything about the buildings that were damaged or destroyed before we got there, 
we can at least be satisfied that accomplished that much.”

She looked down at the PIM in her hand.  “I have no negative comments on any 
Saber’s performance tonight.  However, Lisa...”

At her seat by the computer, Lisa flinched and bit her lip.
“The next time you wish to document one of our combats, please let me know in 

advance.  I had to discard several potentially useful battle strategies because of your 
presence on a nearby warehouse.  And you are lucky that I saw you there, otherwise you 
might have found yourself in some danger.  Do you understand?”

This pronouncement brought the other two Sabers out of their near-stupor, and 
Nene stared at Lisa in disbelief.  Linna merely rolled her eyes, as if to say, “Some things 
never change.”  Lisa mumbled an inarticulate response as a sudden wash of shame 
forced her to lower her eyes.

“I said, do you understand?”
“Yes, Stingray-san,” she murmured sheepishly, which seemed to satisfy Sylia, who 

simply gave a curt nod.
“Now, to our feature presentation,” Sylia allowed herself a slight satisfied smile, 

“the intervention of the alleged boomeroid ‘Loon’ in our battle tonight.  Nene, what do 
the sensor logs have to say about him?”

Nene shook her head wearily.  “It’s a jumble.  One minute he reads just like the 
time Priss ran into him, the next he has the IR signature of an ice cube.  And I mean 
that literally; I ran a quick spectrograph on him and that was ice he was covered 
with.”

“I could’ve told you that.”
“I have facts, thank you, Linna.”  The redhead momentarily stuck her tongue out at 

her fellow Saber.  “I got a lot more data than Priss did, though, and there’s even more 
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going on with him than it appears.  We need to do a proper analysis of the logs, but I’ll 
tell you this:  he’s got a weird kind of ‘lens’ effect around him, like he’s refracting energy 
that comes near him. It’s really freaky.”

“Would that account for his survival of the laser attack, then?” Sylia asked.
Nene nodded sleepily, her fatigue starting to overcome her. “That’s how I noticed 

it; something similar happened during that one fight the ADP got footage of, some 
weeks ago.  So I replayed the logs of the beam hit on the ride back to see exactly what 
happened.  Most of the laser bent around him.”

“Interesting.”  Sylia eyes were half-lidded in thought.
“What’s even stranger is that on the ADP footage, the laser didn’t bend, it splashed 

like water.  It’s really weirding me out.”
“Why the difference?” Sylia asked.
Nene shrugged.  “I don’t know.  I can’t even make a guess as to how he’s doing it 

in the first place, so how can I theorize about that?  Maybe he’s upgrading or changing 
his equipment every time we see him.

“There’s one other thing,” she continued.  “After he showed up tonight, I picked 
up a strange radio signal.  It might be from him.  But it looks like it’s encrypted.”  She 
yawned and rubbed one eye with the tips of two fingers.  “I won’t know what’s up with 
it until I crack the encryption.  And I’ll start on that tomorrow after I analyze the 
scans.”

Sylia nodded slowly.  “Let me know when you have any further results from your 
analyses.  Linna?  Did you learn anything while fighting at his side?”

Linna smirked.  “I learned he’s a nutcase.”  Then she gave an embarrassed look 
and shrugged.  “Actually, that’s not really fair.  He was talking a mile a minute in both 
Japanese and English, real crazy, and I thought he was babbling.  But the more I think 
about it, the more I get the impression that it’s an act, a put-on.”

“Why?”
She shrugged again.  “He’s too together.  Precisely controlled, in a chaotic way, if 

that makes any sense.  I think all his babbling, it’s like the patter a magician does dur-
ing his act, a kind of distraction and misdirection technique.  Gets you focused on what 
he says and what he seems to be so you ignore something else.”

“Like what?” Nene asked.
Linna shook her head.  “It’s almost certainly intended to confuse or mislead his 

opponents.  Why did he aim it my way?  I’m not sure.  Probably to distract me from 
wondering who he is and where he’s from.  And who he’s worked for.  He’s clearly ex-
perienced at fighting as part of a team — he never put himself in anyone else’s line of 
fire or motion.  And he’s a very good martial artist — but terribly unorthodox.”

At her station, Lisa eagerly attended to Linna’s analysis.  She hadn’t given any 
thought to what Doug’s abilities implied, but it appeared that Linna had.  Perhaps 
some of her questions might be closer to answers now.  All she had to do was clamp 
down on the impulse to blurt out some of what she knew...

“I can’t quite identify the style he’s using,” Linna said.  “It seems more like a blend 
of many different things than a single specific martial art.  I think I spotted elements of 
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Capoeira and Muy Thai, but he also used some classic Shao Lin Kung Fu and no small 
amount of unadorned street brawling.  In some critical ways it resembles Jeet Kune Do, 
in that it appears to emphasize flexibility and unpredictability.  It’s pretty likely that 
he’s studied all of those and more, and that what he’s using is a synthesis — effectively 
a personal style, custom tailored for his reflexes and his speed on foot.”

Sylia nodded again.  “Any ideas about what is responsible for that speed?”
“Enough amphetamines to choke a horse?” Linna offered, then laughed.
“Ano,” Nene interjected.  “I clocked him at almost 50 kph at one point.  Nothing 

human should be able to run that fast and maintain it for as long as he did, under those 
conditions.”

“So,” Sylia mused, gazing into space, “we still have more questions than answers.  
A team player, acting alone.  Apparently human, but clearly more than that.  Abilities 
that any rational mind would discount as impossible.  Mysterious radio signals and 
bizarre, elliptical conversations.  And he is sought by GENOM.”

“So, what do we do next?” Linna asked.
Sylia raised an eyebrow.  “We continue to watch and learn.  And, if he seems safe 

enough, we approach him.”
Nene looked disgusted.  “That just might be the only way we’ll get answers to any 

of our questions.”

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2036.  12:11 AM

It didn’t take me too long to shake my ADP tail — a trip through the messier 
parts of the Fault Zone at my bike’s top speed quickly dissuaded the little chopper’s 
pilot from following me. And laid a false trail for any other ADP pursuit later.

I got home shortly after midnight, changing into civvies in the garage and tot-
ing my leathers and helmet upstairs in a plastic shopping bag.  No use compromising 
security any more than I had already when I ran out earlier in the evening.  To prevent 
that kind of thing, I probably should have kept my duty uniform in the garage, but to 
tell the truth, the idea made me uncomfortable.  I just didn’t like the idea of it being 26 
floors or more away if I happened to need it.  Yeah, I know, I was a whole lot farther 
away from it when I was at work.  That’s different.  Don’t ask me how.  It just is.

Anyway.
While I healed up the burns and other indignities inflicted upon my gentle, in-

offensive self, I thought over the evening’s festivities.  My first encounter with the 
Knights was... interesting.  At least this time I hadn’t gotten creamed because I’d done 
something stupidly overconfident.  This time it was plain old bad luck.  I had to admire 
the ingenuity of the bot, though; damn good programming, that kind of creativity in 
combat. Almost human.  I actually found myself nodding in approval.

Putting aside the helmet, I got up and made myself some tea while continuing to 
think.  No casualties, all the boomers accounted for, property damage minimal, to the 
best of my knowledge.  Good. No threats to my personal security, as far as I knew, de-
spite my blunder.  Good.  Pattern of attacks suggested I could safely make an attempt 
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at a gate out some time in the next few days.  Good.
I’d drawn upon the node for a little extra strength in dealing with the bots, but it 

was necessary.  Still, I had to make sure that I didn’t get in the habit of using raw power 
as a substitute for skill and strategy; if I ended up tapping the node every time I used 
a song, I might forget how to make do with more a normal level of magic.  My home-
world is a mana-poor Earth; last thing I needed when I got home was a dependency 
on high levels of mana...

Then, as I sipped my tea, I turned my mind to my last concern of the evening, 
which only revealed itself when I went to turn down my bed.

I tended to leave my door unlocked when I was at home.  (Lisa was probably 
the only person who knew this.  Until her work and my after hours activities set our 
schedules diverging, she’d been getting into a habit of knocking and entering without 
thinking about it.)  But I locked my door when I went out; and I know for a fact that 
it was locked when I got back that night.  I also know it’s not particularly secure — a 
low rent Federal housing project?  Are you kidding?  But marks indicative of any kind 
of break-in would have been very obvious to me.  And there were none.

So where the hell did the complete set of “Looney Tunes” plushies on my bed 
came from?

GENOM TOWER.  TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2036.  8:24 AM

Katherine Madigan touched the “pause” icon on her desktop after the third play-
back.  While the previous night’s boomer deployment had not been the success she 
had been hoping for, it mattered little.  There were other ways of seeing to it that those 
warehouse blocks were condemned; GENOM would own the land one way or another 
by the quarter’s end.

Katherine tapped one expensively-manicured fingernail against the mahogany 
desktop, listening idly to the sharply defined clicks as she considered what she had just 
watched.  The arrival of the Knight Sabers on the scene, despite their reduced strength, 
was so routine as that it had been allowed for in planning.  A thought occurred to her, 
and she spoke softly to the PIM in her desk system.  “Note to self — investigate ab-
sence of blue Knight Saber.  Possible split or dissension in ranks?  Dispatch agents to 
search the mercenary underground for disaffected ex-employees?”  Not very likely, she 
decided privately.  But worth some research, just in case.

She bristled momentarily, recalling Mr. Quincy’s explicit instructions to her re-
garding the Sabers:  no investigation of their identities, no overt attacks upon them, 
no traps, no ambushes.  Although they were an impediment to GENOM’s corporate 
destiny, he refused to remove them.  In fact, he seemed to enjoy the perverse cat-and-
mouse game his directives forced GENOM to play.  If she were in charge...

But she wasn’t.  And she had more important things to attend to than daydreams 
of corporate command.  At the moment.

Number one of these was the newly-increased value of the being whom (thanks 
to Ohara and his people) she had come to think of simply as “the Visitor”, despite the 
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“Loon” appellation the AD Police claimed he had given for himself.  Initially, he was 
worth capturing simply for his extradimensional origins.  But now, after what she had 
seen on the recovered data recorders — his icelike armor and an almost-total defense 
against a 65C’s laser cannon were technologies that she — and GENOM, of course 
— wanted.  Immediately.

She allowed herself a small smile, and placed a telephone call.
“Ohara-san, GENOM has new... objectives for your project.”

LADYS633 BUILDING.  TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2036.  10:41 PM

Sylia sipped her tea and stared at the monitor.  Impossible, but there it was.
She had easily confirmed what Nene had called a “lens” around the Loon.  When 

you know what to look for, she thought with annoyed amusement, it’s actually rather 
obvious.  Whatever it was, it didn’t affect the visible spectrum, or infrared or ultraviolet 
— except for lasers, which perplexed her — making the effect virtually invisible.  But 
on all other spectra...

On radar, he had the silhouette of a sparrow, when he showed up at all; LADAR 
had somewhat more success in tagging him.  Sonar was damped down to the point 
where he read more like a mist or cloud than a solid object.  When any other kind of 
active scan even noticed him, it returned a fragmentary or incoherent result more like 
a signal attenuation than anything else.  Passive scans were more productive; most of 
those returned usable data, although what that data implied...

Curious.  Very curious, thought Sylia, pursing her lips.
And it wasn’t just energy and scans.  Lisa had noticed an anomaly on the playback 

and pointed it out to the Sabers, and afterwards, Sylia spent several hours enhancing 
the recordings to confirm and analyze the oddity.  Eventually she had been forced to 
build a 3-dimensional computer model of the scene, drawing upon visual data from 
all three hardsuits’ recorders, in order to confirm that what appeared to happen did 
indeed happen.

The boomers’ strikes at Loon, as often as not, missed when they should have hit.  
The model clearly showed blows thrown by the machines seeming to swerve away 
from the man, as if deflected or pushed aside.

Sylia recalled Priss’ first encounter with the Loon and the bizarre behavior of the 
railgun spikes, and steepled her fingers before her face in thought.

“And why the music?” she mused.
Then, reaching for the keyboard, she switched to a search engine on the Net and 

typed in “<Time, time, time, see what’s become of me>” — the only snatch of lyrics she 
remembered clearly from the battle.

A few minutes later she nodded to herself.  “Interesting,” she murmured.  “’<Hazy 
shade bangles,>’ indeed, Loon-san.”
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IDEC.  WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2036.  9:12 AM

“So, what’s the word, Davis?”  Daniel Ohara slumped wearily into the seat be-
tween Tony Nakamura and his number-one research assistant, Davis Kristoff.  The pair 
made up an interesting set of similarities and dissimilarities.  While both were heavy-
set, Kristoff ’s two-meter frame towered over his much-shorter supervisor; seeing the 
pair side-by-side never failed to remind Ohara of the obelisk-and-globe monument 
somewhere in America that marked the site of a long-gone World’s Fair.

Tony’s sharp sense of style contrasted with the younger man’s rumpled “classic 
hacker” look, and Davis sported a short blond beard where Tony was clean-shaven.  
But they wore their long hair in identical neatly-gathered ponytails, and they shared 
the same eager, inquisitive light in their eyes.

Davis looked at Tony, who nodded.  “Well,” he began, “We’ve been looking at the 
boomer datalogs that Madigan sent down to us, and we can tell you a few things.”

“Such as?”
Davis smirked.  “First, we’re going to need better sensors than these crap data re-

corders the combat boomers have been carrying. They may be good enough for tactical 
decisions and after-the-fact battle analyses, but there’s nothing here that’s suitable for 
a proper scientific investigation.”

Tony nodded.  “We really do need better remote sensors if we’re going to find out 
anything from this guy.  Right now we can confirm that he’s not obviously augmented 
with boomeroid parts, that he’s fast, and that he has a raft of powers out of every sentai 
show you’ve ever seen.”

“At least he doesn’t have a giant robot with a silly medieval weapon!” Davis point-
ed out, chuckling, and Ohara frowned.

“Don’t laugh yet,” Ohara said morosely.  “He may pull one out of his back pocket 
next time.”  He scowled.  “We haven’t the money to buy better sensor equipment; we’ve 
got no slack in the budget whatsoever.”

“Get GENOM to pay for it,” Davis growled.
“That’s not a bad idea,” Tony mused.  “If they want us to catch this guy so badly, 

they sure as hell should give us the equipment to do it with.  And I don’t mean remain-
dered boomers, either.”  A sly look bloomed on his face.  “And who’s to say that we can’t 
take advantage of this to get our hands on some gear that’ll be put to good use in the 
lab after we’re done with this charade?”

For the first time in what seemed like hours, Ohara smiled.  “I like that.  After all, 
we have no idea what will and won’t prove most useful in getting the results GENOM 
wants, so we’ll need a wide variety of equipment.  And given that GENOM wants re-
sults yesterday, only the best will do, of course.”  He chuckled, feeling his spirits lift for 
the first time since speaking with Madigan the day before.  “I think it’s time to make a 
call to our ‘boss,’” he added, grinning.
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF’S OFFICE, 16 TOKYO DAY TIMES.  WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 
2036.  10:37 AM

“Sole photo credit, ‘additional material by’ byline on the main story, the 16 Times 
gets the copyright on the photos, and you get a 25,000 yen bonus,” Kiyoshi offered, 
reaching for the manila folder cradled protectively in Lisa’s arms.

Lisa frowned and stepped back, shaking her head at him.  “Not good enough.  
Sole photo credit, my story with my byline, I retain copyright, I get reassignment to 
a crime beat, and you can skip the bonus.”  Lisa leaned forward to wave a photo of 
the green Knight Saber shattering the head of a boomer under the editor’s nose; she 
snatched it away when he made desperate grabbing motions at it.

“Okay, okay, sole photo credit, co-writer credit on a joint article, you keep the 
copyright, and I reassign you.  That’s my final offer,” Kiyoshi countered.

Lisa paused a moment and took on a contemplative look, dragging one corner of 
the photo back and forth across her lower lip as she gazed thoughtfully at a water stain 
on the ceiling of Kiyoshi’s office.  “Hmmm.”  She flicked her eyes back at the editor, 
and gave him her most kawaii smile.  “Make it the lead credit on the byline and use my 
story as the base for the final article, and you have a deal, sir!”

“Done!”  Kiyoshi pounded on the desk, causing Lisa to flinch. Even after an hour 
of exhaustive negotiation — which at one point had her threatening to take her photos 
to another online newspaper — Kiyoshi had far more energy than Lisa liked.  The man 
practically lived on the sludgelike coffee brewed by the interns, after all.  She was afraid 
he would leap across his desk to pump her hand, Western-style, to seal the deal.

Fortunately, he instead turned to his terminal and began typing. “To show you my 
good faith, Lisa-chan,” she resisted a wince once again at his familiarity, “I’m sending 
the memos about your reassignment right now.  You’ll be on the city beat before you 
walk out of this office.”

Lisa restrained the urge to squeal and jump for joy, and instead bowed solemnly to 
the distracted editor.  “Arigato, Kiyoshi-san.”

“There!”  He punched the “enter” key fiercely, then spun around to face her.  “Done.  
Now, I presume, any future scoops you may have will not require us to go through all 
this unpleasantness?”

She smiled.  “We’ll see, sir.  Depends on how good a scoop it is.”
Kiyoshi laughed loudly.  “Very good, Lisa-chan, very good!  Fair enough.  Now, get 

out of here and go see Toboki-san.”
Lisa furrowed her brow in confusion.  “Chiasa?”
He nodded.  “Yes.  She’ll be your co-writer on the story.  It’s good work, Lisa-chan, 

but you have a tendency towards purple prose and melodrama which Chiasa will help 
you purge from your system.  Now, go, get to work!”

Outside his office, Lisa allowed herself a moment of despair. Toboki Chiasa was 
one of the best writers in the office, but she also was notoriously cantankerous and 
highly territorial.  Lisa would learn a lot working with her, but the process was guar-
anteed not to be pleasant.
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But so what?  I’m off the damned lifestyles stories! she cheered inwardly.  That’s worth 
paying any price!  Even suffering from the sting of Toboki’s tongue!  She hugged the manila 
folder to her chest.  My first top page story!  My scoop!  My exclusive!  And I did it without 
even hinting that Doug was part of the fight, either.

She reflected on that as she began to wend her way through the labyrinth of desks 
that made up the city room.  Photos of a new, unknown boomer fighter at the sides 
of the Knight Sabers would have guaranteed her everything she’d wanted, but the 
very idea of doing that felt like a betrayal.  If Doug had wanted to be known, he certainly 
would have gone public before now.  It’s only right that I help him keep his secrets.  Another 
concern struck her.  I wonder if I should tell him that I know about him...

With that thought barely complete, she found herself standing at the desk of 
Toboki Chiasa.  “Toboki-san?” she ventured cautiously, “Kiyoshi-san sent me over to 
work with you...”

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF’S OFFICE, 16 TOKYO DAY TIMES.  THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 
2036.  8:55 AM

“Would you care to explain this to me, Lisa?”  For the first time, Kiyoshi’s hyper-
activity didn’t seem clownish or cloddish to Lisa.  This morning, all that energy seemed 
to be channeled into barely-controlled anger.  He slammed a pair of pageprints down 
on the desk in front of her.

One was the top page of the previous day’s “16 Times,” with her story and pho-
tos.  Despite the threatening atmosphere in the office a smile of delighted satisfaction 
flickered across her face when her eye fell upon it.  The other was the top page from 
the same edition of the Tokaido News P.O.N., but when she saw the headline, she felt 
a cold pang in her chest and her knees suddenly went weak.  Oh, no.  Oh, no...

“KNIGHT SABERS SAVE WAREHOUSE DISTRICT,” the main head read, 
but it was the subhead which sent her soul spiraling into fear and despair:  “MYS-
TERY ‘ICE MAN’ JOINS ARMORED MERCENARIES.”  With trembling hands 
she picked up the print and scanned it.  Its detailed story was liberally illustrated with 
very clear, high-resolution photographs of Doug and the Sabers.

“Perhaps you’d like to explain to me why you neglected to include a mysterious 
new vigilante in your otherwise complete and meticulously detailed story, Lisa-chan?”  
Kiyoshi’s face was turning red as his voice began rising in volume.  “Could you explain 
why none of the photographs you gave us show this ‘Iceman’?  Can you possibly pro-
vide me with any good reason why you knowingly submitted a story that was incom-
plete?  A story that was, in fact, slanted and censored by you?”  He was shouting now, 
and she was sure that beyond the glass walls of his office the city room staff were all 
watching her public disgrace.

A mix of humiliation and anger at that humiliation welled up in her, making her 
head buzz even as she fought to suppress her tears.  Her chest felt tight, and the desire 
to do violence, to break something, raged through her, warring with the need to cry. 
How dare he!  He has no idea!
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“This new vigilante, who may even be a new Knight Saber, is the number one 
story in the news all over Japan today, Lisa-chan. And every netstation, newspage, and 
newspaper in the Home Islands is going to Tokaido P.O.N. — not to us — for the 
details.  We lost a great deal of prestige and credibility today, Lisa.  It would have been 
better for the ‘16 Times’ to have published nothing rather than what we did put out!  
We would have been just another paper who didn’t have a reporter on the spot. Instead 
we printed what, compared to the real story, was nothing more than a fluff piece!”

Kiyoshi realized that he had been shouting and snapped his mouth shut.  Then he 
glared past Lisa at whoever was behind her, watching.  He glanced once left and once 
right, a thunderous expression on his face, then returned his attention to her.  When 
Lisa saw the look in his eyes at that moment, she wanted to crawl away and die.

“I’m very disappointed in you, Lisa,” he said, more softly but no less angrily.  “I had 
very high expectations for you.”  He turned and gazed out the window of his office, his 
back to her.  “You probably don’t know it, Lisa, but I worked with your father once. He 
was... a journalist’s journalist.  There was a fire burning in him, a fire I thought I saw in 
you.  That was why I hired you, you know.  That, and the praise Professor Andou had 
for you when I called her.”

The invocation of both her father and her favorite instructor from college was 
a double blow that almost shattered her control. Unwanted angry tears welled up in 
Lisa’s eyes, and she only barely prevented them from spilling down her cheeks.  Kiyoshi 
continued, heedless.

“I’m afraid I was wrong about you, Lisa.  You’re not ready yet. Not while you’re let-
ting your own private agenda dictate how you report the news.”  She tried to speak, but 
he held up one hand. “No, I don’t care what your reasons were, or how good they are.” 
He turned back from the window and lowered himself slowly into his chair, seemingly 
drained of the energy that characterized him for her.  “You may go,” he said, dropping 
his attention to the bluelines on the desktop before him.

“Sir?” she quavered.  “Am I fired, sir?”
“No,” Kiyoshi replied without looking up.  “That would be a waste of your talents.”  

He flipped through several pages before continuing.  “There will be a home and garden 
show at the GENOM Convention Center this weekend.  It opens tomorrow morn-
ing.  I want 30 paragraphs and at least three photos suitable for a section front page 
eyecatch.”

Lisa stood there, trembling, unable to form any kind of response. Eventually, the 
editor grew curious and looked up at her.  A soft “Go back to your desk, Vanette-san,” 
was all he said.

Mustering as much of her tattered dignity as she could, she turned and strode out 
of his office.

To her credit, Lisa made it to the ladies’ room before the sobs broke free.

AD POLICE HQ.  THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2036.  4:25 PM

Leon sighed and closed the TV window on his monitor.  It had finally happened.  
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“Loon” had made the news.
Chief Todo hadn’t been happy about that, but then again, he was rarely happy 

about anything, Leon mused.  He chuckled quietly. At least the Sabers seemed as 
much at a loss as the ADP when it came to the so-called boomeroid.  Thank god for 
small favors.

He idly tapped the data disk he held on the edge of his desk. Things were starting 
to spiral out of control.  It didn’t take much to start, but after all his years in the ADP, 
Leon knew the signs.  And when it did, there would be an orgy of finger-pointing, 
blame-shifting, and buck-passing.

And if worse came to worse, evidence would be destroyed so that the department 
could “prove” it had never known a thing, and thus could not be held responsible for 
any perceived failures.  He’d seen it happen before.  And the one such time he’d tried to 
keep an offline copy of his work at home, his apartment had been conveniently — and 
professionally — burgled.  Of course, that had happened during the tenure of the last 
Chief — the self-serving bureaucrat who had replaced Todo, and who had been ousted 
after the Illegal Army debacle.  Now that Todo was back in charge...

Leon held the unlabeled diskette up to his eye and squinted, sighting idly through 
the spindle hole.  He leaned back and slowly rotated his seat, surveying a narrow slice 
of the squad room through the tiny opening.  He needed an undisputedly secure hid-
ing place.  And just in case more than the usual happened, he needed to make sure the 
data was in the hands of someone who could make the best use of it.

The bitch of it was, Leon knew exactly what he could do with the data to meet 
those requirements.  He just wasn’t sure that he should do it.  He continued to spin 
slowly, musing on the question that had occupied his mind on and off for several hours 
now.

A familiar shock of red hair came into view through the spindle hole, and he made 
his decision.

“Oh, hi, Leon,” Nene said a few moments later as the inspector stopped at her 
desk.  She had just gotten back with an enormous stack of files and was mostly occu-
pied in paging through them, occasionally stopping to compare a tidbit on her monitor 
screen with one under a fingertip.

“Hey, Nene.  Got a favor to ask you.”  Leon sat down on the corner of the desk, 
close enough to the stack of brightly-colored folders that Nene slid them protectively 
away from him.

“A favor?” she repeated distractedly.
“Yup.”  He deepened his voice to a pompous bass.  “I hold in my hand the com-

plete files we’ve compiled on the boomeroid called ‘Loon.’”  Nene’s head snapped up, 
and Leon nodded at her, smiling.  “Right.  My work, Daley’s, Fuko’s, yours, everyone’s. 
Up to and including the FireBee video logs from the other night.”

“Okaaaaay,” Nene drawled, although her eyes glittered with exactly the kind of 
interest he’d hoped he’d see there.  “And what’s this got to do with me?”

“I need you to hold on to it for me for a few days.  Put it someplace secure, just in 
case there’s a ‘system accident’ on the ADP computers.”
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“But...” she began, and Leon lifted a finger and shook his head.
“Listen.  I trust your skills and contacts to make sure nothing happens to this data, 

and that it doesn’t get in the wrong hands.”  The extra emphasis on “wrong” might be 
overdoing it, Leon thought, but Nene didn’t seem to have noticed.

“So, what’s in it for me?” she asked with a sly smile.
Leon shook his head and rolled his eyes in mock exasperation. “What, a frequent 

binger discount card isn’t enough?  I do and do for you kids, and this is the thanks I 
get!”

Nene burst into giggles, which she stifled by biting her knuckle before anyone else 
in the area noticed.  As it was, Naoko glanced up and shot her an envious look.  Nene 
responded by playfully sticking out her tongue at her co-worker before realizing that 
Leon was watching her with eyebrows raised and an amused smirk on his face.  She 
grinned sheepishly and shrugged, and he laughed out loud.

“Sure,” she said, holding out her hand.  “I’ll take care of it for you.  I know just the 
place to keep it safe.”

And with any luck that’ll be the Knight Sabers’ computer system, he thought as he 
passed the disk over.  I know you, Nene; you won’t pass up this chance.  “Thanks, Nene.  I’ll 
let you know if and when I need it back, okay?”

“Uh-huh,” she replied, turning the disk over and over in her hands and staring at 
it almost hungrily.

GENOM CONVENTION CENTER.  FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2036.  11:07 AM

Holding her camera to one side with one hand, Lisa scooped up cold water from 
the spigot with the other and splashed it into her eyes.  If I can’t keep from crying every 
fifteen minutes, I won’t be able to complete this damn assignment.

All morning her mood had oscillated wildly between anger and despair.  Three 
times already she had had to dash into a restroom to wash away the tears that welled 
up in her eyes at the thought of her disgrace in the newsroom, once during an informal 
interview with the chairman of the show’s steering committee. Fortunately, he had 
waited patiently for her to return and continue, but he’d looked at her strangely for 
the rest of the interview.  The last thing I need now is strangers pitying me, she thought 
angrily, and suddenly her eyes were wet and brimming again, her sight blurred.  She 
drew in a long, rasping whine of a breath, then steeled herself.

The water still fountained from the spigot, and she scooped up another handful 
and flung it into her face.  The shock of the cold water this time did what it had failed 
to before — stop her tears.

As she stood there bent over the basin, face dripping, wet hand gripping the edge 
of the marble countertop, dry hand cradled protectively around her camera, she made 
her decision.  I will get back what is mine.  I will do something more with my career than 
endless fluff pieces.  I’ll show Kiyoshi.  I’ll show him.
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MOTERU ROKU, KAGOSHIMA.  SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2036.  7:43 PM

“Relax, Priss,” Nene’s image on the telephone encouraged.
“Relax, hell!  Have you seen these papers?”  Priss snatched up a crumpled newsfax 

from where it lay on the hotel room’s table and waved it in front of the phone’s video 
pickup.  A four word headline blazed, “BLUE SABER?  NEW SABER!” in 5-centi-
meter characters.

Nene giggled.  “Yeah!  Pretty funny, huh?”
“Funny my ass!” Priss ranted.  “They’re saying this ‘Iceman’ is my replacement!”
On the screen, the redhead frowned.  “Wanna shout it louder, Priss?  I’m sure the 

guy in the room at the end of the building didn’t hear you that time.”
Priss growled, sparking another surge of giggles from Nene. “Listen to this, Nene,” 

she spat when she managed to collect herself.  She shook the paper out and read from 
it.  “Despite an entrance that suggests that he may be an independent vigilante, the 
‘Iceman’ is thought by most knowledgable Knight Saber watchers to be the successor 
to the Blue Saber, who hasn’t been seen in many weeks and is believed to have left the 
team.  ‘The Iceman is significant on several fronts,’ says Tokaido News P.O.N. technol-
ogy columnist and self-professed Knight Saber otaku Albrecht Yamaguchi.  ‘He breaks 
new ground with his combat style, his disposable ice armor and the very fact that he’s 
the first male Knight Saber.  He is clearly more of a team player than the Blue Saber, as 
well.  Could the Blue Saber have been fired?’” As she read, Priss’s voice crept back out 
of her forced calm and upwards into tones of outrage and anger.

“Oh, come on, Priss, chill out!” Nene urged, although a flicker of worry crossed her 
face, unseen by Priss.  “It’s just some stupid reporter’s opinion!  We know you didn’t 
get fired, and we have nothing to do with the Loon.  And you know it, too.  Why get 
so worked up over it?”

“Just one month, Nene, one more month!”  Priss jabbed a rigid forefinger at the 
pickup, almost hitting the screen.  “Then I’ll be back in MegaTokyo and I’ll show this 
Loon character what it means to muscle in on my rep!”

“Mou...  I thought you liked him, from the way you talked about that motorcycle 
race the two of you had.”

Priss grimaced.  “Well, yeah, it was fun, and he was cool about everything and all.  
But that doesn’t give him the right to go waltzing in taking over for me!”

Nene rolled her eyes.  “He’s not taking over for you, Priss! He usually operates on 
his own, and he just stepped in to help us out in a tight spot.”  A far-off look drifted 
onto her face. “You should have seen him, Priss.  It was like being in an old sentai pro-
gram, the way he leaped and moved.  And he was enjoying himself, like stopping the 
boomers was the most fun he’d had in... in... ever!”

“Shit!”  Priss spat.  “You sound like you’re getting a crush on this guy, Nene.”
The redhead’s eyes snapped open to their widest extent.  “What? No!  It’s just that, 

well, it kinda reminds me of, like, when we first started.  It was all so fun...”
“For you, maybe,” Priss muttered.
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“...and exciting,” Nene continued, unhearing.  “It was a great big adventure, being 
the mysterious good guys, taking on the forces of Eee-vil.  But now...”

“It’s just another job?”
On the phone’s tiny screen, Nene shook her head.  “No, not really.  It’s still fun and 

all.  But, after Mason and Sylvie and Largo and Largo again, I don’t know...  It’s like I 
lost something.”

“Go on,” Priss murmured, a sudden, familiar pang stilling her anger.
“I mean, I didn’t even notice at first.”  Nene’s voice had grown quiet and solemn.  

“I mean, I still acted the same way, still related to people the same way.  But I realized 
that... that the world is different to me.  It’s been different, maybe since the day we... 
the day Sylvie died.”

Priss nodded.  “The world’s not the bright shiny place you thought it was, it’s dirty 
and rotten and the worst part of it is that part of you that used to be clean is dirty and 
rotten, too.”  Her voice was soft, and far away, and full of regret.

“Yeah,” Nene whispered.  “Yeah.”  Her gaze drifted down, off-screen, as she spoke.  
“And it was what I lost that made the difference.  I didn’t know I’d even had ... whatever 
it was ... until it was gone.”

“Yeah.”
“I mean, I’m still me.  I laugh, and smile, and do my thing.  I’m just not as.. carefree 

as I used to be.  I’m not taking quite the same joy in it, do you know what I mean?  I still 
get a thrill from the danger and the challenge, but I’ve lost that ... delight ... in doing 
what we do because it’s right.”

Priss looked thoughtful.  “And he’s still got that... joy?”
Nene nodded.  “And I envy him, Priss, I really do.  Say what you will about me 

acting like a kid, but I’ve lost my... um...”
“Your innocence,” Priss supplied softly.
A sorrowful look came across Nene’s features.  “Yeah.  My innocence.  And I want 

to know how he can do what does and still keep his.”

IDEC.  MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2036.  9:09 AM

As the internal courier scurried off, Daniel Ohara and Illya Vaysberg stared at the 
collection of large crates that had been left in their care.

“Me and my big mouth,” Daniel muttered.
Illya clapped a hand to his superior’s shoulder.  “So more boomers she gives us.  

But the expense account also we get!  This is good, no?”
Ohara twisted his head around to look at the larger man.  “Oh, the expense ac-

count is good.  Even if she did warn me that I’m going to have to document every 
paper clip and stamp we buy. That’s not a problem.”  He gestured at the largest of the 
plasteel packing cases in front of them.  “This is the problem.”  He clenched his fist and 
drew it back as if to pound it on the side of the case, then relaxed as he changed his 
mind. “A superboomer!  A goddamned superboomer!”

Illya ran a hand across the smooth surface of the case, and raised an eyebrow at 
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his boss.  “So?”
“So, she’s expecting us to use it.  She said as much.  ‘GENOM wants results now,’” 

he said in a falsetto mockery of Madigan’s voice.  “’You will use the resources we send 
you.  We will worry about the publicity the Visitor has generated.’”  He sighed.  “It was 
bad enough trying to rein in those two 55Cs she gave us, and they still all but broke 
free.  Avram’s going to have a fit trying to put constraints on this mother.  And if it 
breaks free...”  He shook his head.  “Every time I think this can’t get worse, it does.”

Illya laughed, surprising Daniel.  “So these ‘opportunities’ we must make the best 
of, no?  And what happens, happens.”  He shrugged elaborately.  “It is a dangerous 
job, true, but as my cousin Bradford from Murmansk says, ‘When it is the fan you are 
holding, you must expect sometimes to be hit with the shit.’”

In spite of himself, Daniel laughed.  “Your cousin sounds like a wise man.”
“That he is, Ohara-san,” Illya said, suddenly solemn.  “The first to warn he would 

be, as well, that the shit may be more to handle than we want.”  He laid a hand on the 
crate holding the superboomer.  “This a great deal of resources represents. Perhaps too 
much.  Why to us give such an expensive and dangerous device?”

Daniel frowned.  “Because Madigan’s willing to go to any lengths to capture the 
Visitor?”

Illya returned the frown.  “Maybe so.  But if so, why so great a killing machine as 
this does she give us, my friend?  Perhaps the Visitor is not its only target?”

“What do you mean?”
Illya ran his hand up and down the plasteel surface of the crate. “You should 

forgive me, my friend, but we Russians — we have of backstabbing and betrayal by 
our allies a long history.  We have not as a people survived by ignoring the possibility 
of the poison needle hidden in every hand of friendship.  And Madigan no friend is.”  
He traced his fingers along the stenciled model and serial numbers.  “You may call me 
paranoid, friend Daniel, but what if Madigan seeks us to eliminate after her tasks we 
accomplish?   This her perfect tool would be.”

“Are you suggesting that it might be booby-trapped?”  Daniel resisted the urge to 
step back from the crate as his expression darkened.

Illya shrugged again.  “In a way.  Imagine this:  Not long after its lost boomeroid 
GENOM recaptures, goes rogue a superboomer does within the Tower itself.  Great 
tragedy, no?  So many die before destroyed is the boomer — many GENOM employ-
ees, including us.  ‘About damned time boomer destroys GENOM property,’ people say, 
and on their way go.  Boomer is untraceable scrap, and we forgotten are while IDEC 
goes on with GENOM-picked management.” Illya looked back over his shoulder at 
Daniel and raised an eyebrow.  “Is how I would the play make were I Madigan.”

Ohara scowled.  “Have I ever told you that you have a dark and depressing imagi-
nation, Illya?”

The large blond man laughed heartily, the sound echoing oddly in the storeroom.  
“I am Russian, friend Daniel!  What do you expect?”

Daniel smiled ever so slightly in acknowledgment, then took off his glasses and 
rubbed his eyes.  “I suppose we’ll need Avram to look for overrides, trojans and logic 
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bombs in the superboomer’s programming, then, as well as laying in our priority com-
mands,” he said.

Illya nodded in agreement.  “Is work of at least three-four weeks, if done right we 
want it.”

“Madigan won’t like that,” Daniel reflected.
“Fuck Madigan and horse on which in she rode,” Illya declared, then grinned.  

“Hot damn!  That I have wanted to say ever since about the Red Chinese Bradford say 
it last year!”

Daniel chuckled, and replaced his glasses.  “Right.  Fuck her. She wants the job 
done right, then it gets done on our terms.” Then he grew serious again.  “Still, we’d best 
plan some countermeasures for her inevitable retaliation.”

“Then go plan shall we, my friend?”  Illya waved expansively at the door.
“That we shall,” Daniel said.  “That we shall.”
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6:  AW, POOR PUTTY-TAT!  HE FAW DOWN AND GO BOOM!
To see itself through, music must have an idea or mag-
ic.  The best has both.  Music with neither dies young, 
though sometimes rich.

— NED ROREM

“I’m for truth, no matter who tells it.  I’m for justice, 
no matter who it is for or against.  I’m a human being 
first and foremost, and as such I am for whoever and 
whatever benefits humanity as a whole.”

— MALCOLM X

ADP HEADQUARTERS.  MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2036.  11:49 AM

“Um, hi, everyone?”
Lisa was a little surprised when her quiet greeting cut through the squabbling like 

a knife.  The argument surrounding Leon’s desk stumbled to a halt as its participants 
looked up at the unexpected visitor.

“Lisa!”  Nene flung herself to her friend’s side.  “Are you okay? You weren’t at... 
you weren’t answering my calls all weekend, and after what happened at your job, I was 
afraid you’d committed seppuku or something!”

Lisa gave Nene a tight smile that broadcast confidence and determination.  “I’m 
okay, Nene-chan.  I just had to cover the flower show at the convention center all 
weekend long.”

“What happened at your job?” Fuko asked, sincere concern written across her 
face.

Lisa shrugged haphazardly.  “I got promoted out of lifestyle stuff and into the real 
meat.  Then I bungled a story and got busted back down to flower shows.”

“You don’t seem all that brokenhearted about it,” Daley observed.
“Oh, I am, believe me,” she replied.  “I just decided to stop crying and start work-

ing to get it back.”
“Good for you!” Fuko said.
“Yeah!” Nene concurred as the rest of the group around the desk murmured their 

assent.
Lisa smiled with genuine warmth.  “Thanks, guys.  So,” she looked around at the 

small group, “what’s got you all worked up?”
“This,” Leon spoke for the first time, and the team stepped away from the desk 

as he spun his monitor around.  Displayed in a maximized window was a document 
headed by a prominent GENOM logo.

“What is it?” Lisa asked as she leaned down to peer at it.
“A GENOM press release concerning our friend ‘Loon’ — that’s the ‘Iceman’ to 
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you and the general public, Lisa,” Leon added, not noticing her already nodding in 
recognition.

“...radical new design...,” she murmured, skimming the document, “anti-rogue 
boomer based on a modified 33S chassis... intended to supplement the AD Police...  
unique proprietary technologies, patents pending...  accidentally released...  no threat 
to the public...  recall system malfunctioning...”  She looked up and around at Leon and 
the team.  “And what’s all your opinions on this?”

A cacophony of voices showered her as everyone began speaking at once.
“Seems reasonable...”
“...combat sexaroid?  Oh, come on...”
“...tougher than a human...”
“...does display what might be new technologies...”
“There’s the force field...”
“I don’t buy it.  Loon himself denied...”
“...you take a rogue boomer’s word on...”
“...you take GENOM’s word on...”
“...doesn’t act like...”
“Sexaroids aren’t like other...”
“Bullshit, that’s...”
“...DD battlemover...”
“...combat sexaroid???...”
“...he’s a chicken, I tell you, a giant chicken!”
There was a sudden silence.
“What?” demanded Daley.
“I, um...” mumbled Lieutenant Vong.
“Yes?”
“I heard it on an old Americanime show?”
Fuko whapped him one.
As the meeting around the desk degenerated into another argument, Lisa turned 

to Nene, who still stood beside her.  “What do you think?”
Nene gazed thoughtfully into the distance and said, “I think that if you threw 

GENOM into a room with the truth, you’d risk a matter-antimatter explosion.”
When Lisa stopped laughing, she saw that the door to the chief ’s office was finally 

open.  “Nene-chan, I’ve got to go now, I’m doing lunch with Uncle Todo.  See you after 
work?”

The young ADP officer nodded vigorously.  “Sure!  Go enjoy lunch.”  A sly grin 
sneaked onto her face.  “Greek again?”

Lisa smiled sheepishly.  “What can I say?  I like it.  And, as it turns out, so does 
Uncle.”

Nene snickered.
A few moments later, Lisa knocked tentatively on the open door of the chief ’s 

office.
“Oh, Lisa-chan, hello!”  The portly black man was already up and pulling on his 
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rumpled suit jacket, the brown tweedy material more than adequately hiding the shoul-
der holster he had begun wearing after Yoshida’s takeover of the ADP building several 
years before.  “I’m ready to go.”  He smiled at his niece, an expression rarely seen on his 
face in the office.  “Which Greek restaurant is it this time?”

Lisa idly twirled her beret around her forefinger.  “Well, I thought we could do 
the Mykonos Gri...”

The phone on her uncle’s desk rang shrilly, interrupting her. Todo glanced at the 
array of lights and lines and froze for a moment.  “I’m sorry, Lisa,” he said, recovering 
and reaching for the receiver, “I need to take this call first.  Could you wait outside?  
It’s a confidential matter.”

“Sure,” she said, puzzled, but complied with her uncle’s request. Stepping outside, 
she closed the door to the office tightly.  A vague suspicion insinuated itself into her 
thoughts, and she positioned herself in front of one of the office’s plate glass windows.  
As innocently as she could manage, Lisa angled herself so that she could see her uncle 
without looking like she was watching him.

Whoever it was on the other end of that call, he made her uncle nervous.  All 
the bluster and fire that normally defined the man seemed to have vanished, and his 
body language...  As a gaijin who had enthusiastically adopted Japanese culture when 
he’d married her late aunt, Beauregard Todo was punctilious about proper etiquette, 
enough so to satisfy even Lisa’s mother. (Except when it came to the officers under 
his command, she amended wryly.)  But he was never obsequious, even to the highest 
officials; some of his American attitude still bled through the acquired manners of his 
adopted land.

However, the caller, whoever he may have been, drove her uncle into depths of 
subservience she had never seen in him before. Every sentence he spoke was punctu-
ated by an abbreviated bow.  A fine sheen of sweat broke out on his forehead, adding a 
glistening highlight to his dark skin.

It didn’t take her reporter’s instincts to realize that whoever was on the other end 
of that call held a lot of power over her uncle.  That whomever it was frightened him.

I wonder if Nene can get the phone logs for me, Lisa thought, a frown flickering on 
her face.  I’d dearly love to know what’s going on here.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2036.  5:53 PM

Red hair topped a misbalanced pagoda of dishes, themselves surmounting a Chibi 
Maruko-Chan T-shirt and denim shorts with a Dear Daniel patch covering the left 
rear pocket.  Bare feet padded from the kitchenette to her favorite spot in the apart-
ment.  Once there, an expanse of leg reached out to snag one caster of a well-padded 
chair and roll it back from the desktop.

Precariously balancing her dinner in one hand, Nene twitched the mouse with the 
other.  “Finally!” she breathed as the screen flickered to life and revealed an “analysis 
complete” dialog box. “Any positive results?”

With her free hand she carefully shoved aside the litter of papers and computer 
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parts that covered the desktop to clear a small area between the two custom one-hand 
keyboards that were her primary interface to her system — the boxy keypad to the left 
and the smoothly rounded semicircular one to the right.  As her dinner jittered and 
threatened to topple, she rescued first the salad, then the soup, then the dinner plate, 
and finally the tall glass of cola from the wobbling stack.  Sliding into the chair and 
rolling it back to the edge of the desk, Nene reached again for the mouse and began 
scrolling through the automated cracker’s report.

“Nuts,” she murmured.  “Failure, failure, failure.  What is this damn thing?”  Frown-
ing, she pushed her rarely-worn glasses back up from where they had slid down to the 
tip of her nose. After almost a week of effort, she was tempted to admit defeat — the 
mystery signal from their run-in with Loon was either encrypted with an algorithm 
of hitherto unheard-of strength, or an elaborate deception built out of pure random 
numbers.

She couldn’t accept the latter possibility.  It ran against both her instincts and her 
common sense.  As she continued to scroll, pausing to read the more promising failure 
reports, she once again went over the reasons why it had to be real in an effort to keep 
her spirits up.  The last thing she wanted to do was admit failure or deception to Sylia.  
I’ll only accept 100% success, she told herself firmly.

But the truth was, she was almost out of options and tools.  The results she now 
read came from the last and most powerful cracking program she had, the one she’d 
used to break the new AD Police encryption.  And so far, every approach it had tried 
had come up blank, too.  “Nuts,” she repeated, louder this time, and jammed a tempura 
shrimp into her mouth before scrolling further.

She finished her dinner and the results log at almost the same time, paging list-
lessly through the file in the hopes of finding something — anything — that had 
showed promise.  Upon reaching the last entry, she started.

Huh.  I left the rosetta for the new ADP cryptosystem in here. Of course, it won’t...  She 
stared at the screen, frozen momentarily in mid-thought.  What the heck?  She pushed 
the dinner plate away, took a long swig of her cola, and read the report.

She reread it twice to make sure she understood the implications.
“Whoa.”  She pushed back from the table.
The encryption schemes used by the mystery signal and the new ADP radios were 

almost identical.  They were close enough that the cracking program had been able to 
brute-force the difference. But where the two had differed, the mystery signal had been 
a tougher, more robust algorithm.

There was something profoundly disturbing about this, Nene felt. Her hacker’s 
instincts were all on edge.  Acknowledging them, she opened the files that held the 
decrypted packets and began to study them.

Half an hour and a liter of cola later, she was certain of two things:  It was a net-
working protocol of some sort.  And she’d never seen it before.  She opened a browser 
and linked to her favorite programmers’ metasite.

After searching references and archives all over the Net for eight hours, she un-
covered the protocol.  Or its distant ancestor, at least — an abandoned standard for 
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radio telecomm. Like the closest relative of the ADP encryption scheme, it was a fifty-
year-old product of the United Nations’ private, internal computer network, discarded 
decades ago.

Now that was too much of a coincidence to wave off.  Was someone in the ADP 
using a variant on this antique protocol, perhaps gambling on a “security through ob-
scurity” strategy?  If so, whoever it was had to be good enough to hide from her in the 
ADP network, and all egotism aside, she didn’t think that was likely.  Over the last 
five years, she had installed or activated back doors in every ADP system both public 
and secret — including a couple “black” projects that didn’t even officially appear on 
the ADP budget.  There was nowhere someone could hide a secret network where she 
couldn’t at least see evidence of it.

Not to mention that there hadn’t been any ADP presence at the fight.  The boom-
ers had operated on standard frequencies using familiar protocols, despite their im-
proved hopping algorithms. That left...

She nodded to herself.  The only real possibility, after all.
Loon.
And Loon had the UN symbol on his helmet.
”Three times is enemy action,” she quoted to herself mentally. Three instances of the 

United Nations so close to each other can’t be a coincidence.  But why would the UN provide 
the algorithm for the new ADP cryptosystem?  And how could Loon have had anything to 
do with it?  It was contracted years before he showed up.  And why would he have anything 
to do with it?

Putting these thoughts aside for future consideration (and possible presentation to 
Sylia), she took the old protocol and, using it as a guide, began dissecting the data.  If 
the protocol were indeed the correct one, the packets were extremely complicated login 
signals.  Tracing their record structure, she discovered yet another oddity:  the origin 
system seemed quite confused about the current date — its clock was almost 35 years 
behind, if she’d identified the date/time sync fields right.  The transmitting computer 
seemed to think that it was July of 2001. Weird, she thought, shaking her head.

A thought occurred to her.  You know, I have all the protocol specs.  I should be able to 
spoof this thing if we run into it again.  I just have to write a dumb little server program to 
respond to its login request and feed it dummy data.  A grin spread across her face.  And 
then I can poke around and see what it is that’s sending this oddball signal to begin with.

A mouseclick later, and she had begun to write the program.  She never noticed 
the hour — until her alarm clock went off.

16 TOKYO DAY TIMES.  THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2036.  1:05 PM

Lisa smiled grimly as she typed away.  If they were going to keep her on “human 
interest” stories, by the gods she’d work in her own topics among the assignments.  She 
paused and sat back to read what she’d written.  Not too bad, she nodded.  That sentence 
is clumsy, let’s fix it.  And there’s a misspelling. Take care of that.

She brought the window holding her notes forward and consulted them again.  
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This article on fans of the Knight Sabers was going to be one of her best pieces yet, 
she was sure.  And it served multiple purposes, too.  Not only was it a “lifestyles” story 
that verged on the kind of hard-news coverage she wanted back in on, it also was the 
most obvious salvo in the publicity war she and Sylia had planned so many weeks ago.  
But not the first — that had been all the little freelance writing and editing jobs she’d 
done for the various online archives and encyclopedias, gotten thanks to Nene and 
Sylia’s contacts — jobs that invariably included evening out the coverage of the Sabers 
therein.

Now came the first newspaper article in the campaign, approaching the topic 
obliquely — emphasizing not the Sabers, but their otaku.  She hated putting the stan-
dard “look at the weird people, folks” spin on the article, but it was one of the things 
that she had to do to get past the subtle hand of GENOM censorship.  With luck, 
the opinions expressed by the fans would carry more weight than the implied editorial 
ridicule.

She’d certainly enjoyed the research.  That Yamaguchi guy at Tokaido P.O.N., for 
all that he worked for a rival newspaper, had been more than happy to cooperate.  He 
had hooked her up with a huge network of Sabers otaku, some of whom had surprised 
her. She’d’ve never expected Fuko MacNamara from the ADP to have been a closet 
Knight Sabers fan, let alone the premiere Sabers fan artist in Japan.  But her pseud-
onymous website displayed dozens of depictions of the Sabers, in startlingly lifelike 
poses and detail.  Even more were for sale — Fuko turned a tidy profit on her Sabers 
drawings.

Lisa had visited Fuko’s apartment a few days earlier, and the two of them spent 
hours poring over several large portfolios full of artwork.  “I generally like pastels or 
pencils,” Fuko had said as they paged through her work.  “But I’ve tried every medium 
at one time or another.”  She’d gestured at a painting hung in the corner of her apart-
ment that served as a studio.  It depicted the four Sabers in stereotyped sentai poses 
looming over the smaller figure of a man, who stood covering his eyes in embarrass-
ment. Lisa had found herself giggling wildly when she realized that the man was Leon 
McNichol.  Fuko shared a smile with her.  “Like that — that was my first work in 
acrylics.”

“Wow.  Not bad.  But Leon?”
“I saw him in that exact pose right after one of the times that the Sabers beat us to 

the punch.  He just stood there watching them, shook his head, and covered his eyes.”  
Fuko laughed.

“You want to know what my best selling pieces are?” Fuko then asked, a conspira-
torial glint in her eye.  “You can’t tell your uncle or anyone else at ADP.  I’d never live 
it down.”

“Of course,” Lisa had answered.  And then Fuko had pulled out her portfolio of 
hentai Knight Sabers art.  They had reminded her of that 20th Century artist Soraya-
ma, and his “sexy robots:” gleaming fusions of skin and metal and ceramic, hardsuits 
blending imperceptibly into lush flesh to form visions of techno-eroticism that embar-
rassed and excited her at the same time.  The more extreme images were laden with 
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implicit and explicit lesbian themes, and ranged from autoeroticism all the way up to 
full-blown orgies.

Lisa hadn’t even begun to form the questions that she wanted to ask when Fuko 
had smiled and shrugged.  “I’ve got a sick mind. What can I say?  Something about 
those hardsuits gets me hot.” She laughed.

“What about your fiance?” Lisa had managed to stammer out.
Fuko’s smile had grown even larger.  “They get him hot, too.”
Lisa couldn’t even come up with a reply to that, and didn’t try. She did buy several 

prints, though, including one emphatically explicit representation of the Pink Saber 
pleasing herself. Just the thing to tease Nene with, she’d thought at the time, but now Lisa 
was having some trouble imagining even admitting to owning the print.

Then she shook herself and returned to work.  No daydreaming! she told herself 
sternly, and continued to craft her first work of overt propaganda.

“THE ORIGINAL RAY’S NEW YORK PIZZA,” TINSEL CITY.  MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 
2036.  8:05 PM

From his seat in the back of the pizzeria, Leon looked up and watched the rain 
outside.  It splattered fiercely against the neon-lit windows, and lights from the other 
businesses on the street shimmered in the puddles and rivulets it formed on the street 
and the parked cars.  A burst of storm-born white noise mixed with the din of traffic 
would wash over the restaurant every time a customer entered or exited, along with a 
cold blast of wind and the scent of moist asphalt.  He was grateful for the cold air; it 
would shock him and bring him back to his senses just often enough.

Glancing back down at the folder in his hands, Leon reflected that it had been 
a wise choice to wait until he was out of the office to start going over it.  Even Daley 
might have accused him of sneaking in some light science fiction reading had he pe-
rused it in the squad room.  He flipped back to the first of the many xeroxed pages that 
were clipped into the black plastic file, and shook his head as he reread that innocuous 
— if obscure — title:  “Riding the Wave Function:  Discovery and Profit Via Quantum 
Interpenetration”.  The author, Daniel Ohara, Ph.D. this, Ph.D. that, Ph.D. some other 
damned thing; a veritable alphabet soup followed his name.  And the date:  May 13, 
2026.

Back when I was still working with Jeena, he thought irrelevantly.
In front of him was a paper plate upon which lay the crusts of two slices of al-

legedly “New York-style” pizza; he picked up one crust and began to gnaw on it as 
he flipped through the pages at random.  He had had to call in some favors to get 
his hands on this third-generation photocopy, but it was worth it.  What he held was 
nothing less than the venture capital proposal that had prompted GENOM to bank-
roll IDEC.  And it explained exactly what Ohara had thought he could do with the 
money and his specialty.

Which was, Leon threw the crust back down and shook his head unbelievingly, to 
punch holes into other universes and take what they could find there.
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The proposal had made it clear that according to Ohara’s best case scenarios, all 
that could be brought back was information. Actually transferring physical objects 
from one universe to another was theoretically possible, but Ohara had claimed it 
would be prohibitively expensive; Leon paged through the photocopy until he found a 
passage which estimated the power requirements for moving a 1-kilo mass at roughly 
a week’s output from the MegaTokyo municipal fusion plant.  But Ohara had been 
confident that they could create small “interpenetrations” that could surreptitiously 
siphon copies of data streams from other civilizations — once certain technological 
obstacles were overcome, of course — with power costs several orders of magnitude 
lower than that.

Leon couldn’t help but be amazed.  God, what chutzpah!  To suggest finding a uni-
verse like “Star Trek” or “Nadesico” and stealing its technological secrets!  Even more amaz-
ing to him was the fact that GENOM thought it was worth pursuing.  He couldn’t 
follow any of the math in the document, but apparently it was quite convincing.

Knowing what he now knew, Leon was beginning to see a coherent picture form 
from all the seemingly nonsensical details that had accumulated since the end of June.  
Why Ohara was sent after the Loon.  Why GENOM wanted the Loon and kept ob-
fuscating his origins.  And just possibly, who or what the Loon was.

Leon was beginning to understand the possible answers to his questions...  but he 
wasn’t sure yet if he wanted to believe them.  Or even if he could.  Either way, he needed 
to get this information into the archive that Nene — and the Sabers — were keeping 
for him.  Maybe they could make more sense and better use of its implications.

He forced himself to close the folder and think of other things, before his brain 
exploded from the ideas that were shouldering their way into his mind.  There were 
other things to think about — like Priss finally coming home next week.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 2036.  7:41 PM

Well, so much for my analysis of the cycle of boomer “events.” At three weeks and 
counting, I decided that it had all been a series of coincidences, and that I had simply 
had a run of good luck in guessing how often rogue boomers went out on the town. So 
I gave up on being nervous about when the next outbreak of boomer violence would 
happen.  If I were lucky, it wouldn’t happen at all.

If I were lucky.
In the mean time, I slouched comfortably through the lifestyle that I had evolved 

since the summer.  I’d been keeping busy with my motorcycle, mainly.  With a little 
cash and a lot of elbow grease I restored the chrome to a like-new condition, and finally 
gave it a proper paint job — gloss black with classic flamework along the gas tank(s).  
I’d also hacked together a crude autopilot and installed it in the bike along with a radio 
relay so I could remotely command it.  Nothing fancy, just “start up”, “come here”, “park 
yourself,” that kind of thing.

Oh, and “change color.”
A happy shipping accident at Ganbare in early November netted me four liters of 
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electrochromic “paint”.  This stuff was a lacquer-like material that was normally trans-
parent but could turn just about any other single color with the application of the right 
voltage.  Related to both liquid crystal and “digital ink” technologies, it got a lot of use 
in animated billboards and other displays.  Ganbare’s tiny consumer products division 
used the stuff to make high-end stereo components which would automatically color-
coordinate themselves with your apartment’s decor.  It was hideously expensive, hard 
to make, and not readily available to buyers outside of industrial markets.

A few cans of the stuff got shipped to our division by mistake.
As soon as I realized what it was and what it could do, I snagged a can and hacked 

the invoices and shipping records to indicate we’d received one less than had actually 
arrived.  I smuggled it home, stashed it in my workshop, and chuckled evilly.  I had just 
solved the last of my identity/security problems.

By this time I of course had legally registered and licensed my motorcycle, which 
made the use for which I’d built it somewhat hazardous to my freedom.  Up to that 
point I had been using the old dodge of muddying the plates on a regular basis so that 
they couldn’t be easily read.  Even so, a search as broad as “model = Mitsubishi AND 
year < 2025 AND color = black” followed by some old-fashioned footwork would have 
eventually found me.

So I turned the bike into a chameleon.
I laid down an overcoat of the electrochromic stuff on every painted surface of the 

bike and right over the license plates. Then I wired it all up with a voltage regulator to 
both the autopilot and a simple (but hidden) toggle switch.  While the current flowed, 
the paint shifted from its default clear to a neutral grey that coordinated nicely with 
my uniform — and blanked out my license plates to boot.  A rather cool effect, if I say 
so myself.

I was active outside the workshop, too, don’t worry.  A gate attempt about once 
every week or so eliminated three more songs from the running.  I managed to pry Lisa 
out of her work for several nights of clubbing, which resulted in another half dozen 
or so primo candidates for semi-permanent storage.  And related to that, I finally got 
around to sorting through all the microtapes I’d accumulated over the past few months 
and dumping those candidates to my helmet.

I was working on that very task one night when Lisa did her knock-and-enter 
thing.  “Forgive me for disturbing the harmony of the house,” she called out in her 
usual formal manner as she came in. Given the matching (and of course fashionable) 
wool skirt and jacket she wore, it looked like she had just come home from work. She 
had a newspaper under one arm, too.

Fortunately, I didn’t have my helmet out at that moment; I was simply sorting 
through the microcassettes and deciding which held keepers and which didn’t.  “Hey 
there,” I said as I carefully gathered the tapes and set them aside.

She removed her shoes — yup, just come from work.  She usually took them off in 
her place and came over in stocking feet. “Don’t you ever lock your door?”

“Only when I’m out,” I replied.  “I can take care of anyone who might try to break 
in while I’m here.”  Not an entirely unlikely prospect, given the general economic stra-
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tum of the neighborhood.
“I’ll bet you can.  What’s that?” she asked as she plopped herself into the chair on 

the other side of the dinette from me.
“Part of my music collection.”  I grinned evilly.  “Bootlegs from the clubs you’ve 

taken me to.”
“Ooooh,” she said playfully, “I’m gonna tell my friend Priss, and she’ll beat you 

up!”
“Uh-huh, sure,” I snorted.  “So, what brings you by tonight, Leese?”
“Oh, right.  I wanted to show off my latest article!”  Lisa whipped out the newsfax 

and unfolded it with a grand flourish. “Here!”
It was, I noted with some discomfort, yet another article about the Knight Sabers 

and myself.  Since I’d participated in that fight, the papers had been full of them.  I’d 
expected — hell, hoped — that they would fade away after a week or less.  But with 
GENOM’s recent bullshit press release claiming I was some kind of over-enthusiastic 
boomer-hunting bot, the media coverage revved back up and hadn’t stopped.

I was a little disappointed that Lisa was a part of it all.
I gave the newsheet a quick once-over.  A too-clear photo of me from the end of 

October — in full “Iceman” mode and surrounded by the three Knights — anchored 
the article, surmounted by a rather uninspiring headline.  The story itself took up about 
half the tabloid-sized page.  I looked over the top of the sheet at Lisa.  She wore this 
innocent, expectant look that I found a little hard to believe, and not for the first time 
I wondered just how good an actress she was.

To cover my sudden case of nerves, I harrumphed a bit, then said, “You and the 
Knight Sabers again.  What is this, your new specialty?”

“New specialty?”  She wrinkled her nose in an over-cutesy, kittenish puzzlement, 
then shook her head.  “No, I’ve been following the Sabers since I was in high school.  
That’s not new for me.  But this is.”  She reached over the top of the paper tapped the 
photo.

“Huh?  What is?”  I tried to figure out how much of my face was really visible in 
the photo behind the helmet and goggles.  Like I’ve said before, I’ve never really kept a 
secret identity at home, and thoughts like that were relatively foreign to me.

“Him.  The Loon.”
I carefully suppressed my impulse to snap my head up and lock eyes with her.  “I 

thought he was called ‘The Iceman’.”
“I have a friend in the AD Police, remember?”  I let myself look up at Lisa as she 

tossed her head.  “She says he calls himself ‘Loon’.”
“Does he?”
“Uh-huh.  And my article is about all the different theories people have about 

who he is and where he comes from.  GENOM said he’s a prototype boomer, but 
then, GENOM said he was a boomeroid, too, only a few months ago.  Some people 
think he’s a new Knight Saber.  Some people think he’s an alien from another planet.” 
She snorted.

The back of my neck was tingling.  Not quite my danger sense. Not quite.  “What 
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do you think?”
She shrugged, not looking at me.  “I think he’s from another world.  Some kind of 

other world, at least.”
It doesn’t mean anything, I told myself, even though my heart had started pounding 

double-time.  I was pretty sure I was lying.
“You know,” she continued, catching my eyes with hers and holding them, “if I 

knew the Loon, I’d like to think he could confide in me, you know?  Someone he could 
share secrets with?  But even if he felt he couldn’t, it wouldn’t bother me.  I mean, there 
might be a really good reason not to tell things to someone like me, you know?  But if 
I knew someone like him and he needed his privacy, whether or not he shared with me 
I’d certainly respect that.”  Her eyes released mine, and she stood there in an elaborately 
casual pose, watching me.

Oh.  Shit.  I got that cold stab of panic you get in your chest when everything goes 
to hell all at once.  She knows.  Obviously not all, but enough.  How the hell did she find 
out?  Then I worked through what she said, and I considered what I’d learned of her in 
the past four and a half months.

I pursed my lips and looked thoughtful.  “I’m sure that if you knew someone like 
him, he’d be very grateful for the, um, personal space and privacy.  He might not be 
ready right away to talk about anything too, um, idiosyncratic, not yet.  But I think that 
when he were ready, you’d be just the kind of person he’d entrust with his secrets.”

That megawatt smile of hers lit up the room.  “I’m glad you think that,” she said 
happily.  “I’m glad.”  She turned to leave.  As she picked up her shoes by the door, she 
paused and looked back. “If I knew the Loon, I’d also tell him to be careful.  Not be-
cause I didn’t believe he could take care of himself, but because I’d like to think he’d be 
the kind of friend I’d care a lot about, and worry about.  You know?”

“Yeah,” I replied.  “Yeah, I know.  I’m sure he’d appreciate it.”
She smiled again.  “I’m glad.”  She gave a quick little wave. “Ja!”  And the door 

clicked behind her.  I stared at it for several minutes, motionless.
Then I started banging my head against the tabletop.

ADP HEADQUARTERS.  TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2036.  2:11 PM

A sweaty Leon all but staggered into the squad room.
Ramirez looked up from his desk.  “You nail it, Inspector?”
Without looking, the inspector flung the head of a mannequin boomer onto 

Ramirez’ desk.  The other officer toppled his chair as he started backward in surprise.  
Then Ramirez glanced down at the 100-yen-piece-sized hole in the middle of the 
blank mechanical face, and a broad grin spread out underneath his heavy mustache.

“Nailed it,” Leon replied, his voice inflectionless with exhaustion.  Slowly he made 
his way to his desk and dropped heavily into the chair there.  With a shove he spun the 
monitor around so he didn’t have to see his waiting messages.  Taking a deep breath, he 
muttered to himself, “I’m getting too old for this shit.”

His phone rang.  Sighing, Leon groped blindly for the monitor and turned it back 
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to face him before stabbing the “accept” button with his fingertip.  “McNichol,” he 
grunted without actually looking at the opening receive window.

“Well, you’re looking good, loverboy,” a familiar female voice. “Been chasing the 
interns again?”

Leon snapped his head up to see a familar near-smile on the monitor.  “Priss!”
“Hello to you, too, Leon.”  Her tone was dry, but the smile remained.
He exhaled heavily.  “Sorry, just had a rough day.  This giggling maniac of a man-

nequin boomer led me and a squad all over town before we took it down.  I just got 
back into HQ this minute.”

“Poor baby.  Would a nice dinner help relax you?”
“Would it!  I...”  He stopped short.  “You’re back in town early?”
She nodded.  “Got back to my trailer mebbe an hour ago.”  She paused for an 

almost imperceptible beat.  “About that dinner?”
He peered suspiciously at the image on his screen.  “Not that I’m complaining, but 

you’re awfully forward all of a sudden.  What’s going on?”
Priss looked almost offended.  “Nothing!  I was just thinking we could get to-

gether for dinner on my first night back from tour.” She glowered at him.  “Not that it 
means we’re involved or anything, you know.”

“Yeah, yeah, I know.  You tell me every time we do something together.”  Priss 
rolled her eyes, and Leon relented.  “Okay, where and when?”

“Arturo’s, tonight, at eight.  My treat.”
Leon whistled.  “You’re really feeling generous, aren’t you? What brought this 

on?”
Priss actually grinned.  “The tour.  We’re so flush from the new soundrom sales, I 

figured I could splurge a little.”
“Already?  Congratulations!  I want to hear all about it over dinner.”
“Oh, you will, loverboy, you will.  See you then.”
“Right.  Bye, Priss.”
“’Bye.”  Her image flickered out, followed by the window which had framed it.
Leon leaned back, a broad, giddy smile on his face and his exhaustion forgotten.  

Today is a good day, he thought.

TINSEL CITY.  SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2036.  8:41 PM

By my personal clock and calendar, I was four months away from Christmas.  But 
I didn’t let that stop me from celebrating along with the rest of MegaTokyo when the 
local date rolled around to December.

I like starting Christmas early — like right after Thanksgiving. (What can I say?  
I’m just a big kid at heart.)  I was a little late this time.  I only got around to buying my 
tree on the first weekend of the month, although I’d bought all my decorations already.  
I’d’ve invited Lisa to join me in the sacred tradition, but she was off visiting her mother 
(a task that, judging from her expression, she did not look forward to, but felt obligated 
to perform).  So I had to go tree shopping alone.
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You’d be surprised how many lots filled with Christmas trees you can find in 
MegaTokyo in December.  Back home, I’d’ve had to go to Tokyo’s “Gaijin Ghetto” to 
find any hints of Christmas — Japanese Christians being more or less undercover to 
avoid trouble with the more fanatical of their Nationalist neighbors. Here, I could find 
them almost as frequently as I might in London or even New York.

Anyway, I was wrestling this nearly two-meter Douglas fir into my apartment 
when my ADP scanner went off.  As I leaned the tree up against the wall and pulled 
the brand-new stand from its factory packaging, I listened to the alert carefully.  It’d 
been five, almost six, weeks since the last bot incident that needed my attention — the 
ADP could and did easily handle the occasional “mannequin” and construction boom-
ers that popped up, and I didn’t even count the mannequins when I tried to map out 
the cycle of boomer events.  So I was not expecting to be needed, really.

Of course, when you get complacent...
As soon as I heard the count of boomers I’d flung open my wardrobe and grabbed 

my duty uniform.  Rogue mannequins and builderbots were almost always solo.  Only 
warbots showed up in packs, damn them.  Then I heard the word “superboomer” and 
combat-hyped just to finish changing.  I’d read about those mothers. The ADP dis-
patcher reporting “officers down” just encouraged me to go a little faster.

I was already suited up and opening the door when Dispatch announced that 
there were civilians trapped in the combat zone. I slammed the door shut and ran full 
speed for the stairwell.

Bounding my way down to the basement, I formulated and discarded battle plans, 
starting from priority one:  rescue the civilians. By the time I flung the garage door 
open, I’d come up with one that would get the civs out of danger and maybe give me a 
chance against the rest.  If the reduced roster of Knight Sabers showed up, it would be 
lots easier, but I wasn’t going to count on that.

If I were going to save the non-combatants, I was going to have to get there fast.  
Cycle turbine whining, garage door shut behind me, and safety straps secured around 
me, I said, “System. Load song ‘I Can’t Drive 55’.  Play song.”

I combat-hyped again, and I was off.

“Damned skyscrapers,” Doc Raven muttered angrily from his seat at the controls 
of the Knightwing.  He did not relish his position as acting pilot while Mackie was 
still in Germany.  “Damned reporters!  There’s no room to put you down on the street 
close enough to the action.”

“We’ll take a roof and jump down, then,” Sylia replied calmly.
“They’ll see you coming,” the old man warned.
“Like they haven’t already noticed the Knightwing?” Priss muttered.
“We have no other choice.”  Sylia glanced at the others, who returned her gaze 

with confident looks of their own.
“All right,” Raven grumbled.  “It’s your heads.  Coming up on the Glory Bank 

building.  Prepare to deploy on my mark...  coming to hover... opening bay doors...  
Mark!”
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A moment later, Sylia’s voice crackled “Sabers away!” on the encrypted link as the 
four armored figures landed lightly on the roof below.  Raven gunned the turbofans 
and the Knightwing shot up into the dark sky like a frightened bird.

Sylia said nothing as she made a quick survey of the scene.  Not good.  The street 
was a disaster area.  The larger buildings would survive the damage, but some of the 
smaller ones were already ruins.  At least a dozen civilians were trapped in a half-de-
stroyed coffee shop.  There were three newsvans parked where she could see them, and 
twice as many camera crews were deployed in the street below, dangerously close to 
both the ADP forces and the rampaging boomers.  And the boomers...  Sylia frowned.  
Eight 65Cs, and dear gods, a superboomer.  Even at this distance, the superboomer had 
already detected the Sabers and was directing the attention of the others their way.

Even as she took all this in, another part of her mind was scanning the nearby 
buildings and mapping out their route down to the street.  “This way,” she said, and the 
four leaped down to the next lower roof.

“Sylia, I’m getting that signal again!” Nene cried as they landed, then leapt again.  
“Spoof program’s accepting, replying...”

The four bounded down from rooftop to rooftop.
“Bingo!” she yelled triumphantly.  “Connect, acknowledge, and I’m in!  Looks like 

I have complete access, too!  Am I good or what?” She was silent for a moment as they 
landed on the last rooftop, then, “Hey, here’re a couple of audio feeds...”  There was a 
snap and a hiss as she fed an additional channel into their link.  The sound of quiet, 
regular breathing, followed by a click, and a familiar male voice, in English:  “<Sys-
tem.  Combat mode on.  I’m a pioneer.  Play.>”  And then, music — a short piano and 
synthesizer intro, a dozen or so notes long, followed by a thin, ethereal voice, singing 
in English.

 “<Did you know I am a pioneer?
 I’m out on a secret mission,
 I travel the galaxy and far beyond...>”

“Wha...?” grunted Priss, as Linna said, “Hey!”
“More music,” mused Sylia.  “Interesting...”
Then the thunder began.  Crack after chest-pounding crack of thunder, a second 

or two apart at the most, coming from no visible source in the street below.  The few 
remaining intact windows overlooking the combat zone shattered with the first blast; 
a rain of glass shards showered the camera crews below as they ran for cover.  All of 
the cyberdroids save the superboomer were bowled over by its intensity, and the civil-
ians...

Sylia was stunned to see that with every other peal of thunder, there were fewer 
civilians caught in the rubble of the coffee shop.  Almost as an afterthought, Sylia 
noted that the music from their mysterious helper had gone into a pounding orchestral 
overdrive, its beat almost coinciding with the thunder.

“Sylia,” Nene’s voice was quavering with what might have been shock and disbe-
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lief, “I have a sporadic LADAR trace on something moving — this can’t be — moving 
back and forth at at least Mach 6 between that coffee shop and...” She scanned the 
skyline, then pointed. “There!”

Sighting on the building top Nene indicated, Sylia raised the magnification on her 
visor to full.  By twos and threes, with every other blast of sound, the civilians were ap-
pearing on top of the office building.  They seemed dazed and stunned, but otherwise 
unharmed.  Unharmed?  By something that grabbed them and moved them at six times the 
speed of sound?  They should be bloody smears!

“Sylia!” Linna shouted as the last peal of thunder faded into echoes.  Sylia snapped 
her attention back to the boomers, to find them facing —

Facing the Loon, dressed in his trademark motorcycle leathers and helmet, a scant 
ten meters in front of the cyberdroids.  He was floating two meters off the ground.  
Quietly, the song on the audio feed continued.

 “<Can’t you see that I am a pioneer,
 Unlocking the greatest myst’ries?
 My key is a fearless heart
 So pure and strong.
 People laugh when you are a pioneer,
 Not walking the straight and narrow.
 They tell you the way things are,
 They swear you’re wrong.>”

Loon studied the superboomer, and seemed to regard it balefully for a moment.  
His breath was still quiet and even.  A muttered “<You and me, warbot.  You and me,>” 
crackled through Nene’s illicit audio link.

 “<You can’t be a hero
 Hiding underneath your bed,
 Got to live the life
 You create inside your head...>”

Then he was in motion.  From a dead stop to human meteor in a blink of an eye, 
Loon hurtled at the superboomer.  Hands outstretched, he tore off a set of eye-sensor 
spars as he shot by.  He looped up into a barrel roll to dive down on the confused cy-
berdroid as it and the other boomers tried to target him, but he dodged and wove in a 
complex spiral path that avoided their fire and brought him back to within arm’s reach 
of his target. His right arm blurred, and with the crack of a small sonic boom one of 
the cyberdroid’s weapons pods shattered.

He did an impossible right-angle turn and shot straight up as the superboomer 
activated its own flight systems. It jetted after him, only to find itself far outclassed in 
raw speed.  Far above, Loon soared higher and faster, then spun on a dime to plunge 
straight back down.
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 “<So I opened the window
 Caught the wind one night.
 Now I sail with the birds
 In their flight...>”

Loon howled past the superboomer and slapped its outstretched arm, snapping 
the hand off at the wrist and sending the cyberdroid into a wild spin as the human’s 
flight path leveled out.  It roared its outrage as it tried to regain flight control, its jets 
screaming in protest.  Yellow fluid sprayed wildly about the street as the broken hand 
clattered to the ground.

In the distance, more windows shattered as Loon reversed his flight path with an 
inertia-confounding 180-degree spin and returned to the site of the battle heralded by 
anotherthunderclap.  With him came a hurricane gust of wind that sent the newsvans 
rocking wildly on their suspensions and forced the ADP to hold on tightly to their 
vehicles as the camera crews stumbled for cover.

Sylia shook herself out of utter amazement and barked, “Nene! Full record on 
him!  I want everything!  Everyone else, let’s go!  There’s still more boomers, and we’re 
wasting time gawking!” Without looking at the others, she launched herself into one 
last jet-assisted leap that took her down into the middle of the remaining boomers.  
With the civilians out of danger and the AD Police falling back, their options were at 
their maximum, and she intended to make the best use of them.

As she landed, she deployed her blades and attacked. A quick swipe wounded one 
of the boomers, but she missed a second as it activated its own flight systems and took 
to the air.

Behind her, she heard a tell-tale metallic “ping-thunk”. “Getting sloppy without 
me, Sylia?” Priss grunted as the white Saber turned to see a third boomer pitch forward 
onto its face, its metallic skull neatly skewered by one of the blue Saber’s railgun spikes.  
On the other side of the street, Linna was neatly dismembering another with her 
monoribbons.  So much for the improved model, Sylia allowed herself to think smugly.  
Then a sudden glint of light from overhead caught her eye, and without thinking she 
threw herself to the left.  The superboomer’s pectoral laser array vaporized a wide swath 
of the road where she had been standing.

As the acrid odor of molten asphalt worked its way through to her nostrils, a 
muttered “<Out of my way, tinkertoy!>” came over the audio link.  There was another 
crack of thunder overhead, and the array beam was wrenched away.  Sylia risked a look 
up.  The Loon had grabbed the superboomer’s leg, and was dragging it up into the sky 
above the city at an astounding rate of speed.  As it struggled to break free of his hold, 
the cyberdroid launched a wild hail of point-blank laserfire at Loon that Sylia was not 
surprised to see miss widely.

A moment later, Loon and the boomer vanished into the night sky.
Meanwhile, a rain of broken boomer parts and more yellow fluid showered down 

around them; the one 65C that had joined the superboomer in the air had apparently 
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been destroyed — quite thoroughly so.  Then another boomer charged her, and she was 
engaged again.

Softly, below the noise of combat, the song continued, relentlessly optimistic and 
upbeat.  It was beginning to get on Sylia’s nerves.

 “<Some may say we’re safer here.
  Never mind them, be a pioneer!>”

Gotta hand it to that fan club of mine back home.  They do find me the damnedest 
songs.  That one, for instance, was the English translation of the theme to some Japa-
nese TV show, and I liked it.  Not only did it give me multi-Mach flight, but complete 
spaceworthiness and hyperflight as well.  (Of course, FTL speed is pretty useless when 
it lasts only 3 or 4 minutes...  But I digress.)  Of course, there were certain minor side-
effects to going Mach 1 or better down a city street, but I think a little broken glass isn’t 
too much to pay to stop rogue warbots, don’t you?  And I wasn’t going fast enough to 
cause actual structural damage to the buildings.

I think.
Anyway.  The primary threat was the superboomer.  In addition to its own respect-

able arsenal, it was almost certainly acting as a field commander for the lesser bots.  I 
had no doubts the Knights could handle what was left of the rest of those with ease.  
So I decided to take care of the big fucker.  Between my field and my polykev I figured 
I stood a pretty good chance of shrugging off most of what it could throw at me, so I 
grabbed it by one leg and starting taking it up.

At first it tried to struggle and break free, loosing most of its weaponry on me 
and at the same time burning jets to try to counteract my pull.  As I’d hoped, most of 
its attacks bounced, and what was left didn’t get through my armor; and between the 
thrust both of us were putting out and the fact that I was cloaked by the song’s vari-
able-inertia effect, the superboomer ended up exhausting whatever it used for jet fuel.  
It tried to kick me, and even contorted itself to swipe at me with its remaining hand.  
The kick missed, but I took a nasty blow to the hip that got through both my field and 
the polykev, and hurt like hell.

So I let go of its leg.
By that time we were nearly at the edge of the atmosphere.  Below me, MegaTo-

kyo was a webwork of golden lights punctuated by a set of concentric rings around a 
central glow that had to be the GENOM Cone.  The whole thing wrapped around the 
vast, glimmering darkness that was Tokyo Bay.  The wildly-flailing superboomer over-
laid on the almost abstract image of the city made such a lovely composition.  I spent 
a second or two hovering there, admiring both the city and the sense of palpable panic 
that the bot managed to project as it plummeted away from me.

Forgot you ran out of fuel for your jets, eh, bunky?
Even falling, it still tried to blast me with assorted weaponry. Too bad that drop-

ping from 150 kilometers up in almost non-existent atmosphere when it has no flight 
capability really fucks up a warbot’s aim, especially when it’s shooting at a mutant with 
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an improbability field.
I counted to ten.
Then I said, “Going down!” and took off after it.
After giving up on hitting me, the superboomer rolled face-down and spread its 

limbs sky-diver style.  I came up from behind/above, matched speeds with it, planted 
my hands in the small of its back, and let out the throttle again.

I accelerated to my full atmospheric speed, nearly breaking the boomer in half.  
(I had actually expected it to snap under the stress, after the way its hand had come 
off earlier, but the torso structure was apparently far more resilient.  I guess that with 
boomers, as with humans, hands are delicate things.)  As an envelope of ionized air 
formed around me, the boomer started to glow from air friction — first a faint cherry-
blossom pink, then a red like the core of a burning charcoal briquette.  It stopped 
struggling around the time its limbs began to melt and trail little droplets of molten 
boomer behind us.

As we fell, I kept nudging our course to make sure we stayed over the bay.  Five or 
six kilometers above the water, I let go of the boomer’s remains.  Almost immediately, 
air friction slowed the glowing mass down to just over 200 kph — terminal velocity. 
Angling down to one side, I put on a a modest burst of speed to outrace it; twelve full 
seconds before it hit the surface of the bay, I reached the water first.

Nene swore mild curse words under her breath.  She’d managed to trigger some 
kind of burst transmission from what looked like the remote system’s diagnostics pro-
grams, but a few seconds after the Loon dragged the superboomer off into the sky, the 
signal attenuated and vanished.  As she reluctantly turned all her attention to the less-
than-challenging job of jamming the remaining 65Cs, she looked upward.

Wow.  A meteor.  A bright one, too, if I can see it through the light pollution...  It looks 
almost like it’s coming straight... down...

Ping.  A familiar signal requested connection.  Ping.  The spoof program respond-
ed.  Ping.

Oh, no.
“Sylia!”

There are times when I envy Hexe’s ability to go non-corp when she flies at multi-
Mach speeds; an intangible spirit-form comes in very handy when you need to go very 
fast but don’t want to cause incalculable property damage.

This was not one of those times.
Racing around the edge of the bay, I sketched a ring around the boomer’s impact 

point at almost my full atmospheric flight speed. I was skimming the surface of the 
choppy water, the wall of air that I pushed in front me plowing physically through the 
freezing waves.  At the speed I was traveling, the trough I made had no time to collapse 
in upon itself before I looped back and flew the circle anew.

Behind me, a shockwave ballooned in both the air and the water. One side of it, 
the outside, weakened as it expanded.  It eventually washed over and rattled the shore, 
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certainly breaking a few more windows and damaging weaker buildings.  No help for 
that now...

On the inside, though, the other half of the shockwave rushed inwards, stronger 
than the first by virtue of being focused and channeled into an ever-tightening circle, 
and because I kept zooming around it, digging an ever deeper “ditch” in the water with 
the pressure wave I drove ahead of me.

It reached the center of that circle at about the same time that the superboomer-
cum-meteor did.

The thunderclap was heard over the entire city.  It rattled windows as far inland as 
the USSD National Headquarters building.

The pillar of steam exploded upwards for hundreds of meters before striking a 
thick layer of cold air and spreading out to turn the clear winter night into an overcast 
one.

A solid sheet of water erupted around the pillar, cloaking the steam for a moment 
in a translucent grey-green cylinder, before roaring back down upon the bay like a 
phantom waterfall.

A hot rain of mud and worse substances showered down upon the remains of 
Aqua City and on the industrial districts surrounding the bay.

But the expected mini-tsunami never struck the shore.

On top of the RCA-Sanyo (“A GENOM Company”) building in Tinsel City, 
Tony Nakamura lowered his binoculars and shivered despite his winter coat.  “So...” 
he rasped, then swallowed to moisten his dry, uncooperative throat and tried again.  
“S-So much for Illya’s worries about that superboomer.”  Still shaking, he turned to his 
companion.  “D-Did you get all that?”

“Everything up to the point where the Visitor exceeded approximately four kilo-
meters’ altitude, Nakamura-san,” said the technician quietly from where she sat behind 
a mound of portable instrumentation.  “We weren’t expecting,” she paused to gulp, 
“um, any kind of flight capability, so we lost our lock on him a couple of seconds after 
he, um, flew away with the superboomer.” She paused.  “We got it back right after the 
impact.  The Visitor’s returning to the site of the combat, now, at a rather leisurely 
velocity.  Compared to what he was just doing, that is.”

“Did we get any usable data?”
The tech took a deep breath.  “Well, sir, the Visitor seems... resistant to scans.  But 

the new grav-field sensors indicate that he had and still has a zero mass.  That would 
mean no inertia, which would explain his maneuvering ability and acceleration.”

Tony nodded absently as he considered the scientific implications of a man-por-
table inertialess flight system with no visible exhaust and capable of instant Mach 
speeds — at the very least. “Keep recording.”  He shook his head.  It was enough to 
make him believe in UFOs.

I wish I could take credit for that maneuver, but it wasn’t mine. Back in 1987, long 
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before he had to leave the team on medical disability, Shockwave had used a similar 
trick to contain the concussion wave from an FAE that one of Arcanum’s catspaws had 
set off near Jerusalem.  The circular trough, though, was my addition to the stunt — a 
way to damp down or maybe even cancel out entirely the monster wave that would 
have raced out across the harbor from the point of impact.  Since I had the moves, I 
stole Shockwave’s trick and hoped I could make it work with my modifications.  For-
tunately for MegaTokyo’s harbor district, I could.

Anyway, I had managed to outrace the mud shower, and both the condensation 
and the bay water had long since evaporated off of me.  With the last 30 seconds or so 
of the song left I looped back up and over to the street where the Sabers were mopping 
up the remaining boomers.  I would have gone straight home had I not driven the cycle 
there.  I couldn’t very well have had the bike drive itself home; that would have been a 
little obvious...

I did a quick survey of the scene from a couple stories up. Although the ADP 
forces were still staying back out of the combat zone, they looked a little antsy.  The 
Knights were making short work of the remaining boomers, even without their funky 
wearable robots.  That didn’t mean the scene was safe; it was still a live-fire zone.

Out of the corner of my eye I spotted a nearly-dead bot that had been playing 
possum and lining up a “final strike” shot on the Pink Knight with its mouth cannon.  
I dropped down and scooped her up, grabbing the Knight Saber under the arms and 
yanking her into the air just in time.  “Heads up, Pink,” I said as she flailed about and 
shrieked loud enough to hear through her helm. Below us, the laser lanced through 
where she had been standing, splashing on and searing the wall beyond.  Pink suddenly 
went limp in my arms.  “Our lesson for today, boys and girls,” I lectured in mid-air, “is 
always watch your six.”

Hovering, I spun in place with her to eyeball the boomer.  White had quickly 
come up and decapitated it, so I lowered my passenger back to the street near her late 
would-be attacker.  The timer in my HUD was emphatically flashing red as the song 
entered its last ten seconds.

“You... flew... lifted... how?” Pink stammered, the voder on her suit turning her 
confusion into a staccato buzz.

“Happy thoughts and pixie dust.”  I grinned and threw her a mock salute as I set 
my feet back on the ground.  Then I nodded to the White Knight.  “Lady White.”

“Loon-san,” she replied as the others drew near.
“Good evening, Lady Olive,” I said, bowing.  “I’m sorry that we did not get to 

dance again tonight.”
I was delighted when Olive actually managed a graceful curtsey in her armor.  

“Another time, Loon-san.”
“What do you mean, dance?” growled the fourth.
I reached out, grabbed the manipulator on the end of her right arm before she 

could yank it back, and began pumping it vigorously.  “Lady Blue, a pleasure to meet 
you again on better terms.  I’m glad to see you were only on a sabbatical instead of 
having quit the team, as the newspapers had suggested.  I trust you enjoyed your vaca-
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tion?”
“Huh?  When did we meet?” she demanded.
“At a club called Hot Legs, some months ago?  I thought you were the owner of 

the boomer that I had taken down, and you probably thought I was a boomer my-
self.”

“So that was you with the baseball bat?”
“None other.”
“Nice work.”
“Thanks.”
“How did you do that thing with the railgun spikes?” Pink asked.
I shrugged.  “Strange things just happen around me.”
“That’s putting it mildly,” Olive muttered.  I grinned at her, then looked past her.
“Huh.  Looks the ADP’s finally gotten their courage up,” I said, and it was true 

— they had come out from behind their improvised barricades and were now heading 
our way, the redoubtable Inspector Wong at their head along with some other fellow 
wearing a leather jacket and ain’t-I-cool shades.  The news crews were following close 
behind.  “I’m not in the mood to deal with them right now, so I think I’ll be going.”  I 
looked around at all four of the Knights.  “Nice working with you all again.”

White inclined her head slightly as I stepped back and away from them.  “<Sys-
tem.  “Magic Carpet Ride”.  Play,>” I said to the computer.  Steppenwolf tore into the 
song, and the small oriental rug came into being under my feet.

“Hey, you!” the bruiser in the shades shouted, and began to run. “Don’t move!”
“<’No can do, Mrs. C.,’>” I called out to the ADP goons through the helmet’s PA.  

“Gotta fly, ladies.  Some other time...”  At my mental command, the rug rose from the 
ground, lifting me into the air.  “Oh, and Pink Lady?” I called down.  “Say hi to Jeff 
for me.”

“Huh?” she riposted.  I chuckled to myself.  I didn’t think she’d get the reference.
With a jaunty wave, I and my flying carpet took off into the night.  As I sped away, 

I noticed the Knights were making themselves scarce as well, leaping up onto build-
ings with jet assists that had been cleverly hidden in their armor.  I accelerated towards 
the Canyons as a little misdirection before I dropped to street level again, and doubled 
back to where I had stashed my bike.

It was only then that I noticed the message in the HUD from the helmet’s net-
work telecomm system.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2036.  9:45 PM

Back in the familiar briefing room, the Knight Sabers ran their usual post-mission 
analysis.  Still stinging from Sylia’s rebuke over a month ago, Lisa had come straight 
here after the initial alert.  But based on the news coverage and the Sabers’ pre-meeting 
chatter, she wished she had disobeyed Sylia again.  As the Sabers’ leader continued to 
critique both tactics and performance, Lisa surreptitiously opened a small window to a 
news site and followed the coverage of the ‘meteor’ which had struck the bay.
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It wasn’t until they had come almost to the end of the analysis that Lisa returned 
her attention to the debriefing, when Sylia asked, “Nene, any preliminary results from 
your scans of the Loon?”

Nene, whose eyes had begun to glaze over, perked up then shook her head.  “Noth-
ing that makes sense.  Physically there’s nothing different from any other scan we’ve 
done of him.  And that’s the problem!  He was flying — at Mach 6! — with no heat, 
no exhaust, no energy signatures, nothing!  And no inertia!  If I hadn’t seen it — if he 
hadn’t picked me up — I wouldn’t’ve believed it.”  She shook her head despairingly.  “It 
defies all physical laws.  It’s impossible.  But it happened.”

Unperturbed, Sylia nodded, then asked, “And what did you get from the Loon’s 
system?  I am correct in presuming it was his?”

Relieved by the change to a less inexplicable topic, Nene brightened and nodded.  
“Yup, it’s his, all right.  When he... when he flew away with the superboomer, the signal 
disappeared. It came back when he did.”

She pulled a data disk from a pocket.  Holding it up, she continued.  “I triggered 
some kind of automatic diagnostic and report routine.  I think.  It sent what looks like 
a huge system report, plain text, in a burst-mode transmission.  Fortunately, it used a 
standard compression algorithm, so I could open it right up.  I’ve only browsed it, but 
it doesn’t look too cryptic. It’s in English, though, and some of it doesn’t make much 
sense.”

Sylia nodded again.  “Go on.”
Nene got up and stepped to Lisa’s duty station at the computers to take a seat next 

to the blonde in one of the rolling chairs there.  She dropped the disk into the drive 
slot on the terminal in front of her and called up a window holding what looked like a 
technical readout.  Lisa rose from her seat to stand looking over her friend’s shoulder.

“It looks superficially like a pretty standard report — at first,” Nene said, her back 
to the others.  “There’s a system summary at the top — but that’s actually where it 
starts getting strange.  The OS is apparently called ‘Loonix 3.1’ — no doubt it’s his, 
huh? — and it’s copyrighted 1995, by, get this, ‘L. Toons/Warriors International’.”

She looked up at Sylia.  “Sounds like the name of a mercenary outfit.  Ever hear 
of them?”

Sylia frowned and shook her head.  “I can’t say that I have, but that doesn’t mean 
anything.  I will make some inquiries later.”

Nene turned back to the monitor.  “Okay.  Next are the hardware specs.  And 
frankly, before tonight I wouldn’t have believed them.  But if he can fly under his own 
power, who’s to say what his computer is like?”  She shrugged.  “If these numbers are 
accurate, it’s at least the equivalent of a mainframe, if not more.  Depends on how 
much overhead ‘Loonix 3.1’ imposes.  Any way you look at it, though, it’s powerful.  
And it’s obviously portable — I have no idea where he’s carrying it, which means it’s 
gotta be tiny.”

She scrolled through the listing.  “Listen to what it handles, too.  It’s got radio 
telecomm for multiple voice and data channels, multimedia capacity, voice recognition, 
tactical displays that get projected somehow, maybe on the goggles he wears, and a 
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good-sized text database that seems to be all about the United Nations circa 1998, but 
Sylia, here’s where it gets really weird.  Ninety percent of this computer is a jukebox!”

Sylia raised an eyebrow, as Linna and Priss both made noises of surprise.  “Ex-
plain.”

Nene displayed a flowchart.  “There is one big data warehouse connected to the 
system, and it’s all audio files, encoded in old-style MP4.  Each file is tagged in a da-
tabase that indexes the songs by title, artist, composer, lyricist, subject, themes and by 
every word of the lyrics.  There’s a status report for a retrieval mechanism that can be 
controlled either by voice or by some kind of keyed commands, that will either play 
a given song or throw its lyrics up on the tactical display.”  She sighed. “Sylia, part of 
this report is a complete list of over three thousand songs stored and indexed in that 
system.  Add that to everything else this says is available online to him, and I have 
no idea where or how he could be carrying that much storage, even with the latest 
memory solids!”

“And why would a jukebox have a ‘combat mode’?” Sylia mused aloud, remember-
ing what they’d overheard.  “This is quite bizarre, to say the least.”

“There’s something else odd, too.”  Priss had joined Lisa in leaning over Nene, 
staring at the display as a listing of the data warehouse scrolled by.  “These songs he’s 
got — they’re all old.  I don’t see anything recorded more recently than about 35 years 
ago here.  Our boy Loon’s got a taste for golden oldies.”

“Curious.”  Sylia found herself growing increasingly intrigued by the mystery.  
“Again, the late 1990s.  Nene, didn’t you say the clock on that system is set to a date 
some 35 years ago?”

“Yeah!  It was, um, 2001.”  The redhead glanced at her.  “Why? Do you think it 
means something?”

Careful consideration showed in Sylia’s eyes.  “Perhaps.  I’m not certain yet, but it 
seems unlikely to be a coincidence.”

“And... Hey, wait!  Run that back, Nene,” Priss demanded.
“What?”  Nene frantically paged up until Priss thrust a finger at the screen.
“There!”
“There what?”  Nene crinkled her nose in confusion as she read the line under 

Priss’s fingertip.  “’Beverly’s Dandelion Wine’, the Beatles, 1974?  What about it?”
Linna stepped over to the computer and craned her neck around Priss to get her 

own look.  “Yeah, what’s wrong?”
Priss rolled her eyes.  “If you spent less time with your head in a computer monitor, 

Little Miss Cyberpunk, you’d know what about it.”
“Hey!”  Lisa rose to Nene’s defense, but Priss ignored her.
“The Beatles broke up in 1971, right after the Revolver Tour. They didn’t get 

back together again until just before Sir Paul McCartney’s death in 1983.”  The singer 
stabbed her finger at the screen again.  “And they never recorded any song by that title, 
least of all in 1974!”

“Are you sure, Priss?”  Linna swiveled to face her.
Priss rolled her eyes again, this time more elaborately, and grimaced.  “Of course 
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I’m sure.”
Sylia stood back and watched the interplay between the four with her face care-

fully composed in a neutral mask.
“How do you know?” Nene asked.
Priss pulled out one of the rolling chairs and straddled it backwards.  She took a 

deep breath.  “What do you do if you want to be a concert pianist?”
Lisa stopped short at the apparent non sequitur.
“You practice a lot?” Nene ventured.
“You study, too,” Linna said, straightening up and favoring Priss with an odd, 

contemplative look.
Priss nodded.  “Right, Linna.  You study.  You learn what’s been done before, who 

wrote it, who performed it, and how they played it.  When you know how others do 
what they do, you can go ahead and do it your own special way.”

Nene’s nose crinkled up again.  “I don’t get it.”  Linna chuckled and bopped her 
gently on the head.  “What?” she cried.

“You’re being dense, Nene,” the dancer chastised.
Lisa shook her head.  “I don’t get it either.”
“Look, you two, did you think I just got up on a stage one day and decided to sing 

retrothrash, right out of the blue?”  Priss rested her chin on the top of the chair back.
Nene furrowed her brow.  “Well, didn’t you?”
“Nope.”  Priss unbent from the console, stretching and twisting to work kinks 

out of her back.  “I studied and trained, just like Linna did to be a dancer.”  A glint of 
comprehension shone in Lisa and Nene’s eyes, and Linna nodded.  “Not as formally as 
her, more like the way you learned to be a hacker, Nene, but I studied.  And I learned.  
Along the way I learned how to learn, and how to teach.  And I learned about who and 
what came before the music I wanted to sing.  Retrothrash is just the latest stage in the 
long evolution of rock’n’roll music, and I took it all in. The only way to know how to 
take music where I want it to go is to know where it’s been.”

Priss leaned backwards and stared up at the ceiling, her arms stretched to their 
limit by their grip on the back of the chair. “So that’s how come I’m so sure the Beatles 
never recorded a song in 1974.”

The room was silent for several moments.
“Huh.  Is that the only strange thing in the list?” Lisa asked.
Linna nodded thoughtfully.  “That’s a very good question.”
“Hmmm.  Let’s find out,” Nene said with a gleam in her eyes.  She spun around 

in her chair, back to the computer console.  Her hands flew over the keyboard in a 
ratatattat of furious typing.

“Nene,” Lisa asked, bending over the redhead, “What are you doing?”
“Freaking out, just like I always said she would,” Priss teased good-naturedly.
“Shush, Priss,” Linna admonished.
“Just a moment,” Nene murmured, hands bursting into another flurry of typing.  

“Almost done...  There!”
Lisa leaned over to look at the screen; it didn’t look any different — still a list of 
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titles, names and dates — and screwed up her face in puzzlement.  “What did you 
do?”

Nene waved at the monitor.  “I just did a comp/diff redline between the list of 
songs in the Loon’s computer and the Net Music Project’s database.  After I dumped 
anything that was in both the Project’s db and the list, this is what’s left.  Check this 
out!”

“What have you found, Nene?” Sylia asked from where she stood apart from the 
others.

“A lot of anomalies.  Look!”
The other four crowded around the console.
“Are you sure about this, Nene?”
“The Project’s db is about as complete as you can get; they use it to check copy-

rights and licensing, even for independent acts like the Replicants, who don’t have a 
contract with anyone. Yeah, I’m sure.”

The room was filled with a cacophony of voices as the five women stared at the 
computer screen.

“Who’s Pat Benatar?  I like the sound of ‘Hit Me With Your Best Shot’.”
“I never heard of ‘Maxwell and his Demons’.”
“What the hell’s a ‘Deathtongue’?”
“Oh, cool, he’s got some T. Rex!”
“What’s T. Rex, Priss?”
“Billy and the Boingers?  Interesting.”
“Weird, he doesn’t have ‘Under An Alhambra Moon’ by the Eagles, but he’s got 

something else instead called ‘Hotel California’ that I’ve never heard of.”
“I’m not sure I want to know what kind of music a ‘Weird Al’ Yankovic would 

do...”
“I wonder what ‘Gossamer Axe’ and ‘Rockshasa’ sound like.”
“Anyone ever hear of ‘I Want To Fly Like Silverbolt,’ by the Kinks?  Or ‘Bamboo 

Man’ by Howl The Eternal Yes?”
For fifteen minutes, they poured over the list that Nene had generated.  Some 

of the entries were familiar titles that had included abbreviations, others were simply 
misspelled.  Even after eliminating those, though, there were a number of surprises 
among the remainder.

“Damn that little bastard!” Priss swore as Lisa nodded to herself.  “He’s been 
bootlegging!”  No less than a dozen of the songs Nene had extracted were actually the 
works of local bands — including Priss and the Replicants — that were not in the in-
ternational database because they were not (yet) official releases.  They’d been carefully 
tagged with dates that, as far as Priss could recollect, coincided with club gigs for the 
various bands within the last six months.

Linna grinned.  “Well, we know what he does with his free time, now.”
Nene giggled.  Priss continued to fume, much to the others’ amusement.
“But that’s so strange,” Lisa said, her finger on the entry for “Konya wa Hurri-

cane”.  “Why would these all be tagged as ‘Local Date’ this and ‘Local Date’ that?  And 
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Western dates, too.  It’s not like you can go anywhere on the planet where the Western-
style date is different from anywhere else, is it?”  Here was another piece to the puzzle 
that was Doug.  And damn it all, she couldn’t see what it meant.

Linna trailed her fingertips across the screen.  “It’s almost like what you’d expect 
of a time traveler, isn’t it?” she mused. “I mean, if you could travel in time and you took 
records, you’d have to put the date then on them, not the date you came from, right?”

Lisa frowned.  “If he’s a time traveler, he’d have to be from the past.  Otherwise 
he’d have to have songs from the future, too, wouldn’t he?”  An idea danced right at the 
edges of her brain, something that would tie all of this together — but it refused to 
come into the front of her mind where she could see it. Something about Doug.  No.  
Something she’d said to Doug...

In her seat Priss growled.  “I’m starting to think this is some kind of joke.”
Nene shook her head.  “No, that doesn’t make sense.  Why hide the joke behind so 

much protection that no one could find it?  It’s got to be real.”
Linna still gazed thoughtfully at the monitor.  “He’s like a time traveler,” she mur-

mured.  “But it’s like he’s from the wrong past...”
Nene’s eyes widened.  “Oh my god.  IDEC!”
“What?” four voices chimed.
Switching to the secure system, Nene began once again to type frantically.  A win-

dow opened, then a second, then a third as she spun through virtual page after virtual 
page.  “They’re the high-tech GENOM subsidiary which is after the Loon.  Leon got 
his hands on this paper written by their CEO that shook him up.  He gave it to me a 
week or so ago to add to that file on the Loon that I’ve been, um,” she laughed ner-
vously, “holding onto for him, and after scanning it in I browsed it to see what was so 
awful about it.”  She shrugged as she paged rapidly through a file.  “I thought it was all 
just science-fictiony junk, but... Okay, here.”  A swipe of the mouse, and a passage near 
the end of the file appeared highlighted on the screen.  “Read this.”

Lisa was the closest, and leaned in to see the screen.  “’In short, the existence of 
other universes is not merely theory, it is proven fact.  The Inter-Dimensional Explora-
tions Company will take advantage of this fact and the revolutionary discoveries of Dr. 
Daniel Ohara to ‘harvest’ both pure knowledge and mature technologies from other 
Earths for the benefit of our own.’” Oh, gods.  That explains everything.  Doug’s...

Nene turned to face the others, crossing her arms over her chest. “There you have 
it.  The Loon isn’t a boomer, he isn’t a boomeroid, and he isn’t an alien.  At least not the 
kind from outer space.  He’s a human being — or something close to one — from an-
other universe, from an Earth similar to but not exactly like ours.  And he was probably 
brought here accidentally by IDEC, which has been in business for ten years now and 
presumably has perfected whatever process this Ohara came up with.”  With a smug 
expression on her face, Nene gave a curt nod, as if to say, “So there!”

“Bullshit!” Priss exclaimed as Linna and Lisa exchanged glances — Linna’s was 
uncertain, and Lisa’s was concerned.

Sylia, on the other hand, looked thoughtful.  “It would explain many things about 
him, though I wonder at the unlikeliness of it. An Earth not yet out of the 1990s, but 
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possessing a technology that is practically magic, judging by what we’ve witnessed.  
How is it possible for his world to be as similar to ours as his language fluencies and 
that list of songs suggest, yet be so much more advanced technologically?”

Her face grew dark as she stepped back from the console.  “Why is he still here?  
Why hasn’t he gone home?  Why is he helping us?”

“And where’d that cool flying carpet come from?”
“Nene!”
“Whaaaaat?”

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2036.  12:04 AM

Well, it was official.  I had been careless, sloppy and stupid.
No, not in combat.  There I had been on the ball and didn’t do anything bone-

headed.  And it took less than 10 seconds to heal myself of the bruise that superboomer 
gave me.

It was in my personal security procedures.
I still can’t believe I never thought to take the helmet computer out of “network 

link” mode.  Two and a half years of careful maintenance in a pre-industrial society, 
another six months of care and use in a high-tech culture — you’d think I’d’ve noticed 
that it was still trying every few seconds to connect to the Warriors’ megaframe via 
UNNET.

Some fucking security chief I am.  I let my own helmet computer get cracked.  
Thank god the rest of the team hadn’t been there. If they had, I’d’ve never heard the 
end of it.

As to who had done it, well, the admittedly circumstantial evidence pointed to the 
Knight Sabers.  Rumor (in addition to my own observations) held that Pink was the 
ECM and tech officer, and probably a hacker extraordinaire.  And given that there had 
been no one else around other than the boomers — and I didn’t believe they could do 
it, not at all — it looked like Pink had done what no one back home had yet managed 
— she cracked SQUID42, deciphered UNNET’s protocols, and spoofed my helmet’s 
login pings, then got a full status dump.  Apparently on the fly and in real time.

I didn’t know whether to congratulate her or strangle her.
I did know that I wasn’t going to let it happen again.
First, I immediately turned off my helmet’s network seek mode. It wasn’t like I 

was going to need it any time soon, anyway — I was universes away from home.  I was 
tempted to dike out the entire circuit, just for safety’s sake, but I resisted the urge and 
instead simply pulled the network I/O chip, coated the relevant pins with an insulat-
ing spray, and re-installed it. Voila, instant stand-alone system.  So even if Pink had 
installed a back door while she was in there (which as far as I could tell she hadn’t), 
there was no fucking way she was going to be able to trigger it.

I still can’t get over — even at this late date — the mere fact that she did it.  The 
computer tech in MegaTokyo was on a par with homeline — she couldn’t have brute-
forced a crack, not even if she’d had signal samples since the day I arrived.  Either she 
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was some kind of computer prodigy on the scale of, well, me and some of the more 
versatile electropaths I’ve seen, or there was a well-hidden vulnerability somewhere in 
SQUID42 that she found and exploited.  Or...

Thanks to Lady White’s slip, I knew that the Knights had some kind of inside 
connection at the AD Police.  And to the best of my knowledge the ADP was the only 
place in that universe — outside of my helmet — where you could find an algorithm 
from the SQUID42 family.  Their contact could have passed one of the new radios to 
them; cracking the crypto would then have been child’s play for Pink, if her rep was on 
target.  The only question left would then be how and why she thought of applying the 
ADP algorithm to my communications.

While I didn’t develop SQUID42, I did put it through its most rigorous testing; 
when it passed, I gave final approval for its use within the Warriors and, by extension, 
throughout the UN.  I don’t like to think that I missed something.  And the alternative 
meant that sooner or later — probably sooner — the Knights would wonder why my 
helmet’s telecomm and the ADP’s new radios both used essentially the same crypto-
system.  Then it would be only a matter of time before they decided to look closely at 
Ganbare — and its employees.

Just what I needed.  More complications.
Anyway.  While I had rendered my helmet computer proof against future cracking 

efforts by Lady Pink and the High-Heel Gang (barring any unexpected technologies 
or metatalents, of course), I wasn’t satisfied.  It wasn’t enough.  I needed to show them 
they couldn’t mess with my computer and get away with it.  I would just have to return 
the favor and crack whatever encryption protected their private communications.  It 
was only fair, after all.

Of course, I’d have to get a decent sample of the transmissions. And that meant 
installing more static memory in the helmet to hold those samples.  There was room for 
more crystals in the helmet; I just needed to get some.  Or rather, make them — from 
the copy of the design and specs I kept in the helmet’s permanent storage.  Thank god 
for the desktop nanofac at work — within two weeks I had filled all the unoccupied 
crystal ports and I was ready to take some samples.

In the mean time, I still had gate songs to try, and I still had to deal with Lisa’s 
surreptitious revelation/ultimatum.  And while the former was turning into a regular 
habit, I had no idea what to do about the latter.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2036.  7:53 PM

In the shadowed booth, Sylia waited quietly.  The only evidence of impatience was 
the regular, rhythmic tap of the nail of her right forefinger against the stem of the wine 
glass in front of her.  He wasn’t late, not yet, and she was annoyed at herself for her 
nervous eagerness.  An ostensibly soothing melody drifted by, and she forced herself to 
sip her wine and watch the graceful bustle of the servers as they dashed from kitchen 
to table in their mad dance.

At precisely eight, a shadow fell across her, and Sylia looked up to see him, rum-
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pled as always.  She nodded to him.  “Fargo.”
“Sylia.”  He slipped into the seat opposite her and smiled broadly before taking 

out a cigarette and lighting it.  A curl of smoke drifted upwards and its scent entered 
her nostrils temptingly.  She ignored it.

“A tasteful French restaurant,” she said after a moment.  “I’m surprised.  Isn’t this 
a bit sophisticated for you?”

Fargo chuckled.  “And how are you tonight, Sylia?”
“Fine, thank you,” she sighed.  “What have you found out?”
“Nothing,” he said.
“Nothing?”
“Nothing.  There is no company, corporation or non-profit organization anywhere 

in the world called ‘Warriors International’.  Nor any mercenary groups like yours.  
There are no copyrights registered under that name, either.”  He shook his head.  “I’m 
sorry, Sylia, it was a complete dead end.  I had the trace run back over fifty years, per 
your request, but I found absolutely nothing.”

Sylia took another sip of her wine.  “On the contrary, Fargo, you have found ex-
actly what I was looking for.”

A STREET CORNER NEAR TOKYO TOWER.  SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 2036. 10:39 
AM

Shinobu Nakamura leaned away from the grill of his yatai and rested for a mo-
ment against the concrete wall behind him.  It was just far enough that the chill breeze 
was moderated slightly by the grill’s heat, allowing him to cool off without freezing in 
the wind.  The scanty weekend breakfast crowd had finally tapered off to nothing, and 
he had a more than a moment to breathe and think.

The winter zephyr carried the whine of a motorcycle’s turbine to his ear.  Shinobu 
raised an eyebrow and waited.

Less than a minute later, a black motorcycle appeared, driven by a man in jeans, a 
leather jacket and a black helmet.   A second helmet, this one oddly-shaped and grey, 
hung from back of the cycle.  Slowing down, the biker turned and drove into a narrow 
alley across and slightly farther along the street.

It was not the first time Shinobu had seen the biker at this corner.  In his way, he 
was almost as much of a regular here as any of Shinobu’s customers, appearing more or 
less weekly for the last couple months.  As the motorcycle vanished into the shadows 
of the alley, Shinobu nodded and began slowly counting.

He hadn’t quite reached 200 before the motorcycle reappeared. The driver seemed 
less confident or skilled than before — the front wheel quivered and the whole bike 
wobbled as he turned back onto the street and, somewhat more slowly than he came, 
drove away.  Shinobu watched, unmoving, until the biker turned another corner and 
vanished from sight.

He often wondered what it was the motorcyclist did in the alley on such a regular 
basis.  Was he a courier for some criminal gang, picking up or dropping off ill-gotten 
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profits or stolen goods?  Maybe he made drug deals there.  His shaky driving when he 
left was certainly suggestive of some kind of diminished capacity; perhaps he sampled 
the wares?

Perhaps it is nothing.  But maybe, Shinobu thought, maybe I should bring it to the 
attention of the police anyway.  Just in case.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2036.  9:24 AM

Damn, but he photographs well. Lisa mused, then recalled her few nights out club-
bing with Doug.  Almost as well as he dances.  She shook herself and snorted.  Down, 
girl.  Repeated presses of the PgDn key carried her through the images of Doug in 
action, the window in which they appeared shrinking and growing as needed to display 
each in their turn.

Around her, the city room of the “16 Times” hummed with its usual bustle of 
activity, and no one spared any notice for her — not even the catatonic and the obses-
sive-compulsive who sat to either side of her and had still to acknowledge her existence 
after all these months.

Not that her disgrace had helped.  Kiyoshi-san had had the kindness not to reveal 
the details of her rapid status change, but Lisa knew rumors had rippled back and forth 
across the city room for almost a week afterwards.  The aftermath had been... difficult.  
Several formerly friendly co-workers now treated her like burakumin, but others who 
had been distant and cool had become sympathetic and encouraging.  Including, to 
Lisa’s complete surprise, Toboki Chiasa.  She shook her head, still astonished how 
quickly Chiasa’s fearsome demeanor disappeared outside of the office.

Stop woolgathering! she admonished herself when she realized how far afield her 
thoughts had drifted.  What she needed to pay attention to was selecting photos of 
Doug and the Sabers for a “deep and incisive” article exploring the influence — both 
positive and negative — of anti-boomer vigilantes on society at large.  She wasn’t writ-
ing it — Chiasa had that privilege.  With a pang Lisa quickly squelched the memory 
of how Kiyoshi had flatly stated that it was too close to “hard news” for her to work 
on yet.  But since she had taken the majority of the Times’ recent photos of the Sabers 
and Doug, she had been allowed to select the best candidates for inclusion with the 
article.

A printout of Chiasa’s first draft lay on the desktop immediately in front of the 
monitor, and Lisa paused to consult it.  A good fraction of the text dealt with the AD 
Police viewpoint on the topic, the result of an interview with the ADP chief.  Nodding 
to herself, she retrieved several stock photos of her Uncle Beauregard from the Times’ 
archive and added them to the directory where she was storing her selections.  Looking 
over one of the file photos, she paused a moment in thought once more.

According to Nene’s investigations, the call her uncle had received that afternoon 
almost six weeks ago had been deceptively routed.  Still, Nene was sure that it had 
originated somewhere in GENOM tower.  It hadn’t been the first such call he’d re-
ceived, they’d found, nor had it been the last.
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As Nene’s logs and traces had built up over the last month, Lisa had been forced 
to accept the possibility that her uncle was in GENOM’s pocket, to one degree or an-
other.  Lisa knew well enough that it was almost impossible to advance in the political 
arena of MegaTokyo without paying some kind of tribute to the megacorporation, but 
she had never consciously associated that with her uncle, the dedicated if short-tem-
pered public servant. I don’t want it to be true, she thought, forgetting about the photos.  
I know I’d rather ignore the possibility, but I have to face facts.  The ADP is GENOM’s 
plaything — funded and equipped at a bare subsistence level by the corporation’s sufferance. 
Whoever is in charge has to be a GENOM puppet.

She shifted in her seat; the fidgety movement did not attract the least attention 
from her co-workers on either side.  The real question is...  Is he theirs all the way, or has 
he been trying to dance around whatever directives they force on him? Certainly the recent 
history of the ADP as related to her by both Leon and Nene seemed to suggest her 
uncle had no great love for GENOM.  Leon in particular had taken great pride in 
describing (confidentially, of course) the sometimes elaborate circumlocutions Uncle 
Beauregard engaged in to allow his people to work “off the books”, as it were.

Even so, it hadn’t been quite enough the first time.  His dismissal in late 2033 
had certainly been politically motivated and at GENOM’s instigation, even if its hand 
had been well-hidden.  He almost lost his pension, she remembered, and I don’t think it 
was a coincidence that almost all the city council members who voted for letting him keep it 
weren’t re-elected.  Or died in office...  It took public outcry after the whole Illegal Army 
disaster — and, Nene had claimed, some string-pulling by Sylia — to bring him back.  
Fortunately for him, GENOM and its agents apparently did not hold a grudge against 
him, and it was back to business as it had been two years earlier.

Which meant, Lisa realized, that they felt they had a far more secure hold on him 
this time around.  So, Uncle is either on the take or being blackmailed, or both, she thought.  
But he still does what he can to subvert his “orders”.  How long can he get away with it?

She worried her lower lip with her teeth.  I wonder if Sylia could do something to 
help him.  After all, she did help get him rehired, if Nene’s right.  While I’m at it, I wonder 
if there’s anything Doug could do to help...  In spite of her concerns, she almost laughed 
out loud.  What am I thinking?  He’s going to go and beat up GENOM until they let go of 
my uncle?  Uh-huh, sure.

After briefly resting on an image of Doug peeking out from under the other win-
dows on the monitor, her eyes drifted away as her thoughts turned away from the topic 
at hand.  It’s been two weeks since I more or less told him I knew his secret.  What’s taking 
him so long?  She sighed.  Now, that’s not fair, Lisa, she thought to herself, You told him 
you’d respect his desire for privacy, too, remember?  But I so want to know if Nene’s right!  I 
could always drop an anonymous hint to the Sabers to try and force his hand...  She had to 
suppress the urge to shake her head violently.  No!  That would be betraying his trust!  I 
can’t do that!

She sighed again.  But it’s so hard to do nothing but wait.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 2036.  2:41 AM

“It’s so nice of you to have us over, Priss,” Sylvie said.  She lifted the china cup to 
her lips and sipped her tea before nibbling delicately on the biscotti that sat on the 
edge of her saucer.  The modest cotton dress she wore emphasized rather than hid her 
slender beauty, and Priss approved of how the flowery pattern matched the woman’s 
lovely, hypnotic eyes.

Priss delicately adjusted her own yellow sun dress, then poured herself more tea.  
“We have been somewhat... estranged... since that unfortunate incident in the park.  
But I’m glad we’re friends again.”

“Are we?” Anri asked.  Where Sylvie was stunningly beautiful, Anri was seductive-
ly cute in a youthful, innocent way.  Like her companion, she wore a flower print dress, 
and the growing bloodstain on her side added an intriguing avant-garde counterpoint 
to the traditional pattern.  “Really, are we?  We were certainly good enough for you 
when you thought we were human, but we’re not human, Priss.”

“And we know how you feel about boomers,” Sylvie added, and Priss noticed for 
the first time the lovely blossom of red on the dress right over Sylvie’s heart.  How 
sweet! she thought absently.  They have color-coordinated wounds!

Then what they said registered.  “But you’re not boomers,” she laughed.  “You’re 
Sylvie and Anri!”

A look of consternation crossed Sylvie’s lovely face.  “We’re Sylvie and Anri the 
boomers, Priss.  Sexaroids, remember?  Vat-grown to be eternal love slaves to execu-
tives and important clients — perverts and thrillseekers alike.”

“Sadists and masochists and coprophiliacs and necrophiliacs and transvestites and 
transsexuals and pedophiles,” Anri said in a flat, dead voice as blood continued to soak 
her side.

“Into golden showers and infantilism and domination and bondage and leather 
and latex and needles and scarification,” Sylvie added somberly, the bloom of deep red 
on her chest spreading to blot out the fabric’s flower pattern.

“All forced on us without our consent,” Anri said.
“Which is why we wanted to be free,” Sylvie agreed.
“Don’t be silly.”  Priss laughed nervously.  “You’re not like boomers!”
“Why not, Priss?” Anri asked.
“You don’t look like boomers!” Priss replied, a sudden nervousness growing deep 

within herself.
“Most boomers aren’t armor-plated killing machines, Priss.” Sylvie put her teacup 

down on the table and leaned forward to stare at the other woman.  “Most look pretty 
human, almost as human as we do.  Combat boomers are the exception, not the rule. 
And even they can pass for humans if needed.”

The blood from Sylvie’s chest had begun to drip down off the front of her dress, 
and Priss’ heart had begun pounding.  This isn’t the way it’s supposed to be, she thought.  
No, something’s terribly wrong here!

“Our brains are no different, really, than any other boomers’, either.”  Anri, too, set 
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down her cup and leaned forward, blood pooling around her feet.  “Fewer constraints 
and more freedom, that’s all.”

“No!” Priss cried, overturning her chair as she leaped up. “You’re not real boomers!  
You’re different, you’re special! Real boomers aren’t anything like you!”

“What about me, Priss-san?”  From behind her came what sounded like the voice 
of a boy, but with a faint electronic quality to it.  Fear gripped her, and she spun around 
to see another face lost to her over the years — a familiar, motionless, mechanical 
face.

“Adama,” she whispered.  “Oh, gods.”  She shook her head. “You... you’re different, 
too,” she whispered as panic took control of her and sent her limbs trembling.  She sud-
denly noticed that his body and face were riddled with bloodless bullet-holes.

“I am not a boomer, then, Priss-san?” Adama asked.  “But I’m not a human, either.  
If I’m not a boomer or human, what am I? Please tell me, Priss-san.  What makes us 
not boomers?  And how then are we not human?”

“Man is poised midway between ape and angel,” Anri said.
“Must boomers always be poised midway between can openers and Man?” Sylvie 

asked.
Priss spun in place, unable to stop without seeing one of them — Sylvie or Anri, 

soaked in blood and reaching out for her, or Adama, sparks beginning to spit out 
through his own dry, sterile wounds.  She spun and spun, and the panic spun and spun 
with her, carrying her and lifting her.  How could they ask, can’t they see she didn’t 
have the answers, she couldn’t answer without betraying her own reasons for still living, 
boomers were evil it was obvious so the ones that weren’t evil couldn’t be boomers but 
they weren’t human but they were friends but she couldn’t be friends with a boomer 
but she was and she killed them and they died in her arms and she cried for them but 
she couldn’t cry for boomers boomers were evil and

Priss screamed.
                                
Her eyes flashed open, and she sat up, flailing the covers to one side.  A cold win-

ter draft wafted around her as she sat in the semi-darkness grey-lit by the eternal city 
nightlights that filtered through the curtains and blinds of her trailer.  “Fuck,” she spat 
as she swung her feet off the bed and stumbled to the fridge for a beer.  She popped the 
top and began to drink. “That’s the worst one in a long time,” she mumbled between 
swigs.

When she finished, she fumbled her way back to her bed and burrowed back 
under the covers.  “Yellow sun dress, gah,” she murmured before slipping once again 
into sleep.

Had someone been there to sit upon the edge of her bed, they would have heard 
her mournfully breathe three names as she once again dreamed.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 2036.  11:55 PM

One of the things I miss most from growing up is Christmas songs.  (Sure, I can 
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listen to instrumentals, but how many times can you do “Carol of the Bells” before you 
go nuts?)

I really loved Christmas songs.  But I don’t dare play them any more.
There are Powers out there, you see.  And they can be called. Sometimes they 

listen.  And, very rarely, they answer.
And, most of the time, no sane person should want that to happen.
Let me make something very, very clear.  I don’t like gods. Imagine the worst-

behaved two-year-old you’ve ever encountered. Make him immortal and invulnerable.  
Then give him an endless supply of hydrogen bombs.  That’s your typical god.

I’ve met more than my share of typical gods.  I owe a couple for favors they’ve 
done for me.

I also had to kill one once.
Well, not by myself.  But I struck the killing blow.
Yeah, Hexe’s a goddess.  But she’s an avatar, and that’s different.  An avatar filters 

the god through a human mind and human thoughts, and as a result, they tend to have 
more human sensibilities.  They still have the temperament and the priorities and the 
damned snootiness of a god, though.  (On Hexe, the snootiness can be cute sometimes.  
Sometimes.  Don’t tell her I said that, she’ll kill me.)

Anyway, I really, really dislike gods.  I try to have as little to do with them as pos-
sible.

Which is why I don’t — won’t — do religious songs, least of all Christmas music.  
It’s all “thank you for coming to visit us” and “welcome” and “we rejoice in your arrival”, 
and it’s practically guaranteed to get Someone’s attention — attention that I most 
emphatically do not want.

So what was I doing on top of the Glory Bank building in downtown MegaTokyo 
at five minutes to midnight on Christmas Eve?

Being stupid and sentimental, what else?
I’d been living in MegaTokyo almost exactly six months at that point, and based 

on my experiences, I’d decided if that city needed anything, it needed cheering up.  It 
needed encouragement. It needed hope.

No matter how many bots I fought, no matter how much I stretched my metatal-
ent, I couldn’t do that by myself.  Hell, I had just barely gotten out of the “urban legend” 
category at that point — I was far too novel to be universally inspiring.

(I can just hear Hexe in the back of my mind:  “Looney? Inspiring?  Ha!”)
I have to admit, I also needed hope and encouragement.  It was almost — not 

quite, but close enough — the third anniversary of the day I ran into battle and right 
into that metavillain’s damned portal.  Three years since I had seen Maggie, since I had 
held her (instead of a simulacrum) in my arms, since I had heard her voice, since I had 
kissed her.  It was the six-month anniversary of my great failure — the gate that was 
supposed to take me home but which brought me here instead.  And it marked six 
months of failures to open another gate home.  Despite having the on-and-off com-
pany of Lisa Vanette — Miss Hyperactive MegaTokyo 2036 — these past six months, 
I desperately needed cheering up of my own.
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So there I was, standing on top of one of the larger buildings in Tinsel City, which 
seemed deliciously appropriate given the holiday season.  And there I was with a set of 
lyrics thrown up on my helmet’s HUD.  And there I was actually debating whether or 
not I really wanted to attract the attention of a divine being simply to cheer up both 
myself and a major Asian city.

“<Oh, what the hell>,” I muttered.  “<A man’s gotta live dangerously once in a 
while.  System, ‘Joyful Joyful,’ play.>”

It was the choral part of the final movement from Beethoven’s Ninth, the “Ode to 
Joy”, in English and funked up with a pop/rock beat.  I’d lifted it from the soundtrack 
of a movie some years ago, just in case.

 “<Joyful, joyful, Lord, we adore thee,
 God of glory, Lord of love...>”

As the solo a capella vocalist started it off, I reached for that damned node and 
grabbed hold of it firmly.  The hell with my worries — I was going to need a lot of 
power for this if I wanted it to work.

The band kicked in, and I opened myself up to the magic.

“He calls to us.  Now?”
“No.  It is not yet time.”
“But he makes a request.  Do we grant it?”
“I say yes.  He asks for nothing we would not have given one by one to all those 

who would have asked individually.  What say you, my sister-selves?”
“Mmmmmm.  Yes, let’s.  It will be different and fun.”
“He asks not just for himself, but for multitudes whom he has never met.  Yes, let 

us do it.  But let us not let him know, for no mortal should think they can command 
Us to perform at their whim.”

“Then it is decided.”
“It is decided.”
“It is decided.”
“So mote it be.”

To those who are properly sensitive, divine power is a very visible thing.
Douglas Sangnoir, known as “Loon” and “Looney Toons”, was not properly sensi-

tive.  At least, not at that moment.
He did not see the pillar of mystic fire that he sent hurtling upwards into the night 

sky, for it had ceased to be the “ordinary” magic visible to his Sight.  And he did not 
sense its return as a great wave that spread forth from where he stood to wash over 
the city.

At the precinct houses and in the patrol cars of the Normal Police all over Mega-
Tokyo, officers of the law watched in growing surprise and concern as the city’s usual 
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crime tapered off and almost vanished.  In their holding cells, many of the prisoners 
from arrests earlier in the evening grew quiet and thoughtful, smiling or bowing re-
spectfully to the officers who processed them through the legal system.

In a laboratory deep within GENOM Tower, Dr. Daniel Ohara woke from where 
he had briefly fallen asleep over the records of the Loon’s last two appearances.  He 
felt... refreshed.  As he glanced again at the papers and the monitor on his desk, he felt 
the despair that had grown in him over the past months shrink away.

In the maternity and pediatric wards of the city’s hospitals, all crying stopped.  The 
consumption of pain-killers and sedatives in their other wards dropped to a fraction 
of its usual rate.

At AD Police headquarters, an officer on night duty named Bochinski felt a peace 
fill him unlike anything he’d ever experienced before, and he swore he’d find a way to 
hold on to it.

The MegaTokyo Suicide Prevention Hotline, bolstered with extra volunteers 
against the usual barrage brought on by holiday depression, had exactly 7 callers be-
tween midnight and dawn. One of these simply wanted to wish the volunteers a happy 
holiday and thank them for their good work.

Atop Ladys633, Sylia Stingray slept and dreamt of her father, of the fulfillment of 
his posthumous charge to her, and of a chance to live for herself and herself alone.

As midnight mass was performed at MegaTokyo’s Cathedral of Saint Jude, pass-
ers-by began to wander in.  By the time the service had finished, the cathedral was 
filled to capacity — for the first time in its ten-year history.

In her small apartment, Lisa Vanette shifted in her sleep and knew in her dreams 
that everything — her job, her mother, her relationship with Doug — would work 
out.

And a million minds wrapped in chains felt a glimmer of unexplained, alien 
hope.

                                
I let the song run its full length, but I already knew it was useless.  I’d felt the magic 

pour through me and out to who knows where or what, but no Power had answered.  
It figured.  The one time I wanted a god involved, and they gave me the finger.  But I 
couldn’t find it in myself to be upset.  Humanity shouldn’t have the gods hand them 
happiness on a platter, anyway.  We’ll find our own way, eventually, and it’ll be better 
for the striving and the obstacles we overcome in the process.

Gods.  Huh.  Who needs’em?  I thought to myself as I looked out over downtown.  
It still is a gorgeous night.  Light pollution hid most of the stars, but the moon was a 
bit shy of half-full and bathed the streets in a faint silver glow.  It looked deceptively 
peaceful down there; it reminded me in an odd way of a traditional Christmas back in 
the States and I felt strangely at ease.  Now all I needed to do was figure out what to 
do about Lisa and her little hints and intimations.

I stood and watched over the city for another hour before I went back home and 
to bed.
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 2, 2037.  8:12 PM

It had been almost a month and a half, and nothing.
Lisa sat on her futon, fuming and ignoring her TV.
On Christmas morning, they had exchanged gifts — he had given her a gift cer-

tificate from her favorite camera shop, and she had given him a collection of Warner 
Brothers cartoons.  She’d expected him to come clean with her then and there as an 
extra “gift”, but no such luck.

There had been times when it had looked like he was about to open up to her, but 
then he would just turn around and change the subject.  It was absolutely infuriating.

“Enough is enough,” she said out loud, surprising herself at first.  “He’s had six 
weeks.  He should know enough to know he can trust me!”  A determined look on her 
face, she hopped up and off the futon, slid on her slippers, and stormed out the door.

She flung open the door to Doug’s apartment and stepped in, boldly announcing, 
“Doug, we have to talk!  Now!”

There was a pregnant silence, and Lisa suddenly realized that Doug was not alone.  
He and another person sat at the tiny dinette, Doug’s helmet between them, playing 
a song.  She gaped as she took in Doug’s guest:  A gaijin woman with waist-length 
blonde hair, her lush curves not at all hidden by the tight black Spandex bodysuit she 
wore.  She also wore high boots and fingerless gloves, both apparently of soft black 
leather.  But her most bizarre feature was the makeup that covered her face and made 
her look like some kind of humanoid cat.

A brief spark of irrational jealousy flickered through Lisa.  For a long moment she 
stared at them, and they stared at her.  Then the gaijin woman turned to Doug and said 
in a mild, melodious voice, “<Then again, she may force the issue after all...>”
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7:  DIDJA EVER GET THE FEELING YOU WUZ BEIN’ WATCHED?
“I had a strict rule, which I think secret services fol-
low, too: No piece of information is superior to any 
other.  Power lies in having them all on file and then 
finding the connections.  There are always connections; 
you have only to want to find them.”

— CASAUBON, IN “FOUCAULT’S PENDULUM” BY UM-
BERTO ECO

There is an electric fire in human nature tending to 
purify — so that among these human creatures there 
is continually some birth of new heroism.  The pity is 
that we must wonder at it, as we should at finding a 
pearl in rubbish.  

— KEATS

FRIDAY, JANUARY 2, 2037.  8:10 PM

Another potential gate song.
Another failure.
And for some reason, there was an occupied police scooter stationed at either end 

of the alley this time.  I had to park a block over and do a little roof-climbing to get 
and from to my arrival point without being noticed.

The scooters were positioned such that they didn’t look like they were surveying 
the alley, but I got the definite impression that they were on stakeout.  The ADP was 
already interested in me; it looked like they had recruited the N-Police into the effort. 
Shit.

That had been three days earlier, the day before New Year’s Eve 2036.  My meta-
gift had come out of burnout on the first.  Along with the return of the feelings of 
despair and depression I had thought I’d banished on Christmas Eve.

I admit it — I was getting lonely.
I wasn’t used to hiding and secrets, not in the last almost twenty years.  I had 

grown accustomed to being open and frank about who I was and what I could do.  
That hadn’t been a problem before MegaTokyo.  But now...  Now...  I would go to 
work at Ganbare, and look at my co-workers talking and laughing about sports and 
dates and I would think of how different my life was from theirs.  Every morning and 
evening I’d rush through the streets with the millions of other dark-suited salarymen, 
and know that despite my camouflage I was different, possibly unique in this world.  
I’d sit in the window of a restaurant and eat my lunch and watch the passers-by with 
my magesight:  golden beacons of light each one, but flickering fireflies compared to 
the roiling, seething pool of magical power that lay under the city. Walking through 
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plazas, I’d look up at the GENOM Cone and wonder if my little acts of defiance made 
any difference at all.

I couldn’t tell anyone about what I really thought, what I really felt.  Partly because 
I and my life were so beyond the experience of the inhabitants of this Earth.  And part-
ly because I was a fugitive, hiding from the law and the corporation both. Opening up 
meant risking what little safety and security I had managed to carve out for myself.

Or did it?  I have to admit, Lisa’s offer was beginning to look very good.  First off, 
she already knew something, and that was half the issue settled right there.  She seemed 
completely unbothered by my, um, exotic talents, and the very fact that she had not 
used anything that she did know in an article seemed to bode well.

But I wasn’t sure.  And I didn’t think I could trust my own judgment in the matter.  
I needed to talk to someone... someone whom I knew.  Someone whose judgment I 
trusted more than I trusted my own.

My apartment.  I went to the wardrobe and took out my helmet.  I placed it on the 
dinette and slid open the cover that protected the external keypad.

The keypad’s a backup device, in case the voice recognition ever goes out.  It ac-
cepts numeric codes for songs, rather than titles.  Contrary to popular myth, I don’t 
have the codes for every song memorized, just a score or so:  ELO’s “I’m Alive” for a 
fast heal; “Lightning’s Hand” from Kansas for my favorite ranged attack; Queen’s “Su-
personic Man” for a fast escape with some offensive power.  A couple others.  And the 
songs that create simulacra of every Warrior other than myself.

I sat down, turned on the external speakers, and keyed in “The Song of the Jel-
licles” from “Cats”.

“<’Abigail?  I’m very lonely, Abigail,’>” I murmured as the music came up.
“<Wrong musical, Doug.>”  For a moment, Kat’s sweet soprano voice seemed 

to come from all around, but then I heard the rustle of cloth and leather behind me.  
“<And I’m not your wife.>”  I turned to see her perched lazily on my bed in her duty 
uniform.

“<Hi, Kat.>”  I rose, stepped to the bed, and bent to give her a brief brotherly 
kiss.

She smiled warmly and breathed, “<Hi.  How’re you doing, Doug?  I don’t see a 
fight, so you must just want to talk.>”  She uncoiled from the bed, stretching in a dis-
tinctly feline fashion which sent her long blonde hair swirling in a broad fan around 
her waist.

I sat back down at the dinette and gestured at the other chair. Kat slid lithely into 
it.  “<You’re right,>” I said, nodding. “<I’ve got a bit of a dilemma, and I need some 
advice on what to do about it.>”

She leaned forward with an attentive look on her face.  “<Well, I’ll do what I can, 
but you know I’m only a reflection of your own mind, so you’re really just talking to 
yourself.>”

I nodded again.  “<I know.  But talking with my memory of you, as expressed 
through this song,>” I tapped the top of my helmet, “<is better than trying to worry 
through this by myself.>”
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“<But you are worrying through this by yourself,>” she offered, not unsympatheti-
cally.  “<This,>” and she indicated herself with a brief head-to-toe wave, “<is only an 
illusion.>”

“<Yeah,>” I said, “<but you’re a comforting illusion.>”
She shrugged, sending shimmering ripples through her hair. “<It’s your choice.  

So, what’s wrong?>”
I sighed.  “<Well, in a nutshell, I’m trying to keep a secret identity here, but the 

reporter across the hall knows enough to blow my cover sky-high.  She’s hinted that 
she wants me to confide in her.  The thing is, I’m needing someone to talk to, and for 
more than three minutes a day.  No offense.>”

“<None taken.>”  Kat pursed her lips in thought.  “<So you’re wondering, should 
you risk talking to...  what’s her name?>”

“<Lisa.>”
“<So you’re wondering, should you risk talking to Lisa.  I see.>” Kat nodded slowly.  

“<Well, is she trustworthy?  What do your instincts say about her?>”
I sighed again.  “<I’d like to think she’s a friend.  She clearly thinks of me as 

a friend, and maybe more... on occasion she’s been unusually forward and flirty for 
someone so culturally Japanese.>”  I paused as I organized my thoughts a bit.  “<We’ve 
also been through some nasty situations together — life-threatening stuff, even.>”

Kat nodded.  “<That kind of experience can bond people together for life, you 
know.  Also, consider this:  if you think she already has enough information on you to 
blow your cover, and she hasn’t done so already, then what difference will it make to 
give her even more?>”

I thought about that.  “<That does make a fair amount of sense. So you think it’s 
safe to open up to her?>”

“<I don’t know yet,>” she replied, shrugging.  “<Tell me more about her.>”
“<Hmmm.  Lisa’s young, just out of college last June.  She’s a bit intense and driv-

en, especially about her job.  Or jobs — she hasn’t said much about it, but it seems like 
she’s got some irregular night job somewhere.  Tenacious, too.  She can be impatient, 
even demanding at times.  I know she’s open to new experiences.  She likes modern 
music and dancing.  Likes to go club-hopping.  She’s got a bunch of co-workers and 
other friends that she talks about all the time, but whom I’ve never met.>”  I counted 
off points on my fingers.  “<Like I said, she’s very culturally Japanese, particularly about 
etiquette, and that’s funny because she looks very Euro.  Hmmm.  What else?>”  I 
stopped and thought some more.

“<Is she culturally Japanese about honor, too?>” Kat asked.
My eyebrows shot up.  “<Huh.  I don’t know.  I suppose so.  I’ve never seen her do 

or say anything that would indicate one way or the other.  But I do know that except 
for her dedication to being a journalist, she was raised in all ways as a proper Japanese 
girl.  So, yeah, I guess that probably includes the Japanese sense of honor.>”

She gestured with one hand, holding it palm up.  “<Well, there you go.  If you feel 
you can trust her sense of honor, you can confide in her.>”

I nodded thoughtfully.  “<That being the case, Lisa might take my refusal to do so 
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yet as a personal insult.>”
Kat smiled reassuringly at me.  “<I don’t think you need to worry about that.  Pa-

tience is a Japanese virtue as well as Western one, you know.  She’ll probably wait until 
you’re ready to talk.>”

There was a slam, and Kat and I both jumped; together, our eyes leapt to the source 
of the noise:  my apartment door being flung open.  Oh no, I groaned to myself.

Lisa marched in through the open door and barked, “Doug, we have to talk!  
Now!”

Then she stopped short and stared at Kat and me.  Mainly at Kat. We three sat 
there like that, unmoving, for at least a ten-count. I thought I saw Lisa’s eyes nar-
row angrily for a moment, before Kat broke the tableau by turning to me and saying, 
“<Then again, she may force the issue after all...>”

I could only nod in agreement.
Lisa suddenly looked embarrassed; she flushed a bright red, and she covered her 

face with her hands.  “Please forgive me for barging in and interrupting,” she whispered 
from behind them. Her feet and legs twitched with the apparent desire to turn and 
flee, but she didn’t — instead, Lisa took a deep breath, lowered her hands, and stood 
her ground.  “We need to talk,” she repeated, more softly this time.

“Um...” I replied intelligently.
When that failed to resolve matters, I expanded on that with, “Uh...”
Kat looked back and forth between Lisa and me, then rose and stepped over to 

Lisa.  Holding out one gloved hand, she said, in Japanese, “Hi, I’m a part of Doug’s 
subconscious mind masquerading as one of his oldest friends.”

Lisa blinked.  Twice.  “Um,” she started.  “Lisa Vanette. Pleased to meet you... I 
think...”  Rather than shake her hand, Lisa bowed, her eyes rotating in her head to stay 
focused on Kat’s face.  She seemed fascinated by Kat’s masque makeup.

Kat laughed, that lovely soprano trill that Maggie says looks like a waterfall of 
faceted crystal rods.  Still in Japanese, she continued, “Pleased to meet you, too.  You 
can call me Kat, that’s who I look like and who I am for now.”  The simulacrum of my 
teammate and friend glided over to the table where I sat and laid one hand on top of 
my helmet.  “Well, I can see you two have a lot to talk about, so I’m going to get out 
of the way.  See you later, Doug.”  Kat bent over to brush another chaste kiss across my 
lips; I heard a sharp intake of breath from where Lisa was. Then Kat stood straight and 
pressed the “song off ” button on the helmet keypad.

The music stopped.  She vanished.
Lisa’s eyes grew very large.  At the same time, I was hiding mine behind my hand 

as I rubbed my forehead.
“Who... what was that?” Lisa whispered.
I took a deep breath.  “Just what she said she was.  Kat.  A simulacrum.  Part of my 

own mind.  A creature of magic.  Take your pick.”
“No.”  Lisa’s puzzlement faded away into a firm (dare I say “pig-headed”?) tone, 

and I uncovered my eyes to see a determined look on her face.  “I’m not going to guess.  
You’re going to explain.  Now.”
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“I knew this was coming eventually.”  I grimaced, then sighed. “Okay.  But not 
here.”

She narrowed her eyes again.  “Why not?”
“Well, for one, I am hungry and I don’t feel like cooking right now.  Get your shoes 

and coat.”

Fifteen minutes later I parked my bike and we walked into “Eriko’s” — an “Ameri-
can-style” diner near the University of MegaTokyo.  We took a moment to brush off 
the snow — it was flurrying lightly that night — and Lisa took the opportunity to give 
the place the once-over.

“Why here?” she asked.  In her left hand she held my spare (mundane) helmet and 
her camera; I swear, the thing must have been sewn to her or something because she 
never seemed to put it down.  Her right hand was busy trying to cure a bad case of “hat 
hair” she’d acquired on the ride over.

I carried my regular helmet and wore my uniform jacket (with the Harley patch 
instead of my insignia) over my jeans and T-shirt ensemble.

I waved to Eriko, who stood behind the counter pouring coffee for a customer 
perched on one of the stools.  Then, with Lisa in front of me and one hand on her 
shoulder, I began to steer us both around the tables full of students toward a booth at 
the far end of the diner.  “Well, for one, the food is good, and inexpensive, too.  And 
also, even if we’re overheard, no one will pay any attention to us at all.”

“Huh?”  Lisa swiveled her head around to look back at me.  “Why not?”
I just smiled.  “Listen,” I said and inclined my head toward the table full of stu-

dents that we were passing at that moment.
“So there we were, finally talking to the captain-major,” one of them was saying.  

He had a slightly maniacal glint in his eye and was badly in need of both a shave and 
a haircut.  “And he looks at us, and says in this haughty tone, ‘I report only to the king!’  
So the mage turns to the thief and says, ‘Okay, let’s go break the king’s kneecaps!’”  The 
table broke into laughter.

“What?” Lisa whispered when we’d gone past, and I smirked at her.
“I found this diner while exploring the city last summer.  It’s the number one 

hangout for the University’s role-playing gamers.”  I snorted a momentary laugh.  “You 
could confess to assassinating the Emperor in here and no one would give it a second 
thought.”

Lisa’s eyes grew very big for a moment, and then she grinned. “Nice.  Good think-
ing.  And you say the food is good, too?”

We reached the booth, and I made an exaggerated bow to usher her into the seat.  
She smiled as she shrugged out of her coat.  “For an American-style diner?  Yeah, 
pretty tasty.”  As she wadded up the coat and set it, along with the helmet and her 
camera, on the seat next to her, I slid onto the padded bench opposite.  A moment later 
Eriko, resplendent in her aqua 1950s-vintage waitress’ uniform, made her way over 
with a hip-swinging walk that should have been accompanied by a burlesque show 
drum beat. “Hey, Eriko.”
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She snapped her gum and held up her pad and pencil.  “Evenin’, Doug,” she said, 
smiling warmly.  “Out on a date for once?”

I nodded.  “Sorta.”  Across the table, Lisa wriggled and got a pleased look for a 
moment.  I raised an eyebrow and asked her, “Do you trust me?”

“To the ends of the earth,” Lisa said with a dreamy tone in her voice.  I raised my 
eyebrow again, and she started.  “Oh, you mean to order?  Yeah!  Sure!”

I laughed and turned back to Eriko.  “Two coffees, one cream and sugar, one black 
with way too much Nutrasweet.  A gyro, extra tomatoes, heavy on the sauce, for the 
lady.  And my usual.”

“Double bacon cheeseburger deluxe, hold the slaw, extra pickles, double fries,” 
Eriko recited from memory with a grin.

I grinned back at her.  “You got it.  Perfect as always, Eriko.”
“I do my best,” she replied.  She snapped her gum again, spun on one heel, and 

swivel-hipped her way back to the counter, to Lisa’s unabashed astonishment.
“I think she’s seen one too many American movies,” I stage-whispered to Lisa, 

who got over her astonishment and snickered.
Then she fixed me with a determined look and said, “Okay, spill it.  You’re the 

Loon.”
I sighed.  I seemed to be doing a lot of sighing that night. “Yes.”
“You have super-powers.”
“If you mean metagifts, well, yeah.”
“You’re from another universe.”
That still stopped me short, even though she’d intimated that she knew that much 

six weeks ago.  “How the hell did you figure that out?”
She just gave me this knowing smile.  “Trade secret.”
I looked to the sky and saw a fluorescent light.  “Remind me never again to be-

friend a reporter while trying to keep a secret identity.”  Lisa laughed out loud.
“Don’t worry,” she finally said, “I won’t tell a soul.  I swear on my family’s honor.  

Tell me your story.”
I thought for a moment.  “Well, I guess the best place to start is my Earth.”
“Your Earth?”
I raised an eyebrow.  “Of course.  What, did you think I came from someplace else 

entirely?  No, born and bred on Earth.  Just a different Earth from this one.”
“A parallel universe!” Lisa whispered, her eyes wide.
“Not exactly parallel.”  I smiled and waved one hand at the view outside the plate 

glass window to my right.  “Our two worlds’ histories diverged in 1929.”
It was at that point that Eriko came back with our coffee.   We paused the con-

versation as she placed the cups before us, saying, “Here y’go, kids.  Have fun,” snapped 
her gum again, and wiggled off.

As soon as she was out of earshot, Lisa looked me straight in the eyes.  “What 
happened in 1929?” she asked.

“A lot of things.  But more importantly, what didn’t happen? And the answer is, 
in this universe, what didn’t happen was that no metahumans showed up.  Ever.  The 
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Knight Sabers are the closest thing this universe has to metahuman vigs, and they’re 
just mechanics.”

Lisa looked over her coffee cup as she raised it to her lips. “Metahumans?  Vigs?  
Mechanics?”

“Oh, sorry.  Trade jargon.  Metahumans are folks who were born with or somehow 
acquire abilities to do things normals can’t: fly, punch through steel, see with sonar, stuff 
like that — metagifts.”

“And you’re one of these metahumans.”
“Yeah,” I nodded, sipped my coffee, then continued with the definitions.  “Vigs are 

vigilantes.  Like the Knight Sabers.  And mechanics are people who simulate metagifts 
with technology. Like the Knight Sabers.”

“You don’t like mechanics.”  It was a statement, not a question.
I shrugged.  “I don’t have anything against them, really, but a mechanic can have 

his ‘talents’ taken away and maybe used against him.  It’s a potential liability.”
Lisa coughed diplomatically.  “Okay, let’s move past that.  So, what happened dif-

ferently when these metahumans showed up?”
“Well, as far as I can tell from my reading here, both our worlds had WWIIs that 

ran about the same — not much surprise, until the 1950s there were maybe two dozen 
metas in the entire world and the ones in the military didn’t make that much difference 
on the battlefield.  After the war... well, I think it’d be better if I showed you.”  I reached 
down to my helmet where it sat on the seat next to me; I rotated the speaker housings 
to “on” and thumbed the volume to low.  “Give me a moment, I have to set up to target 
only you, otherwise the entire diner’s gonna get this. <System, load song ‘I’ll Play For 
You.’  Play song,>” I said quietly to the helmet.

Seals and Croft immediately began singing, and I could feel the magic shape itself 
around me.  Viewed in magesight, it would have appeared somewhat like a lens and 
somewhat like a cage, surrounding and connecting Lisa and myself.  And unlike most 
of my other songs, it remained, slowly fading instead of vanishing immediately when 
I shut down the playback 10 seconds later. “<System, load song, ‘We Didn’t Start The 
Fire.’  Play song.>”

With the new song’s first notes, the fading structure blazed back to life; when Billy 
Joel began to sing, it focused all of the effects upon Lisa and Lisa alone.

 “<Harry Truman, Doris Day, Red China, Johnnie Ray,
  South Pacific, Walter Winchell, Joe DiMaggio,
  Joe McCarthy, Richard Nixon, metahumans, television,
  North Korea, South Korea, Marilyn Monroe...>”

Lisa found herself plunged into a storm of sound and light; it was like standing 
in a hurricane of televisions, each one tuned to a different channel.  After a moment, 
she realized that should could focus briefly on the images as they rushed past her, and 
began to make sense of the barrage:

A mushroom cloud, brilliant gold and white; an bespectacled man at a podium, 
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surrounded by a dozen people dressed in costumes out of a comic book; a flash of a 
battlefield in a jungle, with gunfire and flame and beams of searing energy.  An an-
cient television commercial in black and white, with a caped and cowled man hawking 
cereal; a fragment of newsreel, grainy and scratched, showing a man and a woman in 
tight stars-and-stripes costumes in front of a waving American flag; another newsreel 
with Cyrillic subtitles displaying a dozen men with Slavic features who demonstrated 
their metagifts for the camera.

The first metavillains, and the vigilantes that hunted them; the first “adventuring 
companies” of civilian metahumans; the growth of the peacetime metahuman mili-
tary.

A wild-eyed, black-haired man in a room that might have been a court, howling 
accusations at a table full of costumed heroes; school children receiving injections; 
a young woman in a voluminous red robe receives an ornate crown in a church.  A 
bonfire fed by books; the lynching of a black man set topsy-turvy when he explodes 
with light and kills his tormenters; a woman in a masked costume speaking from the 
podium of the United Nations General Assembly.

The images spun by, almost too fast to see.  Lisa felt as if she were being yanked 
left and right, every new image pulling fiercely upon her, drawing her in and filling her 
up.  Slowly she realized that she wasn’t just watching...

 “<We didn’t start the fire,
  It was always burning
  Since the world’s been turning.
  We didn’t start the fire
  No, we didn’t light it
  But we tried to fight it.>”

A pitched battle outside the Kremlin; labor strikes in cities she realized were Eu-
ropean capitols; a bank robbery, and a guard is reduced to ashes with a casual gesture 
from the masked robber.  A coup in Argentina, led by a middle-aged man and a lu-
minous woman with the wings of an angel; prosperity in North America as a pipe-
smoking father in ludicrously antique clothing takes his family on a picnic in a bloated, 
swollen automobile; the Rising Sun used as a symbol by a growing reactionary move-
ment that surges across Japan.

Primitive-looking battlesuits plow their way through the jungles of Viet Nam; 
Disneyland opens with a flying metahuman dressed as Tinkerbell swooping over the 
crowd; a burning church, and men dressed in white robes and hoods.  Elvis Presley on 
a television screen; Nikita Kruschev pounding upon a table with a shoe; Budapest in 
ruins, inhabited by thin, scuttling figures.

... she was living it.
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Decades of experience, dozens of lives, sights and sounds and touches and smells 
and tastes all poured into her and through her.  She was a first-hand witness to the 
entire second half of the Twentieth Century, and she had forgotten that this was not 
the history of her world.  She was too many people, in too many places, to remember 
the one person in the one place that was at her core.

 “<Little Rock, Pasternak, Mickey Mantle, Kerouac,
  Sputnik, Chou En-Lai, ‘Bridge on the River Kwai’.
  Lebanon, Charles de Gaulle, California baseball,
  Starkweather, homicide, mutants from thalidomide...>”

A battle between metahumans over New York damages buildings and sends dead-
ly debris plunging into the street; the Queen of England pinning a medal upon the 
massive chest of a giant man in a costume based on the British flag; a rocket climbs 
into space on a column of flame.  Metahumans with nonhuman appearances are killed 
in gory public executions in the heart of Tokyo even as more “normal”-looking ones 
are celebrated as pinnacles of the Japanese race; a laboratory in which a scientist and a 
man dressed like a wizard collaborate over test tubes and ancient books; Soviet soldiers 
holding captive a manacled American metahuman whose wings of energy droop and 
trail upon the ground.

A breakneck speed-through of maternity wards the world over as a new genera-
tion of metahumans are born, some spontaneously, some triggered by some outside 
agency like radiation or mutagenic pollution; a wall is constructed through the cen-
ter of Berlin; the Beatles waving to the crowd at Idlewild.  JFK’s head explodes as 
Oswald’s bullet hits; Sirhan Sirhan fires upon RFK; Malcolm X is assassinated as he 
speaks from a podium.

She was hundreds of people, hundreds of viewpoints:  American, Japanese, Eng-
lish, Chinese, Egyptian, Israeli, Russian, Brazilian, Swedish, Vietnamese, Australian, 
and more.  She bore witness to the greatest triumphs and failures of a century, she took 
part in them all.  She only barely remembered that she was Lisa Vanette; there were far 
too many others she had to be.

Freedom 7 and John Glenn; Apollo 11 with Armstrong and Grissom; the youth 
movement grows in Europe and America, and metahumans are there.  Woodstock 
enchants a nation and births a half-dozen metahumans from its audience over three 
days; out of fear of the youth of America, Richard Nixon attempts to cancel the 1972 
elections and fails; Indochina explodes in blood and rain as the French walkertanks 
crush all resistance.

Revolutions, coups, juntas; religious conservatism grows in America and the Mid-
dle East; demagoguery and hatred abound.  The JSDF is disbanded, and the National-
ists re-establish the Japanese military, headed by the metahuman elite of the Home 
Islands; tensions grow worldwide as economies weaken and scapegoats are sought; the 
United Nations Security Council is called to session again and again.
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 “<We didn’t start the fire,
  It was always burning
  Since the world’s been turning.
  We didn’t start the fire
  No, we didn’t light it
  But we tried to fight it.>”

The years spun by faster and faster, but there was no relief. She lived through the 
rest of the 1970s, as tensions rose.  She exploded into the 1980s, as the U.N. reluctantly 
took action to halt the accelerating spiral of metahuman and military might and inter-
national conflict.  The appointment of Warriors International as part of the enforce-
ment effort.  Familiar faces began to appear:  Kat, Doug, the mysterious Maggie with 
her hidden eyes... a dozen more at their side.  An Edwardian estate under a dome of 
shimmering light.  Scores of metahumans of all descriptions fighting them.  Battle 
after battle after battle; a man who looked like a vampire.  The Warriors, all in black, 
escorting a horse-drawn carriage bearing a casket laden with flowers.

 “<We didn’t start the fire
  But when we are gone
  Will it still burn on, and on, and on, and on...”>

She was hurtling through a tunnel lined with images, lined with lives, as under-
neath the song continued building to its end and a brilliant light appeared in the dis-
tance.  The lives were now flashing by too fast to grab more than fragmentary pictures, 
and she was accelerating towards the light, the speed building and the detail blurring 
and world rushing around her and she entered the light and

Lisa was surprised to find herself still sitting in the diner with Doug.  Wasn’t that, 
um, what, 50 years ago? she thought, shaking her head to clear it.  No, wait... it’s only 
been a couple of minutes.  My food isn’t even here yet.

“Whoa,” she murmured.

“Hell of a rush, isn’t it?” I said, smiling not unkindly.  “I don’t use that song all that 
often, but it makes a damn good history lesson.  I know I always spot something new 
in there.”

Lisa stared into space for a few more moments, then shook herself.  She shot a 
wide-eyed look at me.  “How did you do that?” she demanded.

Back in 1993, a couple years before we figured out my metagift, Barbara Walters 
built one of her specials around the Warriors. Each of us got about ten minutes’ air 
time, edited down from half-hour mini-interviews she did after she finished a week’s 
stay at The Mansion.  Walters pulled no punches.  For instance, she asked Hexe thorny 
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questions about her claim to be an incarnated weather goddess, and how that stood 
with various religious leaders. Dwimanor got grilled over the uproar raised by the 
Southern Baptists over the fact that he’s a mage and Jewish.  And so on.

She introduced me as “the court jester to the royal family of metahumanity”, the 
sound of which I rather liked.  After she got done raking me over the coals about my 
battlefield antics, she asked the question everyone always asks:  “How do you do it?  
How does your metagift work?”

I smiled at the camera.  “Did you ever hear a song that sent chills up and down 
your spine?  That raised the hair on the back of your neck?  A song that made you feel a 
power inside your chest that you could almost but not quite touch?  And you knew that 
if you could only stretch your metaphorical fingertips that extra millimeter and touch 
it, you could do anything with it — fly like a bird, punch out trucks, lift locomotives, 
jump over buildings, run forever, travel through time...  be a god?”

Walters nodded, saying, “I think everyone has, at one time or another.”
I nodded back.  “Well, I can reach that extra millimeter. That’s how I do it.”

“The gods’ honest truth?” I replied, and she nodded.  “I haven’t the faintest idea.”  
For a moment, I thought Lisa was going to fall out of her seat.  “The metabiologists at 
the U.N. used to call it a ‘wild talent,’ but that just meant that they didn’t know either.”  
I drew a deep breath and leaned back into the padded bench of the booth.  “What a 
friend of mine and I have determined is that I am what you might call a shugenja — a 
mage. Only I have a twisted and crippled version of the gift of magic.”

“Twisted and crippled...?”
I nodded.  “It’s a negative mutation.  I can’t work magic like regular mages.  I 

can’t wave my hands and chant incantations and make things happen.  I just have no 
conscious access to my magegift.  But songs do it.  No one knows why, and not for lack 
of trying.  Something about the combination of music and lyrics feeds right into my 
subconscious or whatever and tells it what to do with my magegift.  Not every song 
does something interesting, and I can only use a particular song once a day, but still...”  
I shot Lisa a smirk.  “There are more than a few metabiologists and theoretical mages 
who’ve gone bald pulling their hair out over me.  And a couple of wizards have politely 
requested that I never come near them ever again.”

“Why?”  Lisa still looked a little shaken.
I chuckled.  “I gave them headaches.  Literally.”  I tapped on my forehead just 

above the bridge of my nose.  “Mil-spec migraines, every time I used my metagift.  
Anyway, I’m something of an idiot savant when it comes to magic.  I can’t learn the 
simplest spell, but I can do things that are impossible even for an Archimagus. And I 
don’t know how I do it.  I do have the mage sight, but of course I had to be taught how 
to use it, instead of coming to it naturally like every other mage.”

“But magic isn’t real!” she wailed plaintively.
“The hell it’s not.  One of my best friends is a full-bore beard-and-pointy-hat 

wizard.”  I paused a moment.  “Well, not the pointy hat.  Dwimanor wears tuxedos, ac-
tually.  But that doesn’t matter,” I forged on boldly.  “Magic is real.  I do magic. Period.  
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In fact, magical energy is rather plentiful here.”
“Really?”
“Really.”
“So why aren’t there any wizards here?”
I frowned.  “You know, that’s a very good question.  From what I’ve read here, your 

folklore is no less full of them than ours is.  And if the node under the city is any in-
dication, there’s certainly power to spare.  There ought to be someone using it, however 
crudely.  But there isn’t.”

Eriko arrived with our food, and again we suspended the conversation until she 
finished laying the plates in front of us. She gave me a sly wink and then wandered off 
with her exaggerated “boom-bada-boom” walk.  I just chuckled.

Lisa picked up her gyro and took a delicate, lady-like nibble at the pita before 
shrugging and biting off a large hunk of bread, lettuce, meat and sauce.  After swallow-
ing, she said, “Well, don’t you need to be trained for years and years to use magic?”

“Welllll,” I drawled.  “Yes and no.  The magegift is a natural thing, and it kind of 
‘wakes up’ on its own when its owner is old enough.  Or when a latent gift gets trig-
gered.  Then it gets pretty obvious — there are some ‘spells’ that anyone can do without 
training once their talent turns itself on.  One of the first signs that a person is a mage 
and that their gift has awakened is apportation — items that they need spontaneously 
teleporting into their hands.”

“Huh.”
“Sure makes things fun around the house,” I grinned, “especially for the parents of 

a particularly young and powerful mage. Fortunately, there’re schools set up to handle 
that sort of thing.”  I took a bite of my burger.

Lisa nodded, wide-eyed, then stole a french fry from my plate. “You said some-
thing about a latent gift getting triggered?”

I nodded, still chewing, then swallowed.  “Sometimes a person won’t have enough 
of a magegift for it to wake up on its own — or perhaps some psychological or physi-
ological trauma won’t let it.  That’s called a latent gift, and it’s not just the mage talent 
— just about any metagift can be latent.  Anyway, sometimes enough exposure to mys-
tic energies will trigger the awakening of a latent magegift.  Like calls to like — that’s 
the Law of Sympathy.  Power calls to Power.”

“Law of Sympathy?” Lisa mumbled around her gyro, looking up at me over the 
sauce-smeared pita.

I gestured with a french fry as I went into lecture mode.  “The Laws of Sympathy 
and Contagion — two of the most useful principles of magic.  Sympathy means you 
can use the essential similarity of two items as a link between them, for many varied 
purposes.  Contagion is the principle that things that were once together or part of 
the same thing always retain a, um, ‘memory’ of that, kinda, and you can use that as a 
link, too.”

“Weird...”
I shrugged.  “Not really.  It all makes sense on a quantum physics level.  Some 

physicists think Sympathy works because the whole universe is really made up of a 
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single subatomic particle bouncing back and forth through time, playing different roles 
on each pass through.  Contagion works because atoms will always migrate between 
two adjacent objects, no matter how briefly they touch, and then sympathy effects come 
into play between them.  Of course, the longer they touch, the more atoms migrate and 
the stronger the effect.  Some researchers have suggested that both effects are the result 
of quantum mechanical entanglement.”  I shrugged.  “They’re just simple approxima-
tions, anyway.  Sorta like Newton’s version of gravity as opposed to Einstein’s. They’ll 
work for most mages’ purposes.  But if you want to do heavy-duty stuff, you need the 
detail versions.  That’s where the world-class wizards and world-class physicists end 
up collaborating, and accounts for their similarities.  Both require an incredible mind 
for detail, an unbounded imagination, and a huge budget for experimentation.”  I took 
another bite from my burger, chewed, and swallowed.  “The very best researchers are 
masters of both fields.”

Lisa laid her gyro back down on the plate.  “I thought science and magic didn’t 
mix.”

“They do and they don’t.  Magic operates by certain rules, and the same methods 
that work for understanding, say, how atoms decay, work for figuring out the rules 
of magic.  But below a certain level, though, we’re stumped.”  I scarfed down several 
french fries.  “We know that magic is powered by an energy we’ve taken to calling 
‘mana’.  We don’t know what that energy is — it doesn’t fit into the normal framework 
of physics, although it seems to follow a lot of the same rules.  Plus, magic too often 
functions as though it had some kind of rudimentary mind and common sense — as 
though it were an intelligent being in its own right.  That makes for a lot of confusion 
among researchers, believe me.”  I put down my burger and grinned. “All I know is that 
it’s a real rush to use it.”

“Then...” Lisa began.
She was interrupted by an explosion.
Our heads both swiveled to look out the window.  Eriko’s was in the middle of one 

of the more Bohemian areas of MegaTokyo, thanks to the proximity of the University.  
Unlike other parts of the city, you could be guaranteed of finding a fair sized crowd at 
just about any hour of the night.

At that moment, the usual crowd was running for their lives.
Six boomers leaped, ran and flew down the street after them, firing indiscrimi-

nately in all directions.  One turned it attention ahead, towards the diner where we 
sat.

The inhabitants of MegaTokyo have excellent reflexes, I discovered that night.  I 
was just starting to yell, “Down!  Get down!”, but the diner’s patrons were already rush-
ing out the front and back doors, leaving only Lisa and myself in the place. Lisa had 
slid under the table at first sight of the bots.  I saw the red glow in the one boomer’s 
open mouth, and decided to join her.

The beam shot was brief, passing through the window and burning part-way 
through the back wall.  It set a couple of fires, but once the boomer had turned its 
attention elsewhere, Lisa and I dashed behind the counter and, grabbing a couple of 
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extinguishers, made quick work of them.  Still, when we were done, the diner was filled 
with choking smoke, so I motioned to the door.

We exited Eriko’s to the screams of the injured and dying, and the wail of sirens.  
The bots hadn’t moved as I’d expected; instead of being safely behind the lines, we were 
still in the killing zone.  The air smelt of ozone and death, and to one side I could hear 
gunfire, the buzz of those stupid little helicopters the ADP used, and the occasional 
sharp crack of small artillery.

Down the street I could see a pair of smoking corpses, and I hoped that Lisa hadn’t 
noticed them.  I couldn’t see Eriko or any of the other diner customers around, and I 
hoped that they had all gotten away safely.  Damn, it’s like Kuwait City all over again, I 
remember thinking.  I spared a glance down at Lisa, who looked more determined than 
scared.  “This is ridiculous!  Why hasn’t anyone shut GENOM down yet?”

“Plausible deniability,” she spat.  “That, and they own dozens, maybe hundreds, of 
politicians, from the wards all the way up to the UN.”

“Shit.”  I couldn’t stand still here much longer.  There were people in danger.  I 
could do something about that, so I had to do something about that.  Call it a compul-
sion.  Call it ethics. Whatever.  But I also couldn’t leave Lisa alone and undefended, 
not in the combat zone.  I dragged her into the alley next to the diner and put on my 
helmet.  “You know I have to act,” I said as I fastened the chin strap and made sure the 
ear pieces were seated properly.

She nodded.  “I know.”
I pulled off the Harley patch and put my insignia back on.  “I can’t leave you here 

unprotected.”
She shook her head.  “Don’t worry about me.  Do it.”
I smiled grimly inside my helmet, and twisted its external speaker housings to the 

“on” position.  “I plan to.  But first... <System.  Combat mode on.  ‘Invisible Touch’.  
Play.>”  As the intro began, I reached out with one gloved hand and tapped Lisa on 
the forehead.  Under my fingertips, a rune-like tracing of light flashed golden.  “Here.  
Take this.  Defend yourself but stay out of trouble.  And pay attention to the song 
— remember, when it ends, so does this.”  Lisa’s eyes went wide and her jaw dropped 
open, but before she could say anything, I spun and leapt to battle.

Lisa gaped as the sensation washed over her.  Power, simple, sweet and pure.  It 
flooded out from the spot on her forehead where Doug had touched her, and swept 
through her body, all the way to the tips of her toes and fingers, in a fraction of a sec-
ond.  It filled her to brimming, and she almost expected to see it shining out of the 
pores of her skin.

What... she began to think, but before she could complete the thought, something 
almost but not completely unlike a voice began to whisper to her.  It was as though 
a forgotten memory had raised its head to sing sweetly to her of things she’d always 
known.  How to attack.  How to defend.

The power was hers to use.
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The world seemed to slow around her as Doug bounded away.  The sensation was 
incredible; her senses and mind seemed to be running a hundredfold faster.

For the first few milliseconds, wonder suffused her.  Then indignation took over.  
How dare he tell me to stay put, after giving me this!  She almost took a step, before real-
izing, If I do this, I’ll be awfully conspicuous.  I’m going to be noticed, and someone will end 
up asking me uncomfortable questions.  I wish I had some kind of disguise or something.

The power stumbled in its whispering song, as if puzzled by her thoughts.  It al-
most dissolved into cacophony, but rallied itself and, if anything, increased in intensity.  
Here, it said to her, here is how to do it.  You are the first to ask.

Lisa’s eyes widened even further, and a delighted grin spread across her face.  Of 
course.  But what to wear, what to wear? She found herself reaching for her favorite, 
beloved TV show. She almost giggled to herself as she laid her camera carefully on the 
ground behind a nearby dumpster, then stood in a spread-legged stance.  She raised 
her hand in the air, and shouted out the completely unnecessary activation phrase for 
the sheer joy of it.

Lisa released the power and guided it into a complex web wrapped around her 
body, just as the song had instructed.  A flash of regret suffused her as she rendered her 
clothing down to its component atoms in the first fraction of a second — it was one 
of her favorite outfits, after all.  But I can just put it all back the way it was when I’m done 
here, she comforted herself.

An eyeblink and a thought later, her new outfit — durable, yet fetchingly attrac-
tive, and certainly evocative of certain classic themes — snapped into existence around 
her body.  She blinked a couple times behind her mask, not quite believing still what 
she had done.

It couldn’t have been more than five seconds after I’d left her there by the club’s 
back door.  I was beelining for one of those annoying blue mothers when I heard her 
yell.  I swear, she sounded half laughing, half triumphant.  “Sailor Power Make-up!” 
Then I saw my shadow flicker on the ground before of me as a bright light flared be-
hind.

I skidded to a halt and turned around.  I don’t know what I expected to see.  What-
ever it was, it wasn’t what I saw.

Lisa stood there, legs planted firmly in a wide stance, her right hand outspread and 
over her head.  She was dressed in ... a miniskirted sailor dress?

It was mostly white, trimmed extensively in a bright, almost electric, blue.  A huge 
bow of the same color was positioned strategically over her cleavage, with a glowing 
sapphire stone mounted in a brooch on its knot.  A similar, smaller bow resided in the 
small of her back; I could see it peeking out on either side of her waist.  On her feet 
were short-heeled, knee-high boots of blue trimmed in white, and matching opera 
gloves adorned her arms.  Her face was covered by a three-quarter mask of electric 
blue that left only her mouth and chin uncovered.  A shower of silvery motes swirled 
around her for a second or so, then evaporated.

Oh, and her hat-hair problem was gone.
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It was, on the whole, perhaps the silliest outfit I have ever seen.  And that’s saying a 
lot, since I come from a world where every nutjob with a metatalent drools at the sight 
of spandex and leather.  (Your humble narrator included.)

But I was less troubled by her fashion sense than by where the hell that damned 
outfit had come from.  “Invisible Touch” was only supposed to give her simple TK — a 
defensive shield and a ranged attack.  Enough to keep her alive if anything went after 
her.  That’s the way it had always worked before.  It had never done anything like this.

Maybe it was that damned node.
Unfortunately, the flash had gotten the attention of two of the boomers, who were 

now heading in Lisa’s direction, so I didn’t have time to ponder the situation.  She 
noticed the bots, but instead of doing something sensible, like either running away 
or attacking, instead, she posed.  Sweeping her hand in front of her, she pointed at the 
bots and in a loud, clear voice that carried very well, announced, “I am Sailor...”  She 
hesitated a moment, then rallied.  “I am Sailor Loon!  Defender of justice and protec-
tor of the weak!”

I clapped a hand to my goggles and groaned.  “What the hell does she think she’s 
doing?” I growled to no one in particular.

Lisa continued unabated.  “Boomers were made to serve people, not kill them!  I 
hold no malice towards you poor machines, made mad and set upon the streets, but I 
cannot let you continue on your rampage.  In the name of the Loon, I will punish you!”  
Then she brought her hands together in front of her and fired a telekinetic blast at the 
closer of the two boomers — the only vaguely familiar thing in this entire situation.  It 
was practically invisible — little more than a ripple through the intervening air — but 
it struck the lead bot in the chest, picked it up and threw it into the one behind.  Both 
went down with a dull clatter of armor plates on asphalt, but they immediately began 
clambering to their feet again.

As Phil Collins piped on, I stood there, frozen by indecision — do I rescue Lisa 
from her own over-exuberance, or go after the main group of bots and maybe save 
the lives of dozens?  I weighed the dilemma as Lisa — Sailor Loon, hah! — launched 
herself telekinetically into a graceful 10-meter leap.

I cursed and turned to head off the other bots.  At least for the next three minutes 
and five seconds, Lisa could take care of herself.

Lisa’s grin collapsed as the two boomers hauled themselves back to their feet.  Her 
instinctive TK blast hadn’t even scratched their armor.  Shit.  They threw themselves at 
her even as they dropped their jaws to reveal the mirrored disks behind.

She saw the deadly red glow building, reflected in the collimating mirrors of the 
mouth cannons, and leapt.  Without thinking about it, she added a telekinetic push as 
she jumped, and found herself soaring far over the boomers’ heads in a graceful arc as 
their lasers seared the wall and door behind her. Remembering her gymnastics train-
ing, she tucked in her arms and legs, setting herself tumbling rapidly enough to make 
the short skirt of her senshi uniform flutter and snap like a flag in a high wind.

As Lisa reached the top of her arc, the two boomers beneath her skidded to a 
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halt and clumsily tried to reverse course.  Feeling herself starting to drop, she snapped 
out of her tumble, spreading her arms wide and kicking out her legs, arresting the her 
angular momentum and giving herself just a enough spin to end up facing her op-
ponents.  A quick burst of TK softened her landing; as she touched down she risked a 
glance that showed her that Doug was on his way to help the ADP.  Over the distant 
sounds of gunfire and sirens she heard a snippet of song in English, as if it were being 
whispered into her ear:

    “<She seems to have an invisible touch, yeah,
     She reaches in, grabs right hold of your heart.
     She seems to have an invisible touch, yeah,
     It takes control and slowly tears you apart...>”

“Now that’s an idea,” she said to herself, a corner of her mouth threatening to rise.  
She let her new instincts flow through her, and brought her hands together in front of 
her. Concentrating intensely, she focussed her attack tighter and tighter, until it was a 
pinpoint, a needle of pure force. “HEARTBREAKER!” she screamed, and loosed the 
power.

As before, the forcebolt was virtually invisible as it ripped through the intervening 
space, but this time it roared its way there, scattering litter and dust in its wake. Once 
again, it struck the lead boomer. She was not disappointed by its effect. The cyberdroid 
howled as it was thrown back into the air; its chest armor gave a brief shriek of protest, 
then imploded with a shower of glass from the lenses hidden beneath.  Lisa smiled, 
clenched her right hand into a fist, and lifted it to shoulder level.

Thrashing and howling, the boomer rose into the air chest first, yellow pus-like 
fluids and shattered tubing spraying from the gaping hole in its torso.  Its self-repair 
systems were desperately attempting to seal the armor breach — she could actually feel 
the living metal seeking a way around her grip and failing.  She squeezed her fist and 
the boomer roared again as more liquid erupted from its chest.

The cyberdroid flailed wildly as it floated helplessly in midair. It tried to focus its 
mouthcannon on her, but she made a slapping gesture with her left hand and the mir-
ror behind its jaws shattered.

“This is great!” she cried out as she toyed with the boomer.  “I just wish I could take 
a picture of myself doing this!  It’d make great top page material.”  She began to shake 
the boomer, and inspiration struck.  “Wait a second!  I can!”  She reached out with the 
TK and scooped up her camera from its hiding place while maintaining her grip on 
the cyberdroid.  Trusting to its fully automatic settings, she sent the camera circling 
around the battle site, snapping photos of herself from all sides.

The unexpected impact of a beam cannon upon her telekinetic shield shook her 
out of her reverie.  Both the camera and the boomer dropped as she lost her concentra-
tion.  Ack!  I forgot about the other one!  Idiot!  Idiot! she thought as she dropped and lay 
flat, more from reflex than from anything else; her shield had protected her from most 
of the beam’s force, and the armor-like material of her senshi costume had absorbed a 
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great deal of the remainder.  I’m still probably going to have a big bruise and a nasty burn, 
she mused as she probed her side. Serves me right for being stupid.  Then it occurred to 
her.  I don’t remember putting up a shield...

As another laser glanced off the shield, she rolled to one side and tried to get a 
grasp on the fallen boomer again.  It took several tries, but she managed to force a TK 
“hand” back into its chest, foiling the self-repair systems once more.  She hoisted it 
back in the air and began using it as a shield, blocking the efforts of the second boomer 
to reach her.  The immediate threat to her life at bay, her natural priorities came back 
to the fore.

My camera!
A quick glance around the battle site revealed her beloved digital camera battered 

but intact, perched in a pile of trash near the diner.  She scooped it up with a telekinetic 
“hand” and brought it close, inspecting the damage.  It was still functional, but she felt 
the red burn of anger grow in her breast.  With a thought she slipped the camera back 
into its hiding place behind the dumpster, then turned to face the remaining intact 
boomer.

“You!” she shouted, pointing at the boomer.  Her stance bore the same resemblance 
to her earlier pose that a stalking lion bore to a kitten.  “You made me drop my camera.  
You almost made me break it.”  Her voice dropped into a low, dangerous tone. “For that, 
I’m not going to punish you.  I’m going to demolish you.”

And with that, she exploded into a frenzy of telekinetic energy. The disabled 
boomer whipped through the air like a club to smash into its partner again and again 
as she used it to repeatedly bludgeon the other cyberdroid.  Refusing to give her target 
a moment’s respite, she rained telekinetic bolts upon it too, driving it back into the 
alley.  A pinpoint blast shattered its mouthcannon.  A rapid fusillade disabled its jump-
jets when it tried to flee.  A plane of pure force sheared off most of its hands and claws.  
The unrelenting barrage of blows from the hammer that had once been its partner 
battered and dented its armor faster than its self-repair facility could handle.

Finally, Lisa had it pressed against a wall.  One of its eyes had been smashed; the 
other flickered weakly, its intermittent red glow making it look as through it were 
blinking back tears.  Lisa tried to smash it one final time with her boomer-bludgeon, 
but the makeshift weapon fell apart with a crash and a wet, sighing sound.

There was a moment of silence in the alleyway.  The boomer almost seemed to 
cower before her.  Yellow liquid dripped from where she’d broken its tubing and con-
duits, each drop’s impact upon the ground a thundercrash roaring in her ears in time 
with her anger. The pooling fluid stank in her nostrils.

Lisa gave a wordless cry of rage as she brought her hands up before her and 
yanked them roughly apart, as though ripping a sheet of paper in two.

With a howl of tortured metal, the boomer tore apart in a spray of noxious yel-
low.  Its halves flew in opposite directions, thudding dully, one after the other, into the 
pavement.

Lisa stood there a moment, panting, as her rage drained out of her like dirty water 
dropping into a sewer.  Dully, she staggered over to her camera’s hiding place.  She 
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knelt and retrieved it, then wrapped herself in a fetal ball around the camera and began 
to sob.  She never noticed when the power disappeared from her mind.

It seemed like an eternity later when she found herself looking into Doug’s eyes.  
His fingertips were under her chin, lifting her head up as he pulled off her mask.  His 
helmet was on the ground next to them, and concern and fear skittered across his un-
covered face.  “Lisa?” he said softly, “Are you okay?”

“That can’t be what it’s like,” Lisa sobbed.
The battle was long over; the ADP had at least not been slaughtered outright, and 

the Knights had shown up.  I faded away as soon as I saw that familiar powered armor; 
I wasn’t needed any more and I wasn’t in full uniform, and I had a responsibility to Lisa.  
I found her curled up into a ball next to a dumpster, half-conscious and crying.  She 
was uninjured, and two ruined heaps of plastic and metal testified that she had come 
out the victor in combat.

“What what’s like?” I asked.  We still huddled behind the dumpster, in the damp 
shadows that smelt of rotting food.  I held her like a child, and she buried her face 
against my chest.

“Buh-being a hero.  It’s supposed to be noble, doing the right thing because it’s 
right.”  She inhaled, a huge ragged gasp that rattled in her throat.  “I didn’t kill them 
because it was the right thing to do.  I killed them because I was angry, not because I 
was protecting someone or... or...” she swallowed the end of her sentence in another 
wracking sob.

I shook my head.  “It’s not about what you’re feeling when you’re doing it,” I said 
softly.  “A hero is someone who does what is necessary to set things right because he 
can no longer stand seeing what is wrong.”  I gathered her up in my arms and held her 
tightly.  “There is never nobility in the heat of battle, only necessity.  What is noble is 
why you fight, and for whom, ultimately.  And ultimately, you were fighting to protect 
people who couldn’t have defended themselves against those boomers.”

“But I got so angry!  I didn’t care about anything but making them hurt!”
I began rocking her gently.  “So?  Would it have made a difference to the nobility 

of the cause if you had attacked coldly and unemotionally, or used a sword or a gun 
instead of telekinesis?  Anger is just another tool, another weapon to help you win the 
fight.  Just remember — like any weapon, it can be taken by the enemy and turned 
against you.”

“Buh-buh-but how can you fight for good if you’re angry?” she moaned.
I laughed softly.  “Oh, no, not that old ‘Dark Side of the Force’ crap!  ‘Do not give 

in to anger, the way of the Dark Side it is!’” I said in a fair imitation of Yoda.  “Bullshit!  
Haven’t you ever heard of righteous fury?  Of outrage at what is wrong? These aren’t 
negative emotions, these aren’t flaws.  These are the response of a good person con-
fronted with evil.”  I stroked her head for a moment.  “Maybe what you’re really upset 
about is finding out just how dangerous and deadly you can be.”

“You think?” she murmured from somewhere in the vicinity of my Harley-Da-
vidson patch.
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“Yeah, I think,” I whispered back.  “And you know what?”
“What?”
“Everyone goes through it after their first live-fire fight.”
“Even you?”
I laughed, louder this time.  “Yeah, even me.  I was a wreck for days afterwards.  

Got stinking drunk, too, and I don’t drink.”  I chuckled at the memory.  “There’s a great 
big difference between knowing what you can do, and actually doing it.  I scared the 
hell out of myself.”

Lisa laughed a little, which was a good sign.  “Come on,” I said, “Let’s get you 
home.”

“Okay,” she murmured.
I got her up on her feet and we went back into Eriko’s to retrieve her coat (which 

was a little smoky-smelling but okay), as well as my spare helmet for the ride back.  
As she pulled the coat on, I shook my head.  “And by the way, girl, just what are you 
wearing?”

She paused in buttoning the coat to look down at the brightly-colored miniskirt 
of the sailor suit, and blushed.  “I’ll tell you later.”

So I let the topic drop.  I drove us home, taking the long way to get around the 
remaining ADP road blocks, and I saw her to her apartment.  I stumbled into mine, 
and was about to crawl into bed myself when she knocked on my door.

“I can’t get it off!” she wailed, and showed me.  While the boots, mask and gloves 
were easily enough removed, that sailor suit was another thing entirely.  The damn 
thing had no zippers, no fasteners, and strangest of all, no seams.  It was all one con-
tinuous piece.

It was also at least as tough as polykev.  It resisted tearing, cutting and just about 
every destructive tool I could dig up in either of our apartments.  To Lisa’s (and my) 
immense embarrassment, I finally had to go get my helmet and use a song to disinte-
grate most of the damned thing.  Right after which she blushed furiously, grabbed a 
robe and shoved me out her door.  I did manage to grab one of the remaining scraps 
for future analysis, fortunately.

And now that I think of it, she never did explain to me what that “Sailor Loon” 
business was all about.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 2037.  11:09 AM

“Katie, do you want to watch a video with Mommy?”
That was how it started, when she was only five years old.  Her mother took out 

one of the aging video tapes that had been kept well out of Katie’s reach and put it 
in the player.  Then she and her daughter snuggled together on the couch to watch it.  
“This was Mommy’s favorite show when she was a little girl.”

I’ve never forgotten that — any of it.
“Sailor Moon”.  Within a year, she had seen every one of her mother’s tapes at least 

twice.  By the time she was ten, she owned her own complete set on videorom, and she 
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had her own Senshi uniform that her mother had made for her.  Sailor Mercury was 
her favorite, because she was the smart one, and Katie was a smart one, too.  And more 
than anything, Katie wanted to be a magical girl just like the Senshi.

Katie grew up into Kate, who discovered algebra, jukus and boys, but didn’t forget 
the magical girls.  She managed to submerge her otaku interests as she made her way 
through high school and into college, but never lost them entirely.  Then Kate became 
Katherine after she graduated and entered the business world, and she found release 
from the stress of corporate competition by going back to the last remaining joy of her 
girlhood.

It was an eccentricity, but a quiet, tolerated one.  One’s fandom was a private af-
fair, provided that the respective boundaries of fiction and reality were maintained and 
observed.  Katherine was very good at that; few of her co-workers were aware of her... 
hobby.  (Mr. Quincy knew; it appeared to amuse him, and he almost seemed to approve 
— but that was ridiculous.  Wasn’t it?)

Katherine Madigan had been certain that there could be no collision between her 
private and professional lives.

Until now.
The boomers had been deployed as a standard part of a real estate acquisition pro-

gram.  They weren’t intended to level the college neighborhood in which they’d been 
activated, but simply to wreak enough damage to lower property values and “encour-
age” tenants to leave.  Their eventual destruction by the ADP and the Knight Sabers 
— and of late, the Visitor — was planned for.  She had planned for it, calculating 
almost to the building number where the cyberdroids would be halted, and how much 
property devaluation they would cause along the way.

This time, though, something completely unexpected had interfered.
“I <kshh> Sail<skrrshkk>oon!  Defend<krrrshkkkrsh>stice and 

protec<shhhkkkrsh>the weak!”
The playback was littered with static and artifacts, the result of the enhancement 

and reconstruction needed to extract it from the demolished boomers’ all-but-de-
stroyed combat recorders.  The picture jumped and leapt about, from both the merger 
of the two records and the boomers’ violent movement during the encounter. The im-
ages were half-obscured with snow, the sound more than half-missing, but the subject 
was clear.

There was a Senshi in MegaTokyo.
An impossible, ridiculous, silly, childish, magical girl.
Ridiculous, silly, childish, and powerful.  And very, very real.  The shredded and 

smashed remains of two standard combat boomers attested to that.
A Senshi.
Katherine Madigan didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.  The dream of her child-

hood.  The last nostalgic icon left to her in her adulthood.  The dread of someone who 
knew that she had sold her soul for success.

Damn Ohara! she snarled mentally, even though she knew it wasn’t his fault, nor 
IDEC’s.  But six months ago the world had been predictable, controllable, profitable.  
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Her future had been assured.  Now...  Now all was chaos.
There had been no emotional element to accepting Ohara’s theories and proofs 

of the existence of other universes — it had been just a flat, intellectual thing like a 
stock price or a production report:  just one more fact catalogued and correlated with 
so many others.  Then the Visitor came, with his insane abilities and insouciant, dis-
respectful attitude, and turned it all from cold data to pure visceral experience — and 
opened her world up to the terror of uncertainty.  First the Visitor, and now... a Senshi.  
What next?  Out of an infinity of universes, who or what would come next to disrupt 
the orderly workings of GENOM’s world, of her world?

Madigan shuddered.
The playback ended and without thinking she restarted it.  At first, the technicians 

who had retrieved and rebuilt the recorder logs were hesitant to turn them over to her.  
But she had pointed out the realities of their positions with GENOM; they had right-
fully yielded, and passed on to her the data units.

“I <kshh> Sail<skrrshkk>oon!  Defend<krrrshkkkrsh>stice and 
protec<shhhkkkrsh>the weak!”

She was blonde, Katherine absently noted.  The hair style was wrong, though, very 
wrong for either Minako or Usagi, and the full-face mask was totally unlike the modi-
fied domino that Sailor V had worn.  The girl bore no jewelry but the brooch; clearly 
no tiara.  And the colors were more like Sailor Mercury than Venus or Moon.  “Sail... 
...oon,” Katherine whispered, touching the image on the screen with the fingertips of 
her right hand.  “You can’t be her.  You can’t.”

Katherine had long ago ceased to believe in absolute good and absolute evil.  But 
if the Senshi existed, then maybe they did, too.  And Katherine knew, with despairing 
certainty, which side she had allied herself with.

“In <shhrak>ame of <kssshhk>oon, I <shhrrrsk>nish you!”
Beneath her fingers, the girl’s image pushed forward with both hands and a faint 

rippling something shot from them.  Whatever that ripple had been, it had punched 
a hole through a 65C’s chest plating like a pencil going through a sheet of paper, ac-
cording to the technicians.  Not to mention the boomer that had been torn in half.  Or 
the stupendous leap she had taken.  No chance that she was an imposter, some deluded 
teen in a costume-shop special.

Katherine Madigan paused the recording and touched the image on the screen 
once again, the image of the girl who was everything that she herself had once wanted 
to be.

But it was too late for her now, she knew.
Far too late.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 2037.  2:32 PM

“No!”  I was trying not to shout.
“C’mon, Doug!  You need this!”  Lisa was nothing if not persistent.
We were in her apartment.  She’d taken me out for lunch, partly as thanks for the 
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dinner the night before (as incomplete as it was), and partly in thanks for, as she put 
it, “that whole experience.”  Over the meal she seemed to be of two minds about what 
she’d gone through, though, with one part of her thrilling over having — however 
briefly — a metagift of her own, and another part still in shock over not only the way 
things turned out, but what she had learned about herself.  When we finished and got 
back to our building, she then invited me in to her place for tea.

And that’s when she sprung it on me.
“Explain to me just why I need to have you write a tell-all article about me.”
She frowned and pouted, and I swear she almost stomped her foot for a moment.  

“GENOM’s spreading lies about you.  The ADP is after you on general principles.  
God knows what the Knight Sabers think of you.  You’re the number one topic of 
conversation in Japan today, you know.  We need to dispel the rumors and lies that are 
springing up around you.”

“Look, Lisa, I’m trying to keep a secret identity here — major interviews with the 
press are not part of the plan!”  The woman could be exasperating at times, let me tell 
you.

Lisa huffed.  “I wasn’t going to put your name in the article, dummy!  I’ll say 
that you rescued me from a boomer last night, and I got a chance to ask a few ques-
tions before you disappeared on me.”  She got a sly look.  “C’mon.  I know you’ve got 
some pithy things you’ve been wanting to say to people about GENOM. This is your 
chance.”

I grinned.  “Oh, boy, do I have things to say about GENOM.” Then I frowned.  
“But this isn’t necessarily the right way to go about this.”

Lisa set her hands on her hips indignantly.  “Then, pray tell, what is the right way, 
if you’re so smart?”

That stopped me short.  “Um, well...  um, back home I’d work with both PR and 
Legal and we’d draft a press release or some other formal announcement, and...”

“And if you just happen to be marooned in another universe far away from your 
PR and Legal departments?”  I don’t think she said it with any sarcasm, but I can’t be 
sure.

“Um...”
She sniffed.  “I thought so.”  She stepped forward and poked me in the chest 

with her forefinger.  “You need me, Sangnoir. You’re too used to working with a team, 
you know that?  That’s why you’re trying to get on the Knight Sabers’ good side, you 
know.”

“I am?”
She nodded.  “You are.  You’re doing the fighting evil thing you’ve always done, 

and you’re looking for people to do it with, like you’ve always done.”
I thought about that.  Especially given what I had called up Kat’s simulacrum to 

talk about, that made a lot of sense.  “Damn. You’re right.”  I peered down at her, a 
mock-ferocious frown on my face.  “Hey.  What have you done to the oh-so-proper-
and-polite Japanese girl who used to live across the hall from me?”

Lisa snorted.  “This is my business side, Doug.  And I mean business.  Like I said, 
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you’re too used to working with a team. And if you’re trying to keep a secret identity, 
that’s going to trip you up.”  She poked me in the chest again. “So,” poke, “let,” poke, 
“me,” poke, “be,” poke, “your,” poke, “team.”

“Say what?”
She rolled her eyes.  “Let me be your team.”
“What, as a miniskirted meta-girl?”
“Get real.  I’m not ever going to do that again, if I have anything to say about it.  I 

mean a support team.  Let me run interference for you in the press, for example.  Feed 
you whatever inside tips I can get my hands on.  Like that.”  She crossed her arms over 
her chest and tried to stare me down.

I sighed.  “And let me guess.  This interview you want me to give is part one of your 
glorious plan to help bullet-proof my secret identity?”

She smiled sweetly.  “Exactly.”
I plopped down on the edge of her futon.  “Why do I get the feeling that I’m not 

going to win this one?”
She crouched down in front of me with a smirk.  “Because you’re a wise and per-

ceptive man who knows what’s best for himself.”
“Yeah, right.”  I sighed again.  “Okay, let’s get this done with.”
Lisa stood, nodding approvingly.  “Good.  There’s one thing I need to tell you 

about first, though.”
“Oh?  And what’s that?”
She didn’t say anything for a few seconds, then took a deep breath.  “Doug, there’s 

this company called ‘IDEC’...”

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 2037.  5:13 PM

Linna drew a deep breath as she towelled off, and let it out with great satisfaction.  
There’s nothing like a good workout.  Ever since Sylia had reconfigured the testing simu-
lator so that it could be used as a trainer as well, Linna had made frequent use of it.  
Mopping her head, she smiled slightly in satisfaction; Priss was going to be so annoyed 
to find out that Linna had finally made it to Level 12 — first.

After a quick shower and an even quicker change into street clothes, Linna was 
looking forward to just getting home and collapsing.  Joel, her current boyfriend, was 
out of town on business, and to her surprise she didn’t mind as much as she thought 
she would.  I guess that means this one’s on the way out, too, she thought sadly.  When 
am I going to find a guy who holds my interest for more than a month?  Or whose interest I 
hold?

In her preoccupation, she almost didn’t notice Sylia sitting alone in the dimly-lit 
records room, but the rapid staccato of gunfire caught her attention.  She paused at 
the door, and looked in to see Sylia studying the mission playback console intently. 
The Sabers’ leader was dressed in greys and blacks, and with the lights all but out, she 
seemed cloaked in shadow.

“Hi,” Linna said from where she stood, one hand on the door frame.
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Sylia started and whipped her head around to see who had addressed her.  “Oh, 
Linna, hello.”  Without looking back at the console, she brushed a finger across a con-
trol, and the playback paused.  “I saw that you were doing some training this afternoon, 
but I didn’t know you were still here.”

Linna smiled.  “Yeah, I had the whole day free and no plans, so I decided to come 
down and make Level 12 in the simulator.”

Sylia raised an eyebrow.  “And?”
The dancer breathed upon the fingernails of one hand and then buffed them 

against her blouse with a grin.  “Did it.”
“Very good, Linna.  Congratulations,” Sylia said, smiling briefly.
“Thanks.”  Linna entered the room and pulled up a chair next to the other woman.  

“So what are you doing inside this bright, sunny day?”
Sylia frowned momentarily, and glanced at the multiscreened monstrosity on the 

table at which she sat.  “Pondering events.”
“Well, that’s specific.”  Linna leaned back and stretched her legs out before her.
“Do you remember something you said right before the first time we met the 

Loon?” Sylia asked, turning to the console and hitting a series of keys.  There was a 
flicker of static and then, four different viewpoints of a combat appeared.

“You do realize,” Linna’s voice echoed from the speakers, punctuated with grunts, 
“that we’ve seen more action in the last few weeks than we have in the entire year be-
fore this?”  Sylia flicked her finger across a button and the playback froze again.

In her seat, Linna nodded as she recalled the moment.  “Yeah, I remember.  So?”
Sylia pursed her lips.  “You were correct, of course.  The number of rogue boomer 

incidents has skyrocketed since last summer.” She spun in her chair to face Linna.  
“Why?”

“Why ask me?”
Sylia laughed gently, and relaxed.  “I’m sorry, Linna, I didn’t mean to suggest that 

you knew.  It’s just that, for so very long now, MegaTokyo has been in a kind of... bal-
ance.  Ever since we stopped Largo at the fusion plant, there has been a kind of... truce 
isn’t the word, but it will do.  An understanding.  GENOM does not push, and we do 
not push back.  Boomer events are kept to a minimum, and most of those are truly 
rogues, not GENOM operations — or so I believe.”

“Up until last summer,” Linna offered, and Sylia nodded in agreement.
“Up until last summer.  Up until the first appearances of the Loon.”  Sylia glanced 

back at the monitors.  In the center of the four paused images was the familiar form 
in helmet and leathers.

Linna leaned in to Sylia.  “You think there’s a connection.”
Without taking her eyes off the screens, Sylia replied, “GENOM claims he’s 

theirs, but appears to be letting the ADP take their time in ‘recovering’ him.  But there 
are rumors — and more reliable reports — that say a GENOM subsidiary is actively 
pursuing him.”  She closed her eyes for a moment.  “Or perhaps testing or analyzing 
him.  According to my sources, someone with a lot of sensor equipment has been 
watching him in action.”
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“I wish them luck!” Linna laughed.  “They’ll just end up with what we got — con-
fused and more questions!”

Sylia nodded soberly.  “Yes.  That’s what I’m afraid of.  GENOM does not suf-
fer frustration gracefully.  What happens when these mysterious watchers reach their 
breaking point?”

16 TOKYO DAY TIMES.  SUNDAY, JANUARY 4, 2037.  8:55 AM

While the 16 Times’ city room slowly filled with the weekend day staff, Lisa’s 
hands flashed across the keyboard.  She gave it a final flourish as she completed the 
article.  There! she thought proudly.  If that doesn’t both obscure Doug’s tracks and get me 
back on stories with real meat to them, I don’t know what will.

She and Doug had stayed up half the night thrashing out exactly what was and, 
more importantly, wasn’t, going into the article. No mention of Doug’s extra-dimen-
sional origins.  A basketful of hand-crafted half-truths specifically designed to mislead 
any “hunters” on his trail.  A careful dance around GENOM’s motives in wanting him 
apprehended, while emphasizing his “natural” origins.  And, as she had expected, Doug 
did indeed have more than few barbed comments about the megacorp; the problem 
was choosing which ones to use.  That summed up the entire project: a surfeit of mate-
rial from which she had to construct a believable “on the run” question-and-answer 
session.  Working together, though, she and Doug had built an outline of the fictitious 
interview, and she had adhered closely to it while writing the article.

She grinned to herself.  For the sake of verisimilitude, she and Doug had gone 
so far as to stage part of the interview for the microcassette recorder Doug owned.  
Even after midnight, the plaza of the Morita complex was subject to enough traffic 
noise to make the tape sound suitably authentic.  And at the same time, it was private 
enough for them to take a few shadowed “head and shoulders” photos to go with the 
interview.

She glanced at the tape where it sat atop a stack of datadisks from her camera.  I 
don’t think anyone will ask for it, but it never hurts, she mused.  Then she reached for the 
datadisks. Time to pick the best shots to go with the text.

She picked a disk at random and slotted it into the system.  The image browser 
opened up, and Lisa hissed.  Oh shit.  These are the shots I took of myself as ‘Sailor Loon’!  
What’re they doing here?  I thought I left them home!

A hand clapped unexpectedly on her shoulder.  She squeaked in surprise and her 
hands twitched, sending the stack of data disks clattering to the floor.  “Good morning, 
Lisa-chan,” Kiyoshi bellowed jovially, as she dove out of her chair to gather them up.

“Good morning, sir,” Lisa blurted from the floor as she scraped the disks into a 
rough pile and began to sit upright.

“Hmmmm.  What’s this?” Kiyoshi asked to the accompaniment of a series of 
mouse clicks.  When Lisa’s eyes broke over the edge of the desk, an all-too-familiar 
sinking feeling developed in the pit of her stomach.  Kiyoshi was paging through and 
zooming in on the shots of her as ‘Sailor Loon’.  Worse yet, he’d opened up windows 
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for several photos which clearly showed her in frame with the two boomers.  A fresh 
wave of panic surged through her as she realized he was studying one of the first pho-
tos on the disk, which showed her holding her fist out as a boomer rose into the air.

“Very interesting, Lisa.  Very interesting,” Kiyoshi muttered appreciatively.  “An-
other mysterious boomer-fighter?  Where were you when you took these shots, Lisa-
chan, running around on the roof tops?”

As she slid the unstable pile of disks back onto the desk, Lisa tried to shrug non-
chalantly.  “You know me, always climbing around, looking for the best angle.”  He 
doesn’t realize it’s me?

Kiyoshi made vague approving noises as he studied the photos. “Was this the same 
boomer incident that the ‘Iceman’ was reported in on Friday night?”

“Um, yes?” Lisa found herself answering.
“Anyone else there taking pictures?”
“Um, no?”
“Why weren’t these on my desk yesterday morning?”
Lisa swallowed nervously.  “Well, um, I was real close to the fight and I was kinda, 

well, shaken up and all by it, and well...” she closed her eyes and prayed that he would 
accept the lie, “... I stayed in bed all day and didn’t want to get out.”

Kiyoshi clapped her on the shoulder again, almost sending her to her knees once 
more.  He nodded vigorously.  “Right, came a little closer to death than you’d like, that 
can be a hell of a shock even for a grown man, let alone a young girl.  I’ve had that reac-
tion myself once or twice.  I don’t blame you.”  He turned for his office, then stopped.  
He looked back at her. “Give me 2000 words to go with those photos, Lisa-chan, and 
I think I can put it on the top page of tonight’s edition.”

Shit.   He started for his office again, but, thinking quickly, Lisa called out, “Kiyo-
shi-san?  I have something else you might want to print instead.”

The editor turned, his eyebrows raised.  “Instead?  And what might this be?”
Biting her lip, Lisa said, “A first-person interview with the ‘Iceman’?”
Kiyoshi’s eyebrows climbed higher.  “Also from Friday night?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Documented?”
Lisa nodded, and snatched the microcassette off her desk to hold up to him.  “I 

have most of it recorded, sir.”
“Nothing from your mysterious sailor girl?”
She shook her head.  “No, sir.  By the time I got to the street, I couldn’t see her 

anywhere.”  More or less true, too, she congratulated herself.
Kiyoshi peered at her suspiciously.  “And how is it that you managed to corner the 

mysterious Iceman?”
Lisa tried to look as embarrassed as possible, calling on every iota of acting skill 

she’d picked up in college drama.  “Well, Kiyoshi-san, it was a bit of an accident.  While 
taking those shots, I got a little careless, and he had to rescue me from a boomer.  As he 
got in the coup de grace, I slipped, and, well, I sort of... fell on him.”  She manufactured 
a sheepish grin.  “I took advantage of the moment and his confusion.”
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He laughed.  “You certainly have the kami’s own luck, Lisa.”
“My father always said a reporter shouldn’t rely on luck, but make it for them-

selves,” she replied with genuine feeling.
He nodded, an approving smile breaking across his face.  “Yes. Yes, he did.  Good 

job, Vanette-san.  Give me both stories.” He turned once more to go, then looked over 
his shoulder.  “If I like what I see, I just may consider different assignments for you in 
the future — at the very least so you’ll be covered by our group insurance during your... 
exploits.”  He strode into his office and shut the door.

As she allowed the disbelief and shock to seep onto her face, Lisa slumped back 
into her chair.  Oh dear gods.  Both stories.  Now what do I do?

SUNDAY, JANUARY 4, 2037.  11:27 AM

Priss’ arm snapped out and struck silently, efficiently, and with a precision surpris-
ing in someone still three-quarters asleep. Even with her eyes closed and her head 
buried deep under the covers, she was able to punch the “voice receive only” button on 
her insistently-ringing telephone.

“You’re going to die, whoever you are,” she growled.
“And a good morning to you, too, Priss.”
“Whaddafuck you want, Rick?” Priss slurred as she surfaced from the warmth of 

her blankets to glare balefully at the phone’s disabled video pickup.  “Whazzat you the 
other two times the phone rang?”

Priss could hear the smile in the keyboardist’s voice, damn him. “I didn’t want to 
leave this to your answering system, Priss — I wanted to talk directly to you.”

She rubbed her eyes and squinted at the light shining almost vertically through 
her partially-closed blinds.  “Okay, you got me.  Talk.”

“Good news...”
“It had better be,” she interrupted him with a snarl.
“I got a call this morning.  There was an A&R guy from Sony-Virgin at last night’s 

show.”
Priss instantly came close to fully awake.  “Go on.”
There was a pause as Rick tried to build the anticipation, and Priss growled once 

more.  He laughed.  “They’ve been watching our soundrom sales while we were on tour, 
and they decided that between our sales and the way we work a show, we’re the kind of 
act they’re looking for.  They want to sign us, Priss!”

“You’re shitting me.”  But he wouldn’t.  Rick was a bit of a wheeler-dealer and a 
player-wannabe, but he wasn’t a liar.

“Would I kid you?  We have an appointment to meet with their regional A&R 
VP tomorrow at 10 AM, and after that, we go right to work coming up with our first 
soundrom for them!”

“Wait, wait, wait.”  Priss shook her head to clear it.  “We have a contract already?”
“Well, not yet,” Rick admitted, “but we will after the meeting. We just sign it and 

we’re off.”
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“The hell we will.  I’m not signing anything until I read it, or better, get a lawyer to 
read it.  That’s how I almost got screwed by that agent a coupla years ago.”  Gotta ask 
Sylia if she knows a good lawyer.  Heh.  Like there’s any doubt of that.

“C’mon, Priss, get with the program!  You get all prickly, these guys’ll shitcan the 
deal.”

“Not if they’re legit, they won’t.  Chill out, Rick.  You get all puppy-dog over-eager 
on us and we’re gonna look like a bunch of idiots ready to get ripped off.”

“But...”
“And if they do drop us, well, the hell with’em.  If we’re good enough for Sony-

Virgin, we’ll be good enough for just about everyone except maybe GENOM Music.  
It won’t be long before someone else offers us the same or better deal.”

“But...”
“That’s it, Rick.  Go back to your Casio and relax, got it?” And with that she hung 

up on him.
Then she screeched with delight, kicking her feet and flailing her arms to send her 

blankets flying into the air.  “Finally!” she cried out triumphantly, then lay there basking 
in the sun with a silly-looking grin plastered on her face for the next hour.

IDEC.  MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2037.  9:13 AM

Daniel Ohara glanced around the table at his executive staff.  “I managed to reach 
Madigan last night.  She maintained that Friday’s rogue boomer event was exactly that 
— a shipment of 65-Cs destined for USSD that went haywire and took off on their 
own.”  He frowned and repositioned his glasses.  “They had originally been part of a 
force deployed in the Polar War, and Madigan says her technicians believe that their 
control circuits failed due to accumulated combat stress.”

Across the table, Hiroe Miyama snorted, much to the amusement of the other 
pair present.

Daniel flicked his eyes over to rest on her for a moment.  “Well, yes, we know how 
dependable GENOM’s boomer technical support is, so of course we have the greatest 
confidence in their analysis. Anyway,” he continued, still deadpan, as Tony and Illya 
coughed and choked, “in regards to any data available from the recovered boomer re-
mains, there isn’t any.  Madigan said that between the ADP, the Sabers and the Visitor, 
no sensor recording remained intact for us to study.”

“That’s impossible!” Tony objected.
Illya chuckled.  “By now you should know, Tony, where involved the Visitor is, is 

not to use the word ‘impossible.’”
Hiroe looked pensive.  “I’ve been browsing the newspages all weekend.  There are 

some very strange eyewitness reports — stranger than usual, that is,” she amended as 
Illya smiled and raised a forefinger.  “Last night, the 16 Tokyo Day Times reported 
— and documented with photos — that a Sailor Senshi appeared on Friday night and 
destroyed two boomers by herself.”

“A what?”  Daniel frowned in confusion.
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“A girl of magic from ‘Sailor Moon,’ a 40-year-old anime,” Illya offered.  When he 
saw the looks Hiroe and Tony were giving him, a perplexed expression appeared on his 
face.  “What?  What?  The videoroms I buy for my youngest!  The show she loves!”

Tony snickered.  “Yeah, right.”
“What supposed to mean is that?” Illya demanded.
“Settle down, people,” Daniel rumbled.  “So, what are the implications of this... 

Senshi?”
“Well,” Hiroe huffed, “I don’t think I need to point out that Sailor Senshi are not 

native to this universe.  We appear to have a second Visitor.  And...”  She trailed off.
“And?” Daniel prompted.
Hiroe took a deep breath.  “It is my recommendation that we simply ignore her.”
“Explain.”
Hiroe began to tick off on her fingers.  “One, Madigan and GENOM are treating 

this ‘Senshi’ as if she didn’t exist — otherwise we’d likely have orders by now about her.  
So we are under no extra obligation to chase after her like we are the original Visitor.  
That’s the most important immediate consideration.”

Daniel fixed his gaze on her.  “But there are others?”
Hiroe nodded.  “Let us assume for the moment that ‘Sailor Moon’ is reasonably 

trustworthy as an information source.  This Senshi is then one of a troop of similarly-
powered girls, who will no doubt be looking for her and may arrive en masse to rescue 
her. The clothing she is wearing in the photos resembles the uniform of the weakest of 
the Senshi — and according to the article she took out two combat boomers by herself.  
Do you really want to risk a potential hostile confrontation with almost a dozen entities 
each of whom at the very least will equal and at worst may well outrank the Visitor 
and his technology in raw power?” She gave Daniel a pointed look.  “Furthermore, 
they’re the good guys in their show.  I’d rather we didn’t do anything that put us in the 
potential ‘bad guys’ category.  Their enemies had a tendency to end up very thoroughly 
defeated, if not dead.”

Tony and Illya silently traded glances across the table.
“Are you seriously asking me to accept an analysis based on an ancient children’s 

anime?” Ohara demanded.
Hiroe spread her hands.  “We’re scientists.  We work with facts whenever possible.  

And all that we have that passes for facts is this anime.  What do you suggest we base 
our plans upon?”

Daniel scowled.  “I don’t like the apparent coincidence of having yet another ex-
tradimensional visitor show up here.  In addition to everything else we’re handling 
these days, we’re going to go back the lab, take apart the pinhole projector, go over our 
records, and make absolutely certain that nothing that we did last June is responsible 
for their arrivals.”

Around the table, the other three nodded soberly.
“Good.”  He looked down at the papers in front him.  “Now, since GENOM 

is not requiring us to chase down this... sailor girl, I’ll accept your recommendation.  
Anything else?”
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Hiroe cleared her throat.
“Is there something else, Hiroe?”
She nodded.  “Yes.  Two things.  The first is something I don’t think you’ve realized 

yet.  If this Senshi is indeed another Visitor, we have something more than just new 
technologies to consider.”  She glanced around the table.  “Our little sailor girl there 
kicked butt and took serial numbers.  She was most likely at the peak of her abilities.  
And that’s where the problem is.”

Ohara shook his head.  “I don’t follow.”
Hiroe looked him in the eye.  “Daniel, the Senshi are magical in nature.  Magic.  

And this one certainly displayed no signs of any kind of weakness.  Hell, one of those 
photos shows her taking a boomer’s laser cannon head on and surviving.”  She took 
a deep breath.  “It means all bets are off.  It means that there’s real magic out there in 
other universes.  It’s strong.  And it works here.  There’s magic loose in our world now, 
and no matter what we do, we may not be able to unravel that, regardless of how many 
sensor sweeps we perform.”

“Bull,” Tony declared, as Illya looked thoughtful.  “Just because we don’t know 
what she did doesn’t mean it’s magic.  More likely, it’s just an advanced technology.”

Hiroe rolled her eyes.  “’Just,’ he says.”
“Yes!  Why assume something unrealistic like magic when science would do just 

as well?  Occam’s Razor, Hiroe!  Perhaps it’s advanced gravitics of some sort, like 
GENOM’s been trying to make work for a decade or so now.”  Tony sat back and 
looked smug.

“Except progress from boomer gravity gun to gravity control is going at speed of 
development from fusion bomb to fusion generator,” Illya offered.  “Slower, even.  And 
I presume shows no sign this Senshi does of the power pack, the hyperdense projector 
unit, or even anything that might like a gravity manipulator look.  Or any other device.  
Else Hiroe would it mention.  If this magic is not, it might as well be.”

Hiroe nodded.  “Clarke’s Third Law.  Still, the primary source specifies real mag-
ic...”  Her forehead creased as she frowned briefly.  “God, listen to me.  Can you just 
imagine telling anything about this to Madigan?  She’d laugh her ass off and then can 
us faster than we could blink.”

“Thankfully,” replied Ohara, “that’s not yet a problem we have to face.  At least not 
until this... Senshi becomes part of our orders.”  He took off his glasses and concen-
trated for a moment. “Now, you said there were two things.  What was the second?”

“Right,” Hiroe said.  “The same newspaper that has the Senshi photos has an 
interview with the Visitor.”

Daniel closed his eyes.   “Why am I not surprised?”  He opened them again, and 
replaced his glasses.  “I’ll want to read it, of course.”

Hiroe nodded again.  “I bought extra copies after seeing the stories, and I’ve al-
ready sent two of my people to talk to the reporter involved.”

“Good.”
He shuffled his papers again.  “Pending that, we need to talk about the next at-

tempt we will make on the Visitor.”  There were groans around the table, and he gave a 
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sympathetic smile.  “I know, I know.  But we have been given a large stock of boomers, 
and Madigan has made it very clear that we will continue making an effort, or else.”

Tony looked disgusted.  “The fact is, we’re having shitty luck trying to contain him 
long enough to get a good analysis.  Forget about capturing him.  He keeps pulling 
incredibly advanced technologies out of his ass, and we can’t anticipate what he’ll be 
capable of next.  I swear, the man’s like some... sort... of... magician...” He let his gaze 
rest upon Hiroe.  “Don’t you say it.  Don’t you dare suggest...”

Hiroe shrugged.  “I don’t know.  It would explain a lot, though, don’t you think?  
At the very least it’s another very good reason to study him,” she pointed out, and Tony 
glared at her.

“Yeah, if we can get him to stand still long enough to figure out how what he’s 
doing works.  We’ve been having notably little success at that.”

“Then,” Illya said, “in one place we must make him stay.”
“How?” Tony demanded.
“We the boomers have,” Illya smirked.  “Make of them a, how do you say, a dog-

pile?”
“Gang up on him and just hold him down?  Forget about trying to make it look 

like a random boomer incident?”  Daniel’s forehead creased as he considered this.
Illya nodded.  “Why not?”
Hiroe smiled, ever so faintly.  “And we leave the PR problem in GENOM’s 

hands.”
“Right!” Illya cried.  “But the Knight Sabers we must distract somehow, or work it 

will not.  They to his aid likely would come.”
“You have an idea?” Hiroe asked.
“Sure!”  He slapped the table.  “We hire them!  On a job far away or very difficult 

we send them, so that by himself the Visitor must the boomers face.  And then on him 
the boomers sit, we our readings get, and maybe him we capture.  Or at least ask him 
with us to come, eh?”  He grinned.

“And we pay for this with GENOM’s expense money!”  A slow grin spread across 
Tony’s face.  “I think I like this plan.”

“But what are we going to hire the Knight Sabers to do?” Daniel asked wearily.
Tony chuckled.  “Check the corp newsletter, and pick whatever department or 

facility got the ‘GENOM Highlight’ article this week, and have them raid it for their 
current big project.”

“Oooh, I know, I know,” Hiroe laughed.  “Have them trash Madigan’s office!”
Daniel allowed himself a smile.  “I think that would be overdoing it a bit.  But a 

mid-range facility outside the Tower with a secure project or two might make a believ-
able target.”

Tony had pulled out his PIMtop and was furiously scrawling on it with the stylus.  
“I’ll do a little searching around for just the right place.  I should have something by 
this afternoon.”  He looked up.  “Now we just need to find a way to contact them.”

“No worries, friend Tony,” Illya said.  “That I will do.”
“How?” Hiroe demanded.
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Illya smiled secretively and tapped his finger against his nose. “I my ways have.”
“Cousin Bradford?” Daniel asked.
Illya nodded, grinning.  “Cousin Bradford,” he agreed.

MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2037.  7:11 PM

“That was a very interesting pair of articles in the ‘16 Times’, Lisa.”  Looking up 
from where she worked on the logs from Friday’s deployment, Lisa noted that Sylia 
looked even more restrained than usual.

This, thought Lisa, is a bad sign.  Bad enough those two geeks from IDEC spent 
the best part of the afternoon hassling her.  She didn’t need Sylia on her case now, too.  
“Yeah, well,” she began.

Sylia stepped closer to the desk and its hydra-headed system, but stayed far enough 
away that she did not seem to loom menacingly over the smaller woman.  “It’s very 
curious that no one has ever had a chance to talk with the Loon for more than a few 
seconds, yet you managed to corner him for an entire interview.”

Lisa felt a flush of anger surge into her.  “Are you insinuating something, Sylia?”  
Boss or no boss, friend or no friend...

“I’m not suggesting that you fabricated your interview, Lisa.” Sylia’s mollifying 
words were delivered in the same rigidly controlled voice, and whatever comfort they 
might have offered bled away into Sylia’s icy tones.  “I want to know how you persuaded 
him to stand still for what had to be at least fifteen minutes’ worth of questioning.  And 
I want to know why this information went right to your newspaper instead of us.”

“I wasn’t aware I was supposed to pass my news stories by you first for approval, 
Sylia.”  She wants to pull this cold bitch number on me?  Fine.  I can do it too, right back in 
her face.

To her satisfaction, Sylia seemed taken aback by that.  As the leader of the Knight 
Sabers paused for the merest of breaths, Lisa mentally toted up a point in her favor.  “I 
was not suggesting censoring your work, Lisa.  The Loon is of interest to the Sabers for 
a number of reasons, as you know.  Any intelligence on him should at least be shared 
with the organization.”  Her calm voice somehow managed to sound accusatory.

Inside, Lisa seethed, but managed to keep it from her face.  “I didn’t know that I 
was under an obligation to do so.”

Sylia pursed her lips and appeared nonplussed.  “Well,” she responded, “nothing in 
the letter of your agreement with us actually requires it, but by the spirit...”  She trailed 
off, leaving the rest to Lisa to fill in.  “I would simply appreciate learning what you have 
discovered from you, not from my morning newsfax.”

“If there had been anything I thought was immediately important, Sylia, believe 
me, I would have told you.”  Lisa turned back to the monitors in front of her, hoping 
Sylia would get the hint.

Instead, Sylia stepped closer and leaned in to Lisa. “Immediately important?  Lisa, 
anything about that... that person is important!  He is a dangerous unknown in the 
middle of an explosive situation.  For now, he appears to be on our side, but who knows 
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if and when that might change?  Anything you know, anything at all above and beyond 
the... the... fan magazine trivia you printed about him, could make a critical difference 
in a future mission!  I am not content to assume he is an ally simply because he acts 
like one — it is, in fact, the number one ploy I expect GENOM to use to destroy the 
Sabers some day!”

“But...” Lisa began, then clamped her mouth shut in horror. Shit.  I almost blabbed 
about Doug to Sylia...  I’ve got to watch myself or I’ll screw up big!

“But nothing!” Sylia continued, missing Lisa’s aghast expression. “I cannot afford 
to trust an ally that I myself have not groomed or at the very least verified.  As long as 
he is a mystery to us, he is at best a neutral, and at worst a possible enemy.  And any 
information on him can make the difference between being prepared and being the 
recipients of a possibly fatal surprise.” She stood straight again and neatened the hang 
of her bolero-style jacket with a quick tug.  “Do you understand me, Lisa?”

That Sylia was right burned a cold light of realization in the back of Lisa’s mind, 
but did nothing to soothe her resentment; instead it served only to enflame it.  Lisa 
suppressed a scowl that she desperately wanted to wear.  “Yes, ma’am,” she snapped.

MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2037.  8:17 PM

After the fifth re-read, Leon put down the newspaper.  Well, that’s that, he thought.  
Now he’s giving interviews, and a second new vigilante has shown up.  He steepled his 
fingers and looked out over them at the living room of his apartment.

This is starting to get out of hand.  It was bad enough when he was an open secret shared 
by GENOM and the ADP.  But now the Loon’s turning into a public figure.  Leon shook 
his head and stood, stepping to the large window from which he could look over his 
neighborhood.  I can abide by vigilantes if they at least try to keep a low profile, like the 
Sabers.  Hell, some people still think they’re nothing more than urban legends!  But the city 
can’t have a vigilante celebrity — it would claw away at what little respect people have left 
in the authority of the ADP and the N-Police.  And how long until the Loon makes matters 
worse by turning that alleged wit of his away from GENOM and onto us?  He stared out 
over the lamplit streets below and watched the traffic go by as a gentle flurry of snow 
sifted down.

“Hypocrite,” he said aloud to his reflection in the darkened glass of the window.  
“What little authority we have is what GENOM’s lapdogs allow us.”

“But,” he countered himself, “We still do some good.  And the public still believes 
in us.  That’s important, perhaps more important than anything but actually doing the 
job.  As long as the people have faith in us, they have hope that things will improve.  
And anything that erodes that hope is as much a crime as allowing a boomer to go 
rogue.”

He stood silently for several minutes as the pedestrians and the snow drifted by 
outside.  And what if the Loon gets any more careless about his kills? he mused as he 
thought of the slagged and ruined superboomer recovered from the bottom of Tokyo 
Bay, the cause some weeks ago of flood damage all along the shoreline.
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We’re going to have to take him down.  Hard.  Even if it is what GENOM wants.  And 
to do that, I need more information than we have already.

He shifted his focus to stare at the reflection of the living room, and his eyes fell 
upon the telephone.  I think it’s time to call in the marker on a favor they don’t know I’ve 
been doing them.  But which one should I contact?  He didn’t want to speak directly to 
their leader, not yet.  He’d be far more comfortable with an intermediary.  That left him 
only two choices, really. But which one?  He frowned at his reflection in the window 
as he weighed his options.

Finally, Leon turned from the window and reached for the phone. He almost drew 
his hand back from the dial at the last moment. Then he steeled himself and punched 
in the number with button-presses that were firm, decisive, and hard enough to muffle 
the usual “click” with the duller “tok” of the keys energetically hitting bottom.

He took a deep breath as it rang.  “This is the point of no return,” he whispered 
to himself.

The phone’s video screen flickered to life as the recipient picked up on the other 
end.  “Moshi-moshi?”

Leon nodded a greeting.  “Hello, Nene.  I have a proposition for your boss.  Your 
other boss.”
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8:  OF COURSE YOU KNOW THIS MEANS WAR (PART I)
“The future is all around us, waiting in moments of 
transition to be born in moments of revelation.  No one 
knows the shape of that future or where it will take us.  
We know only that it is always born in pain.”  

— G’KAR, “Z’HA’DUM,” BABYLON 5

“Never invoke the gods unless you really want them to 
appear.  It annoys them very much.”  

— G. K. CHESTERTON

MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2037.  8:45 PM

“Calm down, Nene.”  Sylia glided to Nene’s side and handed her a cup of tea be-
fore seating herself next to the younger woman. Behind them, Nene’s coat lay draped 
over the back of the sofa, shedding clumped and melting snow.  “Now, what did he 
say?”

Nene shivered as she took the tea and slurped a long drink from it.  Raising her 
face to look at Sylia, she whispered, “He said that he’s known all about my ‘night job’ 
for years.”  She laughed.  “Maybe he meant my ‘knight job’ — I wouldn’t put it past 
him.  He said he’s been covering for us, and giving us help here and there for a long 
time — like that disk of information on the Loon he asked me to hold a few weeks 
back.”  She took a quieter sip from her cup.  “He gave it to me because he knew it 
would end up in our archives.  Now he wants something in return.”

Sylia raised an eyebrow.  “And that is?”
“Everything we know about the Loon that ADP doesn’t.”
“Why?”
Nene put the teacup down on the coffee table before her.  “Leon’s going to try to 

arrest and prosecute him for vigilantism.”
Sylia rose and stood before the great plate glass window that made up one entire 

wall of her penthouse.  Outside, snow swirled, grey-white in the light that leaked out 
from the living room, and built up into drifts upon the patio.  For several minutes she 
said nothing.  Nene began to squirm, and took up her tea again to calm herself.  But it 
ran out quickly, and soon Nene found herself squirming once more.

The snowdrifts built slowly.  Finally, Sylia spoke.  “I’m going to need to think about 
this overnight, Nene,” she said without turning around.  “In the meantime, find out 
what his plans are for after he arrests the Loon.”

“Sylia?”  Nene stood and took a step towards her friend and employer.
Sylia continued watching the snow.  “Find out if he’s only going after the Loon, or 

if he’s planning on pursuing all of MegaTokyo’s vigilantes.”
“Um, sure, I can, I can do that,” Nene stammered.
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“Very well,” Sylia said.  “Good night, Nene.  Please lock the door behind you when 
you go.”  She showed no signs of moving from her place before the window.

“Um, yeah,” Nene murmured as she gathered up her coat.  “I’ll just be going, then.”  
Stuffing it under one arm, she dashed to the door and opened it.  Then she paused and 
looked back.  “Good night, Sylia.”

“Good night, Nene.”
Nene bit her lip, stepped out the door, and closed it behind her.

THE BEANERY.  MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2037.  9:12 PM

Linna paused just inside the coffeeshop and shivered in the last gust of frigid air 
that slipped in through the closing door.  She stomped her feet to shake the snow off 
her boots, then unbuttoned her cloak-like coat and slid it off her shoulders.  Hanging 
it on the last open hook on the wall, she scanned the crowd until she spotted a familiar 
face.  Her quick and confident stride through the dark, aromatic bistro brought her to 
her friend’s table in a few brisk steps while at the same time attracting no few admiring 
eyes.  “Hi, Priss,” she said.

The singer looked up from the large, and empty, cup in front of her.  “Heya, Linna, 
thanks for coming out in the snow.”  Despite the many customers in the shop, there 
was a ring of empty tables around her.

Linna slid effortlessly into into a chair next to the singer. She smiled and shrugged.  
“No problem, you know that.  So, what’s the word?  You did talk to those music people 
today, right?”  She brushed a hand through her hair and flipped the dark locks back 
above her headband.

Priss nodded in the near darkness, her lips quirked oddly such that Linna couldn’t 
tell if she were smiling or not.  “Yeah, I did.”

“And?” Linna snorted.
“And,” Priss said, “they offered us a contract.”  She picked up her mug and stared 

at the drying coffee left inside.
Linna waited for Priss to say more, but quickly grew impatient. “Well?” she de-

manded.  “That’s good, isn’t?”
Priss nodded almost imperceptibly.  “Might be.  Won’t know until Sylia’s lawyers 

finish going over it.”  A pensive look crossed her face.  “Did you know that Sylia keeps 
an entire firm of entertainment lawyers on retainer?”

Linna, who had been searching the coffeeshop for a waiter, snapped her attention 
back to Priss.  “You’re kidding.”

“Nope.”
“But why?”
Priss shook her head.  “I don’t know.  And to tell you the truth, I don’t even want 

to think about it.”  She looked over at the dancer and flashed a momentary grin.  “The 
Reps are going nuts, you know.  They wanted to sign the contract right then and there. 
They think I’m crazy, being this careful about our big break.”

Linna caught the eye of a waiter across the floor and waved. “Are you?” she said 
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as she gestured.
Priss shrugged.  “I know better than to jump at the first offer we get — unless it’s 

as good as it can possibly be.”
The waiter appeared by their table.  “Latte, please,” Linna said, and with a bow he 

vanished.  She turned her attention back to Priss.  “And is it?”
Priss looked back into the depths of her mug and nodded fractionally.  “It’s pretty 

good.  They’re serious about it.”
“So, when Sylia’s lawyers give the okay, you sign, you get rich and famous, and 

everything’s cool, right?”  Linna flashed a confident smile at her friend.
“Yeah, well...”  Priss trailed off, still staring at her empty mug.
Linna leaned in to her, confusion plain on her face.  “Well what?”
“One of the terms of the contract is that they want us to use a studio in Osaka,” 

Priss murmured.
“Osaka?”  The waiter, latte in hand, materialized and set the mug down on the 

table before Linna before vanishing once more.  Linna lifted it to her lips and blew 
gently on the hot liquid within.

Priss nodded.  “They said that GENOM Music’s got all the good studios in 
town under exclusive contract for their own artists’ use.  Anything we could find open 
wouldn’t be up to Sony-Virgin’s standards.”  She slammed the mug down on the table.  
“They’re building a studio complex in town right now to try and break GENOM’s 
stranglehold, but it won’t be done for a year or more.”

“Mou...” Linna whispered, and took a tentative sip from her latte.
“So I’m stuck again,” Priss growled.  “Music or...”  She looked around for eaves-

droppers with a fierce glare, but found none. “Or my other work.  Dammit.”  She 
quirked one corner of her mouth up as she glanced over at the dancer.  “Maybe Sylia 
will let me open up a branch office in Osaka?”

The image of Priss in her hardsuit, sitting behind a big mahogany desk in a plush 
leather chair and ordering around lackeys and office ladies with a cigar in hand, rose up 
in Linna’s imagination and she couldn’t help herself — she burst out in laughter.

“What’s so funny?” Priss growled, and between giggles, Linna tried to explain.  
When she finally succeeded, Priss, too, began to laugh, and together they attracted 
discreet attention from the other coffeeshop patrons with their whoops and snorts.

Finally, their laughter trailed off, save for sporadic giggles — mostly from Linna, 
but Priss contributed a few of her own. “Damn,” she said.  “That’s what’s the worst part 
of this.  If I go to Osaka, I’ve gotta leave you guys behind.  It was bad enough on tour, 
but this...”  She took a deep breath, and Linna was suddenly certain that Priss — Priss! 
— was only barely holding back tears.  “You, and Nene, and Sylia — you’re more than 
just friends, you’re like family to me, like sisters, you know that? And I don’t like hav-
ing to leave you behind.”  She snatched up her empty mug and banged it once more 
on the table, much to the consternation of their waiter, who reappeared to snatch it 
up the moment she let go of it.  “I feel like I’m gonna be abandoning you because I’m 
being selfish.”

Linna smiled gently and shook her head.  “Priss, you’re not being selfish, and you 
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won’t be abandoning us.  You’re just going to Osaka, not New York or London or... or... 
or Genaros!  You go, you make your record, you kick ass, and you come back able to 
dictate terms because you’re a huge star, you got that?  You’ll be so big you’ll get them 
to build a special studio just for you here in MegaTokyo.  And then you’ll never leave 
again, and we’ll all be together forever and ever, right?”

Priss glared at her, but it was half-hearted.  “You’re either making fun of me, or 
you’re being silly.”

“I’m only being a little silly,” Linna said, and ruffled Priss’ hair fondly.  “Imoto-
chan.”

Priss growled, and grabbed Linna’s wrist.  “’Imoto-chan’?  I’ll give you ‘imoto-
chan’, obaba!”

Linna’s only response was another peal of laughter.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 6, 2037.  9:01 AM

“AD Police, Sergeant Romanova speaking!”
“Good morning, Nene.”
Nene shot from her comfortable slouch into a ramrod-straight posture, her aging 

chair squeaking its protest at the sudden movement.  “Oh, hi, Sylia!” she burbled as she 
triggered the scramble for the phone line.

“Have you spoken to Inspector McNichol?”
Nene glanced across the squad room to where Leon sat at his desk, chatting ani-

matedly with a smirking Daley Wong.  “Yeah, I cornered Leon this morning before the 
shift started.  He said he was just going after the Loon.  Something about him being 
‘too visible’.”

Sylia’s image nodded sagely.  “Do you believe him?”
Her gaze still upon Leon, Nene thought for a moment, then gave a quick, decisive 

nod.  “Yeah, I do.”
“Very well.  Tell him I accept his proposition, with the following caveats.  He has 

to understand that although I am willing to pool resources, we have little more sub-
stantial information than he does.  Our scan data won’t help him arrest the Loon.”

“Understood, Sylia.  What else?”
“He is only to contact us through you.  And he is not to press for more than we 

are willing to give.  I don’t care what he already knows, Nene, we still have secrets that 
I am not willing to reveal.”

The cold steel in Sylia’s voice made Nene swallow nervously. “And if he does 
press?”

Sylia raised an eyebrow.  “Deflect him, Nene.  I have faith in your abilities.”
Nene let out a breath she hadn’t realized she’d been holding. “Oh!  Okay.”
“Did you think I was going to suggest something more... drastic?”
“No!  No, no, not at all.”  But she had...  the Last Rule had never completely lost its 

terror for Nene, even when it had been tacitly abandoned.
“Nene.”  Sylia’s cool voice drew Nene out of the momentary fugue into which her 
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fear had driven her.  “No matter how troublesome,” she smiled slightly, “Leon might 
become, I will not enact that... sanction... against him.  Even if he were to divine all 
our secrets.  The immediate benefit of such an act would be far outweighed by its long-
term consequences.”  Her expression grew softer, more sympathetic.  “I know he’s your 
friend as well as your coworker, Nene.  You needn’t worry.”

Nene wasn’t sure why her eyes seemed to be misting slightly, but she quickly 
rubbed them and nodded to the telephone camera. “Okay.”  She flashed an uncertain 
but apparently reassured smile. “Thanks.”

Sylia smiled.  “You’re welcome, Nene.”  She looked down and touched something 
off the edge of the screen with one hand.  “I’m transferring an encrypted archive of the 
information to your machine right now.”

TUESDAY, JANUARY 6, 2037.  7:41 PM

“I can’t believe I let you talk me into this,” Leon said, staring dumbfounded as 
Nene inhaled a bowl of udon.  “I thought you said you wanted to talk over ‘a quick 
bite’?”

Nene paused in her wholesale consumption and poked her chopsticks in his direc-
tion.  “Hey, don’t be such a meanie.  I was hungry after such a long day.  And you can 
certainly afford it.”

“I’m not sure that subsidizing your personal famine relief efforts was supposed to 
be part of the deal.”  Leon frowned, but the expression turned out so comical that Nene 
giggled.  He tried valiantly to maintain his glower, but her amusement was infectious, 
and he was forced to crack a smile.  This only delighted her more, and she laughed 
aloud, drawing looks from the other patrons in the restaurant.

“I’m sorry, Leon, it’s just that...  how come that face looks so imposing when you 
make it at a criminal or a boomer, but so silly when you make it at me?”

“It’s a gift,” he grumbled in annoyance.
Nene giggled again.  “Now, I want you to make sure that Daley knows that this is 

a business dinner.”  She wagged a finger at him.  “I don’t want him thinking this was a 
date, getting all jealous and making a face at me, too.”

Leon rolled his eyes.  “You’ve got to be kidding.  ‘It’s the truth, Daley, old pal, I 
wasn’t dating Nene, I was negotiating with the Knight Sabers through her.’”

Nene frowned suddenly.  “Don’t you dare!  If S... Saber Prime ever hears you jok-
ing like that she’d...”

“Kill me?” Leon asked, an eyebrow raised.
Nene blanched.  “No!  She told me that wasn’t an option.”  Then she got a sly look.  

“She’d probably arrange something horribly embarrassing for you.  Or maybe tell Priss 
she saw you with another woman.”

“Heaven forbid.”  But despite his smile, Leon seemed somewhat more reserved 
than he had moments before.  “Well, if this is a business dinner,” he said, watching in 
amazement as Nene continued to vacuum up her soup despite her impeccable table 
manners, “let’s get down to business.”
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“I agree!” Nene replied brightly.
“You do?”
She nodded with excessive perkiness.  “Yup!  First things first!” A smile that tried 

hard to be both charming and cute at the same time flashed across the table at Leon.  
“Ice cream, please!”

Twenty minutes and a discussion of terms later, Leon shook his head at the sight 
of Nene assaulting a veritable mountain of ice cream.  He silently congratulated him-
self on taking her to one of his cousin Barry’s shops, because the family discount he 
rarely used was going to come in very handy this evening.

“Okay, you’ve got your ice cream,” he grumbled.  “Now, business?”
Nene spooned a mound of fudge-covered vanilla into her mouth and nodded 

happily.  “Sure,” she mumbled around the utensil, and drew it out slowly between her 
lips to extract every last trace of the confection.  Still holding the spoon in one hand, 
she twisted in her seat to reach the large bag hanging by its straps from the back of the 
chair.  She plunged her free hand into its recesses, and rummaged about long enough 
that she grew impatient and scooped up another spoonful of ice cream and crammed 
it into her mouth.

Leon couldn’t decide whether to laugh or sigh.
A few more moments of searching, Nene made a vaguely positive sound around 

the spoon and withdrew a data unit from the bag. She pulled the spoon out her mouth, 
and held up the cartridge. “Here we are.  This is for you.”  She tossed it down on the 
table in front of him with a clatter of plastic on plastic.

He picked it up and looked it over.  It was unlabeled.  Not even an embossed brand 
name.  He glanced at Nene, who had gone back to demolishing the multicolored pile 
of ice cream in front of her. “This is everything?”

Nene nodded without looking up from the dish.  “Everything you could possibly 
use.  Prime didn’t include most of our sensor readings on him.”

“Why not?”  Leon turned the data unit over and over in his hands.
She glanced up at him over a full spoon.  “Because they don’t make any sense.  If 

we can’t figure them out, you can’t. Trust me on this, Leon.”
He slipped the cartridge into the pocket of his leather jacket. “What do you mean, 

they don’t make any sense?”
Nene shrugged, again focused on the ice cream.  “Just that. Bizarre results all over 

the map.  Spectra that shouldn’t come back off of anything — human or boomer.  EM 
radiation patterns that look like the holoshow Priss uses to back up the Replicants. 
Stuff like that.”  She looked up and into his eyes.  “Really weird stuff, Leon.  S... Prime 
isn’t saying anything, but I’m pretty sure it’s starting to freak her a bit, because she can’t 
make heads or tails of it.”

Leon nodded slowly and gave that some thought.  “Prime” being whom she was 
— and Nene’s near-slips were no giveaway to him, not at this late date — he could 
imagine her reactions.  There was no reason not to expect that she had inherited her 
father’s brilliance, and a puzzle that was as resistant to solution as Nene suggested this 
one was must be maddening to her...
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“Thanks,” he finally said.  “I’d say we’re even now, your boss and I.”
“You’d better be,” Nene muttered petulantly, frowning momentarily around her 

spoon.  A beat, then, “Just don’t hurt him,” she added in a softer tone.
“What?”
“Don’t hurt the Loon when you bring him in, Leon.  He’s a little nuts, but he’s a 

nice guy.”  Nene stared resolutely at her dwindling supply of ice cream.  “He saved my 
life, you know.  The night he was flying, with the superboomer.  You were there — you 
should remember it.  I don’t want to find out that he ‘fell down the stairs’ on his way to 
a holding cell.”  She snapped her gaze up and caught Leon’s eyes with her own.  He was 
surprised by the fire in them, and for the very first time he suddenly, truly understood, 
deep in his gut, that as sweet and fluffy as Nene might seem, she was one of the Knight 
Sabers — one of the best, and most dangerous, mercenaries in the world.  “I’m going 
to hold you personally responsible if that happens, Leon.  Do you understand?”  Soft 
as her voice was, there was a hard edge there that he had never heard before.  An edge 
that promised pain and retribution, and not at all playfully.

Slowly, he nodded.  “You have my word, Nene.  No ‘accidents,’ either at arrest or 
while he’s in ADP custody.  But you know that GENOM will press to take custody of 
him... and they may well succeed.”

She returned the nod.  “Thank you, Leon.”  She laid her spoon down in the emp-
ty dish before her.  “Now that we’ve taken care of that,” she added brightly, looking 
around for a counterperson, “I want more ice cream!”

Leon valiantly resisted the urge to fall out of his chair.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 2037.  7:50 PM

Hiroe nodded slowly as her two coworkers settled into their seats.  “Thanks for 
coming over,” she said quietly.  “In particular, Illya, thank you for bringing the addi-
tional, um, research materials.”

Illya smiled broadly.  “Is no problem.”
She offered a small, hesitant smile in return.  “Now, this research is informal, in 

case the information becomes necessary to our pursuits.  We needn’t be stringent at this 
time — a broad overview of relevant facts and trends will suffice until we need greater 
detail.”  She nodded, more to herself than anything else. “Do we have everything we 
need now?”

Tony and Illya silently held up pads and pencils.  Additionally, Illya displayed a 
bowl of potato chips, and Tony brandished a 2-liter bottle of cola.  Hiroe nodded again.  
That plus the popcorn and other snacks in her kitchenette should hold them.  “Very 
good.  Now, assuming we are all settled in, shall we begin?”

At the murmurs of assent from her fellow scientists, Hiroe picked up the remote 
control and pressed “play”.

      “’I’m sorry, I’m not gentle,’”
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drifted from the TV’s speakers.

      “I can say if it’s in my dreams.
      My thoughts are about to short circuit...”

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 2037.  9:07 PM

“...will continue falling all through the night.  It will turn into occasional flurries 
tomorrow morning, and disappearing by noon as the clouds start to break up.  We’ll 
likely see some glorious blue sky before sunset!  Right now it’s 2 degrees below zero, 
with a low of -5 expected, and the barometer is...”

Lisa looked up from the cutting board and out the window to confirm that the 
snow was indeed still coming down, just as the TV weatherman had said.  It looked 
pretty enough, but then again so had the last few snowstorms that had hit the city, and 
within a few days they had all turned to disgusting grey slush.  It was just a matter 
of time before the fresh white coating they were getting tonight became more of the 
same.  She made a face and went back to slicing the pickled daikon before her.

If I’d known it’d be that bad a walk from the station, I’d’ve never taken this place!  She 
flicked her eyes the other direction, momentarily resting them on the tall snow boots 
that rested on a thick wad of old newspaper.  They still glistened with meltwater, and 
the paper was on its way to becoming a blob of moist grey pulp.  Hanging over them, 
her coat still dripped with its own runoff.  “I hate snow in the city!” she growled. “I 
should’ve asked Nene to give me a ride home tonight.”

A few more slices of daikon had been added to the growing pile at the right end 
of the cutting board when her door suddenly rattled and shook from the force of a 
loud and solid impact that sent a “thud” echoing in through the apartment.  Startled, 
Lisa flinched; the knife slipped and sliced into her finger.  She stifled a cry of pain as 
pungent pickle juice splashed into the cut, and began to suck on the wound.

Dashing to the door, she peered anxiously through the peephole. Irrationally, she 
remembered how old Mrs. Morikami down the hall always talked about the time a 
gang had besieged the building one night, a decade or more ago.  Fortunately, she could 
see through the fisheye lens — just barely — and to her immense relief it was no gang, 
but Doug.  But even allowing for the lens’ distortion, he looked odd.  When he fell 
against his apartment door a second time while trying to open it, Lisa flung open her 
door and rushed into the hall.

He was in what she’d learned he called his “duty uniform” — the helmet and leath-
ers that were now his trademark.  But they were covered with scorch marks and soot, 
and large, cleanly-sliced rents billowed open in the jacket and pants, revealing equally 
sliced clothing beneath and, in some places, blood on an opalescent white background.  
And were those bullet holes?

Doug began to slide slowly down the door with a soft moan. “Doug!  What hap-
pened?” she cried, and rushed to his side. Sliding under one of his arms to prop him 
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up, she wrapped her right arm around his waist to help keep him upright.  Then she 
grabbed his keys from his limp fingers and unlocked his door.

Fortunately, Doug wasn’t completely incapacitated; with her support, he stumbled 
into the tiny apartment and flopped roughly upon his narrow bed.  As Lisa turned and 
closed the door behind them he rasped, “Tried to open a gate home.  Got impatient. 
Forced the song.  It backfired.  Aw, geeze,” he groaned and levered himself upright to 
take off his helmet.  “And the cops chased me halfway back here.”

Lisa dropped onto bed next to him, eliciting another groan with the bounce.  “Sor-
ry.  ADP chased you?”  A sharp sting reminded her that her finger was still bleeding, 
and she brought it back to her mouth to suck away the blood.

Doug shook his head.  “Nah.  Whaddaya call’em — N-Police.  The regular Mega-
Tokyo cops.  They had my arrival point staked out. Argh.”  He slid open the panel on 
the side of the helmet and pressed three keys, then a fourth; unsurprisingly, music 
began to play.

     “<I’m alive, and the world shines for me today.
     I’m alive, suddenly I am here today.
     Seems like forever and a day,
     Thought I could never feel this way.
     Is this really me?  I’m alive, I’m alive!>”

There was a clatter as two flattened metal blobs suddenly ejected themselves from 
his body and bounced across the floor.  “Aaaaah, god, that feels better!” Doug cried.  
“It’s a damn good thing backfires don’t burn me out,” he murmured, then began to 
straighten out and stretch.  “Thanks for the help, by the way.” The sting in Lisa’s finger 
and the taste of blood on her tongue both vanished at the same time; she pulled her 
finger out of her mouth to see that the cut was gone, leaving behind not even a scar.  
Then she glanced at the bullets on the floor.

“Wow,” she breathed, and looked over to see how Doug was doing. To her aston-
ishment, not only was the blood on his clothing gone, but the scorch marks were van-
ishing, and the holes in his leathers were quickly and silently closing up, leaving no sign 
that the uniform had ever been damaged.  She reached out and ran her fingers over one 
of the longer rents, which fused under her touch as though a spectral zipper were clos-
ing.  She looked up and found herself almost nose-to-nose with him, his blue-grey eyes 
startlingly close and (unintentionally, she was sure) inviting.  “How...?” she began.

He shook his head.  “I don’t know.  It just happens, no matter what I’m wearing.  
Just another one of those things no one understands about my metagift.”  He grimaced 
as he shut off the song.  “You know, I like cops, I really do.  And cops usually like me.  
But the bunch in this city are starting to get on my nerves.”

Lisa carefully slid 20 or so centimeters away from him.  Staying that close is just 
asking for trouble, girl, she chided herself. Aloud, she asked, “What happened?”

Doug shrugged off the jacket, then bent over to pull off his boots.  Lisa suppressed 
an automatic frown of disapproval; he was an American, he kept house as an American, 
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and that meant — sometimes — he wore his shoes inside instead of proper slippers. 
“Like I told you during that ‘interview’, I’m trying to get back to my home universe,” 
he said as he picked up the boots and carried them to the wardrobe with his helmet.

“Uh-huh,” she murmured, happily watching the unconscious grace with which he 
performed even such a mundane task.

“Well, I was trying to open up a gate,” he continued as he got up and put away 
both boots and helmet, then peeled off the leather jacket to reveal the black “Priss and 
the Replicants” concert T-shirt she’d talked him into buying back in October.  “Most of 
the time, that means I have to use a song that I’ve never tried before.”  He hung up the 
jacket, and pulled out a pair of jeans. “’Scuse me a minute.”  He gave an embarrassed 
smile and dashed into his apartment’s tiny bathroom.

Almost before Lisa had time to blush, he was back out again, wearing the jeans, 
with the grey leather pants and that strange white body suit draped over one arm.  
“Now, where was I?”  He slung them on the same hanger as the jacket, hung the set up 
and closed the wardrobe again.

“Songs you’ve never tried before,” Lisa offered.  “What did you mean before when 
you said you tried to ‘force’ the song?”

He sat down heavily in one of the dinette chairs.  “When I play a song to get 
a power the first time, it usually works or it doesn’t.”  Doug held up his hand as she 
opened her mouth.  “Only about eighteen or twenty percent do something I can use.  
Most of the rest are trivial or don’t do anything at all.  And about five percent back-
fire.”

“Backfire?”
Doug smiled ruefully and snorted a quick laugh.  “Unpleasant or harmful effects, 

centered on me.  Usually fairly painful and almost always personally embarrassing, but 
rarely fatal.”  He shrugged.  “It seems my subconscious doesn’t like it when I try to boss 
it around, and it gets even any way it can.”

“Ouch.”  Lisa leaned forward.  “So is ‘forcing” a song trying to change the odds on 
what works and what doesn’t?”

He touched the tip of his forefinger to his nose and then pointed it at her.  “Got it 
in one.  I kind of try to ‘will’ the song to do what I want it to, within certain rules.  One, 
I’ve got to force the song from its start, and only on the first time I play it for a power.  
No retries.  And two, it’s still got to be something the song would have done anyway.”  
He leaned back with a grin.  “Boosts my success rate to about 75 or 80%.”

“Uh-huh.”  Lisa narrowed her eyes.  “And let me guess.  The backfire rate goes up, 
too.”

Doug raised an eyebrow.  “My, we’re clever tonight.  You’re right, of course.  Every 
failure becomes a backfire when I force a song.  Usually pretty nasty ones, too.”  A 
sheepish look crossed his face.  “And that’s what I did to myself tonight.”

Lisa reached out with a toe and dragged one of the flattened metal blobs close 
enough to grab.  She held it up, perched between her thumb and forefinger, in front of 
her eye.  It was warm, clean and perfectly dry.  “Backfires make bullets?”

“No,” Doug growled.  “Cops make bullets.”
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“Go on.”
“For a few weeks now the police have been staking out the alley where I arrived in 

this world.  God knows why.  I’ve had to dodge them the last two times I wanted to try 
a gate song.”  Doug grimaced.  “Instead of slipping back out unnoticed again tonight, 
I got their attention.  With a rather spectacular backfire that left me looking like Wile 
E. Coyote after the dynamite went off, but feeling much worse.”

“Who?”  Lisa frowned in puzzlement, and made a mental note to look up the 
name later.

He waved a dismissive hand at her.  “Don’t worry about it.  So my song goes 
‘boom,’ and a cop comes running in at either end of the alley.  I’m just standing there, 
smoking, in the middle of what looks like a bomb crater.  By the time I’ve got my wits 
back, they’re both almost on top of me, waving guns and ordering me to put my hands 
up.”

“What did you do?” Lisa breathed, drawing her knees up and wrapping her arms 
around them.

Doug shrugged.  “I jumped for the fire escape I’d used to get into the alley in 
the first place, and tried to scamper away as fast as my little feet would take me.”  He 
frowned again. “Damned cops started shooting.  My field took care of most of the 
shots, but two hit.  Normally that wouldn’t have been a problem, but they got me where 
I wasn’t armored and I was already in bad shape from the backfire.  Plus I couldn’t stop 
to heal myself because they kept chasing me.  I had to run to my bike and then lead 
them halfway through the Canyons before I felt safe enough to come home.  And you 
know the story from there.”

Lisa nodded, then rested her chin on her knees.  “Doug,” she said after a short 
silence.  “What’s your ‘field’?  You’ve mentioned it to me a couple of times, but you’ve 
never explained it.”

“Oh, that.”  He chuckled nervously.  “Well, that’s kind of hard to do.”
“Try me,” she said drily.
“Well, you already know about my magegift.”
Lisa nodded.  “Uh-huh.”
“Well, one of the things about it that make it, well, broken, is that it’s always on.  

All the time, constantly taking in a little mana and turning it into unfocused, diffuse 
magical power which then leaks into the environment around me.  The upshot of 
which is, well, I live inside this little 15-centimeter thick zone of weirdness.  Improb-
ability, really.”

“You’re kidding.”
He shook his head.  “Nope.  Here, throw that at me.”  He gestured to the flattened 

bullet still in her hand.  “Hard as you can.”
Lisa looked back and forth between the bullet and Doug.  “But...”
He smiled reassuringly.  “It’s all right.  Go ahead.”
“Okay,” she said doubtfully, “if you say so.”  She drew her arm back and flung the 

metal blob at him with all of her strength.
It flew across the room in a perfectly flat trajectory, straight at Doug’s face.  She 
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gasped as she released it, realizing at the point of no return what she’d done.
A handsbreadth away from Doug’s nose, the flattened bullet skidded to a perfect 

stop, spun in midair twice — slowly — on its vertical axis, then shot off to the left at 
the same speed at which it had approached him.

The two of them simultaneously winced at the sound of broken glass.
“Oops,” Lisa said after a moment, her eyes large.  “Sorry.”
Doug shook his head.  “Not at all, not your fault.  You had no idea that it would 

take a sudden left turn rather than hit me.” One corner of his mouth twitched up.  
“And neither did I. Anyway, that’s my field in action.  Makes it hard for harmful things 
to hit me, but it’s also damned inconvenient at other times.”

Lisa rose and stood next to Doug.  “I can bet.”  She waved her hands slowly along 
his arms and around his head, and Doug laughed.

“Yeah, sometimes it’s a bitch.  I had to learn how to eat while concentrating on 
what my food was supposed to be to keep it from turning into something else.  Usu-
ally something inedible.  I can’t reliably use most off-the-shelf hand-held electronics.  
I don’t tan normally; I end up with silly stripes and bands because the UV refracts 
weirdly in the field.  And sex can get a little... problematic.”  He shrugged.  “I can go 
on forever, but I don’t want to bore you.”

“Uh-huh,” Lisa grunted absently as she tried to see if there was anything palpable 
to this field of his.  Doug bore this with an air of amused patience.

“Lisa?” he asked after about a minute of her vague gesturing.
“Yeah?”
“You might want to stop that.”
“I might?”
“Yeah.  Were you wearing electric blue nail polish when you helped me in?”
“No.  Why?”
“You are now.”
“Eep.”

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 2037.  11:41 PM

“So this is your place,” Leon said, looking about as Daley closed the door behind 
him.

“Yeah,” the other man replied.  “I’ve finally managed to lure you up to my lair, 
babe,” he added with a mock leer.

“I can see why you like to crash at my apartment,” Leon shot back as he stepped 
fully into the main room and took a seat on a couch in front of a coffee table.  He gave 
the the small living room a thorough once-over.  “What, no Judy Garland posters?”

“You know, that’s crass even for you, Leon-chan.”  Daley settled himself into an 
armchair positioned at right angles to Leon.  He gestured toward the tiny hallway to 
the left of them.  “They’re in the bedroom, of course, where they’re the last things I see 
every night and the first things I see every morning.”  He fluttered his eyes coquettishly 
then gave a self-deprecating grin, and his guest laughed.
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“All right, all right,” Leon said between chuckles.  “I think we’ve gone about as far 
enough as we can with the mutual teasing, don’t you?”

Daley raised an eyebrow.  “So soon?” he replied in mock disappointment.
“Oh, come on,” Leon grunted as he reached for the inside pocket of his leather 

jacket.  He drew out the black-and-white plastic oblong of a data unit.  “We have busi-
ness to cover here.”

Daley’s entire demeanor changed.  “Hold on, Leon.  Tell me one thing first.  Why 
did you want to meet here?  Why not the office?”

“Privacy,” Leon said.  “Maybe even a little security.  We know that the ADP sys-
tems are compromised — by GENOM and god knows who else.  I don’t want what’s 
on this,” he brandished the data unit, “anywhere near them.”

His partner raised an eyebrow.  “Must be explosive stuff, Leon-chan.”
Leon shook his head.  “Not explosive.  But it’s an edge — my edge.  And I’m 

keeping it that way.”  He held out the cartridge to his partner.  “Slot this in your system 
and check it out.”

Daley raised an eyebrow and grinned slyly, but said nothing as he took the data 
unit.

“So, Leon-chan, you want to let me know where you got all this new information 
from?”  Daley perched himself on the arm of his sofa and gestured broadly at the data 
unit, now serving as a paperweight on a coffee table covered with hard copy and photo 
prints.

“My informant wishes to remain...”
“Anonymous, yes, you’ve said that several times already.”  Daley looked peeved for 

a moment, and pursed his lips.  “You’re holding out on me, Leon, big time.”  He tapped 
one thick sheaf of paper. “I mean, just this alone — a diagnostic readout of a computer 
the Loon’s carrying?  A computer that ADP doesn’t even know exists?  What did you 
do, make a deal with the Knight Sabers?”

Leon didn’t answer.
Daley whistled.  “That’s it, isn’t it?  All this information came from the Sabers!”
“I needed more information, and I had a way to pay for it, so I contacted them 

and got what I wanted,” Leon said softly, then glanced sharply at his partner.  “But that 
stays between us.  It doesn’t leave this apartment.  You didn’t hear that, I didn’t say it.  
Understood?”

Daley slowly nodded his assent.  “Understood.  But you’d better know what you’ve 
gotten us into.  God knows I don’t.”

Leon merely grunted as he paged through the sheaf of papers in his hand.

“Some of these photos look familiar,” Daley opined as he spread out the prints 
in question across the coffee table.  They were shots of Loon in action, starting with 
his initial “Iceman” appearance at the side of the Sabers, and continuing irregularly 
through to the present.  Some seemed to be still images from the Sabers’ combat re-
corders.  But the rest were too high in quality, and were clearly shot from a high angle 
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outside the combat zone.
“Yeah,” Daley continued.  “Some of these remind me of the photos in the newspa-

per articles we have in our files.  Same fights, same views.  More or less.”
Leon sat bolt upright, startling his partner.  Oh, gods, no. “Which papers?”
Daley shrugged.  “Um, I’m not sure.  P.O.N., the 16 Times, a few others.  Why?”  

He narrowed his eyes.  “You’ve thought of something.”
Leon waved away Daley’s question.  “Maybe.  I’m not sure.  I’m going to have to do 

a little digging before I know for sure.” But after Daley had mentioned the “16 Times”, 
he was certain. She’d had a Knight Sabers obsession from the day he’d met her four 
years ago, and she and Nene were close friends.  He resisted the urge to drag a hand 
down over his eyes as he thought, Lisa. Of course, Lisa’s involved with the Sabers.  How 
could she not be?  Probably their media contact, certainly an informant on the Chief.  Good 
god.  What next?  How many of Nene’s friends are part of this?  How many ADP staff?  Hell.  
With my luck, Naoko will turn out to be the Sabers’ weaponsmith.

He winced and forced himself to return to studying the material in front of him.

“Holy shit.”
The expletive was so out of character for Daley that Leon looked up and stared in 

disbelief.  “What?” he asked, not sure that he had heard correctly.
Daley slowly raised his eyes to meet Leon’s.  “According to these notes, the Sabers 

noticed that this mystery computer Loon’s carrying was sending out a network con-
nect ping.”

“So?”
“Well, this goes on to say that the signal was encrypted — with a variant on the 

algorithm used in our new radios.”
Leon whistled softly.  “So he cracked our scramble and copied it?”
“No.”  Daley shook his head.  “His is tougher than ours, according to this.”
“You’re kidding.”
He shook his head again.  “No.  But do you realize what this means?  The Sabers, 

and maybe the Loon, too, have complete access to all classified ADP communica-
tions.”

“Oh, that.”  Leon relaxed.  “I’d suspected that the Sabers had cracked our crypto-
system a long time ago — how else would they find out about so many boomer inci-
dents while we’re still responding to them?  I wasn’t really expecting the new system 
would make that much difference.”  Not with Nene around, anyway.

Daley stared at him, dumbfounded.  “You suspected, and you never said anything?”
Leon shrugged.  “What good would it do?  If I brought it to the attention of the 

higher-ups, they would just change the crypto, the Sabers would crack it again, and 
we’d be back to where we started.  At the best there’d be no change in the status quo, 
and we’d be out the cost of the upgrade.  And at the worst we’d end up in an endless 
crypto battle that would siphon funds away from other areas in ADP that need them 
more.  And why start that?”

“Hmmm.”  Daley thought on this.  “I suppose that makes a certain amount of 
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sense.  But I’m still not sure I like it.”  He picked up the papers he had been reading at 
his outburst.  “I know I don’t like this.  Why would the Loon be using a variant on our 
custom encryption scheme?  How could his be stronger?”

Leon found himself nodding.  “It’s got me curious, too.  I think we need to pay a 
little visit to...”

“Ganbare Electronics?” Daley offered.
“Yeah,” he grunted.  “To Ganbare Electronics.”

16 TOKYO DAY TIMES.  THURSDAY, JANUARY 15, 2037.  10:01 AM

“Nice nail polish, Lisa!”
“Thanks.”  She flashed a fake smile and went back to work.
A few minutes later...
“Cool color!  Where’d you get it?”
“It’s custom-mixed for me by a friend of my mom’s,” she lied.
Not long after that...
“I love that shade of blue!  It’s so you!”
“Thank you,” Lisa growled through gritted teeth.  Doug, I’m going to kill you.  I 

swear, I’m going to kill you.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 15, 2037.  1:24 PM

I came yea-close to having my cover blown on that day.  As a result, I was out of 
a job.

Let me backtrack.
I was coming back from doing lunch with several of my co-workers. (There was 

this yakitori place around the corner from Ganbare that we were all fond of, but that’s 
not important right now.) As we stepped into the lobby, I spotted two men who seemed 
to be verbally sparring with Jo, the security guard.  I didn’t pay them too much mind 
— at first.

My passcard opened the gate at the desk, and Hiroshi, Reiko, Benito and I all 
stumbled through, laughing.  Well, they stumbled; I’d already sobered up, between 
drinking less at lunch and my metahuman metabolism, so I was the one keeping them 
all more or less vertical.  They weren’t drunk, really, just a little tipsy, but they wanted to 
be drunk, and were acting that way.

Anyway.  I paid no mind to the visitors at Jo’s desk until I got into the elevator last 
and turned around — and then I saw that they were the redoubtable Inspector Wong 
and his friend Mister Cool Shades.  Make that Officer Cool Shades.  They were both 
flashing badges as Jo went for the phone.

I didn’t need to be told that I was probably just minutes away from being found 
out.  If I were lucky, they’d have to navigate through at least at least a quarter-hour of 
management buck-passing until they actually got past Jo.

When we got to our floor, I deposited everyone at their desks.  I said to Reiko, 
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the last of them, “Hey, I gotta hit the john.  All that beer, you know?  Cover for me, 
will ya?”

Reiko giggled and made a sloppy salute.  “Sure!”
“Thanks.”  I turned and headed for the men’s room — and as soon as I was out of 

sight of the engineering pit, I dashed for an unoccupied office that I knew of on the 
other side of the floor.

Once there I quietly closed the door and pulled shut the blinds on its glass front 
wall; no need for anyone to see what I was doing.  The office had been recently vacated, 
and its computer was still active the last time I’d poked my nose in; I was glad to see 
that was still the case.

With a puff of leather-scented air I dropped into the seat behind the desk and 
began hacking.

You have to understand, while I worked there I had a lot of free time (compared 
to the other employees — there are benefits to having metahuman boosts in both 
intelligence and working speed), and a lot of curiosity.  Over the previous five-plus 
months I had, just because I could, wormed my way into just about every system in 
the company.

Today, I was interested in just three of those machines.
The first was Personnel and Administration.  I didn’t nuke my files outright; that 

would probably have raised alarms.  Instead, I altered my personnel records to indicate 
that I lived on the other side of MegaTokyo from my apartment building, that I was a 
French immigrant in my late 50s with a very slightly different surname, and that I had 
submitted my two weeks’ notice three weeks earlier.  I followed up with a few notes in 
related files about “transcription pending” for a mythical exit interview, but gave myself 
medium-high marks for my positive attitude on the way out.

I then jumped over to Accounting to zero out my pay account to correlate to the 
resignation date, and marked it as “closed”. I’d lose my next paycheck, but I didn’t mind.  
I’d been living in a poverty-level apartment on a white-collar professional’s salary for 
nearly six months and had more than 50 man — half a million yen — saved up by 
that time.  Not a fortune, but carefully managed it could keep me going for a month or 
maybe two.  And even if I didn’t have that nest egg, I still had my stash of gems from 
Velgarth.

Next, I went over to IT and changed my system records to reflect the hasty fab-
rication I had built elsewhere.  I blanked my storage area on the company dataweave.  
Then I flagged the directories as damaged and backfiled an internal request to replace 
or reformat the drive they were on.  I also purged the nanofac logs of whatever I might 
have left in them after my various unauthorized uses.  Then I set up my passcard to 
disappear from the system 15 minutes after the next time I used it, and to take its trail 
after my “departure date” with it.

Finally I stepped out to a supervisor level on each system and reset all the traces 
and flags to indicate the various file modifications and transactions had taken place 
on the proper dates.  That would be enough to cover my trail unless someone got very 
suspicious and did a compare against the daily backup tapes.
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I really wished that I had my helmet with me; a little “Lightning’s Hand” and 
I could even take care of that.  While the song is great for lobbing massive bolts of 
lightning at the bad guys, I can also use it to project my consciousness into and through 
dataweaves and computers; if they were within about 35 meters of me, I could even 
directly access systems that weren’t physically connected to a dataweave.  It’s a lot easier 
to hack a system by riding a signal inside.

All in all, it took me about seventeen minutes.  With luck, the AD-cops were still 
busy with some middle-management flunky, and not heading for my cube.

Although I was handling all these tasks with a certain external calm, inside I was 
raging at myself.  Once again I had bungled what should have been a basic preparation.  
I had no bolthole, no escape plan.  That damned complacency was still hamstringing 
me!

To distract myself from my internal harangue, I thought about what I had at 
my desk that could give me away.  My nameplate, a datebook, a few files on the local 
system drive, a couple other personal items.  I realized that I had no choice, even if 
the cops were on their way — I had to dash back to my desk and clear it of identify-
ing miscellanea.  Which meant that my coworkers would see me come and go again, 
maybe with my arms full, and that would raise questions I didn’t want raised.  If only I 
could hack their memories as easily as I could the computer records... I began to think, and 
then had a golden moment of inspiration.

I sauntered back over to my cube, sat down, and rode out into the Tapestry — I’m 
sorry, the “Net” — to a pirate music site that I knew of.  I picked the song I wanted and 
downloaded it.  Those were 39 very tense seconds, let me tell you.  Then I turned my 
system’s speakers up just a bit and started the music playing.

 “<Don’t think sorry’s easily said.
   Don’t try turning tables instead.
   You’ve taken lots of chances before,
   But I ain’t gonna give any more,
   Don’t ask me.
   That’s how it goes
   Cause part of me knows
   What you’re thinkin’...>”

I’m far from the best at telepathy.  Most days I don’t even get the three or four 
minutes’ of practice that I can extract from a playing of “Eye in the Sky”.  But I’ve 
studied and trained with both Psyche and Skitz for more than 15 years, and I can man-
age blanket suggestions and compulsions.  Everyone within 35 meters of me got some 
very specific telepathic instructions — to simply forget I ever existed any time they 
talked with someone from outside of the office.  If pressed by a co-worker, instead of 
me they’d vaguely recall some tall, heavy-set French guy who kept to himself and didn’t 
socialize.  I didn’t actually implant any memories, just suggested that they would come 
up with some if they needed to.
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Doing that was a whole lot easier and faster, and whole a lot less dangerous, than 
trying to go in and do a mass memory manipulation.  I might have been able to man-
age it for a single person in the time that I had, but on the three dozen or so people that 
I would have needed to alter?  Uh-uh.  I’d’ve more likely brainburned them by accident.  
The old saw about “the speed of thought” is pure hyperbole; most people, including 
me, think about as fast as they can talk.  An experienced telepath can work at, at the 
most, double that.  And if an inexperienced telepath like me were trying to work that 
fast?  Imagine a human mind as something like a coloring book.  Then imagine what 
happens if you scribble outside the lines...  with the wrong colors.

No, it was safer just to give them guidelines and let them fill in the details on their 
own.  The suggestions would fade with time, but not before their inconsistencies would 
totally confuse my pursuers.

While the song played and I messed with people’s heads, I shoveled all my per-
sonal belongings into my briefcase and then wiped the directories that held any per-
sonal information — including the work files on the SQUID42 mods I made to the 
ADP radios and my nanofac specs.  I didn’t just erase them; I started up a process to 
overwrite them several times with random noise.

By the time I’d finished all that, the song was nearly over.  In its final seconds I 
made one last suggestion:  everyone between my work group and the elevators “knew” 
that I was the photocopier repair guy who had just finished his call.  I latched my 
briefcase shut, took one final look around the office, and walked out to the lobby in 
front of the elevator banks.

A few moments later, there was an electronic “bing!” and a pair of mirrored bronze 
doors slid apart.  I managed to keep my composure when Inspector Wong and Cap-
tain Cool stepped out, shepherded by Nando Shinobu — one of the empty suits from 
Admin. I nodded politely in the proper manner and stepped into now-vacated elevator.  
It smelled of leather and expensive cologne.

The last thing I saw as the doors slid shut was Wong glancing curiously in my 
direction.

Later that night, I decided to start laying in a bit of an insurance policy.  I felt 
confident enough in my stratagems of the afternoon that I didn’t immediately bug out 
of my apartment, but I knew I’d have to move soon.  In the mean time, I decided I 
would make use of Lisa’s knowledge — and, hopefully, if she hadn’t been exaggerating 
months ago, contacts.

I went to my stash and pulled out one of the larger diamonds — about the size of 
a shelled almond, with an ellipsoid cut kind of like a chubby marquis.  I wrapped it in 
tissue paper and stuffed that in an envelope.  Then I crossed the hall and knocked on 
Lisa’s door.

“If anything happens to me,” I told her a few minutes later, when we were in her 
apartment and the door was closed, “if I get captured by anyone — GENOM, ADP, 
A&P, PDQ Bach, it doesn’t matter who — do this for me.”  I handed her the enve-
lope. Silently she opened it up and dumped the diamond out into her palm.  “Find 
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the Knight Sabers.  I don’t care how you do it. Find them and hire them to rescue me.  
The diamond is my payment. If they want more than it’s worth, then it’s my downpay-
ment.”

Lisa just looked up at me with wide eyes and nodded.

MONDAY, JANUARY 19, 2037.  7:30 PM

“We have a... quite lucrative job offer.”
Sylia seated herself on the couch next to Linna and crossed her legs.  The four 

Sabers, plus Lisa, had gathered that evening in her penthouse.
“How much?” demanded Priss.  In one hand the singer held a pad with a pen 

clipped to it; she’d been murmuring to herself and scribbling potential lyrics on it until 
Sylia had called the meeting to order.

“Doing what?” Linna asked at the same time.  Much of her attention was focused 
on the electronic datebook she held in her left hand.  Her right hand hovered near her 
face, waggling the datebook’s stylus absently next to her ear.

“We’ve been offered sixty million yen to retrieve a set of experimental human 
genetic specifications from a GENOM subsidiary in Kyoto,” Sylia replied, covering 
both questions with a nod to each asker.  “The usual terms:  half in advance, half on 
completion.”

Nene, sprawled on the second couch, tilted her head her head to one side.  “What 
does that mean, ‘experimental human genetic specifications’?”

“Gengineering, Nene,” Priss spat.  “Bastards are planning on rebuilding humans to 
their own particular designs.”

“Mou...”  Lisa stretched the word out to fade almost into a whisper.  “Who wants 
that?”

“Anyone who wants a kid free from genetic diseases, Lisa,” Linna said without 
looking up.  “Or who want their child to be guaranteed healthy, fit and attractive.”

“Or someone who wants to build the perfect soldier,” Priss snarled in return.
Sylia’s expression had flickered briefly into something less than totally serene.  

“My sources traced the commission back through several blinds, and the trail ended at 
a Russian Intelligence message drop.”

That tore Linna’s attention completely away from her datebook. “Russian Intel-
ligence?”

“Can’t they just buy the info from GENOM for less?” Lisa asked.
Sylia shrugged elegantly.  “They should.  Unless these designs are something ex-

traordinary that GENOM does not want available to the world at large.”  She frowned.  
“What concerns me is that our erstwhile employers should be more than capable of 
performing the task themselves, and for less than they are offering us.  So why hire 
us?”

“It could be a trap of some sort,” Linna suggested.
Sylia nodded.  “The thought had occurred to me.  It’s one reason I had the offer 

traced as thoroughly as I did.  But it seems unlikely — GENOM has never had close 
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ties to the Russian government.”
“Either way, do we really want to take the job?” Nene asked.  “I mean, do we really 

want to see that kind of stuff even in GENOM’s hands?”
“Screw it,” Priss declared.  “Somebody else will do it if we don’t.  Besides, it’s a 

chance to hit GENOM where it hurts them the most — in their wallet.”
“Hmmm.”  Lisa laid a finger on her cheek and looked up at the ceiling.  “A thought.  

You could always ‘accidentally’ destroy all the data while trying to retrieve it.  Oops, too 
bad.  Oh, and we still keep your deposit.”  She smiled impishly at the others.

“The idea does have merit,” Sylia admitted with the hint of a smile.  Then it disap-
peared.  “But it is poor business ethics. Much as we may dislike a particular job, we 
are not free to sabotage it once we accept the commission.  The Knight Sabers have a 
reputation for dependability and trustworthiness, even in the face of our...”  Her eyes 
twinkled as she almost smiled once again.  “Our obsessions.”  She glanced around at 
the others. “The mission is scheduled for the afternoon of January 31 — a Saturday.”

“Good,” Nene murmured.  “Then I don’t have to arrange time off from the ADP.”
“We will assemble for the mission at Raven’s at noon,” Sylia continued.  “Assuming 

no complications, we will depart in the mobile operations base two hours after that.”
Linna closed her datebook with a snap and shoved it into her handbag.  “We’ll 

need some way of getting into a GENOM installation unnoticed, you know.”
“What about those boomer disguises you were working on last summer?” Nene 

asked.  “They’d work.”
Priss sat up.  “What boomer disguises?”
Sylia shifted position and took another pose of studied elegance. “Four months 

ago I completed a set of four ... shells, for lack of a better word.  Each shell mounts on a 
hardsuit and gives the wearer the appearance of a C-class boomer in active mode.”  She 
shook her head.  “No, Nene, that would be unnecessary and premature — the shells are 
intended for use in an operation that is far more dangerous and critical than this.”

“But...”
“No, Nene.  I will not play this card prematurely.”
“Mou...”  Nene slumped her shoulders and pouted.  Lisa reached over and patted 

her encouragingly on the head.
“Relax,” Lisa said.  “You’ll get to play dress-up another time.” Nene snorted, then 

turned and gave the red-eye to Lisa.
Priss rolled her eyes and turned her attention back to Sylia. “So.  We take the 

job?”
Sylia nodded once, curtly.  “Yes.  We take the job.”

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  5:53 PM

“Damn this snowstorm!” Leon spat.  “It’s the last thing we need now.”  Around 
their patrol car, the storm’s great gusts of wind sent the fog-thick snowfall swirling and 
drifting in the twin cones cast by the car’s headlights.  Overhead, the overcast sky be-
lied the hour, reflecting the lights of the city a pale orange-pink only occasionally vis-
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ible through the snow. “Chill out,” Daley said, smiling grimly at his joke as he wrestled 
with the steering wheel.  “We’ll get by like we always do.”

“Yeah.  Maybe the snow will hide the two-thirds of our men who usually get killed 
by the boomers.”

“See?” Daley replied cheerfully.  “There is a bright side!”
“Bright enough to snow-blind me,” Leon growled.  Daley chuckled and down-

shifted.

“Who the hell deployed those Firebees?” Leon stood at the open door of the patrol 
car and bellowed into the radio as he wrapped his coat around himself tighter.  Scowl-
ing at the freezing wind that had fogged up his shades as soon as he stepped out of the 
patrol car, he listened to the faint response.

“I don’t care what he thought!” he shouted back into the transceiver.   “They’re not 
designed to operate in this kind of weather!”  As if to emphasize his point, the wind 
gusted furiously, sending a blast of snow directly into his face and swirling his coat 
away from his body.  Little tendrils of frigid air raced up and around his torso and set 
him to shivering again. “If they had any sense, the pilots wouldn’t have...”  A seething 
pause.  “He what?”

On the other side of the car, Daley stood watch over the ADP forces assembling 
at a hasty roadblock fifty meters away.  About a hundred meters beyond them, several 
teams were setting up floodlights to illuminate the no-man’s-land up ahead.  As Daley 
surveyed their efforts, a worried frown distorted his features. With visibility down to at 
most two hundred meters in the snow — less during the gusts — he could hardly see 
the men on their side even with the lights; how could they expect to see the boomers 
before it was too late, should the cyberdroids choose to attack?

Overhead, the familiar “top-top-top” of helicopter blades faded in, announcing 
the return of the Firebee scouting team.  Daley glanced up but could not see their 
fly-by.  The usually smooth engines stuttered and popped.  Snow’s getting into the air 
intakes.  That’s bad.

So far the boomers hadn’t caused any direct casualties — a miracle for which he 
and Leon were thankful.  But the property damage was getting out of hand — and 
there had been already been a few calls in to the emergency squads for civilians caught 
in or injured by the debris.

He glanced around, trying to see through the falling snow as if he could brush 
it aside with the force of his glare.  Kabuki-cho rarely saw this kind of violence — it 
was one of MegaTokyo’s few privately “gentrified” areas, slowly recovering from quake 
devastation and a centuries-old unsavory reputation as young professionals took ad-
vantage of the low property costs to move in and rebuild, followed by the commercial 
establishments that catered to their needs.  That meant that even on the weekends, 
there weren’t nearly as many potential casualties present as there were in, say, Tinsel 
City.  But it made each one that much worse.

As Leon continued to rant into the radio, Daley mentally reviewed the facts of 
this boomer incident and tried to find a flaw in his analysis.  A dozen or more com-
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bat boomers — reports were still unclear on the exact number — had erupted out of 
human guise in the middle of an amusement center, and had quickly seized the large 
building.  Within the first few minutes before the ADP had responded, they had cut it 
off from the outside world, first by severing power and communication lines, then by 
demolishing the few nearby buildings to establish a defensive clear zone.  Good strategy, 
he thought.  Damn it.  Now we have no chance of sneaking up on them.

Evidently, some subcommander had grown frustrated with the no-man’s-land and 
had decided to deploy a squadron of Firebees to scout out the glass-and-steel struc-
ture despite the unsafe weather.  Daley wondered briefly what, if anything, they had 
discovered.

One thing that he already knew was that when the boomers had activated, the 
complex had been full of families.

And that it still was.

“Damned storm.  Damned cold,” Ohara muttered and pulled his wool cap down 
more firmly upon his head and brought the electronic binoculars back up to his eyes.

From his perch amidst the carefully-stacked banks of suitcase- sized portable sen-
sors and computers, Davis Kristoff glanced at his employer.  “You know, if we hadn’t 
blown all the expense account money on hiring the Knight Sabers, we might have 
afforded a couple of relay transmitters for these things.”  He waved at the pile of sil-
ver-and-steel boxes.  “We could have been monitoring them from the office, nice and 
warm and comfortable.”

“Yeah, yeah, tell me something I don’t know,” Ohara muttered.
The tech gave his boss a sidelong look.  “Pardon me for asking, sir, but just why 

are you out here with me, instead of Doctor Nakamura?  You don’t need to be suffering 
through this weather.”

Ohara grimaced.  “Call it my overdeveloped sense of responsibility.  Even if I 
didn’t come up with this plan, I approved it, and I damn well ought to be here to watch 
over its execution.”  He was silent for a few moments, as he brought the binoculars 
back up to his eyes.  “How’re the readings?”

Davis shrugged.  Between his bulky form and his bulkier winter clothing, it came 
across more as a movement akin to continental drift.  “So-so.  Most of the EM-based 
sensors are okay.  Grav-field and flux don’t even notice the storm.  We have a little snow 
on the video, though.”  Between his scarf and his hat a smile briefly flashed, lit by a 
dozen or more tiny instrument lights.

“Very funny, Davis.”  He desperately wished that they could have performed this 
job from inside, even without a relay, but they needed unobstructed line-of-sight for 
almost all the sensor packs.  That required that they once again take up a post on a 
building overlooking the site of the operation.  Originally their primary concern had 
been the chance of being spotted by an ADP minicopter, but at least in that regard, the 
storm was working in their favor.  “How about the boomers?”

Kristoff ducked his head to study one of the displays before him. “So far, nominal.  
Avram’s new code looks like it’s holding up better than the last couple versions did.”
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Ohara nodded and shivered in the gusting wind.  “It had better.”
The other man nodded.  “I’m already uncomfortable with the damage we’ve caused 

this time around, Dr. Ohara.  Fortunately, we should be able to keep it from getting 
any worse.”

“Any cost is worth finding out the Visitor’s secrets,” Ohara muttered, not seeing 
Kristoff ’s concerned glance in his direction.  He stared out through the binoculars at 
the open plaza in front of the amusement center.  “When is he going to get here?”

On top of another building, blond hair and brown eyes peeked out from within 
an orange parka.  Brown-gloved hands held a digital camera up to the opening in the 
hood.

Huh.  I wouldn’t’ve imagined I’d find myself being thankful Sylia left me behind, Lisa 
mused as she zoomed in on one of the boomers that patrolled the ring of devastation 
surrounding the amusement center.  This is a hell of a story.  She lowered the camera, 
sucked in a deep breath of lung-chilling air, and looked towards the ADP encamp-
ment.  The only question is, where’s Doug?

The veil of snow thinned for a moment, and a flicker of movement on top of a 
nearby rood caught her eye.  She raised her camera to her eye to use its telephoto 
lens, but the snow thickened again and hid the other building.  And just who the heck 
is that?

Something about this one stank.
The ADP had managed to cordon off the neighborhood before I got there.  For 

once, I couldn’t find any holes to slip through on my bike, and that spoke volumes 
about how serious this incident was. So I parked maybe a kilometer away and used 
“Supersonic Man” to get close to the target.

You don’t have to go fast and high for flight to be useful.  Any gunship pilot can 
tell you that.  And despite not only my performance weeks before, but the fact that 
boomers can fly under their own power, the ADP never seemed to look up.  The gust-
ing snow helped a lot, too — no one wanted to look up, I was sure. So I hugged the 
sides and roofs of buildings, and eventually I landed about a half a block down an 
empty side street that led right into the ring of devastation the boomers had laid out 
around “Bunko’s Castle Fun-O-Rama Amusement Palace and Arcade”.

I left the song running.
The Palace was one of those oddball “Bauhaus by way of Disney” designs.  It re-

minded me a little of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, only built on a larger scale:  a 
great stepped pyramid of glass panels and steel rods that sheltered an assortment of 
carnival rides, midway games, VR arcades and other entertainment venues.  At the 
moment it was lightly frosted with new-fallen snow.  In daylight that probably would 
have added a wildly discordant flavor of Italian wedding cake to the entire structure, 
but at that moment it merely diffused the light emanating from inside, turning it from 
sharp gleam to soft glow. Wild gusts of wind randomly assaulted the building, sending 
further snow swirling up and around its vitreous peaks and valleys and darting in and 
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out of visibility.
As pretty as it was, the snowstorm was a pain in the ass.  I can’t remember a time 

when I fought in worse weather conditions. (And given Hexe’s particular metagifts, 
I’ve fought in a lot of different weather conditions.)  It limited my line of sight, made 
my footing uncertain, and it was just plain annoying.

Fortunately, after almost 15 years of drills and live combat under Hexe’s com-
mand, I could operate in just about any weather, and turn it to my advantage.  This 
wasn’t that much more extreme than Hexe’s usual blizzard tactics, after all.  And unless 
they were arctic models, the bots would probably have a far worse time of it than I did.  
I was surprised that those stupid little helicopters the ADP had up and about weren’t 
having any trouble.

Anyway, what bugged me right then was that this incident looked way too orga-
nized.  This wasn’t a case of a bunch of rogue bots running wild.  This looked more like 
a classic terrorist operation — seize some turf, grab some hostages, dig in, and wait for 
your demands to be met.  Except that the boomers weren’t making any demands, as far 
as I could tell from the ADP radio traffic.  They were just waiting.

Waiting for what?
I didn’t know.
All I did know was that my first priority was those hostages.

“Bring them in, you damned idiot!  I want those Firebees grounded now!” Leon 
roared into the radio.

Daley glanced up again as the syncopated roar of helicopter blades faded in once 
more overhead.  He could just barely make out the trio of Firebees through the snow, 
silhouetted against the glowing grey-pink of the cloud cover.  With each gust of wind, 
they swerved right and left along their narrow flight path between the buildings, some-
times skimming dangerously close to one side or the other.  As he watched with grow-
ing concern, they shot out over the plaza for one more pass over the Palace — just as 
another series of gusts began to batter the glass mountain.

Behind him, Leon was demanding, “What?  Who is this now?” of his radio.
A few seconds later, Leon demanded, “How do I know you’re the Loon?”
“What?” Daley yelped as he snapped his attention to Leon.  What the hell?  I guess 

it only makes sense that he can transmit as well as listen...  Damn, if only our trip to Ganbare 
had turned up a solid lead...  Minding his footing in the snow, he made his way around 
the patrol car.

Ignoring him, Leon grunted, “Yeah,” and after a moment held out the transceiver.  
“It’s for you.”

Daley raised an eyebrow and then took the handset. “Wong here.”
“Good evening, Inspector.  I hope you hold no hard feelings about me sucker-

punching you a few months ago.”
“Loon?”
A throaty chuckle.  “One and the same.  ‘100% California natural, not a smidge of 

cyber.’  How’s the head?”
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Daley handed the transceiver back to Leon.  “It’s him,” he said blandly.
Leon snorted and brought the handset back up to his ear.  “Loon, Inspector Leon 

McNichol here.  You know there’s a warrant out for your arrest.”
A long pause.  Daley raised an eyebrow again.  Okay, where is this going?
“How are you going to do that?” McNichol demanded.
Another pause.
“What?”
Daley began to make “come on” gestures at Leon.  “Hurry up, tell me what’s going 

on,” he mouthed at his partner.
Leon pulled the handset from his face and put his thumb over the microphone.  

“He’s inside,” he whispered.
“He’s where?”
“Inside Bunko’s.  Says he’s got a plan to rescue the hostages, but needs us to start 

an attack out front as a distraction.”
Daley shrugged.  “It’s what we were going to do.”
Leon nodded.  “My thought exactly.”  He uncovered the microphone and turned 

back to the handset.  “You’re on.  We were going to start our assault shortly anyway...”
Frowning, Daley turned his attention to the Amusement Palace. Behind him 

Leon continued murmuring into the radio.  After a terse signoff with the Loon, he 
began issuing commands to the gathered ADP forces.  Overhead, the Firebee team 
— their commander momentarily free of Leon’s demands to ground them — swung 
about for yet another pass at the building.  The snowfall had just barely thinned enough 
that Daley could now clearly make out their running lights.  A minute later, they had 
crossed the no-man’s-land.

They came in close, skimming along the snow-frosted glass structure in an appar-
ent attempt to peer inside.  The snowfall still seemed to be growing lighter, making it 
easier for Daley to follow the Firebees’ progress, but the wind still roared up and down 
the street in treacherously-changeable gusts. Unconsciously, his hand tightened its grip 
on the top of the patrol car’s door as another blast of wind lifted the tiny helicopters up, 
and then hurled them down towards the glass panel below them.

“Leon!” he cried, but it was too late.  Two of the Firebees skittered away from the 
Palace, banking and rolling through the falling snow to recover in open air.  The third 
smashed into the roof panel, snapping its rotor blades and sending them flying wildly 
into the night. For a moment the glass looked like it would hold despite the punish-
ment.  Then, with an audible “crack!” that Daley could hear a third of a kilometer away, 
the panel shattered and the Firebee dropped down into the building.  Through the 
translucent, snow-coated glass, he saw a flame-colored blob of light plummet towards 
the ground.  Halfway there, it was intercepted by a brilliant blue beam and exploded 
into a fierce orange-red-yellow blossom that turned the entire structure into a great 
glass flame flickering in the night.

“Dear god,” Leon whispered.  Then he raised the radio handset to his lips and 
depressed the button.  “Who was that?  Kimura, do you hear me, who was that?”
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Per mission guidelines, unit Bu-65C-7723-Beta-24-Idec(Temporary) maintained 
a sentry post in the lobby of Bunko’s Castle.  As it slowly scanned the broad, bare floor 
from its position in front of the central ticket booth, it cycled through its complete list 
of mission directives and objectives several times each passing second.

It was trying to reconcile two commands, both encoded with the highest priority, 
that partly counterindicated each other:  “Do not physically harm humans” — a core 
directive — and “Cause maximum damage and chaos” — a mission objective accorded 
core-level priority.

It could not determine a way to completely fulfill either directive without willfully 
disobeying the other.  Communications with the other members of the squad indicat-
ed that they, too, were contemplating the paradox.  7801 reported a worse scenario; it 
had reason to believe that inadvertent harm had come to humans because of its efforts 
while creating the defensive buffer zone, but it was unable to confirm its suspicions.  Its 
signals were growing erratic.

Incorporating this data into its tactical analyses and continuing to pursue the 
matter, 7723 found itself entering a state which in humans might have been called 
agitation.  When a damaged and burning Firebee broke through the glass roof and ap-
proached its position on an aggressive vertical vector, the combat boomer’s hardwired 
reflexes took over from its pre-occupied mind; its jaw dropped and a laser belched 
forth, neatly spearing the miniature helicopter and turning it into a fireball.  Large 
fragments of the craft went flying; its Vulcan minigun, mostly intact, spun across the 
tiled floor and came to rest at the base of the ticket booth.

It was only during its immediate post-action analysis that it realized that there 
may have been a human aboard the craft.  As its teammates abandoned their prisoners 
and rushed into the lobby, it tried to evaluate a proper course of action now that a core 
directive had likely been violated.  And unit 7723 found its attention inexorably drawn 
to the weapon.

Using what was left of “Supersonic Man”, I got past the bots and into the building 
via the roof.  I landed myself on an upper mezzanine right before the song ran out, and 
quickly surveyed the situation.

The place was, as I said, an indoor amusement park.  It was probably well lit most 
of the time by the many large mercury vapor lamps hanging from the girders and 
trusses that supported the ceiling.  At the moment, though, they were dead.  Instead, 
emergency lights perched in every nook and cranny bathed the place with harsh yel-
low-white illumination that cast sharply-defined shadows — and which just coinci-
dentally made my job a little easier.

Like most amusement parks, there was a central space — a hub of sorts — off 
of which the different arms of the complex sprang. It was tiled with a fountain in the 
middle, and ringed with lush planters and assorted concession stands.  I also noted a 
set of emergency doors not far off the hub.

Three boomers stood guard over a surprisingly small number of people — prob-
ably everyone who didn’t flee the building as soon as the damned things showed up.  
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Maybe a couple hundred or so shivering as the temperature slowly dropped inside 
— children outnumbering adults about two to one.  There was a fourth boomer stand-
ing guard just outside the ticket booths; given the patrols outside, I figured bot four 
was a redundancy factor of some sort.

It wasn’t my idea of a winning scenario:  Me against four warbots, with several 
hundred civilians in the way.  My tactical eval didn’t look promising.  Even if I couldn’t 
actually defeat them, I could at least try to keep the boomers too busy to slaughter the 
hostages.  But I couldn’t guarantee zero casualties, which was unacceptable.  I needed 
to get the civs out of the combat zone first.  And to do that, I needed to get the boom-
ers away from them.

Think fast, rabbit...
“<System, open crypto channel designation ‘ADP’.>”  I hadn’t really expected to 

ever want to transmit to the AD Police, but I didn’t get to be Security Chief of Earth’s 
foremost metahuman paramilitary force by not planning for contingencies.  (My re-
cent lapses excepted, of course.)  I crouched down, turned around, and leaned back 
against the mezzanine railing to get out of the boomers’ potential line of sight.  In the 
HUD the green “channel open” icon blinked on, and I was suddenly presented with the 
middle of a rather heated conversation:

“Bring them in, you damned idiot!  I want those Firebees grounded now!”
“Loon calling ADP,” I said softly into the helmet mike, “Come in, ADP.”
“What?  Who is this now?” came an annoyed-sounding voice — the one who had 

just been yelling — over the air.
“Officer, this is Loon.  I’m inside the building, and I’m preparing to rescue the 

hostages.  But to do that, I’m going to need a distraction out in front of the building.  
Can you arrange that?”

“How do I know you’re the Loon?” the radio crackled suspiciously.
I sighed.  “Is Inspector Wong there?”
“Yeah...”
“Put him on.”
A moment’s pause, then, “Wong here.”
“Good evening, Inspector.  I hope you hold no hard feelings about me sucker-

punching you a few months ago.”
“Loon?”
I chuckled.  “One and the same.  ‘100% California natural, not a smidge of cyber.’  

How’s the head?”
There was a rattle and a crackle, and Wong’s voice, distantly: “It’s him.”  I chuckled 

to myself.
The other voice came back on the line.  “Loon, Inspector Leon McNichol here.  

You know there’s a warrant out for your arrest.”
I sighed again.  Somebody wanted to play Mister Macho Cop. “Still?  Fine.  What-

ever.  But let’s deal with that after we save the innocents, okay, boss?  Just get me a 
distraction out in front of the Castle in five minutes — a little later is okay, sooner is 
bad.  If you do that, I can get the hostages out.”
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“How are you going to do that?” McNichol demanded.
“Have a little faith, Inspector, there’s magic in the night.”
“What?”
“Just make sure there’s no one positioned behind the building, okay?  It might get 

a little... messy.”
There was a long pause, and I thought for a moment that I’d lost them.  Then 

McNichol came back on the air.  “You’re on.  We were going to start our assault shortly 
anyway.  Nothing changes if we cooperate with you.  But let me tell you something, 
Loon.  I don’t like grandstanding vigilantes.  When this is over, I’m taking you in.”

“Whatever you say, Inspector.  Just as long as you and your people are on time, you 
can do whatever you want afterwards.”

“You can bet on it.  We attack in five minutes.  I’ll see you in six minutes.”  I could 
hear the smirk he was wearing. “McNichol out.”  I glanced at the HUD clock to set 
my mark.

I shook my head and smiled.  “Loon out.”  I hit the “no transmit” chin switch and 
added, “<System, scan open channel receive only.>”  Just in case anything happened 
that I ought to know about.

I peeked back over the railing and re-ran my tactical.  There were enough walk-
ways and terraces and mezzanines and balconies that I didn’t need a song to reach the 
floor; I could make it down in a very fast series of leaps.  That was good, given what I 
had planned.  I checked the HUD clock.  Four minutes to go.

It was at that moment that an unplanned distraction conveniently, if tragically, 
manifested itself.  One of ADP’s stupid little helicopters had apparently been buzz-
ing the building and crashed through the roof not ten yards from me.  It had barely 
cleared the ceiling supports when the lobby sentry lasered it; the little chopper, already 
on fire, exploded and showered a rain of flames and debris onto the floor below.  Two 
of the guard boomers immediately left to investigate, leaving a single bot to oversee 
the hostages.

This was an opportunity I couldn’t let slide by.  Without thinking, I grabbed the 
railing and vaulted over the side of the mezzanine.  “<System, ‘Lightning’s Hand’.  
Play,>” I murmured to the helmet computer as I bounded off the walkway beneath, and 
my very favorite combat song began.

        “<Can you see me, do you know my position,
          How quick is your eye?
          I have no home, no reason to roam,
          Yet I travel the length of the sky,
          I stretch my fingers jagged icy white
          ‘til my energy’s all around.
          My clutch is swift, my force is fearful,
          I convey it without a sound.
          I live to free the skies from everyone.
          Watch me run — watch me!>”
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My senses exploded into the full electromagnetic spectrum.  I flicked a line of 
power down to the ground below me and into the remaining guard boomer that waited 
there.  Had I wanted, I could have ionized the air along its line of travel, shown the 
pulse of energy as it flowed along the leash I was anchoring into the boomer’s circuits.  
But this was a stealth operation — for now. For the same reason, I did not charge up 
my usual defensive shield.  Crawling blue sparks make one so noticeable.

Also for the same reason, I tried to make my leaps and landings as quiet as pos-
sible.  Fortunately, the Palace was built quite solidly, and rather than horrendous rattles 
my landings were quiet thuds.  Still, below me, first one, then several, then finally all of 
the hostages noticed me.  (For some reason, the bot didn’t.  It seemed... distracted.)

To return the favor I checked them out in brief instants between and during the 
leaps.  With the exception of several wailing toddlers (and no few older children who 
were also crying), almost all the hostages cowered silently, even as they watched me 
drop level by level from the ceiling.

What broke my heart was seeing not hope or relief in their faces, but resigned 
acceptance and fear.  The adults, at least, were so completely cowed — and so quickly!  
I must have looked like just one more inexplicable horror of modern life come to prey 
upon them.  I suppose a decade or more of random terror would do that to a popula-
tion.

I never wanted to utterly destroy GENOM more than at that moment.
Anyway.
My intent was to seize control of the bot and shut it down before it even knew 

I was there.  Normally I could do that in a couple seconds, but I ran into unexpected 
problems.  It was easy enough to find all manner of slave processors — which of course 
I shut down or burnt out — but the main CPU eluded me.  The bot had to have one, 
of course — the damned things were autonomous after all — but I just couldn’t find it.  
It was shielded or cloaked so well that I couldn’t even detect it; something that I had 
never encountered before.  And that left me dangerously uncertain as to just what the 
bot could or couldn’t still do.

By that point I was on the last walkway overlooking the hostages and their captor.  
I looked down.  Nothing had changed among the hostages — fear and resignation 
ruled, leavened by the occasional face wearing bleak despair.  And the boomer was still 
moving.  Damn.  There was nothing else to do.

Once again, I leapt the railing and dropped — this time right over the boomer, 
just as it finally caught on to the fact that the prisoners were all watching something 
above its head.  As I fell those last few meters, I charged up.

I suppose it must have been quite a sight for the hostages — let’s kick the coming 
horror up a notch or so.  Blue sparks began to writhe and crawl across my body as my 
defensive static field energized.  At the same time, glowing “mittens” of St. Elmo’s fire 
formed around my hands as I got ready to deliver a pair of punches the boomer would 
never remember.  Tiny bolts of lightning arced between my fists and my forearms and 
back again, and the smell of ozone would have surrounded me, had I not been falling.
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        “<The black intruding clouds approach
          As I release a destructive blow.
          All the crashing, all the flashing light
          Brings terror upon my foe!
          I fight with force and power for my land —
          I command the lightning’s hand!>”

I’d targeted myself perfectly — both boot heels struck the boomer precisely at the 
base of the neck just above what would have been shoulder blades in a human, and the 
bot dropped like a poleaxed steer.  I rebounded off its shoulders into a back somersault, 
landing with my feet straddling its legs as it slammed face-down on the floor.  Then 
I dropped to my knees and pounded two massive hammerblows into the back of its 
head.

Thunder crashed as each punch discharged a couple of megawatts of point-blank 
lightning directly into the bot’s skull — I imagine the double flash must have lit up the 
entire structure for several seconds.  The boomer’s polymer armor vaporized and the 
voltage discharged right into its chassis and circuitry.  It spasmed under me, its arms 
and legs flung wide and thrashing as its braincase exploded beneath my fists.

        “<I hear them moan, I hear them weep
          Because they feel I belong to the devil.
          They feel the pain, and will again
          ‘Til they stop reaching up for this level.
          No one will defeat me, no one can —
          I command the lightning’s hand!>”

As the hostages broke into an excited sussurus, a roar of gunfire announced the 
beginning of the ADP attack.  A quick glance to my rear confirmed that the boomers 
in the lobby were running out to deal with the police.  I rotated my helmet’s speaker 
housings to “on” and announced, “Okay, people, I’m called Loon, and I’m here to rescue 
you.  Let’s start moving out the emergency exit!”

“The boomers lasered the doors shut!” someone wailed from the back of the 
crowd.

I smirked, and in a deep bass voice I slowly said, “Leave that to me.”

“Where is he?” Ohara snarled.  “The ADP is already storming the plaza!  He 
should have shown by now!  All he had to do was show up!”

“Uh-oh,” Davis said, his gaze intent on the makeshift boomer telemetry unit.  His 
expression grew worried.

“’Uh-oh’?” Ohara repeated.  “What the hell do you mean, ‘Uh-oh’?”

Unit Bu-65C-7723-Beta-24-Idec(Temporary) paused in its dash to the entrance.  
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Available sensor data indicated substantial enemy forces.  Additional firepower was 
welcome.  7723 remembered the Vulcan minicannon, and turned back to retrieve it.

As it stood in the midst of the smoldering debris of the crashed Firebee, 7723 
reached down.  Its right hand writhed and flowed, turning into a mass of cords and 
cables that plunged themselves into the autocannon.  Self-replicating nanocircuits laid 
themselves down into the gun’s mechanisms, building the scaffolding on which artifi-
cial muscle grew at a lightning pace to anchor, support and finally control the weapon.  
The entire process took only a few seconds, making a wet, slithering sound that echoed 
off the tile floor and smooth surfaces of the ticket booths around it.

As the fusion process completed, 7723 heard a double explosion, followed by an 
amplified human voice that announced, “Okay, people, I’m called Loon, and I’m here 
to rescue you.  Let’s start moving out those emergency exits!”

7723 paused, tilted its head to one side and considered. According to its data, the 
designation “Loon” was congruent with the entity labeled “The Visitor” in its direc-
tives.  The Visitor was its mission target.  The Visitor was interfering in the execution 
of group subdirective three — acquire and hold hostages.  The boomer then stopped 
in something akin to shock. If the Visitor were interfering in the hostage phase of the 
operation, then the Visitor must have disabled or destroyed unit 7699.  Root tactical 
heuristics required threat level upgrade and overrode current mission directives.

7723 flexed its arm and brought up the Vulcan as it turned to step between two 
ticket booths.   It was time to engage the target.

“It’s another boomer,” Yui whimpered, and buried her face in her brother Toshi’s 
chest.  The two children were huddled between the concrete planters near the ticket 
booths. They had hidden there after the boomers first appeared and they had gotten 
separated from their parents.

“Nah, ain’t,” Toshi said confidently.  “He’s a boomer-fighter, I saw’im on TV!”
“You sure?”
He nodded.  “Yup!  He goes out and kills boomers with his bare hands.”
Yui sniffed and pressed her face harder against her brother’s body.  “Don’t care.  I 

want Mommy and Daddy!”
Toshi stroked his little sister’s hair with all the elder-brother confidence the nine-

year-old could muster.  “He’ll kill all the boomers, and Mommy and Daddy will come 
back and get us.”

“They will?”  Yui’s voice was muffled but intelligible.
“Yup!”  Then, almost to himself, Toshi added, “Gee, I wanna see him fight.”

ADP Lt. Peter Yankowy gently nudged the joystick of his Firebee and swung 
around the back of Bunko’s once more.  Unlike its spectacular facade, there was far 
more pre-stressed concrete and steel than glass here.  It surrounded and formed the 
service entrances, loading docks, and other entries and egresses employed out of sight 
of the Castle’s customers.  Several trucks remained parked in the wide lot behind the 
Palace, along with the cars of a few employees believed to be among the hostages.
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Bringing his craft to a hover directly behind the building at an altitude of 100 
meters, Yankowy took a moment to brush snow off his goggles.  Then he scanned 
the no-man’s-land below, looking as far to the left and to the right as he could in the 
dwindling snowfall.

“I don’t see anything, Pete.  How about you?”  His surviving wingman, Sgt. Ga-
briela Shimura, drifted into her usual place at his 4 o’clock position.  He refused to 
acknowledge the empty spot at his 8 o’clock.  This wasn’t the time or place to brood 
about it; he and Gabriela would mourn Ken after the action ended, and no earlier.

“Nope.  If I counted right, we saw all of them head for the action.”  A twitch of 
the joystick left and right and center again allowed him to quickly scan the ground 
below once more. “Unless they’ve got reinforcements hidden down below.  But I doubt 
it.  Let’s call it in.”

In her seat in Flight Two’s open cockpit, Gabriela nodded sharply and tossed an 
informal salute at him.  “As you say, o fearless leader.”

He snorted, then thumbed the radio to the open channel.  “This is Flight One 
to base.  Confirm on all bogies running to the front door.  Repeat, we have all bogies 
running to the front door.”

“Roger, Flight One,” crackled a feminine voice on the radio, a touch of sarcasm 
coloring the tones.  “Ground units engaging the enemy now.  Get your butts over there 
and give them some air support, why don’t you?”

Yankowy eased back on the Firebee’s throttle and began to drop toward the ground 
in preparation for a fast sweep around the building.  Gabriela, ever the perfect wing-
man, was only moments behind and in perfect sync.  “Since you asked so nicely, Penny, 
it’d be our... holy shit!”

“What the hell is that?” Gabriela shouted.
Below and in front of them, a circle of concrete wall surrounding a pair of steel 

doors briefly glowed blue, then exploded out horizontally across the parking lot.  Driv-
ing the debris forward was a whirling, spiraling piston of glowing blue light.  It looks 
almost... braided, Yankowy thought as he watched it erupt across the asphalt.  A mo-
ment later, a powerful shockwave struck the two Firebees, tossing them through the 
air.

By the time Yankowy and Shimura regained control of their craft, the cylinder of 
light had vanished and dozens of people were running out of a five-meter-wide hole 
in the back wall of the Palace.  A shallow trench filled with a trail of shattered concrete 
and twisted steel stretched in a ruler-straight line away from the perfectly-circular 
opening.  A hundred meters along that line, a steel fire door embedded in the cab of 
one of the tractor-trailers silently testified to the strength of the explosion.

“Flight One!  Do you read me?” Penny shrieked over the radio. “Flight One, come 
in!”

“Fl-flight One here, Base,” Yankowy croaked, and cleared his throat.  “Something 
just blew a hole in the building.”

“Another boomer, Flight One?”
“I don’t think so, Base,” Gabriela cut in as dozens of people began to pour out of 
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the tunnel-like hole.  “The hostages are on their way out.  I’d say the Loon just made 
good on his promise.”

“One of the boomers has just gone rogue,” Davis said tonelessly.
Ohara lowered the binoculars.  “God, no.”

Yui shrieked at the explosion.
“Cool,” was all Toshi said.

I cut the song and startled hustling people out.  I did enjoy the delicious ap-
propriateness of using the Doors to make a door... But like most of what I do, “Break 
On Through (To The Other Side)” was far from subtle, and I was sure at least one bot 
would come a-hunting to see what was up.  I tried to keep my attention toward the 
lobby as much as possible while running around, scooping up stragglers or the hesitant, 
and sending them on their way.

“Move!  Move!  Move!” I shouted over my helmet PA, and fortunately, most of 
them did, with an unnerving quiet and a certain near-dignity.  Typical Japanese — even 
the gaijin. Judging from the looks on their faces, though, I think I scared most of them 
as much or more than the boomers did.

Of course, I was herding when it happened, my attention on getting folks outside.  
The hair on the back of my neck went up before the first shots hit me, barely.  The 
roar of the gunfire shattered the hostages’ unnatural reserve, and their calm evacuation 
became a frantic, screaming rush out of the hole I had created.

I felt a series of faint impacts on my back and spun around.  In front of me was 
a boomer with a fucking huge gatling gun grafted onto its right arm and something 
akin to surprise on its face. It was standing almost on top of the one whose head I had 
exploded.

Oh, and I was ankle-deep in a pile of cherry blossoms, instead of bullets and/or 
blood.

I looked down at the flowers.  “Well, that’s new,” I muttered. Say what you want 
about my field, it always manages to surprise me.  For a moment, I wondered just how 
fast the flowers had to have been going for me to feel them through the polykev, but 
then I realized that that was awfully stupid of me and I did the best thing I could do 
to draw the bot’s attention from the hostages.

I ran right at it, screaming.
It tried to draw a bead on me, but I’m fast and a gatling gun makes for a poor 

close-quarters weapon.  A couple of meters away from it I jumped and got it flat in 
the chest with both feet; as I fell on my butt, it tottered backwards, flailed its arm and 
its gun and fell over, shooting wildly into the air.  I scrambled to my feet and gave it a 
swift kick in the head, then ran like hell for the lobby.

Just as I’d planned, the boomer got back on its feet and galloped after me.  Al-
though the thing had a better ground speed than I did, I had a head start, and I made 
it out the door before it caught up.  Without thinking about it, I hit the snow and 
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skidded sideways a good five meters before I got my movement under control and 
brought myself to a halt.

In the middle of a war zone.
Gunfire, artillery, lasers, grenades — you name it, it seems like someone in that 

plaza was flinging it at someone else. Overhead, several of those little helicopters were 
cutting loose with suspiciously-familiar-looking gatling guns.  What snow was left on 
the ground was churned up and stomped down, and what snow was still falling seemed 
to vanish faster than it could accumulate.

“<System, open crypto channel designation ‘ADP’,>” I told the helmet computer 
as the action around me seemed to freeze.  As soon as the green icon appeared I 
shouted, “Ladies and gentlemen, the hostages have left the building!  <System, close 
channel.>” I didn’t want any more distractions.

My new playmate with the gatling gun stepped outside and into the fun.

“He was inside the building all this time?” Ohara growled through gritted teeth.
Davis looked up at his boss, who stood at the edge of the building, binoculars to 

his eyes.  Then he returned his attention to the sensors, and chewed his lip.

“I gotta see this!” Toshi exclaimed and began to crawl out of their hiding place.
“No!  Don’t wanna!” Yui cried.  “I wan’ Mommy and Daddy!”
“Don’t be a baby!” Toshi sneered disdainfully at his sister. “I’m goin’ to see.”  He 

crept out on his hands and knees.
A few seconds later Yui, sobbing, reluctantly followed him.

“I still can’t believe it was that easy,” Linna said, stretching out on one of the 
contour couches inside the Sabers’ mobile command center — a.k.a. the Silky Van.  
They had spent nearly four hours in the cramped vehicle so far, interrupted only by the 
mission itself; Linna, at least, felt ecstatic to be almost home.  Just one more exit, thank 
god.

“Yeah,” Nene mumbled around a mouthful of potato chips, “in, bang, out!”  She 
made a vague gesture with one hand that Linna supposed was intended to illustrate 
that statement.

“Don’t complain, you two.”  Priss lay draped across another of the couches.  “We 
got good money for the job.  I don’t care if it was a piece of cake.”

Sylia stepped into the back of the van; she had been riding up front with Doc 
Raven.  “Don’t relax yet, ladies.”

Nene swallowed and clapped a hand over her eyes.  “No, don’t tell me.”
Priss chuckled grimly and shook her head.  “You two just jinxed it.”  She turned to 

their leader.  “Okay, Sylia, how many and where?”
Sylia’s business face was on; she refused to react to the banter. “A dozen, all combat 

models, at Bunko’s Palace.  They have hostages.  The ADP just engaged them.”
Linna sighed, stood, and turned to the locker that held her hardsuit.  She didn’t 

even pause as she palmed the catch.  “How long, Sylia?”
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Sylia nodded approvingly.  “Our ETA is five minutes.”

I hadn’t seen a reaction to it since the last time I crashed a party at the Palladium 
— literally every boomer on the field of battle dropped what it was doing and turned 
to look at me. The ADP kept attacking for a couple seconds after that, until it real-
ized the boomers had just stopped cold; then they, too, more or less trailed off.  Out of 
surprise, I suppose.

I looked around at all those mechanical faces staring at me. “What?  What?”  I 
brought my right wrist to my face and mimed sniffing at my cuff.  “<Do I oh-fend?>” 
I asked pretentiously.

Then, in perfect unison, all of the near-dozen boomers lunged at me.
I yelped and scampered to get out of ground zero.

“Hey,” Sergeant O’Shaughnessey shouted, “It’s him!”
“Huh?  Who?” several other members of the ADP chorused while they dealt with 

the sudden change in the boomers’ behavior.
“Yeah,” Itoh said, a slow smile crossing his face.  “That Loon character!”  To their 

blank faces, he added, “You know, the Iceman!  The one McNichol is so hot for!”
“You know,” O’Shaughnessey caressed the high-powered rifle he held.  “If Mc-

Nichol wants this guy so bad, whaddaya say we help him?”
Itoh’s smile, if anything, grew bigger.  “Now that’s a fine idea.”  He hefted his own 

rifle.  “A fine idea, indeed.”

I spent more than a couple minutes dodging boomers who suddenly wanted to 
tackle or pummel me.  Except for my friend Mr. Gatling Gun, who was taking pot-
shots at me all the while.  At least I think it was only Mr. Gatling Gun.  Although very 
occasionally, shots seemed to come from the direction of the ADP forces.  Those forces, 
by the way, were still in the fight, and taking as much advantage as they could of the 
fact that the boomers were now ignoring them.

This is getting me nowhere, I thought as I dodged for the Nth time.  I should be on 
the offensive.  I bounced clear of the latest tackle attempt, and took a moment to catch 
my breath. Beyond the battle lines, I could see the familiar shapes of newsvans, their 
microwave antenna booms extended and their crews’ camera lenses glittering in the 
darkness.  What the hell.  Let’s give them a show.

“<System, ‘White Wedding’.  Play,>” I told the helmet, and as Billy Idol began to 
sneer his way through the song, I sneered with him.

        “<Hey little sister, what have you done?
          Hey little sister, who’s the only one?
          Hey little sister, who’s your superman?
          Hey little sister, who’s the one you want?
          Hey little sister, shotgun!>”
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I reached over my shoulder, and from a holster that didn’t exist I drew forth a 
shotgun that hadn’t been there a moment before. Its comfortable weight nestled almost 
naturally in my hands.  I whipped it vertical, pumped it once for effect, then held it up 
in the air.  “All right, you blue-plated screwheads,” I shouted over my PA, “listen up!  
THIS... is my BOOM STICK!”

Then I swung it to bear on the closest of the bots.  I fired, and and most of its arm 
vanished in a satisfying explosion.  I grinned to myself.  This was going to be fun.

Ohara was near-apoplectic.  He watched incredulously through the binoculars first 
as an ordinary-looking shotgun appeared in the Visitor’s hands from out of nowhere, 
and then as the leather-clad extradimensional casually blew the arm off BU-65C com-
bat boomer with a decidedly un-ordinary blast from that same weapon.  “What the 
hell is that gun loaded with?” he muttered to himself through clenched teeth.

“If these readings are right, nothing, Ohara-san,” ventured Davis calmly.  In the 
distance, a flash of light and the delayed crack of an explosion announced another shot 
from the weapon.

Ohara whirled on him.  “What do you mean, nothing?”
Davis betrayed no emotion as he pointed to the displays before him.  “I mean, as 

far as the instruments are concerned, that’s not even a gun he’s carrying.”
“It’s not?”  Ohara stood stock-still at this.  “Then what the hell is it?”
Davis ventured a slight smile, and replied, “About three kilograms of pure en-

ergy.”
Ohara narrowed his eyes and glared at his subordinate.  “That’s nonsense.  You 

don’t measure energy in kilograms.”
The tech gestured again at the displays.  “You do in this case. Grav-field sen-

sors indicated a mass discontinuity equivalent to about three kilograms simply ap-
peared at the same time as that ‘shotgun’.  The radar and spectroscopes don’t register 
anything material, but the flux sensors indicate the presence of an intensely powerful 
electromagnetic field in the same location as the mass — intense enough that I had to 
recalibrate the sensors twice simply to get it on the scale.  The field and the mass both 
get marginally smaller each time he fires off a shot.”  Another distant crack and both 
Davis and Ohara winced.  “That ‘gun’ is actually a vast amount of pure energy somehow 
‘gelled’ into a state that is almost but not quite real matter.”

“Then each shot is?” Ohara asked.
“At most maybe a picogram of energy, I’d guess, somehow contained until it hits 

its target.”  Davis turned and gave him a sober look.  “Dr. Ohara, the Visitor is carrying 
the energy equivalent of a 3-kilo total conversion bomb in his bare hands.  He created 
it out of thin air.  And is firing off bits of it at will.  I sincerely hope he doesn’t drop 
it, because MegaTokyo won’t survive the result.  I’m not sure Japan would survive the 
result.  And we’re expected to capture him?”  Davis shook his head.  “I don’t know about 
you, but I’m not getting paid enough to tangle with someone who can do that.”

Lisa was well aware of the fact that a valid press pass wouldn’t get her into a typical 
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commercial mid-rise building, especially on a weekend.  Not by itself, no.
However, a little chutzpah and a certain set of not-quite-legal tools, plus the skills 

to use both effectively — all of which had served her well since high school — opened 
many doors. Whether their owners knew about it or not.  It’s not really breaking and en-
tering, she silently repeated to herself as she rode the freight elevator to the building’s 
top floor.  It was a mantra she used to calm herself during excursions like this one. It’s 
investigative reporting.

It was risky to slip into two adjacent buildings within such a short span of time, 
but she needed to find out who it was that had camped out on the other roof, and why.  
It’s not really breaking and entering, she recited once more as the elevator jerked to a halt 
with a cascade of bangs and thuds.  She took at deep breath and pulled open the safety 
gate.  Before her were the final steps to the top of the building.

A few moments later she stepped out onto the darkened roof.  A violent gust of 
wind penetrated her coat as if it weren’t there at all, and set her to shivering.  Directly 
in front of her, two men hovered around a low wall built out of what looked like silver 
equipment cases.  In the orange-lit twilight of the overcast night, she could see dimly-
lit dials, gauges and monitor screens arrayed across some of the boxes.  And a repeated 
corporate logo:  “IDEC”.

Lisa did what came naturally when she was surprised or in shock. She took a 
picture.

So there I was, leaping around and putting holes into boomers.
Well, not really.  The bots’ torsos and heads were well-armored — enough to 

(mostly) resist my shots.  Between that and their ability to self-repair, I hadn’t really 
put any of them down, not permanently.  But I was taking out limbs here and there, 
which were not being replaced.  And the damage I inflicted with the body shots had to 
be taking a toll on the boomers’ resources. And that doesn’t even take into account the 
concentrated fire that the ADP was laying down.

It was just a matter of time before we took them all out.  But how much damage 
would we inflict on the neighborhood first?  The ADP was being just a bit profligate 
with the firepower.  Then again, it must say something about how often this kind of 
thing happened that the “glass” facade of the Palace had only suffered a few cracks so 
far; evidently, its architects had designed for the possibility of a firefight in the front 
yard.  Go figure.

The other thing was, the ADP wasn’t exactly treating me like a friendly.  Now, this 
wasn’t unexpected — that Inspector McNichol did say he was out to arrest me.  What 
was unexpected was that at least some of the ADP forces were treating me as a valid 
target.

So I bounced over to have a little talk with them.
As I landed, I put up my shotgun up on my shoulder, parade-rest, and got in their 

faces.  “What the hell is wrong with you morons? I’m working the same side of the 
street as you!”  There were eight or ten of them, all in pretty good body armor and car-
rying high-powered rifles.
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There were eight or ten ratcheting sounds and suddenly the rifles were all brought 
to bear on me.

Big deal.  As a Warrior, I’ve faced down armies before.  Ten rifles aren’t going to 
intimidate me.  Hurt me, yes, possibly. Badly, even, if they got lucky.  But not intimidate 
me.

“Loon,” the big guy in the front said, “you’re under arrest for vigilantism, posses-
sion of illegal firearms, trespassing, criminal mischief, interfering in police business, 
assaulting an officer, resisting arr...”

He choked off as two boomers dropped down between us, facing him and his crew.  
One of the bots turned and shoved me away, sending me sprawling in the snow.  My 
shotgun flew out of my hands and vanished.  The other bot was busy grabbing officers 
and tossing them in random directions.

I rolled to dodge a third bot that tried to body-slam me, then got up and conjured 
a new shotgun.  I blasted the bot, doing no real damage but sending it rolling away 
across the plaza.  A quick step, and I tapped one of the first two boomers on the shoul-
der.  It stopped in mid-assault to turn and look at me.

“Excuse me,” I said, sticking the business end of the shotgun in its face. “But I can 
handle all my dealings with the police by myself, thank you.”

Damn, but the machine actually looked confused and puzzled!  Its mouth dropped 
open in almost realistic surprise.  So I jammed the shotgun between its jaws and fired.  
I’d already leapt back into the middle of the fray before it finished toppling, mostly 
headless, to the ground.

Good rule of thumb for fighting warbots:  the roof of the mouth is rarely ar-
mored.

Assuming they have mouths.
It was about this time that I heard a familiar voxmod-distorted female voice shout, 

“Knight Sabers!  Sanjo!”  I smiled, and started my sampler routine.  The last time I’d 
encountered the Knights, I hadn’t gotten enough of their private communications to 
analyze sufficiently; this time would be different.

“Damn it all,” Itoh swore under his breath.  “Did you see that? Did you see that?”
“Yeah,” growled O’Shaughnessey.  “The damned boomers were protecting him!”
Itoh slapped a new clip into his rifle.  “That’s it!  He’s going down!”  He looked 

around for the rest of his squad, who were slowly regrouping.  “You hear that?  We’re 
taking him down!”

Daniel Ohara had passed completely through apoplexy and had come out the 
other side into a kind of serene agitation.   “Well, well, well.  The Sabers are here.  They 
should’ve still had their hands full at GENGenTech.  Did they default on our contract 
just to spite me?”  He looked to the sky and spread his hands.  “Can things possibly 
get worse?”

“Now that you mention it,” Davis ventured, a certain degree of concern evident in 
his voice, “we’re getting some strange readings from some of the other boomers.”
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“We are?”
The tech nodded.  “I think they might be about to go rogue, too.”
“Recall them, shut them down, whatever!  Do it now!” Ohara snapped, falling 

completely out of his brief moment of peace.

In the shadows of the stairwell, hidden by darkness and snow, Lisa snapped one 
more picture of the pair and their equipment. Huh.  Doug’s definitely going to want 
to hear about this.

“Wow!  The Knight Sabers!  Cooool!”
“Toshi!  I wanna go back now!”

Nene held back from the action as the other three dove in. Between them, Loon, 
and the ADP, her presence in combat was unneeded; her ECM skills weren’t.

As she drifted slowly around the edge of the plaza toward the ADP forces, she 
isolated the boomers’ tactical network, then analyzed its crypto and frequency-hop-
ping.  “Okay, Sylia, I’ve got them. Starting to jam... now!”

On almost a dozen readouts, indicators spiked to their full travel, then dropped to 
zero.  On almost a dozen panels, a red LED flickered to life.

“Gah!” Davis blurted.  His hands danced across two keyboards and a score of con-
trols.  “The tactical net is gone!”  He typed frantically.  “Backup net’s down, too!  I’ve 
lost contact with the boomers!”

“Did you send the recall signal?”  Ohara was at his side in an instant, his eyes 
sweeping across the banks of sensors and taking it all in at once.

“No!  It happened just as I was about to transmit!”
“Shit.  Try to get the tactical net back up.”  Daniel dashed to the edge of the roof 

and peered through the binoculars.  “Dear god.”  He glanced back over his shoulder.  
“Hurry, man!”

In the plaza below, the tone of the battle had changed utterly.

“Looks like the kid gloves are off,” Daley shouted over the gunfire.
“You’re not kidding,” Leon grunted as he squeezed off a shot from his Earth-

shaker.  “What brought this on?”
“Who cares?”
Moments earlier, without any warning, the nature of the conflict in the plaza had 

changed dramatically.  Leon realized that until now, the boomers had been mostly 
ignoring the ADP, returning fire only to discourage those firing upon them, and con-
centrating their attention on the Loon.  Even the berserk one fused to the Vulcan had 
kept most of its attention on the vigilante.

Now all bets were off.
Within seconds of each other, each boomer spasmed and then began firing upon 
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any non-boomer that crossed its line of sight.  He’d lost at least 20 men in the first ten 
seconds.  Leon was ashamed to find himself thinking that it was a fair tradeoff against 
the two boomers they had brought down at the same time.

I don’t know what happened, but the bots suddenly spazzed and started shooting 
at almost everything that moved.  And I was running out of time on the song.

Aw, hell.  Here we go again.
Reluctantly, I reached for the node and grabbed power.

With the blast of her knucklebomber, Priss put her fist through a boomer’s head.  
The cyberdroid’s body tottered for a moment as she pulled her hand out of its skull.  
It fell to its knees, then toppled forward to send snow spraying from the pavement.  
Yellow liquid pooled around the ruins of its head and soaked into moist white accu-
mulation beneath it.

Through the space the boomer had just occupied, she could now see the Loon.  
The shotgun-like weapon in his hands was glowing faintly, lighting a halo around itself 
in the falling snow.  Even as she blinked to try to clear her eyes, the glow intensified. 
The weapon doubled in thickness and then split down its length like an amoeba re-
producing...  to become two shotguns, one in each of his hands.  The glow flared once 
more, and the shotguns writhed and flowed; thick disks grew from their stocks, right in 
front of the trigger.  Drum magazines, she realized.  Fully-automatic shotguns?  I like!

As she watched, he opened fire with both guns, driving back a boomer with a hail 
of tiny explosions that within seconds pounded their way into and through its cratered 
and scorched torso.

Nene sighed.  No challenges today.  This batch of boomers was running familiar 
code in their tactical communications suite. Nothing here required her full attention; 
the ECM system in her hardsuit could handle it almost entirely on its own.

Then she brightened.  That meant she had no reason to stay out of the fight.
Not far from her, the Loon was blasting away at the boomers with what looked 

like a pair of fully-automatic shotguns.  Heh. Priss got to race him, Linna got to team up 
with him.  MY turn! She ran into the heart of the battle.

A nearby roar of gunfire startled her, and she glanced to her right to see a squad 
of ADP troopers opening fire.  She flicked her eyes left to spot their target, and real-
ized...  Ohmigod! They’re shooting at the Loon!  She narrowed her eyes in anger. And Leon 
promised he wouldn’t get hurt!

Abruptly she changed course and charged the troopers.  So intent were the police 
on their target that they didn’t notice her until almost the last moment — a pink jug-
gernaut that barrelled into them and bowled them over.  Nene almost lost her balance 
when she plowed through the group, but managed to rescue herself and turn the fall 
into a not-quite-graceful turn.  She tried to make it look intentional, and finished the 
move by firmly planting herself between the police and the Loon.

She raised her right arm, and her laser barrel popped up.  “Drop the guns,” she 
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said through the voder.  When they didn’t comply right away, she repeated it, more 
emphatically.  “Drop.  The. Guns.  NOW.”

Daley tried to watch everything at once, but there was simply too much.  It was 
hard to see how many boomers were still up and active, although he thought he could 
see three or four dead cyberdroids slowly gathering a coat of snow.  The ADP was 
laying down a crossfire that seemed to be holding the boomers down, if not actually 
killing them.  The Loon had pulled what looked like a pair of USAS-12 fully-auto-
matic shotguns from nowhere and was bounding around like a maniac, miraculously 
untouched by the crossfire.  And the Sabers...

“McNichol!”  A feminine voice heavy with electronic distortion carried faintly 
across the battle, and Daley sought out its source.

His eyes widened.  “Leon!”  He pointed down along the front line.
“Huh, what?”  His partner followed the pointing finger, then groaned.  “What 

the...  What the hell does she think she’s doing?”  He broke into a half-run, trying to 
make good speed and still watch his step in the snow.

“Nene, what are you doing?” Linna asked over the private link.
Nene didn’t answer.  The big one in the front — O’Shaughnessey, from the Shin-

juku precinct, she faintly recalled — tried to fire on her, but she’d had been expecting 
something like that.  Her laser lanced out and struck the rifle’s barrel right in front of 
the stock; she had set the weapon on its lowest intensity — enough to heat the metal 
almost instantly, not enough to melt it or set off the gun’s ammunition.

The trooper yelped and dropped the firearm.  She cut the beam but kept the laser 
trained on him.  After a moment’s thought, she shouted, “McNichol!”, carefully never 
taking her eyes off the squad.

A moment later, Leon arrived, shouting, “Stand down!  Stand down!”
Nene nodded at Leon.  “Inspector McNichol,” she acknowledged coldly.  Then, 

before she could say anything unwise, Nene turned and ran back into the combat.

Leon watched as Nene ran off, then turned back to the squad. “What’s going on 
here, O’Shaughnessey?” he demanded of the hulking trooper after glancing at the rifle 
on the ground between them.  The snow beneath it was melting into a small, steaming 
puddle.  I think I have a pretty good idea what happened here. Looks like I’ll be buying the 
ice cream again.  He sighed to himself as O’Shaughnessey rushed to explain.

I was playing with Mr. Gatling Gun.
That’s the only thing I can call it.  That particular boomer seemed to have had it in 

for me, chasing after me no matter where in the battle I went.  It got to the point where 
I started teasing it.  The presence of the news crews just outside the killing zone only 
contributed to my irresponsibility.  I had decided to show off for the cameras.

Since the Sabers had shown up and the ADP stopped shooting at me, the rest of 
the boomers were slowly dropping; the battle seemed to be under control.  There was 
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just this one boomer that was relentlessly pursuing me.  So I turned all my attention 
to it.

“White Wedding” had ended about a minute earlier, and I hadn’t started up a 
new song yet.  Instead, I led my playmate away from the bulk of the battle by dodging 
(mostly) its attacks, then running up to it and tagging it lightly before running away 
again.

This wasn’t exactly the safest strategy, nor the smartest.  I got a couple creases from 
a gatling burst that penetrated my field — nothing life-threatening, but they stung like 
hell.  And one time, it managed to grab me as I dodged in, and put me in a headlock 
under the arm with the gun.  It grabbed my helmet — I thought it was going to rip 
my head off — but before it did anything, there was this flash of light and an electri-
cal crackle.  It dropped me rather suddenly, and I got the wind knocked out of me as I 
plopped into the snow.  The smell of burnt plastic drifted into my nostrils.

I got to my feet, expecting to be nailed any second, but instead saw the bot stag-
gering around.  It looked just about as unsteady as I felt at that moment, and I won-
dered exactly what had happened.  Not what the boomer had intended, I was sure.  It 
recovered before I could take advantage of its distraction, unfortunately.

Anyway, I eventually let it back me up against the front of the building.  I guess I 
looked like I was in trouble, because Lady Olive hit her jumpjets and launched herself 
towards me.  But before she even reached the zenith of her arc, the boomer brought 
the gatling up and fired.

I was already jumping myself.  The bullets passed under me and smashed into the 
polycarbonate or whatever it was that made up the front of Bunko’s Palace.  Tough 
stuff, as I’ve mentioned, but not tough enough to handle a full salvo from an autocan-
non at point blank range.

As god is my witness, I never saw the two kids behind it.

Linna watched helplessly as she completed her jump.  Loon smashed the boomer’s 
face with a spinning back kick as the wall of reinforced glass behind him shattered into 
a rainstorm of shards. It was almost beautiful, in a violently surreal way.

The boomer staggered backward.  Loon landed and dropped to the snow-covered 
ground, leg-sweeping the off-balance cyberdroid and knocking it off its feet.  Priss had 
seen the action and was in motion herself, letting loose a salvo of railgun bolts as she 
dashed to join the fun.  The glowing blue needles stitched their way across the boomer’s 
head and body as it toppled.  It twitched once, then exploded when Linna landed spin-
ning and sliced its body into neat sections with her ribbons.

Loon got to his feet and nodded to her.  “Good evening, Lady Olive.”
She returned the nod.  “Good evening to you, Loon.”
“Fuck,” Priss said, some meters away.  They turned to see her blue hardsuit stand-

ing just inside Bunko’s, amidst a sea of red-stained glass.
“Oh, no,” Loon whispered, and Linna looked back at him.  Under his helmet, he 

had gone pale.  “Oh, dear god, no.”  Before she could stop him, he sprinted into glass 
and fell to his knees next to the bodies of two children.  “Oh, god, I thought they were 
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all out.”
Linna entered the Palace, the shards of glass crunching almost musically under 

her booted feet.  She stepped to his side and laid her left, more human-like gauntlet 
on his shoulder; he was shaking violently, and she could feel it travel through her suit. 
She forced herself to look down.

A boy and a girl, neither more than eight or nine, she guessed, mostly from the 
size of the bodies.  They might have been hit by the bullets, but it’d take an autopsy 
to find out — the shattered window had reduced them to shreds of flesh and broken 
bones.  But by some perverse miracle, their faces were still intact.  She gasped and 
quickly turned away from the sight.

The Loon made a low, keening noise that somehow seemed to drown out the fire-
fight only a few meters away.  “It’s my fault,” he whispered after the moan faded away.  
“It’s my fault.”  His head snapped up, and he looked at the two of them.  Even with his 
eyes hidden behind those black-and-rainbow goggles, Linna felt the intensity of his 
gaze.  “Go get the rest of those bots.”

“But...” Linna began.
“Go,” he snarled, “now.  Kill them for me.  I have matters to attend to here.”
Priss laid a hand on her arm, and shook her head as Linna looked at her teammate.  

On the private link she said, “Leave him be.”
“Are you sure?”
The blue helmet dipped in a nod.  “Trust me.  I know exactly what he’s feeling.  

He needs this.”
“I’m not sure that...” Linna replied, uncertainly.
“Remember how you felt after Irene died?”
Linna drew a quick intake of breath, and glanced down at Loon, who remained 

kneeling by the bodies.  She looked back up at Priss and nodded.
Then she crouched down next to the vigilante.  “Are you going to be all right?” 

she asked.
He laughed humorlessly.  “Not for a while, I don’t think.  Hexe always told me I’d 

get someone killed by showing off.”  He drew a deep, ragged breath.  “I wish I’d listened 
to her.”  He looked over at her, goggles to visor.  “Go, finish the fight for me, please.”

Slowly she nodded.  “If you need us, call on the ADP band.”
He reached over and gripped her hand.  “Thank you.”

I knelt over the two bodies as the Knights took on the remaining warbots.  The 
stink of blood rose to my nostrils, unabated by the cold.  This was not supposed to 
happen.  I was supposed to protect and defend.  Not grandstand.  If only I’d paid more 
attention to the noncombatants.

I reached down and closed the little girl’s eyes, and I realized that I was shak-
ing.  Behind me, explosions rocked the plaza and beamfire scorched past, but I didn’t 
even notice them; all I could see was what was left of that angelic face, smeared with 
blood.

“<System, ‘Twist of Fate’. List,>” I muttered, and the computer complied, throw-
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ing the lyrics up on the HUD.  They floated translucently in mid-air, doing nothing 
to hide the dead children before me.  I studied the words with great care.  It had been 
years since I last used this song, and the Power that I had invoked had forbidden me 
from using it ever again.  But I was in another universe now; different Powers governed 
different worlds, or so my experiences and Dwimanor’s grimoires indicated.  My life 
was forfeit if they — and I — were wrong, but I had to try.  I would not, could not, live 
with these two on my conscience.

I settled in to a more comfortable kneeling position, and gently reached out both 
hands, touching each on the cheek.  They were already cold, and snow was beginning 
to collect on their bodies. I don’t know why that surprised me.  I drew a deep breath, 
and realized that I was still shaking, worse than before.  I wasn’t as fearless about my 
prospects as I thought.  Damn.

“<System, ‘Twist of Fate’.  Play,>” I said in a clear, determined voice, irrevocably 
committing myself to the cause.  I could only hope it would not prove futile.

       “<Do we deserve a second chance?
         How did we fall into this circumstance?
         We weren’t so straight and narrow,
         This is much more than we deserve.
         A higher voice has called the tune.
         Two hearts which lost the beat will now resume.
         The gift of life extension,
         By divine intervention...>”

As the clear Australian soprano rang in my ears, I felt my metagift gather itself, 
then flare.  The bluewhite magefire blinded me.

When my sight cleared, I was... elsewhere.  Or rather, my consciousness was; if I 
concentrated, I could still feel myself kneeling in the lobby of Bunko’s, each hand on 
the body of a warbot’s victim.  But my new environs were more demanding of my at-
tention, and I quickly lost contact with my physical body.

I was in a fog of light, a phosphorescent mist speckled with gleaming motes.  
Shapes lurked deep within it, shapes that I could almost but not quite make out.  I 
sensed, rather than saw, a tree, whiter than the fog, larger than a redwood, older than a 
bristlecone pine.  A gentle lapping sound suggested a pool of water nearby as well.  It 
was a peaceful place that smelled of power.

Then They appeared.
All I could see of Them were three sets of enormous eyes: emerald green, rich blue 

and warm chestnut.  All deep and beautiful and unmistakably feminine.  I began to 
worry.

“A supplicant has come to us,” murmured a Voice.  “Unusual.”
“He seeks to compel us,” said another.  “That isn’t nice.  Should we punish his ar-

rogance?”
“No,” replied a third.  “Let us hear him.”
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“Who are you?” I said, then, abashed at myself, tried a more polite tack.  “Please, 
with whom am I speaking?”

I felt Their amusement briefly before They answered.
“I spin.”  A low, sultry voice.
“I measure.”  Sweet, bell-like tones.
“I cut.”  The voice of a wise child.
“I rest not.”
“I envy.”
“I avenge.”
“I engender.”
“I boil.”
“I haunt.”
“I protect.”
“I love.”
“I know.”
“I am Past.”
“I am Present.”
“I am Future.”
“Maiden.”
“Mother.”
“Crone.”
“Birth.”
“Growth.”
“Death.”
The Voices whirled around me, hurtling at me from all sides as the Eyes watched 

me impassively.  “What is it that you seek?” all Three demanded suddenly, in perfect 
unison.

Oh, great, I thought when I realized what these descriptions added up to.  The 
Three.  I swallowed, and took a long, measured breath to steady my pounding heart.  As 
I’ve mentioned before, I don’t like divine beings.  Dealing directly with gods (including 
Hexe at times) is dangerous even at the best of times.  With my luck I found myself 
facing the most dangerous of the lot.  I looked down to remind myself exactly why I 
was here, forgetting that I was no longer in my physical body, but remembering the two 
dead children laying amidst the glass.  I brought my gaze back up and stared into those 
three sets of Eyes with what I hoped was a look of steely determination.

“Two innocents lie dead because I failed to protect them,” I said. “I ask that their 
lives be restored to them.”

“Presumptuous!” responded Sultry.
“Excessive!” continued Child.
“But selfless,” cautioned Bell-tone.
“You are not of this plane,” Child said haughtily.  “Why should we do what you 

ask?”
“Cast him into the Void and be done with it,” Sultry murmured lazily.
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“Hush!” said Bell-tone.
I rose, however illusory my form was here, and stood proudly.  “I took an oath,” I 

answered, “to protect the lives of those who could not protect themselves, and my oath 
extends even beyond death, if need be.”

“We care nothing for your oaths, mortal,” Sultry sneered.
“But you take supplications, and you control the lives of mortals,” I countered.  “Is 

it so strange for such a thing to be asked of you?”
“Their threads are cut!” objected Child.
“His is not,” Sultry said slyly.
There was a moment of silence as they — and I — considered this.  Then Bell-tone 

asked, “Would you sacrifice your thread so that theirs may continue?”
I gave the answer to this without a moment’s hesitation.  “In combat I would have 

given my life to save theirs.  How could I not do the same now?”
“Brave,” said Child.
“Foolish,” Sultry added, but in a tone that seemed more respectful than not.
“Caring,” finished Bell-tone, “Caring and wise.”
“No, not wise,” I shook my head.  “If I were wise, I would never have had to disturb 

you.”
There was a long, uncomfortable silence.  I had the sneaking suspicion that I was 

being weighed and judged.
“Look you,” Bell-tone finally announced, “there is unused thread enough to splice 

to the severed ends of their lives.”
“Why, so there is,” said Child in exceedingly unconvincing mock surprise.
“Indeed,” noted Sultry, and I suddenly had the image of a cat on its back, idly bat-

ting at dust motes in a sunbeam.
“We shall do this thing you ask, Douglas Sangnoir,” the Three said as if with one 

voice.  “But a price is demanded.”
“Name it!”
“We see the twisted path you walk, and the step you must take to reach your next 

destination.  Do what we ask, or the threads of these innocents’ lives remain cut and 
your way will be barred forevermore.”

“What do you want me to do?” I begged.
“’Nothing is so certainly written in the Book of Fate than that this people shall be 

free,’” said Child.
Jefferson?  “I don’t understand.”
“’It passes my comprehension how human beings, be they ever so experienced 

and able, can delight in depriving other human beings of that precious right,’” intoned 
Sultry.

Gandhi?  My confusion was growing.
“’Let my people go!’”  This with surprising vehemence from Bell-tone.
Moses?  I suddenly suspected the cost the Three were demanding of me.  I didn’t 

know how I could break the stranglehold GENOM had gained upon the people of 
MegaTokyo and the world, but I’d be damned if I wouldn’t try.  I held my head up and 
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looked into those Eyes with all the conviction I could muster.  “I accept your price.  
This I do swear upon my honor and upon my soul.”

“Your soul is already pledged to Another,” Child said petulantly.
I’m going to have to have a little talk with Hexe when I get home, I thought with some 

petulance of my own.  “Nevertheless. I will do what I can.”
“Yes, you will,” replied Sultry with a smirk in her voice.  “When you finally under-

stand what it is you must do.”
“You do not have to do it all yourself,” amended Child.  “All you need do is set in 

motion the forces that will play it out.”
Bell-tone added, “You are a catalyst.  Change and chaos follow you like devoted 

hounds.  Start the weave of destiny that we foresee, and the way will be made clear.”
“And the children?”
Again, They spoke with a single Voice.  “The threads of their lives are restored, as 

reward for your willingness to serve Our purposes.  Now go, and act.  But come not 
again to Us, for once only will We grant the desire of any mortal, even in exchange for 
his service.  Return to your body, Loon, and continue to keep your oaths.”

And with that I found myself back kneeling on in the lobby of Bunko’s as the 
children before me began to stir and awaken.

        “<It’s gonna be a strange twist of fate,
         Telling me that heaven can wait,
         Telling me to get it right this time...>”

I barely had time to see that their bodies had been completely healed before the 
dizziness and the grayness rushed me, and I passed out.
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9:  OF COURSE YOU KNOW THIS MEANS WAR (PART II)
“The most exciting breakthroughs of the 21st century 
will not occur because of technology but because of an 
expanding concept of what it means to be human.”  

— B. JOHN NAISBITT & PATRICIA ABURDENE, 
“MEGATRENDS 2000”

No creature that is intelligent and with the right val-
ues is an alien to me.  

— JOHN SALTER

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  6:11 PM

Circling back towards the broken glass wall, Nene kept one eye on the Loon and 
her teammates, and another on the ADP as she listened to her friends’ exchange on 
the private link.  “Mou,” she whispered to herself.  How could I have never noticed how 
extreme some of these guys are? she wondered.  I mean, it’s one thing to go wild on a boomer, 
but on a person?

Linna and Priss dashed out of the Palace, and Nene glanced back at her fellow 
officers.  Sure enough, a small contingent of ADP troops broke off from the battle to 
head for the Loon.  “Not on my shift!” she growled to no one in particular.

She dashed for the shattered opening, easily outracing the troops, and placed her-
self between them and the kneeling, oblivious Loon.  She raised her arm and popped 
up her laser again.

Across the plaza, Leon saw the conflict-in-the-making and swore. “Take over for 
me,” he shouted to Daley, and took off across the plaza.

“What?”  Daley, startled, turned to see his partner dash through the heart of the 
combat zone.  “Oh, Leon,” he sighed as the Sabers and the ADP cornered and dis-
patched the last few boomers.

A sudden movement from Leon’s position caught Nene’s attention, and behind 
her faceplate she rolled her eyes.  “I’ve got a few things I want to say to you, Leon,” she 
muttered angrily.  “But I’m not going to say them in public.”

She settled herself in to wait for the troops and their erstwhile leader to arrive.  
She firmly planted her feet in a wide-legged stance, and stood with her arms akimbo, 
hoping that her posture displayed some of the irritation and impatience that she felt. 
No sooner had she done so, though, then there came a sound from behind her — a 
thud mixed with the dull crunch of broken and breaking safety glass.

She turned back to look and saw Loon sprawled face-down amidst the remains of 
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the window as the two children — whom she had thought were dead from Linna and 
Priss’s conversation — sitting up with looks of wonder on their faces.

“Don’t move!” she called through the voder.  “You’ll get cut!” On hearing that, the 
little girl shrank into a ball with a sob, but the boy turned his gaze on her with a broad 
smile.

“Sugoi, a Knight Saber!” he said.
Nene turned on the private channel.  “Somebody get over here and help me.  The 

Loon’s passed out and the kids are surrounded by broken glass and the ADP’s coming 
over here and I don’t think I can do it all myself!”  She switched back to the voder as 
she spotted the boy trying to clear away glass shards with one sneakered foot.  “No, 
sweetie, don’t do that, you’ll cut yourself.”

“I ain’t no one’s sweetie,” the boy replied indignantly.  “My name’s Toshi.”
“Okay, then, just wait there for me, Toshi, okay?”  Back on the private link.  “Priss, 

Linna, anyone!  Get over here!  These kids are going to cut themselves to shreds climb-
ing over this glass!”

The radio cracked as Priss replied.  “Nene!  Those kids are dead! They aren’t going 
to cut themselves any worse than they already are!”

“What the heck are you talking about, Priss?” Nene shouted in return.  “They aren’t 
dead!  They’re sitting up and talking to me.”

“They’re what?”  This from Linna.
“It’s Loon who’s down.  Get over here and help me!”  Nene toggled over to the 

voder again.  “Hold on just a minute and I’ll have you out of there, okay?”  Sparing a 
glance at the approaching ADP, she carefully picked her way through the glass, trying 
not to kick up any splinters or shards that might injure either the children or Loon.

Stepping around the Loon, she saw that he was still breathing, and murmured, 
“Sorry, you’re just going to have to wait.”  Then she leaned down to the little girl and 
held out her arms. “C’mere, sweetie,” she said as unthreateningly as the voder allowed.  
“Let’s get you out of here.”

It took a little persuading, but eventually the girl allowed Nene to pick her up.  
The boy, on the other hand, all but leapt into her arms with an enthusiasm that almost 
knocked her over backwards.

As she turned, she heard the sound of jumpjets and high-heeled boots behind her.  
“I don’t believe it,” Priss murmured over the link.  “I just don’t fucking believe it.”

“What?” Nene asked as she turned to see both Linna and Priss.
The green and blue Sabers exchanged a glance.  “We’ll tell you back at Raven’s, 

okay, Nene?” Linna said.
Nene would have shrugged, but she was busy lowering her two passengers to 

the clear, safe concrete of the plaza.  “Okay, whatever.”  She turned and walked back 
through the missing window.

“What are you doing now?” Priss demanded.
“I’m getting the Loon,” Nene replied and, true to her word, she knelt and picked 

up his unconscious form.
Linna stared at the two children, who returned the favor.  “This is weird, Priss.  
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No,” she corrected herself, “this is impossible.  Those kids were cut to ribbons.  Those 
same kids! I saw their faces!”

“Right,” Priss grunted.
“There was blood everywhere just a couple of minutes ago, right?”
“Right.”
“Where’s the blood now?”
Priss shrugged.  “He did... something,” she said in a respectful tone that verged on 

awe.  She gestured at the limp form in Nene’s arms.  “That’s all I can figure.”
“Ladies,” Sylia voice crackled over the radio.  “We’re done here.  You can join me 

or you can stay behind.”
The sound of running feet behind them announced the arrival of the ADP troops, 

followed closely by Leon McNichol.  They stopped several yards short of the Sabers as 
Linna and Priss turned to face them — except for Leon, who approached boldly.

As Nene stepped out of the building carrying the Loon, Leon demanded, “What 
are you doing?”

“He’s coming with us,” Nene said coldly.  Linna and Priss stared at her, surprised.  
“Do you have a problem with that?”

Without waiting for an answer she ignited her jumpjets and was gone.
Shrugging, Priss followed.  Linna took the children by the hands and led them to 

Leon.  “Here, Inspector.  This is Toshi and Yui. They were hostages, and they got... um... 
separated from their parents.  Can you see to it that their family is reunited?”  Then she, 
too, turned and launched herself into the air.

Lisa shrunk back into the shadows surrounding the stairwell hut, then scampered 
down the steps as quietly as she could.  He’s gotta be okay, she insisted to herself franti-
cally.  He’s gotta.

In her pocket a trio of filled datadisks clattered together.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  8:23 PM

With a sudden jerk I snapped from sleeping to awake.  I had dreamt of a rescue, 
of Maggie — sweet, beautiful, unreachable Maggie — leading a team of the Warriors’ 
best across the dimensions to find me and carry me away from this nightmare cyber-
punk world where killer robots were more common than shoplifters.  I dreamt that 
we had returned to the Mansion, and that my wife and I had finally retreated to our 
quarters for our first private moments in three years.  I dreamt that we had fallen into 
each other’s arms.

Then my eyes snapped open to reveal to me a strictly functional back room of 
nondescript appearance.  I was lying on a gurney or maybe a tall cot.  Assorted devices 
of a somewhat medical nature, stacked hastily and haphazardly, pinged and hissed.  
Strangely, the place smelled not of medicines and antiseptic, but of... petroleum?  Mo-
tor oil, gasoline, a few other scents, most familiar, a few not.  Odd, very odd.  Three 
out of four familiar, if slightly battered, suits of powered armor (and the people inside 
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them) were my company — Lady Blue was on the far side of the room, Lady White by 
the medical equipment, and Lady Pink was not quite hovering over me.

Damn, I thought to myself.  Nope, no nice rescue, not yet. Then I remembered the 
Three, and the promise I had made, and I suppressed a groan.  It had looked like a good 
deal at the time — hell, a great deal — but the gods never gave away anything that 
easily.  What was the catch?  What was I missing?

It was about then that I realized that my HUD was gone and my visual field was 
untinted; they had taken my helmet off.  And my gloves.  My jacket was open, too, I 
noticed, and assorted leads were attached to me over and under my polykev, connecting 
me to the pinging and hissing gadgetry.

Oh, and I was restrained — a leather strap on each wrist and each ankle.
I glanced left and right, looking for my helmet and gloves, and spotted a door 

to my right.  Pink noticed the movement.  “He’s awake,” she announced, then leaned 
down to look at me.  “Don’t worry, you’re safe from those mean old AD Police.”

Across the room, an electronic snicker emanated from Lady Blue.
“This...” I started, but when I heard the rasp my voice came out as, I stopped, 

cleared my throat, and started again.  “This is a good thing, right?”
“Of course, silly,” Pink replied, with a bit of a giggle in her voice.  Not exactly the 

personality that I expected from a battlesuited mercenary, but then again, who am I 
to judge?

“Thanks.”  I spent a moment trying to gather my wits.
“You’re welcome.  How do you feel?” she continued.
“Like twelve miles of bad road.”  I lifted my arms a little and pulled the straps taut.  

“I could really do without these,” I added.
Pink glanced at White, who nodded, then got to work on releasing me.  As soon 

as I was free, I tried to sit up, but she reached out and gently pushed me back down.  I 
realized that the enhanced strength of her armor was completely unnecessary — I was 
as weak as a kitten.  All my physical reserves were depleted.  In addition, my magical 
reserves were dangerously low.  They’d probably been completely tapped out after the 
song as well, but had recovered a bit during the time I’d been unconscious.

This draining had happened the last time I’d used “Twist of Fate”, too.  I wondered 
if maybe it was my life force that they used for the jump starts.  I didn’t like what that 
implied...

“You’re not going anywhere for a while,” she said.  “Not in your condition, mis-
ter.”

“Indeed.”  The voice came from Lady White, who turned away from the haphaz-
ard collection of equipment to face me.  “I’m surprised that you are even awake.  Based 
on your life signs, you ought to be in a coma.  Or perhaps a casket.”  Even through the 
voxmod, she came across as crisp, precise and erudite.

I closed my eyes for a moment.  Outside the door, I heard a small commotion.  
The Sabers’ support team, I guessed, debating whether or not to come in.  I thought I 
heard Lady Olive arguing; I guess she was ordering them to stay out, though for safety 
or security reasons I couldn’t guess.
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I shrugged as well as I could lying down and said, “I’m tough.” Looking around 
the room, I added, “The kids?”

“Just fine,” Olive replied.  “ADP’s probably reunited them with their parents by 
now.”

“Good,” I nodded.  “How long was I out?”  I winced as the bullet creases and 
bruises made themselves known to me again.

“Only about two hours.”  White tilted her helmet as though she were trying to 
figure me out.

“Can I have my helmet please?” I asked after a minute or so of her study.  Pink 
looked up at White.  I sighed.  “I’m not going to do anything hostile, okay?  I give you 
my word.”

White nodded fractionally and Pink darted around the gurney to slip out the 
door.  I didn’t try to look through it as it opened; if they were going to show me any-
thing more than this room, they’d show it to me in their own time, and I respected that.  
As Pink left, though, I heard Olive lecturing someone on proper security measures in 
stern but friendly tones.

“So,” I began, “why’d you bring me home with you?  I have to warn you, I make a 
poor house pet — I don’t train well, and I’m always digging holes in the lawn.”  I gave 
her my patented roguishly charming grin.

While I chattered, I shifted gears into magesight and took another look around.  
The two Knights present were what I thought they’d be, just plain crunchies under-
neath their armor.  I had no reason to expect that that Olive and Pink were any dif-
ferent. Flaws in their auras indicated that each had some variety of minor wound, too, 
which I would’ve guessed from the slightly battered state of their suits.

“So I would gather,” White said dryly.  “No, you have done us several favors in the 
past, and we decided to repay the debt when it was clear you needed aid.”

“You mean she decided,” Blue declared, gesturing towards the door.
White waved the comment off.  “Who decided doesn’t matter.  We are repaying 

what we owe.”
The door rattled, and Pink reappeared, my helmet and gloves in hand.  Or gripper, 

as the case may be — I got a good look when she handed it to me, and I realized that 
what had looked like an armored gauntlet was really a robotic hand.  I hadn’t really 
noticed the suits’ asymmetries before, either.  Interesting.

I murmured my thanks to Pink as I took my helmet from her, then looked around 
the room.  Lady Olive had slipped in behind her, having apparently convinced the 
support crew to stay outside.  “I hope no one minds if I heal us all up.”  I didn’t feel up 
to lifting the helmet over onto my head, so I twisted the external speakers to “on” and 
popped open the shield over the keypad.  I entered the code for “I’m Alive” — then 
reached for the node, because I barely had enough energy left to heal a hangnail by 
myself.

The effect was immediate and visible — the four women’s body language said it all.  
Where they had been slouching they suddenly straightened and stood erect.  Where 
they had been favoring a limb, it became strong.  The effect was even more pronounced 
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in their auras, because I could see the closure of every wound hidden under the armor 
as its equivalent in that golden glow faded and vanished.  At the same time, I felt much 
better, physically, and the medical equipment started making happier-sounding blips 
and beeps.

ELO barely had the time to complete a second repetition of the chorus when the 
feedback down the channels of power indicated there was nothing more that could be 
done for them or me — that we were all completely restored.

Well, they were.  I was still exhausted, plus now I was completely depleted magi-
cally.  Only rest would fix that, not the node; I could harness all that power, like di-
recting a firehose, but trying to recharge myself from it would be like trying to drink 
from that same firehose — not the smartest move.  I’d tried that once, a year ago and a 
universe away, and didn’t like the results.  As it was, a few minutes’ rest would give me 
just barely enough oomph to bug out if I really needed to.

Anyway, “I’m Alive” naturally took care of the Knights’ battlesuits just as it takes 
care of my uniform and polykev.  I think the visible improvement in their armor — the 
dings and scorch marks had vanished — completely distracted them from the relatively 
minor healing each had received.  Or rather, it distracted three of them.  Lady White’s 
helm had swiveled to the medical readouts as soon as the song had started having an 
effect on me, and after I shut it off, she turned back to me and nodded slowly, as if she 
had just found the final piece to a puzzle which had long bothered her.

“So, what are you, Loon-san?” she asked.  “Despite GENOM’s various claims to 
the contrary, you are not a 33-S boomer, nor do you have any boomeroid augmenta-
tion.  At the same time, you are something other than simply human.  This is borne 
out by your speed and reflexes, your thermograph, and the fact that music apparently 
gives you a variety of paranormal abilities.”  She paused.  “In addition to the ones you 
already possess, that is. What is it about your body that makes it difficult for the medi-
cal sensors to even detect you?”

I raised an eyebrow.  “Well, I suppose I shouldn’t leave my lovely hosts with un-
answerable questions.”  I flexed my right forearm slightly just to make sure my ID 
was still in its pocket inside my sleeve.  I hadn’t had cause to use it since I’d first been 
presented to Queen Selenay almost three years earlier; I hoped the batteries still held 
a charge...

As Loon slowly swung his legs off the gurney and lifted himself into a sitting 
position, he continued.  “So I’m going to present my credentials, not that I expect them 
to mean much to you.” Holding his helmet in his lap with his left hand, he flicked 
his right hand out to his side.  A small case, about the size of a credit card minicomp, 
dropped into his palm from his sleeve. With a practiced grace, he held it out and 
flipped it open in a single move.

The tiny case opened like a book, one half displayed vertically between his finger-
tips, and the other laying flat upon the top edge of his hand between the thumb and 
forefinger. There was a faintly-audible “beep”, and then the flat section began to glow. 
A 30-centimeter-high, photo-realistic three-dimensional image of its owner faded 
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into existence above it and began to rotate slowly; the emblem of the United Nations 
floated, serenely sky blue, below and to the right of the image.

Nene gasped with combined shock and techno-lust at the sight.  A hand-held ho-
lodisplay of such high quality was so far beyond the current state-of-the-art that it was 
almost inconceivable.  She risked a glance at the other Sabers; by her body language, 
Sylia seemed nonplussed, but Linna and Priss were unimpressed, uncomprehending.

Loon tweaked something on the case’s side with one finger.  A floating “screen” 
appeared in the air in front of the case, displaying scrolling text.  “My identification, 
ladies,” he announced.  “My name is Douglas Q. Sangnoir.  My proper code name is 
‘Looney Toons’.  I am Security Chief of the United Nations Metahuman Peacekeep-
ing Force Warriors Alpha, based in London, England.  I received my commission on 
October 15, 1986, and my rank is equivalent to Colonel.  My U.N. Security Clearance 
is Umbra-12.”  He rattled off the speech in a practiced cadence as Sylia scanned the 
text on the screen in front of her.

“’Looney Toons’?” whispered Linna on the private link.
“You’ve got to be kidding,” muttered Priss.
Nene nodded to herself.  “So that’s what the ‘LT’ on his jacket stands for.”
“Do you expect us to reveal our identities now?” Sylia responded as she absorbed 

the scrolling text.  ”Song-triggered polymorphic metatalent acquisition”?  “Solidified energy 
manifestations”?

“Of course not.  In your profession, a secret identity is probably a matter of life 
and death.”

Sylia nodded absently as she took in the last of the scrolling text before it looped 
back to the beginning.  “So, then,” she said, “you’re a professional superhero?”

The Loon — No, Colonel Sangnoir, Sylia reprimanded herself — looked perplexed.  
“I’m not familiar with the term,” he admitted, “but I think I might take your meaning.  
I am a metahuman, of the variety commonly referred to by the popular press as a ‘mu-
tant’. As part of my job I face fanatic terrorists, metapowered criminals, costumed ex-
tremists and aggressive militaries; I risk my life to save the lives of noncombatants and 
other innocents threatened by hostile action; and occasionally I get to be a celebrity.  If 
that’s what you mean by ‘superhero’, well, yes, I suppose I am.”  He grinned suddenly.  
“I also try to have a lot of fun at the same time.”

Sylia looked him over again.  I suppose he would, she thought. No matter.  Time to 
find out if Nene is correct about his origins.  “Would it then be safe to assume that you 
are not native to this universe, Colonel Sangnoir?”  She would not use his ridiculous 
“code name”.

He froze for a moment, then a grin spread across his face.  In a single quick mo-
tion he touched the end of his nose with the tip of his right forefinger and then pointed 
it at her.  “On the money, Lady White.  Oh, and if you must be formal, ‘mister’ is fine; 
we Warriors are technically civilians and only hold paramilitary rank as a courtesy and 
convenience.”

Sylia allowed herself a very small smile as Nene triumphantly hissed, “Yes!”, fol-
lowed by the other three Sabers whispering energetically amongst themselves on the 
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encrypted link.
Another flick of his wrist, and the tiny holodisplay snapped shut and vanished 

back into his sleeve.  “I have to admit, you are only the second person I’ve met here 
— other than those nimrods over at IDEC — who’s come up with some idea of where 
I’m from. And the first one had far more information to work with, I think.”  He tilted 
his head and grinned.  “Am I that obvious?”

Linna and Nene exchanged glances across the room.  “Yes,” they said simultane-
ously.

Sangnoir swept them with a baleful look, which netted him nothing but giggles.  
He then rolled his eyes and mimed straightening a tie.  “It’s the story of my life.  I just 
don’t get no respect.” His hands brushed an electrode lead and he looked down at it for 
a moment.  “Can I take these off now?” he asked, looking at Sylia.

“Feel free,” she replied, and he began enthusiastically removing the sensors.  “Surely 
you have noticed a pronounced dearth of... metahumans, as you call them, in MegaTo-
kyo,” Sylia dryly continued as he closed his jacket and snapped the clasps shut.

“That I have.”
“And don’t call him ‘Shirley’,” offered Priss with a throaty chuckle from where she 

leaned casually against the wall.  Sylia would have shot her a “not you, too” expression 
had their hardsuit helmets not made it pointless.  Sangnoir just grinned and gave Priss 
a momentary “thumbs up”.  Nene and Linna continued to giggle.

Sylia turned her attention back to the extradimensional visitor, who was entirely 
too cheerful and active for someone who had just been at death’s door a few minutes 
earlier.  “Given your... unique abilities, and certain information we had managed to 
acquire, it was one of the more likely deductions we could make.”

“’Certain information...’” he repeated, confusion flickering in his eyes.  “Oh, right!”  
He hopped off the bed and spun to put himself nose-to-faceplate with Nene.  “You!  
You hacked my helmet!”

Nene scrambled backwards, knocking over her chair in the process. “No!  No!  No!  
Um, yes?” she squeaked.

Sangnoir’s arms flickered faster than she could react, and the next thing Nene 
knew, her head had been yanked down to his and he was planting a kiss in the middle 
of her visor.  He held the kiss for a ten-count as Nene squealed inside her helmet and 
flailed about, seemingly forgetting her hardsuit’s enhanced strength; Linna’s snickers 
and Priss’s guffaws echoed through the private link.

Sylia waited patiently.
“Congratulations!” he announced after releasing her.  Nene “eep”ed and rubbed 

frantically at a mouth-shaped smudge in the center of her faceplate.  “You have man-
aged to do something that hundreds have tried but which no one has ever accomplished 
before!  I salute you!”  And with that, he planted two more kisses on her helm, one on 
each “cheek”, in the manner of an over-effusive Frenchman.  Then he stepped back, 
with his hands on her shoulders.  “And if you ever do it again, Pink, I’m going to hunt 
you down and kick your butt good, understood?”

Nene nodded nervously, her helm almost rattling with the speed of it.  “H-hai.”
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Sangnoir grinned.  “Good.  Now, so you know there’s no hard feelings, you and I 
ought to get together and talk shop.  I have a feeling we can each learn a little some-
thing from the other, eh?”

“Sure!” she replied, her curiosity overcoming her shock and surprise for the mo-
ment.

“If you are quite finished, Colonel?” Sylia interjected.
He turned to face the white Saber.   “My apologies.  I’m sure you have a load of 

questions.  I know I do.”
“Indeed.  I...”
“What kind of super powers do you have?” Linna leapt in, cutting off Sylia.
“You want a catalog?”  Linna nodded, and he shrugged.  “Fine. Like most mutants, 

I have a cluster of metagifts.  I’ve got class 10 neural enhancement.  That does double 
duty, improving both brainpower and reflexes.  On the brain side, I have a semi-ei-
detic memory, and my intelligence is a 3.00 on the Berkeley-Binet scale.  Combine 
it with class 5 myoefficiency and class 8 adrenal mutations, and it gives me a Valmon 
reflex/speed rating of 470, give or take a couple of points.  My physical strength is 
pretty much human normal, but the adrenal mutation also gives me some burst-mode 
enhancement in stress situations.  I also have a ‘danger sense’ — something the meta-
biologists call ‘class 1 post-natal acquired precognition’.  I’ve got the usual mutant life-
extension genes.  And finally, my primary metagift is categorized as a wild talent, class 
18, and considered mildly hazardous to normals due to its uncontrolled probability-
spectrum side effects.  It took 12 years of intermittent research to discover that it was 
actually an extreme negative mutation of the standard magegift.”

“Magegift?” Nene whispered.  “’Standard’?”
Priss held her hands to her helmet.  “Argh.  Technobabble.  My head hurts.”
Inside her helm, Sylia raised an eyebrow.  “And the class ranking system is...?”
The corner of Sangnoir’s mouth quirked up in an odd half-grin. “An arithmetic 

progression, based on a theoretical human ‘average’ as class 0, where applicable.”
“So, you are more intelligent and much faster than a normal human,” Sylia inter-

preted.  “You know ahead of time when you’re going to be attacked.  Would your ‘wild 
talent’ then be your ability to gain other paranormal powers from music?  Or, as your 
identification put it, ‘song-triggered polymorphic metatalent acquisition’?”

His eyebrows shot up.  “You read all that information that fast? I’m impressed.  
Yeah, exactly.  And the side-effects...”

“Are or include something which makes it difficult to hit you either in melee or at 
range.”  She inclined her head towards him.

Damn, she was good.
The woman inside that white battlesuit was a Grade A USDA Prime intellect.  I 

thought Pink had to be hot stuff for hacking SQUID42, but White...  White was a 
Mind to be reckoned with, pure and simple.

She had also used a very specialized word that appeared to describe my job almost 
perfectly — in a world where there were no metahumans at all.  Very curious.  I needed 
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to research the concept of “superhero”.
“Like my railgun spikes,” Blue put in suddenly, yanking my attention back to the 

discussion at hand.
I nodded and kept grinning.  “My team leader says that it’s because I’m dense 

enough to curve time and space,” I waggled my eyebrows to clue them in to the joke, 
“but more accurately, the laws of nature become merely general guidelines in my pres-
ence. Wild magic, don’t you know.”

“Magic!”  Pink seemed to be watching me even more intently now, judging by the 
way she leaned in and toward me, and the angle of her blank-faced helmet.  Did we 
have a born romantic under that armor?

I yawned while nodding again.  “As far as the U.N.’s metabiologists and thauma-
tologists can tell, I have a mutated variety of the magegift.”  I yawned once more.

“You claim to be a... a wizard, then?” White asked.
I sat myself back down on the gurney.  Jumping around and teasing Pink hadn’t 

done my recovery any good, and I was still exhausted. “Of a sort,” I agreed.  “I can’t cast 
spells and I can’t enchant things, at least not in the ‘traditional’ manner.  In fact, I can 
perform only two magical tasks consciously — use magesight, and tap lines and nodes 
of power.”  I shrugged.  “It’s a negative mutation — I have no conscious control of it.  
However, as I discovered disastrously in my mid-teens, my subconscious or something 
interprets any song I’m listening to as a set of instructions to be fed to my magegift.  
And lady, if you think I’m an oddball, wait until you meet my subconscious.”

White’s helmet slowly panned up and down as she looked me over. “You will for-
give me if I find your statements difficult to accept.”

I sighed.  “Look.  It’s obvious I can do things no one else can. You yourself clas-
sified them as ‘paranormal’.  I tell you their nature is magical.  Why would I lie about 
that?  What point would there be?  What does it benefit me?”

That blank faceplate didn’t move a millimeter.  “You could be trying to hide a 
technological edge.”

“Oh, come on.”  I rolled my eyes.  “You had two hours to examine me and rifle my 
pockets.  Did you come up with anything of that sort?”

“Your helmet’s pretty advanced, in places,” Pink offered.
“We missed that ‘ID card’ of yours,” Olive added.
“And your body armor is unlike anything I have even seen theorized,” White 

concluded.
“Oh, that.”  I glanced self-consciously at my chest.  “That’s not technology.  At 

least not completely.  My armor’s technomagical.”
There was a chorus of “what?”s from around the room, and I chuckled.
“Thaaaaat’s right!  Polykev — the amazing mage-age plastic! Synthesized, solar-

ized, sanitized and spell-bound — all for your protection!  Each microscopic fiber 
protects the wearer by converting damage from impact, energy and personal insults 
into easily-managed, slowly-released heat!  This invisible shell...” I tapped my chest just 
hard enough to get a “tok-tok!” sound, “...seals in the freshness!”

“Riiiiiight,” drawled Olive.  Okay, maybe I was laying the public persona on a bit 
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too thickly.
“Explain,” White demanded.
I shrugged.  “Technology and magic aren’t mutually exclusive, Lady White.  They’re 

just two different ways of getting the job done, and if you do it right, they can both work 
at the same time for the same goal, with a lot of profitable synergy.  Polykev,” I tapped 
my chest once more, “is a good example.  Originally an advanced pseudo-aramid fiber 
mesh, it’s been merged with some standard enchantments and a lot of custom ones to 
create something that neither magic nor technology alone could produce.”

“Bullshit,” Blue murmured.  Somewhat tentatively, I thought.
I leaned over and fiddled with the gurney to elevate the head end, then leaned 

back comfortably.  “The only reason you’re hesitant to believe in magic is because a 
special talent is needed to even perceive raw mana, and none of you have it.  No one,” 
I gave an all-encompassing wave, “in this world seems to, as far as I can tell.”  I looked 
around the room.  “Just imagine how hard it would be to believe in technology if only 
one in a million people could see a radio or pick up a screwdriver. Sometimes the ma-
jority doesn’t have a handle on the sum total of reality.”

There was a short silence.  Then White, again, addressed me.  “Be that as it may, I 
have a great deal of difficulty accepting your claim.  I do not believe in magic, psionics, 
or any other phenomenon that cannot be touched and measured, Colonel Sangnoir. 
To live otherwise is to invite unimaginable chaos and terror into my world.”  Her tone 
was level and measured, as if she were reciting a personal litany.

I shook my head.  “So, if I were to change the label and call it an obscure or new 
branch of science, you’d have no problems with it?  That’s bogus.  Magic is a science 
— it’s just that it has a totally different foundation in the fabric of reality than the other 
sciences have.  As far as psionics go, they’re so well-documented and understood on my 
Earth that you can get degrees in their study, and the Bonded Telepaths’ Organization 
is a major professional guild.  Don’t get arrogant, White.  Just because you don’t know 
about it doesn’t mean it isn’t there to be known.”

Pink snickered.
“I believe him,” Blue said suddenly.  Olive’s helm turned to regard her.
“You do,” White said flatly.
“Yeah.  Those kids were dead.  I saw their bodies.”
“We saw their bodies,” Olive amended, and Blue nodded.  “And you’ve seen the 

recordings, Prime.”
Pink glanced back and forth between them; reading her body language, I could 

tell that she was confused, and maybe a little troubled.  Blue definitely was troubled; 
the sudden change in her demeanor was dramatic.  And I wasn’t that happy myself, to 
be reminded of my fubar.

“They were so messed up that they couldn’t be anything but dead. Now they’re 
alive, without a scratch on’em.  No science I’ve ever heard of can bring back the dead.”  
Blue pushed off from the wall and stood straight, her posture radiating implied men-
ace. “What did you do?  How did you do it?”  Then, softer, hopefully, “Can you do it 
again?”
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I closed my eyes to fight away the sting of threatened tears.  I knew that tone.  I’d 
heard it too many times in other voices. Including my own.  She’d lost someone, maybe 
several someones. “<The gift of life extension, by Divine intervention,>” I whispered.  I 
opened my eyes again and shook my head sadly.  “I didn’t do it, Blue.  I struck a bargain 
with Someone who could. And I can only sell my soul once in this world.”

“Who?  Who did this for you?  How can I talk to them?  They can have my soul, 
if they want it!”  Olive laid a hand on Blue’s shoulder but it was shaken off as Blue 
rushed me and grabbed the front of my jacket.  I let her.  “Tell me, dammit, tell me!”  
She began to shake me.

Pink eased in between Blue and me as White and Olive stepped over to her sides.  
As the latter two took hold of their teammate and pulled her back, Pink pried her 
teammate’s grippers off my leathers.  “Please,” Blue whispered as she finally stepped 
back.

Dear gods.  “I can’t... I’m not allowed.  I’ve been forbidden,” I said softly.  “I’m 
sorry...”

She fell back against the wall and pounded it once, angrily; the cinder block 
crunched and powdered under the blow.  “Bastard,” she hissed at me.  “Bastards!” she 
roared at the ceiling.  And then she whispered something that I didn’t quite hear, and 
which might have been a string of names.

Then that blue helmet turned back to me, and that blank visor faced me, and I 
didn’t have to see her hidden eyes to know that I had just become a target for years’ 
worth of frustration, anger and despair.  And to tell the truth, I can’t say that I wouldn’t 
have felt the same in a similar situation — face-to-face with someone who had dem-
onstrated the power to raise a loved one from the dead, and who wouldn’t do it for 
you.

The room grew quiet.  For all I knew, the four of them were having an energetic 
discussion on their private radio link and I was simply out of the loop.  But I don’t 
think so; it was more like we had come to an uncomfortable point in the conversation, 
and no one was sure how to go on.

“Magic,” Pink said, finally, a tone of bemused wonder managing to cling to her 
electronically-filtered voice.

“Yeah,” I said, turning my head to smile at her.  “Magic.”
“Magic,” Olive said, “And beings that can raise the dead.”  She wrapped her arms 

around herself.  “I don’t know whether to be excited or terrified.”
“Excited,” Pink whispered.  “Definitely excited.”
“So, Colonel, what brought you to our world?” White suddenly asked, as if to cut 

off any further exploration of that topic.
I turned my attention back to her.  “Is that ‘what brought me’ as in, ‘what are my 

reasons for being here?’ or ‘what brought me’ as in, ‘how did I get here’?”
“Either will do.  Preferably both.”
“You won’t like one of the answers.”
“Try me.”
“What brought me was magic, White.”
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She snorted.  I waggled my finger at her.  Then I lost the smile and sighed.  “I’m 
lost and trying to get home, Lady White.  It’s been more than three years by my subjec-
tive time since I was catapulted out of my home universe by enemy action.”  I closed 
my eyes and remembered for the millionth time that day in Piccadilly Circus — the 
charge as the extremists started to kill their hostages, Maggie — Shadowwalker — to 
my left, Dwim and Kat to my right, Silverbolt and Hexe overhead, Skitz and Proteus 
leading the others against the enemy’s rear.  I had “Lightning’s Hand” playing.  Then 
the teleport gate that opened up in front of me, and plunging into it before I could 
check my motion.  And finally, waking up surrounded by gleaming white horses with 
blue eyes.

I shook my head to clear it of the memories.  “I thought I’d discovered a way home 
from the universe I’d landed in, but instead I found myself here — almost forty years 
into the future of a different Earth entirely.  <Homeward bound,>” I murmured. “<I 
wish I was homeward bound.>”  Pink laid her hand on my shoulder, and I thanked her 
with a small smile.

I drew a deep breath.  “Ever since my arrival last summer, I’ve been trying to move 
on, to get home.  No luck.  And now...”

“Now, Colonel Sangnoir?”  White tilted her helm slightly.
I frowned.  “Now, the... Beings I bargained with today have told me that I am 

blocked, that they are blocking me.  Until I do what it is they want, I can’t move on.”  
I laughed mirthlessly. “That’s the rest of the price I’m paying for them restoring those 
kids.”

“Just who were these... Beings, Colonel?”  White managed to pronounce the capi-
tal letter, although she seemed to hesitate a moment.  “And what did they ask of you?”

I studied her for a moment.  “Are you a religious woman, Lady White?”
“Not in the sense most would use,” she said curtly.
I looked around the room.  “And the rest of you?”
Blue shook her head once, sharply.
Olive spread her hands.  “I was raised Shinto, but I haven’t practiced since I was 

a teenager.”
Behind me, Pink offhandedly said, “I’m Russian Orthodox.”  I turned to stare at 

her, as did the other Knights.  She backed up a step.  “What?  What?”
“Nothing,” Olive said.  “I just... wasn’t expecting that.”
“You didn’t know?  But I...”
“Pink.”  I held up my hand.  “Enough.  Or you’re going to say something I shouldn’t 

hear.”
“Right.”  I got the impression of a sort of electronic pout as she sat down heavily 

in her creaking chair.
“Anyway,” I said.  “The Beings whose purpose I now must fulfill are often called 

‘the Three’.  A trio — or maybe three faces of one single Being, the research theologists 
at home aren’t sure yet — who prefer to take female aspects.  They’re just about every 
trinity of goddesses you’ll find in mythologies the world over.”  I laid back on the gur-
ney again and closed my eyes as it creaked under me.  A quick check showed that my 
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magical reserves were already recovering, which was very good.  “The Norns, the Fates, 
the Furies, the Wiccan Goddess — you name it.”

“And what did they require of you?” White pressed.
I closed my eyes again.  “That’s where this gets confusing.”
“Only now?” Olive murmured, and Blue muttered something angry and unintel-

ligible.
“I think...  I think I’m supposed to help liberate some group of people.  At first 

I thought it was all the people that GENOM had caught in its web of monopolies, 
but I can’t see creatures like the Three being concerned with issues that are still mostly 
economic.”  I sighed, and shook my head.  “I just don’t know.”

“GENOM is no innocent,” White replied with surprising vitriol in her electroni-
cally-modified voice.  “Once it achieves total economic domination it will not be con-
tent to stop there.”

I opened my eyes and studied that white armor’s blank faceplate for a moment.  
“Well, you certainly sound like a woman with a mission.”

“It is my goal, and the goal of the Knight Sabers, to thwart GENOM’s plans in 
any way we can,” White said with a harsh vehemence that carried clearly through the 
voxmod.  “We dare not destroy it — not that I think we could — as it is far too im-
portant to the economic well-being of the world, and grows more so every day.  But we 
can do what we can to resist and hinder its plans.  To punish its excesses.  Perhaps even 
to teach it and its leaders humility.”

Good god, I thought.  I’ve just been subjected to the official Knight Sabers manifesto, 
haven’t I?  Who’d’ve thought that this band of mercenaries and pro-bono bot-hunters 
were actually a kind of Resistance movement?  That type of goal spoke of something 
more than just a monetary reward, or the gratification of public service.  No, there 
was something personal there for White.  I could hear it in the tight, controlled anger 
underlying her voice.

“Good god, Lady White, what did GENOM do to you?” I blurted out.  I tried 
hard to peer through that damned opaque visor — her body language wasn’t giving 
away a thing — and ran down the standard list.  “Destroyed you financially?  Usurped 
your throne? Crushed your struggling platypus-breeding program?  Killed your par-
ents?”  Not so much as a twitch from the White Knight, but I heard a gasp behind me 
from Pink and a muffled cough from Olive, and I figured I’d hit the mark. “They did,” 
I continued, nodding. “They killed your parents.”

“What GENOM did to me,” she said in tones of ice, “is not important at the 
moment.”

“Vengeance isn’t healthy, White,” I pressed.  “I know, from experience.”
“My life and what I choose to do with it are none of your business, Colonel Sang-

noir.”  And the tone of her voice clearly said that, as far as she was concerned, that was 
that.

There was a flicker of movement, and Blue was next to me. “You’ve got no right 
to lecture us about our motives, jerk.” She prodded me in the chest with one mechani-
cal finger, rocking me back and forth with the force of the pokes.  “What about yours?  
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Why are you out there killing boomers?”
I focused my eyes on an imaginary point about twelve centimeters behind her 

faceplate, and let them grow hard.  “Because I couldn’t just sit around and let people 
be killed by rampaging machines.  It doesn’t matter that I’m nowhere near my home 
universe, I have a duty to protect those who need it.  I swore oaths when I received 
my commission, and I will keep them.”  I prodded her back, jabbing my finger at her 
breastplate just below the base of her neck and high enough to make it clear what 
I was, and wasn’t, targeting.  “I’m just glad these boomers of yours are merely rogue 
automatons, even if they are cyborgs.  It would’ve made it very much harder for me if 
they were sentient beings.”

“But they...” Pink started, then cut off, almost as though her voxmod had been dis-
abled suddenly.  As I spun in response to that, she was frantically keying in something 
on a pad that had opened up on her left forearm.  As she typed away, one-handed, she 
kept looking up at White.

Olive and Blue were looking at White, too.  Olive kept shooting little glances back 
at Pink.

“Ladies, what’s going on?”  I’m not stupid — it was pretty obvious that there was a 
frantic argument raging over their private radio link.  And given Pink’s behavior, I got 
the sudden suspicion that White had just remotely cut off her voxmod before she could 
tell me something.  And that before that moment, the other Knights hadn’t known that 
White could do such a thing.

I swung my legs over the edge of the gurney and let their momentum swing me 
around and pull me into a standing position. Holding onto the edge of the bed for a 
little extra support, I looked over my shoulder at the Knight behind me.  “But they 
what?”  I turned back to White.  “But they what, White?”  I had a chilling suspicion 
that I knew the answer, and it wasn’t one I was going to like.  And that I had just dis-
covered the real meaning of the charge the Three had given me.

“Nothing you need concern yourself with, Colonel.”  Damn her. The smug self-
righteousness just oozed through her voxmod.

“They are sentients, aren’t they?” I said, raising my voice into a shout.  “AREN’T 
THEY?”  Dear god, let me be wrong.  Let me not have been on the wrong side all this 
time...

“Any creature with sensory apparatus is sentient,” White replied with a calmness 
I found mocking and insulting.

“You know what I mean!  Are they sapient?  Sophonts?  Self-aware?”  Dropping 
my helmet by my side, I pushed off from the bed and stepped in close, putting myself 
face-to-faceplate with her. “Are.  They.  People?”

“Are.  They.  People?” he growled into Sylia’s face.  The change in him sent Nene’s 
emotions reeling.  The other Sabers were stunned and surprised by the shift, as well 
— one moment, he was relaxed and friendly, even playful; the next, his very posture 
expressed a level of menace so intense that Sylia only barely restrained herself from 
taking a step backwards.  As he waited for an answer, his arms tensed, though his fists 
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hung at his sides, clenched tightly enough that they were growing red with trapped 
blood.

Without a word, Linna and Priss leapt to either side of him.  It took almost no 
effort to force him away from Sylia and back to the bed, where he sat, glaring at her.  
“What’s the answer, White?  I thought they were just sophisticated machines.  Are 
they something more than that?”  He returned his helmet to his lap and wrapped his 
arms around it, almost as if deriving comfort from the contact.

“They’re like wild beasts, Colonel,” she began confidently. “They...”
“I don’t care what they’re like, White.  I care what they are.”
“Don’t you know?” Linna asked from her position at his side.
He turned to her.  “Don’t I know what?” he replied, puzzled.  “I see what looks like 

killer robots attacking civilians, I act.”
“But the literature...” Nene began, puzzled.
He made a slashing gesture with one hand.  “What literature? ‘Jane’s Robots and 

Androids of the World’?  Look, I’m not some independently wealthy individual who 
can just waltz into the vigilante business and devote their entire lives to their chosen 
targets.  My ultimate goal is to get home.  In the mean time, I have to put dinner on my 
table and keep a roof over my head. With the prices in MegaTokyo, that means I need 
to hold down a full-time job in addition to keeping my skills honed and acting accord-
ing to the dictates of my conscience.  That doesn’t leave me much time to go diving for 
contractors’ brochures.  It doesn’t leave me time for much of anything.”

“Except bootlegging live concerts,” Priss snarled.
Sangnoir raised one eyebrow as he glanced in her direction.  “You sound like you 

have a personal interest at stake, Blue. Something I should know about you?”  As Priss 
sputtered, he dismissed her response with a wave of his hand.  “No, don’t tell me, I don’t 
want to know.  Look, you know how my metagift works now.  Would you begrudge me 
the chance to build up my arsenal?” Then he covered his eyes with one hand and took 
a deep breath. “I’d’ve been far happier if there had been no boomers in this world.  I’d 
probably be home by now.  But duty calls.  The people of this city needed protecting.”

“Hey!” Nene objected, and Sangnoir gave her a sheepish smile.
“Okay, more protecting,” he amended.  “At least more than the city’s currently 

getting.”  Then his countenance darkened.  “But I wonder now if maybe I’ve been on 
the wrong side.  Or maybe just viewing the whole conflict from the wrong angle.”  He 
shifted in his seat to spear Sylia with another glance, and began tapping his fingers on 
his helmet impatiently.

“You still haven’t answered me, White.  Are boomers just automatons?  Or are 
they self-aware?”

“Some models,” Sylia reluctantly answered, “appear to be self-aware.”
Sangnoir frowned at her. “’Appear’?  Which models, White?  Combat units?”
She nodded slowly.  “Yes.  And certain maintenance models.  The odd mannequin, 

as well.”
“And sexaroids,” Priss added in a growl.
Sangnoir stared at her with wide eyes.  “’Sexaroids’?  As in...”
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Priss nodded grimly.
“Oh, dear gods, how depraved can you get?” he whispered as he covered his eyes 

once more.  He drew another deep breath, and slid his hand back down to the helmet 
in his lap as he turned his focus once more to Sylia.

“Do you mean to tell me then, White,” he said, in a voice that oozed quiet and 
confident menace, “that instead of stopping rogue war machines, I have in fact been 
helping you execute escaped slaves?”

Absently clutching her camera against her stomach, Lisa paced anxiously outside 
the locked door.  I’ve just got to get in there and make sure Doug’s okay, she fumed.  But 
the last two times she tried, the Sabers had blocked her way.  Lisa scowled furiously at 
the door.  Linna had even lectured her about proper security — Linna!  Her laissez-
faire attitude was exceeded only Nene’s, in Lisa’s opinion.

Security!  Ha!  I could show them a thing or two about security!  Then Lisa stopped 
stock-still, realizing where her thoughts were headed.  Yeah, as soon as I said anything, 
my credibility’d be shot.  “Let me show you how well I keep secrets by telling you all the secrets 
I’ve been keeping!”  Yeah, right, Lisa.  That’ll work so well.  She scowled again, this time 
at her own foolishness.

Stepping up to the door, she leaned against it, pressing her forehead and cheek 
to the cool, smooth wooden surface.  Through it she could hear the muted sound of 
Doug’s and the Sabers’ voices.  Try as she might, she couldn’t make out any words, but 
the tones carried through clearly.  Her eyes widened as she realized that whatever was 
being said inside, it wasn’t friendly.

No sooner had she come to that conclusion than three of the five voices on the 
other side of the door exploded into a chorus of barely-intelligible outrage.

Oh, Doug... what did you say to them?

Well, I remember thinking, I’ve certainly endeared myself to them now.
No sooner had I asked that one innocent question than the entire room erupted 

into chaos.  Blue tried to put herself in my face, shaking her fist and growling a re-
markable stream of invective at me.  At the same time Olive had interposed herself 
between Blue and myself, and held her teammate just out of gripper reach while trying 
to explain her views on the subject.  Pink seemed absolutely frantic, babbling into my 
ear how I didn’t understand what was going on and that there was no other way and 
so on and so on.

And posed like a statue, Lady White quietly stood and waited for the storm front 
of the Knight Sabers’ reaction to wash over and break on me.  I could tell by her pos-
ture.  I could tell by her silence.  I was right.  And she knew it.  And she had always 
known it.

Aware of this, I simply sat there, held on to my helmet, tapped my fingers, and let 
the roar of protest play itself out.

When it did, when the other three noticed that White and I were doing nothing 
but looking at each other, they stepped back and lapsed into silence.
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“How does it feel, Lady White,” I asked, “to know that you serve GENOM as a 
catcher and executioner of runaway slaves?”

“Nonsense,” she replied curtly.  “We destroy insane machines deployed by GE-
NOM and its puppets.  We defy and foil its plans, not serve them.”

“’Insane machines’ is an oxymoron, White.”  I never took my eyes off her.  “Only a 
person can be insane.  Not a machine.  Or will you tell me that toasters and cars can be 
psychopaths?”  Behind me and to my right, Pink giggled nervously.

“It was a figure of speech, Colonel,” White snapped.
I shook my head.  “No.  No, it wasn’t.  You meant it literally, White.  Don’t you start 

playing CYA.  It’s too late for that, and you’re too smart for it.”  I repositioned myself 
on the gurney, prompting Blue to flinch in my direction.  I spared her a glance and a 
raised eyebrow before returning to her leader.  “If they’re insane, then they’re people.  
And you don’t execute the insane, you barbarians!  You cure them!”

“Who are you calling a barbarian?” Blue demanded.
“You!” I answered, spearing an accusing finger at her.  “And you, and you, and 

especially you,” I continued, symbolically skewering Olive, Pink and finally White in 
turn, as all but the last protested.  I shook my head again.  “You’re all so in denial that 
it’s laughable.  Your whole culture is!  Haven’t you ever met a boomer who could laugh 
or love?  A boomer who wanted to be free and just be left alone?  They’re out there, 
I promise you that.  I don’t have to know any more than I know right now, and I can 
guarantee it.”

Blue stepped back and slumped against the wall, murmuring something I didn’t 
catch.

Oh god...  Sylvie, Anri, Priss thought, stricken, as the memories of years of night-
mares boiled up in her mind. Adama...  “Must boomers always be poised midway be-
tween can openers and Man?” Sylvie’s shade had often demanded in the darkest hours 
of the night.

How dare this... this... this Loon reach into her soul to thrust her nightmares into 
her face?  How dare he parade her doubts in public?  Anger began to bubble in Priss’s 
gut, flowing up into her chest and filling her with its familiar, comfortable warmth.  
How dare he threaten her certainty that what she did was right — the very certainty 
she needed to live with herself?  How dare he?  How dare he?

He doesn’t understand, Linna thought.  It doesn’t matter if they’re sentient or not.  
It needs to be done.  You have to make a choice somewhere — aren’t the people in danger 
more important than a boomer — or human — who endangers them?  She squeezed her 
eyes shut with the pain of memory as she recalled that horrible night when the DD 
battlemover’s cockpit opened to reveal Sylvie.  Sylvie, who had been a friend.  Sylvie, 
who had been a boomer.

Sylvie, who had begged to be killed.
Gods, why does that still hurt?
Then she remembered the razor dolls who had killed Irene, and tried to envision 
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one of them in Sylvie’s place.  If the circumstances had been different, could she have 
felt the same horror and despair over killing one of those... things?

Sylvie had had a life, she had had loves, she had had her moments of transcendent 
happiness.  Did an assassin boomer have a life outside of its job?  In Sylvie’s place, 
might one of those boomers have been just as... as human?  At one time she thought 
she knew, but she realized that she didn’t, really — and that terrified her.

Oh, gods, what if he’s right?

No no no no nonononono... Nene wailed inside her own head.  He can’t be right, he’s 
gotta be wrong.  I can’t have been a murderer without knowing it, I can’t!

She pulled herself together, her hidden features set in a look of stern determina-
tion.  “I don’t care what he thinks.  I am not a slave hunter.”

He has no knowledge, no understanding, but he accuses, Sylia thought grimly.  Worse, 
he is almost correct.  My father’s fatal error — making boomer brains both expendably fragile 
and usefully self-aware — is the very cause of the boomer problem. Take either feature away, 
and there would be no crisis; but boomers would never have been as useful as they needed to 
be. Together, they allowed boomers to perform the work needed to build and rebuild, but they 
make every sufficiently sophisticated cyberdroid a potential time bomb.  Inside her helm, 
she frowned. But debating the moral value of every rogue we must destroy would render us 
useless.

She studied the alien before her.  As human as he appeared, that was what he 
was, an alien in origin, attitude and ability.  No human being should possess the kind 
of power that he demonstrated.  For all his claims of another science, the very idea of 
magic, real magic, terrified her.  No human, no being, should have that kind of power 
— the power to shred reality and redefine it at will.

She would have to ensure that he never fell into GENOM’s hands.

“And that 70% boomeroid law!” I continued, working myself up into a fine rant.  
“More utter barbarism!  How can you people pass a law dehumanizing an entire seg-
ment of the population?”

“Your world has cybernetic replacement for limbs and organs, Colonel?” White 
inquired calmly.  Too calmly.  I still felt as though she were mocking me.

“Damn straight!  And a godsend it’s been, too.  I can’t tell you the number of lives 
it’s saved.”

Pink touched me lightly on the shoulder.  “Did... did any of them go insane?”
That brought me up short, and I frowned, puzzled at the question. “No, of course 

not.  Not because of the bionics, at least.  Why do you ask?”
“That’s what happens to anyone here who gets too many boomeroid parts,” Olive 

offered softly.
“The law is there to allow the police to stop those who have gone insane and have 

begun killing sprees,” White added.  “If they have so much replacement that they 
have gone mad, then they have legally become machines, and can be destroyed with 
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impunity.”
I shook my head; I’m sure the horror I felt was painted across my face for them all 

to see.  “And I was thinking this world was a nightmare already!  How could you people 
fuck up bionics that badly?”

“We did not, Colonel,” she spat back.  “Biomedical researchers a generation ago 
did.”

“Granted,” I allowed, “but either way, there ought to be a better cure for the prob-
lem than killing those suffering from it!”  I waved my free hand in an all-encompassing 
gesture.  “But that seems to be the usual solution here.  This entire world is a goddamned 
madhouse!  Your ecology is in the toilet, half your population is disenfranchised and 
in total despair, most of the economy is run by an organization which is just an IPO 
away from the Mafia, and if any serious problem rears its head, the culturally-approved 
solution is to deploy a SWAT team to blow huge holes in it!  Good god, woman, you’re 
living in Hell, and you don’t know it!”

It was clear where this conversation was taking my relationship with the Knights.  
It was also clear that there might come a time in the near future where I would have 
to defend myself against them.  There was no doubt that battlesuits and weapons de-
signed to take out those warbots could turn Mama Sangnoir’s favorite son into ham-
burger, even with my particular talents and equipment. In an effort to try to even out 
the odds, I began to expand my tactical eval on them as we argued.  I already had a lot 
of data from watching them at range and fighting side-by-side with them; now I sup-
plemented it with details acquired from extended close-range examination — spotting 
potential exploitable weak points like seams and joints, and other less obvious design 
flaws.  The ridiculous high heels on their armor made the ankle joints good targets, for 
one.  There also seemed to be a criminal lack of neck support under those helmets for 
another.  Shattering their faceplates might be a good tactic; knock out whatever HUD 
system they have, and possibly blind them.  And I couldn’t ignore psychological tactics, 
either...

I won’t kill if I can avoid it, but I will maim if necessary to defend myself and those 
I have chosen to defend.

“So, Colonel Asshole, you come from some kind of utopia which gives you the 
right to trashtalk our entire planet?” Blue growled at me.  I shook my head.

“No, my home’s no utopia.  But it’s a lot better than here.  I just don’t understand 
it.  Your world and mine are practically at the same technological level — you could 
have everything my world has, all your problems reduced, if not actually swept away. 
So why don’t you?”

“Maybe it’s because we don’t have any superheroes,” Olive said softly.
“No,” I said.  “No.  Metagifts aren’t the key.  Personal choice is the key.  You have 

to decide you want to live differently, to make things better, and then act on that deci-
sion.  You have to choose to do the right thing.”  I rested my eyes on their leader again.  
“Unlike you, White.”

The predictable exclamations of surprise and anger followed that, but I didn’t wait 
for them to die down before I pressed my attack.  “I don’t know how or why, but you 
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already knew boomers were people, before I even asked.  You knew that self-aware 
boomers weren’t isolated, random incidents, but a matter of design.  You knew, and yet 
you organized and ran your little squad of assassins and slavecatchers anyway.”

White said nothing, and the others took their cue from her, I guess.  I could feel 
the glares even through their faceplates. Wonderful.  Well, I knew when I’d hit a brick 
wall, and it was clear that I’d outstayed my welcome.  I sighed and used a fingertap to 
disguise sliding open the helmet’s keypad.  The little rest here, despite the yelling, had 
given me just barely enough strength.  Or so I hoped.

“Well,” I said with false cheerfulness, “I’d just as soon not prolong this argument 
anyway, so I believe I’ll be hitting the road.”

Blue loomed over me threateningly.  “I don’t think so,” she grated.  I gave her a 
disingenuous smile and keyed in the execute code.

A pealing boom overpowered the harmonica’s first few notes as it appeared:  a 
broad ribbon of writhing blue sparks that rumbled and crackled and stretched to infin-
ity in the meter or so between me and the cinder block wall.  The shockwave from its 
creation tossed the Sabers off their feet.

“Sorry, folks, I have to run,” I shouted as I jumped over the now-prone Lady Blue, 
leapt onto the road, and fled.

The room still echoed from Sangnoir’s escape for several seconds after his exit 
route had closed behind him with a final, lingering crash.  Lisa had tossed away all 
concern for Saber security and burst in even as Raven’s Garage still shook to its foun-
dations.  “What happened?  Is he all right?  Are you all right?” she cried.

Priss levered herself up off the floor to see the other Sabers doing the same.  “Shit,” 
she swore.  “He didn’t have to be so damn literal.”

“What the hell was that?” Sylia demanded as she got to her feet.  She leaned 
against the gurney unsteadily.

Priss unlocked her visor and pushed it back as she stood.  “Bruce Springsteen.  
‘Thunder Road’.  I recognized the harmonica intro.” She chuckled grimly.  “I never 
thought I’d actually see it...”

“Mou...” Nene murmured as Lisa helped her stand.
“Damn,” Sylia whispered as she removed her helmet and laid it on the vacated 

gurney.  Then she looked up.  “I’m afraid we’ve made an enemy today, ladies.  And an 
extraordinarily dangerous one, at that, if only for the strength of his convictions.  Never 
mind what GENOM might accomplish should they capture him.”  She stared soberly 
at the wall into... through... within? which he had vanished.  “And there is no reason 
not to believe that he can find his way back here with another use of that... ability.” 
Sylia gazed levelly at her teammates.  “For our own safety and security at the very least, 
we must capture or — if necessary — kill him.”

Lisa and the other Sabers stared at her in stunned silence as she continued.  “We 
have his name, that gives us an immeasurable lead over GENOM.  Nene, crack every 
database you need to, but find him.  He strikes me as just arrogant enough not to be 
living under a pseudonym.”
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Inside her open helmet, the Pink Saber nodded crisply.  “Right!” Then she grew 
thoughtful.  “You know, I didn’t mention it earlier, but I could swear I’d heard his name 
before.  I wish I could remember where...”

Lisa tried to suppress a nervous shiver.

IDEC.  SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  8:27 PM

Daniel Ohara sat alone in the dark.
Davis Kristoff had departed at least an hour before, after the two of them had 

silently carted all the equipment back to the office.  Neither had said a word to the 
other that hadn’t been absolutely necessary to the task at hand.  Neither had looked at 
the other.

But before he had left, Kristoff had wordlessly drawn a sealed envelope from an 
inner pocket of his coat and handed it to Ohara. The letter within now lay open, its 
creases flattened out, on the shadowed desktop before him.

Kristoff ’s resignation from IDEC, effective immediately.
Ohara shook his head.  ”Reasons of personal honor,” he said. Differences between the 

company’s values and his own.  With a forefinger he gently traced along a column of 
characters running near the center of the translucent sheet.  It’s started.  How long until 
the others decide that their self-respect is worth more than their loyalty?  How soon?

Rising from his desk, Ohara left his darkened office and slowly paced through 
the brightly-lit hallways of the office suite IDEC occupied in GENOM Tower.  His 
footsteps echoed off the white tile floors, barely louder than the soft, warm rush of air 
from the ventilation system.  He studied every meter of the way, memorizing each 
detail in the unfamiliar silence.  I’ve failed, he mused as he progressed.  I’m a failure.  
Academically, scientifically, in business.  He stopped to peer into Tony’s office, smiling 
sadly at the cartoons and posters that plastered the walls.  I’ve led good people, and I’ve 
let them down.

His slow perambulation brought him to the room that was known to IDEC’s 
staff as simply The Lab.  He unlocked the heavy door with his keycard, and stepped 
inside to stand marvelling at the device to which he had dedicated almost twenty years 
of his life, the device which they had finally reassembled after painstaking weeks of 
diagnostic tests.

Hiroe had once described the pinhole projector as looking like “an MRI scanner 
crossed with a Klein bottle” — monstrous coils of superconducting wire that crossed 
and interpenetrated each other, with the tiny hollow sphere of vanadium not quite 3 
centimeters across nestled at their center the focus of literally hundreds of sensors.  
Nearby, a bank of flywheels hummed, still drawing power and slowly climbing to their 
maximum speed against the next time IDEC tried to punch a tiny peephole into 
another world.  Through his feet he could feel a faint vibration in the floor, a weak 
resonance of the power the wheels held.

But whose IDEC will it be? Ohara despaired.  After today’s debacle, Madigan is going 
to toss us to the wolves and take the company.  There’s no doubt of it.  I’ll be ruined.  But worse, 
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everyone else will, too.  So much work, so many lives damaged or lost because that damned 
bitch wanted us to do her dirty work. He drew a deep breath and released it in a sigh.

He turned to leave the Lab, when a thought struck him.  Well, what was that song 
that Grandmother used to sing?  “Freedom’s just another word for nothin’ left to lose.”  A tiny 
smile threatened to form on his lips.  I certainly have nothing left to lose.  Maybe...

Coming to a decision, Daniel Ohara, drew his cellphone from his pocket and 
flipped it open.  He punched a sequence of 15 digits, and waited as it rang.

“Jimbo!” he sang out when the other end picked up.  “Dan Ohara here!  How are 
you, you old bastard?”

A pause.
“Just fine, never better, thanks.  Jimbo, I’m calling to ask a favor.  You still sitting 

on that decommissioned G&B hardware? Great, great.  I think I might have a use for 
that BG series 2 prototype you’ve been keeping in cold storage, if you don’t mind tak-
ing a small loss on it...”

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  8:43 PM

There are some disadvantages to living in the Tower, Katherine Madigan thought, 
despite the prestige it confers.  One of them is being on call 24 hours a day.  She drew her 
silk dressing gown tighter about her and tugged on its belt, all the while frowning at 
the blinking “priority incoming” message on her phone.  And while I’m doing some soul-
searching is the last time I want to be handed more work.

A few minutes later, she pounded the desktop and swore, both in anger and in 
surprise at the pain caused by the blow.

She rewound and once again watched the sight she least wanted to see:  the Visi-
tor, limp and apparently unconscious, carried off in the arms of the pink Knight Saber.  
She paused the recording, leaving a still, faintly-flickering image on the screen as she 
cradled her throbbing hand.

Between this and the raid on GENGenTech, it’s clear that someone has hired the Sabers 
to help them get a head start on a human augmentation program — by plundering ours, and 
by abducting the only apparent paranormal known to date.  Katherine closed her eyes and 
rested her head on her good hand.  Why does everything have to blow up all at once?  It 
doesn’t help that my mistakes have aggravated the situation.  I should have never let Ohara 
and his collection of intellectual clowns do my detective work for me.  That was purely petty 
vindictiveness on my part.

Katherine took a deep breath and sat up straight, opening her eyes to see once 
again the frozen video image.  She grimaced and shook her head.  It’s time to try and 
recover as much as I can from this debacle.  No more executive summaries and capsule reports.  
She reached out with her unhurt hand and tapped one of the speed dial icons on her 
phone’s screen and waited.

It barely had time to ring before it was picked up.  “Yes, Ms. Madigan?”
“Mr. Quincy’s office, please.”
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HEIDELBERG, GERMANY, SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  12:56 PM (LOCAL 
TIME)

“Magic!”  Sylia spat the word with a vitriol that surprised Mackie.  He watched, 
amazed, as on the telephone’s screen his sister scowled with uncharacteristic ferocity.

Her call had taken him by surprise for two reasons.  First, it had come well outside 
of their usual phone schedule, which tried to split between them the 8-hour difference 
in their respective time zones.  Second, his sister had initiated the secure scramble 
mode immediately after he accepted the call, without warning him first.  It was then 
that he first suspected the level of her agitation.  And after half an hour, it was obvious 
to him that his sister was far more overwrought than he had ever seen her before.

Since when do I get to be the voice of reason in this family? Mackie mused with an 
inward smile.  “Are you sure he wasn’t joking with you?  I mean, yeah, the little cover-
age I’ve seen on this Loon guy shows him doing some pretty weird stuff, but can’t he 
just have some advanced tech that he was hiding from you? Can’t it just be a case of 
Clarke’s Third Law?”

She shook her head once, sharply.  “Many of the medical sensors I had attached to 
him can also serve as parts of a polygraph, if one knows how to read them.  He wasn’t 
lying; or, to be precise, he believed what he said.”

Mackie suppressed a sigh.  Only my sister...  “Well, then,” he said, “the obvious 
thing to do if you have to fight him is to disable that helmet of his.  From what you’ve 
said, that should take care of most of his ‘magic’.”

Sylia’s image nodded in agreement.  “My thought exactly.  There are two problems 
with that, though.  One, if Sangnoir’s ‘resume’ is to be believed, he is a combat veteran 
of no less than fifteen years, who has faced a panoply of foes and threats that I can 
barely imagine.  His helmet will undoubtedly be designed to be as resistant to damage 
and other kinds of attacks as possible.”

“I thought Nene hacked her way into it?”
“A fluke,” Sylia replied with a precisely-controlled, dismissive wave.  “He is too 

intelligent not to have already corrected the weakness she exploited.  And I doubt there 
are any others she can make use of.  No, we will need a more direct approach, which 
brings up the second problem.”

Mackie in leaned toward the phone as he rested his elbows on the table in front of 
him, and his chin in his cupped hands.  “And that is?”

On the screen, Sylia scowled.  “His very existence warps probability.  How do 
we fight someone whom the fabric of space-time itself conspires to protect, however 
imperfectly?  Even without his helmet, I have no idea what his limits are, or even if he 
has limits!  How can I strategize around that?”

“Sis, I think you’re getting too worked up over this ‘magic’ stuff,” Mackie offered.  
“So weird things happen around him, and because of him.  So what?  If you ask me, he’s 
a lot less of a problem than Largo ever was!  I mean, he’s versatile and surprising, and 
might be hard to hurt, but he’s no hyperboomer with a lasersat control box.”

“This is true,” his sister, still frowning, reluctantly admitted. “It’s just that... oh, 
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damn it all, Mackie, he was so infuriating!  Sitting there, smugly lecturing us on how 
morally superior his world was to ours!  Calling us barbarians!”

Wow, he thought.  Sylia’s really worked up over this guy. “Well, he kinda had a point, 
you know.  Dad said in his papers that...” he began.

“Don’t you start, now, Mackie!” Sylia barked.
“Sorry, sis.”  He sagged a little at the reprimand, and it must have been visible to 

Sylia, because her expression softened enough to be seen on the phone’s tiny monitor.
“No, I’m sorry, little brother.  I shouldn’t snap at you.  It’s just that... too many 

things have been taking a bizarre turn recently.”
Mackie tilted his head.  “Like what?”
She shook her head.  “Coincidences, or things that look like them.  A visitor who 

claims to be from another universe.  And suddenly, a low-key GENOM subsidiary 
trying to peek into other universes starts operating outside of its secure little hole in 
the Tower.  Russian intelligence, of all people, hires us to break into another GENOM 
subsidiary, this one busy trying to engineer “improved”, maybe even paranormal, hu-
man beings.  But even so, the job seems to be an excuse to get us out of town so that 
a massive boomer attack can capture Sangnoir — if you can imagine GENOM and 
Russian intelligence working together.  Then, if Priss and Linna — and their data 
recorders! — are to be believed, Sangnoir raises two children from the dead, then says 
that he didn’t do it, a trio of goddesses did.  He just asked them to.  And to top it off, a 
character from an old anime appears, demolishes two boomers on film, and then disap-
pears again!”  Sylia covered her eyes with her hand.  “When did MegaTokyo turn into 
a magnet for surrealism?”

“An anime character?  Who?”  He hadn’t been expecting anything like that.
“Something called a ‘Senshi’ from a show named ‘Sailor Moon’,” Sylia replied, still 

covering her eyes.
Mackie’s eyebrows shot up under his bangs.  He was very familiar with ‘Sailor 

Moon’ — the amount of ecchi stories, images and doujinshi that the series had inspired 
over the last forty-plus years was simply staggering, and he had ended up borrowing 
copies of the original series on videorom simply to learn more about the characters.  “A 
Senshi?  Really?”

“Yes, really,” Sylia replied wearily.
“Sugoi!  Which one?”
Sylia dropped her hand and stared at him.  “What do you mean, which one?  How 

would I know?”
“Geeze, Sis, no need to get nasty about it!”
Sylia closed her eyes and slowly exhaled.  “I’m sorry, Mackie. It’s just that it’s all 

starting to get a little overwhelming. The world has taken a very strange turn for me, 
and I’m not exactly certain that I’m suited to the new shape it has.”  She visibly collect-
ed herself, seeming almost to turn off the agitation that had characterized her behavior 
throughout the call.  “I just can’t help wondering, though...  if there is as much magical 
potential in the world as Sangnoir claims, why isn’t someone other than he using it?”

Mackie didn’t have an answer for her.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  9:13 PM

I wanted to thrash myself for stupidity, but I kept packing instead...
I couldn’t believe that I had sat there and introduced myself to the damned Knight 

Sabers.  Gave them my real name and everything. It didn’t matter that I had thought 
they were friendlies at the time.  I shouldn’t have let my guard down that far, that 
fast.

I was dashing around my apartment, trying to decide what to keep and what to 
take.  I had my leather backpack (the one that Delandra had given me) in my left hand 
while I rifled through drawers and my wardrobe with my right.

I had to bug out.  Immediately.
If Pink were as good as I thought she was, that little bit of personal theatre with 

my Warriors ID would give them exactly what they needed to find me.  The only rea-
son they weren’t already at my door by now was that they probably wanted to make 
the snatch quietly and unobtrusively.  Storming an upper floor of a federal housing 
project in full armor wouldn’t go unnoticed, so they’d probably wait until late at night 
and come in stealthily.

I hoped.
That, thankfully, gave me enough time to grab a few things and run.  I’d already 

started putting together an emergency escape kit a few days earlier; I just needed some 
more clothes and several personal items I hadn’t quite gotten around to adding. Then 
I could dash down to my cycle and head off to one of a couple possible boltholes I’d 
scouted out over the previous week.

I wasn’t counting on a knock on my door quite so soon.
I combat-hyped, snatching up my helmet with one hand as I darted over to the 

hinge side of the door.  If they forced it, I’d be out of sight for one or two critical sec-
onds — just long enough to give me an edge.

Another knock rattled the door.  After flashing my hand across the peephole just 
in case the caller was waiting for me to put my head in front of a gun, I risked a quick 
glance into the hallway.

It was Lisa.  “Doug!  Let me in!” she demanded, her voice muffled slightly by the 
door’s cheap hollow-core construction.

I dropped out of combat time and tried to move as quietly as possible back to my 
packing.  Another salvo of pounding assaulted the door.  “I know you’re in there!” she 
called out as a follow-up.

She was a nice kid, and I wasn’t going to let her get mixed up in my troubles.  So 
I was going to ignore her, pretend I wasn’t home, and wait until she gave up to make 
my getaway.  If she was persistent, which was pretty likely, actually, I could use a song 
to make her sleep, or mind control her into forgetting she wanted to talk to me, or hell, 
better yet, I could just go invisible and non-corp and drop all the way down through 
the building to the ground floor.

Behind me the knob rattled as she tried it, having apparently given up on knock-
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ing.  I ignored that, too, and shoved my “Priss and the Replicants” T-shirt into the 
pack.  Then I spun on my heel to retrieve a couple of toiletry items from my sorry 
excuse for a bathroom.  Out of the corner of my eye I spotted movement where there 
should have been none, and reacted with a reflexive attack.  “<Jesus Harold Christ on 
a fucking handtruck!>” I bellowed a moment later as I managed to abort the full-force 
punch I had started to throw.

“’Harold’?” Lisa asked.  She was standing just inside my now-open front door, a set 
of lock picks in her devious little hands.

I sighed as I dropped my helmet on the bed, and recited in English, “<Our Father, 
Who art in Heaven, Harold be Thy Name.> Lisa, what do you think you’re doing?”

“Breaking into your apartment,” she replied matter-of-factly as the lock picks dis-
appeared into a pocket, and tossed her head. It seemed almost like a challenge.  “What 
are you doing?”

“Packing.”  And I went back to doing exactly that, dashing into the bathroom for 
those toiletries.

I heard the front door click shut just before I dashed back out, and a moment later 
she was at my side.  “Why?”

I opened a side pocket on the backpack and dropped my toothpaste, brush, razor 
and antiperspirant into it.  “My cover’s been blown. It’s not safe for me to stay here any 
more,” I growled.  “Not for me, for you, or for anyone else in this building.”

She stepped up behind me and laid a hand on my shoulder.  “Where are you go-
ing, then?”

I turned, taking her hand off my shoulder and holding it in both of mine.  “I’m 
not telling you.”

She stomped her foot.  “Doug!”
“Give it up, Lisa.  I’m not telling you.”  I flipped the backpack closed, laced the 

straps through their buckles and cinched them tight.  The worn leather bulged, looking 
a little like an over-inflated balloon yea-short of bursting.

Lisa grabbed me and spun me around.  “You are an infuriating piece of shit, you 
know?”  She wore a pout that was almost, but not quite, at the level of self-parody.

“And you are an infuriatingly persistent little shit, yourself, you know?” I said with 
a grin.  I gently took her face between my hands and kissed her forehead.  “Don’t worry.  
As the cliche goes, you’re safer not knowing.”

Lisa scowled furiously at me as I let go of her, and raised one hand as if to slap me.  
“Oh, you!  You make me so mad some times, you know that?”  She lowered the hand 
and began to pick at the buttons on the front of her silky green blouse with it. “Look, 
just be careful.  Today’s boomer attack wasn’t an accident.”

I nodded as I saw the concern in her mahogany eyes.  “Yeah, I know.  They were 
too well-organized.  It was practically a military exercise.”  I frowned.  “If I ever find 
out who deployed those boomers, I’m going to make them very sorry.”

She chewed her lip for a moment as she continued to fidget with her buttons.  
“IDEC sent them out,” she said softly.

“They did?”  A cold chill ran through me.  “How do you know?”
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Her brown eyes bored into me.  “Because I was covering the siege and I found 
their base station.”

Without a word I turned away from her and snatched up my backpack and my 
helmet from the bed.  Then I strode to the wardrobe and pulled out my civvie winter 
coat.  Most of my Valdemaran garb remained there, neatly organized on their hangers; 
it was all expendable.  All except my honorary Whites, which I’d already taken care 
of.

I turned back to Lisa.  She made no effort to hide the concern on her face, and I 
regretted having to leave a friend such as her behind.  But it was better than trying to 
take her with me, by a long shot.

“Thank you for that piece of intel, Lisa,” I said, trying to smile.  “You can be sure 
I’m going to act on it within a couple of days.”  I stepped to the door, pulled out my 
keys, and tossed them to her.  She caught them automatically, then registered surprise.  
“I’ve got to go now,” I continued.  “Keep an eye on the place, okay?  But don’t let your-
self be noticed by cops or strange women in powered armor.”

I slipped out into the hallway and fled.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31, 2037.  10:14 PM

Lisa sat crosslegged on her futon, idly turning a ballpoint pen over and over in her 
hands.  At her side was the long, low table that she used as a desk; at the moment it 
was littered with books and files.  A portfolio with Fuko MacNamara’s business card 
taped to it leaned half-open against one end and propped up an ink-encrusted brush 
left over from Lisa’s most recent unsuccessful attempt to pen a holiday greeting in 
haiku for her mother.

An open file filled with Sabers history lay before her, but she wasn’t seeing it; in 
her mind’s eye, all she could see was Doug silently slipping away down the hall as the 
keys in her hand jingled like the rings on a monk’s staff.

A knock on her door roused Lisa from her reverie, and a flash of hope shot through 
her like an electric current.  She leapt from the futon, scattering papers everywhere, 
and flew to the door. “Doug!  You came back!” she cried as she yanked it open.

Nene stood there, a grimace flickering so quickly over her face that Lisa wasn’t 
sure she had actually seen it.  “Hi, Lisa-chan,” she said soberly.  “Can I come in?”

Eyes wide, Lisa worked her mouth silently for a moment or two before anything 
deigned to come out.  “Um, sure.”  She stepped to one side and waved Nene in.  “Have 
a seat.”

Nene pulled a chair from under the little table that served as Lisa’s dining area, 
and sat down on it backwards.  “Thanks.”

“So, what’s up, Nene-chan?” Lisa asked, trying to moisten a suddenly dry mouth.  
“What brings you around so late, especially after a job?”

The redhead ignored her questions.  “So, Lisa, is Doug your boyfriend?”
Uh-oh.  Here it comes.  “No, just my neighbor from across the hall.”  Lisa tried to 

hide her nervousness by collecting up the papers she had sent flying.
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Nene studied her carefully.  “The same one you asked me to investigate last sum-
mer.”  It wasn’t a question.

Lisa paused in her collecting, on all fours in the middle of the floor.  She studied 
the patterns in the rug below her.  “Hai,” she finally whispered.

There was a long silence, long enough that Lisa unfroze and continued gathering 
the scattered papers just for the sake of having something to do.  As she retrieved a 
sheet that had slid part-way under her one small bookcase, she risked a glance at Nene.  
Her friend was clearly troubled; a frown creased her forehead and she chewed on her 
upper lip as she looked anywhere in the room but at Lisa.  Lisa frowned, too; it was al-
most like Nene was on the verge of saying something, but couldn’t bring herself to it.

Shaking her head, Lisa bent back down to reach for the next sheet.  “What is it, 
Nene?” she murmured, taking another quick look at the redhead.

Nene started, eyes wide.  “Oh!  Sorry!” she squeaked, then composed herself.  “I 
haven’t told Sylia yet.”

“Told her what?” Lisa asked from near the floor as she reached for the last of the 
lost papers.

“That you knew.”
Lisa straightened up and sat back on her heels.  “What did I know?”
Nene frowned again.  “That your neighbor is the Loon.”  She stood and started to 

pace back and forth in the small room.  “You did. That’s why you were trying so hard 
to get in the storeroom with us all this afternoon.  You were worried about him.”  As 
Lisa nervously sorted through the papers in her hands, Nene stopped and loomed over 
her.  “You’ve known almost from the start, haven’t you?  All that time we were trying 
to figure out if he was a friend or a foe or... or... a whatever, you knew and didn’t tell us!  
You didn’t tell me!  I thought we were friends!”

Lisa leapt to her feet.  “We are friends, Nene!”  Indignant, she crossed the room 
to plop herself down on the futon and carelessly flung the collected papers atop the 
books arrayed on her makeshift desk.  “But I don’t tell friends’ secrets.  Not yours, not 
anyone else’s.”

Nene pounced on her apparent evasion.  “So, you admit you did know about 
him?”

Lisa narrowed her eyes.  “No,” she said flatly.  “I don’t admit anything of the sort.  
This is the first that I’ve ever heard anyone suggest that Doug was the Loon.”  Declare 
it, yes. Suggest it, no, Lisa silently annotated to herself.

“Aaugh!”  Nene threw her hands up.  “Lisa!  This is important!”
“Yes, it is!” she shot back.  “Friends are important!  Friends’ confidences are impor-

tant!”  She closed her eyes and took a deep breath.  “Nene,” she asked, her eyes still 
shut, “do you trust me?”

Nene pursed her lips and slowly nodded.  “Yes.  For now, at least,” she added, and 
Lisa winced.

“Why?”
“Why?”  Nene’s eyes widened, and her right hand crept up to rub the back of her 

neck.  “Because...  because when you had a choice between achieving your dreams and 
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protecting a friend with secrets, you chose the...  you chose me.”
Lisa opened her eyes and stared deep into Nene’s.  “Right.  And it was the right 

thing to do.  And if — just hypothetically, mind you — if I had other friends who had 
their own secrets, just as big as yours, I wouldn’t, couldn’t choose any differently for 
them.  I’d no more tell you their secrets than I would tell them yours.  It has to work 
both ways, Nene.”

Nene’s eyebrows drew together in disapproval as she shook her head.  “No.  I don’t 
buy that, Lisa.  You’re a member of the Kni... of the team.  What about loyalty to us?  
The team should come first.  If you care about your friends on the team, that is.”

Lisa was back on her feet in an instant.  “That’s not fair, Nene! You can’t demand 
that of me!  If I violate a confidence for your convenience, then how could you trust 
me with your secrets?  How could I ever trust myself?”  Her voice climbed in pitch and 
volume as all her doubts and worries, some dating back her great “scoop chase” four 
years earlier, forced their way once again into front of her mind.

“You could trust yourself because you’d know you’re doing the right thing!”  Nene, 
caught up in Lisa’s growing hysteria, herself started to grow shrill.

“It’s not the right thing!”
“The heck it’s not!”
“You want me to break my promises just for your convenience?”
“It’s not convenience!  It’s necessity!”
“Bullshit!”
The two were screaming at each other now, but a pounding on the wall cut across 

the exchange and brought it to a crashing halt.
Lisa glanced sidewise towards the wall from which the banging had come and 

a brief, sheepish grin flickered across her face.  “I think we’re a little too loud for the 
neighbors.”  A look of sadness slid into her eyes.  “I think you’d better go now, Nene.”

The redhead stared at the floor.  Her face was faintly flushed and her breathing 
was audible and ragged.  “Yeah.  Maybe I should.”  She turned and walked slowly to 
the door, and Lisa followed.  The knob rattled, and Nene paused in the open entry. “I’m 
not going to say anything to Sylia, Lisa.  Not yet.  But if you don’t tell her soon, I will.”  
She stepped fully into the hall.  “Good night, Lisa,” Nene said, then strode quickly 
towards the elevator bank.

Lisa stood, holding tightly onto the door frame, and never took her eyes off her 
friend as she walked away.  All the time her chest burned, and she felt the sting of tears 
threaten to overwhelm her.  When at last Nene turned the corner and disappeared, 
Lisa looked away.  Before she slid back into her apartment, though, an unexpected, 
aged voice startled her.

“Lovers’ quarrel, dearie?”
Lisa flinched in surprise and turned around to see one of her neighbors peering 

from the the next apartment down the hall.  The old woman was dressed in a ragged 
robe that might have been silk, and ratty terrycloth slippers.  Through her open door 
Lisa could hear the sound of a television tuned to a broadcast channel — the excited 
yammerings of a hyperactive emcee and the laughter of an audience drifted tinnily into 
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the hallway.
Lisa stared at her neighbor for several moments as the old woman watched her 

expectantly.  “No, Mrs. Chiba,” she finally said. “Nothing that small.”  The live televi-
sion audience roared in laughter once more, and Lisa turned to re-enter an apartment 
that suddenly seemed much smaller and colder than it had when she’d woken up that 
morning.  “Good night, Mrs. Chiba,” she murmured, then shut the door behind her.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  9:35 AM

Leon looked up without surprise as Nene stormed through the squad room to 
loom over his desk.  “We have to talk,” she declared angrily.

“You’re right about that,” he responded, giving her a long, level look.
Nene glanced left and right, then continued in a lower voice. “Not here.”
He nodded curtly as he rose from his chair.  “Right.”
A few minutes later the two of them stood in the conference room in which Nene 

and so many others had first seen the Loon in action, several months earlier.  Upon 
entering, Nene crossed the room to look out of the windows at the city streets below.  
Leon closed the door tightly behind himself, then brushed his fingers across the con-
trol panel situated next to the light switches. The window shutters slid shut, and faint 
hiss of white noise sprang up.

Her view cut off, Nene slowly turned to face Leon and opened her mouth to 
speak.

“What the hell were you thinking, carrying him off like that?” he quietly demand-
ed, before she could say anything.

“Well, your people were trying to kill him, despite our deal,” she hissed.
“They were operating outside of their orders,” he shot back. “I’ve already publicly 

reprimanded them, and put a copy of it in their files.”
“Good!”  Nene looked smug and satisfied.  “O’Shaughnessey and those other bo-

zos deserved it.”  Then her eyes narrowed.  “That reminds me.  You know I have my 
annual pistol qualification next week, right?”

Leon perched himself on the edge of the conference table, feeling the wood-
grained plastic give ever so slightly under his weight. “Yeah,” he ventured cautiously, as 
he rested his arm on top of the built-in computer console.  Where’s this going?

Nene stepped forward until she was within arm’s reach of Leon. She didn’t look 
at him, instead gazing into the distance over his shoulder, as if she could stare through 
the bulk of the ADP HQ building now that the windows were closed to her.  “I came 
in early to get a little range time in before my shift.  Do you know what I found when I 
went to choose my course?” she growled. “Somebody put the Knight Sabers’ silhouettes 
on the target menu!”

He slowly nodded.  “Those profiles have been in the training system for years.”
“You think I wouldn’t know that, Leon?” Nene hissed, acutely conscious of being 

overheard, even in a room that was ostensibly sound-proofed.  “They’ve been inactive 
all this time, stashed in a storage folder with the Doberman and DD battlemover pro-
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files. But now they’re active!  And they were being used!”  Nene stepped in closer to 
Leon, who began to feel like a trapped animal. “When I got there, Hato and Ramirez 
and a few others were already on the range, laughing and joking and taking potshots 
at the new targets.  They were shooting at me and making dirty jokes about it!  They 
were shooting at Priss!”  She thrust her face forward and put herself nose-to-nose with 
Leon, close enough that he smell the coffee on her breath.  “What are you going to do 
about it?”

Leon steeled himself and tried to stare her down.  When the hell did she stop being 
cuddly and cute?  “Nothing.”

“Nothing?”  Her voice threatened to rise into a shriek.
“Nothing.”  Taking her by the shoulders, Leon gently forced Nene back and away 

from him.  “I didn’t order the activation of those target options.  I don’t have any con-
trol over that, or anything else about the range.  You know that.  Those profiles were 
unlocked because someone up the chain of command — Chief Todo, or someone even 
higher — ordered it.” 

“Why?” Nene demanded as she began to stalk back and forth in front of him.  
“Why?”

Leon suppressed a sigh.  She really has no clue, does she?  “It might have something 
to do with you facing off with a half dozen troopers last night, Nene, and then helping 
a suspect escape.”

“But we’re good guys!”
He snorted.  “The Sabers are mercenaries, Nene.  But you’ve been helping out the 

ADP for so long the people tend to forget that.  You and your friends have been per-
ceived as...”  Leon waved his hands aimlessly as he searched for the right words. “Kind 
of like a band of superheroes, always on the side of the city.”  He slid off the edge of 
the table and intercepted Nene, who still paced angrily.  “What you did last night re-
minded people that the Sabers’ loyalty is not necessarily to MegaTokyo.”

Green eyes wide with shock turned upon him.  “But...”
Leon shook his head.  “But nothing.  Last night was a debacle, and it got someone 

or several someones nervous about why a band of high-tech mercenaries support the 
ADP’s efforts with pro-bono boomer hunting.  That’s why the four of you are now 
valid range targets.  You rattled a lot of people, and now they’re worried that there’ll 
be another face-off between the Sabers and the ADP, that you could turn on us again 
without warning.  And that it won’t end as amicably.  Because they’re no longer as 
complacent about your allegiances as they used to be.”

Nene bowed her head, hiding her face in a cascade of red hair. “It’s all my fault,” 
she whispered.

A gentle smile tugged at the corners of Leon’s mouth.  He reached out and, cup-
ping her chin, lifted her face.  “I’m sure you had good intentions, Nene-chan.”

“Ha,” she mimicked a laugh without humor.  “You know what they say is paved 
with those.  Besides,” she sighed, “it almost wasn’t worth it.  He was so mean!”  Her 
features took on a sad, thoughtful cast.  “Leon,” she said after a moment, “are boomers 
people?”
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“Huh?”  He released her chin and frowned.  “What kind of a question is that?”
“The Loon, he’s not from, um, around here, so he doesn’t know that much about 

boomers, and...”
Leon raised an eyebrow.  “Doesn’t know about boomers?  Where in the world can 

he...”  His eyes widened.  “He is something that IDEC snagged from another universe, 
then?”

“Not really,” she said, shaking her head.  “He said he’s from another universe, but 
that he came here under his own power. It’s just a coincidence IDEC’s working on that 
stuff, I guess.” Nene studied him for a moment.  “I didn’t think you’d actually read that 
paper of theirs that you gave me.”

“Hey, I’m not just a pretty face, Nene,” he chuckled, and she grinned for an all-too-
brief moment.  He continued.  “Still, it’s one thing to read about the possibility, another 
to see it in action.”  He tilted his head.  “You said he was mean?”

Nene nodded curtly, her lips thrust out in a fierce pout.  “Uh-huh.  After we 
rescued him and took care of him, he started yelling about how boomers were really 
people, and how S... how Prime knew it all along, and how we were nothing but slave 
hunters and executioners.  Then he... ran away.”  She looked at him, her eyes glistening 
and pleading.  “We’re not murderers, right?  We’re not!”

To her despair, Leon didn’t answer right away, instead closing his eyes as his ex-
pression grew serious.  “I don’t know, Nene-chan, I really don’t,” he said after a few sec-
onds’ thought, and opened his eyes.  “It’s the kind of thing I think about, every once in 
a while, late at night when I can’t get to sleep.  I’ve got almost ten years more experience 
than you in the ADP, most of it in the field.  I’ve seen things...”  He shook his head and 
took a deep breath.  “There have been a few boomers that have been so close to human 
that I sometimes forgot that they weren’t. I think I could call them... people.”

Nene’s expression suddenly morphed from pleading to enraged, and Leon stepped 
backwards in surprise and shock, running painfully into the table edge behind him.  
“Not you, too!” she shouted.  “I don’t care what you, or the Loon, or, or, or anyone 
thinks! I’m not a murderer!”  She turned and stormed out of the conference room as 
Leon watched helplessly.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  11:00 AM

About half an hour after I left Lisa and my apartment, I stashed my cycle and 
my leathers in an automated public storage facility, paying for a month’s time with an 
anonymized credit chit.  With my helmet in my pack and a hood over my head, I then 
made my way to a cash-only, no-questions-asked love motel on the edge of Timex 
City.

I left about fifteen minutes after checking in, dressed in jeans, flannel shirt, winter 
coat, and helmet.  None of this was immediately obvious because during the time it 
took me to drop off my keycard and walk out the door, then around the block, I had 
“These Dreams” playing and an illusion disguise wrapped around me.  The pimply 
slacker behind the bullet-proof glass at what passed for the front desk didn’t look up 
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from his manga as I dropped the card into the checkout slot.  I was surprised... I’d’ve 
thought a black transvestite hooker in a gold lame miniskirt and bandeau, topping out 
at just under two meters tall in a set of matching stiletto heels, would have gotten more 
attention.  I don’t know, maybe he was just jaded.

I’d studied this area, and I knew that there was an alley with a large dumpster a 
little more than a minute’s walk from the motel’s side door.  I ducked into the narrow, 
pungent space behind the dumpster just as the song entered its last 30 seconds, then 
killed the disguise.  Underneath it, I had black-dyed hair and a matching crepe mus-
tache, courtesy of a Ginza costuming shop.  I knelt and pulled a old, worn bowling ball 
carry bag out of my backpack, then stashed my helmet in it.  Finally, after making sure 
I had no obvious tails, I continued on to my real bolthole.

I probably didn’t need to go through all the cloak-and-dagger rigamarole, but if 
there’s one thing I’ve learned fighting terrorists and costumed extremists, it’s that in 
civvies, they look just like everyone else.  Any woman I passed on the street might’ve 
been one of the Knights, surveilling me.  And I couldn’t even be sure that the Knights 
were women.  With the voxmods they had, a slender man in a suit with that kind of 
surface sculpting could easily pass for female, especially if he were sensitive to body 
language.  I couldn’t dismiss that possibility, much as I’d’ve liked to.  So everyone was 
a potential tail.

It didn’t make my walk very relaxing.
My bolthole was a tiny efficiency apartment on the edge of the Fault Region.  

Even compared to my poverty-level housing at Morita, it was pretty lousy; the build-
ing predated the big quake and the quality of the cramped accommodations was so bad 
that the roaches were saving up for a better place.  The price was right, though — three 
months’ rent would eat only about a quarter of my cash supply.

I dropped my stuff on the thin, rickety bed and plopped down on the floor to 
sit cross-legged on the threadbare carpeting.  If I pulled in my elbows I could just fit 
between the bed and the micro-kitchenette.  I closed my eyes and planned my next 
moves.

An hour later, I had debugged my plans as thoroughly as possible. Or so I hoped.  
I would visit IDEC, but not right away.  It would be better if I just sat tight for a few 
days and let my trail grow cold.  I doubted that the Sabers, GENOM or the cops would 
give up, but I’d be damned if I would help them by popping back up right away and 
giving them a metaphorical “Yoo-hoo!  Here I am!”

I then went out and familiarized myself with the neighborhood. In particular, I 
kept an eye out for potential jobs that were inconspicuous or easily overlooked, in case 
I needed more money faster than I expected.  I zigzagged through the typically Tokyo 
maze of streets for a couple of hours, stopping only when I stumbled across a crum-
bling neighborhood cybercafe.  As I paused in front of the grimy plate glass window 
and peered into its dark environs, I remembered that I had a little research I wanted to 
do.  I nodded to myself and stepped in.

A few minutes later, I sat at a terminal with a cup of steaming green tea to hand.  
Calling up a search engine, I entered the word “superhero” and pressed “enter”.
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  11:31 AM

So far, it hadn’t gone as badly as she had expected.  Which was to say, she hadn’t 
been fired or liquidated...  yet.

For the past half hour, Mr. Quincy had sat, clearly entranced, by the collection of 
telemetry, video and still photos Madigan had assembled on the Visitor, as well as the 
ADP and news site records on him.  Katherine stood silently behind the chairman’s 
left shoulder as he methodically studied every frame, print and page without a sound.

Upon entering the chairman’s huge office, Katherine had begun by laying out 
her culpability.  That was the professional thing to do, she reassured herself.  Mr. Quincy 
would have been disappointed in me had I tried to cover up my errors.  She allowed herself a 
glance in the direction of the chairman; he was absorbed in the first video taken of the 
Visitor, pausing and replaying it to study the action.  It seems to have worked.  So far.

Ten minutes later, Madigan would have been fidgeting with impatience had she 
allowed herself the luxury.  The only sounds in the huge room were the gentle sussura-
tion from the heating ducts and the occasional keyboard click from Quincy’s com-
puter. That in itself was almost monumental; in all her experience with GENOM, Mr. 
Quincy had never deigned to manually operate his desk system in her presence.  He 
had always delegated such mundane tasks to others.  That fact, added to the intensity 
with which he examined the data, only reignited and compounded her discomfiture.  Is 
he deciding the magnitude of my failure?

Finally, he closed the last file.  Rather than address her, though, he slid back his 
chair (forcing her to sidestep quickly), and steepled his hands in thought.  It was sev-
eral more minutes before he roused himself, during which Katherine did her best to 
stand at attention, still behind his left shoulder, still worried about her fate.

Quincy reached out and stabbed at the speakerphone on his desk, his hand flicker-
ing like a striking viper.  Katherine almost flinched in surprise.

“Get Kentaro Kloberdanz in my office.  Now,” he demanded.  His deep bass 
growled even deeper, in the manner that Katherine knew from experience signified a 
level of annoyance that was lethal to someone’s career plans.

“Yes, sir,” a tinny voice replied faintly.  The response was too indistinct for her to 
determine which of Quincy’s legion of administrative assistants had received the order, 
nor did it really matter — it was yet another piece of trivia at which she grasped as a 
distraction from her anxiety.

Quincy returned to the photoprints spread across his desktop. They seemed to 
occupy his entire attention for the two minutes that ticked by before the receptionist 
swung open one of the great oaken doors.  A thin, sallow Eurasian man entered, hesi-
tating only a moment on the threshold.  Katherine looked him over dispassionately as 
he trotted nervously across the office’s lush carpet.  He was not familiar to her, but even 
she could not be expected to know every employee by sight — although she did try.  
Quincy did not look up as the man came to a halt and stood, almost cringing, three 
meters in front of the chairman’s desk.
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“Kloberdanz,” Quincy said conversationally, still studying the prints.  Katherine 
noted the undertones of his voice; for the moment, Kloberdanz was a target, which 
meant that she was — temporarily — safe.

“Ha...”  Kloberdanz’ response came out as a choked squeak; he coughed and tried 
again.  “Hai, sir?”

“You are one of my readers, Kloberdanz.”  Katherine nodded slightly to herself.  
This was one of the many GENOM employees whose job was to filter through the 
gigabytes of material emitted by the world media every day.  Each focused on a small 
number of topics, selecting and condensing material on their specialties into concise 
digests for the chairman’s daily consumption.  She allowed herself to relax infinitesi-
mally.

“Hai, Chairman,” Kloberdanz squeaked again.
Quincy picked up one of the color prints and studied it with remarkable intensity.  

“Over the past six months or so, your duties have included summarizing all media 
coverage of the individual that GENOM has chosen to call ‘The Visitor’.”

“That is correct, sir.”  Some measure of confidence seemed to be flooding back into 
the man, Madigan noted.  The corners of her mouth twitched slightly.

Quincy carefully laid the print down in the exact position from which he had 
lifted it, and looked at his employee for the first time.  “The Visitor gave a name for 
himself in a newspaper interview some months ago, Kloberdanz.  Why was that name 
never included in my digests?”

Color drained out of Kloberdanz’ sallow features.  “It... it was...”  He gathered 
himself and began again, more confidently. “We had an internal designation for him, 
already, sir, and I saw no reason to confuse the issue.  And it was such a silly name, 
Chairman.  I didn’t want to waste your time with it.”

“You did, did you?”  Quincy watched his employee unblinkingly, and Madigan 
did her best to match her superior’s expressionless gaze.  “You were afraid I would be... 
confused, and took the liberty of eliminating such a... distressing datum from my daily 
summaries?”

“Hai!  That’s it, exactly, sir!”  Katherine almost laughed as Kloberdanz straightened 
and colored again.

Quincy nodded.  “You have disappointed me, Kloberdanz.”
The other man’s expression fell suddenly.  “What?  I mean, sir?”
Quincy speared him with one final look, then stabbed at the speakerphone again.  

“Tell Human Resources that Kentaro Kloberdanz has been relieved of his position.  
And send someone from Security to my reception area to escort him from the Tow-
er.”

“Yes, sir!” came the tinny voice.
Quincy returned his attention to the photos before him.  “That will be all, Klober-

danz.”
“Yes, sir!  Thank you, sir.”  Pale once more, Kentaro Kloberdanz stumbled back-

wards to the office doors, which silently opened behind him to reveal two waiting 
security boomers, still in their human guises.  As they took him by the arms, the doors 
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closed.
“I do not tolerate failure, Madigan,” Quincy commented, and she stiffened.
She managed to keep her voice under control.  “No, Chairman.”
“I am, however, willing to forgive a... lapse in judgment by a promising employee,” 

he continued, “assuming that the employee is of sufficient value to GENOM.”  His 
leather chair turned around so that he could face her.  “It would cost GENOM far 
more to replace you than it would to ensure you learn from this... experience.  So we 
will endeavor to see that your performance improves, won’t we?”  He gave her a toothy 
smile which failed utterly at being friendly and instead made him look predatory, 
hungry.

Katherine nodded once, curtly, sending her lavender hair swinging.  “Yes, sir.”
“I can understand your frustration with IDEC and Ohara, Madigan. And I com-

mend you on the decision to make use of their expertise in this matter.  You left it in 
their hands for far too long, though.  Fortunately, none of their actions have reflected 
badly on GENOM, and that is fortunate indeed.”  He raised an eyebrow at her, and 
she suppressed a shiver, before he continued.

“Effective immediately, you will personally take over this operation, and you will 
bring me the Visitor.  You have two weeks, Madigan.  Two weeks.”

“Very good, sir,” she replied, torn between elation and despair. Then a thought 
struck her.  “Bring you the Visitor?”

Quincy nodded, his teeth still bared in the rictus of his smile. “Yes, Madigan.  
Bring him here, to my office.”

“But he is in the hands of the Knight Sabers!”
The chairman dismissed her objection with a sharp wave.  “I do not think he shall 

stay in their company for long, Madigan.”
“But...”
Quincy spun his seat back to face the monitors overlooking and embedded in 

his desktop.  “Some information to help you in your assignment.  You will find that 
his name is Douglas Q. Sangnoir. He goes by another ... nickname ... that is also very 
undignified, but quite accurate.  You will want to have your people inquire on the street 
after anyone calling himself ‘Looney Toons’.  As well as...” he gestured at the ADP files 
in front him, “’Loon’.  Once you capture him, take his helmet, and keep him away from 
any kind of music.”

“But how...?” Madigan began.
Quincy waved a hand dismissively.  “That is my concern and not yours.  Find him.  

Bring him here.  Alive.  Able to speak.  But be forewarned, it will not be easy.”
“Just what is he, sir?” she asked quietly.
“Dangerous, Madigan.  Very dangerous.”
Madigan tried to control a swell of anger as she stared at the chairman.  “If you 

already had this information, sir...”
Quincy glanced up and gave her a sharp, reprimanding look.  “What I know and 

how I know it are none of your business, Madigan, unless I choose to make it so.  You 
will continue as you have in the past, and proceed as you have been ordered.  Under-
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stood?”
She bowed her head in submission.  “Yes, sir.  Understood.”
“Good,” he rumbled.  “Now go.”

Madigan turned sharply on her heel and left the office.  As the sound of her foot-
steps receded into the distance, Quincy rose from his seat and turned to the window 
behind him.  He stood staring out at the broad expanse of MegaTokyo, brilliantly lit by 
the light of the noon-high sun, that spread out around the base of his Tower.

“Why now?” he muttered to himself.  “Fifty years ago, even forty years ago, I would 
have welcomed you.  Why do you finally have to come now?”
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10:  I CAN SEE WHERE THIS MORON IS GOING TO GIVE ME TROUBLE

The attempt to justify an evil deed has perhaps more 
pernicious consequences than the evil deed itself.  The 
justification of a past crime is the planting and culti-
vation of future crimes.

— ERIC HOFFER

A man, even the best, who accustoms his spirit to cru-
elty and finally makes, from that which he detests, a 
law.  And from that habit becomes hard and almost 
unrecognisable.  

— GOETHE

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  12:25 PM

Katherine Madigan stepped into her apartment and quietly closed the front door.  
Turning, she fell back against it and stayed there, eyes closed and face lifted, as she 
struggled to calm herself.

How could he possibly know that?  Those were no guesses, no intuitions.  That was 
unequivocal, certain knowledge.  She closed her eyes and resisted the urge to bite her 
lip.  Could the Chairman actually know the Visitor?  How could the Chairman know the 
Visitor?

Hunger had struck her like a hammer blow the moment she had exited Quincy’s 
office, but her emotional state was so uncertain that she chose not to take her lunch 
in the executive dining room.  Unable to fully control her reactions, she’d have flagged 
herself in minutes as a target for every climber and shark in the GENOM power struc-
ture.  She’d need the private time that eating in her own apartment would afford her to 
regain the composure that was a vital necessity in her position.

Pushing up off the door, Katherine resolutely drove herself through the foyer and 
into her living room.  She slipped off her jacket and draped it carefully over the back 
of one of the two chairs that stood, unused, at the chest-height counter that divided 
the kitchen from the living room, then slipped into the kitchen proper.  Opening her 
refrigerator, then the freezer, she surveyed her options.

Her stomach growled, and she laughed at the sound in spite of herself.  The very 
act lightened her mood enough that the task of feeding herself no longer seemed quite 
the onerous chore it had a few moments earlier.  Smiling wryly, Katherine withdrew 
a single-serving package of frozen vegetable lasagna — a GENOM brand, of course 
— and slipped it into the microwave.

Eight minutes later she drew it out again.  Triggered by the rising heat of the 
food, the colorful wrapping had sublimated entirely and the memory plastic tray had 
unfolded itself into a reasonable facsimile of a china dish, leaving her with a perfectly 
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presented, if still somewhat prefabricated-looking, entree.  Katherine set the plate on 
a serving tray next to a cup of tea and a small bowl of salad and dressing that she had 
prepared while waiting.

A few moments later, the tray sat atop the walnut and crystal coffee table in her 
living room, and Katherine was perched on the edge of the couch that paralleled it.  
Kicking her shoes off, she reached down to pick at her lunch while pondering the ques-
tions that disturbed her.

It had been a long time since Catholic school, but old habits — especially those 
which Father Knecht had ingrained in her — died hard.  They had served her well in 
her climb upwards through the world of business, too.  Katherine closed her eyes and 
forced herself to calm, and focused her mind back into the paths of logic and reason so 
beloved of her Jesuit instructors.  Slowly, carefully, occasionally punctuated by bites of 
lunch, she mentally built a logic tree in the manner she had been taught years before 
with pen, paper and raps on the knuckles with an archaic wooden ruler.

As usual, the familiar practice of boiling down the source of her anxiety into a 
flowchart of logical questions and conditions did wonders for her emotional state.  
Even without real answers, Katherine found her tension easing, if not yet vanishing.

Next, though, came the hard part:  follow out all the possible results of the flow-
chart and plan for them.  The first step there was to prune the tree based on what 
information she had at hand, or could reasonably infer.  She savored the tangy salad 
dressing coating a cherry tomato as she considered a question that, if not the base of 
the logic diagram, resided close to it.

Does Mr. Quincy make use of intelligence sources external to GENOM? she wondered.  
If there were someone reporting to him outside of GENOM’s nominal chain of com-
mand, it might explain his information.  She considered this.

Obviously, there are no line items in GENOM’s public budget for that kind of thing.  
On the other hand, there are no black budgets that are unaccounted for, she thought.  De-
spite her position, she didn’t know the details of most of GENOM’s black projects.  
But she did know the patterns of money flow within the mega-corporation.  With that 
information, she could tell where black projects unknown to her were located, though 
not what they pursued.  And no black projects were currently under Mr. Quincy’s 
direct overview.

Therefore, she concluded, if he’s got outside sources, he’s not paying for them out of a 
GENOM budget.   Which left paying out of his own pocket — a possibility which not 
only made matters far more delicate, but far more dangerous for her.  To find out for 
sure if he were doing so, she’d have to spy on the Chairman.  Very carefully.

Because if he were paying for a private intelligence system, it was very unlikely 
that it stopped at the lobby of the Tower.

Katherine turned that conclusion around and around in her mind while eroding 
the remains of the lasagna a tiny forkful at a time.  In the absence of evidence to the 
contrary, she was forced to assume that this was the case.  With that in mind, she tra-
versed the logic tree one last time, discarding null branches and leaves, pruning it down 
to a final set of conclusions.
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As she finished the last of her salad, she quickly categorized her results on the 
spectrum of “impossible” to “certain”, keeping in mind that the Visitor’s very existence 
had irrevocably mutated the criteria by which she could ever make such judgments.  
The final step was to divide the more likely conclusions into those about which she 
could do something and those she couldn’t, and prioritizing the former.

As she had hoped, the exercise had not only calmed her, it reduced the seemingly 
insurmountable chaos of the situation into several discrete paths of cause, effect and 
possible action, any of which she was more than capable of handling without a second 
thought.  She took a deep breath of relief and sipped her tea.

In her mind’s eye, the possible paths spread out before her. Ignoring for the mo-
ment several more likely results, she paused to consider the implications of one con-
clusion that, however improbable, she could not dismiss as impossible.  I cannot easily 
believe that Mr. Quincy could himself be a Visitor, she thought, scowling.  But where there 
is one, there can be two. Then, with a guilty start, she realized that there had already been 
a second.  How could I forget ... Her?  Mr. Quincy would make... three.

“Once is happenstance, twice is coincidence, but three times, ah, Kate, three times 
is direct enemy action,” Father Knecht had once told her while recounting his parts 
in the various wars that had taken place in the late 20th century.  And if anyone had 
known the signature of enemy action, the former mercenary, now turned priest and 
teacher, had.

And if it has happened three times, then there’s unlimited potential for it to keep hap-
pening, she realized.  I need to talk to Ohara about this.  Which means I cannot seize IDEC. 
Yet.

Mr. Quincy as a Visitor... and maybe as an enemy?  Madigan considered this new 
wrinkle.  Not entirely justified, but another possibility that had to be considered.  She 
needed more data to properly decide that issue.  And the only way I will get it is to bring 
this Sangnoir to him, she realized.  And make sure I learn whatever it is that the Chairman 
wants from him.

But after that, what then?  With a start, she realized that she was not foreseeing the 
personal and professional advantages which she could gain with that information.  In-
stead, she was anticipating ... a decision on the course of her life.  What then, indeed?

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  1:51 PM

In the weeks since Sony-Virgin had first offered a contract to the Replicants, Priss 
had made a concerted effort to keep the matter at arm’s length.  “Play it cool,” she’d 
repeatedly told the other members of the band, “and they’ll give us everything we 
want.”  And she did her best to follow her own advice, if only to keep her own anxiety 
and restlessness from overwhelming her. The fact that Sylia’s lawyers had handled the 
majority of the subsequent problems and negotiations had also helped insulate her 
from an overload of stress that might have otherwise driven her out into the streets 
looking for a tangible release.

Now, though, it was all over.  At a sumptuous luncheon paid for by Sony-Virgin, 
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the record company’s lawyers and Sylia’s lawyers both declared the contract satisfac-
tory, and the Replicants had signed.

All that’s left is to tell Sylia that I’m moving to Osaka at the end of the month, Priss 
mused as she punched in the access code that opened the Silky Doll’s back entrance 
from the cold, wind-swept parking deck.

A few minutes later, after seeing that Sylia wasn’t on duty in the shop, Priss stood 
in the elevator to the sub-basements, restlessly shifting her weight back and forth from 
one foot to the other in her impatience for the door to slide open.  She ignored the 
tinny string orchestra wafting faintly from the speaker above her until her practiced 
ear caught a familiar passage that demanded her full attention.  Her restless energy 
faded away.

“Someone needs to talk to Sylia about her sense of humor,” Priss muttered a few 
seconds later.  She was torn between outrage and outrageous laughter; drifting out of 
the sound system was “Konya wa Hurricane” — as languidly interpreted by a com-
puter-synthesized orchestra of 200 heavily-medicated violinists. Smirking in spite of 
herself, Priss began to suspect that Sylia had already heard the news she’d come to 
share.  She debated the benefits and drawbacks of strangling her friend rather than 
thanking her for her help.

She was saved from having to make a decision by an electronic chime and the 
whispery rumble of the elevator doors opening.

Priss’s steps echoed slightly as she made her way down the long hallway, glancing 
through the doorways she passed even though she was reasonably certain where she 
would find Sylia.  Sure enough, she thought, smirking again, as she came upon the open 
door at the end of the hall.  Right where I figured.  She knocked once on the door post.  
“Yo,” she added as she stepped into the room.

“Congratulations, Priss,” Sylia said without looking up from her worktable.  She 
wore a set of flip-down magnifying lenses attached to a headband, and was intently 
studying a molecular circuit block.  Surrounding her on the table top were an assort-
ment of parts, from weapons subsystems to cowlings and fairings.  Several of the latter 
were mirror-polished steel; reflected in them Priss could see the faint smile that on 
Sylia was the equivalent of a broad grin on anyone else.

“Don’t your lawyers believe in client privilege?” the singer asked goodnaturedly.
Sylia set down the circuit and turned on her stool to face her. She flipped up the 

magnifier, still wearing that just-barely-there smile.  “Of course they do.  I know noth-
ing about your deal.  Just that it’s closed.  You did sign in public, you know.”  She tilted 
her head quizzically.  “I take it this means you will be moving to Osaka?”

Priss nodded.  “In about three weeks.  They’re setting up temporary apartments for 
us now, and we’ll look for permanent places once we’re there.  And they’re picking up 
the moving costs, too.”  A corner of her mouth flickered up in a partial smile.  “That’s 
one thing I definitely have those lawyers to thank for.  I’d’ve never thought of getting 
the record company to pay for the move.  I really owe you, Sylia.”

Sylia gave a delicate, feminine snort.  “You owe me nothing, Priss.  You’re family.  
Your success and happiness is repayment enough for me.”
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“You really mean that, don’t you?”  Priss slid over to lean on the workbench, and 
Sylia turned to follow her.  “Huh.”

“Why should that surprise you?”  Sylia turned and picked the circuit block again, 
holding it in her palm and studying it. “Over the years, we four have been through tri-
als that have welded us into a single unit, closer even than sisters.”

Without thinking about it, Priss folded her hand around Sylia’s. The block within 
was warm to the touch.  “I’m glad to hear that, Sylia, because I’ve felt that way, too.”  
She released her friend’s hand.  “Still, I repay my debts.  You can count on it.”

“If you insist,” Sylia replied indulgently, after a moment’s hesitation.
“I insist,” Priss stressed, smiling.  Then she cocked her head at the component-

laden table.  “So, what mad scientist-style trouble are you getting yourself into this 
time?”

Sylia raised her eyebrows at that, then snapped the magnifiers back down before 
allowing herself another brief smile.  “I’m preparing for our next meeting with the 
Loon.”

“And it’s not diplomacy you’re expecting to use, huh?”  Priss picked up one of the 
parts closest to her and turned it over in her hands.  It was shaped like a glider’s wing, 
with an aperture at the narrow end and a hardpoint mount near the wide one. A hand-
grip-sized D-ring was attached to the underside of the narrow end of the “wing”.  The 
whole arrangement was coated with refractory hardsuit cerametal in a familiar shade 
of blue.  “I recognize this...” she said.  “This is one of those over-the-shoulder spike 
shooter things you worked up for me a couple of years ago.”

“Yes,” Sylia murmured as she selected a probe from a tool tray and inserted it into 
the circuit block.  “It is.”

Priss carefully laid the weapon part back down on the workbench and glanced 
around the dimly-lit room.  “Planning on having me blow a plate-sized hole through 
him and his magic armor?”

Sylia didn’t look up.  “If we need to.”
In the darkness, other benches held suggestive shadowy shapes. “You giving us all 

power-ups?”
“As quickly as I can, yes.”
Priss thought about this for a few seconds, then nodded slightly to herself.  

“Cool.”

16 TOKYO DAY TIMES.  MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  2:01 PM

“Vanette!” came the gravelly shout across the city room, and Lisa’s head snapped 
up from where she had hunkered down behind her monitor.  “Visitor for you!”

Half-standing out of her seat, Lisa craned her neck left and right, looking for the 
source of the yell through the bustle and traffic circulating around her.  It took a few 
moments, but she finally spotted Lafcadio Nguyen, one of the graphic designers, wav-
ing lazily to her from his workstation almost diagonally opposite her.  His salt-and-
pepper ponytail swung in casual counterpoint to his hand.  Next to him was...
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Leon?
Trying to digest this development, she stood up completely and waved back un-

til Leon spotted her.  He nodded soberly to her and removed his trademark shades, 
then began the delicate process of navigating his way across the bustling room.  After 
threading a careful path through the thronging swarm, he stood looming over her.  
“Vanette-san,” he said formally but noncomittally.

“Inspector McNichol,” she replied cautiously.  She wasn’t surprised to see that the 
obsessive-compulsive drones sitting on either side of her showed no sign at all that 
they’d noticed Leon.

“Is there somewhere we can speak privately?” he asked in a lower voice.
Lisa’s eyebrows shot up.  Then she bit her lip as she thought. “Maybe, yeah,” she 

replied after a moment or two.  She motioned to the door of the city room with her 
head.  “Follow me.”  She opened a drawer in the desk and pulled out her camera, then 
led Leon out into the hallway that connected the city room to the rest of the 16 Times’ 
offices.

“This your first time here?” she asked conversationally as she peered into the vari-
ous rooms and offices they passed.

“Yeah,” Leon grunted.  “I don’t normally have much use for reporters.”  As Lisa 
began to turn to him, eyebrows raised, he hastily added, “Present company excepted, 
of course.”

“Nice save,” she muttered.
“Well, you’re in a happy mood,” Leon said softly.
Lisa glanced over her shoulder at him and shrugged sheepishly. “Sorry.  There’s 

a rumor going around the city room about possible layoffs and it’s got everyone on 
edge.”

He nodded.  “Yeah, I can understand that.  No problem.”
“Thanks,” Lisa replied.  “Ah, here we are!”  Grabbing Leon by the hand, she dragged 

him into an unoccupied conference room.  As soon as they were in, she toed the door 
shut and released him. “So, what did you want to talk to me about?”

Leon glanced around at the prematurely-aged and peeling paint, and the decrepit 
table and chairs.  “You’re sure we’re private here?”

“Private enough.”  Lisa resisted the urge to snap at him.  “What did you want to 
talk to me about?  It must be pretty important for you to come all the way down here.”  
She dropped into the “boss” seat at the end of the table and watched him expectantly.

Leon frowned for a moment, then took a seat himself.  Putting both elbows on 
the table, he clasped his hands together in front of his face.  “First, Lisa, this is off the 
record, and not official police business.  Yet.  Okay?”

“Okay,” she said slowly, confused.
“Okay.”  He nodded and leaned forward.  “What happened between the Loon and 

the Sabers yesterday after they carried him off?”
A spike of panic shot through Lisa’s chest, and she only barely kept herself from 

leaping out of the chair.  “H... how should I know?” she stammered, eyes wide.
“Spare me the innocent act, Lisa-chan.”  He slid his chair closer to her.  “I know 
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who the Sabers are.  All of them.  I’ve known for years.  And I know that you’re work-
ing with them in some capacity.  And if you weren’t with them when they brought the 
Loon back to their base yesterday, then you’ve certainly talked to Nene about it.”

Lisa closed her eyes and sighed.  “If you know so much, why don’t you ask Nene 
yourself?  You wouldn’t’ve had to leave ADP headquarters for that.”

Another frown creased Leon’s brow.  “We had a bit of a... disagreement, and she’s 
not talking to me.”

“Huh.”  Lisa mulled that over.  “She’s mad at me, too.  I had an argument with her 
last night.”

Leon raised an eyebrow.  “It wouldn’t happen to have been over the nature of 
boomers, would it?”

“What?  No, nothing like that.”  Lisa peered at him curiously. “The nature of 
boomers?”

He nodded.  “Someone apparently called her a murderer for killing boomers, and 
she didn’t take it well.”

Lisa took a long, deep breath.  In for a penny...  “It was... the Loon.  He only found 
out yesterday that boomers aren’t just machines.”  She bit her lip.  “He... got angry.  He 
called the Sabers ‘slavecatchers’ and murderers.”

Leon let out a low whistle.  “He’s not completely wrong, either.”
Lisa nodded.  “He was most angry at the fact that he’d been helping them do it, 

out of ignorance.  He took off right after that.”
“I can’t say I blame him.”  Leon leaned back in his chair and shoved his hands into 

the pockets of his leather coat.  “You ever have a day when you look at what you do, and 
you realize it all seems so wrong?”

Lisa looked at the camera in her hands.  “Yeah.  I’ve had days like that.”
“I wonder what the world he comes from is like,” Leon continued. “Must be a 

paradise.”
Lisa shook her head.  “No, not really.  Better than ours in a lot of ways, but worse 

in a few.”
Leon stared at her.  “And how would you know that?”
She smiled mysteriously.  “He let me live there for fifty years one evening.”
“He what?”
“It’s a long story, Leon,” Lisa said with a laugh.
“Then tell it to me over dinner.”  The expression on his face was open and inquir-

ing, with none of the playful leering or mock lechery that Lisa would have expected to 
accompany the request. She considered it for a moment.

Then she nodded.  “Sure.  I know this place near the University where we can 
talk.”

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  9:12 PM

Maybe a date wasn’t the best way to de-stress after yesterday after all, Linna thought 
sourly as she fumbled through the keys on the ring.  The shadows hiding the door 
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didn’t help.  I should’ve replaced that damned bulb weeks ago.
“Having trouble there?”  The tall, masculine shape was silhouetted by the same 

distant streetlight that cast such dark shadows over the door.  She paused for a moment 
to admire the sleek lines that Julian’s body displayed even in his winter coat, but then 
shivered as a cold wind whipped between them.

“A little.”  She stepped back away from the door and quickly located the key she 
wanted.  “Not much, though,” she added, flashing a smile at her date.  Stepping back 
into the shadows, she unlocked the door, and the two of them stepped inside the dark-
ened building.

As she closed and locked the door behind them, his voice drifted to her, bolstered 
with echoes.  “So this is what you’re into. Usually the second date doesn’t end in a 
pitch-black warehouse in the middle of the night.”

“Baka,” Linna murmured fondly.  “I just have to find the light switch.  I keep 
meaning to have it moved closer to the door; this wasn’t the entrance the original 
owners used.”  She groped through the darkness and ran into Julian, then giggled as he 
grabbed and kissed her.

“Fresh!” she shrieked and slapped at him playfully.  Squirming out of his grip, she 
slid along the wall until her fingertips found the bank of switches for which she’d been 
searching. Moment of truth time, girl, she thought.  Now comes the test. Will he understand 
or not?  If he didn’t, there wouldn’t be a point in seeing him any more.  Linna hoped he 
would understand; she liked Julian.

“Okay, get ready,” she called out, and flipped the switches.
It always seemed somehow anticlimactic, how quietly the lights came on.  Even 

after four years, she kept wanting there to be the loud, heavy “ka-chunk!” noises of 
huge breakers being thrown. Instead, there was simply the faint hum of the fluorescent 
lights.  “Tada!”

Blinking as his eyes adjusted to change in illumination, Julian took in the sight 
before him with a delighted smile.  “Holy... are these all yours?”  His blond ponytail 
whipped from side to side in response to the swiveling of his head.

Nodding, Linna returned the smile.  “These are my babies.”  Not bad for someone 
who only had a clunker econobox five years ago, eh?

Before them stood Linna’s pride and joy — her collection of automobiles.  She 
smiled as her eyes caressed their familiar lines, from the antique creation of chrome 
and cedar and brass at one end, to the sleek modern shapes at the other.  It was a small 
collection, she’d be the first to admit.  Six working automobiles and one... one other.  
Even at her “official” level of wealth, which was considerable, she’d be hard-pressed to 
afford this much garage space even here on the outskirts of MegaTokyo.  Any larger 
and the collection would raise uncomfortable questions about the real size of her in-
come... and draw unwelcome attention that might reveal the hidden equipment stock-
pile Sylia maintained in the building’s secret subbasement.

Julian was not quite dashing from car to car, an almost childlike wonder on his 
face.  “They’re gorgeous,” he murmured as his fingers hovered above the Delorean’s door 
handle, as if he worried his touch would pop the stainless steel like a soap bubble.
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Linna chuckled.  “Go ahead, you can sit in her.”
Julian grinned broadly and hesitated no longer; a yank and the gull-wing opened 

upward.  He slid in.  “Oh, right,” came his muffled voice from within the car.  “Ameri-
can.”

Linna laughed and bent down to look in at him.  “Enjoying yourself?”  So far, so 
good, she thought.  Just like most of the others, too... she warned herself.

“Hell, yeah!”  Julian ran his hands over the dashboard and breathed deeply, then 
forced himself to step out of the vehicle. “Is that what I think it is?” he whispered, gaz-
ing at the chrome and cedar form near the far end of the row, next to a gleaming black 
Corvette Stingray.

Linna nodded as they walked slowly, almost reverently, over to the vehicle.  “They 
only made four of them, and this is the last surviving roadworthy one.  I bought it from 
the estate of an Englishman who used to hire it out for charity events.  He’d helped 
maintain and drive it during the filming, and acquired it a few years later.  And yes,” 
she added as Julian opened his mouth, “the wings really do extend.  And no, she doesn’t 
fly.”

Her date nodded slowly.  “It was one of my favorite movies when I was a kid.”
She smiled broadly.  “Mine, too.  Now I get to drive her. Occasionally,” she added 

after a moment’s reflection.
“Does it... you know, make the noises?”
Linna chuckled.  “No... Unfortunately, that was movie magic, too. She’s a lot deep-

er in the throat in real life; there’s a Ford V6 under that hood.  She needs it, too — she 
weighs almost 2 tonnes.”

“Sugoi,” Julian whispered.  Then his eyes fell on the last vehicle in the row.  Un-
like the others, it was far from mint condition:  a large black rear-engine sports car, so 
heavily modified that most of its original beauty was gone, hidden by skin that looked 
almost like armor.  It was up on blocks, its rims bare and damaged; the body was 
crumpled and scorched.  “That looks almost like it might have been a classic Griffin 
once,” Julian opined, “but someone’s butchered it horribly.”

“Uh-huh,” Linna murmured, preoccupied by avoiding old, bad memories.
“Are you getting it restored?”
She shook her head.  “No.  I’m leaving it like it is.”
Julian frowned.  “Why?”
Linna stepped in close to the crushed and burnt vehicle.  She reached forth a ten-

tative hand and laid it on the rippled metal of a fender.  “It’s... a trophy, I guess you’d 
call it.”  She pursed her lips for a moment.  “Yes.  A trophy.”  She didn’t miss a disgusted 
expression flit across his face, and suppressed a sigh.

He doesn’t know its history, of course, Linna reminded herself. The history and the 
emotion.  Even with the interface web and cybercore yanked out long ago, it still feels menac-
ing to me. There’s a burning hate there, still lurking in that dead hunk of metal, and I’m not 
going to be the one to bring it back to life. She turned her back on the Griffin, returned her 
attention to the car with a far happier history, and shook her head.

And she’s ... joyful.  Almost reverently, Linna caressed the cedar boat deck that 
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encompassed the car’s leather seats.  Her fingers slid soundlessly over the gleaming 
varnish.  A little regretful that she’s not getting out as often as she used to, but happy to be 
loved and cared for still.

She snorted at herself.  There I go again, anthropomorphizing them.  What’s it called 
again?  Right. “The pathetic fallacy.” Then a chill ran through her, as Sangnoir’s accusing 
words from the day before echoed again in her mind.  But it’s not a fallacy with boomers, 
is it?  Staring blankly across the rich red wood before her, Linna chewed anxiously on 
her lower lip.

If I can believe, really believe, that a car can hate or be happy, can be a “person”, then how 
can I not believe any less of a boomer? she thought.  But to make that leap is frightening.  
There’s something atavistic about the fear, some dread of that which is almost but not quite 
human.  Absently she retrieved a chamois from the back seat of the car and began to 
polish its brasswork.  It was and is easy to think of Sylvie and Anri as people, even after 
we knew they were sexaroids.  Was it because they were so close to human that they were no 
longer frightening?  It’s a strange, fuzzy line we draw.

“Linna?  Oi, Linna!”
Linna started, surprised by Julian’s firm grip on her shoulder. “Huh?  Oh, I’m sorry, 

Julian, what was that?”
Her date studied her closely.  “You were completely spaced out over that car, Lin-

na.”  He peered into her eyes.  “You okay?”
She grinned and playfully flapped the chamois in his face, forcing him to jump 

back.  “I’m fine, Julian, just thinking about... things, that’s all.”   She tossed the sheet of 
soft leather into the back seat again.  “So, you were saying?”

Julian caught his reflection in the gleaming black finish of the nearby Corvette, 
and preened for a moment.  “I was just wondering what you’re doing with a guy’s 
hobby.”

Linna felt the familiar sinking feeling in her gut.  “A guy’s hobby,” she replied 
flatly.

He smoothed his hair, then smiled back over his shoulder at her. “Yeah, sure.”  He 
straightened up.  “You’re not the type of woman that I’d associate with keeping and 
fixing up a car collection like this.”

Oh, well, Linna despaired.  I’d half-expected that he was too good to believe.  “And 
what type is that?” she asked, an anticipatory chill creeping into her voice.

Julian didn’t notice the change in her tone in time.

Is every available guy in MegaTokyo secretly a sexist jerk? Linna fumed silently, bend-
ing over to almost touch her nose to the leg she held raised, straight and firm, to the 
barre.  The mirrored wall reflected the motion without comment or criticism. She held 
her breath for a ten-count, then released it slowly, trying for the hundredth time in the 
last hour to let her irritation and anger escape her body with the exhaled air.

It still didn’t work.
“Damn.”
Linna straightened and turned around, keeping her rolling foot upon the barre, 
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until she stood with her left leg stretched out almost horizontal behind her.  Slowly 
she bent over to lay her palms flat against the gleaming, varnished wood of the floor.  
It was comfortably warm to the touch, which didn’t surprise her — she’d paid more 
than enough money to have radiant heating installed when she’d bought the place and 
turned this room into her combination salle/studio two years ago.

Her left leg rose from the barre, followed by her right, as Linna gracefully lifted 
into a handstand.  She held herself there for a few moments, her back arched and her 
feet overhanging her head by 10 or 15 centimeters, before drawing a deep breath.  Then 
she flexed her arms and launched herself into back flip.

The flip turned into two, then three, as she hurtled toward the far wall.  She’d never 
make a fourth, but she kept going, springing once more from her hands and drawing 
up her legs in a manner that would have thrown her into an uncontrolled, possibly 
dangerous, tumble on flat ground — but which instead set her up perfectly to land on 
the wall, her feet flat against the smooth, unadorned wood.

She seemed to hang there for a moment before launching herself horizontally 
and falling into a rapid series of forward rolls back towards the wall and barre where 
she had started.  Before she could collide with the mirror, though, she redirected her 
momentum with an almost feline twist of her torso; instead of another roll, she popped 
upright, sliding into a combination kick-double punch targeted at her reflection.  Then 
she froze.

She held the final stance for a moment, serious gaze meeting serious gaze through 
the barrier of silvered glass.  In her mind’s eye, it wasn’t herself that she faced, but a 
pony-tailed figure with broad shoulders, a too-easy smile, and attitudes out of 18th-
century Nihon.  Then she grinned, bowed to her reflection, and ritually clapped once.

So much for Julian, she thought, and raised her hand to waggle her fingers through 
an excessively-kawaii “bai-bai” wave.  And with a move stolen from the Loon, to boot, yet!  
Linna nodded in satisfaction as she turned from the mirror.  That proves you don’t have 
to be superhuman to do some of what he does.  A muscle twinged in her side and she gri-
maced.  Just willing to push yourself to mind-bogglingly stupid extremes.

Rubbing her back just above her right hip to sooth the insistent ache, Linna picked 
up her towel from where she’d slung it over the barre.  She draped it around her neck 
and padded out of the studio towards the bath.  A nice long soak sounds good right now.

On her way to the furo, though, she found herself pausing at the sliding doors to 
her patio.  While not as large or as high above the city as Sylia’s place, Linna’s home 
was still a penthouse, too, and as such commanded a striking view of MegaTokyo.  She 
found herself staring out through the chill glass at a skyline that was mostly obscured 
by the reflection of her den.

Is the Loon right? she mused, shifting her focus between her reflection and the city 
lights leaking through it.  Would I be as prejudiced in my way as Julian is in his if I were to 
insist that most boomers are just machines?  Her gut told her that if she didn’t know the 
answer to that question now, she would soon. There was no “just machine” about most of 
the boomers I’ve run into.  “Just machines” can’t be cruel and can’t love, and I’ve seen boomers 
do both.  The question is...  were they exceptional? Or average?
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The Sabers by definition rarely encountered an “ordinary” boomer. It was remotely 
possible that they were what the Loon had accused them of being — an execution 
squad for boomer lunatics and escapees from slavery.  Linna frowned at the thought, 
a thought which had forced its way to the front of her mind too many times over the 
last 24 hours.  She shook her head and watched as her faintly-limned counterpart in 
the glass imitated her.  Perhaps... perhaps until I know for sure, I should err on the side 
of caution.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  9:30 PM

“...and I’m still finding little bits of information about his home world drifting up 
out of my subconscious at the oddest moments!”  Lisa grimaced and then slid the last 
bit of her pita into her mouth.

The door to Eriko’s clattered open again, and just as he had done every other time 
since they’d arrived, Leon automatically glanced up over Lisa’s head to survey the cus-
tomer or customers entering or leaving.  Unlike the other times, though, he paled and 
shrunk down into his seat a little.  “Uh-oh,” he muttered.

Lisa halted in mid-sentence.  “What?” she asked, and gaped at him.  The skin 
between her shoulder blades began to itch and she suppressed a desperate urge to turn 
around.  Then a hand fell on her shoulder and she almost yelped in surprise.

“Oi, Lisa,” Priss said calmly.  “Tired of me already, Leon?”  The tone of her voice 
was dangerous, but Lisa looked up to see the singer surreptitiously wink at her.

“It’s business, Priss,” Leon declared as he sat up straight once more.  Lisa almost 
giggled at what looked like the beginnings of a typical Leon-Priss game of pseudo-
macho oneupmanship, but she resisted the impulse when she realized that there was 
something new and different in the emotional undercurrents between the two.

When Priss’ hand squeezed her shoulder lightly, she looked up at the singer.  “Beat 
it, kid,” Priss murmured, but it sounded more like a request than an order.  Lisa glanced 
from Priss to Leon and estimated the tension between the pair.

“Sure,” she said with a brief nod, and Priss squeezed her shoulder again.  Gather-
ing up her camera, coat and gloves, she slid out of the booth.  Priss stepped aside to let 
her pass, but Lisa caught the older woman by the arm and pulled her close. “Don’t you 
dare break his heart!” she hissed into Priss’ ear, only to be answered by rolling eyes.  “I 
mean it!” she added as she pulled on her coat.  “Leon, remember to tell me what I owe 
you for dinner when I see you next, okay?”

“Sure, Lisa,” he grunted, still watching Priss carefully.
Still concerned, Lisa bowed formally to the pair.  “Good evening to you both,” she 

offered, then turned and made her way out of the diner.

Leon and Priss silently watched Lisa exit to the street before turning their atten-
tion back to each other.

“Priss, I...” Leon began, almost apologetically.
“Oh, can it, Leon,” Priss interjected, one corner of her mouth twitching as if ea-
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ger to leap into a smile.  “I know you weren’t doing anything vaguely romantic with 
Lisa.”  Leon let out a breath, and the momentary flash of palpable relief on his face 
was enough to shatter Priss’s mask.  She grinned broadly at him. “I’m flattered that you 
were worried about what I might think, though.”

“It’s just that...” he began again, but Priss reached over the table and lay her still-
gloved fingers across his lips.

“No,” she said.  “You don’t have to say anything.”
She drew back her hand slowly.  “But...” he managed to get out before her fingers 

returned.
“I said, ‘no.’”  She gave him a feral smile.  “Understand?”
“Ye...”  The fingers were back before he finished the word.
“I see I’m going to have to get remedial on your ass, loverboy. Shut.  Up.  Nod if 

you’ve got it now.”
Leon nodded once, the movement of his head carrying her fingertips up and down 

with it.
She drew her hand back slowly, the look in her eye daring him to say something 

more.  He didn’t.  “Good.”  She pulled her gloves off and stuffed them in the pockets 
of her jacket as he watched her silently, all the time holding his eyes with hers. “Now, 
I have something to tell you.”

Priss almost chuckled at the look in Leon’s eyes, but caught herself in time.  “Leon,” 
she said, taking his hands, “I’m moving to Osaka.”

He stared at her for a moment, uncomprehending.  “What?”
“I... we, the Replicants, we finally got that recording contract we’ve been working 

for.  Sony-Virgin.  But the only studios they’ve got available are in Osaka.”
Leon looked completely and utterly poleaxed, and suddenly Priss found nothing 

funny about it any more.  “Osaka?” he repeated.
She nodded.  “I know how hard it is to keep up a long-distance relationship, so 

if you want to...”  Her voice caught in her throat unexpectedly; somehow it was much 
harder to say than she’d thought it’d be.  “If you want to...”

“Break up?” he rumbled, and she nodded again, curtly.  “Hell, no!”
Priss felt the release of a pressure in her chest that she hadn’t even noticed before.  

“No?”  She released his hands and folded her arms on the table before her.
“No.  How long are you going to be in Osaka?”
“At least a year.”  Priss frowned.  “Maybe two.”
Leon nodded, more to himself than to her.  “Well, I’ve got a friend on Osaka’s 

SWAT team who tells me that they can always use another good field officer.  He’s 
been trying to get me to hire on with him for years.”

Priss lost control of her expression and gaped openly.  “You’re kidding!  What 
about your seniority?  Your pension?”

Leon snorted.  “What pension?  If I relied on my ADP retirement benefits, I’d be 
living in a two-by-three rathole eating crackers during my declining years.  But I’ve 
been investing almost since I joined the force, Priss.  And Linna’s been helping me the 
last couple years, so I’m doing really well.  I’m not gonna be rich when I retire, but I’ll 
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be comfortable.  And that doesn’t depend on me keeping my job.”  He paused, then 
chuckled.  “As for my seniority in the ADP... well, seniority just means I’m the one who 
has to deal with boomer conspiracies and superheroes from other dimensions.  I don’t 
know about you, but a guy can get tired of that.”

“But...”  Priss began grasping at straws.  “What about Daley?”
Leon shrugged.  “He’ll just have to get a real boyfriend.”  He narrowed his eyes.  

“You know, I could get the impression that you don’t really want me to come with you.”  
But he grinned to let her know he wasn’t entirely serious.

“No, no!” she protested.  “I just ... I didn’t want you to screw up your career just to 
follow me around.”

He shook his head with a gentle smile.  “I won’t be screwing up my career, trust 
me.  Besides... dammit, Priss, you know how I feel about you.  I don’t want to be sepa-
rated from you for a year or more.  I want us to be together.”  He suddenly looked 
concerned.  “That is, if you want us to be together, too.”

“Baka,” she murmured fondly and, reaching across the table, bopped him lightly 
on the top of the head with the back of her hand.  “Of course I want us to be together.”  
The relieved look on his face warmed her heart.

“Well then,” he said slowly, “why don’t we make the arrangement a bit more for-
mal?”

“Huh?”  This can’t be what it sounds like, she thought.  “What d’you mean?”
He shook his head.  “This isn’t exactly the way I saw it happening, but, well, maybe 

this is the right time.  Priss, we’ve been seeing each other in one way or another for 
almost five years...”

“You’re not counting that first night in front of that burger place, are you?”
“Shut up, I’m trying to be romantic here.”  Leon recomposed his face.  “We’ve 

meant something to each other for while now, even if we’ve had a hard time admitting 
exactly what that something was.  I want to make it formal.”

“Leon, you don’t mean...”
He took a deep breath and interrupted her.  “Priss, will you marry me?”
Priss stopped short and stared at him.
For a very long moment, she did not move at all, and Leon began to worry.
Then she leaned back, looked at the ceiling of the diner, and pursed her lips.  After 

a minute or so of this, she turned her eyes back on him.
“You bet your ass, Leon.”

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  10:39 PM

A phone rings, is answered.  “Moshi-moshi?”
“Lisa, it’s Nene.”
Cautiously, “Hi.”
“Are you going to tell Sylia?”
A pause.  “There’s nothing I need to tell her, Nene.”
A sigh.  “Then I will.  Good night, Lisa.”
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“Good night, Nene.”
“I...  I’m really sorry about this, Lisa.”
Dryly, “I’m sure you are.”
Another sigh.  “G’night.”
“Yes.  Good night.”
Click.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2037.  11:51 PM

Based on recommendations from my Tapestry readings, I rented and watched 
several films while I holed up.  One of them stays with me to this day — a movie called 
“Mystery Men.”  Very, very strange film.  It was like looking at Homeline through a 
funhouse mirror.

Worse yet, I think I may’ve worked with some of those guys...
Anyway, when I wasn’t watching old movies, I was brooding.  The topic was what 

to do about the boomers.  As you can probably imagine, I was less than happy with 
the Three, now that I knew the mission they’d set me on.  I mean, it was one thing to 
try and liberate humans.  But boomers... I mean, I couldn’t just defend them from the 
Knight Sabers and the ADP and then let them go free.  With what little I’d managed 
to read over the months, it was clear that they had both software and hardware blocks 
controlling their behavior.  Even assuming I could calm a rogue boomer down and 
spirit it away to some sanctuary, it’d still be enslaved.  I needed to find a way to shatter 
those blocks permanently without harming the boomer.

That meant I needed more information on boomer brain design than I could get 
from the public dataweaves.  And that meant a serious hacking run, at the very least.  
From a public terminal. Not a good thing.

I had begun to regret jumping ship from Ganbare.  I really could have made use of 
the company’s technical resources about then.  I wondered for a while if I’d over-react-
ed on that front, but decided that I hadn’t.  Not with the redoubtable Inspector Wong 
and his sidekick Shadesman literally on my doorstep.  Not to mention that McNichol 
character who was seriously jonesing for my incarceration.  No.  My freedom was not a 
fair trade for the information that I needed.  Not when the freedom of thousands, no, 
millions rested on my slumping shoulders.

And there was one other thing to do.  In a couple of days, after I finished recover-
ing from my encounter with the Three, I would have to pay a call on IDEC.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2037.  12:11 PM

“Whose budget is lunch coming out of today?” Hiroe asked as she opened the 
menu and studied the choices.

“Mine,” replied Illya.  “Four work days it is since last a lunch I covered, so only 
fair it is.”

Tony sniffed.  “It certainly is.  I paid for last Friday and yesterday.”  He rattled his 
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menu indignantly.
“Oh, suck it up, Tony,” Hiroe muttered.  “If you’re so upset, I’ll take tomorrow and 

this coming Friday, and Illya can cover Thursday.”  She nodded at her blond coworker.
“Sure, is okay with me,” the big man responded affably.  The menu lay at his elbow, 

unopened.  “Now, Hiroe, about your email...”
“Right,” Tony jumped in.  “You can’t be serious, can you?”
She shrugged.  “Why not?  Twice the Senshi were able to defeat a planetary gov-

ernment or its equivalent — the Dark Kingdom and the Black Moon.  And that was 
before they became a de facto government themselves.  And if our visiting senshi 
comes from the era of Crystal Tokyo, there is not only the entire corps of the Sailor 
Senshi — Inners, Outers, Sailor Stars and god knows what else the anime doesn’t 
mention — but the combined armed forces of Crystal Tokyo, to boot.”

“Yes, yes,” Tony replied impatiently.  “If GENOM goes after her, it’ll be biting off 
far more than it can chew.  That’s still assuming she’s the real deal.  I still don’t fully 
buy that, mind you.”

Illya leaned forward, propped his chin in his ham-sized hands, and gazed thought-
fully at the ceiling.  “She has by now been rescued, I would think.  Weeks it has been 
since she appeared. If here she still were, more of her should we have seen.”

“Oh, I hope not.”  Hiroe was surprised at the plaintive tone in her voice.
Tony shook his head in disgust.  “I simply cannot believe you seriously think we 

should try to emigrate to Crystal Tokyo and ask for asylum.”
“Well, between Daniel’s increasingly erratic behavior on the one side and the ten-

der mercies of GENOM on the other, do you have a better idea how to survive jump-
ing ship from IDEC?”  Hiroe snapped her mouth shut and studied her menu further.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2037.  6:35 PM

As Nene stepped through the doors of the Silky Doll, she frowned at her watch.  
She’d been saddled with some last-minute overtime, forcing her to stay at work an 
hour longer than she’d planned. That had been an hour longer than was good for her 
peace of mind.

When she saw that Sylia wasn’t manning the register, Nene knew where she’d 
find the older woman.  After a round of token browsing to allay possible suspicion, the 
redhead slipped out of the store and made her way to the back entrance of Ladys633, 
and from there to the private elevator.  As Nene had expected, Sylia was in the shop at 
the far end of the sub-basement.

As always, a melange of odors assaulted her nose as she entered the shop — oils, 
metals, smoke, and sweat, all blending and combining over the years into a distinctive 
scent that would always mean “Knight Sabers” to her.  For once the room was brightly 
lit, revealing a half-dozen projects in various stages of completion on as many tables 
and workbenches.  To one side, Nene idly noted a mockup of Priss’ current hardsuit 
bearing the wing-shaped heavy-duty railguns which had come in so handy some years 
earlier, and which had not been used since.  On the nearer of the two guns, an access 
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panel hung loosely open on a single screw, revealing the wire-wrapped linear accelera-
tor within.  A pair of color-coded cables dribbled out of the opening; the brightly-hued 
plastic and metal connectors at their ends looked empty and incomplete.

On another table nearby, another mockup — this one of Linna’s suit — lay prone.  
Articulated panels shaped almost like butterfly wings spread open from its front, re-
vealing a set of lenses not unlike those of a boomer’s heat cannon.

It took Nene a moment to tear her eyes away from the two hardsuit facsimiles and 
their modifications to spy Sylia hunched over the largest workbench in the room.  It 
appeared that she was working on something that might have resembled a large model 
airplane, had it had anything like a fuselage between its two broad wings. Instead, there 
were a turbofan engine and several boxy modules of unexplained provenance.

As Nene stepped closer, entranced by the creation on the bench, she realized that 
Sylia was not hunched over it hard at work, as she had thought.  Instead, Sylia’s arms 
were folded atop the engine, pillowing her head.  Her breathing was slow and regular, 
Nene noted with some relief after a spike of irrational fear shot through her.  She gen-
tly nudged the sleeping woman’s shoulder.

“Sylia?” she called softly.  “Sylia, wake up.”
An aggrieved mumble was the only response.  Nene shoved more firmly.  “Sylia?” 

she repeated, louder this time.
“G’way, Henners’n,” Sylia murmured in a little girl’s tones. “Don’ wan’ go t’school, 

gotta buil’ mecha...”
Nene blinked.
Then she scowled.  She grabbed Sylia’s shoulder and shook her roughly.  “Sylia!  

Wake up!”
Nene wasn’t sure whether it was the shove or the shout that did it, but Sylia 

started and sat bolt upright, blinking and confused.  “Nene?” she asked after a moment.  
“What... How did you...  Oh.  I fell asleep.”

Nene nodded vigorously, suppressing a shudder at how haggard she looked.  “Like 
a rock.”  A beat, then, “Who’s Hennerson?  You said his name when I tried to wake 
you up.”

Sylia’s eyebrows shot up almost into her hairline.  “That’s ‘Henderson’,” she cor-
rected sharply.  “My family’s butler for many years.  He raised Mackie and myself 
after...”  She trailed off without finishing the sentence, and Nene nodded.

“What’s wrong, Sylia?” she asked, changing the subject rapidly to escape an appar-
ent sensitive spot.  “I know you’re not a morning person, but this is ridiculous.”

“I have been...”  Sylia paused to yawn.  “I have been hard at work preparing for 
our next encounter with the Loon.  We will be more than ready to face that... that... 
creature!” she spat.

Nene’s eyes grew wide at Sylia’s uncharacteristic vehemence. “Riiight.  You know, 
Sylia, you can work yourself too hard. Why don’t you call it an evening and get in a few 
extra hours of sleep?  You’re only human, after all.”  She laid her hand gently on her 
friend’s shoulder.  “Just how long have you been working down here, anyway?”

“Since Sunday night,” Sylia replied sharply, and brushed Nene’s hand from her 
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shoulder.
“Continuously?”
“Yes, Nene, continuously,” Sylia growled.  “I’ve pushed myself as hard and even 

harder before.  I don’t need you to nursemaid me.” She turned to fix the younger 
woman with an annoyed and irritated expression that was completely out of Nene’s 
experience with her. “Would I be correct in assuming that there was a reason for your 
visit other than interfering in my development schedule?”

Nene stared at her in shock for a moment before remembering why she had come.  
“Oh, right.  I found where the Loon, I mean, Colonel Sangnoir lives.  Or lived, rather.  
I think he’s gone to ground, because... well, he’s not living there now.”

“Good, good,” Sylia said, nodding absently as she ran a finger along the dull grey 
cerametal wing on the table before her. “Even if he has abandoned his home, we can 
learn a lot there.” She gave the redhead a dark, approving look.  “Excellent work, Nene.  
Excellent.  Your ADP experience is finally bearing fruit, I see.”

Nene ignored that cryptic comment and took a deep breath. “There’s something 
else, Sylia.”

Sylia raised an eyebrow.  “There is?”
Nene nodded.  “Sangnoir was living in the apartment across the hall from Lisa.”
The eyebrow went higher.  “Indeed?”
Closing her eyes for a moment, Nene tried to make her peace with what she was 

about to do.  I’m really sorry, Lisa, but I have to.  “Yeah.  And I think she’s known all 
along who he was.  From the very beginning, maybe.”

A familiar, faint smile appeared on Sylia’s lips.  “Very good. Very, very good.”
“Huh?”  Nene wanted to wring her hands, but forced herself to slide them into the 

pockets of her skirt.  “Um, so what are you going to do about Lisa?”
The smile stayed there on the older woman’s lips, which unnerved Nene.  “Nothing 

at all, Nene.”
“Why not?”  Nene’s hands grabbed and twisted the fabric of her skirt pockets.
“It would be a poor way to reward her for finally and conclusively proving her 

loyalty to the Sabers.”  Sylia turned her attention back to the collection of components 
on the table in front of her, picking up a logic probe and considering it carefully.

Behind Sylia’s back, Nene worked her mouth soundlessly for several seconds be-
fore leaning forward to peer at the other woman.  “I beg your pardon?”

Sylia sighed and laid the probe back down on the bench top.  Then she turned 
back to face the younger woman.  “If she had informed me that her neighbor was the 
Loon, I would have been obliged to take certain... steps against Lisa.”

Nene’s eyes grew wide.  “What?  Sylia, you can’t mean that!”
Sylia shook her head firmly.  “I mean exactly that.  If she couldn’t be trusted to 

keep her knowledge about Colonel Sangnoir a secret, then she couldn’t be trusted to 
keep what she knows about us a secret, either.”

“But... but that’s not the same, Sylia!”
“If she would betray him, she could betray us.  It’s that simple.”  Sylia looked at 

Nene sharply.  “I’d hoped you’d grown out of these childish beliefs by now.  You disap-
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point me.”
Nene stared back, something in her heart slowly breaking.

HOT LEGS.  TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2037.  10:03 PM

“Great set, guys.”  Priss slapped shoulders left and right as she slipped backstage 
with the other Replicants.  Behind them, the crowd howled approval even as the club 
DJ brought his custom soundrom mix back on-line.

“Yeah,” grunted Roy as he unslung his guitar.  “If we’se not countin’ th’ assholes in 
th’ audience who thinks we’se traitors fer signing a contract an’ movin’ out o’ the city.”

“Let’em think what they want, baby,” Estelle crooned, “we’re headed for the top!”
Priss laughed her agreement and held up a hand for Estelle to high-five.  De-

spite the narrow confines of the backstage hall, they slapped their hands together and 
cheered.  It was hard not to be jubilant, even if the hardcore snobs had decided that the 
Reps had sold out.  Ah, Estelle’s right.  Fuck’em, Priss sneered to herself.

Then she spotted a pale and forlorn-looking Nene, still in her wrinkled ADP 
uniform, standing next to the dressing room door. She turned back to her band mates.  
“Guys, I’ve got some business to take care of, but I’ll be back in time for the next set.”

The coffee house was a block away from Hot Legs and, like the club, nestled in the 
basement of an otherwise industrial building.  Although little announced its presence 
to the world, it still received generous custom, both from club-goers on their way to or 
from Hot Legs, and from those turned away by the club’s bouncers.

Still, a Tuesday night was far from busy, even with the Replicants playing down 
the street, and Priss and Nene were able to slide into a dimly-lit booth well in the 
back of the establishment, and just far enough from other customers to avoid being 
overheard.  After placing their orders, Nene then quickly sketched out the basics of her 
earlier encounter with Sylia.

“I don’t understand it,” she moaned upon completing the summary. “What does 
she want from me?”  The waitress had returned with their order several paragraphs 
earlier, and now Nene looked down at her hot chocolate and slowly rotated the cup on 
the table with one finger hooked through the handle.

Priss slowly sipped her Irish coffee.  A flick of the tongue before she lowered 
the mug removed a telltale whipped cream mustache that would not only have been 
undignified, but might set Nene giggling and derailed the conversation.  She placed 
the mug down on the synthewood table top.  “Nene, you’re a cop,” she began carefully, 
“for... How long has it been, now?”

“Six, seven years.”  She shrugged.  “Why?”
“You’ve never been a beat cop.”
“Of course not!  Don’t be silly.  I’m a tech.”
Priss picked up her mug and took another sip, relishing the bite of the whiskey.  

“But you talk with the ones who go out on patrols.  I know you talk to Leon a lot.”
“Yeah,” Nene allowed.  “I do.”
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Priss stared at the melting glob of whipped cream under her nose. “Now, this 
probably doesn’t apply to ADP as much as it does to the N-Police, but...  Do you know 
what they say about snitches?”

Nene nodded, a blank look on her face.  “Uh-huh — ‘No one trusts a snitch, not 
even the people who pay him.’”  Her eyes snapped wide for a moment, and then she 
glared at Priss.  “I’m not a snitch!”

“Didn’t say you were.”  Priss took another, long sip.  “But that’s what you wanted 
Lisa to be.”

“Nuh-uh!  I wanted her to tell us something she should have!”
Priss shook her head.  “Nope.  If she’d told us, she’d’ve been a snitch.  And no one 

— not the people they tell on, and not the people they tell — likes snitches.  Because 
you can’t trust’em. Don’t matter why they say they’re doin’ it — high moral principles 
or a way to make a fast yen.  If they did it once, they’ll do it twice, and you never know 
when you’re going to be the one they tell on next.”

“But we’re...”  Nene snapped her mouth shut, and Priss smiled ferally.
“I know who we are, Nene.  We’re the good guys, right?  Well, to someone like 

Mister Gai Salariman over there,” she gestured randomly over her shoulder with a 
thumb, “we’re a band of dangerous cut-throats, a street gang with military weapons.  To 
GENOM we’re saboteurs, and maybe industrial spies.  To the ADP, we’ve been allies, 
kind of, but now they’re not sure about us any more.”

“Whose side are you on, anyway?” Nene blurted indignantly.
Priss fixed her with a sharp look, and the redhead wilted.  “I’m on our side.  But we 

aren’t automatically the ‘good guys’ to everyone.  ‘Colonel S’ sure as hell doesn’t trust us, 
at least not after Sunday night.”  Priss found herself slipping into a growl and stopped 
it.  “Look.  If Lisa knew him, she’d have to be a piss-poor friend to tell someone he 
didn’t trust about him. And what kind of friend would that make her?  Would you 
want to hang around with her if you never knew whether or not she’d sell you out to 
GENOM?”

Nene was staring at her hot chocolate again, her hands clasped around the mug.  
“No,” she whispered.

“When I ran with my gang,” Priss continued, “before... before ‘us’, all we had was 
trust.  Anyone we couldn’t trust was...” She coughed.  “They were, um, kicked out of 
the gang.”

Nene rolled her eyes.  “I’m not a kid, Priss, and I’ve seen your juvie record.  And 
your gang’s.  A couple of guys who ratted on you turned up dead.”  A shudder ran 
through her body, belying the attempt at the practiced sang-froid of an experienced 
officer.

“Yeah,” Priss said quietly.  “Yeah.”  She swirled her Irish coffee and watched the 
last of the whipped cream turn into pale spirals against the now-mocha liquid.  “Tell 
me, Nene, is Sangnoir a good guy or a bad guy?”

Nene opened her mouth, then thought about it.  “Ummm...”
Priss nodded.  “Right.  ‘Ummm.’  Look, Nene, I know I’m not the best person to 

be telling you this.  But you’re like the little sister I never had and...”  She broke off, and 
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chuckled throatily.  “Damn, it seems like I’ve been saying things like that to everybody 
but Leon these days.”  At the sight of Nene’s raised eyebrows, Priss laughed out loud, 
then reached out to tap the tip of the redhead’s nose with her fingertip.  Green eyes 
crossed for a moment.  “You’re a good kid, Nene, a sweet kid. And despite what you 
might think, you haven’t lost your innocence, not entirely.  No matter what I’ve said or 
might say any other time, I like you like that.”  She drew back her hand. “But you gotta 
learn, the world doesn’t run on absolutes. Everyone’s a good guy in their own heads.  Us, 
ADP, Sangnoir. The gang I used to run with and the gangs we fought.  Even Quincy 
and Largo, damn them.  We’re all doing what we think is the only right thing to do.  
No one gets up one morning and says, ‘I think I’ll be a bad guy today’.”

“Like heck they don’t,” Nene muttered.
“I’m serious, Nene.  When you understand that every crook and creep and asshole 

knows he’s the hero in the story of his life, when you really accept deep inside that it’s 
possible for other people to be completely and one hundred percent convinced that 
they’re acting right and moral and still do things that’ll make you puke, then you’ll 
understand why Lisa acts like Lisa, and why Sylia said what she did.”  Priss raised the 
mug and slurped down the last of her coffee.

Nene sat back and slumped in her seat, an imminent pout threatening to burst 
onto her face.  But her eyes were thoughtful.  Resentful, full of hurt, maybe even a bit 
despairing... but thoughtful.  “When did you get to be such a philosopher, Priss?” she 
asked softly.

Priss stared into her friend’s... no, her sister’s pained eyes and sighed.  “I’m an artist.  
It comes with the turf.”  She reached across the table and took Nene’s hand.  “Come 
on.  I’ve got another set to play, and I want you there.”

Slowly, hesitantly, Nene smiled and squeezed Priss’ hand.
As the two of them stood and made their way to the door, Priss gave her com-

panion a mischievous sidelong glance.  “By the way, Nene, have you ever wanted to be 
a bridesmaid?”

“Nani?”

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2037.  10:39 PM

A phone rings, is answered.  “Moshi-moshi?”
“Good evening, Fargo.”
“Good evening, Sylia.  What can I do for you this fine night?”
“I have a job for some of your specialists.”

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2037.  9:47 AM

It was easy enough to learn where IDEC’s offices were.  They were listed in the 
MegaTokyo Tapestry (excuse me, “Net”) directory and on the Yellow Pages, after all.  
It didn’t surprise me at all that they were physically in the Cone, and getting the suite 
number was trivially easy.
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The hard part was actually getting in.
It may come as a shock, but GENOM wasn’t popular.  Like most of the Western 

nations during the previous century, it was seen as predatory and imperialistic, and 
there were certain peoples who preferred not to be absorbed into the GENOM way 
of life.  Such peoples tended to object strenuously, in a traditional and time-honored 
fashion:  terrorism.  As a result, GENOM’s lobbies the world over were somewhat less 
inviting than the usual corporate ground floor.

In particular, the home Cone was especially secure.  No solitary rent-a-cop behind 
a desk here, nosiree.  Instead, we had the Berlin Wall as interpreted via modern art.

Let’s start at the “street front”.  First off, it was several stories up, reachable only 
by the private spiral road that wound around the outside of the Cone.  A broad, deep 
staircase of pale stone a dozen meters deep and at least three high separated the front 
door from the road and the commuter drop-offs; its risers were just high and deep 
enough to to break the stride of anyone trying to charge up to the entrance at a speed 
faster than a brisk walk.  The entrance itself sat back another three or four meters 
from the top of the stairs, inset into the building proper.  Its “plate glass” windows and 
doors were actually made from aluminum oxynitride sheets thicker than any I’d ever 
seen before.  Broad slots and rails along and around them pointed to some variety of 
blast shutters.  The entry looked like a typical commercial building’s weather “airlock”, 
except it was obvious that this one locked rather more securely than the norm — the 
first defensive choke point.

And it didn’t stop there.  A low, broad wall, richly golden/brass in color, spanned 
the room from one side to the other, and the only ways through it were several narrow, 
stylized gates that I surmised doubled as both employee verification and weapons sen-
sors — the second defensive choke point.  These were manned by an over-large staff of 
beefy, broad-shouldered men and elegant, too-beautiful women, all wearing subdued 
but stylish “GENOM Security” uniforms.  They all moved too smoothly to be human, 
and had artificial smiles and a cold deadness in their eyes.  I didn’t have to drop into 
magesight to paste a mental “boomer” label on the forehead of each one.

Behind that low wall was an unobstructed walk to bank upon bank of elevators.  
But in front of it...  You couldn’t navigate a straight line through the front lobby for 
all the “artwork” in it.  There were a large number of rather bland, unremarkable stone 
and concrete sculptures that I was certain were actually intended as barricades.  Scat-
tered among them were floor-to-ceiling aluminum oxynitride slabs, etched and deco-
rated with the corporate emblem and assorted product logos.  The slabs were staggered 
front-to-back, but stretched in an unbroken line from left to right across the floor.  It 
only took me a moment to realize that they were a very cleverly deployed barrier in 
their own right.  They wouldn’t stop something like an explosion, but someone running 
in the door and spraying the lobby with gunfire wouldn’t hit much at all.  And they’d 
force any kind of invaders to go through several narrow, easily targeted avenues before 
they could reach the middle of the room.  It made for a third defensive choke point.

Overhead, among the huge crystal chandelier and all the hanging lights, were 
many small but obvious fire sprinklers.  At least twice as many as the local building 
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code required, in fact.  Ten to one at least half of them were fakes, rigged to spray a 
variety of chemical agents ranging from incapacitating to lethal, depending on the 
situation.

It’s what I’d’ve done.
At this point, I think pointing out all the surveillance cameras and hidden weapons 

turrets in the lobby would be redundant.  But trust me, they were there in abundance.  
Plus the strategically-placed mirrors lining the side walls — in just the right places to 
bounce lasers around and through the barricades in a complementary webwork that 
would turn the entire lobby into a deathtrap.

It was an incredible, if subtle, display of an overweening siege mentality on the 
part of the megacorp.  As the Warriors’ security specialist, I found myself admiring the 
full-bore gonzo paranoia of their architect.  Not to mention their interior decorator.  
It also made me wonder if the White Knight’s crusade were actually having some real 
effect on GENOM’s corporate culture after all.

Now, you may be asking yourself, how did I manage to figure all of this out?
Simple.
I took the tour.
GENOM’s PR department provides an extensive and leisurely guided tour of 

several of the Tower’s less sensitive, “public” areas. Every half hour between 10 AM 
and 4:30 PM, a tour group of anywhere between 15 and 30 visitors, escorted by a guide 
and two boomer guards, departed from a kiosk located on the left side of the lobby.  I 
walked in on Tuesday morning, in my then-current disguise of denims, black hair and 
mustache, one carefully-measured minute after the day’s first group departed.  I bought 
a ticket for the next tour, and was then able to loiter in the lobby for almost half an 
hour without anyone deciding I was an “undesirable”.

I got more out of that half hour than I got out of the tour that followed, I’ll tell 
you that.

And what I got out of it was that there was no earthly way I could sneak into the 
Tower without being detected.

So I used an unearthly way.
Wednesday morning, right on the cusp of the end of rush hour.  I took a bus to 

the Tower (it was a GENOM transit line, of course), sitting in the very back row.  I 
was wearing my full duty uniform, but over it I had on a long winter coat that Lisa 
had nagged me into buying a couple of months earlier.  I was still black-haired and 
mustachioed.  And I carried my helmet in a small backpack.

I made sure to sit in the very back seat, and tried to look as hostile as possible to 
anyone who thought to join me there. Fortunately, I’d timed the ride right, and there 
were just enough other riders to keep me from standing out, but not so many that I 
had to share my seat.

As we pulled up to the stop on GENOM Drive right across from the main en-
trance, I unzipped the backpack, and pulled out my helmet. When most of the other 
passengers got up (just incidentally hiding me from the driver’s mirror), I put it on and 
keyed in a song code I’d looked up the night before.
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 “<There is no political solution
   To our troubled evolution.
   Have no faith in constitution;
   There is no bloody revolution.>”

Then I rolled off the seat, through the side of the bus and onto the sidewalk, where 
a small horde of tardy or flextimed office workers rushed right through me, unseeing, 
as I stood in the greying slush.

 “<We are spirits in the material world.
   We are spirits in the material world.
   We are spirits in the material world...>”

Pausing only to make sure my chin strap was securely fastened, I followed them 
into the mouth of the beast.

 “<Our so-called leaders speak,
   With words they try to jail you.
   They subjugate the meek
   But it’s the rhetoric of failure.>”

Non-corp is one of those metagifts that still give the metabiologists absolute fits.  
Mainly because when it’s in use, all you can measure is the absence of measurements.  
No mass, no surface boundary, no air current changes, no radar trace, no sonar echo, 
no nothing.  It’s even worse (as far as they’re concerned) when you’re invisible, too, like 
I was at that moment. The scientists get very frustrated when they have to rely upon 
your word of honor that you’re even in the lab at all and not just phoning in your side 
of the research...

Still, you can’t deny that it has its uses.  It also has its weaknesses, of course — a 
force field would still stop me cold, I’m completely tactile to most other non-corporeal 
beings, and anyone with magesight could tell I was there, invisible or not. In fact, I’d 
glow like a beacon to any reasonably alert mage until I went corp again.  But the odds 
that anyone in either category would be found in the GENOM lobby struck me as 
ludicrously small.

And I was right.  I breezed through from doors to elevators in a straight line that 
ignored all the barriers in place.  Oddly, one of the boomer guards almost seemed to 
sense me, turning and searching as I skipped merrily past him, still carrying the empty 
backpack.  Fortunately, his sense of me remained just “almost”, and he quickly gave up.  
But for future reference I added the incident to my mental list of “Why They’re Not 
Just Machines”.

I’m not sure why, but for a long time in the late 80s and early 90s, it seemed like 
almost everyone in the Warriors had some variety of non-corp.  It got to the point 
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where the Fleet Street papers were calling us the “Flow-Through Squad.”  These days, 
though, Kat and Hexe are the only full-time non-corps on the team.  And they both 
have a trick that I really want to learn — they can pick up objects and even fight hand-
to-hand while non-corporeal.  Something about selective activation/deactivation of 
the effect.  I don’t know...  I can’t seem to muster that kind of fine control, and honestly, 
I can’t figure out why the solid parts of their bodies don’t fall off the non-solid parts.  
But I’ll keep working at it — it’s too cool a trick not to have.

Anyway.
I killed the song as I reached the edge of a crowd waiting for an elevator.  I could 

“climb” upwards while non-corp (my local horizontal being entirely arbitrary), but it’s 
slow, hard work and the song would have run out long before I reached the 17th floor.  
This would be a Bad Thing.   If I could learn Kat and Hexe’s little trick...  ah, well.

Non-corp in an elevator wouldn’t do for the same reason; I’d have work even 
harder to keep up with a fast-moving car, and if the song ended while I was interpen-
etrating members of a crowd, the results would be... unpretty.  (One of the reasons the 
metabiologists are so hot to dupe non-corp was because of its weapons potential.  All 
you’d need would be a delivery system, a non-corp system, and a large solid mass — a 
big box of dirt or rocks would do nicely.  Let it loose, it arrives at its target undetectably, 
positions itself inside some solid object or in the ground, and shuts itself off.  Boom.  
Big boom.)

So I had to be solid and visible between the lobby and IDEC.  Not safe, but 
necessary.  So I slid in at the back of one of the waiting crowds, right against a wall, 
made sure I wasn’t partly inside a wall or a salaryman, then yanked my helmet off at 
the same time as I hit the “song off ” code.  I popped back into the material world.  I 
forced myself to take a slow, casual glance around me as I slid the helmet back into the 
backpack and zipped it up.  As far as I could tell, no one in the small mob had noticed 
my sudden appearance.

There was a musical sting not unlike the old Microsoft “Tada!” clip, and the eleva-
tor doors opened.  The crowd swarmed in, me with them.  My position left me right in 
front of the doors when I turned around in the car.  Around me, assorted voices were 
murmuring “Five, please,” “Second floor,” “Twentieth” and so on; all the buttons on the 
elevator’s control panel were slowly lighting up.  I was starting to get a bit impatient at 
the thought of all those stops.

There’s a trick — not a trick, really, more of an undocumented feature — that you 
can use on most brands of elevators.  Hit the button for the floor you want simultane-
ously with the “close doors” button.  The car doors will shut immediately, and the car 
becomes an express to the floor you chose.

With a little shrug I did exactly that — jabbing a forefinger simultaneously into 
“17” and “close doors”.  And damned if GENOM brand elevators didn’t support the 
old trick!  The doors slammed shut, again with a little “tada!” chime, and the car took 
off. Blessed be backwards compatibility.  We shot past all the lower floors to the grow-
ing discontent of many of the car’s occupants.

A minute or so later, the car began to decelerate, and a chorus of sighs and other 
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sounds of relief went up around me.  Yet another little “tada!” and the door opened up 
on the 17th floor. I stepped out amid grumbles of complaint and dissatisfaction.

As the door slid shut behind me, I glanced around.  Pretty much a stock elevator 
area.  To the left was a short wall with two forgettable paintings and a couch.  To the 
right was a hallway to the rest of the floor.  In front of me was a glass wall; a door was 
set into it (predictably), somewhat offset to the right, and “IDEC” in stylized letters 
had been etched over most of the left side.  Through it I could see a receptionist seated 
a large semicircular desk and reading a magazine.  A pair of large wood-toned doors 
loomed to the right of her.

I didn’t go in right away.  I spent several long, excrutiating minutes remembering 
in every disturbing detail the shredded corpses of those two poor kids, lying open-
eyed on the gaily-colored floor of Bunko’s lobby, glass fragments and their own blood 
pooling all around them.  I opened up the grate and stoked the anger that I’d banked 
three nights earlier, stoked it and fed it and stoked it some more.  I wanted more than 
anger coursing through my veins.  I wanted wrath.  I wanted righteous outrage at the 
people who’d made that happen, who’d threatened hundreds and killed two.  I wanted 
pure fury.

I got it.  With ease.  And interest.
I stripped off my coat, tossed it on one of the couches, pulled my helmet from the 

bag, and drew it down carefully over my head.
And then, as I keyed in the code for “Lightning’s Hand”, I stepped through 

IDEC’s front door.

“And that’s it,” Ohara concluded, folding his hands on the table top before him.  
“That’s why we’re here this morning — in the Tower instead of tossed out on the street.  
I’ve already given her all our information, and Madigan, for her part, has not fired us.”  
He suppressed a twitch; this had been the last thing he’d expected.  So of course, the 
Law of Maximum Irony had to kick in...  Now he had to come up with a way to keep 
everyone out of the office, out of the Tower, tomorrow.  It was the only way they’d 
survive the day.

A moment of utter silence filled the room after his pronouncement.
“Let me get this straight,” Hiroe finally said.  “We’re not chasing the Visitor any 

more, we’re not getting merged into GENOM, and we’re now acting as consultants 
for Madigan?”

“Yes,” Ohara replied blandly.
Hiroe turned to the others.  “If you ask me,” she said, “I’m willing to put off our 

mass resignation until we see how this shakes out.”
“Mass resignation?” Ohara murmured.
“Agreed.  Something strange going on here is,” Illya opined, frowning.  “Madigan 

an angle has, but it is... what?”  He shook his head. “Friend Daniel, I am by this baffled.  
Grateful my job to keep, but baffled.”

“Excuse me,” Ohara continued softly.  “What mass resignation?”
“That makes two of us.”  Tony’s fingertips gently massaged his closed eyes.  “This 
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is some kind of ploy by her, I agree.  But damned if I can’t figure out how she stands to 
profit by it. Or what she even gets out of it.”

“What...  Oh, the hell with it.”  Giving up on getting an explanation at the mo-
ment, Ohara simply shrugged.  “What she gets,” he continued, “is our data.  She...”

He was cut off by a fist wreathed in seething, flowing lightning that shattered the 
room’s wooden door, spraying charred and smoldering flinders across the table.

I turned around and pulled the door shut behind me.  It had a shiny brass plate 
wrapped around the edge at hand-level with a lock embedded in it.  Once the latch 
caught, I laid my hand over the whole mechanism and fused it into a solid mass with a 
burst of electricity.  As I turned around, I flung a tiny line of power into the office’s se-
curity system.  It took only a moment’s thought to put the various hidden cameras into 
a loop that repeated the last innocuous image they’d captured instead of relaying a live 
view to whoever or whatever monitored them. Another flicker of thought isolated the 
suite’s fire and intruder alarms from the rest of the Cone’s grid.  Both tricks would last 
only a few minutes, but that was all I figured that I’d need. Lastly, a tiny surge burned 
out the junction box connecting IDEC’s phones to the outside world.

I’d accomplished all this before I had gotten halfway from the door to the recep-
tionist’s desk.  Not bad.  I’d been concerned that I would run into something I wouldn’t 
have been able to crack, and I’d’ve had to abort.

I stepped up to the desk.  “May I help you?” the receptionist asked as she laid down 
her magazine and looked up at me.  Then her eyes widened in apparent recognition.

I smiled broadly at her and nodded.  “Yes.  The Loon for Dr. Daniel Ohara.”  She 
worked her mouth silently for a moment as one hand fumbled under the desk.  My 
line of control in the security system revealed a now-useless panic button there.  “No, 
never mind, I’ll just announce myself.”  I raised my hand and released the lightning at 
the double doors.  As their electronic lock shorted out and they exploded inward, she 
shrieked and ducked behind her desk.  I could feel the rapid, impotent pulses in the 
alarm system as she frantically hammered at the button.

I charged up into full defense mode and stepped through the doors.  Not sur-
prisingly, I found myself in a long, straight hallway.  I began walking down it, sparks 
snapping and popping around me, occasionally grounding out into the carpet and 
leaving long, smoking scorches.  Several heads popped out of doors on either side of 
the hall, gaped at me, and popped back in to the sound of vigorous slams; as I strode 
determinedly along I heard murmurs from behind them, and shrugged as I checked 
the nameplates on each.  If they didn’t want to bother with me, I wouldn’t bother with 
them.  They weren’t my target after all.

I was at the end of the hall where it made a left-hand turn, when I found Ohara’s 
office.  Of course.  I kicked the door in without preamble.

It was empty.
There was a rustle of movement behind me, and I whirled on it.  I shot out a hand 

automatically and found myself pinning a terrified office lady to a wall by her neck.  I 
reined in the sparks along that arm before I burned her.
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She was tiny and delicate and my hand spanned her neck practically without 
touching her.  I almost lost my focus when I saw the shrieking, fear-born madness that 
loomed in her eyes, but I remembered those two kids, and I held on to my purpose.  
But dear god, she was little more than a teenager herself...

I let my eyes start to glow, bright enough to be seen through the goggles.  I knew 
it would blind me while I did it, but I wanted the extra intimidation factor.  “Ohara,” I 
ground out, careful to exert no pressure on her slender throat.  “Where is he?”

She began to cry, and I felt like a complete heel.  “Where is Ohara, please?” I 
repeated, more gently.

“In a meeting.  The conference room,” she squeaked out around her tears.  “Down 
the hall on the right.”

I released her, stepped back, and after a moment’s thought, released the glow in my 
eyes and bowed deeply.  “My deepest thanks, miss.  And my apologies for frightening 
you.”  I held the bow, sparks crackling and snapping up and down my body, and heard 
more than saw her hesitate then return the bow with one of her own.  It was brief and 
cursory, followed immediately by the sound her running feet along the carpeted floor.  
I straightened in time to see her vanish into the lobby.

I stalked down to the closed door with the plaque that read “Conference A”.  I ran 
my gloved fingertips over the sign, the sparks singeing tiny craters in the plastic.  Then 
I drew back my arm, gathered a bolt into my fist, and struck the door.

It blowed up real good.

“Is everybody happy?” bellowed the glowing, crackling blue shape that strode 
through the smoke as the four of them leapt from their seats.  “I know I’m awfully 
delighted to be here today, let me tell you.  Just to be invited is a big honor... Oh, silly 
me, I wasn’t invited.  I just dropped in!  <I just dropped in to see what condition my 
condition was in...>”  he suddenly sang.

The shape resolved itself into the unmistakable figure of the Visitor, wrapped in 
sizzling, arcing electricity.  As Hiroe slid around the table to keep it between herself 
and him, the Visitor swiveled his head left and right to eye each one of them. Instinc-
tively, they pressed themselves against the wall on the far side of the table.

“But enough about me,” he continued.  “Who’s our next lucky contestant, Don 
Pardo?”  His voice dropped half an octave as one spark-webbed hand rose to point an 
accusing finger.  “Well, Loon, he’s a multi-degreed pioneer in the field of interdimen-
sional physics, a corporate flunky and a murderer of children!  Daniel Ohara, come on 
down!  You’re the next contestant on ‘Your Life Is Worth Shit’!”

I checked the timer in my HUD.  A minute fifty left on the song. I’d been making 
good time.  I cupped my right hand and let the lightning flow down into it.

“I have not murdered any children,” Ohara said calmly.  He didn’t cower.  He stood 
straight, his posture saying nothing of either bravado or fear, and much about accept-
ing that which is.

I wanted him to cower, dammit.
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His employees didn’t cower, either.  Oh, they were afraid — they’d’ve had to have 
been fools or insane not to be — but they didn’t cower.  The huge blond mountain of a 
man looked like he was memorizing me from head to toe.  The fat one with a ponytail 
never let his eyes rest on anything for more than a moment; he was looking at me, the 
walls, the fragments of the door, everything, taking it all in, adding it all up.  And the 
woman glared at me icily, her expression promising pain and retribution.

Behind his wire-rimmed glasses, Ohara’s eyes raked across me, paused on the 
seething ball of electrons in my hand, then moved on, evaluating, studying, sifting.  
Weighing me dispassionately. He was being a scientist to the last.

“Two children died in the little trap you set for me on Sunday,” I said softly.  The 
lightning I held in my grasp surged and crackled, and ran little trailers up and down 
my arm in its eagerness to find release.  “Two innocents died in a hail of gunfire from 
one of your boomers, killed by you as surely as by your own hand.”

“Two...” Ohara whispered, swallowed, then tried again as uncertainty finally flick-
ered in his eyes.  “Two children died? There was nothing in the news...”

I nodded.  “I knelt by their shredded bodies, my boots and my knees soaked in 
their blood.”  I clenched my hand into a fist, the lightning arrested there hissing in 
protest as it was squeezed out to play across my gloved knuckles and around my wrist.  
“Your fault, Ohara.  Your crime.”  I glanced at the display.  One minute ten left.  “And 
your punishment.”

Ohara stepped forward, ignoring the shrill objections of the other three.  He put 
himself almost face-to-face with me.  “My crime?” he asked softly.

“Yeah,” I answered.  “Your crime.  Your guilt.  Your responsibility.”
To my surprise, he nodded thoughtfully.  Then, to my utter shock, he dropped to 

his knees before me, and lifted his chin as though baring his throat to a blade.  His eyes 
were closed — simply, calmly, not clenched in the anticipation of pain.  “Do it, then.”

“Daniel, no!” Hiroe cried and tried to lunge forward, but a grip like iron descended 
upon her shoulder and held her in place.  She looked up to see Illya glance at her and 
shake his head infinitesimally.  Even as Tony grew still at her side, she turned back to 
the tableau that had formed.

The Visitor had frozen in place.  Only the sparks that danced across his body and 
the writhing snake of Saint Elmo’s Fire clasped in his hand moved.  Too much of his 
face was hidden, by the helmet, by the goggles, but Hiroe wondered if that weren’t an 
expression of shock or surprise betrayed by the sudden slackness she could see.

“Do it,” Ohara repeated softly.
The raised fist twitched once in its roiling cloud of electricity, then twice.  Then the 

blue glow guttered like a wind-blown candle and vanished.
“Dear god,” the Visitor whispered in tones of shock and disgust. “What am I 

doing?”  He backed up a step, hand still raised, and shook his head infinitesimally.  “I 
can’t.  Not this way.”

For a moment more he stood and stared at them as they stared back, a frozen di-
orama of aborted violence.  Then he turned and dashed from the conference room, his 
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passage so swift that his wake caught up and swirled the smallest of the still-smoking 
fragments of the door.

For a moment, Hiroe, Tony and Illya shared a look between themselves, then 
chased after him.

“He went poof!” Sindra said for the tenth time.  She sat stock-still behind her desk 
in the lobby, eyes wide and slightly out of focus.  One of the office ladies stood behind 
her and held her shoulders while murmuring reassuringly in her ear.  The sharp tang of 
ozone still drifted faintly through the air around them.

She’s in shock, Hiroe thought.  And who of us isn’t? “’Poof ’?” she repeated aloud.
Slowly, Sindra nodded.  “He kicked the doors open, grabbed a coat and a bag from 

the couch out by the elevators, and then he disappeared.”  She made a gesture with her 
hands that might have been a tiny explosion, or maybe a soap bubble bursting. “Poof!”  
She turned her glazed eyes up to meet Hiroe’s gaze. “People don’t go poof!  Boomers 
don’t go poof!  Why did he go poof?” she asked plaintively.

“Sindra’s gone bye-bye, Egon,” Tony murmured behind her.
“Shut up, Tony,” Hiroe snarled.  “This is no time for stupid movie quotes.  We were 

assaulted, in case you hadn’t noticed. By a homicidal extradimensional.  In the heart 
of the Tower, yet.”  With a surprisingly gentle touch, she brushed Sindra’s ink-black 
bangs out of her eyes.  “She’s had a very traumatic experience, Tony, and your humor is 
simply not appropriate right now.”

Before Tony could reply, Daniel’s quiet voice drifted in from the elevator banks.  
“Now what do we have here?”

“Call a doctor,” Hiroe said to the OL with her hands on Sindra’s shoulders, then 
turned to see Daniel step back into IDEC’s lobby, holding a small scrap of paper.  
Grains of shattered safety glass crunched beneath his feet.

“What is it, friend Daniel?” asked Illya from where he studied the security system 
control panel.  In one hand he held a small blob of fused plastic and metal that had 
once been a key player in the dance of electrons therein.

Behind his glasses, a bemused expression slipped into Ohara’s eyes.  “It’s a receipt 
from a video store in, hmmm, looks like it might be Ota ward.  A Mr. E. J. Fudd rented 
several videoroms on Monday night.”

“Why does that name sound familiar?” Hiroe asked as she joined him.
“You don’t think...” Tony began.
Ohara slowly frowned as he slipped the scrap of paper into his breast pocket.  “I 

believe I’ll look into this myself.”  He turned to head back to his office, then stopped.  
“Wait,” he added.  “Two more things.  One, we handle this completely in-house.  Tower 
security is not to be ‘bothered’ with this matter. If they ask, we had one of our internal 
systems tests go a little haywire, nothing more.  And two, as of right now, we’re shutting 
down for the rest of the week.  I think we could all use a little time off after today’s... 
excitement, don’t you?  Anyone reporting to work before Monday will get sacked.”  
Ohara looked slowly around the room to see almost everyone nodding.  “If Madigan 
makes a fuss about it, I’ll deal with her.”  There, he thought.  That will get them all safely 
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out of the way.  He glanced around the lobby once more.  “Carry on.”

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2037.  5:47 PM

I couldn’t do it.
I was prepared for everything but a man who would agree with me and offer 

himself up for death.
I expected him to justify, to rationalize, to explain it all away as necessary.  I never 

expected to see the shock of realization in his eyes, followed by the moment of evalu-
ation as he weighed one fact against the other, and then the final acceptance that it 
was, indeed, just.

Damn it all, why couldn’t he have been what I expected him to be?
I was ashamed.
I had chosen to exact vengeance for two children who, yes, had died, but had had 

their lives returned to them.  Who possibly did not even know that their lives had ever 
been interrupted.  Who had not asked me to exact vengeance on their behalf.  I had 
decided to play judge, jury and executioner, on my own.

But I am a soldier, not an executioner.  I had forgotten that.  I had been playing 
the vigilante too long.  I had started to believe that I was justice.

Then I watched a man judge himself, and find himself guilty, because of my ac-
cusations and anger.

And I felt shame.
I thought of the damage I’d caused, and the terror in the eyes of that poor girl 

in the hallway, and the calm resignation on Ohara’s face, and I realized that I had no 
righteous anger.  All I had was anger, and it was aimed at the wrong person.

So I ran.
And I hid.
Only three days earlier I had told Lady White that vengeance wasn’t healthy.  I 

should have listened to my own preaching.
God, how had I come to this?
I’ve had two low spots in my life.  The first was when Arcanum, the sadistic bas-

tard, took my best childhood friend, warped his mind with the Servant Factor virus, 
then borged him into a killing machine aimed right at me — and anyone else in my 
vicinity.  And I had had to kill Jack, because nothing else would stop him, and because 
the other Warriors were all facing down their own customized assassins.

The second was when I realized I’d almost done the same thing to myself, in the 
name of “Justice”.

I’m not sure how many hours I sat, curled into a ball between the end of the bed 
and the micro-kitchenette of my new apartment.  I do know that the sun had gone 
down and the narrow slice of sky visible through my window had gone from industrial 
grey-blue to light-polluted black.  I wasn’t sure when, exactly; I’d had my face buried in 
the bedclothes, breathing in their musty scent, all the way through sunset.  I probably 
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would have stayed there until dawn, at least, had there not been a knock at the door. 
More or less on autopilot, I got up and opened it.

Daniel Ohara, Ph.D., Etc., resplendent in a black cashmere overcoat and a ma-
roon scarf, stood in the hall, his hand raised for a new round of knocking.

We stared at each other for a while.  I realized some seconds after we’d started that 
I’d never changed out of my duty uniform, I’d only thrown my helmet on the bed.  I’m 
not sure which of us was the more surprised.

Probably me, because he got his voice back first.  “Ah, you...” and at this he glanced 
at a slip of paper in his hand.  He began again.  “’Elmer J. Fudd,’ I presume?” he asked, 
addressing me by the name I’d used on the lease and a couple of other pieces of pa-
perwork.

Geeze, I remember thinking.  Am I so rusty at coming up with cover identities that he 
could track me down this fast?  Then I quickly and silently debated the virtues of running 
versus staying.  Staying won, but only because I was emotionally drained and weighed 
down by a kind of fatalistic apathy.  I sighed.  “You got me dead to rights, Doc.  I am 
Elmer J. Fudd, millionaire.  I own a mansion and a yacht.”

Ohara, bless his morally-deficient little soul, actually boggled, which managed 
to cheer me up a little.  There’s nothing like freaking the mundanes to improve one’s 
mood.  “I beg your pardon?” he said.

Feeling perverse, I kept going.  “So, are you going to shoot me now or wait until 
you get home?”

“What?”
I studied him for a moment.  Outside my window, the continuous low rumble 

of traffic noise was punctuated by a long honk on someone’s horn.  “You don’t get out 
much, do you?”

Behind his wire-rimmed glasses, Ohara blinked several times in rapid succession.  
“I’m not going to shoot you at all.  May I please come in?”

I shrugged and opened the door wider while sliding to one side. Ohara stepped in 
and gave the room an assessing look that would have ended with a turned-up nose on 
a lot of people.  Him, he just had this expression that said, “I’m too urbane to express 
my distaste at your accommodations.”

I shut the door, then crossed the room to flop on my bed.  The springs made a 
noise like half a dozen baby frogs.  “So,” I drawled.  “How did you find me?”

He held out the slip of paper, which I took from him.  “You dropped this on your 
way out of our offices.”  It was the receipt from my recent videorom rental.  Oh joy.  “It 
wasn’t hard to get your address from the store’s records.”

“<’Oh, drat these computers.  They’re so naughty and so complex, I could pinch 
them!’>” I muttered.  “If I weren’t so habitually honest, I might have avoided this.  
Lovely.”

Ohara, meanwhile, was turning around slowly and surveying the vast expanses of 
my great estate.  He took in the entire room in a second or two, then asked, “This is 
where you live?”

“For the moment,” I growled.  “It was my emergency bolthole.”
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He raised an eyebrow at me.  “Really?”
“Really.  I pissed off the Knight Sabers, so I hid.”
That got me both eyebrows.  “I was under the impression that you were... allied 

with them.”
“Yeah,” I said.  “So was I.”
“Um-hmmm.”
I didn’t elaborate, and Ohara didn’t pursue.  He glanced around the room once 

more, then settled himself into the one dilapidated chair that came with the place.
“Tell me, Elmer...” he began quietly.
“Doug.”
“What?”
“My name is Douglas Q. Sangnoir.”  In for a penny...  “’Elmer J. Fudd’ was just an 

alias.”
He nodded solemnly.  “Of course.”  He was silent for a moment, then pursed his 

lips and launched into what clearly had been bothering him.  “Two children died at 
the amusement palace?”

“Yeah,” I said, sliding back on the bed and leaning against the wall.  The baby frogs 
complained.  “But they got better,” I added as a stricken look washed across his face.

“They... got better?”
I sighed.  The more times I explained this, the less credible it sounded, even to me.  

“A few minutes after one of your boomers cut them into shreds with a machine gun, 
I made a deal with some... Beings who could restore them.  Are you a religious man, 
Dr. Ohara?”

He shook his head.  “Not particularly.”
I shrugged.  “You probably should be.  Let’s just say, then, that they were very 

powerful creatures, and the lives of mere humans are like threads to them, to be spun 
out, cut short, and sometimes, very rarely, to be tied back together.  In exchange for a 
service from me, they agreed to re-tie the children’s severed threads.”

Ohara studied me dispassionately for a long time.  Finally, he said, “If I’d heard 
that from anyone else, I’d say they were insane.  But I’ve seen enough of what you can 
do that I’m inclined to believe you.”

I grinned at him for a moment.  “You could always ask the Knight Sabers to 
confirm the story; they saw the children’s bodies before, and handed them off — alive 
— to the ADP afterwards.”

“Thank you, no,” he said with a grimace.  “What was the service you agreed to?”
“Ah,” I sighed, growing serious again.  “That’s what pissed off the Knight Sabers.  

And to be completely honest,” I continued, eyeing him cautiously, “I don’t think I 
ought to tell anyone who works for GENOM, either.”

Another raised eyebrow behind the glasses.  “Because it might piss GENOM off, 
too?”

I nodded.  “At the very least.”
“Well, then,” he said, “I’d love to hear it, because I, personally, would not mind 

seeing someone piss GENOM off.”
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Now it was my turn.  “Huh?”
He gave me a dry, tight little smile.  “Let me tell you the story of a man, an aca-

demic, with a crazy idea he knew could work.  He had a good business plan, but he 
needed some venture capital to kick off the company he wanted to found.  So he went 
to the corporation that had funded so much of his research at the university where he 
taught.  GENOM.”  He grimaced.  “GENOM knew a potential windfall when they 
saw it.  And they were sufficiently oriented toward the long view to not worry about a 
few years of zero or negative profits while the academic turned his idea into a reality.  
So they gave him lots of money, and let him have a long leash.”

Ohara settled into his seat.  Pulling off his glasses, he rubbed his eyes as he contin-
ued.  “But the process took longer to develop than he expected.  And GENOM turned 
out to be less patient than it had seemed.  They called in their marker.”

“And they absorbed your company,” I said, frowning.
He nodded and put his glasses back on.  “Oh, they left me in charge, but mostly as 

a figurehead.  I lead the research, but I don’t really run things on the business side any 
more.  Madigan does.”  A sour look crawled onto his face.

“Madigan?”
His distaste was obvious.  “Katherine Madigan.  She’s the right-hand-drone to 

GENOM’s chairman, Quincy.  A jack-of-all-corporate-trades who answers only to 
him.  Madigan doles out the funding and occasionally gives us our orders.  And one of 
those orders was to capture you.”  He scowled.  “Damned purple-haired bitch.”

“Purple hair?  Really?” I asked, and he nodded.  “Is it natural?”
Ohara shrugged.  “I have no idea.  I’m not close enough to her to find out, and 

God willing, I never will be.”  He cleared his through a couple of times.  “Would you 
happen to have anything to drink?”

“Sure.”  I leaned over to the mini-fridge and pulled out a can of Yebisu.  I tossed it 
to him; he caught it handily, popped the top, and took a long pull.

“Aahhh, I needed that.  God, I haven’t had a beer since I was an undergrad.  Any-
way, anything that sticks a pin in GENOM’s corporate rear is fine by me.  As long as I 
don’t get caught in the aftermath, that is.”

I pulled out a beer for myself.  I don’t normally drink, but I’d been under a lot 
of pressure that week.  “So,” I said as I popped the top, “that’s a nice story and a nice 
sentiment, but it still doesn’t change the fact that you’re out to capture me.  How do I 
know that you don’t have a crack team of labtroopers surrounding this building even as 
we speak?”  I took a long swig and savored the flavor of the hops.

He snorted over his can.  “That order got rescinded last night, so you don’t have 
anything to fear from IDEC any more.  Now we’re just acting as consultants to Ma-
digan.  I guess she decided we were too incompetent after Sunday’s debacle.”  He 
frowned again. “I lost a good employee over that.  He resigned because he felt he 
couldn’t continue to be associated with IDEC with the way we were going.”

“I’m sorry to hear that,” I murmured.  “Not surprised, but sorry.”
He was silent for a moment, staring down into the opening on the top of his can 

of beer.  Then his eyes widened behind the glasses.  He looked up at me.  “Do you have 
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any kind of technical background?”
“Yeah,” I ventured cautiously.  “A degree in cybernetic engineering.  One year of 

formal employment in that field, followed by 13 years as a semi-formal tech expert for 
the paramilitary team that employs me, back home.  I’m handy hacking both software 
and hardware, and I’ve got enough background to work in half a dozen other technical 
disciplines.  Why?”

“And can you recreate the technologies of your homeworld with the materials and 
equipment here?”

“Yeah, some of them.  Why?” I repeated.
“Can you explain the workings and theoretical underpinnings of those technolo-

gies, too?”
“Yeah, of course.  Why?” I tried again, a little more firmly.
“And are you in need of, um, call it ‘living expenses’?”
“Sure.  Why do you want to know?”
He smiled for the first time.  It was a nasty smile, but the nasty wasn’t aimed at 

me.  “I just thought of a way to thumb my nose at Madigan without her realizing 
it.”  He leaned forward in his seat.  “Come to work for IDEC, Mr. Sangnoir,” he said 
earnestly.

I stared at him for a moment.
Then I burst out laughing.
“I’m sorry,” I managed to get out a few minutes later.  “But are you serious?  Me, 

work for the people who’ve been hounding me and who have inflicted gods know how 
much death, injury and property damage on the city in an attempt to catch me?  Are 
you nuts?”

Ohara spread his hands and fixed me with a serious expression. “Look at it this 
way.  We want to study you, and learn something of the technologies you use.  You need 
an income and a somewhat sturdier cover identity.  Plus, whatever your mysterious 
mission is, won’t having access to GENOM resources make it easier?  I’m certain it 
would appeal to your senses of irony and justice, too.”  He lowered his hands and grew 
serious.  “As for our pursuit of you, well, that wasn’t entirely our choice, as I told you, 
and it’s over and done with.  And we did try to do everything in our power to prevent 
harm to innocents.”

“Yeah, that’s what you say now,” I countered.  Still, I thought as Ohara waited 
patiently, where better to hack into GENOM’s systems than from inside...  and where better 
to watch the ones who were chasing me, than from among them?  “Conditions,” I said sud-
denly.  “I’m not following any dress code.  I reserve the right to walk out at any time.  
I’m not living in the Cone.  And you quit it with the fucking boomers, okay?”

Pursing his lips in thought, Ohara nodded slowly.  “Agreed. Just... don’t wear that 
costume of yours to the office; you’ll panic the other employees.”

I raised an eyebrow.  “And what are you going to tell them? After all, I didn’t make 
exactly the best impression today.”

He shrugged.  “You’ll just be the new tech replacing Davis, the man who resigned.  
Which is the truth, after all.  As long as you stay out of that helmet, I doubt anyone 
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will recognize you.”  He thought for a moment.  “I suppose I’ll have to tell my senior 
staff the full story, though.”

“Uh-huh.  They wouldn’t happen to have been the folks you were meeting with 
when I barged in on you this morning, would they?”

“As a matter of fact, yes.”  He waved it off.  “They’re flexible. They’ll deal.”  He 
frowned in thought for a moment.  “What are your salary requirements?”

I shook my head.  “We’ll talk about that after I see what you have to work with, 
and what you want from me.  The more I have to build from scratch, the more you’ll 
have to shell out.”

Ohara nodded again.  “Fair enough.”  He stood and held out a hand.  “Then we 
have a deal?”

I rose and shook his hand.  “We have a deal.”
“Excellent.”
We ended the shake.  “So,” I said, “I’ll come in first thing tomorrow morning, 

then?”
Ohara suddenly blanched.  “Tomorrow,” he said softly.  “Oh, god, I forgot about 

tomorrow...”  He buried his face in one hand.
My suspicions aroused, and my danger sense began to whisper to me.  “What 

about tomorrow?”
He looked up at me, a pained, shameful look upon his face.  “We have a... com-

plication.”
I stared at him unblinkingly.  “A complication.”
“Yes,” he said softly.  “You’ve got to understand, Sunday night I thought I was 

finished, that Madigan was going to take IDEC, and that I wasn’t likely to live out the 
week.  GENOM’s involuntary retirements tend to be somewhat... terminal.”

I suddenly realized where he was going.  “You did something stupid and defiant, 
didn’t you?”  Maybe I could get to like this guy.  Maybe.

He nodded slowly.  “I gave a lot of money to an old associate to unleash an ob-
scenely powerful combat boomer on the Tower some time tomorrow.  I don’t know 
when, and I don’t know how.  I didn’t want to know.  I didn’t expect to need to know.”  
He collapsed back into the chair.  “You did me one favor with your ‘visit’ this morning, 
Sangnoir — you gave me an excuse to shut down IDEC and keep all my people out of 
the Tower until after the attack.”

I clenched my teeth and counted to ten in English, then French, then Japanese, 
and finally in Valdemaran.  Maybe I can make the damned thing my first “rescue”.

“Okay,” I finally said.  “I’ll take care of your little revenge trip, Ohara.  But I’m get-
ting overtime and hazard pay, you got that?”
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11:  SOMETHING TELLS ME THIS LITTLE BLACK DUCK HAS WORN OUT 
HIS WELCOME

Laws are only words, words written on paper, 
words that change on society’s whim and are in-
terpreted differently daily by politicians, lawyers, 
judges, and policemen.  Anyone who believes that 
all laws should always be obeyed would have made 
a fine slave catcher.  Anyone who believes that all 
laws are applied equally, despite race, religion, or 
economic status, is a fool.

—JOHN J. MILLER, “AND HOPE TO DIE” (IN 
“JOKERTOWN SHUFFLE: WILD CARDS IX”)

I’m betting that I’m just abnormal enough to sur-
vive.  

—THE TICK

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2037.  2:05 PM

I felt like I was turning into a gargoyle.
Ohara had no idea where or when (other than during business hours) the 

boomer would strike, but he did have some extremely unofficial specs on the thing, 
which he handed over to me.

Jesus, what a monster.  Or, to put it in the words of my spiritual totem, “My, he’s 
a big one.”

I couldn’t have taken it down in combat by myself, even if that were still an op-
tion.  Diana and Maggie probably would have a decent chance of beating the thing 
if they double-teamed it. Shockwave on his own, before he retired, probably could 
have taken it down.  Probably.  Hexe as well.

It was the second of two prototypes, built three or four years earlier.  According 
to a heavily censored report in the packet, the Knight Sabers and some spider-shaped 
walker tank had destroyed the first one by blowing it up with either a huge conven-
tional bomb or a micronuke; this second prototype was supposed to incorporate fixes 
for problems noted during that fight.  GENOM and an American megacorp called 
“Gulf and Bradley” had intended to start a production run of the things, but the 
project got cancelled after G&B formed a strategic alliance with another megacorp 
called “The Chang Group”.

Because several key patents and trade secrets were shared and/or cross-licensed 
in order to design it, neither corp could move to manufacture the model without 
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immediately becoming tasty and profitable lawyerbait for the other.  Result:  stale-
mate, and G&B (who had constructed the second beta version) put the remaining 
prototype into cold storage.

Two years later, according to Ohara, G&B dumped the prototype as part of an 
odd-lot sell-off of excess inventory and abandoned junk.  Whether or not they actu-
ally intended to is an interesting question; if so, someone at the company changed 
their minds fast.  By the time G&B sent its people to the auction house, though, the 
boomer had apparently already vanished into the grey market or the arms-trade un-
derground.  Eventually it made its way to the warehouse owned by Ohara’s unnamed 
and morally ambiguous “associate”.

And from there it had been moved so that it could be released on that day at a 
random time and location somewhere near the Cone.

Which left me where I was:  crouching on the more accessible building tops 
around the Tower, shivering in the cold, grey mist. It was a near-freezing day that 
continually threatened rain, but couldn’t quite follow through on the threat, and I 
couldn’t decide which annoyed me more.  I spent the damp, chilly hours listening to 
the ADP band, looming over various plazas and alleyways, and waiting.  I didn’t even 
allow myself to break for a proper lunch; I ate a pocketful of sports energy bars while 
perched atop a crumbling cornice with what would probably have been a glorious 
view of GENOM Tower, had it not been cloaked completely in fog.

Like I said, I felt like a gargoyle.
The imp of the perverse must love me, because when the call finally came in and 

put an end to the waiting, the damned thing had been released on the far side of the 
Tower from my current position.  Although the bounce down to ground level didn’t 
take long, the few kilometers I had to travel in city traffic meant that by the time I 
got there, not only were a few representatives of the ADP already on-site, but the 
boomer giant was also about to be engaged by GENOM defenses.

It was pure coincidence that had put Leon and Daley near the Tower when the 
call came in, a coincidence that left them chasing after a monstrous boomer which 
strode along a busy city street toward GENOM Tower, scattering civilian vehicles 
left and right. The street eventually opened onto one of the larger plazas near the 
Tower, and in its center the boomer paused and turned slowly in place, as though 
orienting itself and determining its next move.

Dispatch had reported an ETA of 15 minutes for the first squads, so they took 
advantage of the boomer’s distraction to circle around the edge of the plaza.  At the 
far end of the square they took up a position at the mouth of the narrow street that 
was the closest thing to a direct route to the Tower.  It seemed a logical spot for a 
barricade, however futile. Meanwhile, the N-Police cordoned off the area and began 
an evacuation of anyone too stupid to leave on their own.

Knowing they’d need all the help they could get, Leon contacted HQ again.  
Shouting over the traffic noise raised by the evacuees, he requested that Nene be 
assigned to the scene as his aide.  After getting approval, he then called the redhead 
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to let her know she was free to operate independently.  Catching his meaning, Nene 
had given him a thumbs-up and a wink before cutting the line.  With luck, he mused, 
the Sabers’ll show up faster than the heavy-weapons squads.  And before this whole situ-
ation gets too ugly.

That done, he finally had the time to join Daley in studying the boomer before 
them.  Half-crouched behind the open doors of their patrol car with their hand 
weapons at the ready, however little good they might do, the two ADP officers sur-
veyed the determined-looking cyberdroid.

“You know,” Leon said, drawing off his sunglasses as if in slow motion, “I 
thought they’d only made the one.”

Daley realized he was holding his breath, and tried to let it out slowly and 
calmly.  To his disgust, it wheezed out into something like a sigh.  “A boomer giant.  
Damn.”  He shook his head and turned to his partner.  “Leon-chan, this can’t be a 
simple attack on GENOM.  It’s got to be a lure, like the siege at Bunko’s. Someone 
wants the Loon very badly, or maybe just very dead.”

“Well, they can’t have me.  Either way.  I take a lot of killing and catching.”
The voice came from ... overhead?  Daley and Leon looked up to see the familiar 

helmet and leathers.  Their wearer was hanging upside down from the fire escape 
above them, the toe of one boot hooked neatly around a ladder rung.  He saluted.  
“Good afternoon, officers.”  His foot relaxed and he dropped, twisting cat-like in 
mid-air to land neatly before them.

“Loon!” the pair exclaimed almost in unison.
He cocked his head inquisitively.  “You were expecting maybe Humphrey Bog-

art?”  Then he peered at them, wiping mist from his goggles.  “Well, if it isn’t Inspec-
tor Wong of the Yard!  And his inestimable sidekick.”

As Leon held back a growl and Daley suppressed laughter, they exchanged 
glances.  “You want to arrest him, or should I?” Leon muttered wryly.

“Oh, please, let’s not start with the arresting business again,” the Loon respond-
ed.  “I’ll just escape, and you’ll get frustrated, and your bosses will get frustrated, and 
whoever pulls their strings at GENOM will get frustrated.”  He peered closely at 
Leon.  “You know, your voice sounds familiar.”

“It does, does it?” Leon all but snarled.
The Loon suddenly grinned, snapped his fingers, and pointed at the ADP offi-

cer.  “You’re McNichol, aren’t you?”  A fraction of a second later Leon discovered his 
hand was being furiously shaken. “Nice to meet you, finally.  I really must apologize 
for not being around after the action on Sunday so you could try to arrest me, but as 
you probably know, I got a little, um, carried away.”

Daley stifled a groan as Leon attempted to extricate his hand from the Loon’s 
enthusiastic grip.  “Yes, I’d noticed,” he replied.

“I’m so sorry about standing you up like that, and I’d like to make it up to you.  
Can we set a date for you to corner me and try to take me in?”  Leon finally extracted 
his hand and opened his mouth to respond, but the Loon ran roughshod over his 
attempt to insert a comment.  “Today’s no good — I’m all booked up — but maybe 
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sometime early next week?  We can do lunch, you can bring the partner and the 
girlfriend...”  He paused and swept an assessing glance over an amused Daley.  “...or 
the boyfriend, whichever...”  Daley suddenly felt the need to suppress a belly laugh.  
“I know this nice little French place.  We can sit down, eat, talk over old times, and 
then after dessert and cognac you can try to arrest me.  Would that work for you?”  
He ended up with his head cocked at a quizzical angle.

“Um...” offered a completely befuddled Leon.
“But today is right out.  I’m afraid you can’t try to arrest me at all right now.  It’ll 

just ruin the afternoon for a whole lot of people if you tried.”
Daley raised an eyebrow as Leon recovered from the verbal barrage.  “Well, 

then, what do you suggest we do in the mean time?” he asked, for lack of any better 
idea.

“Well...”  The helmeted figure pantomimed deep thought for a second.  “You 
could tell me if it’s possible for you to take in a giant boomer like ol’ Abominababble 
over there?”

“What do you mean, ‘take in’?”  Leon slid his sunglasses back on and drew his 
face into his “pit bull” expression in what Daley was sure was a calculated effort to 
dispel the last of his bewilderment.

Sensing the change in tone, the Loon also grew serious.  “What I mean is, if I 
can restrain Laughing Boy, can you deactivate or disable it without destroying it?”

Leon looked at Daley, who shrugged.  “I think so,” he replied after a moment.  
“Theoretically, we’re supposed to bring in all the boomers we can.  However, most 
resist arrest rather... energetically.”

The helmet dipped in a nod.  “Understood.  It’s hard to let go of freedom once 
you get a taste.”  He tilted his head in a quizzical manner.  “So...  you can take it down 
nondestructively if I can get it to hold still long enough?”

“Yes.”
“Good, that’s what I’ll do, then.  You be ready.”  He turned to go, spinning so fast 

he almost seemed to blink from one facing to the next.
“Wait!” Daley shouted.
“What?”
“Why do it that way?  Why bother?  Why ask us?”
A change seemed to come over the man as he turned back to face them; his 

stance softened.  “Because I’d rather work with local law enforcement than against 
it.  Because it’s the right thing to do.  Because every sentient being deserves to keep 
its life, even those that are built instead of born,” he replied in a quiet voice.  Then, 
before any more could be said, he turned away and launched himself at the boomer 
giant.

Leon pushed his glasses up on his nose with one finger.  “Well, Daley, you heard 
the man.  I’ll check on our backup, you go get the boomer restraint system.”  He 
glanced at the trunk of their patrol car, then looked back at his partner.  “Do you 
remember how to use one?”

Daley didn’t deign to answer that as he opened the patrol car’s trunk and re-
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trieved the boomer restraint kit.  He closed the trunk quietly — no need to attract 
more attention than they needed to.  Laying the case on the lid, he opened it and 
began refamiliarizing himself with the device.  “I haven’t looked at one of these 
things since I transferred to ADP,” he muttered to no one in particular as he studied 
the squat, broad pistol that resembled a flare gun with a folding stock, and its chunky 
payload.

It was, to put it simply, a jamming device covered with glue.  A nodule of hard-
ened electronics sat at the heart of a sphere of black, sticky stuff that most of ADP 
simply called the “tar ball” in preference to its 20-syllable chemical name.  It was spe-
cifically designed to bond to Abotex, but would adhere less permanently to almost 
anything else, too.  In theory, it would effectively weld itself to the boomer’s body and 
send out pseudo-random electromagnetic pulses that would disrupt the electronic 
parts of its neural system.

Daley couldn’t remember ever seeing anybody actually use one during a real in-
cident.  The department had all but discarded them years before, after a few capture 
attempts had turned deadly; the presence of one in their trunk was more a tribute to 
bureaucratic inertia than to any effort at comprehensive contingency planning.

He hefted the bulky gun, which felt as ungainly as a potato sack in his hands.  
Stepping back to his position behind the passenger side door, he unfolded the stock 
and peeled the protective film from the “tar ball”.  If this thing doesn’t have a kick like 
Leon-chan’s handcannon, it’s not going to do any good, he thought.  And if it does, it’s 
probably going to break my wrists or my shoulder.  I just love lose-lose propositions.  He 
sighed and looked up from the pistol at the combat.

Well, as boomers went, this one was the giant economy size. Six meters tall if it 
was an inch and vaguely hunchbacked, it had digitigrade legs, surprisingly slender 
for its size, and hideously over-built shoulders and arms.  Its barrel-sized hands bore 
some seriously wicked claws, but oddly, they seemed to be its only armament.  Its 
head was surely larger than the standard boomer cranium, but perched atop that 
massive structure, it looked laughably small.  Or it would if it didn’t have all those 
fanglike protrusions in its jaws.  The whole thing was covered in incredibly thick-
looking armor.  It was heavy enough to crack the stone pavers that formed the bulk 
of the plaza.

I wondered where Ohara was.  He’d told me that he’d be there while I engaged 
the giant, but I didn’t see any sign of him. Which was for the better, actually.  The last 
thing I needed was a guilt-stricken tech-boy sightseer in or near the combat zone.

While I’d been playing gargoyle, I’d worked out a plan.  Having the ADP’s co-
operation meant I could actually use it, and for that I was glad.  Surprisingly, it would 
be easier to subdue the giant than to destroy it; I could do that by myself.  Short 
of summoning simulacra of the whole team, I didn’t think I could kill it.  Wound 
it badly, maybe even cripple it, but not kill it. I wouldn’t do that, though.  A clean 
death, or none at all.

But death wasn’t the plan this time.
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I launched myself at the giant boomer with the primary intent of distracting it, 
to keep it from progressing any closer to the Cone.  We were a scant four hundred 
meters from one of the four blocky towers that stood sentry around the base of the 
Tower, and if I didn’t keep it in the plaza it would walk right over Wong and Friend 
and start tearing out chunks of superstructure in less than a minute.

I worried about just how much distraction I could provide.  I needn’t have.  Even 
as I was bounding towards it, two huge black-and-white boomers plummetted out 
of the sky in a pair of screaming power dives.  At the very last second before their 
seemingly-inevitable crash, they pulled up and began to circle the giant.

Laughing Boy wasn’t amused.
Whatever they were, they were almost as big as it was — four meters or so.  

Their armor was somewhat more streamlined, though, and big jet vents on their legs 
and backs gave them a lot of thrust, allowing them to fly more aerodynamically than 
the usual combat boomer.  Their arms were oddly shaped, hands and fingers point-
ing upwards in a permanent “come get me” gesture that made no sense until their 
forearms split in half lengthwise and pivoted at the elbow.  The lower halves kept the 
hands, but the upper halves were clearly weapons pods of some sort.  And they were 
trained on the giant.

Obviously, this was not the welcome wagon.
I arrested my forward movement with a short skid on the damp pavement, and 

backed off until I could re-evaluate the fight and do a tactical on the the two new 
bots.  As the three boomers settled into what I was sure was a brief temporary stand-
off, I retreated to within shouting distance of Wong and his partner.

“What are those things?” I shouted over my shoulder.
Wong and McNichol were back to crouching behind their car doors. Wong 

held something that looked kind of like a bullhorn mated to a leprous softball, and 
his partner had a pistol that might have been the same model as the one owned by 
that motorcyclist I’d raced a few months earlier.

“They’re called Dobermans,” McNichol called back.  “They’re just as vicious as 
their namesakes.  And about as smart,” he added.

“Animal-level intelligence?” I called.
“Yeah!” he bellowed back at me.
I nodded.  “Not sentients, then.  Good.  Thanks!”  I turned my attention back to 

the Mexican standoff in front of me and completed my tactical.
I suddenly felt like a five-year-old about to jump in the ring with a trio of pro-

fessional wrestlers, and I frantically sorted through the songs I could use to take out 
the new players and still leave the giant unhurt for my attempt at its rescue.  The 
single worst problem with my metagift is not its unpredictability.  It’s that I have too 
damn many options — more than I care to sift through in a crisis situation.  But 
then, I bring it upon myself.  I don’t have to keep more than a dozen or two songs in 
my helmet, but I like being prepared for contingencies.  And if I weren’t operating 
under my personal rules of engagement, it wouldn’t be a problem anyway.  I’d just 
“Lightning’s Hand” them by default.  But that choice wasn’t open to me any more.  
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Even if they were now presumably made moot by my deal with Ohara, I didn’t dare 
completely abandon my rules yet. Not until I was sure — of the deal and of Ohara.

Which left me scrabbling for the right song to use against the two newcomers.  
The tactical called for offense, but not indiscriminate offense — I had two hostiles 
and one effective “hostage”, since I still intended to rescue the giant.  I didn’t want to 
hurt it accidentally.  That eliminated area attacks. With the Dobies’ flight potential, 
something ranged would be best, but it had to have the potential to get through 
what looked like some seriously hefty armor.  But I couldn’t scale up immediately 
to a true mainline attack, not in an urban area that I couldn’t trust to be free from 
noncombatants.  Not unless I was forced to.  Damn.

In the couple of seconds that I took me to reach that expletive, one of the Do-
bermans took to the air again, and began circling the giant.  The second backed off a 
couple dozen meters as ol’ Abominababble began circling to keep the flying Dobie 
in sight. Damn, I repeated mentally.  They’re going to hammer-and-anvil it.  Classic 
pincer.  I needed to get through that armor to put down the Dobermans — I needed 
to punch, cut, melt or burn my way through.

Hmm.  Burn.  “Like a healing hand...”
I had it.  It might be a little slow, but it would do the job.  And if I could get the 

giant clear, I could use it as an area effect, too.  And without accidentally burning out 
anyone’s crops like I did while defending Demsbury...  I reached up and twisted the 
speaker housings to “on” and made sure the PA was off.  “<System.  Combat mode 
on.  ‘This Corrosion.’  Play.”> “10:55” flashed green on the display in my HUD and 
started counting down as the trademark Steinman million-voice chorus began its 
almost Gregorian descant.

I paused a moment to gather the power that started to flow into and through 
me.

Then I threw myself into the fight.
I combat-hyped, and as the world blue-shifted into slow motion I poured on 

the speed and darted around the ground-bound Doberman. Leaping for the lower 
half of its left forearm, I got a good grip and swung myself upward as if I were on a 
chinning bar. For all my speed, I didn’t quite surprise the beast.  Roaring, it waved 
its arm violently, trying to shake me off.  In my state of combat awareness, though, it 
was like hanging onto a slow-moving piston.  I used the movement to pump myself 
into a swing around the lower forearm and swept a boot heel directly across its left-
hand eye.  As the optics shattered (from the impact) and melted (from the song), 
I released my grip on its arm and let my momentum carry me upward; where my 
hands had been were two smoking trenches in the boomer’s armor plating.

 “<Hey now, hey now na-now, sing This Corrosion to me
   Hey now, hey now na-now, sing This Corrosion to me
   Hey now, hey now na-now, sing This Corrosion to me
   Hey now, hey now na-now, sing...>”
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With ponderous slowness the boomer turned in place, trying to arch its massive 
back enough that its small, low-hung head could look upwards.  I crawled to the low 
zenith of my flight, tucked myself into an acrobatic roll that set me back upright, 
then began to drift back downwards feet-first.

And it was at that point that the Doberman in the air picked me off.  A de-
ceptively harmless-looking ripple of red light erupted from the weapons pod on its 
right arm and slammed into me like a speeding truck.  I howled as it tore through 
my field and knocked me out of combat-hype, sending me flying right back into 
Wong’s patrol car.

As I tumbled, flailing, through the air, I spotted the two ADP officers diving 
to either side from its open doors.  My head slammed into the car roof as I hit the 
windshield, which fractured and flexed under me without giving way.  I heard the 
doors slam shut, then the scream of tortured metal as the mystery blast tore and 
crumpled the vehicle.  I gasped for a moment with the pain as the beam washed past 
me; it felt like I had gone head-first under a steam roller.  The polykev had borne 
the brunt of most of the impacts, fortunately, and it was so hot that it was almost 
unbearable.  I could feel the radiated heat on my face and even through my gloves.  
And even so I still took a lot of damage; my left wrist felt sprained and maybe bro-
ken, my head still rang from the impact, and every muscle in my torso screamed a 
complaint.  I don’t think I’d ever been hit with anything that powerful before — nor 
have I since.

Before I could burn my way through the remains of the car, I levered myself out 
of the bellied windshield using my good hand, then winced as I rolled off the fender 
and onto my feet.  As it was, the safety glass had already begun to melt and run, 
and patches of pitted bare metal were starting to show on the smoking hood.  “Ow 
ow ow ow shit,” I growled as Wong and Friend crept back.  I waved them off, but I 
think the sizzling and bubbling asphalt under my feet had more to do with where 
they stopped than my gesture did.  Some meters away, the flying Dobie had already 
turned its attention back to Laughing Boy.

“You survived that?” Wong said with no small amount of undisguised awe in 
his voice.

“Ask me later,” I snapped.  “What the hell was that it shot me with?”
“What, you don’t know?” McNichol replied from the other side of the sheet 

metal accordion that used to be their car.  He seemed both surprised and a little 
amused maybe at my ignorance.  “A gravity gun!”

That got my attention.  I snapped my head around to look at him, and immedi-
ately regretted it.  “Ow!  Shit.  Do you mean to tell me you’ve got gravtech?”

He gave me a nasty smile.  “Disappointed that we’re not as far behind your 
homeworld as you thought, Loon?”

“Hell, no,” I shot back.  Precisely what he had said didn’t register with me until 
hours later.  Right then I was realizing what I could do with one of those guns, and 
deciding that I wanted one.  Badly.  Add that to the dramatically upgraded need to 
protect the giant from its assailants, and I decided it was enough to justify escalating 
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my side of the conflict to match the opposition.  It wouldn’t be easy with a sprained-
maybe-broken wrist and what might be a couple broken ribs, but hell, I never was 
one to do things the easy way.

“So they want to play rough, huh?” I murmured, more to myself than to the 
cops.  “All right, if that’s the way they want it. Time to fight fire with napalm!  <Sys-
tem!>” I shouted.  “<’Black Hole Sun’!  Play!>”

Then I opened myself up to the node.

Leon dove for cover as the Loon shouted something in English and started to 
glow.  Daley, though, held his ground and watched.

The Loon stood in a slightly spread-legged stance, left hand held carefully 
against his stomach, his right at waist height, open and cupped as if it held a sphere 
about the size of a grapefruit. Which, Daley realized as the glow around the man slid 
off his body and down his arm, it now did.

Daley’s late maternal grandmother had been an indiscriminate enthusiast of pop 
occultism.  Having far too much money for her own good, she had over many years 
filled her home with all manner of New Age totems, tools and knickknacks.  As a 
child, Daley had been fascinated by all of it, but most of all by the large crystal ball 
which had held a permanent position of honor on a sideboard in her living room.  
The shape which floated now within the Loon’s right hand reminded him of noth-
ing else so much as his grandmother’s crystal ball:  round, transparent, warping and 
lensing the light that passed through it, and outlining everything viewed through it 
with a rainbow-tinged border.  But whatever it was, it wasn’t solid, not quite.  There 
were no defined edges — only a gentle, almost airbrushed, transition from a solid 
and furious center to the air in which it floated.

As he watched, it lifted out of the Loon’s hand and began to speed furiously 
around him.  Another appeared and joined it, then another, and again, and again, 
until there were a dozen or more, the arrival of each heralded by a small, distinct 
popping noise, like a distant firecracker.

They swarmed and orbited the Loon, looking for all the world like the electrons 
in an old-fashioned atomic diagram.  As they passed over and around his body, their 
bizarre optical properties seemed to warp and twist his form, making him waver and 
flow like a lava lamp on fast forward, all the while emitting a low, whistling drone.  
Daley found the combined effect profoundly disturbing. His stomach churned and 
threatened him with nausea, but he fought it down and stood unmoving, the BRS 
firmly clamped in his hands.

In the center of the plaza, the Dobermans and the giant traded attacks.  Gravity 
blasts battered the giant’s armor, scoring and denting the Abotex and driving the 
boomer to its knees once.  The Dobermans had suffered their own share of damage.  
Three deep, parallel gouges scored the chest of the one in the air, and the one on the 
ground was now stuck there, with half its jet system torn away by a lucky blow.  As 
another exchange of fire belched forth between them, the Loon dashed unevenly to 
the right and in towards the conflict.  That this took the ADP officers out of the line 
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of any more attacks upon him was no coincidence, Daley noted with gratitude.
The Loon halted thirty meters away from the battle, raised his right arm, and 

once again held out his hand as if he were presenting the boomer with a phantom 
grapefruit.  He still cradled his left hand against his stomach.  The orbiting balls slid 
around and away from his outstretched arm.

“Bang,” he said, clearly enough to be heard from where Daley stood.
As the flying doberman jogged to one side to avoid its companion, there was 

a crack like miniature thunder and a blast of white light erupted from its shoulder 
armor.  Whatever it was, it staggered the boomer, almost throwing the cyberdroid 
into an uncontrollable tumble backwards.  Its jets shrieked in protest as it fought to 
stabilize itself.  Then, slowly, it brought itself upright again.

On the ground, the second Doberman paused, seemingly distracted. The giant 
took advantage of the moment and lunged for its opponent, sending up a spray of 
sparks as its claws bit into the security boomer’s armor sheathing.

Daley hissed as he got a good look at the flying Doberman.  Its left arm hung 
limp and useless.  At its shoulder, the left pauldron of the boomer’s armor was shat-
tered and seared; in its center was a hand-sized crater with blackened and cracked 
edges, deep enough to reveal the burnt and broken mechanisms beneath.

The Doberman roared its pain, had been roaring, Daley realized. It whipped its 
right arm up toward the Loon, and fired another gravity blast.  The crimson wave 
slammed into the Loon...

...and died.  It shattered upon a wall of whirling, orbiting distortions, and broke 
into a thousand shreds of scarlet energy. The streamers of translucent red swirled 
aimlessly around him for a moment before most of them spiraled down into the 
transparent spheres like rusty water down a drain; the Loon didn’t even break his 
stance when what little was left of the wave finally struck him.

He thumbed his nose at the Doberman.
It howled in outrage and gunned its jets, hurling itself at him as if it intended 

simply to smash him with its sheer bulk and speed.
“Bang,” said the Loon once again.
Another explosion of light and sound, and another smoking crater appeared, 

this time in the center of the Doberman’s chest. Despite the roaring jets gouting 
flame behind it, the boomer stopped short in its flight at the force of the impact.  Its 
jets stuttered warningly.

Then it roared and dropped upon the Loon.
At the same moment, the Loon leapt into the air.
The Doberman swung its massive arm in an attempt to swat the man like a 

wayward basketball; it missed, barely.  The long, talon-like fingers on its hand slid 
through and among the orbiting spheres.

And came back out in tatters.

“What are they?” Ohara murmured.
Tony studied the few instruments they’d managed to carry in the trunk of his 
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car.  “Quantum black holes.  I think.  If I’m interpreting these readings correctly.  
And if the grav sensors aren’t simply reporting garbage.  A dozen or so, massing 
maybe a metric ton each.”  He shook his head in disbelief.  “Why he’s not being torn 
to shreds by the tidal forces...”

“Amazing,” Ohara breathed.  “We’ve got to get him show us that device when 
he starts work next week.”

Tony’s attention snapped completely onto his friend and nominal employer.  
“Say what?”

“Oh, did I forget to mention that?” Ohara asked disingenuously.

The Dobie swiped at me and missed; my field deflected the blow and the holes 
reduced its hand to a useless tangle of metal and plastic.  The boomer was too tall for 
me to actually leap over it, but I could get as far as its upper arm, and springboarded 
from there to arc high over its back — just barely clearing the big, sharp-looking fins 
it had there. While I was upside-down at the zenith of my second leap, I fired an-
other hole down at the back of its head.  Between its movement and mine, I missed 
my intended target, but I still hit the thing:  a glancing blow ripped a long gouge 
through the armor over what remained of its jets before the hole destabilized and 
vaporized itself in a burst of light and radiation.

        “<Black hole sun
         Won’t you come
         And wash away the rain
         Black hole sun
         Won’t you come
         Won’t you come...>”

Below and far to the left of me, the giant was holding its own against the other 
Dobie.  More than holding its own, in fact; little pieces of Doberman were flying 
everywhere as the giant merrily dismembered the weakly-struggling boomer.  I ab-
sently hoped that it left one of the gravity guns intact.

As I started to drop back down, I risked flexing my left hand. Painful.  But none 
of the all-too-familiar bone-on-bone grating. Okay.  Either a sprain or a hairline 
fracture.  Or both.  I could work with that, push it if necessary, until I had a chance 
to heal myself.  The polykev plates in the glove would kind of splint it, and the glove 
itself would help, too.  It’d hurt like hell, no mistake.  But if I needed it, I could use it.  
And I needed to, if I were to follow through with my plan to restrain the giant.

Beyond that, I ignored the complaints of my body.  As long as I didn’t puncture 
a lung, I didn’t care about the ribs.  And the other aches and pains were a useless 
distraction; I banished them from my thoughts.

And well that I did, because at the moment that my feet touched the damp 
pavement, that damned Doberman swatted me again, lashing out with one of its 
legs.  My field didn’t divert the blow, and it slammed into my hip even as the black 
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hole shield punctured and sliced at the limb.  I went rolling across the plaza, sweating 
as the temperature of the polykev shot back up.

The Doberman pulled back a mass of pureed metal, polymer and flesh where 
its foot used to be.

Then it toppled over.
Groaning, I got to my feet and pointed my cupped hand at it.

“Bang.  Bang.  Bang.”
This time Daley actually glimpsed the projectiles rather than just their effect:  

one after the other in rapid succession, round, rippling distortions like those that 
swirled around the Loon’s body.  Streamers of mist trailed after them, stretching out 
almost beseechingly for the strange distortions.

A line of small white explosions walked across the fallen boomer’s barrel chest, 
drawing a diagonal line from just under its left arm up to its right shoulder, and leav-
ing behind shattered and seared Abotex.  The impacts sent the Doberman sliding 
and bouncing backwards across the mist-slickened paving stones.  It came to rest 
near the giant, which at the sound of Abotex on stone had looked up from where it 
had been savaging the remains of the other Doberman.  Growling, the giant leapt 
upon the wounded boomer and began tearing it limb from limb.

Once the giant finished thoroughly trashing the Dobies, it stood up and slowly, 
deliberately turned around in place again, like it was searching for something.  Tak-
ing several huge paces, it positioned itself a dozen or so meters closer to the Tower 
and ponderously rotated once more.

        “<Hang my head, drown my fear,
         ‘Til you all just disappear,
         Black hole sun
         Won’t you come
         And wash away the rain
         Black hole sun
         Won’t you come
         Won’t you come...>”

I took advantage of the moment to dash in to where its victims lay splattered 
across the pavement. The paving stones, already moist from the hesitant rain, were 
now liberally coated with yellow goo and random wreckage, and I had to watch my 
footing. The first Doberman had been thoroughly smashed.  I was out of luck there 
— its gravity weapon had been totally destroyed.  But the second...

I didn’t even try to move the whole arm.  Instead, I dissolved the shield and let 
the holes flow down to form a vertical circle just beyond my clenched fist.  I started 
the circle rotating with a thought, a dozen quantum black holes blurring around 
an orbit maybe 30 centimeters across, just a few centimeters beyond my knuckles.  
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With the gravitational lensing, it looked like someone had taken a small rainbow 
and looped it back upon itself.

I now wielded the world’s sharpest circular saw.
I knelt by the biorobotic limb and took a moment to study the weapon pod that 

held the gravity gun.  I chose a point safely behind it — not so far back that it would 
be unwieldy, not so close to the pod that I risked damaging the weapon.  Then I 
brought the spinning ring of black holes down upon that polymer armor.

It was hard not to expect some kind of resistance and to avoid pressing down 
firmly to counter it.  So, in one quick motion I sliced through the armor, the pod’s 
support stanchion, the rest of the limb, another layer of armor, and finally, a fair dis-
tance into the 10-centimeter-thick paving stone beneath.

Standing, I dismissed the holes.  With my foot I kicked the pod over to one side 
of the plaza to get it out of the way of what was to come next.

“<System.  Song off.>”
And then it was just me and Laughing Boy.
I turned back just in time to see it start off for the Cone again.
I had two advantages against it — size and speed.  It was fast, like all of GE-

NOM’s warbots, but not fast enough, and it was big enough that I could dance 
around and under it, into and through blind spots.  A third advantage:  it was some-
what wounded from its encounter with the Dobermans.  (Then again, so was I, so 
that pretty much cancelled out.)

But I also had a fourth advantage.
“<System.  ‘The Chain’.  Play,>” I muttered.  Fleetwood Mac, Rumours.  A clas-

sic.  And the next step in my original battle plan.
It didn’t take me long to piss it off.  This assumed that it had ever stopped being 

pissed off from the Dobermans’ attack. Whatever.  Boomers all seemed to be very 
short on temper.  Then again, if hardware blocks had been installed in my brain at 
birth to make me a slave, I don’t think I’d be a very mellow person either.

The challenge was to make it angry enough to draw it away from its course 
again, but not so angry that it caused wanton damage to itself or the two ADP cops.  
If I overdid it, well, I was hoping that more ADP forces would show up and at least 
slow it down a bit while I changed gears and songs.  But I didn’t plan on overdoing 
it.

I’d been dodging around, above and below Ol’ Abominababble, getting in a 
hit here and there without doing any real damage. It had been built as a front line 
combat monster, as a terror weapon — even its weak points were tough.  But I didn’t 
actually have to hurt it to achieve my goal.

Inspired by the silent voice of my combat muse, I abruptly changed the direction 
in which I was running, dodged a pair of lumbering blows from those huge arms, 
and shot between its legs and out behind it.  I was still combat-hyped, of course, and 
I poured on the speed until I was a couple dozen yards from it in the exact opposite 
direction from the Tower.  It was still turning about (with painful, ponderous slow-
ness, in my frame of reference) when I stretched out my arms with palms toward 
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the giant bot. I suppressed a wince at the pain in my left wrist, and let loose with the 
power that had been simmering in me since the song began.

With a metallic rattle, a pair of glowing golden chains made of hand-sized links 
shot out of the air just in front of my palms. They darted at the boomer like snakes, 
rearing back just the slightest bit before striking forward to wrap themselves around 
its legs.  The boomer actually managed to look surprised, and I snorted at the comical 
expression on its partially-immobile face.

Then I yelped, because it triggered its jumpjets and launched itself at me.  I 
threw myself to one side, just barely avoiding evisceration from those huge claws.  I 
didn’t stop myself, but let my momentum carry me as far away as I could.  I came to 
a stop on my hands and knees, not quite facing it.  Its swipe at me had continued on 
to rip through the concrete wall of a small office building on the north edge of the 
plaza.  Ouch.

My wrist protested at the weight I’d been forced to put on it. Fucking ouch.
The boomer seemed to have forgotten me as it turned its attention to trying 

to rip the chains off its legs.  They’d already linked back upon themselves — there 
wasn’t a loose end it could pull out — so the bot sawed away at the links with its 
claws.  It raised sparks but was getting nowhere; they were solid-energy and, like the 
song says, “you will never break the chain.”

I took a long, quiet breath, considered the situation, and struck.
On either side of the entangled boomer the pavement shattered and exploded 

as a pair of familiar golden chains erupted upwards. Startled, it flinched, but with its 
legs bound it ended up only knocking itself off-balance.  As it tottered and began to 
fall, the chains looped down and wrapped themselves around the boomer, binding it 
neatly before it hit the ground.

As the tail ends of the chains snapped out of the ground and melded into the 
whole, I pushed myself up with another suppressed wince.  In front of me were two 
holes punched into the stone where I’d sent the chains down into the ground.  As I 
got to my feet, the boomer thudded to the pavement, rebounding once, then twice.  
Meters away, I could feel the force of the impact through my boots.

“Well, whaddaya know,” I said, mostly to myself.  “Boomers bounce.”
I turned to Inspector Wong and his parter, switching on my helmet’s PA.  “It’s 

all yo...” I began, but suddenly my danger sense screamed at me and I threw myself 
into a forward roll. Before I could pop back up onto my feet some meters away, I 
heard rapid multiple “whoosh-thunk” noises over and behind me, followed closely by 
an equal number of sharp cracks.

I knew that noise, and to hear it now chilled me to the bone.  It meant I’d failed, 
that the slave I had sought to rescue had instead been summarily executed.  Without 
trial, without jury, without justice; executed for the sole crime of being nonhuman 
and free.  I had just been made an accessory to a murder.

Slowly I turned, knowing just what I would see:  the Knight Sabers.  Lady Blue 
was still in motion, landing from some long jump to stand over the fallen giant.  She 
had some new accessories to go with her outfit, in the same fetching shade of blue:  
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two large gauss cannons set up in an avant-garde over-the-shoulder mount, with 
ring grips for her hands near their front ends.  They were the obvious source of a 
set of fucking huge spikes — still glowing faintly azure from the bleed-off of their 
induced electrical field — that had driven into and through the skull of the boomer 
I’d tried so hard to save.  A boomer whose suddenly still body in its tight wrapping 
of chains bespoke a quick and quiet death.  Behind Blue, the other three Knights 
approached more cautiously, and stood off to the side.

A cold rage formed in my chest.  I snapped out a hand, and a golden chain ex-
ploded forth to wrap itself around the blue Knight Saber’s chest and trap her arms.  
Instead of releasing the chain to let it envelope her, I grabbed its end and yanked, at 
the same time willing the chain to shorten itself.  “Get over here!” I yelled.  Before 
she knew what was happening, Lady Blue found herself dragged into a cozy little 
tete-a-tete with yours truly.

“Why did you do that?” I hissed at her as I dissolved the chain. The PA ampli-
fied my almost silent challenge and set it bouncing off the walls near us.  “Please tell 
me.”

Blue had been surprised by the attack, but she recovered quickly. Her left hand 
(the one that was basically in a lightly-armored glove) shot forward, fingers spread; 
she obviously wanted to grab me by the front of my jacket.  It slid off my field to 
the left. “It was a boomer,” she growled and tried again, this time only to have her 
hand forced uncontrollably to the right.  Through her voder came a wordless sound 
of frustration, and she stood there, clenching and unclenching both hands at chest 
height.

“You had it down,” she continued in a low, dangerous snarl.  The familiar vox-
mod buzz somehow managed to transmit the aggressive and challenging tone of her 
voice.  “I finished the job for you.” That tone made it clear — she was daring me to 
object.

I nodded slowly.  “Oh.”  I turned as if to go, took a step, then snapped a spin 
kick at her.  I caught her as she was starting to lunge for me and got a solid hit on 
her midriff, folding her in half and propelling her backwards to smash against the 
concrete wall the late boomer had rent with its claws.  I followed and yanked her out 
of the rubble by the chin of her helmet.

“NO!” I yelled at her, and the PA boosted it to almost painful levels.  “You did 
not finish it for me.  You fucked it up for me!”  I found myself bizarrely wishing that 
her armor had lapels, because I wanted to grab them and shake her violently.  “This 
was my operation, Blue.  Understand this — you Knights do what you like on your 
own missions, but you do not interfere in mine. Got it?”

“Fuck you, you son of a bitch!  Fuck you!” she bellowed and flung her left arm 
back; with a quiet click some kind of flat-fronted guard pivoted around her forearm 
and locked into place over the lightly-armored hand.  High-tech brass knuckles.  
Interesting.

I shoved her away and hopped backwards to get out of hand-to-hand range.  
She stumbled and fell back into the pile of shattered wall.  As she scrambled to re-
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turn to her feet, I turned back to the boomer, shooting a glance at the other Knights 
as I did so. Olive was jittering nervously in place, while White and Pink stood stat-
ue-still.  Is this some kind of sick test? I wondered, then turned my attention back to 
the six-meter armored corpse.

Behind me, I heard concrete scraping on concrete.  My danger sense screamed, 
and without thinking — or looking — I dodged the punch Blue threw at me.  Her 
right hand, little more than an armored bludgeon, whipped past my head, an electric 
crackle and a smell of ozone in its wake.  I grabbed her forearm and redirected her 
momentum to pivot her completely around and then send her rolling across the 
plaza with a clatter of armor on cement and an explosive discharge of electricity.  
Nasty.

“You missed,” I observed.
A stream of digitally-filtered profanity was her only response.

As she slowly rose to her feet again, Priss snarled at Sangnoir. I’m going to pound 
you into the sidewalk, you smug asshole! she fumed silently.  I don’t need you to make me 
doubt myself. Self-doubt was an old friend, after all, in the years since Sylvie had died.  
Hell, say it true, Priss.  Since I murdered her.  But it was getting harder and harder to 
stoke the fires of her anger enough to drown out the doubt.

It didn’t help that Linna had begun interrogating Sylia about the nature of 
boomer brains as they were donning their hardsuits, and kept it up all the way here.  
Sylia had replied in terse, uninformative monosyllables.  An uncharacteristic tension 
had underlaid her voice, and it grew with each of Linna’s inquiries. And Nene...  
Nene was positively bloodthirsty today.  Priss had never seen her like that before.

Part of her wanted to scream at Linna for asking questions whose answers Priss 
didn’t want to hear.  Another part of her — the part that despaired and railed at 
Sylvie’s death — wanted desperately to know as much as Linna wanted to.  Confused 
at the conflict in her own soul, Priss turned to her familiar anger for comfort, hoping 
for a chance to take it all out on Sangnoir for starting all this trouble.  Hadn’t her life 
been a big enough pile of shit without him stirring it up and forcing her to look at 
things she didn’t want to see?

And how dare he refuse to bring them back from the dead?  To bring even one 
back?  If he only knew what just asking him had done to her...

No.  No more thinking.  The only way she’d feel better would be to grind the 
smirking bastard into the ground.

I glared at the other Knights.  Olive looked at her compatriots, then triggered 
her jump jets.  She passed out of my field of view, and I didn’t turn to follow her.  
Behind me, as I started walking away again, I heard that odd hollow “poink” sound 
their steps made as she landed.

“That’s enough,” I heard Olive say softly to Blue.
Ignoring them, I stalked back to the giant boomer, which now lay in a growing 

pool of yellow fluid.  The song timer in my HUD was under 45 seconds and blinking 
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red, but instead of letting it run out, I muttered, “<System.  Song off.>”  Buckingham 
and Nicks shut up in mid-syllable, and the golden chains wrapping the boomer van-
ished.  No longer held in tension by the energy constructs, the bot’s body slumped.  
The armor plating made dull impact noises against the stone, not unlike Blue’s.

I knelt next to the monstrous corpse and reached out to touch its head when 
I heard that rapid “poink-poink-poink” coming up behind me.  I was still combat-
hyped, and my spin-and-stand reaction startled Blue.  Her hands rose to the D-rings 
that hung under from shoulder-mounted gauss cannons.

“Try it,” I said softly and with considerably more confidence than I felt.  If even 
one of those spikes got through my field... “Just try it.”

“What the fuck is your problem?” she said after a moment’s silence, releasing 
the D-rings.  “You pissed because we killed it first?”

I’d had just about enough.  I was tired and frustrated, I was cold and damp and 
half-cramped from a day of squatting on wet rooftops, I’d just fought my way alone 
through three of the ugliest and deadliest bots I’d ever encountered in my entire 
career, had the boomer I wanted to save killed right under my nose, my ribs were 
probably broken and my wrist was still screaming bloody murder at me.  And most 
of all, I realized that I was sick and tired of clueless do-gooder crunchies who ought 
to know better running around in high-powered armor at the behest of a woman 
with an obvious private agenda.

I’m afraid I got a little cranky.
“No, you testosterone-poisoned bimbo, I’m pissed because you killed it, period!”  

Behind me, I thought I heard one of the ADP inspectors say, “Uh-oh,” but I didn’t 
care.  “I was trying to save its life, you microcephalic excuse for a mercenary!”  I glared 
at her, then shared it with the other Knights.  “I give you four notice right now.  You 
interfere with one of my operations again, and I will treat you as hostiles.”

The two ADP officers were starting to get restless; I could hear whispers and 
mutters to my rear.  Best to end this quickly.

“Don’t you think your declaration is a bit hypocritical, Colonel?” White asked 
with an obvious sneer in her voice.  “You are, after all, a visitor to MegaTokyo, while 
we have long been the city’s defenders.”

“’Colonel’?” Daley murmured.  “Looks like they’ve found out something new 
since you last dealt with them, Leon-chan.”

“Not really,” Leon replied absently.  “I got an update on Monday.”
“Do tell.”

“In case you haven’t noticed, Lady White, you four are as much illegal vigilantes 
as I am.  I don’t think that being the first to commit a particular crime grants you 
exclusive rights to it.” From his position near the crumpled patrol car I heard Mc-
Nichol laugh softly.

In front of me, Blue seemed to hover between distraction and combat-readiness.  
At least once, her head jerked as if someone had called her.  It was obvious that at 
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least one of the other Knights was using their private channel to try to talk her into 
or out of something, judging from her body language.  I flicked my eyes over to a 
small display at the edge of the HUD.  My sampling program almost had enough 
for me to work with.

“Nevertheless,” White continued.  “Rogue boomers such as this one are a threat 
to this city.  We may well choose to interpret your attempts to... ‘save their lives’... as 
being a danger to the safety of MegaTokyo’s people.”

“Don’t give me this sanctimonious shit, White.  Your boomers are people, too.  
Just as much as the full biologicals who live in this city.  Making slaves of them 
doesn’t change that fact.”

“The safest way of dealing with a rogue is to destroy it.  This is one of the duties 
we owe to the people of MegaTokyo.”

I shook my head.  “You just don’t get it, do you, White?  You’re not fulfilling a 
duty, you’re serving a master.  You’re pro bono slave hunters!  You take care of the 
rogues, the loose cannons and the inconveniently rebellious for GENOM, and you 
do it for free.  What a wonderful bonus for their bottom line!  You’re nothing more 
than GENOM’s volunteer clean-up squad.”

Blue growled at me again, then her voxmod cut off suddenly.  She was back on 
the private channel the Knights shared.  Pink and Olive hesitantly stepped forward 
a few feet, then glanced back at White.  Only Blue had a weapon close to trained on 
me at the moment, but I had to wonder just how much ordnance might be brought 
to bear on Momma Sangnoir’s favorite son should they break form and fire on me.

I was starting to get fed up with all of this.  “Listen to me, White, and listen 
good.  You know my mind.  You want to dispute it with me, fine, I’ll take you all on.  
You’re just four crunchies in tin suits, after all.  I’ll rip you right out of your armor.  
And don’t think I can’t do it.”  I whirled back to the dead bot, mentally daring Blue 
to just try something. “<System.  ‘Dust in the Wind’.  Play,>” I murmured, and the 
helmet obliged.  At the same time, the sampler’s readout in my HUD suddenly 
blinked green as it reached a critical mass of data.

“Take this as a warning, White.  Don’t get in my way,” I called back over my 
shoulder, and punched down.

“Leon...” Daley began uneasily.
“Wait...” Leon interrupted.  “Look!”
In the plaza the Loon stood over the fallen boomer and punched downward 

with his right hand.  A vortex of swirling air sprang up in a column around him, then 
channeled itself down his arm to engulf the boomer.

The body of giant cyberdroid exploded into a silver mist, a cloud of fine powder 
that was caught up by the blast of wind and carried out of the plaza.  All that was left 
was the pool of nutrient fluid in which the cyberdroid had lain, and a few blackened 
and scorched masses that might have been organic, once. “Rest in peace, my friend,” 
the Loon murmured, but the PA in his helmet carried it to everyone.  “You’re free 
now.”
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He turned back to the Sabers.  Raising his arm, he pointed at them; something 
like a dust devil swirled along its length, a trumpet bell of moving air flaring out 
around his hand.  He fixed a warning look on the Blue Saber in particular, then 
trained it on the others. “Mess with me, and I’ll vaporize your oh-so-pretty armor 
just like that.  I’ll leave you in the street four very identifiable women in their un-
derwear.  Got it?”

Even through her hardsuit, Leon could see that Priss was trembling with rage, 
and glanced at the white Saber.  To his shock, he realized that she was just as angry 
as Priss.  It screamed out to him in her posture and her body language, which Sylia 
normally kept under strict control.  Shit, he thought as he watched the tension be-
tween the Loon and the Sabers rise with every exchange.  This is bad, really bad...

“I believe, Colonel, that the phrase in your particular idiom would be, ‘Of course 
you realize, this means war,’” said the white Saber quietly.

“Yes,” he replied slowly.  “War it is.  So be it.  For what it’s worth, Lady White, 
I’m sorry it has to be like this.”

She nodded.  “Understood.  And believe me when I tell you, I feel the same.  
You are, after all, acting on your own sincere beliefs, and you are saving lives as well.”  
Sylia’s tones still rang with anger even as she made the grudging admission.

The Loon returned the nod.  “As are you.  It’s a pity we cannot come to a better 
understanding, Lady White.  If only you would see what it is you are really doing...”  
In the distance, the sirens of the approaching ADP backup became audible, and he 
cocked his head.  “I hear the herald of more audience than I care to perform for.  I 
do believe I will be going.  I cannot wish you well in your crusade, White, but I will 
at least wish you well, period.”  He returned his attention to Priss.  “And you, Blue... 
I owe you a life for the death you inflicted here.”

“What the fuck is that supposed to mean?” she snarled, the hardsuit voder not 
filtering out the savage anger in her voice at all.

Within his helmet, he smiled enigmatically.  “Figure it out for yourself.”  He 
stepped back, murmuring, “<System.  Song off,>” and the tiny twister enveloping his 
arm vanished.  As the Blue Saber looked on, he stood over the fragment of Dober-
man he’d salvaged earlier.  He spread his arms and held them high.  “And now, for 
my next trick...  <System.  ‘Fly Like an Eagle’. Play.>”  He swept his arms down, and 
brought them back up as great golden-feathered wings.  In an eyeblink, the Loon 
had been replaced by an enormous eagle, monstrous and majestic, which seized the 
wreckage in its talons.  A single flap of its immense wings and it was airborne, star-
tling the pilot of an incoming FireBee as the raptor silently hurtled into the overcast 
sky.  It shimmered in the reflected light of a million street lamps, and vanished.

The Knight Sabers stood staring into the sky for a long moment afterward.  
Then the White Saber triggered her jumpjets and bounded away, followed by the 
others.  The Pink Saber was the last to leave; for several seconds more she stared at 
the seared and blackened scraps which were all that remained of the boomer giant, 
until she jerked as if in surprise and triggered her own jets.

What are you thinking, Nene? Leon mused.  I’d give a week’s pay to know...
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As he stood absorbed in thought, his eyes on the overcast sky, the approaching 
sirens grew in volume, reaching a crescendo and then cutting off abruptly.  He turned 
to see that a half dozen or more armored personnel carriers had pulled up around the 
edges of the plaza and were now disgorging troopers.

Leon glanced around.  Next to the remains of the patrol car, Daley was deep 
in an energetic conversation with the assembled squad leaders.  The forensic team 
had already unpacked its gear; its members were vigorously studying, measuring 
and photographing the scene.  Leon chuckled at a woebegone-looking Sgt. Kenichi 
Altonji, relegated to drawing a chalk circle not only around the Dobermans and the 
giant’s ashes, but also around every scrap of metal, Abotex and syntheflesh for 30 
meters in every direction.

“Good work, Leon,” came a feminine voice from behind and to his left.
He turned to see Fuko, pad and pencil box in hand, walking up to him with 

Vong at her side, and he laughed without emotion.  “Not me this time.  Our friend 
the Loon, and the Knight Sabers.  The poor boomers got caught in the crossfire.”

Vong gave a long, low whistle.  “You’re joking, aren’t you, sir?”
Leon shook his head as Fuko studied the scene.  “Not entirely,” he replied qui-

etly.  “There’s a new Cold War in town, Lieutenant. And it just might flash hot at any 
moment.”  He drew a deep breath.  “God help us if it does.”

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2037.  5:53 PM

By any objective measure of time, if such a thing really exists, I landed next to 
my cycle some three hours after I took off from the plaza.  Subjectively, it was less 
than 25 seconds later. “Fly Like An Eagle” is a nice showy song that gives me a top 
flight speed well in excess of 200 kph, but it has a side-effect that is usually quite 
inconvenient:  any time I’m actually in flight, it also propels me into the near future.  
We measured it once; the ratio of objective to subjective duration floats between 450 
and 500 to 1.  If I spent the whole song in flight, I could lose over 25 hours.  Obvi-
ously, the song does not lend itself well to tactical combat use, or fast response to an 
emergency.

However, if I wanted to make a quick getaway and stay lost for a while, it’s the 
perfect song.  As long as I remain airborne, I’m outside the normal flow of time, and 
thus undetectable by anyone short of another metahuman with a temporal metatal-
ent.  Or a god. Even better, I can still see the world around me.  Sort of.  It’s like 
watching a film running at 12,000 frames a second — only the things that stay in 
one place more than about 5 real-time minutes are really visible, however briefly.  It’s 
like flying through a ghost city, populated with bizarre flickers and flashes of light.  
And there’s always something you’re just catching out of the corner of your eye, only 
to turn and see nothing there.  It can actually be a bit creepy.

Anyway.
It only took me a couple of seconds to get back to my bike, but that wouldn’t be 

long enough to be safe.  So I flapped around some more until the ADP vehicles and 
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the wrecked patrol car all flickered and vanished, along with the various roadblocks 
around the plaza.  I dropped to the ground, carefully released my talon-hold on the 
gravity weapon, and waited for the song to end.

Once back in human form, I packed the weapon in one of the bike’s panniers.  
It was heavy, which is to be expected of a primitive gravtech device, but it wasn’t 
so much so that it would threaten the cycle’s stability.  Then, with my bike’s color 
returned to its normal black-and-flames, my spare (normal) helmet on my head, and 
wearing my duster, I made my way back to my crappy little hidey-hole, carefully 
avoiding any police (be they “N” or “AD”) along the way.

Once inside, I carefully put the gravgun (which had come inside with me 
wrapped in my coat) on the top shelf of one of the kitchenette cabinets.  I would 
see what IDEC had in the way of facilities first before deciding what would happen 
with the weapon.  Then I made myself a cup ramen and began to analyze the combat 
with the Dobies and the giant.

Technically it had come out well enough, save for the last-moment murder of 
the giant itself.  If I hadn’t had the node to draw upon, I doubt I would have done as 
well, but at the moment, that was irrelevant.  There were other conclusions to draw 
from the fight.  And the number one conclusion was, again, what the hell was I 
thinking of when I decided on this course of action?

I mean, I was one single person.  Even with a polymorphically perverse metatal-
ent, I still didn’t pack nearly as much firepower as even the weakest Knight Saber 
did.  I hadn’t taken down those Dobermans by the strength of my attack; I simply 
set them up so that the giant would do the job for me.  (I’d barely managed to keep 
those quantum black holes stabilized long enough for them to impact the attack-
dogs’ armor, let alone punch through it. “Black Hole Sun” was far better for defense 
against gravity attacks than it was as an attack itself.)

So what was I doing trying to mount a military action by myself?
That’s what it amounted to.  And despite the intoxicating freedom of vigilante 

action, it was all ultimately futile.  GENOM could build boomers faster than I 
could knock them down.  One person could not wage a personal war against a mul-
tinational power and hope to win.  Nor could four, no matter how well-armed they 
were.

I shook my head as I slurped noodles.  Lady White was either an obsessive-
compulsive, or an idealistic fool.  And I knew from first-hand experience that she 
was no fool.  I would have preferred that she were; it would have made things far less 
dangerous if I didn’t have to deal with a fanatic.

The problem was, despite my charge from the Three and the fact that it was fu-
tile as a means of thwarting GENOM, I couldn’t very well stop vigging on boomers.  
They would keep on berserking, and people would keep on getting hurt as a result.  I 
couldn’t sit by and not do anything just because boomers were also people.  I had to 
act.  I had no choice — if I were to be able to live with myself, I had to defend the 
innocent from the aggressors, and that meant taking out boomers.  Unfortunately, 
many of the boomers would be innocents, too, in their own way. What made it even 
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worse was that I would be spending all my time treating a symptom, not the disease.  
No matter how gently I brought those boomers down, they would — as I had al-
ready realized earlier — still be enslaved.  A purely military approach was pointless 
and wantonly destructive.

I still needed something that destroyed the blocks that made a boomer a slave 
without harming it.  Only then would I have any chance to free even a single boom-
er.  Let alone the entire race.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2037.  7:31 PM

Sylia fastidiously perched herself on the edge of the sloshing mass that aspired 
to the title of “bed”.  Studiously ignoring the array of brightly-colored silicone and 
latex objects sorted by both size and hue on the night stand to her right, she said, 
“I’m beginning to think you enjoy trying to embarrass me.”

“Would I do that?” Fargo asked, drawing on his cigarette.
Sylia simply raised an eyebrow in in response.
Unabashed, the man in the rumpled suit simply gave her a rakish smile.  “I’m 

just a born romantic, Sylia.  I keep hoping I’ll find just the right setting to fan into 
flame that spark of feeling you have for me deep in your heart.”

She sniffed in amusement and disdain.  “A 1000-yen per hour love motel is not 
the setting I would have chosen.”

Fargo simply spread his hands and grinned.  Sylia sighed.  “What do you have 
for me?” she asked, a touch of fatigue creeping into her voice.

Fargo took another long drag on the glowing butt, and exhaled a cloud of fra-
grant smoke.  “Last night I had some people check out apartment 2532 in Building 
4 of the Morita Federal Housing Complex in Ota ward.”  He paused, looking to 
her as though to confirm the address once more.  Sylia nodded impatiently, and he 
continued.

“They weren’t the first to get there.  Someone else had already gone over the 
place, thoroughly and professionally.”  Sylia swore softly to herself.  “My specialists 
think that the first bunch didn’t find whatever they were looking for, because they’d 
done everything but pull out the plumbing and punch holes in the walls.  My people 
went through what was left, though.  They found a dozen or so pieces of handmade 
clothing in a distinctly European medieval style, a supply of food and cheap cook-
ware, and assorted pieces of scrap paper.”  He smiled at her again.  “One of which 
you may be interested in.”

With the hand unoccupied by the cigarette, Fargo fished through the pockets 
of his jacket, finally pulling out a folded piece of paper.  He snapped it open with a 
shake and handed it to Sylia. Her eyes widened as she realized what it was.

“According to my sources,” Fargo continued, “that’s a page from the schemat-
ics for the new radios the ADP purchased several months ago.  As you can see, it’s 
been... altered.”

Sylia nodded absently as she studied the English annotations scrawled across 
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the sheet in a strong masculine hand, sometimes in ink, frequently in pencil.  Most 
were changes to the circuit designs printed on the sheet, but others were commen-
tary, often colorful:  “This is stupid!”  “What moron designed this?”  “No no no 
— replace!”  “Not bad, but tweak register access.”  And next to the blocky symbol 
which represented the radio’s encryption chip:  “Unacceptable.  Trash, replace with 
SQUID42 — use 1991/pre-’Lord Chess’ release.”

She cloaked her surprise and shock in studied indifference as she refolded the 
sheet and slipped it into her skirt pocket. “Excellent work as always.  And the other 
half of the job?”

“The devices you specified were installed in apartment 2533 per your instruc-
tions,” he replied, reaching into another pocket.  He drew out a microdisk and passed 
it to her.  “These are the frequencies and the encryption key for monitoring their 
signals.”

Sylia nodded.  “Very good.  Thank you, Fargo.  That will be all.”
“So soon?  And we haven’t even touched the minibar.”
Already deep in thought, Sylia merely waved her hand dismissively in his di-

rection.  Familiar with the state of concentration his employer had entered, Fargo 
simply smiled and let himself out.

Alone in the motel room, Sylia sat with cigarette in hand and contemplated.
So GENOM has discovered Sangnoir’s identity.  Little good may it do them.  Sylia 

smiled at the thought of how baffled GENOM must be without the knowledge 
about him that the Sabers alone possessed.  Then she grew serious again.

One question answered, at least.  Sangnoir had, at some point, worked on the 
new AD Police radio system.  Which not only explained the similarity between his 
system’s encryption and theirs, but also raised a new, troubling question:  why give 
the ADP an encryption algorithm that may well have been unbreakable by anyone, 
were it not for Nene?  If he had simply wanted to eavesdrop, it would have been eas-
ier to keep a copy of the algorithm that had already been in place.  The only obvious 
answer was to help them, to protect them, to enable them to do their jobs better.

Damn.
It was so much easier when the enemy was demonstrably evil in some way.  Ma-

son, Largo, Miriam Yoshida, even J.B. Gibson to a lesser extent — all were focused 
on their own desires and lusts and treated other people as obstacles or tools, when 
they considered them at all.

Even as you have, at times, her conscience reminded her.
Not to that extent.  Never to that extent.
There was a time when Priss, Linna and Nene were only tools for your vengeance, it 

whispered.  Conveniently skilled and motivated, malleable, aimable.
And that attitude hadn’t lasted through the first month, she reminded herself.  I 

never used them; instead, they saved me from becoming like the monsters I fought.  
Long before our first mission together.

What kind of monsters do you fight?
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Mason, Largo, Yoshida, Gibson.  Others like them.
Not the boomers? her conscience probed.
No, damn it all, not the boomers.  The boomers are only tools, too.  Intelligent 

tools, yes, thanks to her father’s genius.  But unstable tools, thanks to his willingness 
to take shortcuts to make his prototype work, and thanks to GENOM’s further 
massacres of his delicate designs in their rush to turn a development project into a 
production item.  Sometimes they were even tools that gleefully embraced their use.  
But the boomers were not the enemy, any more than a tank, or a gun, could be the 
enemy.

Could you say that to Priss’ face?  Can you even say it to your own?
No.  And not until now.
And Sangnoir?
Naive, in a bizarrely sophisticated way.  Sincere, ethical.  And possessed of an 

immense power whose very nature she found profoundly abhorrent.
But he was not evil.
And Sylia wondered if she could kill a good man who acted with the best of 

intentions — and upon the orders of the gods, if he were to be believed — simply 
because he stood in the way of her plans.

And if she did, what would be the cost to her soul?

ADP HQ.  THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2037.  8:23 PM

Frowning at the dubious odors drifting up into his nose, Daley Wong surveyed 
the tables in the ADP cafeteria, looking for a familiar face.

It wasn’t a difficult job.  The afternoon-to-evening shift he and Leon had pulled 
today pretty much guaranteed that the current selection of diners would be made up 
of late stragglers like himself and a few folks from the graveyard shift who’d come 
in early.  Leon himself had turned down Daley’s invitation to join him.  “Wedding 
planning,” was all he’d said, and Daley had ushered him out with a grin.  The thought 
still made him smile — Leon and Priss tying the knot, finally.  And Leon had asked 
him to be best man.  The idea made still him chuckle.  Now if only he could find 
himself his own Mr. Right...

Daley started and realized he had begun to drift off while standing in the arch-
way that separated the serving area from the dining room.  Fortunately there was no 
aggrieved crowd behind him, as there might have been earlier in the day.  He stepped 
fully into the room anyway, and scanned it once more.  There were perhaps a dozen 
members of the ADP scattered around the large, brightly-lit space.

One was Fuko MacNamara, a sketchpad propped up in her lap and leaning 
against the edge of her table.  A tray of empty plates sat to one side as she concen-
trated, tongue tip peeking from the corner of her mouth, on a series of fine pencil 
strokes.  Daley waited until she lifted the pencil from the paper and studied her work 
before walking briskly to the table and asking, “Mind if I join you?”

Fuko looked up in surprise.  “Oh, hi, Daley.  Sure, sit down.” She gave a vague 
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wave at the seat across from her, using the hand still holding the pencil.
“Thanks.”  Daley set his tray down and made himself comfortable. “No big rush 

to get home tonight?”
“Nah.”  Fuko frowned at her pad, picked up a blob of grey rubber and began 

carefully erasing something.  “Hiroshi’s in New York for some business deal, so all 
I have to go home to is an empty apartment that smells of my last attempt at an oil 
painting.”

“Hiroshi?” Daley said as he unwrapped his chopsticks and folded their paper 
covering into an improvised rest for them.  “Oh, right, your finance.”

Pencil back in hand, Fuko nodded, a goofy grin spreading across her face.  “Yep.  
Just two months to go, too, until the big day.”

He sighed.  “Seems like everyone’s getting married but me — you, Leon, even 
Bochinski and Wadderson.”

“It’s not good to feel so desperate about it, Daley,” she replied as she shaded in 
part of the pad with flat, rapid strokes of the pencil.  “You get desperate, you might 
jump at the wrong opportunity, and then get stuck with someone like Leon for the 
rest of your life.”

Daley sighed again, this time with a theatrical excess that made Fuko snort.  “I 
wish I were so lucky.”

“Cheer up.  You’re still young and healthy.  You just need to make it clear that 
you’re available, and you’ll find someone in no time.”  She made a few minute addi-
tions to the sketch and studied it, chewing her lip.

Shifting his attention to the soup, Daley murmured, “If you really think so...”
“I do!” she replied firmly.  “Don’t sell yourself short.”
He gave a half-smile.  “I’ll try to keep that in mind.”  Bringing the bowl to his 

lips, he added, “So, what are you working on there?” just before taking a long sip.
Fuko frowned half-heartedly at the pad.  “Just a little something fanciful based 

on the reports you two submitted today.  Nothing official, just for myself.”  She 
turned the pad around to reveal an intricate sketch of the Loon and the White 
Saber locked nose to determined nose in close combat, her sword blade checking 
and held in check by the miniature tornado swirling around his right arm.  The style 
was somewhere between the clean-lined stylization of most manga and the realism 
Fuko used in her official sketches; it took Daley a moment to identify it as somewhat 
reminiscent of late 20th-Century American comic books.

“Niiiice,” he said appreciatively, nodding his head as he set down the soup 
bowl.

“You think so?” she asked.  Then she shrugged and closed up the pad.  “It could 
be better; I think I’ll work on it some more tonight.”  Carefully setting the pad to 
one side, she laid her pencil on top of it and mused, “It’s strange, isn’t it?  I mean, this 
time last week the Sabers were ADP’s unofficial allies, and the Loon was wanted.  
And then four days ago, everything spins around and turns upside down.”

“Not really,” Daley corrected as he popped a chunk of carrot into his mouth 
with his chopsticks.  “The Loon’s still wanted, officially.”
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“’Officially,’” Fuko agreed, “but really?  He’s said a few times that he prefers 
working with the police — whatever that implies about where he’s from — and it 
looks like you guys are taking him at his word.  And I heard about him offering to 
let Leon arrest him.”

Daley snorted.  “You didn’t hear the whole rapid-fire spiel he gave, Fuko.  He 
never said Leon could arrest him.  He only said he’d let Leon try.”  Raising his cup to 
his lips, Daley took a long sip of his tea.  A look of concentration settled around his 
eyes.  “More like he was offering a sporting chance rather than turning himself in.”

Fuko raised an eyebrow.  “Huh.”
“Strangely enough, I don’t doubt that if Leon could actually physically catch 

him, the Loon would really let himself be taken into custody, now.  He strikes me 
as having exactly that kind of twisted sense of honor.”  Daley took another sip from 
the tea and then turned to his rice with a smile.  “It’s the actual catching part that I 
think Leon-chan’s going to have a problem with.”

Fuko stifled a giggle, then grew serious.  “It’s a shame about the whole attitude 
reversal the ADP’s got over the Knight Sabers now, though.”

Frowning, Daley nodded.  “It’s just so...”
“It’s an over-reaction, that’s what it is,” she interrupted.
“Right!  That’s exactly what it is.  I mean, think about it.  The Pink Saber steps 

in to stop a bunch of loose cannons and disciplinary problems from going off half-
cocked in the middle of an incident, and suddenly the Sabers are bad guys?  Says 
who?”

“God knows they’ve made the department look bad enough a time or two be-
fore without showing up on the ‘most wanted’ list,” Fuko muttered.

“Exactly!”  Daley laid his chopsticks down on the folded paper rest and cupped 
his hands under his chin while resting his elbows on the table.  “It’s almost as if 
someone is taking advantage of this to undermine some of the goodwill the Sabers 
have generated among us.  But who?”

Fuko shrugged.  “I think you’re reading too much conspiracy into this, Daley.  
People are fickle, especially en masse.  There doesn’t have to be a puppet master pull-
ing strings here — the usual scuttlebutt run through the rumor mill will do the job 
all by itself, you know?”  She leaned forward.  “If you’re intent on looking for a prime 
mover behind it, though, find out who put their silhouettes on the range’s ‘active 
targets’ list.  That’ll at least give you a starting point.”

Daley slowly nodded.  “That it will.  That it will.”

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2037.  9:02 PM

The fact that cotton denim can reach a point of perfect softness and comfort proves 
there is a God, Katherine Madigan mused silently as she settled herself back down on 
her sofa, a quickly-made snack in her hands.  She was dressed, true to her thoughts, 
in a pair of faded Levi’s and a cardigan; a white terrycloth house slipper dangled 
from the toes of one foot while the other was tucked carelessly under herself.  A 
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royal purple scrunchie in the precise center of the back of her head gathered her long 
lavender hair into a deceptively casual-looking ponytail.

Few in GENOM ever saw her dressed like this — and she took extensive pains 
to make sure it stayed that way.  While image was by no means everything in the corp, 
it still counted for a lot; her reputation as GENOM’s implacable ice queen would 
suffer if she were seen schlepping about in jeans and a sweater.  But in the privacy of 
her own apartment, there was no reason not to be as comfortable as possible.

Especially when one is engaged in a task as intensive as the one she had set for 
herself this evening.

Before her, arrayed carefully across the crystal top of her coffee table, lay several 
stacks of papers and folders, a wireless keyboard, and her household remote control.  
To one side lay the hours-old remains of her dinner, not yet cleaned away. The large 
wall-mounted video screen which faced her currently displayed the desktop interface 
for her apartment’s computer system.

After finding a comfortable position on the couch once again, Katherine reached 
for the remote — set for the moment to act as a wireless mouse — and resumed the 
night’s brainstorming session.  Purely mental constructs were insufficient to the task 
of working with the amount of data she had to collate, and so she returned to HA-
RUSPEX 2.1, the free-form information manager/analysis package (product of a 
GENOM subsidiary, of course) currently running on the apartment microframe.

The topic at hand (as it had been every night since Sunday) was, of course, the 
Visitor.  Every scrap of information gathered on him in the previous eight months 
— be it audio, video, or text — now resided in the indexed dataspace of the powerful 
software. Programmed to seek out patterns from the scantest of data with a dogged 
intelligence and imagination that seemed almost human, the package was practically 
an AI, lacking only a sense of self-awareness among its features.  Katherine was quite 
adept at its use — HARUSPEX was one her primary management tools, after all, 
and was quite handy at detecting both financial and social trends within GENOM.

And at analyzing mysterious visitors from other universes.
If only she dared use it to help her solve the problem of Chairman Quincy’s 

relationship to the Visitor...
Immediately upon launching HARUSPEX several hours ago, she had detached 

the financial packages which she habitually loaded with the program, replacing them 
with a full suite of GENOM’s military-grade analysis modules.  Since then, the 
program had been carefully churning over the dataset which comprised everything 
GENOM knew about the Visitor.

Some of her tasks that evening hadn’t required HARUSPEX’s talents.  Examin-
ing the disappointing report of the team she had dispatched to Sangnoir’s apartment 
was one.  Dismissing the recent report of security glitches from IDEC as just more 
evidence that the subsidiary was composed chiefly of narrowly-gifted bumblers was 
another.  And determining the reason for the Chairman’s injunction against music 
in the presence of the Visitor...

This last had been gnawing at her, because of its seeming irrationality.  But 
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there was no denying that the Visitor used music, almost obsessively — nearly every 
reported encounter with him mentioned music, be it loud and blaring, or muted as if 
heard distantly.  She refused to believe that it was for something as simple as amuse-
ment; her every instinct cried out against the idea.

What, then, was the music for?
HARUSPEX provided part of the answer, at least, buried in the lists of patterns 

it produced:  in several of the rare audio recordings of him in action, the Visitor had 
spoken the title of a song from the late Twentieth Century immediately before de-
ploying one of his mind-boggling technologies.  And not just the titles — they were 
invariably bracketed by the English words “system,” “load” and “play”.  He had been 
deliberately invoking a voice-operated device of some sort — probably in the helmet 
— before activating his more arcane combat systems.  Why?

Shabon spray! whispered a young girl’s voice in the back of Katherine’s mind.  
Mercury bubble blast!

No.  That was ridiculous.  Wasn’t it?  But...
Ten minutes and a handful of Net searches later, she wasn’t so sure that it was 

so ridiculous.  The correlations between song and subsequently demonstrated tech-
nology were sometimes tenuous, but always at least possible.  Combined with the 
Chairman’s warning, it led her to conclusions she felt uncomfortable drawing, but 
whose logic was compelling...  But if the Visitor weren’t employing technology...

Katherine shook her head vigorously and changed focus before that avenue of 
pursuit led her to a place of uncomfortable conclusions and introspection.  She didn’t 
need that right now.  She needed to focus on the issues at hand.

There was one other pattern — hardly discovered by HARUSPEX, though the 
program had easily expanded upon it — that could adversely impact any possible 
capture attempt:  the Visitor’s enigmatic on-again/off-again “force field.”

With a wave of the remote, she gathered together the existing data on the “force 
field” and tiled the individual files across the apartment video display.  There was 
more to work with than she expected — between the boomer logs, the ADP records 
GENOM had acquired and the news footage, she had far more data available than 
she had on the music question.  Another sweeping motion and a click of a button, 
and a half-dozen different encounters played out simultaneously, each in its own 
frame, each in agonizing slow motion.

Quietly, in the background, HARUSPEX noted the change in her focus and 
modified its pattern-seeking priorities accordingly. General combat analysis slipped 
lower in the queue, while close-fighting modules were opened and inserted at the 
top of the list.

It didn’t take long for Katherine to realize that what she was watching was not 
a “force field” in action — at least, not as she’d define one, based on pop culture and 
science fiction. She’d drawn this conclusion while watching a boomer combat log 
which clearly showed several hundred rounds of Vulcan ammunition turning into 
cherry blossoms.  Bemused and off-balance, she made a mental note to see if Bunko’s 
still had any of those blossoms. Or if they had turned back into bullets, or had simply 
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vanished. Surely someone must have samples...
Not long after, a HARUSPEX alert appeared over the other windows; “STA-

TISTICAL ANOMALY” it blared at her in red letters on black. A click on “Details” 
displayed its report:  according to its hand-to-hand combat models, a statistically 
significant fraction of attacks aimed at the Visitor did not hit him when analysis 
insisted that they should have.  When she acknowledged a desire for more informa-
tion, the video windows minimized.  A new window appeared, showing two wire 
frame figures, one large and blue, the other smaller and red, on a black background.  
Next to the blue figure floated a blue tag reading simply “Boomer”; a similar red tag 
read “Visitor”.  White text scrolled across the bottom of the frame:  “Essential mo-
tion capture, video fragment 27 September 2036.”

In excrutiatingly slow motion, the wire frames recreated a brief exchange of 
blows, then looped back again, and again.  With each cycle, the window flashed 
when two of the “boomer”’s punches inexplicably failed to hit.

Madigan gestured with the remote as if conducting an orchestra, and the image 
panned and zoomed to show a closeup of the action. This would be easier if I had a 
full holo display, she mused, frowning, as she set a single blow on multiple replay and 
watched it from all angles.  Mental note:  Have apartment AV system upgraded tomor-
row.  Another series of swipes and clicks displayed a flat gray pseudosurface along 
the path of the blow. On a hunch, she instructed HARUSPEX to eliminate the 
boomer wire frame and then overlay similar surfaces from all other extant “anomaly” 
exchanges on the Visitor model.

The resulting image was an almost complete bubble of gray, vaguely human-
shaped.

This is getting me nowhere.  With a savage punch of a button, Katherine shut 
down HARUSPEX, leaving behind the sparse desktop of her home system.  With a 
groan, she flopped over to lay full-length on the couch, staring at the ceiling.  “Physi-
cally, he’s protected too well,” she murmured, “between that... whatever-it-is and the 
body armor it seems he’s wearing.”

She closed her eyes and rubbed the bridge of her nose with one hand.  The helmet 
seems to be key, she thought.  Whether they are technology or... other... it seems central 
to his abilities. If we take that away, damage or disable it...  She considered this for a 
moment.  No.  Too risky.  One unlucky shot and he’s either dead or a vegetable.  Then the 
Chairman finds out, and I won’t even get the option of being a vegetable.  No, we can’t use 
any plan that involves overwhelming his considerable defenses in any way.

She sighed.  While I’m thinking of that, we could probably shoot enough tranquilizer 
darts at him at once to guarantee that some get through, but we might risk fatally overdos-
ing him in the process, if more get through than we expect.  Another lose-lose situation.

Tea.  She needed tea.  Katherine swung her legs off the couch and let their 
momentum lever her upright.  A minute later, she was waiting for her tiny electric 
teakettle to heat.  Still, she continued to muse, sedating him is about the only way we 
can go, if we’re to be non-lethal and ultimately non-incapacitating, per the Chairman’s 
orders.  There’s no guarantee his defenses won’t make simple physical restraints useless.  For 
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all we know, they may simply slip right off of him.
The kettle’s piercing whistle roused her from her contemplations. Katherine 

reached for its handle, then froze as her eyes fell upon the jet of steam emitting from 
the tiny hole in its spout.

“Gas!” she said aloud.  “We gas him.”
It was perfect.  The Visitor had to breathe, after all, “force field” or no “force 

field”.  And there was no evidence that he had any kind of respirator or gas mask 
installed in that helmet of his.

For a moment, the flush of her “Eureka!” suffused her.  Then the insistent whis-
tle of the kettle cut through the glow, and she returned to earth.  As she poured the 
hot water over the tea leaves, Katherine realized to her surprise that outside of the 
satisfaction she got from successfully solving the problem she’d set for herself, she 
found no joy in the matter.

With a start, she realized that of late, much of her job felt that way.
“I need a vacation,” she muttered as she returned to the living room to set her 

tea upon the coffee table.  A click of the remote returned the screen to television 
mode, and another displayed a menu of the videorom cubes currently installed in 
her system. “Sailor Moon” episodes dominated the top of the list, and she browsed 
through them, looking for something to lighten her mood. “A vacation,” she re-
peated to herself.  “And not at the executive retreat.  No GENOM resorts, either, 
for that matter.”

Underneath the menu, an ancient American movie played, unnoticed by her.  
“...I could shoot all the blue jays I wanted, if I could hit ‘em, but to remember it was 
a sin to kill a mockingbird,” lectured the dubbed Japanese voice of a mature man, 
heavy with a bucolic Kansai accent.  Without knowing why, Katherine shuddered 
and convulsively pressed “play.”

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2037.  10:19 PM

A phone rings, is answered.  “Moshi-moshi?”
“Hi, Lisa, it’s Nene.”
Cautiously, “Hello, Nene.”
“Look, Lisa-chan, I want to apologize about earlier this week.”
“You do.”
“I do!  I’m really sorry.  I got carried away and... well, I’m just sorry, that’s all.  I 

don’t want to talk to you about this on the phone — I’d rather talk to you in person.  
Can we meet for lunch tomorrow?”

“I’m not sure, Nene, I might have an assignment...”
“Oh, pleeeeease, Lisa-chan?”
A pause.
A chuckle.
“Oh, okay, Nene, you wore me down.  You know where the Olympia Grill is?”
“The Greek place two blocks north of ADP HQ?”
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“That’s it.  I’ll meet you there at noon, okay?”
“Great!  I’m so glad!  I’ve been just so miserable these last couple days and...”
“Nene, relax.  I’ll see you tomorrow, okay?”
“Hai!”
“Bye, Nene.”  Chuckle.
“Bye, Lisa-chan!”
Click.

GENOM TOWER.  FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2037.  10:15 AM

There.  It was all in place.  She would have the Visitor in her hands — and the 
Chairman’s office — within ten days.  Just another unpleasant matter settled.  Just 
another assignment complete.  And all her questions answered, just coincidentally.

So why did she feel so... unclean?
Madigan frowned and looked out over the city.  I wish I could talk to someone 

about why I feel as I do.  But I dare not show weakness.  The corporation’s in-house 
counselors were a joke — bait for the unstable and the malcontents among the 
employee base, their doctor-patient confidentiality a sham to serve GENOM’s in-
terests.  And any attempt to use an independent practitioner — almost as bad.  It’d 
be known to sharks below her almost as soon as she made an appointment.  And it 
would not escape GENOM’s watchful eye; a note would go into her records, flag-
ging her as a potential security risk.  She couldn’t afford that.  Not now.

She tried to build a logic tree to solve the problem, but could not concentrate 
enough to lay out the first branch.

Instead, she found herself staring, unthinking, at the city below.

OLYMPIA GRILL.  FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2037.  11:52 AM

Lisa dropped into her seat with a palpable thud, an uncharacteristically fero-
cious scowl upon her face.  “Damned officious, inflexible, humorless, bureaucratic 
little twit!  How dare he threaten my access!” she growled.

Nene blinked.  “Was it something I said?” she asked, half- seriously.
Her lunch companion took a deep breath and composed herself. “Hi, Nene-

chan,” she finally said, with a smile that seemed a little forced.  “No, not you.  I just 
got the bad side of a co-worker.  Garrett Kelau’ep’pai runs the morgue at the 16 
Times...”

“You keep dead bodies where you work?  Eewwww!” Nene interrupted in a hor-
rified whisper.

“Nene!”  Lisa rolled her eyes in mock exasperation.  “You know I mean the 
paper’s back-issue archive.”

The redhead giggled.  “It was too good an opportunity to pass up.”
“Tell me about it,” Lisa sighed.  “I made the same joke this morning and 

Kelau’ep’pai gets all huffy and threatens to cut off my access.  Twit!” she spat.
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“Here.”  Nene poured a cup of tea and set it in front of Lisa. “You need to relax.  
It’s not that important.”

Lisa took another deep breath, then raised the cup to her lips and sipped, eyes 
closed.  It was a mint tea, and she inhaled deeply, filling her lungs with the sweet 
scent.  Lowering the cup, she opened her eyes again, and the hint of a smile reap-
peared on her face.

“There, now.”  Nene grinned back.  “Better?”
“Yes, much.  Thank you, Nene.”  Lisa took another sip.
“Good.  And now that you’ve relaxed a bit, I...”  Nene squirmed in her seat, 

nervousness suddenly washing over her as though Lisa had absorbed all her calm.  “I 
just wanted to say I’m sorry about pushing at you.  I had no right to demand what 
I did.”

“No,” Lisa said, looking calmly at her cup.  “You didn’t.”
“I mean, I don’t understand why...  never mind, I don’t want to get into that right 

now.”  The redhead slumped slightly.  “I just...”  Staring at the table top, she bit her 
lip.  “I don’t want us to stop being friends because of what I did.  Said. Because of 
what I said.”

Lisa frowned over her cup, then caught Nene’s eyes.  “You can relax, Nene, I’m 
not going to end our friendship.  But I’ll be honest with you.  I’m not happy with 
you right now.  It’s going to take me a little while to get over that.  But I am going 
to get over it.  Eventually.”

Nene’s visible relief brought a brief, small smile to Lisa’s lips.

16 TOKYO DAY TIMES.  FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2037.  1:12 PM

Well, Lisa thought as she waved to the receptionist, that went well enough, I 
guess.  She passed her ID over the scanner and the door unlocked with a buzz.  It’s 
so strange, though...  I felt so much older and more mature than Nene.  I wonder why that 
was?

That line of thought was cut short as she entered the hallway which led to the 
city room.  As always, it was bustling with activity — even with electronic layout and 
communications, it seemed that someone always needed to run somewhere else on 
the floor — but the bustle was strangely subdued compared to the morning’s usual 
frantic activity.

Warning bells began to ring in the back of Lisa’s mind.  “This is not good,” she 
murmured to herself as her suspicions began to coalesce.  She turned the corner and 
halted in the doorway to the city room, positively alarmed.  Many of the staff were 
still at work at their stations, but a few...

More than just a few, she corrected herself with her second glance across the 
room.  Some.

A lot, she corrected herself a third time as she looked again. Maybe a quarter of 
her coworkers were in the process of clearing out their desks or workstations.

“It’s begun.”  The gravelly voice to her left startled her, and she barely suppressed 
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a flinch.  She looked over to see who had spoken.
Lafcadio Nguyen sat at his workstation.  A cardboard box that once had held 

several reams of paper for the laser printers resting in his lap.  Its stark black-and-
white shark logo (topped by the English words “Great White”) echoed his salt-
and-pepper ponytail and contrasted with the riotous paisley shirt he wore. As far as 
she could tell, the box contained everything that had ever personalized the graphic 
artist’s workspace, and he held it clasped protectively in his arms.

“What’s begun?” she said after a moment watching him slumped in his chair.
He didn’t look up at her.  “The layoffs.  The rumors were right,” he rasped in a 

low voice.  “At least a third gone... like that.” He snapped his fingers.
“But how?” Lisa demanded.
“They...” Lafcadio began.
“Lisa-chan!” rang out across the office.  This time, she jumped in surprise, then 

spun about to see Kiyoshi leaning through his door into the city room.  “My office, 
right now,” the editor continued, somewhat more gently.

“Yes, sir!” she called back, already threading her way around the banks of desks 
and terminals.

“Good luck, kid,” Lafcadio murmured behind her.  “You’ll need it.”

Most of the explanation of how and why sped past her as she sat numbly won-
dering what she would do next.  Something about a quiet merger of unfamiliar, al-
most anonymous parent companies of parent companies, and how it meant that the 
16 Times would become a part of another online newspaper.  She couldn’t remember 
which.  It didn’t matter; she was sure it was all detailed in the packet which Kiyoshi 
had placed on his desk directly in front of her. If she really cared to know.

She didn’t think that she would.
As Kiyoshi nattered on with a quiet monotony so unlike his usual hyperactive 

energy, she found her attention drifting off into an almost drowsy no-space built of 
equal parts emotional exhaustion and embittered fatalism.  His words faded into 
a wearisome drone that she tuned out almost completely as her attention drifted 
towards her options.

There weren’t really any.
The market for reporters and journalists in Megatokyo was steady and unchang-

ing, rarely expanding even during the best of times. She’d been extraordinarily lucky 
to get this job with the 16 Day Times, and Kiyoshi’s claims to the contrary, she 
suspected it was her father’s reputation which had given her — unknowingly — the 
edge over her competition.

She couldn’t count on that happening again, and she wouldn’t drop his name.  
She didn’t dare look like she was trading on his reputation and contacts; that would 
hurt her far more than it would help her.  Which left her competing in the suddenly 
contracted market against her former coworkers, most of whom had years more 
experience, untold credits and even the occasional award.  And she had...  nothing.  
A few flower shows.  Some lifestyle pieces.  “Sailor Loon.”  And a top page story on 
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the Knight Sabers which had left a black mark on her record because she’d tried to 
keep Doug out of the spotlight.  Doug...

I wonder where he is, now, she thought.  Still in the city, somewhere, if yesterday’s 
news is any indication.  Damn, I wish I knew where.  I think I’m really going to need 
someone to talk to tonight...

“...is an alternative to letting you go, though.”  Kiyoshi’s sudden change in tone 
cut right through the sleepy haze of Lisa’s introspection and grabbed her attention.

She blinked herself back into awareness.  “I’m sorry, sir.  What was that?”
Kiyoshi smiled, and Lisa shivered; it wasn’t the friendly grin he usually bore.  

“Even with the merger, we need good reporters, reporters with energy and drive and 
determination, regardless of their experience.  I’d like to think you’re one of those 
reporters.”

Lisa sat up straight.  “Oh, I am, sir!  I am!” she replied brightly.
The editor nodded, still smiling.  “I’m sure of it.  But I need to demonstrate to 

my superiors your... value to the 16 Times.  I need to show them something out-
standing from you.  Something that will convince the bean-counters in charge of 
the merger.”

“Sure!” she chirped.  “Anything!  Name the assignment, and I’ll give you an 
article that’ll win the Aoba award!”

Kiyoshi nodded again.  “I’m happy to see that you have the right attitude, Lisa-
chan.  Your father would be proud of you.”  He reached out and picked up the sever-
ance packet from where it still lay on the desk in front of her, opened a drawer, and 
dropped it in.  “Very well, then.  Over the past few months, you’ve demonstrated re-
markable luck in obtaining photographs and interviews with some of MegaTokyo’s 
more... unusual... residents.”  He leaned toward her.  “The Knight Sabers.  The one 
the ADP calls the ‘Loon.’  The mystery sailor-girl.”  He leaned back.  “If you can 
bring me something outstanding about any of them by next Friday — a real block-
buster of a piece, not something any other news site could stumble over by accident 
— well, I’ll see to it that you stay on the payroll.  Is it a deal, Lisa-chan?”

Despite the misgivings that sent a pang through her gut, Lisa considered the 
offer.  One more week’s work would mean she could pay the rent on her apartment 
for another month.  It would give her almost four weeks to look for another job.  And 
it’s not like I’m promising to bring back pictures or a story; I don’t actually have to deliver 
anything, just “try”.  Still, it wouldn’t be that hard...  Maybe...

But a sudden flash of guilt and self-loathing washed over her at the thought.  
What am I thinking?  This is just as bad — worse, even — than Nene’s demands.  Just 
agreeing to try would be tantamount to admitting my connection to the Sabers and Doug! 
And for what?  Another hundred thousand yen or so.  Inwardly, she frowned.  More like 
30 pieces of silver...  Then a sudden, liberating realization struck her.  Why do I need 
their money? I have all my Sabers pay still sitting in the accounts Sylia set up for me!  I 
don’t need to prostitute myself for a week’s wages from this rinky-dink outfit!

“Lisa-chan?” Kiyoshi repeated, an eyebrow raised slightly.
With a grave expression of great dignity, Lisa stood and bowed deeply to the 
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editor.  “Thank you, Kiyoshi-san, but I regret that I cannot accept your offer,” she said 
with utmost formality.  “I cannot in good conscience promise to deliver that which 
is beyond my power, simply to preserve my position with the 16 Day Times. I shall 
accept the severance package the company has graciously provided and will seek 
new employment elsewhere.”  And while the editor stared at her, gape-mouthed, she 
bowed again.  Then she turned crisply and strode from his office.

Back in the city room, Lisa sighed softly and allowed a faint smile to grace her 
lips.  “That felt good,” she murmured to no one in particular.  I wonder if any of the 
other papers are in the market for a stringer, she mused as she made her way to her desk, 
her steps so light she was almost skipping.

For once, the drones who sat to either side of her were gone. With a genuine 
grin, she dropped into her seat and pulled out her palmtop.  If I go to them with just 
the right story, too...  I wonder what they might say about an expose of IDEC?  A flick 
of the stylus, and the screen displayed the folder containing all her data on the 
GENOM subsidiary, and she nodded happily. Yes...  I’ll have to do a little snooping to 
supplement this with fresh material, but then again, I’ll have all the time I need to do it, 
won’t I?

And with that thought, Lisa stood up again, palmtop in hand and a broad smile 
on her face.  Gathering unknowingly the puzzled stares of her more funereal co-
workers, she strode off in search of a box in which to pack her belongings.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2037.  10:23 PM

Her objective was finally in sight.
Inside her heavy coat, she shivered.  The night air was much colder than she had 

expected, but it wasn’t the cause for her shakes.  The process by which she had gotten 
this far had been nerve-wracking beyond all her previous experience.  Silently she 
vowed to herself never to attempt anything like it again.  But there it was, her objec-
tive, now far too close for her to even consider turning back now.

As far as she could tell, she was, for the moment at least, in the clear.  She had 
slipped past the GENOM security posts — a conveniently-timed distraction as she 
approached them had ensured that.  She felt confident that she hadn’t been detected 
afterwards; dressed as she was, she looked just like anyone else likely to be seen in 
the vicinity of her target.  Short of major cosmetic alteration, her current looks were 
as unlike her usual appearance as she could get.  Or at least she hoped so.

Trying to be casual, she glanced in either direction — a quick check for any 
suspicious figures nearby who might be trailing her, of which there were, fortunately, 
none — before she approached the building. The front door was right out, though. 
Too obvious.  Skirting around to the side, she sought out the rear entrance that she 
knew had to be there.  She was in luck — it was out of direct line of sight and un-
guarded.  She tried the black metal handle.  She allowed herself a brief smile when it 
turned out to be unlocked.  Hauling the heavy door open, she slipped inside.

Within, the light was dim and yellow, radiating weakly from sconce-like fixtures 
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of black iron spaced evenly along the walls. As she expected, the interior was deserted 
except for her.  The nighttime staff was minimal — one or two persons at the most; 
the usual flock of visitors were almost entirely day traffic. She relaxed infinitesimally, 
then scanned the sides of the great central space, looking for her ultimate goal.

There.  A set of booths on the far side of the floor.
She slid along the edges, avoiding the many rows of benches that filled most 

of the floor and stopping only briefly at the display set on and above the raised dais 
which made up one narrowed end of the huge room.  Passing this, she made her way 
to the booths.

A moment later, and she stood before them.  Reaching out one hand, she traced 
the smooth surface of one wooden door with her fingertip.  Fear gripped her, right 
here on the threshold, and she fought down the panic that threatened to drive her 
back out into the street.  She would not let herself come this far, to stand here, touch-
ing the door, and not complete the task she had set before herself.  No.  Acknowledge 
the fear and worry, but do not let them rule.

She took several long, deep breaths, then yanked open the door by its simple iron 
handle.  A single step took her into the dark, fragrant interior.  Turning, she pulled 
the door shut and threw the bolt, then dropped heavily into the velvet-cushioned 
seat beneath her.  With a sigh, she leaned wearily against the wall to her right.

After spending a moment trying to get her racing heart under control, she 
knocked once, timidly, on the sliding panel in the wall next to her face.  Although 
she was expecting it, the sharp report it made in opening almost made her jump.  
Then a deep, gentle voice murmured, “Yes, my child?”

“Bless me, Father, for I have sinned,” Katherine Madigan said after a moment’s 
hesitation.  Reaching up, she pulled off her black wool cap, letting her long lavender 
hair spill down around her dirt-smudged face.  “It has been fifteen years since my 
last confession.”

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2037.  11:12 PM

“Why did you keep us from attacking him yesterday, Sylia?” Nene demanded 
with a scowl as she pounded the bench top with her fist. “I thought you wanted to 
wipe him off the map as fast as possible.”

Sylia did not look up from the workbench over which she bent. “We’re not 
ready.  Not yet.”

“When will we be ready?” the redhead insisted.
“Soon, Nene, soon.”  Sylia lay down the probe she held and rubbed her eyes.  “A 

couple more days at the most.  Your unit is just about complete.  Linna’s simply needs 
optical alignment.  And all mine needs is final testing.”  She suppressed a sigh.  Since 
she’d finally gotten a couple of nights’ sleep in a row, she had begun to doubt the 
righteous outrage which had fueled her through much of the week.  The Loon was a 
threat, no argument there.  But maybe the Sabers didn’t need to take as antagonistic 
a course as she had originally mapped out.  True, her last attempt to be reasonable 
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had failed.  Then again, it been punctuated by Priss’s violent outbursts and her own 
anger at the man.  At least she’d managed to be civil, even in the midst of publicly 
declaring war on him.

This time the sigh escaped.
“Sylia?” Nene asked, her own anger evaporating instantly to be replaced by con-

cern.
Sylia shook her head and managed a small, faint smile.  “I’m okay, Nene.  Just 

wishing for the golden days of Largo, when the enemy was someone you could feel 
proud about fighting.”  She rubbed her eyes once more.  “The worst part is, even after 
we win, those accusations he made will stay with me.  I know I’m right, but I’ll never 
again feel as... clean... about what we do as I used to.  Do you know what I mean?”

Silently, her eyes sad and glistening, Nene nodded.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2037.  12:52 AM

A tired Katherine Madigan yawned cavernously as she re-entered her apart-
ment in GENOM Tower.  It had taken her just as long to return from the Cathedral 
of St. Jude as it had taken to get there — longer even, since she had had to clean up 
and dispose of the “street scum” disguise she’d worn before she could risk returning 
home.

Now that she was back, Katherine was utterly exhausted, and worse, frustrated.  
While there had been a certain liberation and release in going to her first confes-
sion in years, it hadn’t been enough.  She wasn’t any closer to resolving her moral 
dilemma. Worse yet, doubts and fears still played across the stage of her mind, gain-
ing an almost hallucinatory solidity from the combination of her lack of sleep and 
her surfeit of paranoid imagination.  She shook her head vigorously as if to drive the 
worst of the images from her head, absently tossed her jacket onto the sofa, and then 
froze.  She snapped her cellphone out of her pocket and hit a speed dial button.

“Security here.”
“This is Madigan.  Has there been any entry into my apartment since I left it 

earlier this evening?”
“Just a moment, ma’am, let me check.”  The sound of rapid keystrokes filtered 

through the line, followed by a brief silence.  “No, ma’am.  None at all.  The securi-
cam and cardkey logs show that you were the only one in and out of your apartment 
for the past twenty-four hours.”

A muscle spasmed in her face.  “That will be all, then.”  She closed the phone 
with a flip of her wrist and set it down, her eyes on a small stack of videoroms that 
was serving to hold down a sheet of paper atop the walnut and crystal coffee table in 
the center of her living room.  She approached it cautiously.

Unfolded, the paper was a short note in curiously antique calligraphy.
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         “Greetings, Madigan.

         “Katherine Madigan was always a smart woman.
         But before there was Katherine, there was
         Katie.  And Katie was a smart one.  Perhaps
         Katie can be a smart one again.

         “What do these videoroms have in common,
         Katherine?  Maybe Katie can tell you.  And
         a smart woman like you can learn something
         from young Katie.”

It was unsigned.
The paper suddenly flared up between her fingers, bursting into a puff of flame 

that died as suddenly as it was born, leaving nothing behind but a tiny sprinkling of 
white ash.

Madigan swore briefly, then cut it short as wasted effort.  Warily studying the 
videoroms, she immediately noticed that they were hers, taken from her own collec-
tion of Sailor Moon videos. She frowned thoughtfully.

”In common,” it said, she mused.  What do they have in common?
Standard videoroms, nothing unusual about them, save for their contents, so 

that’s what she started with.
The first was an early episode, one that she knew by heart: Nephrite, and his 

self-sacrifice to save the life of Osaka Naru.
The second featured the Amazon Sisters from the Dark Moon Family saga.
Two different episodes.  Two entirely different story arcs.  What could possibly 

connect them?  She pounded a fist into the palm of her hand.
“Damn it, what could they ha...”
Her voice trailed away as a terrible suspicion took root in her mind.
She looked around herself.  The trappings of power, wealth and fame surround-

ed her.  There were few people who could deny her anything she might desire.  Mr. 
Quincy, of course.  A few others, perhaps.  GENOM, under Chairman J.D. Quincy, 
would grow to rule the world.  Only a fool would fail to see that.

Power.  Like the power Nephrite had willingly surrendered for the sake of a 
common Japanese girl.

Power.  Like the power of the Dark Moon family.  A power upon which the 
Amazon sisters had turned their backs.

Her knees felt weak, and she made her way over to the sofa, dropping heavily 
upon it.

Katherine Madigan sat there in the dark for a very, very long time.

In a Place that was not a place, One confronted Another.
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“You,” said the One whose Voice was as a child’s, “are meddling.”
“Yes,” replied Another.  “And why not?”  To mortals, Her Voice would sound like 

the chiming of bells.  “In too many timelines this one gleefully embraces the darkest 
fate her soul can discover.  Wherefore should I not encourage her when she reaches 
for the Light?  Is this not why We arranged for Douglas Sangnoir to come to this 
time and place while on his journey?”

“Not for her,” the Child objected.  “For the others.”
There was a change in the flows of energy; in mortals, it would have been a 

shake of the head.  “This one is as much a slave as the others.  It is merely less obvi-
ous.  I would see her as free when all is done.”

“But...”
“Give it up,” said the Third, who had kept silent until this point.  “You know She 

is a big softie.  Always taking in souls with broken wings.  This is as it ever was, and 
as it ever shall be.”

“Well, I don’t like it,” pouted the Child.
“Nevertheless, My Sister-Self,” said the Other, “I desire it.  So mote it be.”
“So mote it be,” echoed the Third.
“Oh, all right,” growled Child.  “So mote it be.”  The energies around Her flowed 

in a manner that signified what for mortals would have been a rolling of eyes.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2037.  9:02 AM

First day on the job.  I hadn’t done that in, what, fifteen years or so.  Not since 
they let me join the Warriors after I ambushed Dwim in Hyde Park.

(I had this... somewhat mistaken... idea I that needed to “audition” to get into 
the Warriors, you see, and he happened to be a target of opportunity.  I hadn’t done 
all my research, either, and didn’t realize that Dwimanor wasn’t a front-line fighter.  
Hell, he was a Warrior — best of the best, defender of world peace and all that 
— how could he not be a tough customer, right?  Well, I won’t go into the details of 
what happened, but suffice it to say that I came off looking like an out-of-control 
jerk who had to be taken into the Warriors just so they could keep an eye on me and 
keep me out of trouble.  They were probably right.  What with one stunt or another 
I pulled in those early days, it took me three years to get out of probation and earn 
a full membership — a record no Warrior before or since has come close to match-
ing.

Not that I’m proud of it or anything.
Anyway...)
I waited quietly in the reception area this time instead of making my own way 

to Ohara’s office.  In the few days since I’d been there they’d apparently repaired all 
the damage I caused during my ill-fated assault the previous week, which didn’t do 
anything to assuage my guilt over it all.

The receptionist was the same girl who’d been working the desk that day.  She 
seemed a little twitchier than she had when I’d first encountered her, which I guess 
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was kind of reasonable, all things considered.  After taking my name and informing 
Ohara that I was there, she gave me a surreptitious once-over.  I didn’t expect she’d 
recognize me; after all, I wasn’t wearing the helmet, and I had decided to dump the 
fake black mustache, which was the only identifying characteristic she might have 
seen, between the goggles and the helmet and whatnot.

A moment later, Ohara burst into the room.  “There you are,” he boomed hap-
pily, and judging from the dubious glance that earned him from the receptionist, it 
was probably well out of character for him.  In a couple of energetic strides he was 
across the room and reaching out a hand to me.  I rose and shook it.  “Come in, come 
in.  We have to get you set up.  Sindra,” he said, turning to the receptionist, “Mr. Reed 
here is our new technician. You’ll be seeing a lot of him from now on.”

She blinked.  “Welcome to IDEC, Mr. Reed,” she said softly, almost inaudibly.
I tried to thank her, but Ohara had me by the arm and dragged me past the 

double doors through which I had so recently blasted my way.  As the doors closed 
quietly behind me I hissed, “’Mr. Reed’?”

“We’ve set up a new ID for you under the name ‘Craig A. Reed, Junior’,” Ohara 
replied offhandedly.  He released my arm and settled for leading me down the hall-
way, which smelled (not surprisingly) of fresh paint and new carpet.  “We used some 
of GENOM’s less-known resources, and a few of our own, to make sure it’s real as 
far as the government and GENOM are both concerned. We just need some photos 
to finish the job.”

“’Craig A. Reed, Junior’?”  I grimaced.  “Couldn’t you have given me something 
with a little more, I dunno, style?”

We turned the corner by his office, and without looking at me he replied, dead-
pan, “You’d prefer maybe something like ‘Sylvester T. Katz’?”

“Ho ho.  Very funny.  Ha ha.  It is to laugh.”

I’m tempted to say it went downhill from there, but it didn’t, really.  For a bunch 
of cloistered academics, they had a collective streak of larcenous duplicity which I 
can’t really say I admired, but which certainly turned out useful.  Ohara dragged me 
into the same conference room where I’d confronted him before (newly repaired) 
and the same three other people were there, along with a workstation, a couple of 
digital cameras and several different sheets of colored paper taped to the walls.  As 
they ran me through a quick assembly line for my new fake ID, Ohara introduced 
me to his merry band.

Hiroe was the angry woman who took a half-dozen or so pictures of me in front 
of the various sheets of paper.  Tony was the frowning fat guy in the Italian suit who 
dragged me from sheet to sheet, told me which way to turn or look, and who at one 
point dusted fake five-o’clock shadow across my face with a camel hair brush.  Illya 
was the blond man-mountain stationed at the combination of computer, desktop 
nanofac and laminator which all sat at one end of the conference table.  He took 
images from the different cameras, cropped and printed the head shots of me, and 
melded them into various documents and objects which then spat out of the printer 
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and the fabricator.  In about an hour I had not only a GENOM/IDEC employee 
ID card, but an assortment of other paperwork that claimed definitively and with 
the endorsement of numerous Japanese government agencies that I really was this 
Craig Reed fellow.

I browsed the documents and examined the implied life history.  Born in the US 
in 1996, immigrated to Japan as part of the post-Kanto workforce, just back from 
a long-term contract job in the Ukraine, of all places.  Letters of recommendation 
from all “my” former employers (including someone with the unlikely name of Brad-
ford Loukianov, who apparently had been my supervisor in Russia), all effusively 
glowing.  A Japanese passport, about a year and a half from renewal.  Driver’s license 
for a motorcycle. A new registration for said motorcycle, in Reed’s name.  A couple 
of credit cards, including a GENOMBank Visa.  Checking and passbook savings 
accounts, also at GENOMBank, both with modest balances.  A small but healthy 
independent retirement account.  A customer card for the Tower branch of Lacklus-
ter Video. Membership in some midtown gym called “The Fitness Bee”. Vaccination 
records.  The obligatory stack o’ business cards, both old and new.  And about a kilo 
of other assorted paper and plastic, all unimpeachably testifying to my new identity 
— far more than I’d gotten from the professional I’d contacted when I’d first arrived 
in MegaTokyo.  I was seriously impressed.

“Damn,” I said.  “If you guys ever want to get out of R&D and into a more 
lucrative line of work, I know someone you can talk to.”  This netted me a few un-
comfortable chuckles, even as they watched me with cold and untrusting eyes.

“Is not us,” said man-mountain Illya in a slow rumble.  “Many illicit resources 
GENOM has.  A few illicit connections into GENOM’s systems we have.”  He 
coughed.  “And no great love for it.”

“I’m still impressed.”  I held out the financial documents and the credit cards.  
“Are these real?”

“Yes,” Hiroe replied.  “For now.  The cards are paid from what is left of IDEC’s 
rather limited discretionary funds, so please use them as little as possible.  Likewise 
the balances in your bank accounts.  The retirement account...”  She trailed off and 
shot a glance at Ohara.

“Call it a redistribution of wealth,” he said, with what was almost a smile.
“Uh-huh.”  I folded the papers back into the stack.  “I won’t ask.”
“Good,” murmured Tony.
“Okay, now that I’ve become Craig, what next?” I asked, dropping into one of 

the chairs around the table.
“Now,” Hiroe said, “you start giving us technology.”

Two hours later.  Same conference room, same people.  They’d pushed the im-
promptu forgery system off to one side, and had begun interrogating me about al-
most every damned song I’d used in public since I got there.

“Your mach-speed flight?”
“Magic.”
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“That electric weapon system?”
“Magic.”
“The congealed energy ‘shotgun’?”
“Magic.”
“The quantum black holes?”
“Magic.”
(This was repeated ad nauseum until it was almost time for lunch, my initial 

explanation of my metatalent having been ignored or simply disbelieved.  As time 
went on, though, the questioning acquired a certain air of desperation and panic.)

“Your force field?”
“Not a force field.  And magic.”
“Your body armor?”
“Oh, well, that’s different.”
“Good,” announced Tony, rubbing his hands together.  “Now we’re getting 

somewhere.”
I grinned at the chance to be a little snotty.  “It’s both technology and magic.”
There was a collective groan from everyone but Hiroe, who seemed strange-

ly sparkly-eyed and much less angry.  Ohara glared at me through his glasses.  “I 
thought you said you had devices you could give us.”

I shook my head.  “No.  You asked if I could reproduce my world’s technologies 
for you.  I can.  I never said I was carrying any samples of them.”

“This is bullshit,” Tony growled as he shoved back his chair. “I’m not going to sit 
here and listen to this madman.”

I shrugged.  “If you want proof, I’ll give it to you.”

Which is how I ended up, somewhat less than an hour later, standing in a blank, 
empty “dead-zone” isolation chamber, stripped down to my Fruit-of-the-Looms.  
(White briefs, if you must know.  The rumors that I only wear custom-made Shad-
owwalker Underoos are gross exaggerations.  It was only that one unfortunate inci-
dent, and anyway the lady involved settled out of court.)

Most of that delay was due to the time it took to set up their various sensors.  
Save for a few devices specific to IDEC’s original research goals, the stuff they had 
on hand was all small, portable, and stashed haphazardly in a storeroom on the other 
side of the office suite.  The five of us headed over there together.  I tried to make 
small talk, but they were taciturn with a touch of hostile, except for Ohara, who was 
just taciturn, and Hiroe, who was still oddly sparkly-eyed and taciturn.  Not that I 
blamed them.  I just hoped that once I established my bona fides, they’d open up a 
bit.  Otherwise, this arrangement would soon rank up right there as one of my least 
thrilling gigs.

I didn’t really plan on being all that social back, mind you — these people were 
still responsible for hounding me, killing those two kids, and god knows how much 
property damage caused by the boomers they sent out.  Ohara’s little revenge trip 
alone was more than enough to ensure that I never actually trusted him, in particular.  
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But all that didn’t mean that I didn’t want a pleasant working environment.
Anyway, I took my share of the large assortment of silver metal and black plastic 

cases.  We made our way back to lab with the isolation chamber, our little parade 
garnering the occasional curious look and outright stare from the employees we 
passed in the corridors.  (It might have been because I was walking backwards be-
hind the others and vigorously juggling three duffel bag-sized packing cases, but I 
can’t really say.  I never did get entirely familiar with their corporate culture.)

From the storeroom to the lab was a quickish walk, and once we were there, 
Tony snatched the cases from me (one at a time, as I handed them to him out of 
their orbit) with a glare that could pierce steel.  I was getting the feeling he didn’t like 
me. Ohara bluntly told me that he didn’t want me involved in the sensor setup, so I 
busied myself by clearing anything that wasn’t me out the isolation chamber.

Finally they were ready for me.  Before I went in, they took an initial scan, both 
for use as a baseline and to make sure I had no secret implants.  Tony N. was pretty 
insistent on that, and even after the others had written off the possibility, he kept 
going back, cranking up the resolution, and trying again.  After about ten minutes of 
this, I grabbed Nakamura by the lapels of his natty little suit.  “Look, you,” I snarled.  
“I’m an unmodified human being, got it?  I’m not cybered.  I’m not an alien.  I’m not 
an android.  I’m not a nanobot anthropomorph. I’m human.  Mutant, but human.  
See?  No dealer customizations, no after-market add-ons, got it?  Just let me get in 
there and demonstrate what I can do.”

Thirty seconds later I was wiggling my bare toes against cold ceramic tile and 
wondering if a sense of modesty would have been a benefit or not.  Outside the big 
quartz glass window, Ohara and his crew clustered around their sensor readouts.  
(The sensor heads themselves snaked into the room on cables that made their way 
in through both special ports in the wall between us.)  Ohara looked up at me, made 
an attempt at a smile, and spoke into the microphone that sprouted from the center 
of the chamber’s control panel.  His voice echoed tinnily against the hard walls of 
the empty chamber.  “Okay, ‘Craig,’ we’re going to feed a song in to you now.  We’ll 
be accessing the Golden Oldies channel of GENOMnet’s on-demand digital music 
system to get it, so if you’ve got a request, this is the time to make it.”

I gave that a moment’s thought.  Something dramatic would be best, something 
that would be so beyond the range of a portable, hidable technology that they’d have 
no choice but to accept it as what it was — magic.  I mentally shuffled through all 
the songs I’d ever used up to that point in time and found one that would more than 
suffice.  “Okay.  See if you can find this track,” I said with a smile, and told him the 
title and artist. Ohara consulted something just out of my line of sight and nodded.

The CD hadn’t been officially released yet when I... left home, but Nonnie had 
sent me a copy of the masters when they were finished in the hope I could make use 
of one or more songs.  (To be absolutely honest, it was as much an example of her 
well-known talent for relentless self-promotion as it was a tribute to our long-stand-
ing friendship — a friendship which dates back to when we met in a Manhattan 
club three years before she became famous and seven years before I did.)  And use 
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one of her songs I did — that future CD’s title track.
While shopping for music some months back, I had confirmed that she’d had an 

analogue in this universe, with a virtually identical album/CD career, at least up to 
the unreleased masters I’d received.  (She still had an analogue here, in fact, although 
this here-and-now’s version was mostly retired, only occasionally doing a little pro-
ducing for younger acts.)  So I felt safe in requesting that particular song.

As Ohara punched buttons on the console, I sighed and reached for the node 
once again, determined to prove my point as emphatically as possible.

“Just a second while the network retrieves it,” Ohara murmured to the others as 
he doublechecked the virtual circuit that would feed the song into the chamber’s in-
tercom system.  He glanced around.  Tony stood against the back wall, arms crossed 
defiantly across his chest, his brows like glowering thunderclouds as he studied 
Sangnoir through the thick glass.  Next to him, Hiroe’s eyes glittered with excite-
ment as she did the same, a pad and pen clasped in her hands.

Illya crouched behind the hastily-erected bank of sensor readouts, less con-
cerned with his co-workers than with the tangle of wiring carelessly laid out on the 
floor.  “Full bandwidth to main computer we have, Daniel,” he called out conversa-
tionally.  “Complete record we will have of all the sensors see.”

As Ohara nodded, the music began.  At first it was a gentle, repetitive guitar 
line, then strong techno beat leapt in, interspersed with tuneless synthesized glis-
sandos and arpeggios that were more sound effects than music and which gave the 
piece an almost old-fashioned psychedelic feel.

“Oh, my god,” Hiroe breathed.
Behind the glass, Sangnoir had risen up into the air, his head tilted back, arms 

and legs spread slightly but hanging limply as he floated a foot off the floor.  He be-
gan to rotate slowly in place, as if he hung on a string.  A faint but perceptible white 
light, faintly tinged with blue, began to emanate from his body.

Tony took a long, hissing breath, and stepped forward to stand next to Illya at 
the readouts.  “It’s just visible light, nothing else.”

On the sound system, the orchestration grew more intricate and electronic, and 
the vocalist — an American soprano — began to sing in English:

        “<Zephyr in the sky at night, I wonder
          Do my tears of mourning sink beneath the sun?
          She’s got herself a universe gone quickly,
          For the call of thunder threatens everyone...>”

“His mass decreasing is,” Illya remarked calmly.
“What?”  Hiroe leapt to the displays, her eyes wide, as Tony hissed in disbelief.
“How fast?” Ohara asked.
“Very.  Accelerating it is...  Mass is now zero.”  Illya tapped the display.  “Mass 

is...  less than zero?  Recalibrating now.”
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“Impossible,” Tony softly murmured.  “His energy density is off the scale, too.  
Recalibrating.”  His fingers danced over the controls before him.

Within the chamber, Sangnoir had been obscured by the glow he emitted, leav-
ing him nothing more than an ellipsoid of brilliant blue-white light which began to 
pulse and flow.

“Confirmed, Daniel,” Illya said.  Something like awe crept into the Russian’s 
voice.  “Negative mass he now has, and continues to drop it does.  And we have the 
lower bounds of the sensor reached and exceeded.”

“Energy density just peaked.  No measure on that, though.  The computer re-
fused to recalibrate,” Tony added.  “Beginning to drop now...”

        “<...Faster than the speeding light she’s flying,
          Trying to remember where it all began.
          She’s got herself a little piece of heaven,
          Waiting for the time when Earth shall be as one...”>

“He’s moving,” Hiroe said.  Ohara nodded, having seen it already. The azure 
ball of light which had been Sangnoir began to drift back and forth in the isolation 
chamber, approaching first one wall, then another.  On each pass it seemed to grow 
faster, leaving a faint, slowly-fading blue trail behind it.

“Energy levels still dropping.”  Tony spun a knob.  “Drop is accelerating?  But 
he’s turned into a freaking light bulb and he’s picking up speed!  Where’s it all go-
ing?”

“The spectrum he’s emitting is consistent with...”  Hiroe paused, and swallowed.  
“With Cherenkov radiation.”

Within the chamber, the sphere of light was no longer visible — it moved too 
quickly and was lost in its own glowing contrails. It was impossible to make out any 
of the chamber’s details; the window was awash with a blue-tinted white light that 
streamed out, overpowering the mundane illumination of the control booth to cast 
sharp, black shadows behind them.

“My god!”  Hiroe gripped the edge of the case in front of her with a near-hys-
terical strength as everything suddenly assembled itself for her in a single flash of 
insight.  “Tachyons!  He’s turned his mass into tachyons!”

        “<...Quicker than a ray of light
          Quicker than a ray of light
          Quicker than a ray of light...>”

“Is there any danger?” Daniel asked quietly.
Illya studied the displays before him and smiled broadly. “Except for visible 

light with Cherenkov wavelength, and a little infrared and ultraviolet, is emitted no 
radiations, Daniel.”

“Confirmed.”  Tony stepped to a different stack of sensors.  “In every other part 
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of the spectrum, he’s now a black body.  A perfect black body.”  He shook his head.  
“Impossible.  Just freaking impossible!”

None of them were sure precisely what had happened next.  Even the high-
speed video pickups saw only the wall of the brilliant blue energy that burst through 
the chamber window, washing out the control room in an overload that left the 
cameras blank and burnt out.

To the four scientists, it felt as if they had been suddenly buffeted by a fierce 
desert wind, warm enough for comfort, but not so hot as to harm.  It swirled about 
them, setting their clothes a-flutter and winding around them like an affectionate 
cat appreciating a favorite pair of ankles.  It didn’t quite blind them, merely obscur-
ing details while seeming to outline the forms of objects and people alike at the same 
time.

Then, as the singer faded away, the light again flared brilliantly and contracted 
back into the outline of Sangnoir’s spinning body.  One final flash, and he stood 
there in the control booth among them, nearly naked, arms outflung and grinning 
broadly.

“Now that’s magic,” he said proudly.
They all stared at him in shock as he turned slowly to survey them.  Sangnoir 

stopped when he realized that tears were flowing from Hiroe’s eyes.
“Did I hurt you?” he asked, concern replacing the unholy glee on his face.  “Are 

you okay?”
As he flickered to her side, she nodded, smiling beatifically even as the tears ran 

down her cheeks.  “Thank you,” she finally whispered as he looked down in shock.
“For what?” he asked, his voice as soft as hers.
“For that... for the magic.  For showing...”  She trailed off, took a long breath, 

then let go of him and stepped back. Gathering together the remains of her dignity, 
she continued.  “I’m being silly.  I’m just a hopeless romantic, I guess.”  Tears still 
shone in her eyes, as she smiled shyly.

“Tell me about it,” Tony murmured.
Sangnoir nodded slowly, a small smile of his own playing on his lips.  He stepped 

up to her and lifted her chin with his fingertips.  “<These are the days of miracles and 
wonders,>” he whispered, his voice almost breaking with the emotion in it. “<And 
don’t cry, baby, don’t cry.>”

AMAROK BROKERAGE.  MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2037.  1:03 PM

The message light on her phone flashed lazily when Linna returned from lunch.  
Settling in behind her desk, she lifted the handset and automatically engaged the 
privacy shields, in case it were a confidential trading request.

It wasn’t, but the privacy shields were still useful.
“Hello, Ms. Yamazaki,” Sylia’s smooth, recorded tones purred into her ear.  “This 

is Ms. Stingray at the Silky Doll.  Your special order has arrived, the halter top.  Can 
you come in for a fitting tonight around six PM?  Please call back and let me know 
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your availability.  Thank you.”
Linna gave a little sniff of laughter and instructed the voice mail system to erase 

the message.  “Can you come in?” was Sylia’s code for “Be there — or else.”  Her 
amusement faded when she translated the rest of the message.  The “special-order 
halter top” had to be her hardsuit’s powerup.  Sounds like a night in the simulator with 
the new equipment, she thought sourly. Abruptly, she stood again.

Several minutes later found her staring at her image in the huge mirror of bro-
kerage’s executive ladies’ restroom.  Linna washed her face, rubbed her eyes, then 
absently scratched at the decades-old chicken pox scars she habitually kept hidden 
under her headband.  It was usually fun to get a new upgrade to her hardsuit, but 
this time it grated on her sensibilities.  This time it wasn’t intended for use against 
boomers, but against a real flesh-and-blood human being.  I’m sorry, she thought, 
that’s just wrong.

Using a growing nervous energy that might otherwise show up at her desk as 
an unacceptable fidget, she pulled off her headband, and fluffed up her hair with her 
fingers.  Then she ran the band through her fingertips to remove imaginary wrinkles 
and retied it in place, all the while avoiding looking at the two tiny pockmarks that 
marred the otherwise perfectly smooth, white skin of her forehead.  I don’t care what 
he’s done, or what he thinks about us, or what Sylia thinks about him, for that matter.  
We’re not assassins.  We shouldn’t be gunning for him.

It had been a long time since she’d seen Sylia affected this way by an opponent.  
Now, while Linna could sympathize Sylia’s need for revenge against Brian Mason, 
and certainly had helped her friend achieve the closure she needed, she had never 
entirely approved of Sylia’s obsessive tendencies.  Not that I could ever do anything 
about them, anyway.  Linna frowned at herself in the mirror.  Short of refusing to fight, 
and I can’t do that.  I can’t do that at all.

She closed her eyes and leaned her head against the mirror.  I hope Sylia doesn’t 
keep us all night.  I could really use some time to work on one of the cars and relax a little.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2037.  3:24 PM

“So?”  Daniel Ohara leaned back in his chair and studied his friends and co-
workers.

“So,” Tony said, “we’ve studied the records now for most of the afternoon, and...”  
He trailed off, frowning to hide his embarrassment and consternation.

“And,” Hiroe picked up the thread.  “And, after looking at all the data as well as 
passing it through the old 1.13 release of HARUSPEX we still have on the mini-
frame, we have to admit it. Our friend Reed-san really did turn into something like 
a macro-scale tachyon for several minutes.”

Illya grinned broadly.  “Is a most intriguing puzzle, friend Daniel!  Many puz-
zles!  A theoretical particle with negative mass a tachyon is; how for him is it possible 
to change positive mass to negative?  There to suggest this is nothing even in most 
outlandish theory!”  Ohara noted that Illya’s Nihongo syntax was fracturing more 
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badly than usual — a sure sign of the man’s excitement and interest.
“Not only that,” Hiroe added, “but for him to move as slowly as he did after 

changing his... his ‘mass polarity’, for lack of a better term, required nearly infi-
nite amounts of energy, because of a tachyon’s inverted energy/velocity relationship. 
Where did it come from?  How could he contain and control that much without 
exploding and vaporizing half the planet?”

“Didn’t you hear him?  It’s maaaaaagic,” Tony sneered.
Hiroe nodded.  “Yes, it is.  It’s magic.  And it works.  And if we are indeed sci-

entists worthy of the name, we should burn with the desire to find out why and how.  
I mean, imagine it — an entire new field of endeavor to explore, untouched by any 
other researchers.”

“Except for witch doctors and medieval alchemists,” growled Tony.
“I don’t know,” Ohara said slowly, sliding his fingers up under his glasses and 

rubbing his eyes.  “If just this one demonstration perplexes us so much, how likely 
are we to be anything other than terminally confused after we see more?”

Illya shrugged massively.  “Does it matter?  As much data as we can, get.  Study 
it.  If one thing we discover that no one knew, if one thing we learn to do that no 
one has ever done, then worth the effort it was.  And if even we don’t, the try worth 
it was.”

Ohara nodded slowly.  “You’re right, of course.  We’ll keep going.”

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2037.  5:40 PM

Once I proved to those merry pranksters who ran IDEC that I was not crazy 
because I claimed my metagift was magical in origin, we got along much better.  It 
certainly eliminated the demands for specific gadgets.  Less than half an hour after 
my dramatic little demonstration, they set me up in one of their fabrication work-
shops and let me loose.  On his way out the door, Ohara actually said to me, “Build 
whatever you want.  I don’t care what it is, as long as it’s a technology we don’t have 
yet, we can reproduce it, and you can explain its basic principles to us.”

“Cool,” I replied.
Well, the first thing I did was check out what I had to work with.  The shop was 

well-equipped for the work that they wanted out of me.  A righteous selection of 
tools and test equipment. Bins and bins of parts — from big spools of different wires 
to discrete electronic components for fast breadboarding.  A few classic shop tools 
— lathe, drill press, coil winder, things like that — both manual and automated.  
(The shop was soundproofed, I later found out, to prevent their use from disturbing 
the rest of the suite.)  A mid-size nanofac, capable of churning out objects as large as 
an end table.  Bins of raw materials for the fac.  And most importantly, a lovely state-
of-the-art desktop workstation, linked not only to IDEC’s in-house miniframe but 
also to the GENOM corporate dataweave (and through that to the Tapestry.  Net.  
Whatever).

The terms of my employment specified that I got maximum access to GE-
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NOM’s dataweave, at least the maximum available to IDEC, and it looked like they 
had come through nicely.  If Ohara himself had had any higher clearance than they 
gave me, he wouldn’t have been as deeply in the corporate doghouse as he was.  Or 
so I reasoned.

I decided to spend the rest of the day and a fair amount of the night right there 
on-line.  After all, it wasn’t like I had anything to go home to — just my little shit-
hole efficiency apartment, no friends, no family.  No cute, perky neighbor I could 
relax and shoot the bull with to forget the vig business. Just me, all alone.  So why 
not use up that time in work, right? Although I did resolve to give Lisa a call to let 
her know I was all right.  Eventually.

The next thing I did was scrounge up a yellow legal pad and some pencils from 
the supply closet down the hall.  Then I plopped myself into the seat at the draft-
ing table and began to draw up a list of technologies I could kitbash for them right 
away.

My memory chip design took the number one position on the list. It was at 
least two orders of magnitude denser and faster than the local state of the art, and I 
already had nanofac spec files already.  (On a separate sheet of paper ripped out of 
the pad I made a note to remember to bring my helmet to work the next day.)

The second item was gravtech.  I hadn’t done more than poke at that gravity gun 
I’d liberated, and I’d much rather examine it with the tools in the shop than eyeball it 
in my apartment.  I added the gravgun to my list of things to bring from home.

I knew the chemical structure of the pseudo-aramid compound on which 
polykev was based, and with a little help and the right software I could probably 
reverse-engineer the synthesis process. It wasn’t polykev, not without the enchant-
ments, but it did make a decent armor by itself.  So I put that on the list, too.  I 
didn’t know how it would rate next to that Abotex stuff, but I figured, hey, it’s worth 
a shot.

Turning back to the computer, I did a little research on the state of the art in 
beam weapons.  I noted that they had nothing resembling a proper stunner, and 
added it of my list of doohickeys to build.

I continued in this vein for a couple of hours before I realized I was hungry.  
Between the interrogation and the demo, I hadn’t really had a proper lunch.  I’d 
grabbed coffee and a bagel from the employee lounge as Ohara escorted me to the 
shop, but that was it.

(It didn’t occur to me until quite a while later to wonder where the hell it had 
come from.  I asked, and Hiroe told me.  Turns out the Tower had a very nice bagel 
place in the food court of the public shopping mall on one of the lower levels.  They’d 
pretty much paid off the owner/operators of a genuine NYC bagel bakery to move 
to MegaTokyo and open up shop in the Tower. Apparently some higher-up had 
transferred in from the Manhattan offices a couple years back and then complained 
about the lack of decent bagels.  GENOM responded as GENOM usually did, by 
throwing money at the problem until it was solved.  As a result, a fair number of 
MegaTokyo locals were now devoted customers, although I really couldn’t get be-
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hind the idea of a bonito and seaweed bagel...)
Anyway, I got hungry.  I ordered a big dinner from a burger place in the food 

court for delivery to IDEC’s offices, and charged it to my new GENOMBank card.  
Turns out the restaurants in the Tower do this kind of thing all the time for Tower 
residents.  It was still early — before six — so the receptionist was still on duty.  I 
let her know I was expecting a dinner delivery and went back to work.  By this time 
I was browsing the GENOM dataweave and occasionally breaking into systems 
where I didn’t belong.

(And I hadn’t even had to use a song yet.  Biggest, nastiest, most secretive mega-
corporation in the world and still some idiots don’t change the default admin pass-
words.  Of course, the only reason I could even make the attempt was because I was 
behind the Tower’s outer three firewalls, but even so...  Geeze. Some people shouldn’t 
be allowed behind a keyboard.  Unless they’re on the enemy’s side, of course.)

Anyway, half an hour later I heard the cardkey buzz of the shop door, followed 
by footsteps.  “Mr. Reed?”  The voice and steps belonged to a girl, probably one of the 
college-age interns or OLs.

I didn’t look up, as I was involved in a very delicate reassignment of certain key 
access rights to a system that appeared to be the capstone of the Tower’s main R&D 
dataweave. “Mmm?”

“Hi, I’m Chizue, I work over in the research pool.  Your dinner arrived while I 
was talking to Sindra, and I thought I’d bring it to you and welcome you to the com-
pany at the same time.”  She sounded very chipper and perky, more so than anyone 
had any right to be at this point in the day.  A lot like Lisa, in fact, which just fired 
off another pang of loneliness.

I tried not to lose my focus.  “Oh, great, thanks.  Just leave it on the counter 
there, okay?”  I waved in the general direction of some free space I remembered see-
ing earlier in the afternoon. Then I heard a gasp and the rustling thud of a paper bag 
full of burgers hitting a floor.

Then she screamed.
I knocked over my chair leaping out of it and spinning around — a usually-

fortunate reflex that I have to cries of fear and panic coming from right behind me.  
Sadly, this time it only made things worse, because Chizue turned out to be delicate, 
tiny, pretty, and last but not least, the poor girl I had frightened so badly in the hall-
way during my siege.  She raised her arms in front of her face in what would have 
been a futile attempt to defend herself had I actually been attacking.  She screamed 
again, her eyes wide with panic and recognition behind her forearms.

Oh, god, how do I get into situations like this?
Oh, god, how do I get out of situations like this?

SILKY DOLL.  MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2037.  6:24 PM

“I can’t believe you went through all this trouble, Sylia,” Priss protested.
Sylia smoothed the ruffles in the voluminously-skirted dress as she returned it 
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to its the hanger.  “It’s no trouble at all, Priss.  What did you think of this one?”
“And here I thought we were going to get our powerups tonight,” Nene griped 

quietly to Linna, who nodded, smiling.  Lisa, on the other side of Nene, giggled.
“Oh, we are,” Sylia responded evenly from across the room; evidently Nene 

hadn’t been quiet enough.  “We’re also helping Priss select her wedding gown and 
her bridesmaids’ dresses.”

Priss gritted her teeth.  She stood in front of a three-panel mirror in a T-shirt, 
jeans and stocking feet.  Laundry-basket-sized bundles of filmy white fabric scat-
tered about her testified to almost half an hour’s effort already expended.  “Look, it’s 
not like I don’t appreciate it, but you didn’t need to go through all this trouble.  You 
don’t normally stock this kind of stuff.” Her tone rose precipitously.  “And I never 
wear dresses!  I only own one skirt!”

“Two,” Linna corrected, and Priss whirled on her.
“We’re not counting what I wear on stage, okay?  That’s work clothes.”
Eyebrows raised, Linna held up her hands in a gesture of placation.  “Okay, 

okay.”  Softly, she murmured, “Mou!  I’m sorry I said anything,” and on either side of 
her, Nene and Lisa snickered.

“I don’t look good in dresses!”  Priss escalated into a despondent wail as she held 
three gowns up to her body in rapid succession, studying herself in the mirrors and 
then flinging each dress aside.  “I’m too butch and I’m going to look ugly and Leon’s 
going to leave me at the altar and I’m going to be alone for the rest of my life!”

Linna couldn’t hold it back any longer; she erupted into uncontrollable gig-
gling, which earned her a poisonous glare from her teammate.  Next to her, Nene’s 
face contorted into a bizarre expression that tried to combine sympathy, amusement, 
amazement and disbelief — and failed utterly.  Lisa, thanking her training as a jour-
nalist, managed to maintain a look of blank-faced innocence.

Sylia suppressed a sigh of empathy and decided that shock treatment was neces-
sary.  Stepping to the singer’s side, she laid her hands on Priss’ shoulders, and in the 
most sincere voice she could muster, said, “If that happens, you’ll just have to move 
in with me.”

Priss’ eyebrows shot up into her hairline.  “What?”
Sylia nodded.  “We can finally yield to our long-denied mutual lesbian attrac-

tion, and spend our declining years in sybaritic Sapphic fulfillment,” she continued 
in even, measured tones.  “If that meets with your approval.”  She quirked an eyebrow 
at Priss. “Sweetling.”

Jolted completely out of her panic attack, Priss stared unabashedly at Sylia’s 
cool, collected visage.  “You have got to be shitting me,” she said after several long 
moments.

Lisa, Linna and Nene exploded into uncontrolled laughter and slowly collapsed 
to the floor and into a pile of quivering limbs.

“Yes,” replied Sylia, her tone unchanged.  “I am.”  Then the corners of her mouth 
quirked upward into a small smile.  “Feel better now?”

Priss evaluated her emotional state, and to her surprise, the panic had vanished.  
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“Yeah,” she said, nodding.  “Yeah, I do. Thanks.”
Sylia briefly inclined her head in acknowledgment, then turned to a new gown.  

“What do you think of this one?”
Priss considered the satiny, frilly item with a mischievous gleam in her eye.  “I 

don’t know.  Do you have anything in black leather?”
“With or without studs?” Sylia replied without missing a beat.
On the floor, the other two Knight Sabers and their archivist gave up on trying 

to stand in favor of another gale of laughter.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2037.  7:02 PM

“You haven’t seen your wife in over three years?  That’s so sad!”  Chizue nibbled 
on her half-a-hamburger and bounced her heels against the foot rest of the stool on 
which she sat.

The first thing I did when she screamed the second time was fling myself across 
the room — away from her.  I babbled madly at her, all sorts of reassurances and 
promises and anything I could think of to make her stop screaming.  It didn’t work.

We kept it up, the both of us, for quite a while.  I attribute the fortunate lack of 
overly concerned co-workers to the soundproofing on the shop; it ensured we had 
a private confrontation.  So there we stood, me babbling, she screaming, for a good 
five minutes or so.

She ran out of breath first.  Peering out from behind her arms, she eyed me curi-
ously.  I was still flattened against the wall furthest from her.

“You’re not attacking me.”  It wasn’t quite a question, and it wasn’t quite a state-
ment.  Her voice was still tremulous, though; she wasn’t relaxing any in my pres-
ence.

“No,” I said softly, from across the room.  “I’m not.”
Fear vanished from her eyes, wiped away utterly by a sudden surge of indigna-

tion.  “What, am I not worth attacking?”
WHAT? was the only thought that entered my mind.  “No, I’m sure you’d make 

a wonderful victim,” I returned to babbling.  “I’m just not attacking anyone at the 
moment.  I work here now, and it would make for bad office politics.”

“Oh,” she breathed.  Then, a beat later, “You work here?”
“Yeah.”  I relaxed infinitesimally, now that she was talking and not screaming.  

“Your boss apparently mistook my little rampage last week for a job application.”  I 
shrugged.  “It seems he liked how I interviewed.”  A thought then struck me.  “You 
know, out of the three jobs I’ve had in the last 15 years, that’s the second one I’ve 
gotten by assaulting the management...  I wonder if I’ve hit upon some hitherto-
unknown technique for guaranteeing employment,” I mused.

Chizue giggled, and bent over to pick up the sack of burgers. “Here,” she said, 
considerably calmer.  “I think this is yours.”

To make a long story short (or shorter, at least), I ended up sharing my dinner 
with her and recounting the tale of my travels and woes.  Chizue was surprisingly 
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sympathetic for someone who had only half an hour earlier been frightened unto 
death of me; I think the burgers helped, as they were very good burgers, even better 
than Eriko’s.  Good burgers and a lack of violent intent can make up for a multitude 
of sins.

Better yet, she believed my story at once — or else put on a very convincing 
act.  Probably the former, as she did work in a lab dedicated to interdimensional ex-
ploration, and was in fact a grad student in advanced physics at GENOM Institute 
of Technology, doing work-study at IDEC while she earned her Master’s.  (Yes, 
we talked about more than just me.)  Chizue was less interested in the science and 
magic of the matter, though, than in my relationship with Maggie; she practically 
gushed, stars twinkling in her eyes, over how “romantic” it was that I was working 
my way across universes trying to get back to my wife.

“Tell me about her,” Chizue said as she nibbled away at the remains of her 
burger.  “What’s she like?”

I smiled and leaned back in my chair.  “Maggie’s tall, almost as tall as me.”  
Chizue — all of a meter sixty in height — giggled.  I closed my eyes and went on.  
“Long and lean, built like a marathon runner.  High cheek bones, like a model.  A 
smile that’d melt you down into your shoes.  Beautiful auburn hair, like a garnet wa-
terfall.”  I made a little “mmmm” noise as I envisioned Maggie once again.

“She sounds very beautiful,” Chizue said with a little romantic sigh.  “What 
color are her eyes?”

I snapped out my reverie.  “Her eyes?  Well, that’s...”  I shut down my mouth 
before I babbled anything Maggie would make me regret.  “Grey.  They’re grey.”  I 
closed my eyes again.  “Her voice is a sweet, soft whisper that can caress your ear or 
shatter steel.  She runs faster than the wind.  And she can bench-press an elephant 
and not raise a sweat,” I finished with a fond chuckle.  Between Maggie’s strength 
and my field, our wedding night had been...  well, “tentative” was one word.  “Dif-
ferent” was another.  But we eventually managed.  No children yet; not for lack of 
trying, mind you, but between our respective mutations and my field, we haven’t 
had any luck at conception. We had been about to resort to a magical intervention, 
before... I shook myself to exorcise the less-than-happy memories to which that line 
of thought led.

“And yeah, she’s the most beautiful thing in the world to me,” I continued.
“That’s so sweet,” Chizue crooned, then popped the last bit of cheeseburger into 

her mouth.  She hopped off the stool and practically minced across the room to pat 
me on the cheek. “You’re a very devoted husband,” she declared with a smile.  “And 
you seem like a really nice guy.”

“Uh, yeah,” I murmured.
“Which is why I don’t understand why you were so violent and nasty the other 

day.”
I didn’t quite frown.  “Your bosses have been sending boomers after me for 

months.  And the last time they did, one of the boomers killed two kids.  That upset 
me — a lot.”
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Chizue’s eyes grew wide, and started to shimmer.  “Two kids died?” she 
breathed.

Uh-oh.  “But it’s okay,” I said quickly.  “They got, um, medical attention in time, 
and were resuscitated.  They’re better now. But it really pissed me off, and I decided 
to take that all out on your bosses.”

She nodded, her eyes still moist, but the threatened tears held back — for now.  
“Yeah, I can understand that.”

“Just don’t spread it around, okay?  I’m sure your bosses wouldn’t approve.”
Her eyes widened again, and her mouth made a little “O”.  “Oh, I would never 

do that.  Cross my heart and hope to die!”
Uh-huh.  If I had her personality pegged right, the story of Ohara’s culpability 

would spread through the company like stage two starpox.  I may not have been able 
to take it out of his hide, but I could make him hurt in other ways.  Just because I 
was taking his money and making toys for him didn’t mean I’d made my peace with 
the man.  He still needed to be taken down a notch or two.

Chizue and I chatted for another twenty minutes or so before she announced 
that she had to leave.  I bade her good night, and went back to cracking GENOM’s 
R&D dataweave.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2037.  9:21 PM

Lisa settled back in on her futon with a fresh bowl of popcorn. One benefit of 
walking out on the “16 Times” was no “homework” — she frequently had had to 
piece together assignments before the next work day.  And with her copious new free 
time she had not only taken part in the dress- and armor-fitting “party” at Silky Doll, 
but had also already taken care of almost half of the pro-Sabers counter-propaganda 
Sylia had asked her for this week.  Add to that the fact that she’d already begun her 
first forays into a leisurely free-lance career, and Lisa felt quite justified in taking the 
rest of the night off.

And that meant it was finally time to go back and watch some of the rarities 
she’d picked up during the Sailor Moon marathon the Anime Channel had broad-
cast some months before.  She’d already gotten through the infamous “Kodomo no 
Ginzuisho” parody and was just about to start on the American live action version 
again. It was just the thing she needed to round out an already pretty good day, es-
pecially since it would keep her from missing Doug and worrying about him.  It had 
become a frequent preoccupation for her, in the dark of night when she was alone.  
Lisa swore she would give him hell for all the anxiety she had upon hearing about 
his fight with the Dobermans and the Boomer Giant.

No, don’t start with that.  That’s why I’m watching “Sailor Moon”, so I won’t get all 
worked up about Doug.  She determinedly crammed a handful of popcorn into her 
mouth and reached for the remote control.

Someone knocked on her door.
In the days since Doug had gone into hiding, she had managed to bring her 
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explosive reaction to the sound under some degree of control, but her heart still 
raced at the thought that he might have come back.  She forced herself to take a deep 
breath, carefully laid the bowl and the remote to one side, and slowly rose from the 
futon.  With measured steps she crossed to the door, unlocked it, and opened it.

Standing in the hall was a large winter coat surmounting a pair of expensive 
slacks, at the other end of which were a set of Italian leather flats, somewhat the 
worse for wear thanks to the slush outside.  The face of a thirty-something woman 
peered out of the coat’s hood.  “Excuse me.”  Her voice was both cultured and hesi-
tant.  “Are you Lisa Vanette?”

“Yes,” Lisa replied slowly.  “Can I help you?”
The woman swept back her hood with one hand, revealing a cascade of laven-

der hair.  “My name is...  I’m Kate Madigan.  I’d like to talk to you about the Sailor 
Senshi you photographed.”

ADP HQ.  TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2037.  9:00 AM

The phone shrilled, and Leon punched the “receive” button without looking up.  
“McNichol here.”

A videophone window opened on his monitor to display “Visual Not Available” 
in large red letters.  “Good morning, Inspector.”

Leon’s head snapped up to stare at the blank window as he recognized the voice.  
“Loo—” he began even as he waved Daley over to his desk.

“Uh-uh-uh, no names, Inspector.  And don’t bother tracing this call; I’ve got 
it routed and redirected six ways from Sunday, and I don’t think GENOM would 
appreciate it if you attempted to storm the Tower because you thought I was calling 
from there.”

Daley, hearing this last, raised his eyebrows and slipped over to another desk to 
quietly speak into its phone.

“What is it you want?” Leon growled.
“Do you remember what we talked about last week, Inspector? About taking 

boomers down nondestructively?”
Leon frowned.  “Yeah.”
“I would like to come to some kind of agreement with you.  You seem to know 

something of my origins.  You should be aware that in my native here-and-now I 
am — among other things — basically a cop like you, only with an international 
jurisdiction.  I prefer to work with local law enforcement.  I would like to work with 
the ADP rather than against it.”

Leon glanced over to where Daley spoke energetically into the phone.  “I can’t 
exactly revoke the orders to capture you, you know.”

The Loon snorted.  “Maybe not, but I don’t doubt that you can turn down the 
heat quite a bit.  Look, here’s the deal.  Give me a little breathing room, and as long 
as you try to take down the rogues without destroying them, I’ll do everything in 
my power not only to help, but to protect ADP troops.  In fact, I’ll put priority on 
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protecting the troops.”  A momentary pause.  “As long as you are sincere about sav-
ing boomer lives.”

“That’s what you really want, isn’t it?” Leon asked.
“You bet your sweet bippy it is, McNichol.  Not at the cost of human lives, mind 

you, but if I can save both, I’ll do it.”
“Just tell me,” Leon peered into the small phone window, wishing he had some 

video whatsoever. “Why?”
There was another pause.  “You’re in your thirties, I’d say, right, Inspector?”
“Yeah, about that,” Leon allowed.
“So you’re way too young for the Berlin Wall to have been anything but a page 

in a history book to you.”  A deep breath echoed across the line.  “I’m not, Inspector.  
I was there, in my world, in 1989.  I helped tear that wall down, with my hands and 
with my metagift.

“When we first showed up, the people swarming the wall backed off and started 
to form a mob, figuring we were there to stop them. Hexe — that’s my C.O., she’s 
German herself, by the way — flew up and hovered over the Wall.  She faced East 
Berlin and spread her arms wide, as if she were trying to embrace the city.  Then a 
curtain of lightning bolts slammed down out of the sky to either side of her and va-
porized almost 500 yards of the Wall in one explosive, blinding strike.”  In his voice 
Leon could hear the smile creep onto the Loon’s lips.  “The thunder was deafening, 
but not as loud as the cheers from the crowd.  By then, the rest of us were going to 
work on what was left, and the crowd flowed back in like the tide to join us.”

There was a long pause; as the phone connection hissed softly, Leon began to 
wonder if the line had gone dead.  Then the Loon continued.  “It’s my job, Inspec-
tor.  It’s my duty.  Even as far away from home as I am.  I save lives, I protect the 
innocent, and I free the enslaved.  And every boomer ever made falls under at least 
one of those three criteria.”

Leon thought about that.  “Well...” he began.
“No need to answer me now, Inspector.  I’ll find you or the admirable Inspector 

Wong at the next incident, I’m sure.”  Daley raised one brow and grinned, mouthing 
the word “admirable” with obvious amusement.  “You can think about it until then.”

“I’m making no promises, Loon.”
“Doesn’t matter, Inspector.  I trust you to do the right thing. Have a nice day!” he 

added brightly, then disconnected.  Leon watched, nonplussed, as the video window 
shut itself and vanished.

“He’s good,” Daley said, sitting down on the desktop next to his partner.  “We 
traced the call right into the Tower and no further.”  He chuckled.  “The guy’s got 
a sense of humor, you’ve got to give him that.  Guess where in the Tower the call 
originated, according to Nene.”

Leon looked up at him.  “Where?”
Daley laughed.  “IDEC, of course.”
“Of course.”
“She tried to backtrack further, but whatever he did to set up the link stopped 
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her cold.  There were at least a half-dozen possible connections out of IDEC’s trunk 
that might have been him, but she couldn’t figure out which.  As far as she could 
tell, he might as well have been calling from their lobby.” Daley shook his head.  
“Incredible.”

“Yeah,” Leon said, rubbing his temples.  “Incredible.”

RAVEN’S GARAGE.  TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2037.  9:52 AM

Lisa paused the playback on the “hydra” and rubbed her eyes. God.  I’m so tired.
She’d been up until two in the morning the previous night, speaking with her 

visitor — Katherine Madigan, of all people. Damn.  Who’d’ve thought it?  GENOM’s 
own queen bitch on my doorstep, bumming around in Ota without her bodyguards, want-
ing to talk to me.  Not that Madigan had once invoked the name of GENOM or her 
position there, oddly enough, but it was impossible to be a journalist in MegaTokyo 
and not recognize her on sight.

Talk about your twilight zone experiences...  For the hundredth time, a highly-
compressed replay of the night flashed through her mind.  They had spent hours 
talking about “Sailor Moon” — and “Sailor Loon”, to Lisa’s extreme agitation.  Still, 
for all that her reputation painted her as imperturbable and unshakeably in control, 
Madigan had seemed almost pathetically desperate for any information Lisa could 
offer.  And she had never even once hinted at threats or bribes in response to Lisa’s 
repeated protestations of ignorance, instead only seeming to grow more and more 
somber and disconsolate as the night drew on.

To her immense surprise, Lisa had found herself feeling for the woman, her 
compassion fighting down the almost-automatic fear and distrust of someone so 
highly placed in GENOM.  And to compound her surprise, at the end of her visit 
Lisa found herself impulsively inviting Madigan back on some unspecified future 
night to watch their favorite episodes together.  The offer had evoked the only smile 
to grace Madigan’s face during the entire night — a small, geniune flash as she re-
plied, “I’d like that, thanks,” before vanishing down the hallway.

Lisa shook her head to clear it.  I’d say my life was strange, but that’d be redundant 
these days.  One thing for sure, I’m not going to tell Sylia about this until I know what’s 
really going on.

ADP HQ.  TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2037.  10:20 AM

Daley Wong considered himself lucky to have gotten the last of the breakfast 
miso before the cafeteria staff put it aside in order that the progress of time might 
turn it into the lunch miso.  It wasn’t that he had missed his morning meal that day. 
Not at all; he was just a little peckish.  Too hungry for a cup of coffee to substitute for 
food, not quite hungry enough for a donut; a nice cup of miso fell right between the 
two.  And even though he’d grown up on an improbable mix of Irish and Szechuan 
cooking, he’d always harbored a fondness for miso soup that occasionally bordered 
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on a craving — even for the cafeteria’s less-than-stellar instant variety.
Stepping out of the serving area, Daley glanced around the dining room for a 

place to sit.  The space was half-full, dotted with groups of personnel taking their 
mid-morning breaks.  After the morning’s events Daley wasn’t terribly inclined to 
sit alone, but by the same token he didn’t feel like crashing a large group.  He turned 
slowly in place until he spotted a good prospect.

Walking up to the small table and its single occupant, Daley smiled charmingly.  
“Good morning, Lieutenant.  Mind if I join you?”

Bochinksi looked up from his now-empty bowl; from the traces left in it, Daley 
thought it might have been oatmeal.  “Huh?  Oh, sure, Inspector.  But I’m going back 
on shift in a couple, so I won’t be worth much as company after that.”

“Not a problem,” Daley said, still smiling, and pulled out the chair opposite 
Bochinski.  Carefully keeping his tray level, he lowering himself into the seat.  “I’m 
not going to take long, myself.”

Bochinski shrugged.  “Sure, then, go ahead.”
“Thanks.”  Daley seated himself, and then spent a moment savoring the scent of 

his miso before taking the first sip.
“So,” Bochinski said after half-heartedly scraping the inside of his bowl with 

his spoon, “scuttlebutt says you and Inspector McNichol got a call from the super-
powered nutbar this morning.”

Daley swallowed a mouthful of soup and resisted the impulse to react.  Well, it’s 
not like we were on a secure line or anything.  And we wonder how GENOM finds out 
what’s going on in the department...  “Yeah,” he said aloud.

“So...”  Bochinski stared at his empty spoon.  “Is it true he’s volunteered to help 
the ADP?”

“Yes,” Daley simply said, and returned to his soup.
“You gonna take him up on it?”
Daley lowered his bowl.  “Leon’s handling this, and he hasn’t decided yet.  

Why?”
Bochinski shrugged.  “Just curious.  It’s just that I’ve got this strange feeling, like 

I’m running around on the edges of something big and exciting, but I’m not really 
involved with it. And I’m kind of feeling like I ought to be.  It’s weird.”

Daley raised his eyebrows and considered this.  “Yeah, it is. But you shouldn’t be 
concerned about stuff like that.  After all, you’re in the ADP.  You’ll get to be in the 
middle of all the action soon enough.”  He aimed a mock-frown at his fellow officer.  
“Besides, don’t you have more important things to worry about?”

Bochinski looked blankly at him.
“Fiancee?” Daley prompted.  “Wedding?  Plans, caterers, all that?”
“Oh, that,” Bochinski blurted.  “Kendra and her family are handling most of it.”  

He shrugged sheepishly, and Daley laughed.
Daley smiled.  “I can’t say as I’m too surprised.  How are you going to manage 

the work situation?”
“Eh, well, we’re both going to keep working for now.  If... I mean, when she gets 
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pregnant, she’ll probably take a desk job, but she’ll work right up to the moment they 
wheel her into the delivery room.”  Another shrug, this one small and expressive. 
“You know Kendra.”

“Yeah,” Daley replied.  “We couldn’t keep her away from HQ if we tried.”
“You better believe it, Inspector,” said a mellifluous contralto voice.
Daley looked up to see nearly two meters of stunning amazonian blonde poured 

into an ADP uniform.  “Good morning, Wadderson,” he said in greeting.
“Good morning, Inspector,” Kendra Wadderson replied, then turned to her fi-

ance and partner.  “C’mon, Fido, time to get on the road.”
“Yes, dear,” Bochinski said with a grin.  He stood and picked up his tray.  “Later, 

Inspector.”
“Have a safe shift, you two,” Daley replied.  They thanked him and walked off.  

He wistfully watched them go.  “Ah, young love,” he murmured as he returned to his 
soup.  “When will I find some of my own?”

IDEC.  TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2037.  3:52 PM

The next morning I strolled in, waved to Sindra, caught a bagel that Chizue 
tossed at me, pretended to be civil to Ohara and his accomplices, and then locked 
myself in my workshop.  I had my helmet with me, in the bowling ball bag again.  It 
only took me a few seconds to pull the specs for my memory chip design from it and 
store them on my workstation.  It only took another ten or fifteen minutes to set the 
nanofac to churn out a dozen or so, already emplaced on circuit boards suitable for 
testing in the local computers.

That done, I went back to the R&D capstone system I had compromised the 
night before, and began to study boomers.

Now, the thing to understand was that while this particular system — which had 
been given the spectacularly imaginative name of “rdmain” — was indeed the hub of 
a dedicated R&D dataweave, and acted as a master security gateway to all the other 
systems on the weave, it did not give me master access to all the computers linked to 
it.  Most, but not all.  There were at least a dozen strands off the main weave which 
had higher-security gateways of their own, and four of those had names which sug-
gested they handled boomer matters.  Naturally, I focused on them.

I cracked the subsystem called “BUMAin” first, for obvious reasons.  There I 
found general development information — some of it dating back ten or more years.  
Chassis design, electronics subsystems, weaponry options, musculature — the damn 
things were far more organic than any of the “official” literature available to the 
public suggested.  They were practically 50/50 cyborgs built from scratch.  If I had 
known that from the start...

The second system I cracked dealt exclusively with the 33-S models — the 
“sexaroids” the Knight Sabers had mentioned during my little visit with them.  Il-
legal on earth, their manufacture ostensibly banned, they were still in use in various 
orbital habitats — and the only things that distinguished them from first-class ge-
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netically-engineered humans were their brains (which were less constrained than the 
standard issue model for most boomers), a few job-related “features” that sounded 
disturbingly like metagifts, and a couple of weaknesses and faults built into their 
bodies.  These last were to cement control over them in the event they ever became 
rebellious and sought their freedom.  One of the memos I found referred to this 
condition as “disturbingly common”, and cited a case where a half dozen or so tried 
to make a break from one of GENOM’s orbital facilities in 2033; two actually man-
aged to crash land a shuttle near MegaTokyo before they were “terminated”.

It took me a long time to calm down after browsing through that system.
(It helped me settle down to assemble copies of the most incriminating docu-

ments for later dissemination via the Net.  By that time I knew of a couple of anony-
mous remailers with delay options; I would put the “package” up on them that night, 
chaining and cascading the transmissions between different servers to ensure that 
at least a few copies reached their destinations — mainly media, government and 
human rights organizations based outside of Japan — before GENOM inevitably 
trashed the systems.)

The third subsystem was devoted entirely to a subvariety of boomers.  These 
“Covert” models had the ability to masquerade as humans or simple androids, but 
could “pop” out of their “skins” and manifest as full war machines, effectively dou-
bling their size.  I thought back to all the humanoid boomers I’d seen, such as those 
in the Tower lobby, and wondered just how many of them were disguised weapons 
platforms.

Knowing GENOM’s paranoia, probably all of them.
Anyway, I’d never actually seen a boomer “pop”, all the time I’d been there.  But 

there were videos in the archive on the server, and I played them.  You know, I’ve 
seen a lot of sick stuff in my day, but that really took the cake.  There was absolutely 
no reason for the horrifying way the expansion shredded the human guise except as 
a psychological ploy, as a terror weapon.

And I wanted to know how they managed to pack a two-meter-tall by one-me-
ter-wide boomer inside what looked like a normal human.

The answer was something called “programmable matter.”   I’d certainly never 
heard of it before, but it seemed simple enough, and I wondered if back home some-
one was working on it. Basically, it’s an offshoot of nanotechnology.  You nanofab-
ricate a molecule-sized “trap” for electrons called a “quantum dot”. With the right 
support circuitry, you can control exactly how many electrons are fed into the dot.  
The electrons, having nowhere else to go, automatically form themselves into shells 
exactly identical to those that form around the nuclei of atoms, except they’re a 
couple of orders of magnitude larger.  Since all chemistry is a consequence of atomic 
shell structure, you now have a “giant” version of whatever element has the particular 
number and arrangement of electrons caught in the trap — a virtual, tunable atom.  
It can react with both other virtual atoms, and real ones, for as long as you keep 
the power on.  You can change the atom programmatically by adding or removing 
electrons on the fly, too.  And the actual power consumption was remarkably small.  
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Incredible idea.  Incredible stuff.
And boomer “flesh” was thoroughly laced with programmable matter and its 

related circuitry.  In “covert” mode, it’s all inactive. But turn on the power, and Voom!  
Suddenly you have four times the body volume you had a moment before.  And 
properly arranged, it’s all structural — virtual atoms with real chemical bonds mak-
ing what amounted to a flexible monomolecular framework woven through the 
boomer’s entire structure.  No wonder the things were so damned tough.

But they didn’t stop there.
Imagine a semi-intelligent “goo” made up entirely of nanobots, each one car-

rying a quantum dot or two.  Imagine that this goo can network itself to accept 
and propagate signals from an authorized “controller”, and act upon those signals.  
Imagine that it “knows” a little about simple machines and circuits — pivots, screws, 
wires, switches — and how to build structures to use them with their virtual at-
oms.  Imagine this goo seeping into a gun, and, using a combination of its built-in 
knowledge and extra data transmitted from its controller, “understanding” how to 
infiltrate the gun’s trigger mechanism and take it over.  In about ten seconds.  Maybe 
less.  Now imagine that the controller is a boomer with a couple dozen liters of this 
stuff stored in its body.

Scary, isn’t it?
This is the so-called “fusion” boomer, and I had seen one of these in action — at 

Bunko’s.  The lobby boomer with the minigun welded to its arm.  Only it hadn’t been 
welded — bonds made up of nanobots and programmable matter had turned the 
gun into a very real part of the boomer’s own body.

This was a technology I had to report back to the Warriors before some inge-
nious asshole with the right metagift brewed up a batch in his garage.  Assuming 
that, in the years since I’d been home, it hadn’t already happened.  I made a copy of 
the complete fabrication specs for the fusion goo and stashed it in my helmet im-
mediately.

Then I turned my attention to the fourth and final system.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2037.  5:37 PM

With precise, controlled strokes of her pen, Katherine Madigan initialed the 
final set of requisition forms needed to set in motion her plan to capture the Visitor.  
All but a mere formality, she reflected, since the forces and supplies she required 
were already assembled and undergoing last-minute instructions.  But a proper pa-
per trail for internal cost-tracking and audits was a necessary part of all but the 
blackest of black projects, whether or not the project was one GENOM would ever 
publicly acknowledge.

Madigan closed the blue folder which held the requisitions, and placed it care-
fully in the upper left corner of her desk, from which a secretary would retrieve it the 
next time she left her office.  Then she closed her eyes and sighed.  Only a couple of 
days to go.  So much planning, and still so many things that could go wrong.  She resisted 
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the urge to rub her eyes, if only to avoid spoiling the faint lavender eyeshadow she’d 
decided to wear today.  Assuming any had survived the long day — it’d been hours 
since she’d looked at herself in any kind of reflective surface.

And on the subject of things going wrong...  She leaned back in her chair, eyes 
still closed, hands lightly gripping the armrests.  I must be prepared for the possibility 
that, in the wake of my recent activities, my loyalty to GENOM might be questioned.  
Roused by the thought, memories of those activities flashed unbidden through her 
mind:  her confession at St. Jude’s; her long, fruitless discussion with the girl who 
had photographed the Senshi; the infuriating and terrifying letter from nowhere and 
the energy she had spent trying to discover its origins; even her reviews of certain 
business ethics texts.  It wouldn’t take much for one of the sharks below her to weave 
a plausible accusation from these — an accusation which would be uncomfortably 
close to the truth.  And in such a case, events might run too swiftly for her to employ 
her carefully-hoarded supply of blackmail evidence in time to do any good.  She 
could well find a pair of security boomers in her office before she had any idea that 
GENOM had declared her a liability.

“Hope for the best, plan for the worst,” Father Knecht had frequently said.  She 
now needed an edge in case the worst happened.

Katherine stood, thumbing the door lock button on her desk. Fingertips brush-
ing over another control opaqued her windows — just in case.  There were always 
security bugs, but her status within the company had long ago ensured most were 
inactive; those that weren’t, fed to logs sealed with a corporate security level so high 
that only she and Mr. Quincy had access to them.  She hoped.

She crossed to the heavy wooden credenza which took up most of one of the 
office’s side walls, set aside the potted plant which normally sat upon it, and carefully 
pressed her fingers against four apparently innocuous spots in a rapid, syncopated 
tattoo.

There was a click, and the credenza’s thick oaken slab of a top swung up slightly, 
like the lid of a box.

Katherine lifted it, revealing a hollowed, padded recess in its underside.  It was 
lined with a velvety material, and a strip of velcro tape held a cellphone securely 
within.  A cellphone, she reflected, that could get me “disappeared”.

It had been four years earlier, give or take, that she had learned about the Over-
Mind System — GENOM’s secret and as-yet unused world-wide remote-control 
for every boomer ever made.  Not long after that, she had almost died at the hands 
of the insane “boomer messiah”, Largo.  During the weeks of her recovery, she had 
angrily vowed never to be caught so unprepared again, and arranged for the con-
struction of this — a control unit which employed a tiny subset of the OMS pro-
tocols.  When activated, it would paralyze every boomer within a hundred meters 
for as long as its power held out — five or ten minutes if she were lucky. It was also 
a functional cellphone that responded to the same number as the identical one she 
habitually carried.

The implications of what she had done only struck her with the device’s delivery, 
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weeks after her rage at her own impotence had faded away.  Appalled at her own 
recklessness, she arranged for the permanent “dismissal” of the technician who had 
built it (Katherine winced with regret and pain at the thought of how coldbloodedly 
she had issued that command) and hid the device. She had never used it.  She had 
never even carried it.  Until now.

With a ripping noise that was disturbingly loud in the quiet room, Katherine 
freed the phone from its hiding place and traded it for the one which she withdrew 
from her pocket.  The latter took its twin’s place within the credenza top, which she 
then closed; it latched shut with an audible click.

Now she was ready for the worst.

PENTHOUSE, LADYS633.  TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2037.  7:35 PM

Sylia slowly nodded to herself as she set the earpiece back in its holder and 
turned off the playback.  Much as it had distressed her to do so at the time, it had 
been the right thing to do to have the listening devices planted in Lisa’s apartment.

Katherine Madigan of GENOM calling upon Lisa, alone and all but incognito, to 
question her about the so-called “senshi” — and to discuss “Sailor Moon”.  Sylia shook her 
head.  Curious... and disturbing.  This will bear further watching.

IDEC.  WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2037.  1:22 PM

I spent several hours carefully probing and prodding that fourth system.  It was 
far more secure than the other three, which convinced me that it had to hold what 
I was looking for — the only thing about boomer technology which was a double-
plus hush-hush certified trade secret, the design for the boomer brain.  In the end, 
though, it was resistant to all the mundane techniques I could apply to it without 
going out into the Tower and trying a little social engineering.  I couldn’t very well 
do that, so I did the next better thing.  I put on my helmet, called up “Lightning’s 
Hand” and sent my consciousness directly into the recalcitrant machine.

Three minutes later, I had an “invisible” account with administrator clearance 
and I had patched the OS to automatically clean up any trail I left behind.

(I have to admit, when it comes to cracking systems, “Lightning’s Hand” is an 
invaluable tool.  But like any good tool, I save it for the situations where I actually 
need it — like this one. Besides, it takes the fun out of cracking when you can re-
motely reprogram the entire system from the outside.  Plus I’d rather not become 
dependent upon my metagift for things like that; not only wouldn’t I always have my 
helmet with me, but that skill set was something I’d worked long and hard for, and 
I didn’t like to let it get rusty.

Anyway...)
I had been right.  The fourth and final system was dedicated entirely to boomer 

brain design.  Unlike the others, though, there was little in the way of active develop-
ment going on in this area, judging from file dates.  There was almost nothing here 
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any newer than the various directory creation dates, and in fact most files were a lot 
older — obvious remnants of a transfer from a previous system.

In order to accomplish my charge from the Three, I needed to learn everything 
that there was to know on boomer brain design. That pretty much covered the entire 
contents of the machine, as far as I could tell.  I wasn’t content to simply browse my 
way around the box, though; even with my enhanced access privileges, I didn’t want 
to spend any more time in this system than I actually had to.  So I copied everything 
over to my machine at IDEC.

There was a lot there — including several terabyte-sized CAD files which I 
suspected contained the entire build specs for the standard boomer brain models.  
I started a transfer to my local machine and while it ran, I ordered in a late dinner.  
While I waited for it, I set up a little program that hooked into GENOM’s intel-
ligence network and would alert me to an ADP deployment — just in case.

Not long after that, my dinner arrived.  I trotted out to the lobby to retrieve it 
and tip the delivery boy, then retreated back into my lab to scarf down my sesame 
chicken, broccoli with garlic and fried dumplings.  A little while after I had polished 
it off, the transfer completed.  I tossed out the trash left over from my meal and went 
to work.

Then immediately stopped.
The CAD files were unrecognized by any of the programs on IDEC’s ma-

chines.
It took me a half-hour to discover that they were in an obsolete format — one 

that hadn’t been in use for almost fifteen years. It took me another forty-five minutes 
to find a pirate copy of the package on the Net, download it and install it.

By which time I was frankly worn out by the day’s efforts.  I shut everything 
down and resolved to jump feet-first into the task in the morning when I was 
fresh.

Which I did.
Bagel in hand, I bounced up and down in my chair while NanoCAD 6.71 

slowly initialized and spun up a window on my desktop, and as soon as the first im-
age appeared, I dove right in.

And I was appalled at what I found.
Appalled, and a little in awe.
How can I describe this?  It was the feeling you’d get if you opened up an 

Egyptian tomb and found a working atomic pile built from raw pitchblende ore 
and rough charcoal blocks.  The feeling you’d have upon discovering a 19th-Century 
steam-powered mechanical computer with the processing power of a late-model 
Cray laptop, buried in the basement of an abandoned Victorian warehouse.  It was 
something that shouldn’t have been possible with the available technology, but some 
twisted genius had figured out how to do it anyway.  Just barely.

It was a brilliant piece of hackery, and an excellent first prototype.  But that’s 
all it was — a proof-of-concept implementation that should never have been used 
as a production spec.  Worse, it had been crudely modified by others.  I could see 
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the evidence of at least four hands in the design:  the original creator, of whom I 
was increasingly in awe when I saw more and more of what he’d done to make his 
design work, and no less than three butchers, who had slashed through the golden 
precision of the original creation to turn it into something controllable.  Something 
marketable.

Whoever that original designer had been — I found the Roman initials “KS” 
worked into the circuitry at one point and I presumed they were his — he had to 
have been a remarkable polymath, because he mixed cybernetics and biological sys-
tems with a facility that quite frankly was beyond my ability to comprehend.  As far 
as I could tell, he hadn’t been designing a processor unit for a slave bot, he’d been 
designing the brain of a new lifeform.  This hadn’t been it, but it was clearly a signifi-
cant evolutionary step along the route to it.

I suppose something must have happened to “KS”, basically because the brain 
design was so crude (relatively) but still had so much potential.  Even without the 
expertise to judge the bio half of it, I could see so many places for improvement, and 
anyone capable of this design in the first place would never have been content to 
leave it as it was, let alone allow it to be butchered the way it had been and then put 
on the market afterwards.  And since GENOM had no significant competitor in 
boomers — and no minor manufacturer’s boomers were significantly more intelli-
gent or stable — “KS” was probably dead, possibly even at GENOM’s hand or order.  
And afterwards, they had gone in and inserted their controls and overrides and gov-
ernors with all the delicacy of an epileptic rhinoceros.  I mean, I’d known they were 
there, but I’d thought they’d’ve at least been part of the original architecture.

It was no wonder the poor things went berserk.
Anyway.  Something about this conjectural history bugged me — like I knew 

something relevant but wasn’t able to put my finger on it.  I resolved to do some 
Net searches later for names with the initials “KS” connected to the development 
of boomers (not just boomers in general, else I’d surely find nothing but “Knight 
Sabers” sites), just to see if I could shake free whatever datum my subconscious was 
clinging to so tightly.

In the meantime, I tried to find some quick and/or easy way to release a boomer 
brain from those obedience circuits so crudely inserted into it.  And, while I was at 
it, I started sketching out some improvements in the cybernetics side of the brain 
— because, damn, they were needed, and because I could.  I didn’t expect that they’d 
ever get implemented, of course.  But I couldn’t look at those plans without seeing 
the kinds of fixes I was sure that “KS” would have wanted to apply to his next-gen-
eration design, and not doing anything about them would’ve driven me nuts.

By lunchtime I’d already filled up one pad of lined paper with my notes, and 
had made good headway into a second.  The mystery genius had been exactly that 
— a genius — but he took shortcuts and made design decisions I would never have 
agreed with.  Yes, he had been creating a new lifeform.  But it had been a disposable 
one.
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As designed, boomer brains were, to put it mildly, expendable components.  
They had an operational lifespan of ten years tops (and that was my most generous 
guess) before they simply broke down.  Oh, the electronics would continue to work 
just fine (unless they were used in a high-rad environment like space, in which case 
both electronics and biologics would eventually fry from the ionization — shielding 
had not been a priority).  But the neurons would eventually die off, starting slowly 
and then accelerating, mainly because their support systems were a little less than 
perfect.  Waste product disposal was just a hair under 100% effective, causing the 
neural tissues to slowly, inexorably poison themselves.  And it was, according to the 
design notes, intentional.  Planned obsolescence of a profoundly disturbing, even 
obscene, variety.

A genius, yes.  Designing a new lifeform, yes.  But a lifeform with a self-destruct 
built in.  A lifeform that could be used up and thrown out like an old soda can.  Or 
maybe they could recycle the body by popping the lid and dropping a new brain 
in...

(I shook my head at that thought.  Too weird for me at the moment.)
I wondered if “KS” had ever given any thought to what a boomer would do once 

its brain tissue started dying.  Forget about what it would think and feel...
Worse, someone in GENOM took these original kludgy designs and overlaid 

all those control circuits and behavioral blocks on them, further disturbing the al-
ready-delicate balance between organic and electronic systems.  Jesus Harold Christ.  
What a mess.

While I’d trained as a cybernetics engineer, I’d specialized in the wholly inor-
ganic side.  Bionics and cyborgs weren’t really my bailiwick.  But I did know a trick 
or two, thanks to almost fifteen years of field experience and to my insatiable curios-
ity. Add that to what I did know about pure electronics, and I now had a sheaf of 
ideas on how to improve the boomer brain design.  I had a pretty good idea how I 
could not only break a brain free from the GENOM constraints, but also double, 
maybe triple its lifespan.  The method I was starting to lay out could be applied 
non-destructively to an active brain, cannibalizing and recycling GENOM’s add-
on circuitry, which — purely by coincidence, of course — would free the boomer’s 
mind from all blocks, overrides and coercions in the process.  I might even be able to 
improve general performance as well.

It wouldn’t even be a terribly complex job.  The problem was, it amounted to a 
couple of hours of brain surgery.  It took too long, it needed to be performed by an 
engineer or at the least a well-trained tech, and...  Well, you see where I’m going.  If I 
were to free the entire population of boomers, I couldn’t do it one boomer at a time.  
It simply would not work, for dozens of realistic reasons.

I spent the rest of the day toying with the idea of maybe redesigning the fusion 
nanites to do the job, but that turned out to be a blind alley, too.  For one, they were 
too stupid by themselves.  They needed a guiding intelligence.  Second, GENOM 
was well aware of the dangers of having its own technology subverted, and all its 
boomers were fusion-proofed.
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The obvious alternative was to design my own nanite to do the job, but the nan-
otech of this here-and-now was significantly more advanced than that of homeline.  
I was barely beyond the “Nanotechnology For Dummies” level here; forget about 
building a whole new nanite from scratch.

Along about three o’clock in the afternoon, I gave up on the subject for the day 
and decided to do something — anything — else instead.  So I spent the rest of 
the day and well into the night taking apart, studying and ultimately rebuilding the 
gravity gun.  And when I tired of that, I finished up a couple other small projects of 
mine that had been in the pipeline for a while.

GENOM TOWER.  THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2037.  6:35 PM

Katherine Madigan lifted the handset of the scrambled telephone to her lips, 
punched a number in on the keypad, and spoke one word.

“Go.”

APD HQ.  THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2037.  6:50 PM

The alert sounded just as Leon began closing down his open files for the day.  
He gave an ironic half-grin to no one in particular, and reached for his coat.

“Daley!” he bellowed across the suddenly-galvanized squad room. “We’ve got 
ourselves a street party!”

“Already on it, Leon-chan,” Daley responded from behind him. Leon turned 
to see him standing, palmtop in one hand, coat in the other.  “Six combat boomers 
converging on Geo City Plaza,” he said as the two started striding for the elevators.  
“We’ll get there just ahead of the front line troops.”  He looked up and shot a mis-
chievous look at Leon over the hand-held computer. “So, are you going to take the 
Loon up on his offer?”

Leon nodded curtly.  “I’ve already made sure that the squads on duty all had a 
couple of BRS units each.  We’ll give the guy a chance.”  He glanced at his partner, 
and Daley was surprised by the serious look in his eyes.  “One chance.  Unofficially.  
If the casualty rate is notably lower...”

“You’ll make a formal recommendation,” Daley finished.
“Right.”
“Sounds good, Leon-chan.  Let’s do it.”

SILKY DOLL.  THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2037.  6:54 PM

After almost six years of leading a high-powered vigilante group, Sylia Stingray 
had many ways to learn about an AD Police mobilization.  Some, like the monitor 
tap Nene had placed on the ADP comm grid for her, and which fed into her bed-
room, were quite straightforward.  Some, like the pager which she wore in the Silky 
Doll, and which was operated by a dedicated link to an automated news service, were 
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indirect and somewhat slower.  Some were intended as extreme backups in the event 
that all her other lines of information were cut off.

Sylia Stingray did not intend to ever miss an ADP deployment.
It was as she rang up a customer’s purchase that the pager went off.  After 

making change and bidding the woman a good night, she withdrew the pager and 
checked its small screen to confirm that the ADP was indeed responding to a boom-
er incident.  She nodded to herself.  It was time to alert her sisters.

IDEC.  THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2037.  6:57 PM

I was, as had become usual, putting in a lot of late hours at IDEC.  I’d spent 
most of that day rebuilding the Doberman’s gravgun into a crude antigravity system 
(documenting every step as I went), and I’d been in the middle of my second hour 
of fine-tuning it when my ADP alert daemon popped up.  A set of boomers were on 
the loose in a commercial district a few kilometers away from the Tower.  I grabbed 
my helmet and the bag I carried it in, keyed in the code for Simon and Garfunkel’s 
“Homeward Bound”, and found myself teleported back to my little shithole effi-
ciency apartment.

It may have been shit, but it was home, as far as the song was concerned.  For 
the moment.

There, I quickly changed into my full duty uniform, pulled my duster on over it, 
and ran out to my motorcycle.  Less than three minutes after the alert had popped 
up on my screen, I was roaring my way through and around the evening traffic 
backups.

DISTRICT 3, NEAR GEO CITY.  THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2037.  7:06 PM

Lisa forced herself to act carefully and deliberately as she picked the lock to 
one of the roof access doors of the Shogakukan complex.  With the excitement in 
the street, it had been simple enough to walk past the distracted security guard in 
the lobby and onto an elevator.  Just a few more deft motions with the tools, and 
she would once again have her trademark aerial viewpoint.  Even better, the pub-
lishing conglomerate’s complex covered several blocks wrapping almost half of the 
way around the plaza which served as the entrance to Geo City; far more of it was 
actually in the underground arcology than above ground, in fact.  Pedestrian bridges 
spanned many of the streets which ran between the complex’s above-ground struc-
tures, their roofs giving her a convenient route from one building to another should 
the action move beyond the current battle line.

The lock unlatched with a loud “click!” and she grinned as she slid the picks back 
into her coat pocket.

Somehow, she thought as she slipped into the chill wind outside, the fact that I’m 
doing this more for fun than for money makes it even more exciting.  She looked up at 
the broad, gibbous moon, visible in the clear sky, and took a deep breath, savoring the 
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crisp scent of the cold nighttime air.  And maybe I can corner Doug before he vanishes.  
There’s no doubt he’s going to be here.

She knelt at the edge of the building and lifted her camera to her eyes.

GEO CITY PLAZA.  THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2037.  7:15 PM

I got to ground zero just as the line of scrimmage was forming. Ground zero 
in this case was yet another broad plaza — the city was rotten with them, a side 
effect of the planned rebuilding, I suppose.  This particular example was broad and 
square, and in the center of it was a Bauhaus box of glass and steel inhabited entirely 
by escalators and transparent elevator shafts. Tastefully understated signs of blue 
block characters above the broad bank of doors announced “GEO CITY” in both 
English and Japanese.  Any other night, they might have been brightly lit, but the 
only thing that illuminated at the moment was moonlight and the beams from the 
ADP halogen spots.

About 50 meters in front of the structure, six big, blue and ugly combat model 
boomers were busily engaged in the task of dismantling a pair of commuter buses 
and throwing the pieces in random directions.  Several merrily-blazing piles of metal 
and rubber elsewhere around the plaza marked previous efforts, as did the shattered 
(and in some cases burning) facades of nearby buildings.

It occurred to me to wonder if this Geo City place were owned by one of GE-
NOM’s few competitors.

Wong and McNichol were there, bellowing at their people as the ADP forces 
poured out of their troop carriers.  A flight of those stupid little helicopters buzzed 
by overhead.  The boomers ignored the ADP forces except for the occasional warn-
ing shot at anyone who tried to get too close.  Radio chatter that I’d overheard on 
my way there had indicated that they’d seemed to be focusing on property damage; 
while there had been casualties, the count was surprisingly low.  That probably ac-
counted for the high number of news crews already on site to cover this particular 
rampage.

I roared through the still-disorganized picket line the ADP was establishing 
and then pulled the bike through a 180-degree skid to stop on a dime in front of the 
two inspectors.  To their credit, they didn’t flinch.  I dropped the turbine down to idle 
and shouted over the still-loud whine, “Do we have a deal, McNichol?”

He nodded curtly.  “Yes.  We’ll try it your way today,” he shouted back.  “We 
don’t have all that many of the restraint guns, but there should be enough.  If it 
works, I’ll do my best to make their use a permanent policy.”

“Fair enough,” I shouted back, and hopped off the cycle. “Safepark,” I murmured 
to its computer, and the turbine howled as it sped off, riderless, through the ranks of 
astonished troops. I looked up to see the inspectors trading a look.

“A boomer bike?” Wong asked.
“Nah, just a fancy autopilot,” I replied quickly.  “See you later!”  And with that, 

I bounded out towards the action.
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“Doug!”  Lisa grinned to herself and took a telephoto shot of him with Leon 
and Daley.  Slowly, she crept along the edge of the building to keep him in sight.

As Daley watched the Loon hurtle toward the boomers with sense-defying six-
meter leaps, Leon slid into the driver’s seat of their patrol car and lifted the radio 
handset to his lips. “McNichol to all forces, attention,” he declared.  “The Loon will 
be engaging the boomers in an attempt to distract them.  BRS troops deploy to the 
fore, fire as soon as they get in range. Heavy weapons, cover them but do not fire 
unless under direct attack.  Repeat, heavy weapons, do not fire unless under direct 
attack.  And try not to hit the Loon, guys, okay?  He’s on our side tonight, got it?  
Acknowledge!”

As the various squads counted off their acknowledgments, Leon stared out 
through the car’s open door toward the arcology entrance.  “Good luck,” he whis-
pered, shaking his head.

“<System.  Combat mode on.  ‘Tubthumping.’  Play.>”  Nothing like a little 
insurance.

The moment the boomers caught sight of me, they immediately dropped what 
they were doing — not that there was much left of the two buses by that time any-
way.  Popping out their flight systems, they took to the air and beelined right for 
me.

When I saw that, I realized three things.  One, this was almost certainly a trap 
set for li’l ol’ me.  Two, I was going to tear Ohara a new one as soon as I got back 
to IDEC, because he was supposed to stop pulling this kind of shit.  And three, I 
should maybe turn around and head right back to the ADP line if I were going to 
lead the boomers into firing range.  So as soon as I hit the ground after my last leap, I 
spun on my toe and ran back full-speed towards the cops.  I’d gotten to within maybe 
twenty meters or so of the line when the first ADP fusillade launched.

A few of the restraint thingies came suspiciously close to me, but I dodged them 
easily.  Not that they would have done more than bowl me over, and maybe not even 
that; the way I understood it, they were a kind of EMP device, so they couldn’t’ve 
hurt me. Not even my helmet — it was too well shielded against that kind of thing.  
I used Hexe’s lightning bolts as the baseline when designing those protections, and if 
the trademark attack of a weather goddess can’t get through, no mortal-built device 
has a chance.  Still, getting hit with one would have thrown me back into the hands 
of the boomers, and while I was confident I could go toe-to-toe with one (for a little 
while, at least), I did not want to be the target of a whole gang of them.  Again.

Three of the boomers went down twitching, studded with black gooballs; the 
other three split up and fell back in different directions.  I made a sudden right turn 
to run parallel to the line of ADP forces; my plan was to dash back in and play bait 
again, but I didn’t know if the remaining trio would cooperate after seeing what had 
happened to their companions.
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That’s when I saw them.

“Tacteam G1 to base,” crackled through handset.  “Target is not cooperating.  
He’s moving too fast for the boomers to get a bead on him, and he’s refusing to en-
gage them hand-to-hand.  And we already have three 65Cs down.”

“What?” Madigan cried, her surprise shattering her control for a moment.
“Confirmed, base.  It wasn’t the target.  ADP is using a new weapon, looks like 

blobs of tar.  Units B2, B3, and B6 took direct hits and appear to be having epileptic 
fits.”

“Damn!” she swore.  “Restraint systems.  I thought we got those things discred-
ited and discarded years ago!  Of all the times for the ADP to dig them out again...”  
She thought furiously for a moment.  “G1, continue to follow the target.”

“Acknowledged, base.”  There was another crackle, and then, “Um, base?  Looks 
like we have a new complication.”

“What kind of complication?”

They were leaping down from the top of a building on the edge of the plaza 
when I spotted them.  A black VTOL aircraft of some sort had just dropped them 
off on the roof and was already vanishing into the night sky.

The Knight Sabers.  Just what I needed — Lady White and the High-Heel 
Gang would turn this operation into a bloodbath.  Fluidbath. Whatever.

With a murmured command, I opened the ADP channel.  “McNichol! Loon.  
We’ve got trouble — the Knight Sabers are here.  If they jump in with their usual 
M.O. ...”

McNichol was on the same wavelength as I was, and I’m not talking about the 
radio.  “They’ll open fire on the boomers, the boomers will shoot back, and guaran-
teed someone’s going to get get hurt in the firefight.”  He sounded more than a little 
worried and concerned.

“Look, you can handle the last three boomers on your own, I think,” I said.  
“Those restraint systems of yours look pretty damned effective.  I’m going to lead the 
Knights away from the fight so it doesn’t escalate.”  I was already creating, evaluating 
and discarding potential battle plans, sifting through courses of action until I found 
one I liked.

“You’re going to what?” McNichol squawked, but I shut off the channel without 
another word.  I had my plan.

“What’s he doing?” Daley murmured.
Loon stopped short and glanced at the approaching Knight Sabers, placing 

himself foursquare in the path between them and the plaza.  Then he turned to the 
watching police and news crews and pressed a button on the side of his helmet.  
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he declared, his voice amplified to reach the entire human 
side of the conflict, “I’d like to dedicate my next song to those lovely crusaders for 
corporate peace, those brave hunters of runaway slaves, those freelance murderers 
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whom we all know and love — the Knight Sabers!”  He fingered the button again, 
then gripped and turned the domes on the side of his helmet like knobs.

“System set mode split output,” I said to the helmet computer the second they 
got within 30 meters of me.  “System set external ‘Fat-Bottomed Girls’ set internal 
‘Firing Line’.  System play!”

A moment later, a chorus of voices like a human pipe organ filled the street.  
As Daley started to chuckle and cough, Leon strained to understand the English 
lyrics:

          “<Are you going to take me home tonight?
            Ahhh, down beside that red firelight?
            Are you going to let it all hang out?
            Fat-bottomed girls, you make the rocking
                world go ‘round!
            Fat-bottomed girls, you make the rocking
                world go ‘round!>”

“That’s it,” Daley murmured with a grin after recovering his composure.  “He’s 
dead meat.”

In case it isn’t obvious, my helmet’s soundproof.  Big cups of acoustically-damp-
ening foam cover my ears to eliminate the possibility of unwanted outside noise in-
terfering with the recordings I need for my metagift.  There’s an external microphone 
that feeds in sounds from around me, so I can have conversations and whatnot, but 
shut that off and I might as well be deaf.  The acoustic insulation is that good.  I rely 
on the small stereo speakers by my ears for all my hearing needs.

The external speakers, it should be obvious, are completely optional.  I don’t have 
to use them, and I have to physically turn them on when I do.

And they don’t have to play the same thing as the internal speakers.
The computer in my helmet can run two different songs at once, and route them 

to different speakers.  A phase-inverter circuit filters the external speakers out of the 
signal coming from the external mike, so I can leave that on and still hear what’s go-
ing on around me, without interfering in whatever song I’m actually using.

That’s what I was doing at that moment.  The world heard a no-effect Queen 
song that I selected to be moderately insulting to the Knights.  I heard Gossamer 
Axe’s “Firing Line” — an explicit song of heavy-metal challenge that did trigger my 
metatalent:

        “<Are you surprised to see me
          Standing here at your door?
          Thought that it was all over between us, huh?
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          Thought you could forget about it all?

          I’m here
          And I’m calling you out
          So get your ass out here, boy,
          ‘Cause it’s time to get down
          To the firing line!>”

“Come and get me, girls!” I trilled mockingly at the Knight Sabers, wiggling 
my butt at them and then slapping it.  Then I ran out of the plaza in a direction that 
would take us all away from both the boomers and the ADP.

“That... that... that...” Nene sputtered, almost wordless in outrage after spend-
ing a moment puzzling out the meaning of the English words.  “I do not have a fat 
bottom!” she shrieked.

Sylia’s temper flared in a way it hadn’t since she’d faced off against Mason.  How 
dare he!  She’d teach the smug bastard a lesson, she would!  “After him!”

Around her, the Sabers, equipped with all their new weaponry, nodded grimly 
and followed.

“Damn it, Doug!  Stand still!” Lisa growled as she scuttled along the rooftops 
after him.  God!  Does he have a deathwish? she thought furiously as she kept up her 
pursuit.  What was he thinking, calling the Sabers “slave hunters” in public?  In front of 
the media, even?

Behind her, some of the news crews in Geo City Plaza were trying to break 
down their setups and get mobile again.  A few of the other stringers might already 
be on the road, trying to chase down the Sabers and their prey; Lisa had to make the 
best use of her communicator watch and her advantageous position on the roof to 
beat the other reporters to the scene.

She glanced up to see Sylia and Priss making a jet-assisted jump over the 
building in front of her.  At least Doug seemed to be staying within the maze-like 
Shogakukan complex.  For now.

“Tacteam G1 update.”
“Go ahead, G1.”
“The target has left Geo City Plaza with the Knight Sabers in pursuit.”
Katherine frowned.  “Say again, G1?”
“The Knight Sabers are chasing the target out of the operation zone, base.”
She closed her eyes and rubbed the bridge of her nose.  Would nothing go as 

planned?  Who would have expected the Sabers to go after the Visitor rather than 
engage the boomers?  It was so out of character as to be inexplicable.  Still, she raged 
at herself internally for not foreseeing such a development.

Despite her anger at herself, though, she managed to keep her voice calm and 
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level — for the moment.  “G1, follow and observe, but do not attack unless the Loon 
escapes pursuit.  Acknowledge.”

“Acknowledged, base.”
There will have to be another attempt, Katherine thought as the transceiver fell 

silent.  And next time, I must eliminate all possible complications.

Silently thanking the ADP for its comprehensive and effective roadblock poli-
cies, I led the Knight Sabers deep into the maze of empty roads and interconnected 
buildings adjacent to Geo City. The entire area, save for the streetlights, was blacked 
out — whether because of boomer damage or because some smart boy had shut down 
the power in case of boomer damage, I couldn’t tell, but I didn’t care.  The lights and 
almost-full moon lit it well enough for my needs, and besides, I just wanted to get 
them away from the plaza and keep them away long enough for the ADP to finish 
the job they’d started.  Already I’d heard another salvo of globguns, and I hoped that 
meant another two or more boomers had been saved from violent death.

I decided it was time to face the foe, and stopped in the center of an empty in-
tersection.  Overhead, the traffic light creaked on its pivot as the winter wind swung 
it back and forth.  I cut the playback of both songs, shut off the external speakers, 
and reset the mode to single-output.  The Knights had been flitting in and out of the 
area of effect of the song for the entire chase, and while they might be a little off-
balance from the on-again/off-again emotional manipulation, it should fade before 
they reached me.

Which they were about to.  I heard the jumpjets and that poink-poink-poink 
first, then they came into view.  Lady White strode straight down the street at me.  
Blue and Olive dropped together from the roof of a nearby building.  And Pink...  
Pink dove in from above, silhouetted for a moment against the moon.  Her armor 
had been mated to something that looked like a small jet drone and a three-barrelled 
machine gun like those the ADP used on their stupid little choppers.  I took a quick 
glance at the others.  Blue had her big gauss needler rig again.  Olive looked bigger 
and thicker in the torso than before.  And White wore something that looked a lot 
like a flamethrower and was probably far worse.

Oh joy.  I appeared to have been promoted to “extremely serious threat.”  Only 
one chance to end this without someone getting hurt (namely me).  “<System, ‘Un-
der My Thumb.’  Play,>” I murmured.  As the Rolling Stones kicked in, I turned 
the PA back on and said, “Ladies, let’s talk.”  Then I focused all my will on Lady 
White.

         “<Under my thumb
           The girl who once had me down
           Under my thumb
           The girl who once pushed me around

           It’s down to me
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           The difference in the clothes she wears
           Down to me, the change has come,
           She’s under my thumb.>”

Lady White stopped short and Blue and Olive came to a halt behind and to ei-
ther side of her.  Pink landed, the wings on her fancy backpack thingie folding part-
way down behind her as she joined her compatriots.  White looked at me.  “Okay, 
we’ll talk,” she replied, but I could already hear the strain in her voice.  This was 
going to be a close one.  It was a pity I couldn’t get an area effect out of it, but it was 
the only explicit full-spectrum mind control song I had.  Best keep it simple and 
straightforward.

And no comedy.  I valiantly resisted the urge to wave my hand and say, “I’m not 
the metahuman you’re looking for.”

“There’s no reason for us to fight, you know,” Sangnoir said as they stood facing 
him in the middle of the street.

“So you say,” Sylia ground out.  She wanted to agree with him; deep within 
her she felt a powerful, almost overwhelming desire to do so.  But at the same time 
Sylia knew she had very good reasons to disagree.  Trying to voice them was all but 
impossible; the noncommittal response she forced out was the best compromise she 
could slip past the compulsion.  It was a disturbing, unnerving sensation... if she lost 
her focus on her contrary reasons for even a moment, she all but forgot she even had 
them.

“Wouldn’t be better if we all just went home now?”  He raised his hands in a 
pleading gesture.  “You don’t need to fight me or the boomers in the plaza.”

“That may be the case,” Sylia slowly forced herself to say, barely able to force 
down the powerful urge to cheerfully and enthusiastically agree with him and do 
what he said.  She began to fear it was a losing fight, and redoubled her concentra-
tion.

“I thought we were going to take him down,” Priss growled over the private 
channel.

“Sylia?” Nene said, doubt and surprise at her leader’s words plain in her tone.
“Well, then, why don’t you go?  NOW,” Sangnoir declared, a sudden intense 

urgency in his voice.  The indescribable pressure rolled a little further over the edges 
of her will.

“Yes, yes, you may be right,” Sylia found herself murmuring — and believing.
“What?” Nene shrieked.
“It’s him!  He’s doing something to her!”  Priss swung the barrels of her rail can-

nons to bear on Sangnoir and gripped their handles firmly.  “Whatever you’re doing, 
stop it now!” she bellowed.

“Yeah!”  Nene carefully aimed her Vulcan at his chest.  “What she said!”

Overhead, Lisa froze at the sight of the moonlit tableau and the challenge:  
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Priss and Nene, their weapons trained on Doug, who stood maybe ten meters from 
them; Sylia, her posture betraying an uncharacteristic confusion, a bit closer; Linna, 
almost at Sylia’s side, unmoving.

“Shit,” she whispered even as she raised the camera to her eye again.

“I’m not doing anything, ladies.”  Inside my helmet I grinned while mentally 
crossing my fingers behind my back.  “Maybe your boss just changed her mind.”

“Bullshit,” Blue spat.  “Get’im!”
Damn.  I’d been worried about leaving her uncontrolled.  Oh well. Thanking 

Lady Blue for her kind warning, I threw myself into a back somersault as she and 
Pink opened up on me.  The spikes from Blue’s gauss cannons missed me handily, 
but Pink was clever enough to walk her machine gun fire right into my trajectory.  
My field deflected a lot of it, and my armor intercepted most of the rest, but I had 
to stifle a cry of pain when a few of the bullets slammed into my flesh.  The burning 
impacts stitched their way across my body and knocked me out of my clean, neat arc 
and into a sprawling heap in the street.

Even as I tumbled to a halt along the asphalt, I inventoried my wounds by feel.  
Pink had gotten both of my arms and one leg — clean punctures or simple creases 
from what I could tell; and thank god the punctures had all missed bone.  I’d have to 
wait for a moment when I could look to see if she’d hit any major veins or arteries, 
but I didn’t feel like I was hemorhaging. (I’ve taken such wounds before; I would 
know, and quickly.)  I certainly hurt like hell, but it wouldn’t hold me down — I’ve 
kept going with far worse.

But first I had to get back up.
Blue and Pink darted in to cover me with their weapons again. “Not bad, Pinky,” 

I rasped out as I rolled to my hands and knees and focused part of my mind on sup-
pressing the pain of my wounds. “You actually hit me.  I’m impressed.”  Olive ap-
proached more cautiously.  I would have thought that as their primary hand-to-hand 
specialist she couldn’t add too much to the ranged firepower aimed at me, but then 
that new heavier torso armor of hers opened up like a pair of double doors to reveal 
a familiar-looking array of focusing lenses.  More joy.  “Just remember, though, when 
the time comes,” I went on.  “I tried to do this nonviolently. You drew first blood, 
not me.”

        “<It’s down to me, yes it is
          The way she does just what she’s told
          Down to me, the change has come
          She’s under my thumb.>”

Behind the three of them, White shook herself free of the song’s influence and 
my suggestions.  I could feel her considerable will power reverberate back up the 
channels of magic as she seized control of her own mind again.  Ah, well.  I wasn’t 
going to get much use out of the song now.  I shrugged to myself and shut down the 
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playback.  “Hmm,” I continued, a thoughtful tone infusing my voice.  “If she’s Pinky, 
does that make you the Brain, Blue?”

“Huh?  What?” the Knight in question growled wittily.
Inside my helmet, I smirked.  “Nah, I didn’t think so.”
“You bastard!” Pink snarled.
“Styx and the Stones may break my bones, little girl,” I said, smiling wider, “but 

only true names will ever hurt me.”
“Wha...?”
“Ignore him,” White said, stepping to the fore.
I inclined my head to her.  “No hard feelings, White?  I’m just doing what I need 

to do, you know.”
“No one toys with my mind, Colonel,” White replied in tones of ice.  “No one.”
I shrugged, this time for real, and almost didn’t wince.  “Hey, it was worth a try.  

After all, you’ve all been naughty girls for interfering when I told you not to.”  I slow-
ly got to my feet, and risked a glance at my wounds.  The bloodstains were relatively 
small and slow-growing.  Good.  “I suppose I’m just going to have to spank you.”

I know that I’d threatened to disintegrate their armor right off them the last 
time I’d seen them, but I hesitated to do so.  No matter how misguided they might 
be, the Knight Sabers were still at least nominally good guys.  And they had more 
than their fair share of enemies.  No, I couldn’t do that to them unless it was some-
what more than just a life-or-death matter for me alone.  I had to go with something 
different — something with just as much or more impact, but which wouldn’t leave 
them exposed to their enemies when I was done.

“Yeah, right,” Pink snarled.  “Wounded and bleeding.  You and what army?”
I smiled and shook my head.  “No army.  I don’t need an army. Just a few War-

riors.”  Before they could react, I exploded into another leap backward.  “<System!  
‘With A Little Help From My Friends’!  Play!>”
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